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ADVANCE DRAFT COPY OF FSAR AMENDMENT 68 CHANGES

L

Gentlemen:

Enclosed are advance copies of CPSES FSAR changes. The changes have been
prepared and approved for the upcoming Amendment 68 to the CPSES FSAR. The
pages which contain technical changes (and adjacent pages where needed to
locate the context of the change) are being provided in order to facilitate
your ongoing review. Although some of the pages may not match your existing
copieslupdatedthroughAmendment66)thesectionnumbersandtextare
consistent, continuous and correct. Please note that the enclosed draft FSAR
Amendment 68 changes should not be inserted into your FSAR. Our fonnal
submittal of Amendment 68 will be forthcoming during early 1988.

Amendment 68 will provide updates, clarifications, revisions, corrections, ,

additions and editorial changes to the FSAR as well as a revised Effective
Page Listing for the affected portions of the report. Listed below is a
summary of some of the more significant changes:

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PLANT

The 1A(N)/lA(8) sections have been revised to provide updates to the
TV Electric position for the following Regulatory Guides:,

1) Regulatory Guide 1.25
2) Regulatory Guide 1.38
3) Regulatory Guide 1.75'

2.0 SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Sections 2.4 and 2.5, specifically relating to hydrology, geology and
seismology, have been clarified or updated to include the information
developed from the validation of civil / structural design criteria
parameters (i.e. bearing capacity, lateral loads, settlement of
Category I structures and all dynamic soil and rock properties).
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3.0 DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, COMP 0llENTS, EQUIPMENT, AND SYSTEMS

Section 3.6B has been revised to: 1) delete reference to arbitrary
intermediate breaks, 2) redefine inside containment break exclusion
area (BEA) piping to eliminate the break exclusion area, and 3) revise
the "stress node and break location" figures to update the redefined
containment break exclusion area piping and incorporate the revised
break locations.

Section 3.7N has been revised to reflect the results of Westinghouse
seismic qualification reports on the reactor internals.

Section 3.78 has, been corrected to reflect the new seismic

qualification for the Service Water Intake Structure (SWIS) and
Category 1 Tanks based on reanalysis performed as part of the design
validation for CPSES. For the SWIS and Category 1 Tanks a revised
Amplifled Response Spectra is required. Also included are various
changes to the text, tables, and figures which reflect the reanalysis
performed as part of the design validation for CPSES.

Section 3.8.1 has been revised to include several clarifications,
corrections, and revisions. The applicable codes, standards, and
specificaions were changed to provide the correct applicability dates
and sections for 1) concrete materials, 2) punching shear for
reinforced concrete, 3) thermal stresses, 4) structural steel, and 5)
containment liner and penetrations. Changes for the liner seam welds
allow the use of alternate non-destructive examination methods and
acceptance criteria. The description of the design and analysis
procedures was corrected to reflect the reanalysis performed as part
of the design validation for CPSES. The requirement for ultrasonic
testing of the liner plate in the vicinity of attachments was
deleted.

Section 3.8.2 has been revised to correct ASME Code applicability
dates and sections used for the construction of the containment liner
and penetrations and to revise the load equations and acceptance
criteria to be consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.b7.

Section 3.8.3 has been revised to include several changes. The
discussion of the polar crane derailment in regard to 1 cad
combinations has been clarified. The description of the design and
analysis procedures was corrected to reflect the reanalysis performed
as part of the design validation for CPSES. The anchorage requirement
for reinforcing steel (900 hook) was changed to allow the required
length to be based on testing.

Section 3.8.4 has been revised to include several changes. The
description of the design and analysis procedures was corrected to
reflect the reanalysis performed as part of the design validation for
CPSES. The anchorage requirement for reinforcing steel (900 hook)
was changed to allow the required length to be based on testing.
Alternative design criteria were added for brackets and corbels when
considering shear stress.
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Section 3.8.5 has been revised to clarify the seismic gap requirements
between the foundation mats of seismic Category I structures.

Section 3.9N has been revised to correct the acceleration levels for
Westinghouse supplied active valves, and to conservatively revise the

' damping used in the seismic analysis of the reactor coolant pump.

Table 3,98-10 has been revised to expand the list of active valves.

Section.3.11N has been revised to describe the environmental design of
mechanical and electrical NSSS equipment. Changes reflect 1) the
effects of the revised plant service conditions (i.e. the effects of
temperature, pressure, radiation etc.) on existing equipment, 2) the
incorporation of the new definition of mild environment into the
qualification program, 3) updates to the section to include the
latest revisions of applicable references and 4) the present status of
the CPSES qualification effort (i.e. work completed).

5.0 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Section 5.4 has been revised to reflect the revised RHR cooldown
analysis perfonned as part of the CPSES design validation program.

6.0 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

Section 6.2 has been revised to: 1) update the NPSH curves for the
containment spray pumps and provide associated text changes, 2)
provide additional descriptions of the functioning of several
containment isolation valves and 3) update the Tables associated with
containment isolation valves to reflect as built conditions.

Section 6.3 has been revised to correct the method by which the
accumulator motor operated isolation valves are locked closed during
plant shutdown. Also revised the list of ECCS motor operated valves.

Section 6.4 has been revised to add a statement that a concurrent
release of toxic gas due to a seismic event and a radiological
release due to a LOCA is not considered in the design basis. Also a
description of the analysis for the release of refrigerant in the
control room has been added.

Table 6.4-6 has been revised based on Westinghouse "Radiation
Analysis Design Manual, Standard Plant Model 412, " Revision 3.

Section 6.5 has been revised to provide a new opening time for the
containment spray pump isolation valve.

7.0 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

Chapter 7 has been revised to reflect the current plant design as a
result of the design validation program. Changes also include
updates, corrections and clarifications.

. _ _
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8.0 ELECTRIC' POWER '

Section has been issued with various updates, clarifications,
typographical and editorial corrections. A major portion of the '_

clarifications concern the separation of non-Class 1E and Class 1E
circuits at CPSES based on the design validation program. A new
table identifying non-Class 1E equipment connected to Class 1E power
buses has been provided. The containment electrical penetration
protection description and 125 VDC battery load tables have been
updated. Two additional splice applications have been added to
Appendix 8A.

"
9.0 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

Chapter 9 has been revised to include: 1) corrections to the design
criteria applicable to spent fuel pool cooling and purification,

,

2) revisions to the SSW and CCW temperatures and time to cooldown on
RilR, 3) revisions to the description of the CCW control circuitry,
4) the deletion of the plant vent stack radiation monitor from the
primary vent stack exhaust, and 5 ) revisions to the figures for the
new fire water supply system.

10.0 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

Section 10.4 has been revised to: 1) provide new guidelines for
chlorination, 2) correct the usable volume of the condensate storage
tank, and 3) clarify and update the Auxiliary feedwater Pump
operation description.

11.0 RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

'Table 11.5-1 has been revised to correct the principal isotopes
monitored in several process radiation monitoring detectors and to
correct the bases for alarm set points in several other detectors.

13.0 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS and,
14.0 lNITlAE TEWpR0 GRAM

Chapters 13 and 14 have been revised to reflect the reorganization of-

the Startup organization to form the Test Department which is
responsible for testing and initial startup activities.

17.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE

The changes to Table 17A-1 are technical or editorial in nature and
do not affect the programmatic aspects for the establishment and
implementation of the QA/0C programs. '

|

1
,
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NRC ,QlgSTIONS AND RFSPONSE3

Changes to the following questions and responses (Section) have been
made for clarification, correction, update, and addition:

1) 032.0 Instrumentation and Control Systems
2) 040.0 Power Systems
3) 130.0 Structural Engineering
4) 212.0 Mechanical Engineering
5) 421.0 Quality Assurance
6) 423.0 Quality Assurance

E0lTORIAL

Several editorial changes have been made which include the reissuance-

of Sections, Appendices, Tables and Figures utilizing the format
allowing computerization of the amendment change bars and numbers.
This computerization ensures consistency and accuracy of the FSAR.

Apage-by-pagedescriptionofthechangesthatwillbeincludedin8endment
68 is attached (See Attachment 1). This attachment also serves as a listing
of the pages which contain technical changes in this advance draft copy of
Amendment 68. Pages which have only editorial changes (e.g. typographical
corrections, repagination) are not discussed in the attachment.

In addition to the "upcoming" FSAR changes identified in Amendment 66
advance copy transmittal (TXX-6999 dated December 23, 1987), TV Electric
anticipates further CPSES FSAR changes resulting from additional modifications
to the CPSES design and/or physical plant. While the details of these changes
are not sufficiently defined to include them in Amendment 68, we would like to
supply the staff with advance notice of the potential for such changes. These
potential changes are noted below with a brief description:

1. LOCA and Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) analysis in containment

The LOLA and MSLB accident analyses and impacts upon the containment
pressur.-temperature transient are being revised to correct the error
found 'n the CONTEMPT computer code.

2. Reanalysis of boron dilution event

The boron 'ilution event is being reanalyzed for an increased boron
dilution ficw rate from the Volume Control Tank (VCT).

3. Containment spray pH

The containment spray pH control is being reanalyzed. Design changes
may be required as a result of the reanalysis.
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If you have any questions concerning this letter or the enclosure, please do
not hesitate to contact me or my staff.

<

Very truly yours,

W. G. Counsil

4By: *

John W. Beck
Vice President,
Nuclear Engineering

BSD/bsd
Attachment

c- Mr. R. D. Martin, Region IV
CPSES Resident Inspectors - 3 copies

.
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site in a properly cleaned condition. A Westinghouse process
specification provides detailed cleaning requirements for equipment
manufacturers, and is included as a procurement requirement, where
appropriate.

Also refer to Appendix 1A(B).

Regulatory Guide 1.38

Quality Assurance Requirements for Packaging, Shipping, Receiving,
Storage, and Handling of Items for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

Discussion

For the CPSES whose application was docketed prior to April 1,1973, |68
the quality assurance procedures employed in the design and |

construction phases may vary in detail from the current position of |

Revision 1 (10/76) of the regulatory guide but meet its essential '|
requirements in that they follow good business practices as defined in j
the applicable Westinghouse process specifications. |

For activities initiated after January 1,1975, for the CPSES,
Reference [5] is applicable. This plan follows the guidance of ANSI
N45.2.2-1972 (which is recognized by Regulatory Guide 1.38) in the
design, procurement, fabrication and shipment of safety-related NSSS
equipment. Measures are applied, as appropriate, to apply packaging
requirements to procurement orders, to review supplier packaging
procedures, to apply proper cleaning requirements, to apply proper
marking and identification, to provide protection to equipment from

'

physical or weather damage, to apply special handling precautions and
to define storage requirements. A Westinghouse process specification
incorporates detailed packaging and handling requirements for
equipment manufacturers, and i, included as a procurement requirement

'

where appropriate.

.

lA(N)-23 /h ,
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59 | Refer to Section 2.3 and the response to Question 372.36 for a
|descriptionofthedesignandsitingoftheprimarymeteorological
| tower.

Regulatory Guide 1.24

Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
'

Consequences of a Pressurized Water Reactor Radioactive Gas Storage
Tank Failure

Discussion

The analysis of the radiological consequences of the radioactive gas
storage tdnk failure accident presented in Section 15.7.1 complies
with the requirements of Safety Guide 24 (3/23/72) except that only
gamma radiation contribution is taken into account in the
determination of whole body exposures.

Regulatory Guide 1.25

Assumptions used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
,

Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling and
Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactors

Discussion

The analysis of the radiological consequences of the fuel handling
accident inside the Fuel Building presented in Section 15.7.4 complies
with the requirements of Safety Guide 25 (3/23/72) except as follows:,

,

68 | 1. No iodine adsorber efficiency has been considered.

2. Only gama radiation contribution is taken into account in the
determination of whole tiody exposures..

.

i

i
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Regulatory Guide 1.73
,

Qualification Tests of Electric valve Operators Installed Inside the
Containment of Nuclear Power Plants

Discussion

Safety-related motor operated valves inside Containment comply with
the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.73, dated January 1974, with the
exception that stem mounted limit switches are tested separately to
the requirements of IEEE Standard 382-1972.

For details see Section 3.118.

Also refer to Appendix 1A(N).

Regulatory Guide 1.74

.

Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions

Discussion

Q421.19 |

8 | This guide is not applicable to CPSES design and construction. The

| quality assurance provisions for operating phase activities are in
| accordance with the guidance of ANSI N45.2.10 - 1973, as endorled by
| this regulatory guide dated February 1974.

Also refer to Section 17.2.
.

Regulatory Guide 1.75

,

Physical Independence of Electric Systems

.

.

1
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Discussion

CPSES design complies with the intent of Revision 1 (1/75) of this |60
regulatory guide with the following comments:

|

Regulatory Position C.1 - The non-Class IE security lighting circuits |68
are isolated from their Class 1E power source with two separate Class |
1E feeder breakers connected in series. These breakers are |
coordinated with their supply breaker and will be tested periodically |
to ensure that coordination is maintained. |

The non-Class lE AC essential lighting circuits are isolated from |66
Class 1E power sources with two separate Class 1E breakers (i.e., main |
breaker and feeder breaker within the Class 1E lighting distribution |
panel) connected in series. These breakers are coordinated with j

their supply breaker and will be tested periodically to ensure that |
coordination is maintained, j

The non-Class 1E AC essential lighting circuits use interconnecting |66
cable (i.e., from the distribution panel feeder breaker to the

|
lighting load) routed in conduit. The routing of the circuits in |

conduit ensures the physical and electrical independence from Class IE |
circuits beyond the isolation breaker.

|

The non-Class 1E DC emergency lighting circuits connected to dedicated | 66
batteries are routed in conduit. The routing of the circuits in |
conduit ensures physical and electrical independence from Class IE

|
circuits.

|
.

The lighting circuits routed in conduit meet the separation criteria |66
of FSAR Section 8.3.1.4.

|

.

EWCE CMlA(B)-43
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66 | Fiber optic cables used in non-Class 1E monitoring circuits carry no
| electrical energy by themselves and therefore are not required to
| maintain physical separation from Class 1E circuits.

66 | Lesser internal wiring separation is being used between redundant
j safety systems and safety and non safety systems in 80P Analog Process
|InstrumentationPanels. This analysis is provided in Section
|7.1.2.2.

,

66 | The non-Class 1E diesel generator neutral grounding transformer is
| connected to the neutral of the Class IE diesel generator. An
| analysis has been performed which demonstrates that a fault on the
| non-Class 1E portion of the circuit will not cause an unacceptable
|influenceontheClassIEsystem. In addition, the interconnecting
| cable is routed within the diesel generator room. The cable is
| routed in dedicated raceway and is inspected to Class 1E
| requirements.

.

65 | Regulatory Position C.2 - For the purpose of electrical cable
( separation, acceptable enclosed raceway includes rigid metal conduit,
| electrical metallic tubing (EMT) and flexible metallic conduit.
|Ventilatedtraycoversareconsideredequivalenttosolidnon-
|ventilatedtraycovers. Cable bus enclosures are considered the same
| as enclosed raceway for separation purposes.

65 | A wrap of woven silicon dioxide is equivalent to a metal enclosed
| raceway with respect to protection from electrical failures.

, 64 | Regulatory Position C.6 - Lesser separations are being used in several
|locationsbetweenClass1Ewiringandnon-ClassIEAreaRadiation
| Monitoring detector wiring and Public Address System speaker wiring
| based on analysis. This analysis is provided in Section 8.3.

!
-

,

I

|

|

1A(B)-44 ADVA E COM
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Regulatory Position C.9 - Splice type connections have been used to |68
terminate field routed cables at equipment where the equipment is |
provided with pigtail cables and on field routed power cables spliced |

in manholes by means of in-line splices located in cable tray. Where |

an enclosure has been provided and space exists, the splices are |60
located within the equipment enclosure, e.g., field cables for motor |
leads. Where this is not the case, the sp' ices are located in |
raceways nearby. Such splices are utilized in CPSES design at: |68

Electric penetration assemblies (EPAs) and Thermocouple Reference | 68a.

Junction Boxes |

b. Solenoid valves, limit switches, level switches, etc. (local |60
mounted devices - LMDs) |

Connection of LMDs to Electric Conductor Seal Assembly (ECSA) |60c.

pigtails. |.

d. Equipment which can only accept smaller (than field cable) size | 60 .

'

cable. |,

e. Manholes where field routed power cables use in-line splices | 68
located in cable trays. |

An analysis to justify cable splices in raceways is provided in |60
Appendix 8A.

|

Regulatory Position C.12 - Power circuits for the following equipment |66
located inside the Cable Spreading Room / Control Room complex, are |,

routed in exclusive conduits within the Cable Spreading Room / Control |
Room complex:

|

|

| -

,

|
'

|

i
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8 | Discussior!

8 | This regulatory guide is not applicable to CPSES; however, soils
|investigationsarediscussedinSection2.5.

,

8 | Regulatory Guide 1.139

8 |GuidanceforResidualHeatRemoval

Discussion

8 | Refer to Appendix 1A(N).

8 | Regulatory Guide 1.140

8 | Design, lesting and Maintenance Criteria for Normal Ventilation
| Exhaust System Air Filtration and Absorption Units of Light-Water-
| Cooled ituclear Power Plants

.

8 | Discussion

59 |TheCPSESdesign,maintenanceandtestingofthenormalHVACsystems
| is in compliance with the requirements of this Regulatory Guide dated

60 | March 1978. ANSI /ASME N509-1980 and ANSI /ASME N510-1980 shall be
| used for field testing activities in place of the older versions of
| these codes referenced in this Regulatory Guide.

59 |AtmosphericcleanuptrainsinstalledatCPSEShavetwohighefficiency
, ,

| filter banks in series. In-place testing of only one bank will be,

| performed.

.59 |In-placetestingofthehighefficiencyfilterbanksandadsorberwill
| not be required for paintinn fira and chemical release ilau ribed in
| position 5.c and 5.d of this guide. Only laboratory testing will be
| performed for carbon efficiencies.

1A(B)-74
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All streams in the SCR basin empty directly into SCR; therefore no
channel routing coefficients were required. The applicability of the
stream course response model to handle the PMF is discussed in Section
2.4.3.3.4. The ability of the SCR dam to withstand the PMF and

coincident wave action is discussed in Section 2.4.3.6.

2.4.3.5 Water Level Determinations

The mass curve, the capacity-area-depth curves, and the spillway
rating curves (Figure 2.4-9) are used in routing the PMF through the
reservoir to evaluate water level. The resulting peak reservoir level
is Elevation 789.7.

In routing, the reservoir water surface has been assumed to be nearly
horizontal, and the volume of water in the reservoir has been assumed
to be directly related to the reservoir elevation. These are
reasonable assumptions in view of the shape and depth of the SCR.
These assumptions allow the principle of continuity expressed as a

_ _

storage equatien (It 4 s = 0 t, where I and G are the average rates
of inflow and outflow for the time t, and s is the change in water
volume during time t) to be applied directly to the routing problem
[16].

2.4.3.6 Coincident Wind Wave Activity
.

The magnitude of the wind tide and wave runup nre dependent upon the
wind velocity, fetch and reservoir depth. The wind direction must
coincide with the fetch direction. An overland wind velocity of 40 | 68
miles per hour has been approved by the USACE for use in determining |
freeboard requirements in the Fort Worth District. This 40 mph wind |
velocity is the highest that may reasonably be assumed to occur
coincidentally with the probable maximum flood (17].

| 0371.7
The effective fetch langth N e generation was detarminmi for the |J

'

center of Squaw Creek Dam (fetch of 1.28 miles) and for the exposed |

side of the CPSES plant location (fetch of 1.25 miles), it nas also |

. . .
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2.4.5.2 Suro7 and Seich7 History

There are no existing large bodies of water near the site that would
allow development of either surge or seiche; therefore, there is no
history of surge and seiches in the site vicinity.

2.4.5.3 Surae and Seiche

The small size, relatively shallow depth and irregular shape of Squaw
Creek Reservoir indicates that there is a minimum probability of
either surges or seiches occurring in the reservoir. Therefore, surge
and seiche should not be considered significant at this site.

2.4.5.4 Wave Action

The effect of the maximum sustained wind on the reservoir surface has
been evaluated in Section 2.4.5.1. This wind is considered coincident
with a 10 year return period flood elevation in Squaw Creek (778.1
feet). Results of the wind wave activity calculation are presented in
Table 2.4-14. With an effective fetch of 1.28 miles, computations
indicate that the significant wave height will be approximately five

68 | feet with a period of 3.9 seconds. The maximum wave height will be
| about eight feet with a setup of 0.2 feet and runup of 6.8 feet (10).

68 | This will occur at Squaw Creek dam as illustrated in Table 2.4-14

The wind penetrated waves on the SSI are less than those on SCR due to

the much shorter fetch available around the SSI area (see Figure 2.4-
14, Figure 2.4-15 and Table 2.4-14).

2.4.5.5 Resonance

Due to the irregular shape and sloping sides of SCP anri %I, wave
resonance will not have any tiJnificant effect on the maximum water
elevation.

.

V'.' $
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2.4.5.6 Runup

The maximum water elevation reached due to wave runup and setup at the | 68
plant site, Squaw Creek dam and SSI dam are 794.7 feet 793.7 and

|
791.3 feet, respectively. All plant facilities will be above the |
maximum wave runup elevation of 794.7 feet.

|

The Service Water Intake Structure will be the only safety-related
structure subject to wave action or wave runup. The operating deck
will be approximately elevation 796', well above the maximum expected
wave runup.

2.4.6 PROBABLE MAXIMUM TSUNAMI FLOODING

This site is nearly 300 miles from the Gulf of Mexico and the plant
will be over 800 feet above sea level. Therefore, tsunarli flooding
will not occur.

2.4.7 ICE FLOODING

The Texas climate is too warm to allow the development of significant
ice on any lake. Certainly there are no records of any major river in
Texas freezing over at any time, so the possibility of ice flooding
can be discounted.

2.4.8 COOLING WATER CANALS AND RESERVOIRS

2.4.8.1 Canals

'

No canals are involved.

! 2.4.8.2 Reservoirs

i

.

'

a.: . .; . . .. .t. c " * .

.. >
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The reservoir side of the dam is protected by rip-rap and gravel
blanket from the top of the embankment to elevation 760.0, which is
ten feet below the minimum operating level. The top width of the
embankment is 20 feet, exclusive of the gravel blanket and rip-rap.
Design for the rip-rap was based on an average over-water wind of 81 |68
mph (Probable maximum wind - 200 year frequency) over the effective |
fetch distance. The method of computing the effective fetch distance |

set forth in Department of the Army Office of the Chief of Engineers
ETL 1110-2-8, 1 August 1968, was adopted. Minimum layer thicknesses
were determined using the requirements set forth in EM 1110-2-2300
(April 1959) and EM 1110-2-1601 (July 1970). The specific gravity of
the rock was assumed to be 2.3. The result are as follows:

{ Q371.7
a. Effective Fetch - 1.28 miles |4
b. Significant Wave Hgt. - 5.0 ft.
c. Layer Thickness - 33 Inches
d. Average Rock Size - 22 Inches

,

.

2. Spillways

The service spillway is an uncontrolled structure (i.e., without
gates), 100 ft wide, with a standard ogee crest at elevation 775.0.
Additional discharge capacity for protection from extreme floods is
provided by a broad-crest emergency spillway, 2,200 ft wide, excavated
through the rock of the north abutment at elevation 783.0. A 12-inch

diameter makeup water pipeline crosses the emergency spillway along
its crest. This line is placed in a trench cut in limestone and is
covered with a concrete cap. The top of this cap is at elevation
783.0. Locations of the spillways are indicated on Figure 2.1-2. A

profile of the service spillway appears on~ Figure 2.4-18.

Design bases for the service spillway at Squaw Creek Dam are as
follows:

!
a. Spillway width: 100.0 ft
b. Design Head: 14.2 ft|

|

|
!

l,E. .
_ .
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-70,000 acrG-fcet per year by utilizing only the uppsr 51 percent of
the available conservation storage volume.

2.4.11.2 Low Water Resulting From Surges, Seiches or Tsunamis

Not applicable (See Sections 2.4.5 and 2.4.6).

2.4.11.3 Historical Low Water

The extreme variability of flow in the Brazos River is depicted
through a flow probability curve (Figure 2.4-24), which shows that the

,-

average discharge of 1,555 cfs at gaging station 8-0910 is equalled or
exceeded only about 17 percent of the time [27]. This flow is
modified by regulation of water by upstream reservoirs which tend to

68 | decrease the variability. The impact that upstream control has had
|uponflowextremesisindicatedfromdatawhichshowthattheBrazos
|RiverwasknowntodryupcompletelybeforeconstructionofPossum ,

|KingdomReservoirandfromFigure2.4-25whichshowsthelesseningof
| annual flood events subsequent to Possum Kingdom Reservoir.

Squaw Creek has not been gaged long enough to allow a direct measure

of flow variability, but indirect generalization of variability is
gained by comparison with the Paluxy River. A flow probability curve <

for the Paluxy River is illustrated in Figure 2.4-25, which shows that
the average discharge of 70.8 cfs was exceeded only about 11 percent
of the time. Since the SCR catchment size is only about 16 percent
that of the Paluxy watershed at gaging station 8-0915, this
variability will be much more pronounced. Thus, inflow from Squaw
Creek will be extremely variable.

Lake Granbury and SCR will serve to regulate the naturally variable
flows and provide suitable minimum water levels on a dependable basis.

,

5
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to-the site. The postulated release was assumed to occur due to an
accidental rupture of the waste holdup tank which is located in the
Auxiliary Building near the Containment Building.

.

The volume of the tank is 30,000 gallons and at the time of rupture it
was assumed that the tank was 80 percent full. The assumed quantities

of radionuclides in the tank at the time of rupture are given in Table
2.4-20.

0371.7 |

It was conservatively assumed that all the liquid radwaste (24,000 -

gallons, or 7.36 x 10-2 acre-feet) is spilled into Squaw Creek
Reservoir. Minimum dilution in Squaw Creek Reservoir would occur at

minimum pool elevation 770.00 feet (ms1), corresponding to a storage
68 | volume of 135,062 acre-feet. Assuming complete mixing, the minimum

| dilution factor is 135,062/(7.36 x 10-2) or 1.84 x 10 ,6

The instantaneous concentrations in Squaw Creek Reservoir are

calculated by dividing the concentrations in the tank by the dilution
factor. Due to the decay characteristics of the radionuclides, the
concentrations will decrease with time. The equation used to define
the concentration of any radionuclide for certain periods of time is:

t (Reference 42)C =2 x Co-

t ti

where,

Co = Concentration in time zero
t = Time interval considered

t1/2 = Half life of radionuclide
Ct = Concentration at time t

The concentration of each radionuclide in Squaw Creek Reservoir at the
end of the first day and at the end of the first month is :hown in
Table 2,4-21.

1

2.4-48
~

;
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It also r:ceives cater from tater-bearing units under greater
hydraulic head which adjoin the Paluxy Formation. Figure 2.4-30 shows
the outcrop area of the Paluxy Formation. South of the CPSES site,
across the Paluxy River, the formation is confined by overlying fine-
grained bedrock strata. These strata are not of significance to
CPSES.

Groundwater discharges from the Paluxy Formation as springs and seeps
in some outcrop areas. Where the fomation is confined, there is
limited water movement into overlying confining units if those units
are at lower hydraulic head.

2.4.13.1.5 Onsite Water Table

68 | Following the subsurface exploration program, a number of the borings
| were used to determine water levels. Of these borings, P-10 was

completed in the Twin Mountains aquifer; the piezometric water level
in that boring is elevation 670. The remainder of the borings
monitored for groundwater were completed in the Glen Rose Formation.

68 | Static water levels observed in these borings are presented in Figure
|2.5.5-77andrangefromelevation749to830.

'

Water levels in the Glen Rose Formation are expected to show some

variation in response to seasonal climatic changes; those in the Twin
Mountains Formation will be much less influenced by seasonal

68 |conditionsbecauseofthedistancefromthe,rechargearea. A
| permanent system of piezometors will be installed in order to monitor
|groundwaterlevelsatthesite. This program is described in
|Section2.5.4.13.

,

2.5.4.13.

2.4.13.1.6 Water Quality

Potable groundnater occurs in the Twin Mountains, Glen Rose and Paluxy
formations. The results of chemical analyses of groundnater obtained
from wells drawing from these formations are summarized in Table 2.4-
22. (Well locations are shown on Figure 2,4-33).

2.4-56
. . . . . ..
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9 | thrcughout the limestone as a function of time. This conservative
| analysis calculates the maximum concentration of any radionuclide
| anywhere in the groundwater to be 4.8 x 10-12 u Ci/ml as a result of
| the postulated accident.

2.4.13.4 Monitoring or Safeguard Requirements

No planned releases to the ground water environment will take place at
the plantsite, therefore, no monitoring is required. Pertinent
information is provided in Section 6.1 of the Environmental Report.

2.4.13.5 Design Bases for Subsurface Hydrostatic Loadina

The lateral pressure (o ) caused by the groundwater at a given point
is equal to the unit weight of water (y ) times the vertical distance
from the water table to the point at which the pressure is computed
(H):

o = YH

Uplif t pressures are similarly computed as yH, where H is the vertical
distance from the water table to the surface on which the uplift is
computed.

68 | The design basis groundwater table is at elevation 775 ft (see Section
| 2.4.13.3.1), which is below the plant grade of 810 ft. The

,

determination of the design basis groundwater table is consistent with '

the provisions of Section 2.5., 6.

Safety-related plant structures located below this level are designed
for the hydrostatic loads.

There is no dewatering at the site du. Sg or after construction,

i

.

*l *, n
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TABLE 2.4-13

UNIT HYOROGRAPH CHARACTERISTICS

l

Upper SCR Upper SCR

Catchment Catchment
Lower SCR (Except Maximum (During Maximum
Catchment Six Hours) Six Hours)

1. A (Sq. Mi.) 20.3 38.0 38.0
2. L (Mi.) 4.4a 13,1 13,1

3. Lca (Mi.) 2.7a 6.0 6.0
4. (LLca).3 2.la 3.7 3.7
5. Ct .6 1.1 1.1

t =C (LLca).3 1.26 4.07 4.076. p t
(hours)

7. ta=t /5.5 .23 .74 .74p

(hours)

8. te (hours) 3.00 3.00 3.00 -

9. t r=t +.25tr-ta) 1.95 4.64 4.64 |68p p

(hours)

10. t r+.Str (hours) 3.45 6.14 6.14p

11. C 640 420 440 440 x 1.3bp
;

12. Qpr=C 640xA 4,370 3,600 4,680bp

t r (cfs)4

p |68
,

a Typical values for adjoining areas,
b For the most intense 6-hour rainfall period, the unitgraph

ordinate is increased by 30 percent of the Upper SCR Cat.chment. ;

i

.

! -

'
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TA812 2.4-14

COIfCIDEPrf WitO WAVE ACTIVITIES
.

1

;
PPF telev. 789.73 and 40 mph Overland Wism3 to Year Returs feriod Flood selev. F78.1) and 798F !

WIPO del sph Overland Wind),

6 SQUAbf SAFI SQUAW SAFE
4

bA*T PM CEEEK SHLTDOWII FIAfff CREIK SBEffBotS8
iCMAAnCTERISTICS SITE fart Iffoul@ Boff SITE DAM 1990UlepEarf i

*

i
Effect1we Fetch 1.25 at 1.28 at 0.36 mi 1.25 mi 1.28 mi 0.36 mi * 68

Average D-pth 84 ft. 88 ft. 68 ft. 78 ft. 78 ft. 58 ft.

# tad Satto 1.1SS 1.I8 1.03 1.155 1.138 1.05

i Setm p 0.04 ft. O.C6 ft. 0.01 ft. 0.20 ft. O.21 ft. 0.06 ft..

56pificant Wave 2.2% ft. 2.5 ft. 1.1 ft. 4.7 ft. 4.8 ft. 2.3 ft.

Maximum Wase J.76 ft. 4.1F ft. 1.84 ft. 7.8% ft. 8.01 ft. 3.84 ft.
I

Wave feriod .4 see. 3.0 sec. 1.9 see. 3.8 sed. J.85 sec. 2.6 see.

( Save Lenyh 4-) 14 ft. 46.1 ft. 18.48 ft. 74.71 ft. 75.9 ft. 34.6 ft.
i

88 eve Steereens 4.014 0.C9 0.1 0.105 0.106 0.11

Selative punup 1.3 (Smooth 0.9% grip-rap O.85 (rip-rap 1. 3 t hth 0.85 (rip-rap 0.85 trip-rap

1:3 Slopel 112 Slope) 1:2 1/2 slopet 1:3 Slopet 1:2 Slope) 1:2 1/2 Slope)
Ponop 4.9 ft. 3.96 ft. 1.56 fr. 10.20 ft. 6.81 ft. 3.26 ft.3

punup + Setup 1.0 ft. 4.0 ft. 1.6 ft. 10.40 ft. 7.0 ft. 3.3 ft.

Elevataan Deacted Faa.7 ft. 793.7 ft. 711.3 ft. 788.5 ft. 785.1 ft. 781.4 ft.,

r

' e

G

. *

.

Y b

.
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TABLE 2.4-20

CONCENTRATIONS OF RADIONUCLIOES IN POSTULATED

ACCIDENTAL RELEASE *

Floor Drain floor Orain |68
Tank Activity Half Life Tank Activty Half Life |68

Isotope Ci (Year) Isotope Ci (Year) |68
Br-83 8.63+0 2.73-4 Y-90 3.09-3 7.32-3 |68
Br-84 4.27+0 6.05-3 Y-91m 3.00-1 3.64-4 |68
Br-85 5.45-1 1.14-3 Y-91 5.18-2 6.68-3 |68
1-130 1.91+0 1.41-3 Y-92 1.09-1 4.04-4 |68

'

I-131 2.54+2 2.20-2 Y-93 3.45-2 1.16-3 |68
I-132 2.54+2 2.63-4 Zr-95 5.90-2 1.75-1 | 68 ,

1-133 3.82+2 2.37-3 Nb 95 5.90.2 4.00-3 |68
.

I-134 5.18+1 1.00-4 Mb-99 6.81+1 7.54-3 |68
1-135 2.09+2 7.55-4 Tc-99m 6.27+1 6.87-4 |68,

Rb-86 2.00+0 5.11-2 Ru-103 5.18-2 4.50-3 |68
, ,

Rb-88 4.36+2 3.39-5 Ru-106 1.27-2 1.01+0 |68 !
Rb-89 1.91+1 2.89-3 Rh-103m 5.18-2 1.07-4 |68
Cs-134 2.09+2 2.06+0 Rh-106 1.27-2 3.39-7 |68 >

Cs-136 2.63+2 3.59+2 Ag-110m 1.27-1 6.90-1 |68
Cs-137 1.36+2 3.02+1 Te-125m 2.54-2 1.59-1 |68
Cs-138 8.72+1 6.13-5 Te-127m 2.63-1 2.59-1 |68

. Ba-137m 1.27+2 4.85-6 Te-127 1.09+0 1.07-3 |68
! H3 3.18+2 1.23+1 Te-129m 1.73+0 3.82-3 |68

'

Cr-51 5.00-1 7.59-2 Te-129 1.64+0 1.31-4 |68,

Mn-54 4.00-2 8.55-1 Te-131m 2.36+0 3.42-3 [68
Mn-56 1.82+0 2.94-4 Te-131 1.09+0 '.4.76-5 |68 iy Fe-55 1.82-1 2.70+0 Te-132 2.63+1 8.90-3 |68

| Fe-59 4.72-2 1.22-1 Te-134 2.73+0 8.00-5 |68
j Co-50 1.36+0 1.94-1 Ba-140 3.81-1 3.50 2 |68 (

,
Co-60 1.73-1 5.27+0 La-140 1.27-1 4.60-3 |68 |Sr-89 3.91-1 1.38 1 Ce-141 5.72-2 8.90-2 |68
Sr-90 1.09-2 2.66+1 Ce 144 3.54-2 7.78-1 | 68 i

Sr-91 5.63-1 1.09-3 Pr-143 3.72-2 3.72 2 |68 ;
i Sr-92 1.18-1 3.09-4 Pr 144 3.54-2 3.29-5 |68

'

Ce-143 4.54-2 3.77-3 |68 |

:

4

i

*E-5 = 10 5
,
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TABLE 2.4-21

(Sheet 1 of 4)

MAXIMUMCONCENTRATIONSINSURFACENATERDUETO | 68
POSTULATED RELEASES FROM THE LIQUID RADI0ACTIV WASTE STORAGE TANK | 68

-

Concentration in Squaw Creek Concentration in Concentration in | 68,

Reservoir (uCi/cc) Lake Granbury Whitney Reservoir | 68
Isotope Instantaneous One Day One Month Conc. (uCi/cc) Time (Hrs.) (uCi/cc) | 68
Br83 5.18-8* 4.90-11 0.0 6.57-12 1 |68"

Br84 2.56-8 6.13-22 0.0 7.55-13 1 | 68"

Br85 3.27-9 0.0 0.0 2.20-20 1 ** |68
1129 0.0 5.44-19 1.01-17 1.08-17 2 Yr |68**

1130 1.15-8 2.99-9 3.16-26 7.66-12 24 |68**

1131 1.52-6 1.40-6 1.15-7 1.84-10 168 [ 68**

1132 1.52-6 1.33-7 2.77-10 1.90-10 1 " | 68
1133 2.24-6 1.03-6 8.63-17 3.31-9 24 | 68**

I134 3.I1-7 2.08-15 0.0 2.00-11 1 | 68**

I135 1.25-6 1.01-7 2.18-39 2.09-10 1 | 68"

Rb86 1.20-8 1.16-8 3.94-9 4.06-11 1/4 Yr | 68**

Rb88 2.62-6 1.16-30 0.0 1.91-11 1 | 68"

Rb89 1.15-7 3.49-36 0.0 4.97-13 1 | 68**

Sr89 _.35-9 2.34-9 1.57-9 1.60-10 720
'

|68**

Sc30 1.14-10 1,14-10 1.14-10 5.42-11 2 Yr | 68~

Sr91 3.38-9 5.85-10 4.76-32 1.29-12 24 | 68"

Sr92 7.08-10 1.52-12 0.0 9.44-14 1 | 68**

Y90 1.85-11 4.04-11 1.14-10 5.43-11 2 Yr |68**

5.18-8 = 5.18 x 10-8 | 68Notes: *

** Less than 1 x 10 -3 times 10CFR20 MPC | 68 i

S!AEE C0!T |
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TABLE 2.4-21

(Sheet 2)

|
MAXIMUM CONCENTRATIONS IN SURFACE WATER DUE TO |68

POSTULATED RELEASES FROM THE LIQUID RAD 10ACTIV WASTE STORAGE TANK |68 !

- Concentration in Squaw Creek Concentration in Concentration in | 68,

Reservoir (uCi/cc) Lake Granbury Whitney Reservoir |68
isotope Instantaneous One Day One Month Conc. (uCi/cc) Time (Hrs.) (uCi/cc) |68
Y91m 1.80-9 3.72-10 3.02-32 8.19-13 24 | 68"

Y91 3.11-10 3.27-10 2.39-10 2.45-11 720 **
[ 68

Y92 6.54-10 2.20-11 1.71-70 l'.24-13 1 | 68"

Y93 2.07-10 3.97-11 6.54-32 9.09-14 24 | 68"

Zr95 1.54-10 3.50-10 2.56-10 2.70-11 720 |68"

Mb95m 0.0 4.30-13 1.89-12 2.00-13 720 | 68**

H695 1.54-10 3.54-10 3.29-10 4.66-11 1/4 Yr | 68"

Mo99 4.09-7 3.18-7 2.11-10 1.31-9 24 |68"

Te99m 3.76-7 3.05-7 2.04-10 1.26-9 24 | 68"

Rul03 3.11-10 3.06-10 1.83-10 1.77-11 720 |68"

Rul06 7.62-11 7.60-11 7.20-11 1.97-11 1/2 Yr |68"
<

Rh103m 3.11-10 2.76-10 1.65-10 1.59-11 720 | 68"

j Rh106 7.61-11 7.61-11 7.20-11 1.97-11 1/2 Yr |68"

Tel25m 1.53-10 1.51-10 1.07-10 1.11-1) 720 | 68"

I Tel27m 1.58-9 1,57-9 1.31-9 2.01-10 1/4 Yr |68"

Tel27 6.54-9 2.41-9 1.31-9 2.02-10 1/4 Yr |68"

Tel29m 1.04-8 1.02-8 5.60-9 5.19-10 720 |68"

Tel29 9.84-9 6.63-9 3.64-9 3.38-10 720 | 68"

Notes: 5.18-8 = 5.18 x 10-8 |%
*

" Less th.in 1 x 10 -3 times 10CFR20 MPC |68

h. f'
'
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TABLE 2.4-21

(Sheet 3)

MAXIMUM CONCENTRATIONS IN SURFACE WATER DUE TO |68
POSTULATED RELEASES FROM THE LIQUID RADI0ACTIV WASTE STORAGE TANK | 68

.

* Concentration in Squaw Creek Concentration in Concentration in |68
Reservoir (uCi/cc) Lake Granbury Whitney Reservoir |68

Isotope Instantaneous One Day One Month Cocc. (uCi/cc) Time (Hrs.) (uCi/cc) |68
Tel27m 1.58-9 1.57-9 1.31-9 2.01-10 1/4 Yr | 68**

Tel27 6.54-9 2.41-9 1.31-9 2.02-10 1/4 Yr |68**

Tel29m 1.04-8 1.02-8 5.60-9 5.19-10 720 | 68**

Tel29 9.84-9 6.63-9 3.64-9 3.38-10 720 | 68**

Tel31m 1.42-8 8.15-9 8.42-10 2.92-11 24 |68**

Tel31 6.54-9 1.82-9 1.88-16 6.52-12 24 |68**

Te132 1.58-7 1.28-7 2.69-10 5.94-12 168 ** | 68
Tel34 1.64-8 7.22-19 0.0 7.51-13 1 ** |68
Csl34 1.25-6 1.25-6 1.22-6 3.99-7 1 Yr ** |68
Csl36 1.58-6 1.50-6 3.23-7 2.90-8 168 |68**

Cs137 8.16-7 8.16-7 8.15-7 3.89-7 2 Yr ** |68
Csl38 5.23-7 1.77-20 0.0 1.57-11 1 ** |68
Bal37m 7.62-7 7.72-7 7.71-7 3.68-7 i Yr |68

' **

Bal40 2.29-9 2.17-9 4.51-10 1.38-11 168 ** | 68
La140 7.62-10 l'.26-9 5.19-10 1.58-11 168 |68**

Cel41 2.43-10 3.36-10 1.81-10 1.66-11 720 | 68**

.

5.18-8 = 5.18 x 10-8 |68Notes: *

** Less than 1 x 10 -3 times 10CFR20 MPC | 68

k h.N:
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TABLE 2.4-21

(Sheet 4)

MAXIMUM CONCENTRATIONS IN SURFACE WATER DUE TO j . 68

POSTULATED RELEASES FROM THE LIQUID RADI0ACTIV WASTE STORAGE TANK |68
.

* Concentration in Squaw Creek Concentration in Concentration in |68
Reservoir (uCi/cc) Lake Granbury Whitney Reservoir |68

Isotope Instantaneous One Day One Month Conc. (uCi/cc) Time (Hrs.) (uCi/cc) |68
Cel43 2.73-10 1.65-10 7.28-17 6.04-13 24 | 68**

Cel44 2.13-10 2.13-10 1.98-10 4.47-11- 1/4 Yr |68**

Prl43 3.43-10 3.37-10 8.08-11 6.99-12 168 |68**

Prl44 2.13-10 2.13-10 1.98-10 9.47-11 1/4 Yr |68**

H3 L.91-6 1.91-6 1.90-6 8.65-7 1 Yr ** |68
Cr51 1.00-9 2.93-9 1.42-9 1.24-10 720 ** |68

54 2.40-10 2.40-10 2.25-10 5.18-11 1/4 Yr |68**

Mn56 1.09-8 1.72-11 0.0 1.43-12 1 ** |68
Fe55 1.09-9 1.09-9 1.07-9 3.80-10 1 Yr ** |'68
Fe59 2.83-10 2.79-10 1.78-10 1.77-11 720 | 68**

Ce58 8.16-9 8.08-9 6.09-9 6.79-10 1/4 Yr | 68**

Co60 l.04-9 1.04-9 1.03-9 4.29-10 1 Yr ** | 68
Agl10m 7.62-10 7.60-10 7.01-10 1.58-10 1/2 Yr | 68**

Ag110 0.0 9.88-12 9.12-12 2.06-12 1/2 Y4 | 68**

.

Notes: 5.18-8 = 5.18 x 10-8 | 68
*

" Less than 1 x 10 -3 times 10CFR20 MPC | 68
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2.5 GE0 LOGY AND SEISM 0 LOGY

2.5.1 BASIC GE0 LOGICAL AND SEISMIC INFORMATION

The site of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) is j68
located on the Comanche plateau, a subdivision of the Central Texas

|

section of the Great Plains physiographic province (F2.5.1-1). |

Gently dipping Lower Crenceous limestone and sandstone directly
underlie the site.

|

Structurally, the site is located on the southern flank of the Fort | 68
Worth Basin (F2.5.1-3), a sedimentary depositional trough fomed in |
mid-Pennsylvanian time. The trough is filled with Pennsylvanian and |
Permian sediments. A regional unconformity separates these Paleozoic | 68
sediments from the Lower Cretaceous sediments underlying the site 1

(F2.5.1-5). |

|0361.6
Two major fault systems, the Balcones and the Luling-Mexia-Talco fault | 68
zones, occur within 200 miles of the site (F2.5.1-3 and F2.5.1-4). |
Both of these fault systems can be observed on the surface. |2
Subsurface faults have been identified within seven miles of the site. |
These faults appear to die out in sediments over 270 million years |
old. (See Section 2.5.1.2.4.) |

Seventeen seismic events have been reported with epicenters within 200 | 68
milesofthesite(F2.5.2-2). The closest large event was in |
Intensity VII and occurred in 1882 near Paris, Texas,155 miles |

northeast of the CPSES (F2.5.2-3). The nearest event was the |

Wortham-Mexia Intensity V-VI shock of 1932, occurring 90 miles |

southeast of the site (F2.5.2-6). The region within 200 miles of the |
.

CPSES site has been divided, based on geologic structure, into |

tectonic provinces and subprovinces (F2.5.2-8). There have been no |

reported epicenters within the subprovince in which the site is
located. An evaluation of th" eismic history of the Suiio'mding

hhg '. e
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68 |Topographicelevationsinthesiteregionrangefromabout550feetto
|1000 feet above sea level.

2.5.1.1.2 Geologic History

Figure 2.5.1-3 shows the regional tectonic structures within a two
hundred mile radius of the CPSES site. The major features shown on
this figure are discussed in this section. Each of the major
structural features has undergone a distinct geologic history. By

far, the greatest tectonic activity on a regional scale occurred prior
to Mesozoic time.

Seven tectonic provinces have been delineated within a two hundreo
mile radius of the CPSES site. These provincial boundaries are shown
on Figure 2.5.2-2 and their use in developing the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake is discussed in Section 2.5.2.6.

1. Central Texas

The Llano Uplift (Figure 2.5.1-3) is post-Early Ordovician and
pre Late Pennsylvanian in age. In late Pennsylvanian time, the
Precambrian surface was 10,000 feet higher in the western part of
the Llano uplift than beneath the flanking Fort Worth Basin.
Erosional losses indicate that uplift accounted for one-third and
basinal subsidence for two-thirds of the vertical movement in
these structural adjustments [2].

The northeast trending horsts (Figure 2.5.1-4) of the region
developed at the close of the mid-Pennsylvanian contemporaneously,

f with the Ouachita Orogeny which intensely folded the equivalent
| and older beds in Oklahoma and Arkansas,

i

l

.

_.
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West of the Station site and beneath the veneer of Lower Cretaceous
formations (Figure 2.5.1-5) lies a succession of Permian,
Pennsylvanian, Mississippian and Cambro-Ordovician strata consisting
predominantly of resistant limestone and shale with some sandstone.
Basement granite likely underlies this Paleozoic section.

North of the Station site, in southern Oklahoma, the Cretaceous
section is similarly composed of the Gulf and Comanchean series
(Figure 2.5.1-6). However, the Gulf series here is thinner, in
Oklahoma, the Comanchean is comprised of the same three groups as in
Texas: .the Washita, Fredericksburg and Trinity groups. The Washita
is thicker and contains more sand in this region. The Paleozoic
section in southern Oklahoma consists mainly of limestone, dolomite,
marl and shale dating from the Cambrian through the Permian. _One
sandstone unit appears in the lower Cambrian. The Precambrian

basement (over 570 million years in age) consists mainly of quartzite,
granite, and gabbro.

2.5.1.1.4 Structure

1. General

Q361.30 |

A large number of varied regional geologic structures are present
7 |within203milesofthesite. These are described in the following

| paragraphs, subsection 2.5.2.3 and shown on Figures 2.5.1-3, -4, -4a,
| -5 and -6. Tables 2.5.1-1 through 2.5.1-4 list the principal fold
| and fault structures in Texas and in the adjoining states of Oklahoma,
|ArkansasandLouisiana.

1.1 North Central Texas (Great Plains Physiographic Province)
Q361.30 |

0361.6 I

The Llano Uplift, located aim'mimately 100 miles southwau of the
site, is structurally a large dome. Precambrian rocks dating more

|

2.5-12 b . h. :
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|

than 570 million years in age are exposed in the center of the dome I

over an area roughly 40 to 70 miles and are surrounded by fonnations
of Paleozoic age (225 to 570 million years old) and Cretaceous rocks
deposited 65 to 136 million years ago. The Precambian of the uplift
consists of metamorphic rocks (schist. gneiss and marble), batholithic
intrusions (granite) and late dike intrusions (felsite). Extensive |7
faulting is associated with the Llano Uplift (Figures 2.5.1-3,-4,-4aj
and -6) and extends to the northeast and southwest under a covering of |
late Pennsylvanian and Cretaceous sediments. Evidence for extension |

of this faulting into the site vicinity could not be found in the |2
field through stereoscopic study of areal photographs, however, data |

from recent hydrocarbon exploration in the site vicinity has indicated |
this faulting is present in the subsurface to the west of the site. |

(See Section 2.5.1.2.4.) Several major structural arches also |

originate in the Llano Uplift, and they, too, extend under the |

Cretaceous and Upper Pennsylvania formations [8]. One of these |

features, the San Marcos arch, plunges southeastward into the Coastal
Plain and coincides in position and trend with known Precambrian
folding. Other structures, namely the Lampasas Arch trending
northeast, the Edwards Arch trending southwest and the Bend Arch

trending north, possess an axial orientation approximately at right
angles to the lines of Precambrian folding.

North of the Llano Uplift, differential warping and uplift associated
with faulting and subsidence in Pennsylvanian time formed the Fort
Worth Basin and associated structurally high areas. The structural
highs include: the Bend Arch to the west, the Red River Uplift and
its continuation, the Muenster Arch to the north, and the Lampasas

|
Arch to the south,

,

l
,

The Forth Worth Basin or Syncline has a northwest-southeast axis and

extends as far to the northwest as southern Clay County. Because most

of the strata in the basin m " deposited during the Strawn time of
the Pennsylvanian Period, the basin is commonly referred to as the

.

twx
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"Strawn Basin". the full thickness of Pennsylvanian sediments in the
Forth Worth Syncline is not known. No faults are known or suggested

68 |intheBasin. The Pennsylvanian section is comparatively thinner over
| the Bend Arch, Red River Uplif t, and Muenster Arch structural highs.

The Bend Arch is a northward plunging anticline and is the most
pronounced of the arches originating from the Llano Uplift. Because

it originates from the north side of the uplift, there is a
possibility that its southern extension may be connected with the

68 |southwesttrendingEdwardsArch. The Bend Arch has probably resulted
| from two earth movements: a homoclinal tilt to the southwest in upper
|Pennsylvaniantime,andaPost-Permiantiltoftheentireregionto
|thenorthwest,resultinginthenorthwestdipofthePennsylvanianand
|Permiansediments.

The Muenster Arch, together with the Wichita Mountains Uplift comprise
an uplift some 350 miles long. The trend has a Precambrian core and
is flanked with truncated lower and middle Paleozoic strata.
Geophysical evidence indicates a structural relationship between the
Muenster Arch and the Wichita Mountain Uplift (Figure 2.5.1-8). The

arch is completely blanketed by Cretaceous sediments and is shown in
Figure 2.5.1-6.

The Lampasas Arch is a broad arch originating in the northeast portion
of the Llano Uplift and is shown on Figure 2.5.1-6.

|

The Hardeman Basin is a depression at the western end of the Red River
Uplif t, filled with Pennsylvanian and Pennian sediments.

,

1.2 Southern Oklahoma (Wichita-Arbuckle-Ouachita Mts.)

| North of the Red River Uplift, in Oklahoma, are several major uplif ts.
'

From west to east, they are thn Ilichita Mountains, the Arbuckle

|

.
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The final Coastal Plain structure to be considered is the San Marcos
Arch. It is a broad, gentle, structural nose extending southeast from
the Llano Uplift. It separates the East Texas and Rio Grande
embayments and plunges southeast along its trend.

2. Geophysical Surveys

Two types of geophysical investigation have been utiliL to examine
regional geologic structure and assist the identification of tectonic
provinces. These methods include gravity and natural gamma
aeroradioactivity surveys.

2.1 Gravity Survey

The regional Bouguer gravity map (Figure 2.5.1-8) depicts large
gravity anomlies, providing an indication of the rock densities
associated with the known regional tectonic features and some insight
into less well known basement features. The Bouguer reduction
commonly yields negative values for areas which are located in
continental interiors. Positive Bouguer anomaly valves (observed

; Bouguer gravity minum regional Bouguer gravity) generally indicate
emplacement of high-density rocks near the surface (68] such as Llano
Uplift.

Major lithologic-structural divisions of the basement agree well with
the regional Bouguer gravity trends and regional gravity configuration
is controlled largely by basement phenomena. in Texas, the general
westward decrease in Bouguer values is caused by the isostatic effect
of the High Plains.

,

The site, as shown on the regional Bouguer gravity map is located

within the Fort Worth (Strawn) Basin and west of the Ouachita tectonic
belt [19). The features aro chnwn on Figure 2.5.2-2. Basic < lata for

! construction of the map came from field measurement of the total

i

l

|
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gravitational force (commonly called absolute gravity), using the
pendulum, and from conventional gravity-meter surveys which have been
correlated with the absolute gravity determinations.

The updip limit of the Ouachita facies coincides with a series of
gravitational maxima trending in the same general direction and also
with both the Luling-Mexia-Talco fault system and the Choctaw fault
system farther north (Figure 2.5.1-8,19).

Conspicuous positive Bouguer gravity anomalies are apparent from a
series of maxima which coincide with the Muenster and Wichita uplifts
and the Amarillo Uplift (Figure 2.5.2-2). These maxima begin rather
abruptly in northwest Collin County, Texas, (immediately north of
Dallas) and extend northwest through Oklahoma. The maximum of +35
milligals on the Wichita trend in Kiowa and Greer counties of Oklahoma
(approximately 200 miles north-northwest of the site) is contrasted to
a -81 milligal minimum to the south in Wilbarger County, Texas
(approximately 150 miles northwest of the site). The amount of

basement uplift and the density contrast between granite and flanking
sedimentary rocks is inadequate to account for the magnitude of the
anomaly. Either there is a greater amount of gabbroic rock in the
Precambrian of the Wichita-Amarillo trend than is apparent from
examination of surface exposures and drilling records, or the answer
lies in the distribution of mafic material in the subcrust.

A crustal model for Central Texas [65, 66) is shown on Figure 2.5.1-8.
Calculated and observed Bouguer gravity anomalies show good
correlation and agreement is also-found with crustal seismic models

proposed by others for Texas. Crustal thickness in the site vicinity,

is between 40 and 50 km. (25 and 31 miles) according to the model.

All of the major structural uplifts of the southern Mid-Continent
correspond to regional isostM ic maxima and the basins with uravity

p ,....
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minima [67). The overall isostatic anomaly pattern (see Figure 2.5.1-
8, inset) is broadly coincidental with basement structure; however,
some broad-wavelength anomalies, one of which is also of high
amplitude, apparently result froin density variations deep within the
crust rather than from structural relief. The most prominent of these
anomalies is a 200-mile-long minimum which is aligned east-west across

Central Texas from near the New Mexico border to near the Ouachita
tectonic belt [67].

The structural grain of the Marathon-Ouachita orogenic belt (stable
Ouachita, see Figure 2.5.2-2) is represented by a series of
disconnected gravity minima and a parallel nearly continuous, lineal

.

gravity maxirnum. This elongated gravity maximum can be traced for

about 500 miles as a continuous feature from the Ouachita Mountains to
near the Marathon area and corresponds closely with the axis of
greatest metamorphism in the Ouachita trend.

A major 90 milligal Hayford-Bowie isostatic gravity minimum is
centered in the Ouachita Mountains and includes the adjacent Arkoma
basin.

Isostatic and Bouguer gravity anomalies produced by the Waco Uplift
68 | are superimposed on the broader riming gravity maximum. This

| structure has been shown to be faulted and anticlinal, and it probably
|representsacrustalblockpartiallyinvolvedinlatePaleozoic
| orogenic thrusting related to the Ouachita belt [67].

,

The site is situated on the central stable continental land mass and
exhibits a Bouguer gravity value averaging -48 miligals [19] with low,

( lateral gradients. These gravitational trends indicate that the site
l is far removed from tectonic boundaries and confirm the regional

tectonic provinces developed in Section 2.5.2.2.

i
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The Glen Rose Limestone (Kgr) constitutes the bedro k of the Station
site and reservoir area. The outcrop of this formation, its general
topography and location of principal station facilities are shown on
Figure 2.5.1-12. The Glen Rose Limestone was originally called the
"Alternating Beds" because the outcrop pattern is characterized by
stair-step topography resulting from differential weathering of
impure, nodular limestones, softer claystone beds, and resistant,
sparry-cemented, medium-to-thick bedded, hard limestones. The local

order of occurrence or dominance of these lithologic types, plus other
physical or paleontologic aspects, pemits locally useful zonation as
shown on Figure 2.5.1-13 and on the lithologic cross section of the
station vicinity shown on Figure 2.5.1-14.

68 | The graphic lithologic log and the gamma-ray / resistivity log of boring
| P10 (Figure 2.5.1-13) illustrate a zonation of strata based on cores
| of all site boring logs, and related field infomation in the site
| vicinity.

Zone I, about 80-90 feet thick, is the bench-end-slope, uppermost
outcrop unit indicative of major soft claystone beds alternating
with hard, ledge-forming limestones. The basal claystone in
contact with the underlying massive-bedded limestone of Zone II
is the most prominent field contact visible throughout the
reservoir area.

68 | Zone II, 60-70 feet thick, is a massive unit of mostly nodular
| limestone with thin claystone partings best developed in the
| basal portion.

.

Zone III, 60-65 feet thick, is the most consistent unit
68 | recognizable in electric logs in the region. The upper part,

| !!!a, is an alternating claystone-limestone section transitional
| with the more massive unih above and below; the lower part.

| Illb, is the massive-bedded, bluff-forming Thorp Spring Member
| which is well exposed in the Paluxy River Bed at Glen Rose and

| further upstream.

...
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Zone IV, at the base of the Glen Rose is about 30-40 feet thick; j68

and consists of an alternation of claystone and limestone, both |
sandy or with thin sand lenses. The unit is transitional with j

the fine grained, calcareous, silty sandstone of the underlying
Twin Mountains Fonnation.

The regional persistence of the Glen Rose zonation is indicated on the

25-mile correlation cross section (Figure 2.5.1-14) from the plant
site east to Cleburne, Texas.

Where the Glen Rose beds are not exposed at the surface, data obtained
from borings indicate that it is generally manteled by a few feet
(range of a few inches to 15 feet) of surficial soils. These soils
consist of mixtures of clay, silt and sand with some gravel and
cobble-size rock fragments. In valley bottoms, the Glen Rose beds are
overlain by alluvial sediments and residual soils which range to
approximately 10 to 15 feet in thickness. As evidenced in many of the
boring locations, weathering processes have produced a weathering zone
on the Glen Rose up to several feet in thickness. This zone has been
chemically altered, partially oxidized, and in some areas over 40 top
60 percent of the interval decomposed to a soil consistency.,

|

The upper limit of bedrock, below which no soil-like inclusions were
encountered in borings, is indicated on the vicinity Bedrock Contour
Map, Figure 2.5.1-15. Bedrock contours in the immediate plant site

| are shown on Figure 2.5.1-16. Borings logs are presented in Section
|

2.5.5.3.

| The conditions encountered at Category I facilities including the,

| overburden and top of rock and moderately to severely weathered rock
| zone where it overlies the better rock are shown on geologic cross

sections in Figures 2.5.4-40, 2.5.4-41, and 2.5.6-10. The section
locations are shown on Figura ' 5.5-5. Pertinent informatinn.

i regarding foundation grades, existing groundwater conditions and

.

1
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characteristics of subsurface materials are summarized on these
figures. The surficial rock generally is of a tan to orange-tan
limestone which is occasionally dolomitic and fossiliferous. The

remainder of the Glen Rose in this area consists of light to dark gray
argillaceous limestone with-lenses and/or zones of gray to greenish-
gray calcareous claystone. It is sporadically fossiliferous,
dolomitic, pyritic and chrystalline. The unweathered Glen Rose is
consolidated rock, medium hard to soft and thin-bedded to massive,
becoming generally massive with fewer claystone zones below at
approximately 770 feet in elevation. Oolitic zones are common in the
massive portion of the formation. There are occasional zones which
consist of limestone fragments enclosed in a claystone matrix,
indicative of slump brecciation during deposition. In outcrops, the
claystone lenses weather out to produce a thin-bedded appearance.

68 |TheTwinMountainsFormationunderliestheGlenRoseFormationwitha
| gradational contact. It was encountered in borings in the Station
| area at approximately elevation 610 to 615 feet. The sandstone beds
| of the Twin Mountains Formation constitute the aquifer for domestic
| water supplies and are collectively referred to in the region as the
|"TrinitySand"(20].

68 | In the postconstruction S/L cluster borings (Fig. 2.5.1-16), drilled
| for seismic crosshole survey, the Twin Mountain Formation was found to
| be about 250-ft thick and unconformably overlying the Mineral Wells
| Formation of the Strawn Series (Pennsylvanian age) at elevation 366 ft
| (Figure 2.5.4-30A). The Twin Mountains Formation is composed of
|sandstoneandclaystone,withoccasionallimestonelayers[131]. The

| upper portion of this formation (above elevation 495 ft), as| ,

|encounteredintheborings,consistsofinterbeddedsandstone,
| claystone, and argillaceous

|

g
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limestone. The sandstone is the dominant lithology. It is very [ 68
soft to hard, friable in places, poorly cemented, light brown to ligt.+ |
gray, and fine to medium-grained. The claystone and argillaceous |
limestone are medium hard to hard, dark gray to greenish-gray, |
occasionally green or maroon, and silty or sandy in places. The |
middle portion of the Twin Mountains formation (between elevation 495 |

and 458 ft) consists primarily of generally hard and brittle, reddish- |
brown, and highly slickensided claystone. The lower portion (below |

elevation 458 ft) is composed of interbedded sandstone and claystone. |

The sandstone is generally coarse-grained and occasionally I

conglomeratic, with infrequent fractures and connor, clay-rich |
intervals. Hard sandstone and claystone with up to 3-ft thick beds |
comprise the lowermost 20 ft of the formation. The presence of |
relatively unconsolidated sandstone and soft claystone in the middle |

and lower portions of the formation was indicated by the caliper logs |
of the S/L clusterly at elevation 489 ft (middle portion) and |
elevation 428 ft (lower portion). Poorly cemented sandstone was also |

encountered in borings P-9 and P-10 in which the drill rods rapidly |

penetrated some sandy zones due to easy cutting and/or jetting erosion |
by high-velocity drilling fluid.

|

|
| The Mineral Wells Formation [130] was encountered in the S/L cluster | 68
!

Borings at elevation 366 ft, and was penetrated for 65 ft, exposing |
predominantly claystone beds. These beds, being of Paleozoic age, |

are distinguished from the similar overlying Lower Cretaceous beds by [

a higher degree of induration manifested in greater hardness and I

slickenside frequency, and by the occasional presence of vertical |
fractures filled with limestone. They are also characterized by |
their massive nature, dark color, and intercollated limestone seams

|
,

and layers (131].
|

Figure 2.5.1-14 illustrates the approximate relationship of
stratigraphy at the site to th" stratigraphy found in borinus within
approximately five to 25 miles of the site.

'
The extensive limestone strata which are present at the site and
vicinity are not subject to solutioning because of argillaceous

|
.
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impurities. There is no evidence of solutioning observed in the core
obtained from the Famerous borings. Fractures or joints occur
infrequently.

2 | A more detailed description of subsurface conditions is presented in
|Section2.5.4.

2.5.1.2.4 Structure

Dip of the sediments in the site vicinity is to the east at
approximately 25 feet per mile. Slight, gently warping of the
sediments is occasionally evidenced in road cuts and natural exposures
in the area surrounding the site. These are minor local features
which are very limited in a real extent and degree of flexure. The

infrequent slicken sides encountered in the Glen Rose Formation appear
to b.e the result of differential settlement which occurred during
compaction and diagenesis of the formation. The extensive
investigations conducted at the site vicinity' revealed no evidence of
faults, shear zones or other anomalies.

2 | Examinations of electric logs from recent gas exploration wells in the
4 | site vicinity suggests the presence of subsurface fault. The

| locations of these wells are presented on Figure 2.5.1-17. The

|faultslocationsarepresentedonFigure2.5.1-23. Larger scale maps
2 | of the fault nearest the site are presented in Figures 2.5.1-23A, 24

|and26. This fault has no well cuts and is inferred from trends in
4 |subsurfacedata. The fault exhibits normal movement and is

| approximately 65 miles long (Figure 2.5.1-23). The throw on the
|faultappearstodecreaseupwarduntilnormalconditionsarereached,

|atasubseadatumofapproximately2,000 feet.
Q361.6 |

0361.7 |

2 | The faulting is associated with basement faulting. The sh octure
| model which accommodates this faulting is one of older faulting from
|basementmovementwhichfaultedtheEllenburger(seeSection
|2.5.1.1.4).

JhjbE_ J .i2.5-32
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Later movement renewed the fault to cut the Marble Falls and Big |2
Saline fomations and continued upward into the Strawn but died out as |
the Strawn formation was deposited. There is no evidence of renewed |

movements after middle to late Strawn time (over 270 million years |
ago).

|

|Q361.8
| Q361.9

Figures 2.5.1-23A, 24A and 26 are the revised structure maps of the |68
Ellenburger, Marble Falls and Big Saline formations. They are based |
on more data than was available for the maps filed with the initial |
FSAR. The current information does not indicate any faulting wittiin |

five miles of the site. A structural nose trending southwest to |

northeast is present on the Ellenburger, Marble Falls and Big Saline |2
horizons. No faulting is interpreted with this nose nor is any |
anticipated within five miles of the plant site. If by further |
hydrocarbon exploration any faulting is found within the five-mile |

.

radius, it is not expected that it will extend above a datum of
|

approximately 2,000 feet' subsea (approximately the middle or upper |
portion of the Strawn formation) g24]. On the Strawn marker (
structural map (Figure 2.5.1-28), no faulting is depicted within five |
miles of the plant site. Where a fault is mapped on older beds to |
the northwest of the plant (approximately seven or eight miles from |
the site) there is no faulting at the level of the Strawn marker.

|
This indicates the faulting has died out in the Strawn Formation

|
between the Big Saline Formation and the Strawn marker. Cross

|
section A-A' (Figure 2.5.1-30) illustrates this upward limitation of |
the faulting. Cross section B-B' (Figure 2.5.1-31) illustrates the |
absence of faulting near the site.

|

[Q361.21,

Figure 2.5.1-32 (Cretaceous Structural Hap) presents the structural |4
contours on the Paluxy Sand-Glen Rose Limestone contact over the 5- |

mile radius area and, over a smaller area, on the prominent marker bed |
about 75 feet below the top of the Glen Rose. Contouring on the |

ADMCE CON2.5-33
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4 | marker bed is confined to the central portion of the site area in a 2-
|to3-milestripadjacenttotheNW-SEtrendingvalleyofSquawCreek.
| Elevations for datum control of contouring were taken from
|publishedUSGStopographicquadrangles. The principal points of the
|Paluxy-GlenRosecontactwereestablishedinthefieldthroughroad
| traverses; the upper Glen Rose marker bed points were in large part
| transferred directly from areal photographs to the topographic base
|(Figure 2.5.1-10,VicinityGeologicMap).

4 | Figure 2.5.1-32 shows a consistent north-south regional strike and
| constant dip to the east at a rate of about 25 feet per mile for both
|ofthesehorizons. The mappable continuity of the Paluxy-Glen Rose
| contact and of the upper Glen Rose marker bed plus the structural
| contouring indicate no surface anomaly in the site area.

68 |StructuralcrosssectionsC-C'andD-D'(Figures 2.5.1-34and-35)
|supplementthestructuralmapsandlikewiseindicatenoevidenceof
| post-Paleozoicfaulting,knownorinferred,westornorthwestofthe
| 5-mile radius area. The most significant subsurface Glen Rose datum

4 |isthemassiveThorpSpringLimestoneMember. The top of this high
|resistivityunitmarkstheboundarybetweenGlenRosezonesIIIaand
| IIIb of the lithologic section at the plan site (Figure 2.5.1-13).
|Allcorrelationlinesextendedfromwelltowell,basedongamma-ray
|logsupdipandself-potential /resistivitylogsdowndip,are

| | essentially parallel to the Zone IIIa - Zone IIIb boundary (= top of
| | Thorp spring Member). No faulting is indicated in either of the
'

!crosssectionswithintheCretaceousrocks.

2.5.1.2.5 Groundwater

Detailed information regarding site groundwater is described in
Section 2.4.13.

!

.
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permeability. In addition, there was no evidence of styolites, I

pressure solution of grains, or collapse structures of any scale noted
in the thin section analysis. The rarity of dolomite as reported from
petrographic and X-ray analysis suggests that collapse structures have
not occurred from the effect of volume change in the transformation of
Mg-calcite to dolomite and calcite. The low amount of magnesium shown

in the chemical analysis indicates that the magnesium is already in
the dolomite phase and that future dolomitization as an isochemical
reaction is impossible.

.

These laboratory tests indicate that the Glen Rose Limestone should

have a very low permeability, an indication which is confirmed by the
packer test data presented in Table 2.5.6-1. The laboratory data also
indicates that future solutioning of the limestone should not occur.

Considering the various material types, chemistry, distribution and
site environment, it is concluded that solutioning activity in the
limestones beneath the site does not exist. Results of detailed
petrographic and chemical analysis of the limestone below the site
indicate that the potential for solutioning is very low. Detailed
results of these tests are given in Section 2.5.4.2.3.

At a considerable distance east of the site vicinity, anhydrite and
gypsum and present in Glen Rose Fomation [10). Under certain
conditions such material could be subject to solutioning. However,

these conditions are not known to occur near the site.

3.1.2.2 Oil and Gas Wells |68
.

The Paluxy and Glen Rose formations are major lower Cretaceous |68
hydrocarbon producing reservoirs in the East Texas Embayment. These |

reservoirs are mostly east and south of the Luling-Mexia-Talco Fault
ione (44] and are nearly 10n miles east of the site. Erratir sanris in
the Pennsylvanian Strawn, and the Ordovocian Ellenburger limestone

!

|
.
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are major producing zones in the Bend Arch area 25 to 50 miles or more
to the west.

68 | No exploratory or producing oil or gas wells existed within five miles
| of CPSES prior to 1974. At that time, three exploratory wells have

been drilled in that area and all three were reported as dry and
abandoned. The first area production was reported early in 1977. In
light of new data, a study of mineral potential was performed by H. J.
Gruy and Associates, Inc. and is presented here.

Q361.11 |

68 |UsingthesubsurfacegeologicterminologyestablishedbyGulfEnergy
|andMineralsCo.-U.S.No.1OtisRollinswellintheLouis

68 | Boatwright Survey A-33, Hood County, there are four Paleozoic
| formations having the potential for hydrocarbon production in the area
| of the CPSES. In ascending order, these are the Ellenburger

Formation, the Marble Falls Formation, the Big Saline sandstone and
the Strawn sandstones. The size of a possible blowout from the above
listed formations is in the order they are listed (i.e., maximum in
the Ellenburger and minimum in the Strawn sandstones). The

probability of finding nydrocarbons is in the reverse order as listed.
In the following discussion, wells which fall within a five-mile
radius of the plant site are listed with a well identification number
keyed to Tables 2.5.1-5 through 2.5.1-10 and to Figure 2.5.1-17
entitled "Natural Gas and Oil Pipelines and Wells Within Five Miles of

2 |CPSES". As noted on this Table, all hydrocarbons produced within five
| (5) miles of the site are believed to be from stratigraphic traps not
| structural traps [124]. The outline on the net hydrocarbon
|isopachous(Figures 2.5.1-25, 27 and 29) maps which represent the size
|ofthehydrocarbonaccumulationsdonotappeartobestructurally,

| controlled,
l

A structure map (Figure 2.5.1-23) on the top of the Ellenburger
formation was constructed for ',emervell, Erath, Hood, Johnson, Hill

QQC[ Cht[,2.5-38
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overburden, permitting groundwater to reach the anhydrite and convert !
it to gypsum. Mean annual precipitation is less than 30 inches where
outcrops of gypsum and gypsiferous material occur. The site is
distantly removed from all historic uplifts of this type.

Thearealdistributionofexpansivesoilsintheregionisillustrated|68
on Figure 2.5.1-20. It is not anticipated that materials of a |
swelling character will have any adverse effect upon structures at the
site whose foundations are constructed below the soil zone.

3.6 Effects of Man's Activities

Except for the removal of minor quantities of sand, gravel and
dimension stone in the site vicinity, no mining has occurred. In

connection with plant operation, it is anticipated that a water supply
will be developed within wells on the order of 600 gallons per minute
from the Twin Mountains Fermation. This pumpage may eventually reduce
the artesian pressure in the area, but withdrawal of groundwater will
have no deleterious effect on rock deformation or stability.
Extraction of subsurface fluids is discussed in Section 2.5.1.2.6.

4. Physical Properties of Geologic Materials

The results of onsite geophysical surveys and laboratory testing are
provided in Section 2.5.4.4.

|

S. Safety Criteria

Safety criteria are discussed in detail in Sections 2.5.4.10 and 3.7.! ,

!

! 2.5.2 VIBRATORY GROUND MOTION
|
|

Vibratory ground motion and tlw design earthquake (Safe Shutdown
Earthquake) are evaluated in consideration of:

!

*'! 2.5-51
|
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The most recent intensity assigned to this earthquake is M V-VI by | 68
Coffman and Von Hake [70). The felt area given is 1,000 square miles |
in agreement with the area contained within Sellards' "limit of~ felt
area" of radius 17 miles. A higher intensity of M VII is given to
this earthquake by Docekal [69). It apprears that the Docekal value
is based on chimney damage alone (see previous description of chimney
damage). The felt area given by Docekal is "2,000 sq. r,1." [69].
According to Brazee's [88] (Figure 2.5.2-7), and Nuttli and Zollweg's
[117] recent work on felt areas for earthquakes in the eastern and
central U.S., both of these assigned intensities are too large for the
Wortham-Mexia Earthquake. Even a M V maximum intensity for this.

earthquakt yields a felt area five times that given by Sellards.
,

|

The possibility exists that this event may be related to petroleum
withdrawal in the area. The first major Texas oil discovery occurred
in June, 1894, when the city of Corsicana was drilling a water well.
The Mexia Field was discovered in 1920, and the Wortham Field in 1924-
25. The Mexia field is shown in Figure 2.5.2-6. The Mexia Field
covers an area of about 3800 acres. Figure 2.5.2-7 shows the annual,

amounts of crude' oil taken from the Mexia field from 1920 up to and
,

including 1932 (data for the years 1927-1929 could not be obtained).
For each barrel of crude oil taken out, there are roughly two and one-
half barrels of saltwater removed [89].

! Two years earlier, Sellards [90] hid studied subsidence in the Goose
Creek Oil Field in Harris County, Texas. Sellards writes that, enlike
the Goose Creek Field where "the geological section includes only

; relatively incoherent strata, unde. conditions as at Mexia where the
| section includes resistant strata, as the limestone of the Midway and,

( Austin format'ons, subsidence, if such occurs might result in a jar
i locally producing a tremor of considerable force." Sellards then

calculates the total volume of fluid withdrawn from the Mexia and
| Wortham Fields. This amountad to some four billion cubic faet.
|

|
1
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Sellards concludes by saying: "Whether this tremor therefore proves
continued activity in the Mexia-Wortham line of faulting or records
merely local subsidence in these oil fields incident to the removal of
oil is at present undetermined."

In addition to the Corsicana and Mexia-Wortham Fields, there are a
number of other oil fields along the Mexia-Talco Fault System. Some

of these fields still producing are listed below:

Cumulative Oil Withdrawn
From Discovery to 1/73

by Counties

Discovery Area

Date Field County (Acres) (106 BBLS)
,

1894 Corsicana Navarro 4000 192

Darst Creek Guadalupe 1900 157

1925 Lytton Springs Caldwell 2000

1928 Salt Flat Caldwell 7000 227

1936 Talco Titus & 9500 298

Franklin

The combined total area of these fields is about 25,000 acres. The

countias in which the above and smaller Mexia-Talco Fault Zone fields
are located h6ve produced about 875 million barrels of oil to date
compared with the 110 million barrels withdrawn from the Mexia-Wortham

Fields as of January 1932, as calculatet by Sellards (33]. If the
Wortham-Hexia event of 1932 was caused by petroleum withdrawal, it was.

certainly anomalous in light of the far greater volumes withdrawn from
other fields along the fault zone (underlain by essentially similar
geological conditions) without any recorded or reported seismic

| activity.
\

.
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Sellards [33] states that as of January 1, 1932, 704 x 106 cubic
feet of gas had been taken out of the Mexia and Wortham Fields. While

the report in the Houston Chronicle [19] states that no blasting
operations were in progress at the time of the earthquake, the
possibility of an underground gas explosion cannot be ruled out as a
possible cause of the disturbance. If faulting were the cause,
according to Brazee [88], an area within a radius of some 35 miles
should have felt the earthquake at intensity V level if the maximum
intensity of the Mexia quake is assigned an m V rating.

2.5.2.1.6 1952, April 9 - El Reno, Oklahoma Earthquake

The El Reno, Oklahoma event in one of the largest historic earthquakes
in Oklahoma. Cloud and Murphy [27] indicate that the event was felt
over Oklahoma (except for the panhandle), eastern Kansas, central and

northern Texas, western Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas and the southern tip
of Nebraska. Slippage along the Nemaha fault about five miles

southwest of Oklahoma City is credited by Cloud and Murphy as the

source of the event and the felt data confonns to the known trace of
the fault. Figure 2.5.2-8 outlines the areas in which the various
intensity levels were observed. Maximum intensity was VII although
damage was not extensive. Portions of chimneys fell in El Reno and
Ponca City and bricks loosened from a building wall and tile facing of
commercial buildings bulged at Oklahoma City.

Intensity 1-III was reported from Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas for
this event. Aftershocks were observed on April 11, 16; July 16, and
August 14.

| 2.5,2.1.7 1959, June 17 - Lawton, Oklahoma Earthquake

Eppley and Cloud [93] report that this shock was felt over an area of
| about 12,000 square miles in nilahoma and Texas. Maximum intensity

1

|

|
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The Stuart City Reef marked the Comanchean shelf edge, separating the
lagoonal depositional environments of the Mesozoic Shelf from the deep
water environment of the ancestral Gulf of Mexico.

In Texas, this reef trend is now buried under more than 10,000 feet of
younger sediments but its younger equivalent in Mexico (El Abra) is
exposed in outcrop.

7. Gulf Coast Tectonic Province

The Gulf Coast Tectonic Province is divided into an east and west
division by the Sabine Arch similar to the Mesozoic Shelf Province.
This division separates the two major depocenters of the Gulf Coast
Tertiary geosyncline. During the Eocene and Oligocene, the area of
maximum deposition (over 50,000 feet) was central and southern Texas

but, during the Miocene and Pliocene-Pleistocene, the depocenter (over
40,000 feet) had shifted to a position off southern Louisiana (61].

2.5.2.2.2 Geologic Structures and Faults

in this section the locations of geologic structures and descriptions
of the significant faulting in each tectonic province are presented.

68 | The significant geologic structures and faults are shown in relation
_

| to the tectonic provinces on Figure 2.5.2-2.

|

| 1. West Central Texas Tectonic Province

The West Central Texas province is part of the central stable region
of the United States founded upon Precambrian crystalline rock and,

mantled by a thin veneer of sedimentary rock. The crystalline
basement is comprised of both igneous and metamorphic rocks similar to
rocks of the Canadian Shield.

|

.
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4. Quachita Tectonic Province

Four independent thrust sheets form the principal tectonic structures
of the Ouachita Tectonic Province. From northwest to southeast these
are the Choctau, the Pine Mountain, the Ti Valley fault and the
Windingstair faults. Each of these sheets has been thrust from south
to north and has been broken by numerous smaller high-angle reverse
faults that probably join the main thrusts at depth. Larger cross
faults are occasionally present with numerous minor cross faults. The

major thrusts of the Ouachita system have been identified in eastern
Oklahoma but appear to die out to the east in the shale sequences.
None of these thrust faults are presently known to be active. A zone
of open folds lies to the north and comprises the Arkoma Valley basin.

5. Balcones-Mexia-Talco Province

The Balcones-Mexia-Talco faults are a complex assembly of faults that
follow approximately the border of the Tertiary and Cretaceous
formations of the Gulf Coastal Plain and are probably related to
collapse of the continental margin on the seaward side of Paleozoic
orogenic belts (47, 113].

It is believed that the fault systems, generally categorized as the
Balcones, Luling-Mexia-Talco, and Charlotte-Fashing fault zones, have
basement control or deep tectonic involvement, and that thege fault
systems are formed over the original zone of weakness that allowed the
Ouachita Geosyncline to form along the edge of the Texas Craton (112).

Wells drilled in the general area of the Balecnes fault system,

encountered beneath the Cretaceous a sequence of steeply-dipping
clastic sedimentary rocks showing varying degrees of weak metamorphism
(3]. Near the beginning of the Miocene period (about 22.5 million
years ago) the Coastal Plain .frata f aulted and slumped f emmls the
Gulf at an increased rate of speed (15]. This was due to a

(
.
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readjustment of the earth's crust caused by sinking of the Gulf Coast
region under the heavy load of Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments. The

Balcones fault acted as the hinge over whict, the sediments attempted
to stretch [63). The movement on the Luling-Mexia-Talco fault system
was likely due to readjustment incidental to the Balcones faulting and
the consequent dip towards the Balcones zone.

The Balcones fault zone forms a great arc, convex gulfward. Its
strike is easterly in Kinney, Uvalde and Medina Counties and changes
to northeasterly and then north-northeasterly across Bexar, Comal,
Hays, Travis, Williamson, Bell, and McLennan Counties.

Faults in the zone are all normal and trend mostly down to the coast,
with antihetic faults that form grabens. Distinct faults within the
zone are partially an echelon. The average dip of the fault is 45
degrees which generally decreases with depth [15, 47]. It is believed
that these normal faults penetrate the basement, beneath Cretaceous
and Tertiary sediments. A typical cross section through the Balcones
Fault Zone is shown on Figure 2.5.2-11.

Displacements of up to 1,500 to 1,700 feet occur across the Balcones
fault zone. The latter figures are for Bexar County in which maximum
displacement has been reported. Northeast and southwest of Bexar

<

County the displacement diminsbes in magnitude. Individual faults may
have any amount of displacement up to 700 feet. Topographic relief
along the fault also varies from extensive to none. A prominent
escarpment exists throughout most of the area where more resistant
Lower Cretaceous strata have been' uplifted [47).

The Luling-Mexia-Talco Fault Zone probably represents complimentary

| (antithetic) up-and-uown-to-the-coast movements that developed in

j response to the down-to-the-coast movement along the Balcones Fault

| Zone [64). A typical cross- m tinn through the fault Jona it shnwn in

| Figure 2.5.2-12. The Balcones and Luling-Mexia-Talco fault zones,

-

.
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although related to the action of the Gulf Coast Geosyncline, are not
considered growth faults as are the younger more oastward faults.
Although they exhibit sorae of the same characteristics as growth
faults (i.e., decreasing dip with depth) they are believed to have
basement control as opposed to tne more shallow and younger faults in
the thicker sediments of the Gulf Coast Geosyncline [47].

Both the Balcones and the Luling-Mexia-Talco fault systems pass within
200 miles of the site. The Balcones system, the nearest, passes
within 50 miles of.tha site and is situated just east of the Ouachita

68 | Tectonic front. The Luling-Mexia-Talco Fault system passes within 80
| miles of the site to the east and generally is parallel to the trend
|oftheBalconessystem;bothfaultsystemsareshownonFigure2.5.2-
|13.

The possibility of the Balcones and the Luling-Mexia-Talco fault
systems being active according to 10CFR100, Appendix A, has been
carefully considered. Details in the literature, field observations
by prominent earth scientists, the opinions of other experts and our
own assessment of field conditions have all lent appropriate weight in
making a judgement. Insufficient evidence exists to warrant
classification of these fault systems as active along any portion of
their known limits.

The 300-mile-lone Balcones fault zone passes closest to the site in
Hill County at which location it is 50 miles southeast of the site.

An examination both of areal photographs and field conditions was

conducted in order to evaluate the possibility of activity along the,

,

t

| nearest portion of the fault zone. These efforts revealed no sound
evidence indicating any degree of activity. In many cases, faults
within the zone have brought earth materials of contrasting physical
properties into juxtaposition Problems of civil structures stem from
this cause or others, rather than from displacement along the failure
(fault) plane.

2.5-82
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Consideration also has been given to on-site ground motion related to
larger historical events originating beyond 200 miles and extrapolated
to the site. The largest known events would not have shaken the site
at intensities higher than III or IV. This would be the level of the
historical events of a New Madrid shock [115,116] migrated closer
along related structures southward, or a Valentine event migrated
closer southeastward along related structure.

In summary, the maximum ground motion which conservatively should be
postulated for a Maximum Potential Earthquake would result from the

occurrence of an earthquake equal to the 1882 Intensity VII shock near
Bonham, Texas. Ground motion from this event, minor local events, or
large distant shocks would produce horizontal ground motion at the
site less than or equal to 0.10 g.

2.5.2.5 Seismic Wave Transmission Properties of the Site

68 | To determine seismic wave transmission and other physical properties
| of the subsurface material, the following geophysical studies were
|conductedattheStationandSafeShutdownImpoundmentDamAreas:

! 1. Seismic refraction surveys to evaluate the compressional
|

waver velocities of bedrock and the materials overlying
bedrock and to evaluate the depth to bedrock; '

2. Uphole velocity surveys to provide additional data
regarding compressional wave velocities of bedrock and
materials overlying bedrock;

3. A surface wave survey to evaluate types of surface waves
and their characteristics;,

68 | 4. Preexcavation crosshole shear wave surveys to evaluate
| shear and compressional wave velocities of bedrock and the

| materials overlying bedrock;;

'

I

I
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5. Postconstruction rosshole seismic wave survey to evaluate |68
shear and compressional wave velocities of a 500-ft thick

|

bedrock interval below plantagrade, with a particular [
emphasis on claystone interbeds; |

6. Ambient noise studies to evaluate the predominant |68
characteristics of groundmotion due to background noise |
level; and,

|
7. Gamma ray and electrical resistivity logs in the Squaw |68

Creek Dam site borings, and gevaa-ray, gamma-gamma |

(density), electrical resistivity, and caliper logs in |
borings S-1A, L-1, and L-2 at the Station site to evaluate |

strategicgraphic features and obtain rock physical |
properties at various depths. |

Details of the geophysical surveys and results are tabulated and
discussed in Section 2.5.4.4.

The properties of the materials underlying the site are described in
Section 2.5.4.2. All major structures will be founded on sound
bedrock. The low level of anticipated as well as past seismic
activity at the site is further improved by the conservative
assumptions applied to identify the maximum potentisl earthquake for
design purposes. Therefore, detailed analysis of the seismic wave
transmission characteristics of the site is not conside:ed necessary.

2.5.2.6 Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)

:

A conservative Safe Shutdown Earthquake having a peak horizontal

| ground acceleration at the top of bedrock of 0.12 g has been selected-

for design,
i

'' sign response spectra and artificial time-history records ar?
osscribed in Section 3.7.1 ';E selection has been base <l on a

!

i
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2.5.4.1 Geologic Features

Geologic considerations relating to stability of subsurface materials
are described in Section 2.5.1.2.6.3. In support of the discussion
presented in Section 2.5.1.2.6.3, no evidence of solutioning or past
solution activity has been observed in any excavations made in the
unweathered Glen Rose Limestone.

Tne geological history of the site area is presented in Section
2.5.1.2.2.

Theinformationpertainingtothesitefoundationmedium,particularly|68
the data generated from the postconstruction S/L cluster borings (S-1, |
S-1A, L-1, and L-2) by a detail 6d seismic crosshole survey, |

geophysical logging, continuous coring, and dynamic testing of |

representative core samples (131, 132], was used to divide the |

subsurface materials underlying the site to a depth of 500 ft into 10 |
intervals on the basis of their lithologic characteristics and, |

consequently, engineering genp rties. These intervals are identified |

in Table 2.5.4-5E by stratigraphic units, prevalent lithologies, and |
ranges of thickness, depth and elevation. The depths and elevations |

showi'6nTable2.5.4-5Eapplytothevicinityofthepowerblockarea.|
Oue to the slight eastward dip of the strata (Section 2.5.1.2.4), |

these depths and elevations differ slightly for other locations. |

2.5.4.2 Properties of Subsurface M('erials

The subsurface materials of Cretaceous age, which underlie the site to | 68
a depth of apporximately 444 ft (elevation 366 ft) have been sampled |.

and laboratory tested for a wide range of physical and chemical |
properties. The materials of the Glen Rose Formation, extend from |

elevation 810 ft (plant grade) to elevation 610 ft and consist of |

light-to-dark gray argillaca"m limestone with lenses an't ."nes of |

gray to greenish-gray calcareous claystone. The materials of the |

Twin Mountains Formation, |
.
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68 | extend from elevation 610 ft to elevation 366 ft and consist of
|interbeddedclaystoneandsandstonesequences.

68 | The static engineering properties of the subsurface materials
|underlyingthesitetoadepthofabout50ft(fromplantgradeat
| elevation 810fttoelevation760ft)weredeterminedinthe
| preexcavation stage of the site geotechnical investigations. These
|propertiesarediscussedinSection2.5.4.2.1. The dynamic

|engineeringpropertiesofthesubsurfacematerialsunderlyingthesite
| were studied in both the preexcavation and the postconstruction stages
|ofthesitegeotechnicalinvestigations. The preexcavation
| investigations were conducted at a number of locations, and were
|effectivelylimitedtoadepthof200ft(althoughsomeboreholeswere
| drilled to a maximum depth of 400 ft). The postconstruction
|investigationsreachedadepthof500ftatthelocationrepresented
|bytheS/Lclusterborings. The dynamic engineering properties are
|discussedinSection2.5.4.2.2.

.

2.5.4.2.1 Static Engineering Properties

68 | The static strength and other physical properties of the upper portion
|oftheGlenRoseFormation(ZoneIandthetopofZone!!)were
| determined in the laboratory by means of the following types of
| tests:

1. Unconfined compression tests.

2. Bulk modulus of elasticity determination.
.

3. Double rin0 shear test.

.

.
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consolidation and reduce permeability. A typical stress-strain curve
(Lab Number 4) is shown on Figure 2.5.4-2 and a Mohr Diagram for each
of the samples tested is shown as Figure 2.5.4-3.

The ratio of lateral strain to vertical strain, Poisson's Ratio, was
determined on two selected typical samples of claystone and three
selected typical samples of limestone. Both directions of strain were

,

measured using SR-4 Resistant Wire Strain Gauges attached to the
surface of the sample by means of appropriate adhesives. As many as

four cycles of axia.1 load application were made in order to fully
investigate stress-strain characteristics of the typical materials.
The results, in graphical form, of these determinations are shown by
Figures 2.5.4-4 through 2.5.4-13, inclusive.

The double ring shear strength of selected typical rock samples was
determined in pre-chosen direction essentially parallel to the bedding
planes. The double ring shear test apparatus consists of three
parallel steel plates with openings of a size very slightiy greater
than the sample diaueter. Two of these steel plates are supported on
horizontal base and, in turn, support the rock specimen. The third

|
plate or ring, which is sandwiched between the outer plates, acts as a

! loading device and is allowed to react with the specimen. The results
of these determinations are shcwn on Table 2.5.4-2.

The tensile strength of selected anu typical rock materials were
| determined by the Brazil tension test. These tests are accomplished

by placing a rock specimen horizontally between two hearing plates and
loading in compression until failure occurs h tension. The results
of these determinations are shown in summary form on Table 2.5.4.-3I

,

68 | Table 2.5.4-4 is a summary of the static rock properties for the upper
|portionofthe clen Rose Formation on whPh the major plant structures
| were found.

!

|

|
1
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2.5.4.2.2 Dynamic Properties of Subsurface Materials

The dynamic properties of the subsurface materials were determined by |68
field geophysical surveys conducted in both the preexcavation and the |

postconstruction stages of the site geotechnical investigations, and |

by laboratory testing of rock core samples obtained from deep |

postconstruction borings S-1, S-1A, and L-2 which were drilled |

together with boring L-1 for a detailed crosshole seismic survey. |

The scope and the results of the geophysical surveys are presented in |

Section 2.5.4.4. Discussion of the laboratory testing is included in |

this section. |

The laboratory testing program included measurement of unit weights |68
and performance of resonant column testing (which provided sheer j

moduli and damping properties). Out of 79 core pieces delivered to |

the laboratory, 64 were tested; all of them for unit weight, and 17 |

were subjected to resonant column testing. These samples were taken |

from the S/L cluster borings between elevation 809 ft and elevation |

428 ft. Within this depth interval of 381 ft, 30 samples were |

obtained from the Glen Rose Formation (17 claystone, 12 limestone, and |
1 sandstone sample), and 34 samples were obtained from the Twin |

Mountains Fonnation (11 claystone, 3 limestone, and 20 sandstone |

samples). A summary of the laboratory test results [132) is shown on |

Table 2.5.4-5G. Reference 132 discusses the details of the test |

program and presents data on the variation of shear modulus and |

critical damping with strain levels. |

Considering the range of stiffness indicated by Tables 3.7B-24 through | 68
29, and by inspection of the sensitivity of the elastic expressions |.

listed in Tables 3.78-5 and 6 to variation in shear modulus (G) and |

| Poisson's ratio ( ), it is evident that the profile stiffness |

represented on Table 2.5.4-5H lies within the ranges of stiffness j

indicated by Tables 3.78-25 thmugh 29. On this basis, tlw |

additional information provided by the postconstruction geophysical |

survey |

ADVANCE COPY
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68 | generally confims the validity of the profile stiffness represented
|onTable2.5.4-5.

68 |2.5.4.2.3 Rock Core Compositional Analyses

Petrographic, solubility, x-ray and chemical analyses were performed
on ten cores of Glen Rose and Twin Mountains fomations. These tests
indicate that both the Glen Rose and Twin Mountains formations are not
susceptible to solutioning which verifies field observations and
experience.

1. Petrographic Analysis

The cores were slabbed lengthwise and one slice was kept intact and
prepared for observation. It was ground on 220, 400, and 600 grit
grinding powder, washed, then etched for 3 seconds in 10% hcl
solution, washed, and dried. The procedure was completed for all
cores as well as for the rock chips remaining from the thin sections
that were prepared. The etched slabs were examined under binocular
microscope.

Thin sections were made for each core and were ground to a thickness

of approximately 18 microns, after which petrographic modal analyses
were completed for each thin section. All work was done on Leitz
Dialux-Pol polarizing research microscopes. The description
terminology is standard Fold Carbonate Classification with the
textural packing classification of R. Danham added as a supplement.

Both classifications are described in detail in American Association
of Petroleum Geologists Memoir 1 on the Classification of Carbonate.

Rocks (ce 1962). Three thin sections were prepared from the cores

ADIMCE :07
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The locations of the borings, wells and piezometers are shown on
Figures 2.5.5-5 and 2.5.5-6. The methods used in drilling the borings
are discussed in Section 2.5.5.3. The description of the geophysical
surveys is presented in Section 2.5.4.4.

Geological cross sections are presented in Figures 2.5.4-40,2.5.4-41,|68
and 2.5.6-7 through 2.5.6-11. The limits of excavations are shown in |
Figure 2.5.4-27.

2.5.4.4 Geophysical Surveys

In the preexcavation period, the following geophysical surveys were |68
conducted at the Station and Safe Shutdown impoundment Dam areas, |

providing data to depths of 200-ft and 100-ft, respectively: |

1. Seismic refraction surveys to evaluate the compressional
-

wave velocities of bedrock and the materials overlying
bedrock and to evaluate the depth to bedrock;

2. Uphole velocity surveys to provide additional data
regarding compressional wave velocities of bedrock and
materials overlying bedrock;

| 3. A surface wave survey to evaluate types of surface waves
and their characteristics;

4. Crosshole shear wave surveys to evaluate compressional and |68
shear wave velocities of bedrock and the materials |
overlying bedrock; I.

|
| S. Ambient noise studies to evaluate the predominant

characteristics of ground motion due to background noise
level; and,

,

'

(
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6. Gama ray and resistivity logs (at Squaw Creek Dam also) to
esaluate stratigraphic features.

68 |Thelocationsofsurveys1through5areshownonFigure2.5.4-14.
| Locations of borings P-10, M-1, D1-2, D1-8A and 01-9 in which survey 6
|wasperformedareshownonFigures2.5.5-5and2.5.5-6. In the

postconstruction period, two methods of geophysical exploration were
conducted in the deep S/L cluster borings. Both provided detailed
information on rock properties from a 500-ft-thick sedimentary
section. These methods were:

68 | Crosshold measurement of seismic wave velocities on which-

| rock shear modulus and Poisson's ratio were based; and

68 | Complex borehole logging including gama-ray, electrical-

| resistivity, gance gama, and caliper surveys. The

| geophysical. logs contributed to the straitigraph'ic
| refinement of the drilled column. The gama-gama logs
| also provided in situ densities.

68 | The geophysical explorations are discussed in detail in the following
| sections.

.

t

|

|

.
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2.5.4.4.1 Seismic Refraction Survey

A seismic refrdction survey, 4,000 lineal feet in length, was
conducted at the Station location along two seismic profiles. A
seismic refraction survey (1,500 lineal feet) also was performed at
the Safe Shutdown Impoundment (SSI) Dam site. Adjustments were made |68
to seismic line locations where pipelines were present. Seismic |

energy was produced by detonation of explosive charges (five to 15
pounds of Nitromon-S; a Du Pont product) placed in drilled holes.
These holes ranged in depth from five to 15 feet. The energy released
by the charges was detached by vertically-oriented geophones spaced at
50-foot intervals along the seismic profiles. The geophones,

manufactured by Electro-Tech Labs, have a natural frequency of 14
Hertz (cydos per second) and are fitted with a spike or inetal plate
to obtain proper coupling with the site materials. The energy impulse
received by the geophones was recorded by a Dresser SIE seismic

,

amplifier system coupled with a Dresser SIE R6 recording oscillogra'ph.

The compressional wave velocities and the corresponding depths to
'

bedrock were evaluated by plotting first arrival times of seismic
energy at each geophone against the distr u e of each geophone from the
seismic energy source. The time-distance data for each profile and
the corresponding subsurface cross sections of the profiles are shown
on Figures 2.5.4-15 through 2.5.4-18. Representative compressional |68
wave velocity data determined from the seismic refraction survey (and |
the uphole survey) are summarized on Tables 2.5.4-5B and 2.5.4-5C. |

The accuracy of the calculated depths to the bedrock surface is
considered to be 10 to 20 percent. This estimate is based on a number
of factors. The velocity and characteristics of the near surface-

materials can introduce some error into interpreted depths. Uphole

surveys, an examination of soil and core samples, and an examination
of the boring logs were used to reduce this type or en m The timing
accuracies of the equipment mel tha saismic caps also lo'l to tha
selection of tolerance which acts as a guide in determining the
accuracy of the estimate.

220: C0W2.5-125
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2.5.4.4.2 Uphole Velocity Survey

Uphole velocity surveys were performed at the station and SSI dam
locations. These provided a comparison with compressional wave
velocities obtained by the seismic refraction surveys at each
location. Borings P-1 at the Station location and M-5 on the SSI dam
were selected for these surveys. A geophone array was placed on the
ground surface around each boring. Small explosive charges were fired
at 10-foot intervals from the bottom to the top in each boring. The

seismic energy released by the explosives was detected by the
geophones in each array. fhis energy was recorded by the same system

68 |thatwasusedintheseismicrefractionsurveys. The results of the
| uphole velocity surveys are presented on Figures 2.5.4-19 and 2.5.4-
| 20, as well as on Tables 2.5.4-5B and 2.5.4-5C.

2.5.4.4.3 Surface Wave Survey

A surface wave survey was conducted at the station and SSI dam

locations to evaluate the types and characteristics of any observable
surface waves.

Two Sprengnether Engineering Seismograph VS-1200, three-component

geophones were placed 300 to 350 feet apart on the ground. The output
of these geophones was fed into a VS-1100 amplifier with a gain
characteristic of 100, and from the amplifier into e special
attenuator circuit. The resultant output was recorded on the Dresser
SIE R6 recording oscillograph.

Explosive charges were placed in drill holes at varying distances,

from, but in-line to, the geophones. Explosive charges used in this

| survey varied from five to 40 pounds of Nitromon-S.

'

!

.

:

|
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l

In addition to this procedure, recordings were made of the energy l

produced by horizontal impacts of an eight-pound sledgehammer. This
energy was detected by six one-component (horizontal) geophones spaced
five to 20 feet apart.

The compressional and shear wave velocities developed from the surface | 68
wave survey are presented on Tables 2.5.4-58 and 2.5.4-SC. |

2.5.4.4.4 Crosshole Shear Wave Surveys

.

Crossholeshearwavesurveyswereperformedattwoplantlocationsand|68
at the SSI dam site utilizing borings drilled into bedrock. These |

surveys were conducted in two separate time periods; initially, prior |
to excavation, and subsequently, after construction was essentially |
completed. The preexcavation survey was made in somewhat different |

manner than the postconstruction survey. The difference included: |

the scope and the location of the survey, the techniques applied, and |
the thickness of the stratigraphic column involved.

|

During the preexcavation crosshole survey, stationary subsurface shots | 68
were used as a source of the seismic energy. Wave propagation from |
two shot points was recorded in borings P-1 and P-2 at distances |

,

ranging from 370 ft to 1,175 ft, and from a single shot point in two |

preconstruction SSI dam borings M-5 and M-6 at distances of 400 ft and |
700 ft, respectively. Compressional and shear wave arrival times |

were recorded in each of these borings by using 4 to 6 geophones j

vertically arranged within the upper three zones of the Glen Rose |

Formation between elevation 650 ft and elevatio'i 818 ft. l
.

For the preexcavation survey, two three-component, low-frequency |68
geophones (Mark Products L-1-305) were placed at corresponding |
clevations deep in each recording borehole. Explosive charges were |

detonated in drilled hnlas .at livad distances from evh M tha

i

e
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borings. The resultant seismic energy was recorded by the Dresser SIE
system. After each shot (energy detonation), each geophone was raised

4 | 23 feet. Details of the crosshole shear wave survey at both the plant
|siteandtheSafeShutdownImpoundmentDamarepresentedinTable
|2.5.4-5A. In addition to this data, seismic energy developed by a

technique of producing horizontally-generated waves was also recorded
by each of the geophones at 25-foot intervals. The technique for
producing horizontally-generated waves was developed by the Dames &
Moore geophysical staff. It involves the use of explosives
(Primacord) placed in trenches at the ground surface adjacent to a
boring. Two trenches are used, one on either side of a boring.
Depending on the site conditions, the trenches vary in length from
three to eight feet long, and in depth from six inches to two feet
deep. The trenches used on this site were five feet long, and one
foot deep. The trenches are "v" shaped with one face cut vertical and
the other sloped at some angle to the vertical. This angle will vary
for different conditions, but for this survey, an angle of 60 degrees
was used. The vertical face of the trenches on either side of a
boring are opposed to each other as shown in Figure 2.5.4-21.
Primacord is placed in the bottom of each trench and fired
simultaneously by the use of seismic caps. The trenches are not
backfilled, allowing for a backblast. The resultant detonations
produce a horizontal torque, centered around the boring, which is
recorded in the boring by use of a three-component geophone.

! 68 | The results of this survey are plotted as an uphole shear survey, with
| proper calculations for the shot offset and depth. Primary and

secondary arrivals are plotted on a time-depth plot. The plot for the
survey at boring M-5 is shown on Figure 2.5.4-21.,

Shear wave arrivals often are found to be masked by relatively large-
amplitude motions caused by multiple reflected and refracted
compressional waves and the '" f ace waves. To overcome 'hi-

,
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difficulty high-energy and low-energy recordings were made at
. corresponding depths in each of the borings.

Thecompressionalandshearwavevelocities,determinedintheinitial|68
survey by the crosshole techniques and by the surface wave surveys, |
are presented on Tables 2.5.4-58 and 2.5.4-5C. |

During the postconstruction crosshole survey (131] conducted in four' |68
closely spaced, up to 500-ft-deep S/L cluster borings (Figure 2.5.4- |

14), seismic waves were generated by a vertically mobile hanner |

inserted in "source" boring S-1A, and these waves were detected by -|

three horizontally separated geophones installed at the sawee elevation |
in each of the three "listening" borings: S-1, L-1, and L-2. These |

three "listening" borings were 5 f t, 8 f t, and 9.5 f t, respectively, |
away from the "source" boring. The measuring points were located |

within the interval from elevation 797 ft (12 ft below plant grade), |

whichiswithinZoneIoftheGlenRoseFormation,toelevation317ft|
(492 ft below plant grade), which is beneath the unconformity |

separatingtheCretaceousTwinMountainsformationfromtheunderlying|
Paleozoic Mineral Wells Formation. |

The postconstruction survey was perfonned at a location innediately |68
| westoftheUnit2turbinebuildingarea(Figure 2.5.4-14A). The |

| survey equipment consisted of a four-channel Nicolet Oscilloscope |

| (Model 4094-2), a Bison shear-wave hanner (Model 1465-1), and three |
Geospace Geophones (Model HS-J-LP30). The Bison downhole shear-wave |

; hammer was the energy source. This hammer consists of a stationary |
body with a sliding mass, and is hydraulically locked in the "source" |
boring. Using a hoist cable, the n: ass is lifted or dropped to |.

produce impacts against the stationary hammer body. The hamer, |

: designed to permit either upward or downward impacts, generates |
} vertically polarized shear waves of opposing polarities. These |

polarities allow identification of the shear wave arrive k in the
|

presence of refracted or reflected seismic arrivals in layered {
formations. Crosshole |

.

1
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68 |measurementswerenormallytakenat3-ftintervalsfrom0to45ft,at
|5-ftintervalsfrom45to300ft,andat10-ftintervalsthereafter.

| Additional measurements were performed to determine the seismic wave

|velocitiesinclaystonelayersatdepthsofapproximately20to30ft
|and100ft. Crosshole measurements were taken at a total of 90
| elevations,resultinginatotalofabout440individualrecords.
|Thesurveyproceduresaredescribedbelow:

68 | The Bison hammer was suspended in boring S-1A ("source-

| boring") at the desired depth. The hammer shoes were

| hydraulically extended to clamp the hammer in-place at the
| elevation.

68 | Geophones were suspended in borings S-1, L-1, and L-2-

| ("listening" borings) at the same elevation, and the
| pneumatic tubes were inflated to couple the geophones to the
| casing wall.

68 | Typically,10 impacts (upward or downward) were performed-

| with the shear-wave hammer.

68 | The wave motion produced with each individual impact was-

| stored in the Nicolet Model 4094-2 oscilloscope. The

| motions produced by 10 impacts were averaged to yeild one
| record for that combination of depth, impact direction, and
| "listening" boring.

;

68 | Upon completion of each series of impacts, the data were-

| written onto a floppy disk as a permanent record and labeled,

| to indicate depth, impact direction, and "listening"
| boring.

68 | This procedure wa- i raated such that two recee<b for upward-

| impacts and two records for downward impacts were obtained-

| for each "listening " boring at each elevation.

I
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Upon completion of the recording sequence, the hamer and |68-

geophones were released and advanced to the next recording |

elevation where the procedure was repeated. |

The borings used for the postconstruction crosshole geophysical |68
surveys were cored either continuously (S-1, and S-1A below 325 ft) or |
partially (L-1 and L-2). They were logged geophysically (except for |
S-1), cased by PVC pipe which was grouted (except for S-1), and |
subjected to a verticality survey to allow accurate determination of |
interhole separation at all depth levels where crosshole seismic | ,

velocity measurements were made. |

Generalized subsurface conditions at the location of the S/L cluster |68
borings are shown in Figure 2.5.4-30A which includes a generalized |

geologiccolumn,thegeophysicallogsofboringS-1A,andaprofileof| '

seismic wave velocities. The mean ecmpressional and shear wave |
velocities, was well as the Poisson's ratio for various depth |
intervals between plant grade and the bottom of the S/L cluster |
boreholes (at a depth of 503 ft), are listed on Table 2.5.4-5F. |

2.5.4.4.5 Ambient Vibration Measurement

Measurements of gieund motion due to background (ambient) vibrations
were made at each site when drilling rigs or other equipment were not,

i operating.

The three-component VS-1200 Sprengnether Engineering seismograph was
used to record ambient ground motions. This seismograph has gain,

characteristics of 20 inches per inch per second in the velocity mode,
1? inches per inch per second in the acceleration mode and 200 inches
per inch in the displacement mode. A VS-1100 amplifier with a gain
charactrii: tic of 100 was osc1 for all recordings. The ne wltant

,

\ -
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maximum gain level is 2,000 for the velocity mode,1,200 for the
acceleracion mode and 20,000 for the displacement mode.

The three components of ground motion measured were radial, vertical
and transverse. The seismometer was oriented facing either north or

4 | east. Table 2.5.4-5D presents the results of the ambient ground
|motionmeasurements.

60 |2.5.4.4.6 Borehole Geophysical

68 | Gama ray and resistivity surveys were made in preexcavation borings
|P-10,DI-2,DI-9,M-1andDI-8Atoaidinevaluatingthecorrelating
|on-sitestratigraphy. These boring locations are shown on Figures
|2.5.5-5and2.5.5-6. The survey results are illustrated on Figures

2.5.4-22 through 2.5.4-26.

68 | Gama-ray, electrical resistivity, gama-gama, and caliper surveys
|weremadeinpostconstructionboreholesS-1A,L-1,andL-2asanaid
|tocorrelationoftheboringsandforrefinementofthesite
jstratigraphy. The gama-gama survey also provided a continuous
| record of in situ densities. The location of the borings are shown
| in Figures 2.5.4-14A and 2.5.5-5. The geophysical logs of these
|boringsarealmostidenticalduetoclosenessoftheboreholes;the
| survey results are well represented t'y the logs of boreholes 5-1A,
|whichareshowninFigure2.5.4-30A.

2.5.4.4.7 Interpretation of Geophysical Data

The refraction survey data indicated slight variations in the,

! compressional wave velocity of the bedrock at the Station location.
This variation in compressional wave velocities is most prevalent at;

shallow depth near the edges of the peninsula on which the Station is
located.

'

,
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The compressional wave velocities from the uphole velocity survey are
different from the compressional wave velocities from the refraction
survey. This is because a refraction survey develops an average
compressional wave velocity over a large lateral distance, whereas the
uphole velocity survey records the compressional wave velocity around
the isolated point (i.e., the boring). It is felt that the
compressional wave velocities obtained by the seismic refraction
survey are a more appropriate measure of the actual dynamic properties
of the site materials.

In the preexcavation stage of the site geophysical investigation, the |68
geophysical surveys did not penetrate into the Twin Mountains

|
Formation. However, indirect geophysical information from the |

surface and shear wave surveys indicates that both the compressional |

and shear wave velocities of the Twin Mountains Formation are lower |
than the corresponding velocities of the Glen Rose Formation. This |
was supported by the geologic borings which obtained basically 100
percent core recovery within the Glen Rose Fornation and a much lower
percentage recovery and Rock Quality Determination (RQD) in the
underlying Twin Mountains Formation. The velocity inversion between

the Glen Rose and Twin Mountains Fomations was assumed to result in a
seismic energy response characterized by the Glen Rose Formation

acting as a seismic energy channel, or in essence, a plate of
limestone. All these conclusions and assumptions have been |68
substantiated by the detailed postconstruction crosshole seismic

|
survey that penetrated through the Twin Mountains Formation into the

|
uppermost part of the underlying Mineral Wells Formation.

|

Surface waves at this site have unusual characteristics because of the
seismic velocity inversion. The uppermost higher velocity Glen Rose
Formation which acts as a plate or seismic channel, produces several
discrete, but overlapping Rayleigh wave trains. These wwe trains
vary from 15 to 25 hert:, amt ' rom 5.000 to 2,500 feet ni second
(respectively) apparent velocity. The wave trains are essentially

,
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trapped waves within the plate of limestone and indicate an average '

shear wave velocity greater than 5,000 feet per second in the I

limestone. These waves are apparently second of higher mode
vibrations within the plate. The maximum amplitudes and longest wave !

train have a frequency of 25 hertz. The maximum amplification of i

seismic energy, from an explosive source detonated at shallow depth,

is, therefore, at 25 hertz.
:

:

Some of the seismic records show a low-frequency wave train of about
five to seven hertz. This wave is not well defined, but is probably
the first mode Rayleigh wave vibration in the limestone plate. ;

*

,

I

; 68 |Therefractionandsurfacewavesurveysareconsideredtogive
|

| reasonably accurate cata for the determination of compressional wave
| velocities while equally reliable date for the detemination of the )
|shearwavevelocitieswasobtainedbythePrimacordtechnique. The

'

' |surfacewavesurveysalsoproducedasetofplausiblevalues,withthe
| initial crosshole surveys producing the least reliable set of values.
| However, the postconstruction crosshole survey produced more,

) |detailedmeasurementsofbothcompressionalandshearwavevelocities. ,I

j | In comparision, the preexcavation geophysical explorations were not

| | so detailed, systematic, and deeply penetrating. The

{ | postconstruction velocity measurements, together with the genna-gamma
| log-deriveddensities,werethebasisforthefinaldesignvaluesof

| | shear modulus and Poisson's ratio for the generalized profile (Table
. |2.5.4-5E). The initially selected values of the parameters based on
'

|thepreexcavationgeophysicalsurveys,areshownonTable2.4.
:
!

! 68 | The dynamic rock properties based on both the preexcavation and
|postconstructiongeophysicalsurveysarepresentedinTable2.5.4-5H.

lt should be noted that in the final determinations of compressionalq

i

i and shear wave velocities the information from all the techniques are
! integrated and used, with an omlerstanding of the reliabililies. to

produce the reported results.

|
,

i . ,

1 |
! :
i !
, t
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2.5.4.5 Excavations and Backfill

The limits of required excavation for the power plant is shown on j68
Figure 2.5.4-27. Figure 2.5.4-28 shows the location of the plant |
site and all cut and fill areas that occur adjacent to the plant site.

.

Figure 2.5.4-30 shows a 43-ft thick geologic section of the rock |68
encountered in the excavations for Category I structures. This |

section is typical for the Category I portion of the power plant and |

related adjacent Category I support facility excavations. The |
limestone bed identified as bed "R" in Figure 2.5.4-30 is a reference
bed in the plant site. The elevation of the top of bed "R" in Unit I
reactor excavation was 782 feet 7 inches and 780 feet 9 inches in the
Service Water Intake Structure excavation. This difference is due to
the undulating nature of the beds and also because the Service Water
Intake is downdip of Unit 1 Containment. Figure 2.5.4-30A is a |68
general subsurface profile which includes a 500-ft thick geologic |

sect Mn of the materials constituting the foundation base of all plant |
structures. |

i
'

Structural backfill was required on the north side of the Service |68
Water Intake Structure. Figure 2.5.4-31 is a cross section of this |
area.,

i

1

All Seismic Category I Electrical Duct Banks and the Service Water | 63
i

PipeTrenchrequireCategoryIbackfillandbeddingandaredelineated|
in Figure 2.5.4-27. Figure 2.5.4-32 shows typical sections of the |

Service Water Pipe Trench and a Seismic Category I Electrical Duct |
i Bank.

|,

.

4

|

!

.

.

f
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68 |Geologicsectionsandblast-fracturem6pswereconstrcctedaseach
| excavation was completed for C' tegory I structures. Figures 2.5.4-

33, 2.5.4-34 and 2.5.4-35 are the fracture maps developed for the Unit
68 |1Containmentandreactorexcavation. Figure 2.5.4-36 is the photo

| grid for photographs taken of the Unit I Containment and Reactor

|excavationwallsandFigure 2.5.4-37 (21 sheets) are the photographs
|depictedinFigure2.5.4-36.

Excavation methods consisted of blasting, utilizing the presplit,
primacord method, or heavy equipment demolition tecls where blasting
was not an acceptable method. Reroval of the broken rock was

,

accomplished by heavy equipment.

Protection of the exposed rock against weathering was required due to
the argillaceous nature of some of the limestone beds and the
claystone beds which are present. The wall portion of the excavations
was protected by the application of shotcrete. The floor portion was
protected by a minimum three inch thick concrete seal slab.

No groundwater was encountered in the primary Glen Rose Limestone, and
therefore only nonnal pumping equipment and procedures were required
to remove storm runoff and concrete curing water which collected in
the open excavations. "

Upon completion of removal of material from an excavation, a
preliminary inspection was performed by the site geologist. Af ter the
final cleanup, just prior to placement of shotcrete or seal slab,
photographs were taken and blast fracture maps were developed by the
site geologist. At the time the geologist approved an excavation, the.

QA/QC progr:m became involved, assuring cleanliness prior to
application, curing and testing of protective coatings, and ?.he
inspection of these protective coatings prior to ' sing covered byu

| Structural concrete.

|

.
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Tomeasurethereboundofthefoundationrockduetotheexcavationon|68
the plant site, two extensometers were installed. Figure 2.5.4-28 |
shows the locations of the extensometers. Monitoring results are |
presented in section 2.5.4.13.

{

The source for Category I backfill material is on site. Figure |68
2.5.4-29 shows the location of the quarries.

I

During the preliminary grading and excavation of the plant site area,
down to elevation 810', a bed of very hard, tan, fossiliferous,
crystalline limestone, was intersected at an elevation of 825', This
particular bed is present throughout the site area and an initial
quarry site northwest of the plant (Pit "A", Figure 2.5.4-29) was

selected for sampling and testing. MaterialwasquarriedfromPit"A"|2
and processed through the crusher plant on site, a sample pulled and |

graded to the proper gradation, and then subjected to cyclic |
laboratory testing to verify that the material met specification |
requirements. Also sampled for testing was the concrete agregate |68
sand which is being used as a bedding material around the pipe in the |
Service Water Pipe Trench and under the Seismic Category 1 Electrical |
Manholes. A complete discussion of this testing is covered in |
Section 2.5.4.7.

The compaction requirement for the backfill materials, placed against
the Service Water Intake Structure, is a minimum of 95% of the maximum

dry density as detennined in accordance with AASHT0 Designation T-99,
Method D. In-place density was detennined in accordance with ASTM
01556 (Sand Cone), ASTM D2167 (Balloon), or ASTM 03017 and 02922

(Nuclear) . These density requirements apply to all Category I |68,

backfill material. Figure 2.5.4-38 shows the gradation requirements |
for the backfill material.

.
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68 | Based on the results of in-place density tests for Category I
| backfill,thefollowingaveragebackfilldensitieswereobtained:

68 | y0ry = 130 pcf
68 | yWet = 135 pcf
68 | YSat = 140 pcf

68 | The compaction requirement for the bedding material placed in both the
| Seismic Category I Electrical Duct Banks and Service Water Pipe
| Trench, is a minimum density of not less than 80% of the relative
| density as determined by ASTM Test Designation 02049, laten revision
|effectivepriortoSeptember4,1975. In-place density was

11 | detennined in accordance with ASTM 01556 (Sand Cone), ASTM 02167
| (Balloon), or ASTM 02922 (Nuclear). Figure 2.5.4-38 shows the

68 | gradation requirements for the bedding material. The gradation,
| relative density, and percent compaction summaries are presented in
| Figures 2.5.4-44thru53.

68 | Based on the results of in-place density tests for Category I bedding,
| the following average densities were obtained:

68 | y Dry = 120 pcf
68 | y Wet = 130 pcf
68 | y Sat = 135 pef

2.5.4.6 Groundwater Conditions
Q371.7 |

4 | A detailed description of groundwater is presented in Section 2.4.13.
| No groundwater was encountered during excavation for the plant.

| foundation. Grcundwater observations from piezvmeters installed at
| the site are provided on Figure 2.5.5-77.

|

.
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2.5.4.7 Response of Soil to Dynamic Loading |68

The plant structures are founded on rock, however, granular material |68 ,

was required as backfill, pipe bedding and for the dam filters. The | |

response of these materials to dynamic loading was assumed during the !
initial design phase. Later, an investigation of the actual dynamic |

strengths of these materisis was performed by means of a cyclic |
triaxial testing program. |

During design, adopted values for the cyclic shear strength for |68
Category I backfill and bedding material were based on the published |
data for granular soils. A discussion of the published data is |
presented in Section 2.5.4.3.4. Since the 050 of the bedding | 68
material was approximately the same as for Filter "A" for the SSI Dam, | |

the material was assumed to have essentially the same cyclic shear |
strength characteristics. Category I backfill material has a 050 |
of approximately 15mm and since this material is coarser than the |
published data utilized, the cyclic shear strength characteristics of |
this material should be greater. For design, the cyclic shear |

strength criteria was assumed based on the data presented on Figure |
2.5.6-48. The specific criteria was that the material with the |
gradation limits as shown on Figure 2.5.4-38 shall not allow |

development of double amplitude strain larger than 5% under specific |
corresponding stress conditions shown on Table No. 2.5.4-11. |

'

In order to verify the adopted cyclic shear strength criteria for |68
Category I bedding, backfill and filter materials, a test program |
utilizing cyclic triaxial tests was developed. A minimum of four |

cyclic triaxial tests were performed for each type of material |
.

utilized; one at each confining pressure as listed on Table 2.5.4-11. |

The applied stress given for the development of 5% double amplitude |2
strain in five cycles was utilized since this stress is more critical |

than the stress combination e~ ified for ten cycles of I
<
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2 | loading. Thus any specimen that developed 5% strain at ten cycles of
| load under a higher stress level automatically meets the criteria
|specifiedattencycles.

2 | Four (4) different materials have been tested to determine if they
| meet the cyclic shear strength criteria as described above. The

|materialswhichhavebeentestedareasfollows:

2 | Sample No. Material.

2 | 1 Filter A Material
2 | 2 ASTM C-33, Fine Aggregate
2 | 3 Glen Rose "Gray" Limestone
2 | Crushed Stone
2 | 4 Glen Rose Limestone "Crowder
2 | Quarry" Crushed Stone

,

68 |Thegradationlimitsofthesematerials,aswellastheactual
| gradation curve of the tested materials, are shown are Figures 2.5.4-
|38Athrough 2.5.4-380, respectively. The densities of the four (4)
| materials tested are summarized on Table 2.5.4-12.

68 | For conventional laboratory triaxial testing of soils, it is generally
|recognizedthatthediameterofthetestspecimanshouldbeatleast

i|sixtimesthemaximumparticlesizetoavoidpossibleeffectsof
| | sample geometry on test data. For Samples 3 and 4, the maxterum size
| | for the crushed stone was on the order of 2 inches, which would

|requiretriaxialcellscapableoftaking12-inchtestspecimens.
| Such large cells, especially for dynanic testing, are not available
| for cyclic triaxial testing; therefore, modeling techniques have been.

| utilized to model the field gradation of Samples 3 and 4.
!

l

:
|
|

.
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One technique recommended by John Lowe [134] describes a technique of |68
preparing a model soil with a grain size distribution curve parallel 4

to the field material. Research on laboratory modeling of soils |
utilizing the parallel grading curve method has shown that the method |2
canbeusedtopredictthestaticanddynamicstrengthanddeformation|
characteristics of soils. For Sampich 3 and 4, a laboratory |68
gradation range parallel to the field gradation requirements of the |
material has been drawn and an artificially blended material has been |

prepared (within these limits) and utilized for the cyclic triaxial |
testing. (See Figures 2.5.4-38 C & D). For Samples 1 and 2, |

samples falling within the field gradation curves were obtained and |68
were utilized for the cyclic triaxial testing. The test prcgram |
followed guidelines set up in Report No. NUREG-31 entitled |2
"Laboratory Triaxial Testing Procedures to Determine the Cyclic |
Strength of Soils", which was prepared under Contract No. NRC-E (11- |
1) 2433 for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. |

The results of the initial tests are summarized in Table 2.5.4-13. |2
One plot for each material tested at various confining pressures, |68
relating double amplitude axial strai to the number of cycles of |
constant cyclic shear stress, are shown on Figures 2.5.4-39, Sheets 1 |
through 4. All cf the materials tested were of sufficient strength |

'

to meet the cyclic strain criteria at 5 cycles of load. The ASTM C- |

33, Fine Aggregate material (Sample 2) and the "Crowder Quarry" |2
Crushed Stone (Sample 4) also met the strain criteria at 10 cycles of |

applied load the Glen Rose L u stone Crushed Stone (Sample 3) met |

the strain criteria at 10 cycles for confining pressures of 2000 and
4000 pounds per square foot. However, the test results showed that |68

j the Glen Rose crushed limestone at 6000 and 8000 psf confining |
.

'

pressure,(Sample 3)andFilter"A"(Sample 1)didnotmeetthestrain|
criteria in 10 cycles at the stress ratios

|

|

.
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68 |utilizedinthetestprogram. Therefore, additional tests were run
on Sample 1 and Sample 3 at reduced stress levels corresponding to
stress ratios required to develop 5 percent strain in 10 cycles of

68 | load. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 2.5.4-13A.

68 |~ForSample3,additionaltestsatreducedstresslevelsshowedthat
| the material did not meet the cyclic strain criteria at effective
| normal pressure of 6000 and 8000 psf in 10 cycles of load. The

2 | figures relating double amplitude strain to number of cycles for
| Sample 3showthatthecyclicstrainswererelativelylowuntilabout

j |6to8 cycles,afterwhichlargestrainsdevelopedquiterapidlyin
|onlyafewadditionalcyclesandfailuredevelopedduetoneckingof
|thespecimen.

68 | For Sample 1, Filter :'A" material, additional tests at reduced stress
|levelsshowedthatthematerialdidnotmeetthespecification
]requirementsat10cyclesofloading. Utilizing all the test results

2 |forFilter"A"material,aliquefactioncurvehasbeendevelopedfor
| Filter"A"materialandisshownonFigure2.5-16. From this
| liquefaction curve, a new curve has been developed relating the cyclic
jshearstressrequiredtocause5percentstraintonormaleffective
|stressandispresentedasFigure2.5A-17.

68 | The cyclic shear strength criteria of Filter "A" material for 10
|cyclesofloadshoeldbeasfollows:

2 | Effective Normal Cyclic Shear Stress
2 | Pressure Required to Cause

.2 | Kips per Sq. Ft. 5 x 10-2 strain
2 | 0 0 '

2 | 2.0 0.90
2 | 4.0 1.60
2 | 6.0 2.00
2 | 8.0 2.60

ADQHCE C0W l
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In summary, the following points should be made: 12

1) Filter "A" material met the cyclic shear criteria for 5 |2
cycles of load. The criteria for 10 cycles of load |
described in the previous paragraph has been adopted for |
design of pipe bedding material, where Filter "A" material

|
is utilized in construction as a bedding material. How |4
these results affect the stability of the SSI Dam is

|
discussed in Appendix 2.5A.

|

2) ASTM C-33, Fine Aggregate met all of the cyclic shear |68
strength criteria as shown in Table 2.5.4-11.

|

3) Glen Rose Limestone Crushed Stone met all the cyclic shear | 68
strength criteria as shown in Table 2.5.4-11 except at I

norinal effective stresses of 6 and 8 KSF at 10 cycles of |
load. This material can be utilized as backfill material |
up to a confining pressure of 4 KSY (i.e., backfill to |2
approximately 33 feet in depth.).

|

4) "Crowder Quarry" Crushed Stone met all the cyclic shear |68
strength criteria as shown in Table 2.5.4-11.

|

To date, all Category I backfill has been "Crowder Quarry" crushed |68
stone which meets all specifications for cyclic testing when compacted |
to the required density and the gradation of the materials meets the

|
gradation requirements. Bedding material for Category I pipe has |
been ASTM C-33 fine aggregate sand which also meets all cyclic shear |

strength criteria. As stated previously the effect of the cyclic |
.

strength tests results on the stability of the SSI Dam are discussed |2
in Appendix 2.5A.

|
:

|

|

|
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2.5.4.8 Liquefaction Potential

The entire Nuclear Power Plant foundation consists of firm,
unweathered, Glen Rose Limestone with no liquefaction susceptible
soils present.

6B |ThecyclicshearstrengthofallCategoryIbackfillandbedding
| materials used show that there is no liquefaction potential; all
| materials used meet or exceed the design criteria for cyclic strain
| for the ground acceleration of 0.12 g adopted for the Safe Shutdown
| Earthquake.

68 |2.5.4.9 Earthquake Design Basis

68 | A conservative Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) having a peak hcrizontal
| ground acceleration at the top of bedrock of 0.12 g has been selected
|fordesign(Section2.5.2.6). The Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE)
| is equal to 1/2 the SSE. Design response spectra and artificial
| time-history records are described in Section 3.78.

2.5.4.10 Static Stability
:

68 |2.5.4.10.1 Bearing Capacity

68 |Themajorstructuresattheplanthavebeenconstructedonindividual
|matfoundations(exceptindividualspreadfootingsundertheTurbine
| Building columns) founded in the Glen Rose Limestone Formation.
|Propertiesofthelimestoneaswellastheclaystonematerialwere
| determined and are presented in Section 2.5.4.2..

.
,

*
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The ultimate bearing capacity of the Glen Rose Formation located under | 68
each structure has been determined from equations derived for local |

shear failure from the theory of elasticity (133] as follows: |

q (ultimate) = (shear strength) x (3.14)

The shear strength has been taken as one-half of the unconfined
compressive strength. The above equation does not take into account |68
the effects of overburden or the size of the foundation which would |

increase the safety f actor against a bearing capacity failure. A |

study of the founding elevations indicated that some upper structures
are founded on the claystone. However, when considering the
anticipated pressure bulbs due to the applied loads, it is unrealistic
to assume that claystone alone is subject to the applies stress. In
fact, any shear failure occurring in the claystone zones would also
have to pass through the thick underlying limestone layers.

|68
From the results of the unconfined compression tests presented in |68
Table 2.5.4-1, a reasonable average value of unconfined compressive |

'

strength for the claystone below elevation 810 is 40 ksf. This |
results in a very conservative value of 60 ksf for the ultimate |

j bearing capacity of rock beneath Category I structures. The factor |
'

of safety against a local bearing capacity failure is the ultimate |

bearing capacity divided by the maximum foundation edge pressure. |

Table 2.5.4-6 sumarizes the static bearing capacity factors of safety |
for the Category I structures. The safety factors against local |

shear failure exceed the minimum allowable of higher than the values |
presented in Table 2.5.4-6 due to'the effects of embedment and |
foundation size. |.

1

|

,

'
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68 | The dynamic bearing capacity factors of safety were calculated for the
|maximumloadscausedbytheSSE. Table 2.5.4-6a presents the results
|ofthisanalysis. The safety factors exceed the minimum allowable of
|2.

.

68 | The maximum edge pressure resulting from the overturning effects of
| earthquake or tornado loadings is 24.9 Kips per square foot under the
|Containmentstructure. The safety factor against overturning of the
|Containmentis2.0. It is calculated by taking moments about the

lower edge of the foundation mat using the overturning forces
generated by the safe shutdown earthquake. Vertical pressure
distribution under the Containment during the SSE is shown in Figure
2.5.4-42.

2.5.4.10.2 Settlement of Foundations

68 |Thefoundationsofallstructuresintheplantareaarefoundedonthe
| Glen Rose fonnation. The removal of the overburden to elevation 810
|resultedinaslightelasticreboundmeasuredbyextensometerstobe
|0.02 inches (Section2.5.4.13). Due to the nature of the supporting
|rockandplantloads,averysmallelasti.csettlementofthe
|structuresisanticipated. Time-dependent consolidation settlement
| of the claystone layers will not be considered due to the fact that
|theselayersareheavilyoverconsolidatedandareminorinproportion
j to the limestone over an approximate 200 feet thick depth of
| influence.

68 | The settlements of the Category I' structures were calculated using the
|theoryofelasticityforauniformlyloadedareaonanelastichalf-,

| space. The following equation [138] was utilized:

II68 | s= C pBg
E68 |

.
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where: s = elastic settlement |68
C = shape and rigidity factor |68g
p = uniform foundation pressure |68
3 = width of rectangular footing or diameter of a |68

circular footing |68
v = static Poisson's ratio, 0.25 |68

E = static elastic modulus, 4.8 x 105 psi. |68

The rock mass deformation modulus was estimated based on site seismic |68
surveys (Table 0.5.4-5) with a correction for rock mass quality (RQD) |

[139). The modulus was also checked using the results of moduli l

detennined by laboratory methods (Table 2.5.4-4). Uncertainty of the |
effect of blasting and construction activities on the in-situ modulus |
was considered when evaluating an appropriate modulus for the use in |
the analysis. The modulus used for the settlement analysis was 4.8 x |
105 psi,

|

A summary of the settlement of the Category I structures is presented |68
in Table 2.5.4-7. The maximum predicted settlement is 0.26 inches at |

the center of th'e reactor containment. Since the settlement is |

elastic, it should occur imediately af ter final load application. |

|Q362.4
Expansive characteristics of the claystone were measured by conducting
an absorption-pressure-swell test. The results of the test indicate |68
that introduction of water to the sample could generate a pressure of |
1140 pounds per square foot in the upward direction when swell is |
prevented. Therefore, is the applied load equals or exceeds this |
value, no swell should be anticipated. However, if the loads on the |68.

claystone layer are less than 1140 pounds per square foot, some |
swelling will take place. Figure 2.5.4-43 relates the total |

potential swell to the thickness of a claystone layer. The |
interpretation of this oraph i shown by use of a hypothalital example | 2
on the same sheet. The small amount of swell calculated indicates no |

*

problems are anticipated due to the swell potential of the claystone. |

|
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2 | During construction, additional samples of the claystone layers were
|obtainedandtestedtoevaluatetheswellpotentialoftheclaystone
| beneath Category I Pipe Structure.

0362.4 |

2 | The tests showed a maximum of free-swell of 3.0 percent and ranged
|from0.7to3.0 percent. The maximum pressure to restrain swelling
|was1940poundspersquarefootandrangedfrom517to1940poundsper
|squarefoot. These values are directly comparable with values
| reported during design (3.0 percent free-swell and 1875 pounds per
|squareinchabsorptionpressure).

0362.12 |
2 | Along the alignment of the Category 1 Piping, an analysis shows the

|swellpotentialtobeintherangeof0.01 inches,whichisconsidered
4 | negligible. Therefore, in areas where intact rock has been exposed

| above the 15 toot line, the removal of claystone beds was not
| warranted. In areas where pre-splitting of the rock had already been
| carried down to the 15 foot depth, all fractured rock has been removed
| to reach the intact sound Glen Rose Limestore and Category I backfill
| material has been placed. Figure 2.5.4-37A is a plan view of the
| Surface Water Intake and Discharge pipe trench excavation showing the
|intactrockelevationalongthealignment.

2 | 2.5.4.10.3 Lateral Forces
68 |

68 | The magnitude and distribution of lateral earth pressures is a
| function of the allowable yielding of the wall, the backfill or rock
| characteristics, water pressure, surcharge loads from adjacent
| structures, and, for seismically designed structures, the earthquake
| loading. The concrete foundation walls were conservatively assumed.

|toberigid,unyieldingwalls. Therefore, the coefficient of earth
|pressureatrest,K,hasbeenusedinevaluatinglateralsoilo
| pressures on these walls. A value of Ko 0.47 was used based ona

| an assumed friction angle of ''" fnr backfill at the sit *.

2.5-148
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lt was conservatively assumed that the groundwater table is at plant | 68
grade (elevation 810) except at the service water intake structure

|
where plantside water level was taken as elevation 780. The actual |
groundwater level conditions will be verified by piezometric data |
(Section 2.5.4.13). j

|0362.4
For structures cast i. gainst excavated rock wall, lateral pressure |2
against the walls has been taken as:

|

v(1.y)=0.33oyoh * o -

.

|4
.

Where: ch = horizontal stress or pressure, psf |4
oy = vertical stress or pressure, psf |4
9 = Poisson's Ratio - 0.25 |4

|0362.4
The vertical stress used for the individual structures should also |2
include any surcharge load which exists.

|

|68
This is an estimate of rock pressure which does not take into account |68
the relative stiffness of the wall and the rock mass. In some cases, |

a more detailed evaluation of rock pressures based on the unique |
geological discontinuities was performed.

[

| Dynamic loadings include pressures due to the soil or rock mass, |68.

! water, and surcharge, accelerated in the vertical 4 nd horizontal
|

directions. Figure 2.5.4-54 graphically depicts the static and
|

dynamic lateral earth pressures.
|

V
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2.5.4.11 Design Criteria
68 |

68 |Methodsusedtoevaluatebearingcapacity,settlementandlateral
| earth pressures are discussed in Section 2.5.4.10. Soil and rock
|propertiesusedintheanalysesareprovidedinSections2.5.4.4and
|2.5.4.5. The slope stability of the SSI and Squaw Creek dams is
|discussedinSection2.5.6.

68 | The minimum acceptable design factor of safety for bearing capacity is "

| 3.0 under static loading conditions and 2.0 for dynamic conditions.
| The minimum allowable factor of safety for the SSI dam slope stability
| is 1.5 for static conditions and 1.1 for dynamic conditions.

2.5.4.12 Techniques to Improve Subsurface Conditions

No special techniques were required to improve foundation conditions
except where blasting shattered or fractured the rock adjacent to or
within the plant foundation.

68 | In order to improve these areas of exception, dental :oncrete was used,

| to replace fractured rock and to fill overexcavated areas. In areas
| where fractures not requiring removal were encountered, grout pipes
| were installed. Grouting operations are to be performed at the
|appropriatetime,i.e.,whenthefoundationaffectedwascompletedto
|thepointthatthegroutwasconfined.

,

|

.

1

|

i

| .
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2.5.4.13 Subsurface Instrumentation ,

,

2.5.4.13.1 Extensometers |68

Two extensometers were installed in locations shown on Figure 2.5.4-
28. Extensometers were installed during removal of connon material
from the plant site to measure the rebound of the foundation material
and were monitored during the excavation phase of plant construction.
At the end of the excavation phase the extensometers were terminated

and the data evaluated. The measured rebound was 0.02 inches which is
well within the anticipated amount of rebound.

2.5.4.13.2 Post-construction Groundwater Monitoring |68

A system of 15 piezometers will be installed in the plant area in |68
. order to monitor groundwater conditions. The location of the |

piezometers is shown in Fig. 2.5.4-55 and the typical piezometer |
detail is shown in Fig. 2.5.4-56. |

Design of plant structures initially assumed groundwater at elevation |68
775ft.(Section2.4.13). Installation and observation of these |

piezometers will verify the actual groundwater condition at the site. |

The piezometer boreholes will be completed at test borings, with |

continuous NX rock core and water pressure tests throughout the cored |
interval. Upon completion of piezometer installation, groundwater |

data will be collected to determine seasonal variations. The |

groundwater level will also be correlated with weekly rainfall. |

: 2.5.4.14 Construction Notes.

|

Required excavation operations, including blasting, at times resulted
in fracturing or shattering of the foundation rock adjacent to or
within the plant foundation.

'
.
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Section 2.5.4.12 describes the treatment of shsttered or fractured
foundation rock..

Frequent changes in construction techniques were made in the early
stages of excavation in the plant area. All such changes were within
specification requirements, were made to reduce fracturing of rock,
and included the following techniques:

1. Line drilling to isolate the proposed excavation area

2. Pre-splitting

3. Rock sawing (isolation)

4. Blast hole spacing

'

5. Amount and type of explosives

6. Time-delay of multiple blasts

No significant construction problems, c'.her than rock fracturing, have ;
been encountered,

i ;

68 |Duringconstructionsmallvolumesofwaterin-leakageatvarious
! |structureswasobserved. The in-leakage problem exists at the

'

| turbine building and various Category I structures. This condition
| was solved at the turbine building by installing a permanent drainage !
| system.;

.

68 | The in-leakage is caused by perched water collected at the foundation
| exteriors. The perched water source is mainly the result of surfacei

| water, such as rainfall runoff or construction and maintenance
| runoff. The water migrates in 'he foundation exterior ;urt.ves
| through the utility trenches, filled with permeable bedding andj

| |backfillmaterial,thitintersectthestructures. F

-

>
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Fifteen piezometers (Section 2.5.4.13.2) willbeinstalledandwillbe|68
monitored as permanent piezometers. The perched water condition | :

around the plant structures will be evaluated and remedial actions j

implemented.
|

2.5.5 STABILITY OF SL0 PES

2.5.5.1 Slope Characteristics

There are no slopes, either natural or man-made, in the vicinity of | 68
the plant, whose failure could adversely effect the plant. |

The existing slopes along the creek bed that form the reservoir behind
the Safe Shutdown impoundment Dam are comparatively gently slopes and <

are characterized by a very thin mantle of soil underlain by limestone
of the Glen Rose Formation, in many areas, all soil cover has been
eroded and the rock outcrops. The steepest slope present along the
reservoir boundary occurs on the south side of the Safe Shutdown

,

Impoundment and approximately 600 feet upstream from the axis of the
SSI Dam (Figure 2.5.5-2). Current topographic data indicates that at
this location, the ground elevation increases from elevation 750 to
elevation 800 over a horizontal distance of approximately 150 feet, or >

a slope of approximately 3 horizontal to 1 vertical. All other slopes
along the total impoundment shoreline are in the range of 4 horizontal
to 1 vertical, or flatter.

I Topography of a part of the reservoir in the plant site vicinity, |68
shown on a 10 foot contour interval is presented on Figure 2.5.5-5 |

together with the location of Sections Numbered 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, and 4- |
.

| 4. These sections include the steepest slope condition along the |'

shoreline of the 551 reservoir.

f,

.
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Subsurface profiles at each location were obtained by trench
excavation. A wedge-type stability analysis using moist, saturated-
and submerged unit weights, appropriate st.sngth properties for the
materials present, and a seismic coefficient of 0.12 g was made for
Sections 1-1, 2-2, 3-3 and 4-4. The results indicate a minimum safety
factor against a slope slide of greater than 3. The Sections,

including the results of the wedge-type stability analysis, are shown
on Figures 2.5.5-1, 2.5.5-2, 2.5.5-3, and 2.5.5-4.

Some degree of weathering of the rock outcrops has occurred, and if
one assumes that the weathering has extended to such a degree as to be
the equivalent of a granular material with a 0 angle of 35 degrees,
the existing slope will have a safety factor against a shallow near-
surface slide greater than 2.0, a value considered entirely adequate.
Any slide deeper than that of the weathered rock will have a larger
safety factor.

2.5.5.2 Design Criteria and Analyses

4 | The method of dynamic analysis of the SSI Dam is described in Section
|3.78.2.13 and the details of the analysis are presented in Section
|2.5.6.5.

68 |2.5.5.3 Log of Borings

The locations of borings made for the plant and dam explorations are
| shown in Figures 2.5.5-5 and 2.5.5-6. The logs of these borings are

presented in Figures 2.5.5-7 through 2.5.5-76.
.

Borings were drilled with truck-mounted rotary-wash or auger drilling
equipment. Overburden soil samples suitable for testing were obtained
from some of the borings and the underlying rock has been
continuously cored utilizino tandard Nx coring equipment. The soils

encountered have been classified in accordance with the Unified Soil
i

.
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Classification System. Geologic rock classifications have been based
on macroscopic and hand lens examination of cores. Percent core
recovery and R.Q.D. (Rock Quality Designation) information are
presented on the boring logs.

The borings were drilled in the overburden soils by advancing a 3 or 4
inch diameter hole to the desired sampling depth. Undisturbed soil
samples were obtained by hydraulically pressing a 2-inch Shelby tube
or a 2.5-inch diameter thinwall sampler. Some disturbed samples were
obtained from the auger flight, and disturbed Standard Penetration
Test samples were also taken.

Drilling mud and casing were used when necessary during the drilling
of overburden soils. Prior to coring the underlying rock, each boring
was flushed thoroughly with water..

,

Two-inch diameter plastic pipes were installed in several borings to
enable observation of groundwater levels (Figure 2.5.5-5). Because

the Glen Rose formation is essentially imperweable, water levels reach
static equilibrium slowly. Therefore, observations were continued for
an extended period to confirm static levels. The observations made in
borings at Category I facilities are summarized in Figure 2.5.5-77.

The static water level in the Twin Mountains formation was observed in
Boring P-10, one of two borings penetrating the stratum. The

,

piezometric level is indicated to be Elevation 670.

2.5.5.4 Compacted Fill

| A detailed discussion of the areas requiring fill and the sources of |68 |
fill materials required is given in Section 2.5.4.5. The extent of |
these fill areas are show on Figure 2.5.4-28. |4 i

.

f
.

i

I
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2.5.6 EMBANKMENTS AND DAMS

2.5.6.1 General

2.5.6.1.1 Squaw Creek Dam

The purpose of Squaw Creek Dam (SCD) is to impound a cooling lake for
68 |CPSES. The location and configuration of the reservoir are shown in

| Figures 2.5.61and2.4-1. Under normal conditions, the reservoir
will remain in the five-ft range between a normal minimum operating
level at elevation 770.0 and the crest of the service spillway at
elevation 775.0

-

The layout of Squaw Creek Dam is shown in Figure 2,4-16. A typical
cross-section of the embankment is shown in Figure 2.4-17. The dam is '

designed to pass the Probable Maximum Flood with sufficient freeboard

to prevent overtopping by wave action generated by a sustained 40 mph
overland wind. The top of the dam is a elevation 796.0 with overbuild
to elevation 798.4 to compensate for estimated settlement. The

central section is constructed of select, impervious material, with a
cutoff extending down to impervious foundation material. The outer

zones of the embankment are of less select material with the outer
portion of the downstream shell being rock fill. A filter system ,

separates the impervious central zone from the less select outer zone
,

on the downstream side and extends outward to the downstream toe to
provide drainage and piping protection for the core.

The reservoir side of the dam is protected by rock riprap and a gravel
blanket from the top of the embankment to elevation 760.0, which is.

10.0 ft, below the minimum operating level. The top width of the
embankment is 20 ft., exclusive of riprap and blanket. Design of the,

riprap was based on an average over-water wind of 95 mph.

i

!*
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The service spillway is an uncontrolled structure 100 ft wide, with an
ogee crest at elevation 775.0 Additional discharge capacity for
protection from extreme floods is provided by a broadcrest emergency
spillway, 2,200 ft, wide, excavated in rock of the east abutment at
elevation 783.0. The sides of the discharge channel from the stilling
basin to Squaw Creek are protected with rock riprap and blanket. The

floor of the channel is native limestone. A 12-inch makeup water
pipeline crcsses the emergency spillway along its crest. This line is
placed in a trench cut in limestone and is covered with a concrete
cap. The top of this cap is at elevation 783.0.

Service outlet facilities are located near the right abutment of the
dam and consist of an intake tower and outlet conduit. The tower has
a 6 ft. by 6 ft. control gate at its base leading to a 6 ft. diameter
conduit through the dam that discharges to Squaw Creek. The tower has
ports at various levels to allow selective taking of water from the
reservoir. Backup closure facilities are provided to protect against
loss of storage due to inability to close a valve or gate.

2.s.6.1.2 Safe Shutdown Impoundment Dam

A portion of the arm of the reservoir that is formed by the channel of
Panther Branch is utilized as a Safe Shutdown Impoundment, which holds
water for emergency cooling use. The secondary reservoir is separated
from the main body of the reservoir by a rock fill dam. An open
spillway channel was excavatcd through the narrow ridge to the
southwest of the SSI Dam, to connect the SSI with the main body of the
reservoir. The floor of the channel is at elevation 769.5. six in.
below the nomal minimum operating level, and water will pass back and.

forth to keep the large and small reservoir surfaces at the same
elevation under normal operating conditions. If the level in the main
reservoir should drop due to some emergency, the $$1 Dam will hold
back 367 acre ft of reserve * r to allow continued cod ina and safe
shutdonn of the plant. '

!

*

.

;
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The location and layout of the SSI Dam are shown in Figures 2.5.6-1
and 2.4-23. Details of the SSI Dam embankment are shown in Figure
2.4-21. The middle zone is of select, impervious material, wetted and
rolled, and carried down to impervious foundation material for
effective cut-off. The outer zones are rock fill. Two-stage filters
were placed between the core and the rock fill sections. The

embankment crest is 40 feet wide at elevation 796.0. The spillway
channel is 40 feet wide, with side slopes of 1-on-3 and a channel
slope of 0.003 upstream and downstream from a concrete wall
approximately flush with the channel bottom.

r

The SSI Dam is designed to pass the Probable Maximum Flood with or

without the presence of SCR, with sufficient freeboard to prevent
overtopping by waves generated in either direction, i.e. from the $51
or SCR, by a sustained 40 mph overland wind.

The embankment is designed to be stable dJring the rapid drawdown
caused by the sudden and total loss of the SCR.

.

Seismic Design Criteria for the SSI are discussed in Section 3.7.

'

The ability of the SSI to meet the criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.27
is discussed in Section 9.2.5.

2.5.6.2 Exploration

The subsurface investigation conducted for Squaw Creek Dam and SSI Dam

during design consisted of the undisturbed sampling of alluvial
overburden materials as well as the undisturbed sampling of thei '

,

i primary sediments present.

|
68 |Thecohesivesoilspresentalongthecenterlineofthedamsitewere

j sampled at vertical interval "f "no f t or at a change in nutorial
,

| type, whichever was the lesser distance. These samples of cohesive (

,

,
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materials were obtained by means of a thin-walled, seamless, Shelby
tube sampler forced into the soil by means of a rapid thrust from two
balanced hydraulic rams. The samples were then field extracted,
preserved in moisture-proof polyethylene plastic and sealed to prevent
changes in moisture content and accompanying changes in physical
characteristics, identified as to boring number and depth, and
packaged for transport to the laboratory in Dallas, Texas, for further
tests and analyses.

Primary sediments encountered were sampled continuously utilizing a
double tube, bott w discharge, conventional coring tool fitted with an
appropriate cutting bit, using water as a drilling fluid.

Field infiltration tests were conducted in selected zones of the |68
alluvial material in order to establish the permeability of the soil. |

In addition, pressure testing of the primary sediments was
accomplished by the insertion of an expandable packer at the location
selected while water pressure inside the boring, between the packer
and the bottom of the boring, was regulated by a water pump at the
ground surface. The depth of the tests pressure in pounds per square |68
in., and the quantity of water consumed during the tests are recorded, |
where applicable, on the individual field boring logs, and are |
summarized on Table 2.5.6-1. In addition, selected samples of |
primary sediments penetrated at the site were preserved in
polyethylene plastic, in the manner described above, and all samples
were transferred to the laboratory for further evaluation and tests.

Detailed descriptions of materials penetra W as well as all field
testing conducted in conjunction with this investigative program are,

shown, where appropriate, on the boring logs which are discussed in
Section 2.5.5.3.
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2.5.6.2.1 Squaw Creek Dam

A series of NX-size vertical core borings were drilled in connection
with the exploration for the foundations of the Squaw Creek Dam and
appurtenances. Figure 2.5.5-6 shows the location of core borings in '

relationship to the centerline of the dam.

Borings identified as the 0-! series and the 0-!! series, a total of
28 NX-size core borings, represent the foundation exploration along
the centerline of the dam. A total of nine NX-size core borings,,

identified as Series ES borings, have been utilized to explore the
emergency spillway location. Borings identified as 50-1 through $0-11
were drilled for the purpose of exploring two potential alignments for
the service outlet works to be located in the valley section of the
proposed construction. The service spillway, located on the right
abutment of the proposed dam site, has been explored by a series of 16
NX-size core borings numbered 55-1 through 55-16. Additional
foundation data was obtained through the drilling for two, four-inch
diameter core borings located within the proposed spillway and
identified herein as Borings Numbered SS 17 and 55-18. [

l

in addition, further investigation of the service spillway area was
accomplished by means of four Nx size, inclined, core borings drilled
at the locations shown on the figure 2.5.5-6 and identified as core
borings numbered SSA-1 through SSA-4.

'

Geologic Profiles representing cross-sections along the Embankment
Centerline, the Service Outlet Works, and the Service Spillway are ,

shown on Figure 2.5.6-7 through 2.5.6-9, respectively., ,

2.5.6.2.2 Safe Shutdown Impoundment Dam (SSI Dam)

68 | A series of NX-size vertical uni angle core borings wara eleilleet in i

; I connection with the exploration for the foundation of the 551 Dam,
|

.

1
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the equalization channel ard rock excavation areas. Figure 2.5.5-5 |68
shows the location of the core borings in relation to the centerline |
of the dam and equalization channel.

|

Borings identified as the M Series, a total of ten NX-size core
borings, represent the foundation excavation along the alignment of !
the 551 Dam. Borings MS-7 and MS-8 are vertical, NX-sized core |68
borings drilled in the equalization channel area. Borings BA-1 and 2 |
are angle borings drilled in the balancing channel area.

A geological profile along the centerline of the SSI Dam is pr( nted.

in Figure 2.5.6-10. A geological section was developed for the |68
equalization channel using the information from MS-7 and 8 and BA-1 |
and 2. This geological section is shown on Figure 2.5.6-11. I

2.5.6.2.3 Borrow Material

Several potential borrow areas were explored and evaluated for use as

potential impervious core and random fill material for Squaw Creek Dam
and SS! Dam. Figure 2.5.4-29 shows the approximate locations of the
different borrow areas investigated. Each of the borrow areas was
investigated by a series of six-inch diameter continuous-flight auger

,

borings or excavated pits. Laboratory analysis and engineering
evaluation have been conducted on the materials lifted from the auger
borings in order to develop design parameters utilizing such
materials. Additional core borings with field testing were drilled |2
during construction in the area of the Service Water Outlet alignment |

and in the West Abutment to help verify depths to competent rock. |

|2.

:,

|

1

,, .

'l

}
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2.5.6.3 Foundation and Abutment Trea,tment

'

2.5.6.3.1 Squaw Creek Dam
i

Squaw Creek Dam is an earth and rockfill embankment structure founded
on existing valley alluvium. To minimize leakage through the
foundation, a core trench was excavated through the alluvium and
weathered rock to impervious unweathered limestone and claystone. !

This core trench extends well into the abutments. Figure 2.5.6-2 is a
profile of the completed excavation.

All transverse cracks were removed by excavation or intersected by a
keyway trench, except in the vicinity of the service outlet where

,

removal would undermine the structure. Here a rock saw was employed
to cut an 11-in.-wide trench across the cracks to the depth of the f
crack. The trench was then backfilled with dental concrete. Water I

was encountered in vertical cracks exposed in the keyway trench, ;,

especially on the right side of the creek and at the horizontal j
contact of the alluvium and limestone. This water could cause the :
exposed claystone seams to weather rapidly causing overhangs of the |

limestone layer above the seams. To prevent this weathering, '

pneumatically placed concrete (shoterete) was used to seal the !

claystone seams. The inflow of water from the vertical cracks was k

controlled by inserting a steel pipe at the base of the crack and then |

j sealing the crack with shoterete. When the shotcrete had gained ;

{ strength and it was desired to begin backfill, the pipes were sealed i

with wood plugs. Potholes and overhangs were filled with dental
concrete. Dental concrete and shotcrete were used to cover rough rock
surfaces to provide a smooth surface to place backfill against..

,

; Figure 2.5.6-5C(1) is a photograph showing shotcreting activities. .

:.

; *

prior to excavation, the foundation for the random fill and rockfill i
!

zones of the embankment we 1-wul and grubbed of tim e I imt s aml !

j then stripped to rock or a maximum depth of 9 in. to remove topsoil,

1 . .

;
,

I
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rubbish and vegetation. The foundations for the service spillway an
service outlet structures were then excavated to solid limestone.

Claystone seams were sealed with a coating of shoterete. Over :

excavation was corrected with 1500 psi concrete. Anchor bars were
installed as required and the foundation drains were drilled after
placement of the structural concrete. Water encountered in the

excavation of the fcandation for the service outlet intake tower was
controlled by susping and pumping.

The effectiveness of the cuteff trench was judged visually. Mason-
Johnston & Associates, Inc., Geotechnical Consultants, determined when
the weathered zone had been penetrated. The effectiveness of the saw>

cutoff trench was tested by observing the depth of the crack and, in
some cases, the stoppage of the flow of water.

'

Weathered material extended to a greater depth in the right abutment
than anticipated, causing the cetoff trench to be extended some 250-

ft, into this abutment. The trench was terminated prior to reaching
! the service spillway. The water tightness of the formation between
, ,

the service spillway structure and the termination of the deep core
trench was verified by drilling both vertical and horizontal holes and
pressure testing. These hole were filled with grout.

Construction procedures used for the foundation and abutment treatment
i were as follows:

t

Soil material was removed by scrapers.
.

Limestone and claystone were removed by blasting which was prededed by | 68 :

pre-splitting the limits of the excavation. Spacing and loading of |
' the blast holes were adjusted as conditions dictated. Blasted |

material was |

f

.

('
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68 | removed by front end loaders and end dump trucks. Final shaping of
the excavation was accomplished with demolition tools and hand-
operated pavement breakers.

Dental concrete had a 28 day design strength of 3000 psi. The

concrete was centrally batched and placed in accordance with the
procedures of Section 8. ACI 301-72.

The pneumatically-placed concrete was a wet pre-mixed mixture conveyed
by air slugs through a flexible tube and densited in place by air
pressure. The material had a minimum 7 day strength of 2400 psi and a
minimum 28 day strength of 3000 psi.

All excavations were pumped dry, cleaned with high velocity jets of
air and/or water and inspected prior to backfill.

Estimates of the construction quantitles involved are included in
Section 2.5.6.9.1.

2.5.6.3.2 Safe Shutdown impoundment Dam

Safe Shutdown Impoundment Dam is a rockfill dam with an impervious
earth core. The entire foundation was excavated to unweathered
limestone to provide suitable support for the rockfill shells and to

68 |provideanimperviousbaseforthecore. (The tem unweathered is
| interpreted with respect to engineering properties and not in a purely
|geologicalsense.) Figure 2.5.6-3 is a proflie of the completed
| excavation.

.

All transverse cracks under the core zone were removed by excavation
or sealed by making a 10-in.-wide saw cut across the crack for its
full depth and backfilling with dental concrete. Some seepage was

encountered on the upstream sila of the excavation in im i ui sta

above the foundation base. Ptieumatically placed concrete (shotcrete)

.
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was used to seal claystone seams to prevent weathering and possible
overhangs. This shotcrete was removed just prior to placement of core
and filter material in their respective zones.

The abutments against which the core enterial would be place were cut
to a slope not steeper than one on one in order to provide "wedging"
as the core consolidated, thus increasing the watertightness of the
contact between core and abutment. Vertical faces not in excess of 30
in. (the largest size rock in rockfill) were allowed under the
rockfill zone. Verticals in excess of 30 in, were brought to a slope
of one on one with fill concrete. Potholes were leveled with dental
concrete.

The spillway is an open cut channel between SCR and the SSI. This
channel was bottomed on limestone. The crest elevation is maintained
by a concrete wall across the channel that is excavated into the
limestone foundation.

The effectiveness of the impervious cutoff was further assured by
excavating a trench 2 f t, wide, and ranging in depth fonn 6 to 8 f t.,
across the base of the foundation on the centerline of the dam. This
trench was visually inspected by the Mason-Johnston Geotechnical

Consultant to assure that all cracks had been intercepted prior to its
backfill with dental concrete. All excavation to unweathered
limestone was accepted by the Engineering Geologist prior to covering
with shotcrete, dental or fill concrete. Upon completion of all
excavation, the entire foundation was jointly inspected and accepted
by the Freese and Nichols Project Engineer and the Mason-Johnston
Project Geotechnical Consultant.

,

Construction procedures used for the foundation and abutment treatment

were the same as described for the SCD in Section 2.5.6.3.1.
Estimates of the constroction 'piantities involved ara i n' hi>ta'i in

Section 2.5.6.9.2.

.
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2.5.6.4 Embankment

4 |2.5.6.4.1 Squaw Creek Dam i

A typical cross-section of Squaw Creek Dam is shown on Figure 2.4-17.
The top of the dam is at elevation 796.0. The central core is '

constructed of select, impervious material wetted and rolled, with a
cutoff trench extending down into tne impervious rock foundation
material. The outer zone of the embankment are Of a less select
material with the outer zone of the downstream side being a rock fill.
The filter system separates the impervious central zone from the less

select outer zone on the downstream side and extends outward to the
downstream toe to provide drainage and protection of the core.

The upstream side of the dam is protected by riprap and gravel blanket
'

from the top of the embankment to elevation 760.0, which is ten feet
below the minimum operating level. The crest width of the embankment
is twenty feet.

The sides slopes of the dam as shown on Figure 2.5-17 are three
horizontal to one vertical on the downstream slope and two horizontal
to one vertical to elevation 775 on the upstream slope and below 775 a

2 |threehorizontaltooneverticalslope. An upstream berm is located
|atelevation760.0.

,

2.5.6.4.2 Safe Shutdown Impoundment Dam i

2 |

A typical section of the SSI Dam is shown on Figure 2.4-21. The

middle zone of the SSI Dam is composed of select impervious material,,

wetted and rolled, and carried down to the underlying firm,
unweathered Glen Rose Limestone Formation. The outer zones of the SSI
Dam consist entirely of the firm Glen Rose Limestone selectively
quarried and processed to rm o all claystone particles hom the rock
shell. The two zones of the 551 Dam are separated by tao-stage

.

L
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'

filters. All components of the SSI embankment extend vertically
downward to contact with the firm, unweathered, Glen Rose Limestone.

;

;

I
There are many aspects of the design construction procedure of this :

Class I Dam which make it much more conservative than most other !
!existing da.15. Primarily, these consist of the followingt
||

1. The outside slope of the SS! Dam is flatter than slopes commonly
used for a fill rock dam. Dans considerably higher than the 551 ;

have been constructed in more seismically active areas with
!

outside slopes in the range of 1.75 horizontal to 1 vertical. |
t

2. The rock shell fill of the SSI Dam was placed in layers and |4 .

compacted with multiple passes of a vibratory 10 ton roller. | !
This compaction of the fill rock will provide a material with :

great strength and low compressibility. i

i

3. The foundation of the entire SSI embankment is supported by the f
firm, unweathered Glen Rose Limestone. !

!

4. Thecrestwidthofthedam(elevation 796)is40ft.,whichis |68
'

j considerably greater than most existing dans of 70 ft, height. |

!
4 5. The width of the core at normal water surface is 20 feet.

!
I 6. The core material, while considered practically impervious, is not *

highly plastic. (CL in the Unified 59: 1 Classification System), i

!
:

7. Two stage filter, both upstream and downstream of the core, are !,

,

1

: present to control seepage, prevent piping, and control the .

!
'effects of any cracks that may develop during the occurrence of,

the SSE. I

i
!

'
I

i k

i-

!

!
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A comparison of the SSI Dam with other existing fill rock dams in
areas much more seismically active than the CPSES site is presented in
Table 2.5.6-2. Each of the dans in Table 2.5.6-2 has been constructed
with slopes, both upstream and downstream, steeper than those for the
SS! Dam at the CPSES Project and constructed in a much more
seismically active area. In summary, this SS! Dam is considered most

conservative in design and construction and is conservatively
appropriate for its intended purpose of providing a reservoir to
function as the Ultimate Heat Sink during SSE conditions.

2.5.6.4.3 Material Properties Used for Design

A discussion of the laboratory procedures and tests used for adoption
of both static and dynamic material properties for the rock shell,
filter and clay core materials is included in the following
subsections.

1. Shell Material

2 |Thelaboratorymodelingtechniqueusedduringdesignforshell
|materialconsistedofthefollowingsequentialsteps:

a. A probable range of gradations resulting from drilling, blasting,
loading, placing, and compacting of the Glen Rose Limestone was
estimated from prior experience, taking into account the known
gradation of core material. The limits of probable design
gradation of the shell material are shown on Figure 2.5.6-12.

,2 |b. Laboratory model techniques were used to obtain engineering

| properties of the rockfill. Actual NA (2 1/8" diameter) cores of
the limestone from the plant site exploration borings, including a
statistical average amount of claystone seams, were crushed in the
laboratory to conform tn 'ha astimated gradation on a frvtion-by-
fraction basis; i. e.. ultimate 10 inch diameter stone) nere

hh (bi2.5 168
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reduced in the laboratory to particles 3 m in diameter; one-
quarter inch particles were reduced to 0.2 mm particles, etc. The

gradation curve of the shell gradation model is shown on Figure.

2.5.6-13.

The material representing the shell was then remolded, placed in ac.

triaxial chamber, and a multi-stage "Q" test was conducted. The

Hohr Diagram obtained from this type of test is shown as Figure
2.5.6-14. Engineering properties of the shell material utilized
for design purpose, are as follows:

Cohesion = 0

X = 370
Tan g = 0.754

Unit Dry / Moist Weight = 115 pcf
Unit Saturated Weight = 135 pcf

2. Core Material

Borrow areas upstream of Squaw Creek Dam and downstream from the SSI |2
Dam were investigated as potential borrow to form the impervious clay |
core of the two dams. Materials available for use in the core are CL |

in classification (Unified Soil Classification System) and hue Liquid
limits ranging from 31 to 44 percent, Plastic indices ranging from 11
in -! :.pn apecific Gravities ranging from 2.65 to 2.70. Strength
pro;a.:.es were determined on remolded materials prepared at moisture
contents ranging from one percent below optimum to 3 percent above
optimum and at density ranges equal to approximately 95 percent of the
maximum density by the Standard AASH0 Compaction Procedure.,

|
| Strength properties were determined by means of the Direct Shear test,

where the rate of strain was computed to avoid a build-up of pore
1

| pressure and by triaxial testino in the form of 0 test an't P tests
where complete saturation was obtained using back pressure and where

| pore pressures were measured.
l

.

I
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Settlement and drainage characteristics of the impervious clay core
were estimated from data obtained during consolidation testing with
the coefficient of permeability, in the range of 10-8 centimeters
per second, being computed from consolidation characteristics.

Typical results of laboratory tests conducted during design analysis
of the material that has been used in the clay core of the SSI Dam are
represented by Figures 2.5.6-15 through 2.3.6-17.

.

Cyclic strength determinations were not an inportant consideration in
the dynamic analysis as explained in Section ?.5.6.5.2.

Based on a detailed analysis of the clay material, the following
properties have been adopted for design of the core material:

Liquid Limit = 30-40%

Plasticity Index = 12-20
Optimum Moisture = 12%

Embankment Unit Dry Weight = 108 pcf

Embankment Unit Saturated Weight = 128 pcf
Strength Properties, Considolidated-Undrained

(CV) Cohesion = 432 psf
p = 180

Tan p = 0.325

3. Filter Zones

i Materials that were used to fonn the upstream and downstream filters,
separating the core from the shell, conformed to the gradation.

requirement of both the shell and core materials and was obtained

| offsite from Brazos River alluvial deposits. A two stage filter
system has been utilized with the gradation limits of each zone shown
on Figure 2.5.6-12.

.
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4. Dynamic Strength Properties of the Filters and Rock Shell |2
.

For design purposes the seismic shear strength of the filter materials | 2
and rock shell for the dam has been estimated based on published data |
for granular soil, field embankment tests, and adopted criteria for |
construction. Factors considered in the assessment of the seismic |

strength characteristics included; (a) relative density; (b) grain |
size; (c) gradation; and (d) effect of initial static shear stresses. |

Published data on the effect of relative density on seismic strength |2
of filter materials have shown an increase in strength with increase |
in relative density. Based on this data, a relative density of at |
least 80 percent has been specified for the filters. |

The effect of mean grain size on the cyclic shear strength of granular | 68
soils have been studied by Lee and Fitton [130], Seed and Peacock |
[131], and Wong [132]. The results of Lee and Fitton indicate a |

substantial increase in seismic strength as 050 increases from about |2
0.1 to 4 mm, and a very large increase in strength as 050 increases |
above 4 m. The data presented by Seed and Peacock confinns Lee and |

Fitton's results The results of Wong indicate only a slight increase |

in strength as the mean grain size increases from 0.6 to 10 mm, but a |
rapid increase in strength for mean grain sizes larger than 10 mm. |

The mean grain size of the fine filter is 0.6 mm (average) and the |4
coarse filter 8.0 mm (average) as shown by Figure 2.5.6-12. Although |68
the available peblished data would indicate a slight to substantial |

increase in strength as the mean ' rain size increases, this effect has |g

been conservatively ignored in assessing the cyclic shear strength |
.

characteristics of the filter. Rather, the cyclic shear strength of |

the filter has been assessed on the basis of data for Sacramento River |
sand [133]. The data on this particular sand (a uniformly graded |

fine sand with 050 = 0.2 mm) lii; been utilized becausa of Ilw |4

gAE C0W2.5-171
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4 | comprehensive cyclic test data published, covering a wide range f
|confiningpressures,relativedensities,andseismicstress-strain
| levels.

2 | Although the filter material is a well-graded material, whereas
| Sacramento River sand is a uniformly-graded sand, it is felt that
|little,ifany,differenceinthestrengthcanbedetectedbetween
| well-graded and unifomly graded material for the same mean grain

68 | size. Research by Lee and-Fitton [136] confim this conclusion.
2 | Wong (1970) tested a well-graded sandy gravel and found that the

j strengths were lower than uniformly graded gravels at low strains
| (approximately 5 x 10-2); however, the well-graded gravels were more
| resistant to the development of large strain; in other words, 10 x
|10-2 Therefore, the published cyclic triaxial tests data for
| Sacramento River sand provide a reasonable basis for assessing the
| cyclic strength characteristics of the filters. Figure 2.5.6-48,
|preparedfromthisdata,showsthecyclicshearstressesrequiredto
| cause 5 x 10-2 strain in 5 a'id 10 cycles for filter materials
| compacted at a relative density of 80's.

2 | The dynamic strength of the rock shell has been estimated in a similar

| manner as for the filters. Based on data by Wong (1970), the effect
| of mean grain sizes larger than 10 mm results in a rapid increase in
| cyclic strength. For a mean grain size of 100 mm,, an increase in the
| cyclic strength of 83% may be expected and for a mean grain size of
|152mmatleast100%increasemaybeexpected. The gradation of the
| rock in the actual test embankment had a mean grain size of 152 mm and
|theaverageoftherockshellintheactualdamisestimatedtobeno
|lowerthan100mm. Thus, the cyclic strength may be expected to be,

68 | increased between 83% and 100%. To be conservative in analysis of
| the 551 Dam, the relationship shown in Figure 2.2.5-47 was derived.

2 | This figure presents the cyclic shear stresses required to cause 5 x
| 10-2 strain in 10 cycles fm 'h- compacted rock shell.

!
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Initial :;tatic shear stress effects which occur in the filters and |68
rock shell, and would result in an increase in material strength, have |
been ignored.

|

In developing the cyclic shear strength characteristics for design, it | 68
was assumed that pore pressures do not dissipate during earthquake |
motions. Because of the large particle size and high permeability of |

the rockfill, it is certain that any pore pressures would dissipate to | 2
some degree during the ground motions, and this would result in higher |
rock shell strengths than are being used in this analysis. |

Lee and Fitton (1969) found that clay materials have cyr'ic shear |68
strengths greater than cyclic shear strengths for sands; however, the |

clay core of the SSI Dam has not been evaluated for cyclic shear |

strength but has been analyzed using the conservative assumption of |
liquefaction as described in Section 2.5.6.5.2.

|

During construction a test program was set up to evaluate the cyclic |2
shear strengths of backfill material used at CPSES to verify design |
assumptions. Included in the specimens tested were the fine filter |
material, Filter "A". The details of the investigation are discussed |

| in Section 2.5.4.7. How the results of Filto "A" tests affect the |

stability of the SSI Dam is discussed in Appendix 2.5A. |

2.S.6.4.4 Rock Field Tests |2

A series of field tests for fill rock properties was conducted during | 68
design at the site of an abandoned quarry located at the CPSES site. |

The location was selected to ensure that materials tested would be |
.

representative of those actually used in the construct!on of the SSI |!

1
! Dam. Core borings were made at the proposed quarry site and a j

careful study was made of all cores to insure that the test quarry
I rock was representative of th ' which would be used in r.oitu i uc tion.

|

l
.
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The primary objectives of the rock field tests included:

1. Determination of excavation procedures.

2. Evaluation of several wall-protection schemes.

3. Determination of compacted fill rock properties by construction
and evaluation of the test embankment section.

68 | Excavation operations at the quarry site consisted of the removal of
| all residual soils by the use of suitable-equipped crawler equipment,
| the drilling of blast holes to depths considered necessary to provide
|thedesiredquantityofmaterials,presplittingholesandblastingso
| as to provide a near vertical quarry face, and the removal of all
| excavated materials by loading equipment. The material was then
jtransportedtothetest-embankmentsiteandcompactedinvariouslayer
|thicknesseswithvariousrollerpasses. The completed test-
|embankmentwasevaluatedbymeansofatesttrench. The test trench

68 |showedthepresenceofclaystoneparticles. Since the test-embankment
| obtained with this type of quarry operation was considered totally
| unsuitable for high quality, pervious, rock fill section due to the
|presenceofclaystoneparticles,thissourceofmaterialwas
| abandoned.

Making full use of he results obtained from the first test quarry
program, a new area immediately adjacent to the first area was
prepared for excavation by removing all residual soils, drilling and
shooting pre-splitting holes to establish a good quarry wall surface,
then drilling and shooting blast holes on several patterns. Blast hole.

I depths were controlled so as to bottom immediately above the elevation
of known claystone layers. Shot hole patterns of 7 ft. by 7 ft. and 9
ft. by 9 ft. were used; in each case, holes were 3.5 in, in diameter.
All holes were bottom loaded oith DuPont Pour-vex, column 1,uded with

(

| HD-1 primer, and shot with primer cord. Water gel was used when some
,

*

of the holes were noted to contain water.
.

1

l

1
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Shot hole spacing, depths, and powder e re varied to provide proper
maximum size rock, well-graded rock with a minimum of spalls, and
little or no claystone particles. With the controlled blasting
operation, the limestone portion of the quarry rock was loaded out to
the processing area and the remaining claystone areas and zones,

.readily identified, were removed by crawler equipment and wasted.

Quarried rock was processed by use of a vibrating grizzly and a
vibrating screen; the size of openings in the vibrating screen were
altered, as required, until material of a desired gradation was
obtained. )

The test embankment construction consisted of the following basic
steps:

1. An area was selected for the test embankment and stripped of all
overburden soil and weathered rock until a smooth, hard, and level

unweathered Glen Rose Limestone surface was obtained. Corners of
a 50 x 100 foot rectangle were marked.

2. Processed quarried rock was then hauled to the test embankment

site, dumped, and smoothed to an approximately two-foot thick lift
with a dozer. A ten-ton smooth wheel vibratory roller with the
vibration mechanism disengaged was then allowed to make one pass
to further smoother the surface of the lift. A grid pattern of
approximately 10 by 7 ft. was established (21 points) on the
surface of the rock layer and the elevation at each grid point
determined and recorded.

3. Each layer was then compacted with a self-propelled vibratory
roller weighing 10 tons and creating a dynamic force of 40,000
pounds, vibrating at 1400 cycles per minute, and havino a drum
diameter of 60 inches with a drum length of 104 inche Th~

.
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elevation of the marked grid pattern points was determined after

each pass of the vibratory roller; the number of passes varied up
to six.

4. After the construction of the embankment was complete, a trench
was excavated in the central portion of the test embankment and at
right angles to the direction of roller passes to determine
conditions of the embankment cross section.

Following the completion of the embankment, a designated area of the
embankment was sluiced with water to visually determine the
permeability and drainage characteristics of he rock fill and to
provide an approximation of the moisture content retained in the fill.

Two large-scale density tests were made on the embankment in the
following manner:

'

l. Following the placement of a particular lift 7.nd the application
of a particular number of passes of a vibratory roller, a four-
foot diametar steel ring was placed on the rock surface and
secured in place by sand bags on the perimeter fiange of the
rings.

2. The rock material inside the ring and for a depth equal to the
lift thickness, in the range of two feet, was hand excavated and
saved for further use.

3. The excavation was lined with' polyethylene film very loosely,
including the bottom and sides..

4. Water levels from calibrated barrels were noted and water from
these barrels was introduced into the polyethylene lines
excavation until tha la-1 m within one in. of thu staal eing.

.
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5. The steel ring was then removed.

6. Additional water was added until the excavation was full; water
levels in the calibrated barrel were noted and the volume of he
excavation determined by the volume of water used.

7. The weight of the rock excavated was determined.

8. The "moist" density was detennined by dividing the weight of the
rock by the volume of the hole.

9. The rock from the excavation was "quartered", piece-by-piece by
hand, to obtain a smaller but representative sample and the
moisture content was determined.

10. The "dry" density was then determined.

The results of all field observations and compaction tests, including |2
grain size distribution, have been analyzed and are provided in Figure |
2.5.6-18 through 2.5.6-24 and Table 2.5.5.8.

|

After removal of the desired quantity of rock from the test quarry,
the existing floor was cleaned and the previously obtained vertical
wall resulting from the pre-splitting operation was washed clean with
a water nozzle. Shot crete panels were then constructed in order to
produce a protecting surface against weathering on the vertical rock
face. Two panels were selected; on the first panel a shot crete
thickness of approximately one in, was constructed while on the second
panel a surface approximately two in. in thir.kness was constructed. A,

seven sack cement mix was utilized in the construction of both panels.

Two shear tests were made in the field. The first shear test was run | 68
! to determine the angle of into nal friction between the im;lfill

|

l embankment material and the in-place, firm, unweathered Glen Rose |
!

l

'
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Limestone material. After determination of the friction angle between
the rockfill embankment material and the underlying relatively smooth
rock surface, a second direct shear test was made of the rockfill
embankment material itself.

The shear box consisted of a reinforced, metal wall, six-ft cube, open
on top and bottom, and separated on the bottom from the underlying
relatively smooth limestone base by a system of small diameter
rollers. Loads were applied to the box by means of a calibrated
hydraulic ram acting through a suitable yoke arrangement and a ball-
type joint. Deflections, or movements, were measured by means of dial

micrometers placed at appropriate locations along the bottom and top
edge of the shear box. Schematic details of the physical arrangement
are illustrated on Figure 2.5.6-25.

Boulders larger than 12 in, in diameter were removed from the rockfill
material so as to be compatible with the physical dimensions of the
large scale shear box; all materials were weighed prior to placing in
the shear box and then compacted with a "jumping jack" compactor to a
density equivalent of that previously obtained from large scale
density is:ts made after completion of the test embankment. The

gravitational weight of .he rock produced the normal force for four
successive layer thicknesses.

The results of these tests are shown on Figures 2.5.6-21 and 2.5.6-22.
The angle of sliding friction of rockfill material on in place
limestone of approximately 42.9 degrees was determined as shown by
Figure 2.5.6-23.

.

At the completion of the sliding resistance shear test, a strip of
metal 4 in, in height was taken out of the shear box at about mid-
height of the box anJ the hydraulic ram was removed so that the upper ,

part of the box could be sh m od (relative to the fixad low
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portion of the box) to determine the angle of internal friction of the
rockfill embankment material. The rock in the zone of the shear plane
was limited to slightly less than 4 in. in size to correspond with the
mechanics of the shear box. The results of these tests are shown on
Figures 2.5.6-21 and 2.5.6-22 and indicate an angle of internal
friction of 48 degrees.

Rockfill embankment material removed from the large scale field
density test location was screened to determine the grain size
distribution. The results of this determination are shown on the
attached Figure 2.5.6-24. The results of the field density test are
shown in summary form on Table 2.5.6-3.

2.5.6.5 Slope Stability

2.5.6.5.1 Squaw Creek Dam

Embankment stability studies for the Squaw Creek Embankment have been

made for the condition immediately after construction of the
embankment but prior to the filling of the reservoir; and for a
condition after construction with the reservoir present and a steady
seepage condition established. In addition, an upstream reservoir
drawdown case has been analyzed. Selected cases have been analyzed
for static conditions and for a pseudo-dynamic condition wherein an
acceleration of 0.12g is applied to the driving forces.

Appropriate soil strength parameters, described in detail in the
following sub-sections, were used in embankment slope stability
analysis. By means of the Swedish method of slices, a series of.

circular slides was analyzed until the minimum safety factor
representing the critical slide surface was obtained. Full use of a
computer program was made for this analysis. The computer program | 68
used for this analysis is do >ribed in Reference 134. Mtw the |

location of the critical sliding surface was determined, hand

'
,
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computational methods were used to further evaluate the effects of
pore pressure build-up during construction, steady seepage conditions,
and the effect of an upstream reservoir drawdown. A series of wedge
type analyses were made, by hand computational methods, to further
determine the stability of the embankments under both static and
pseudo-dynatnic conditions. The results of these studies are shown en

68 | Figure 2.5.6-26. The safety factors presented on the table on Figure
| 2.5.6-26 are considered adequate and acceptable for the stability of'
|theembankmentunderstaticloadingconditions,whereintheminimum
| safety f actor is 1.49, and under dynamic conditions, wherein the
|minimumsafetyfactoris1.04.

1. Strength Parameters

The primary formation present at the site, as previously described, is
that of the Glen Rose Limestone and strength and physical properties
of these materials were evaluated by means of unconfined compression
tests, Brazil Tensile Tests, and double ring shear tests.

A portion of the embankment was constructed of rock obtained from

required excavations on the site and this rock was quarried and run
through a grizzly crusher so as to be well-graded, quarry run, with a
maximum rock size limited to thirty inches in diameter. Strength and
physical properties of this material were determined in the laboratory
by a modeling technique. The modeling technique is described in
Section 2.5.6.4.3. The strength properties of the impervious core and
random fill material were determined by an evaluation of borrow
material as described in Section 2.5.6.4.3.

The design strength parameters of the various materials that will

comprise the embankment section used in the slope stability analysis
are as follows:

.
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Core:

Y = 117 pcf (954-100% compaction)

Cu = 720 psf

#u = 15.50
tangu = 0.277
C = 2300 psf
8 = 160

tan B' = 0.287

Random:

y = 122 pcf (95%-100%)

Cu = 432 psf

Eu = 19

tan #u = 0.344

C = 2020 psf
4 = 190

tan 4 = 0.34

Rock:
Yd = 115 pcf; 3= 135 pcf
C 0=

g = 37.50

tan 0 = 0.767

Verification of design parameters is discussed in Appendix 2.58. |68

2.5.6.5.2 Safe Shutdown impoundment Dam (SSI Dam),

Stability of the SSI Dam was evaluated for operating conditions when.

the embankment and foundation are subject to ground motion from the

SSE and when there is a total and instantaneous drawdown of the
downstream side of the SSI Embankment resulting from the catastrophic
loss of the Squaw Creek Dam. tha dynamic response of f ha dam was
determined by the procedure stated in Section 3.7.2.13. The details
of the analysis are presented in the following subsections.

.
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The static slope stability analysis of the embankment was performed
68 | and is shown on Figure 2.5.6-27. During the initial investigation,

| uniform upstream and downstream slope of 1.75 (horizontal) to 1

| (vertical) and 2.5 (horizontal) to 1 (vertical) were evaluated.

2 |Thecircularfailuresurfaceanalysisutilizeddesignstrength
68 |propertiesgiveninSection2.5.6.4.3. The failure surface which

| cuts through the core, filter and rock shell was found to provide a
| safety factor of 1.73 for the 1.75:1 slope condition. However, the

| most critical failure surface corresponds to a relatively shallow
| shear surface near the outer face of the shell where the safety factor
| was found to be 1.32. When the condition of rapid drawdown with
| negligible drainage of the rock slopes was considered, the safety
| factor was found to be 0.91.

2 |Sincetheeffectsofthepostulatedseismicloadingwillbeapplied
|simultaneouslytotheconditionofrapiddrawdown,theresultinouter

68 | slope stability would be reduced to a still lower value. The results
|ofthestabilitystudies,usingdesignstrength~ properties,forthe
| uniform slope of 2.5:1 provided a safety factor of 2.43 for a critical
| sliding surface passing through the core, filter and rock shell.
| This factor decreased to 1.89 for a relatively shallow failure surface
|neartheouterfaceoftherockshell. When rapid drawdown
|conditionswereconsidered,againwithnegligibledrainageofthe
| shell, the safety factor was found to be 1.38. The effects of
|postulatedseismicloadingreducethesafetyfactorsfromthoseof
| static and total drawdown conditions; however, it appeared likely that
| the outer shell slopes in the ran'ge 2.5 to 1 would be adequate. The

dynamic stability analysis was conducted utilizing the 2.5 to 1.

,

| slopes.

The liquefaction potential of the rock shell material and of the clay
core material is considered m wtically non-existent: thM "f the|

i

i

l

I
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I filter zone materials is considered low. However, the effects of any
possible liquefaction of the filter zone or core on the stability of
the embankment has been analyzed by replacing the filter and core with
a heavy liquid (static) and making a wedge type failure surface
analysis where a seismic coefficient is applied. Filter zone
gradation requirements are dependent on the gradation of the core
material and shell material. The gradations for the rock shell
material as well as the coarse and fine filters for the SS: Dam are
shown on Figure 2.5.6-12. The properties of the icpervious core |2
filters and rock shell are discussed in Section 2.5.6.4.3. |

1. Finite Element Model

The structural integrity of the SSI Dam during the SSE was analyzed |68
using a finite element method similar to that described by Clough and |

Chopra (135] and Chopra, Clough, Seed, et al. [136]. The finite |

element model consisted of a grid of 15 x 12 (180) nodal points (see
Figure 2.5.6-28) connected in a regular fashion with 14 x 11 (154)
quadrilateral elements. The general quadrilateral elements were
formed by assembling the stiffness matrices of four constant triangles
(CST). For the rockfill materials, the formulation of the stiffness |68
matrix was the standard plain strain CST as described by Clough |

(137).Themassmatrixwasformedbylumpingone-quarterofthe |
mass of each quadrilateral at the corner nodes in a manner consistent
with Subsection 3.7.2.3. Static condensation was than used on the two
center node displacements to reduce the element to 8 degrees of
freedom. The clay core was modeled in a similar manner except that an | 68
additional hydrostatic variable w'as added to improve the accuracy in |

treating the nearly incompressible clay using the method described in |
.

|

|

| .

I
1
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68 | Hernnan [138]. The reformulated quadrilateral has two center node
displacements and one pressure variable that are statically condensed
to again give an 8 degree of freedom element. The clay core
represents only a small portion of the cross-section and is modeled by
the two central columns of elements in Figure 2.5.6-28.

2. ~ Reservoir Dam Interaction

68 | The hydrodynamic model of the SSI reservoir was accomplished using the
| added mass matrix described by Zienkiewicz [139] for the upstreas and

,

|downstreamfacesoftheSSIDam. This model neglects the
| compressibility of the water but is a good approximation for dams
|helow100feetinheight(140]. The added mass coefficients were

formed by solution of Laplace's equation in a semi-infinite plane
reservoir and lead to a banded (non-diagonal) mass matrix. The added

mass matrix coefficients are in the form of influence coefficients and
decay rapidly away from the diagonal of the mass matrix. The band of
the mass matrix was limited to 5 nodes.

3. Material Properties

68 | The Shear moduli for the seismic analysis were based on the
| recommendations of Hardin & Drnevich (141], the results of the

| laboratory tests, the direct shear test, the average number of cycles
| expected during the duration of the SSE, and the average maximum shear
| strains predicted by the maximum spectral response for the lowest
| fundamental mode of vibration. The following properties were used:

.
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ROCK FILL:

N = 10 cycles
e = 0.46 (void ratio)
Y = 0.05 (Shear Strain)
YDRY = 115 pcf

YSAT = 135 pcf
u = 0.35 (Poisson's Ratio)
Aavg. = 0.08 (critical damping ratio)
G = 45000 oj psf

where o is the effective vertical stress

CLAY CORE:

YORY = 115 pcf
u = 0.495 (Poisson's Ratio)
Aug. = 0.08 (critical damping ratio)
G = 500,000 psf

4. Natural Frequency and Loads of Vibration

The natural frequencies and nodes shape were determined using the |68
subspace interaction procedure described in Bathe & Wison [142]. The |

first 10 natural frequencies were found to be in the range of 2.5 to
10 cycles per second.

5. Ground Motion History

An artificial ground motion history consistent with AEC Regulatory |68
Guide 1.60 (revised) and the Newmark, Blume, and Kapur spectral |

envelope was used to perform both a step-by-step time motion history |
.

analysis and a spectral analysis of the seismic response of the SSI |
Dam. The artificial history was selected consistent with an |

anticipated structural damping of 8 percent. (The closest artificial
history was for 7 percent sti'" hiral damping) . The O pe><aiif ilamping

.
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was determined from the elevation of the maximum shear strain together
with the average vertical stress of a number of cycles using the
Hardin & Ornuvich formula.

The spectral envelope and artificial ground motion acceleration
history are shown in Figures 3.7-4 and 3.7-9 for the horizontal
component and Figures 3.7-18 and 3.7-23 for the vertical component.
The ground motions were normalized so that the maximum horizontal

acceleration was 0.12 g (at time = 3.52 seconds) and the maximum

vertical acceleration was 0.08 g (at time = 3.44 seconds). It is

important to note that although the peak vertical acceleration is 2/3
of the peak horizontal, as given by the Newmark, Blume, Kapur formula,
it lies outside and is as severe as that for the horizontal component
for all but the lowest fundamental frequency for the dam. Table
2.5.6-4 summarizes the Spectral Velocities for horizontal and vertical !

ground acceleration is 2/3 the horizontal, the maximum vertical
accelerations in pseudo one degree of freedom systems of comparable
frequency content of the dam are equal to the maximum horizontal

accelerations. This is a very conservative modeling of an earthquake.
68 | A further comparison of the artificial acceleration history (Figure

| 3.7-9) with an actual 1925 earthquake at the site of Sheffield Dam
j (143] reveals that the artificial history has many more severe peaks
|(a>0.05g)thanthatoftheSheffieldEarthquake.

The artificial time histories were developed and the dam analyzed for
a duration of 10.24 seconds. Considering the very severe nature of
the horizontal and vertical ground motion histories and since the

,

number of cycles is not as significant a parameter for rockfill as for
earth dams, this duration was deemed adequate for design purposes,.

i

.

1
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6. Step-By-Step Mode Superposition

Based on the natural frequencies and modes determined from the finite

element model, a step-by-step mode superposition analysis was
performed using the artificial histories for the combined horizontal
and vertical components of the ground motion. The full 10.24 second
duration was analyzed using a time increment of 0.01 seconds. The

first 10 modes were analyzed using the Newmark generalized
acceleration method. Figure 2.5.6-29 is a computer plot of the
history of the acceleration of the nodal point at the downstream crest
of the dam ("15-12"). The maximum acceleration of this node is 0.7 g
and occurs at 5.85 seconds.

The response of the SSI Dam at times of 5.61 seconds, 5.70, 5.76, 5.85
(the maximum acceleration), and 5.91 seconds was selected for detailed

study. At each of the stated time intervals, three drawings were
prepared showing the nodal point acceleration vectors, the nodal point
displacements, and the ratio of shear stress divided by the overburden
stress. For time interval 5.61 seconds through 5.91 seconds, these
relationships are shown on Figures 2.5.6-30 through 2.5.6-44,
inclusive. The figures illustrating the acceleration vectors and the
displacements at each nodal point and for each selected time interval
also contain a vertical profile of acceleration or disp ~iacement from
the top of the dam to the base of the dam along line 9.

Final displacements of the SSI Dam were estimated and have been

plotted at a distorted scale to emphasize the peimanent deflections
and are shown on Figure 2.5.6-45. The procedure of determining
permanent displacements consisted of the following:

a. Nodal point displacements were determined at the time of the
maximum acceleration of nodal point "15-12", tha time of
5.85 seconds.

.
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:

b. It was assumed that the artificial time history (Figure j

2.5.6-29) for duration of 10.24 seconds may contain 15 peaks
(all less than the maximum occurring at 5.85 seconds).

1

:

c. It was assumed that the nurrber of such peaks over a 30

second time interval would be three times that occurring in
the 10 second interval.

d. It was assiemed that the computed displacements at each nodal

point were in error by 100 percent and were multiplied by
two (doubled).

Thus, the computed displacements at a time of 5.85 seconds were

multiplied by a factor of 90 (15 times 3 times 2 = 90) to arrive at
the final displacement configuration as shown on Figure 2.5.6-45.
These displacements are cor,sidered extremely unlikely to actually
occur in view of the pyramiding of the very conservative assumptions
involved.

The procedure used in evaluating the seismic stability of the SSI Dam
at local points and on horizontal planes consists of the following
steps:

4 | a. From the artificial groand motion study of the dam, the
| induced shear stresses at the various locations throughout
| the dam were evaluated.

,

b. The normal effective stres'.;es at the various locations
throughout the dam were dettrmined.,

c. Determinations of the cyclic shear stresses required to
cause 5 x 10-2 strain were made at the various locations
throughout the dam b ma of Figures 2.5.6-47 an't g 5.r, ag.

.
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d. An evaluation was made of the ration of cyclic shear
stresses required to cause 5 x 10-2 strain (T f) with the
shear stresses induced by the artificial ground motion,
(T d) -

The ratio, if Td has been considered to represent a local factor/
of safety against the development of 5 x 10-2 strain. Figure 2.5.6-
46 provides a graphic representation of the local factors of safety
analyzed at Time =5.85 seconds (the time of the maximum acceleration).

Table 2.5.6-5 presents the average of the local safety factors along
the various horizontal planes. In this table, the average safety
factors along horizontal planes decrease as the planes approach the
crest elevation of the dam, as expected.

Local or point safety factors on or near the outer slopes near the |2
crest of the dam have values less than one; these are not considered |
significant.

|

During construction, a test program to evaluate the cyclic shear |2
strength of Class 1 backfill material was conducted. The results |
modified the curves on Figure 2.5.6-47 and Figure 2.5.6-48 as well as |
Figure 2.5.6-46. The effect of these changes on the stability of the |
SSI Dam are discussed in Appendix 2.5A.

|

7. Determination of Safety Factors

The evaluation of the effects of the SSE on the stability of the SSI
rockfill dam has been made using two basic approaches. The first
consisted of determining the dynamic response of the dam, the,

determination of the time of maximum acceleration, the magnitude of
shear stresses at nodal points at this time, and the determination of
the stress ration (Td Tt) or point safety factors. The details of/
this procedure are more ful h lascribed in Section 2.5.0.'. ' 0..

.
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68 | The second procedure of determining the stability of the SSI rockfill
|damduringtheconditionsoftheSSEconsistedofaseriesofwedge
|analyseswhereintheultimateassumptionwasmadethatthecorewould
| liquefy,regardlessofthevalueofacceleration,and~wouldbe
| resisted by the rock shell when the shell itself is subjected to the
| maximum value of acceleration as detemine' by the finite element
|proceduredescribedinSection 2.5.6.5.2.6 for the time of 5.85
| seconds.

The equation for detemining the mean acceleration, a, for any
distance, z, below the top of the dam, as related to the height of the
dam (H) and the magnitude of the peak acceleration at the top of the
dam (y), was rigorously determined as:

a= y (1 - 2z)
3H

The derivation of the equation is shown on Figure 2.5.6-49.

The equation of forces for a wedge type of analysis at any horizontal
plane through the SSI rockfill shell when the shell itself was
subjected to acceleration was rigorously derived and, in tenns of
safety factor, is expressed as:

F= Yr cot 8 tan 0 '

K yr cot 8 tan 0+ Yc

The derivation of this equation is shown on Figure 2.5.6-50.
,

.

Thus, for any horizontal plane through the SSI rockfill dam at a depth
z below the crest of the dam, the mean acceleration over the vertical
distance H was determined using the maximum crest acceleration at
T=5.85 seconds; this mean ar "laration was redefined as I .wl the
resulting safety factor detennined for each of two cases. Case i

.

F
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No. Station Tip Elevation

P-I-1 6+60 C 746.95'
P-I-2 6+70 C 766.71'
P-II-2 9+50 C 746.90'
P-II-2 9+60 C 767.03'

.

All piezometers have been installed in accordance with MJ QAP-18.

The we11 point-type piezometers consist of industrially accepted
stainless steel jacket wellpoints approximately 30" X 1.25"; a #60
nesh wire screen foms the outside of the wellpoint. Each wellpoint
is coupled to a 1-in. standard galvanized riser pipe which extends
from the tip elevation to the crest elevation. At the crest, the
riser pipe has been fitted with a cap which is vented to allow
pressure equalization.

Installation of the piezometers was accomplished by advancing an NX-

size core boring down to a predetermined depth utilizing the rotary
drilling process. After the boring was completed and bailed, the
bottom portion of the boring was filled with approximately 1 f t of
Ottawa sand. This sand formed a cushion for the we11 point piezometer
which was placed on the sand. After the wellpoint was seated, the |68
sand column was extended around the wellpoint to approximately 3 ft |
above the screen. The remainder of the boring annular space, |
extending through the clay core of the dam, was filled to |

approximately elevation 786 with a dry bentonitic-type drilling |
additive. The final step in the installation process was the |

application of contractor-furnished grout through the remainder of the,

rockfill section up to the surface. The grout was formed into a
conical shape at the surface to provide a positive anchor for the
riser pipe. The uppemost part of the riser was recessed within this
grout cone so as to be slioht1. below the existing crest al m tion.

'

.
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The pierometers installed in the SSI Dam will be monitored

periodically during reservoir impoundment and operation in order to
gain a measure of the piezometric level within the core of the dam.
The monitoring of the piezometers will be in accordance with MJ QAP-21
(Draft 1).

21 |TheSSIDamwillbeinspectedandpiezometerreadingstakenar.nually,
| Results will be evaluated for compliance with design criteria and
| any deficiencies will be corrected in a timely manner.

2.5.6.8.2 Squaw Creek Dam Instrumentation

in order to verify design parameters, and to evaluate post
construction surface deformations, alignments, piezometric levels and
internal settlements within Squaw Creek Dam, the system of permanent
instrumentation as shown on the attached Figure 2.5.6-55 and 2.5.6-56
has been installed. Permanent instrumentation has consisted of
surface alignment monuments to monitor the horizontal and vertical
surface movements at the dam crest, settlement plates installed within
the interior of the embankment core in order to monitor internal
vertical deformations and wellpoint and pneumatic piezometers in order
to monitor porewater pressures within the embankment section.

Surface monuments have been installed along the crest of Squaw Creek
Dam at the following locations:

No. Station Offset Elevation

SCO-SM-1 39+00 12.0' O.S. 796.7.

i SCO-SM-2 39+00 12.0' U.S. 796.8
SCO-SM-3 41+00 12.3' O.S. 796.6

SCO-SM-4 41+00 11.8' U.S. 797.0
SCO-SM-5 abOO 12.0' O.S. M6. 0

*
,

i
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SCO-SM-6 43+00 11.9' U.S. 797.1
SCO-SM-7 45+00 12.2' O.S. 797.0
SCD-SM-8 45+00 11.9' U.S. 797.8
SCO-SM-9 47+00 12.2' O.S. 797.3
SCD-SM-10 47+00~ 11.9' V.S. 797.8
SCO-SM-11 49+00 11.8' D.S. 798.3
SCO-SM-12 49+00 11.5' V.S. 798.5 ,

SCD-SM-13 51+00 12.0' D.S. 798.5
SCO-SM-14 51+00 11.6' U.S. 799.0
SCO-SM-15 53+00 12.0' D.S. 798.6
SCO-SM-16 53+00 12.2' V.S. 799.3
SCD-SM-17 55+00 12.2' D.S. 798.5
SCO-SM-18 55+00 11.9' U.S. 799.3
SCD-SM-19 57+00 12.1' D.S. 798.7
SCO-SM-20 57+00 12.0' U.S. 798.2
SCD-SM-21 59+00 12.4' D.S. 798.3
SCO-SM-22 59+00 11.8' V.S. 799.0
SCD-SM-23 61+00 12.2' D.S. 798.3
SCO-SM-24 61+00 11.9' U.S. 799.0
SCO-SM-25 63+00 12.1' O.S. 798.8
SCO-SM-26 63+00 12.2' U.S. 799.3
SCO-SM-27 65+00 11.7' O.S. 798.9
SCD-SM-28 65+00 11.7' U.S. 798.8
SCD-SM-29 67+00 12.9' D.S. 798.8
SCO-SM-30 67+00 11.9' U.S. 799.1
SCO-SM-31 69+00 12.2' O.S. 798.7
SCD-SM-32 69+00 12.2' U.S. 799.0,

SCO-SM-33 71+00 12.4' D.S. 798.7
SCO-SM-34 71+00 11.6' U.S. 798.9.

'

SCO-SM-35 73+00 12.3' D.S. 797.6
SCS-SH-36 73+00 12.2' V.S. 797.8
SCO-SM-37 75+00 12.1' D.S. 797.7
SCD-SM-38 75+00 11.9' U.S. 7'>0. 5

.
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Installation of the surface monuments was accomplished in general
accordance with HJ QAP-19. The installation procedure is similar to
that' described in Subsection 2.5.6.8.1.

The surface monuments installed on the crest of Squaw Creek Dam will
be periodically observed for horizontal and vertical movements
throughout the course of reservoir impoundment and operation.

Settlement place have been installed in the core of Squaw Creek Dam at
the following locations:

Station Offset Elevation
!

50+49.2 0.6 Left of C 724.43
60+40.0 C 710.05
70+50.0 C 674.53

Each settlement plate consists of a rectangular piece of steel
conforming to ASTH-A-36 with the following dimensions: 2.5' X 2.5' X
0.375'. Installation of the settlement plates was accomplished in the
same general manner as that outlined in Subsection 2.5.6.8.1.

2 |Ifsettlementreadingsaredesired,acoreboringwillbeadvancedto
|penetratethroughthecoreofthedamdowntotheelevationofthe
| settlement plates; and a permanent observation casing will be
| installed rising from the elevation of the settlement plate up to the
|crestofthedam. Utilizing the casing as access to the settlement i

plate, elevations could be taken periodically on the settlement plates
and monitored to observe the internal vertical deformations.,

Various combinations of we11 point and pneumatic transducer piezometers
have been installed in Squaw Creek Dam as shown on Table 2.5.6-7.s

.
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The piezometers were grouped in three ranges. Typically, each range |68
of piezometers consists of a set of piezometers upstream of the

>

centerline spread uniformly throughout the core of the dam, a set of
piezometers downstream of the centerline spread uniformly throughout
the core, and a set of piezometers near the toe of the dam with
piezometers in the random section and in the alluvial section.

In order to facilitate the ongoing construction process, the
piezometers contained within Range II were installed during the course
of constructions. Two different types of piezometers were installed
at Range !!. Standard industrially-accepted stainless steel jacket
wellpoint piezometers were installed at all locations for Range II.
The wellpoints were nominally 30 inches in length by 1.25 inches and
were encased by a No. 670 mesh screen. Additionally, companion
pneumatic transducers were in:talled at the same elevation as the two
deepest piezometers for each set (i.e., upstream, downstream, and near
thetoe). The pneumatic piezometer operates on a null balance

principle whereby external pore pressure exerted on the transducer tip
is exactly balanced b by an equal and opposite internal 9 1 pressure
supplied when reading the piezometer via an interconnecting tubing
which connects the transducer to the surface readout station. By

installing the pneumatic piezometers as companions to wellpoint
piezometers at equal depths, their pore pressure readings may be
compared to those obtained by the standard wellpoint type
piezometers.

Similarly, wellpoint and pneumatic piezometers were installed near the
toe of the dam at Station 46 and Station 69. The remainder of the |68
piezometers, that is, the upstream (wellpoint) and near downstream

|
.

(pneumatic) sets at Stations 46 and 69, were installed after
|

completion of the Squaw Creek Dam.
|

.
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The upstream set of piezometers for both Stations 46 and 69 were
{installed by drilling down through the completed crest of the dam. In

order to avoid any disturbance to the finished grades on the
downstream JIope, it was impossible to install the downstream set of

piezometers for Stations 46'and 49 by using vertical rotary drilling.
Therefore, it as decided to install these piezometers by angle-core
drilling from the existing completed crest of the dam down to the
appropriate elevation and offset as previously determined. By using
the angle-hole method of installation, standard wellpoint piezometers
could not be utilized. Therefore, pneumatic transducers were

installed for the near downstream sets at Stations 46 and 69. Even
though the hole where the piezometers has been installed is drilled at
an angle, the pore pressure reading at the tip elevation is in no way
affected by the angularity of the hole.

68 | The installation of the wellpoint piezometers in Squaw Creek Dam was
| essentially similar to that utilized for the SSI Dam as described in
| Paragraph 2.5.6.8.1,exceptthatgroutwasnotutilizedtobackfill
|theholes. Instead, the holes were filled with a bentonitic drilling
| additive. Installation of the pneumatic transducers was accomplished
|inasimilarmannertothatofthewellpoints. In this case, the

riser pipe was utilized to protect the readout tubings leading from
|the pneumatic transducers to the ground surface.

Regular readings of the wellpoint and pneumatic piezometers are being
made during impoundment and will continue during operation of the
reservoir. These readings will be used to verify design parameters
and to alert the geotechnical consultants to any extraordinary rise in
pore pressure within the core of the dam or to any blockage of the,

filter on the downstream toe of the dam.

|
i

1
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2.5.6.9 Construction Notes

2.5.6.9.1 Squaw Creek Dam

Estimated construction quantitles for Squaw Creek Cam are as follows:

1. Core Trench Excavation - Common 141,166 C.Y.
2. Core Trench Excavation - Rock 137,488 C.Y.
3. Emergency Spillway Excavation 1,205,165 C.Y.
4. Service Outlet Excavation 104,282 C.).
5. Service Spillway Excavation - Common 191,177 C.Y.
6. Service Spillway Excavation - Rock 205,452 C.Y.,

7. Impervious Fill 1,138,935 C.Y.
8. Random Fill 3,733,191 C.Y.
9. Rock Fill 526,149 C.Y.
10. Filter Sand 178,555 C.Y.
11. Riprap 41,274 C.Y.
12. Riprap Bedding 13,150 C.Y.

Figure 2.5.6-5A(1) is a photograph of the SCO site after stripping
activities.

Construction of Squaw Creek Dam commenced on November 17,1 974, with
the clearing and grubbing of the dam's foundation. Details of and |68
problems encountered during the foundation and abutment excavation and |
treatment are discussed in Section 2.5.6.3.1. Figure 2.5.6-5B(1) |
shows a photograph of the foundation preparation activities. Soil
material removed from the core trench was placed in the random
embankment zones. Rock material excavated was wasted since it was,

generally too large for the rockfill zone.

On February 14, 1975, excavation of the east core trench was
cepleted . The core trer.:P i. backfilled in section; thal is, tha

east side of Squaw Creek was excavated to the abutment then !
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backfilled. The same procedure was used on the west side of the creek
which was completed on March 25, 1975. The excavation of the core
trench in the closure section was completed on November 3, 1975.

Upon cor pleting the backfill of the east core trench, placement of
material in the east embankment began. As mentioned before, soil
material excavated from the core had been placed in the random zone.

Seiect and random materials were obtained from upstream borrow pits.
These pits were irrigated prior to use to bring the moisture content
close to optimum. Rockfill material was obtained from the emergency
spillway excavation. The east embankment was completed to elevation

791 on March 4, 1976, and the west embankment on July 19, 1976, when
both embankments were brought to elevation 793. Figure 2.5.6-5A
through Figure 2.5.6-5J are progress photographs of the construction
of SCO.

Completion of the west embankment was delayed due to the time required
to construct the service outlet conduit and backfill adjacent to it.
Additional delay was encountered due to the need to extend the core
excavation deep into the right abutment to unfractured material. The

embankment could not be placed nigher than the backfill in the
abutment without forming a pocket that would pond water.

The specifications required that the select zone have a minimum liquid
68 | limit of 35. This requirement was relaxed to a minimum of 30 for fill

|placedaboveelevation780duetoashortageofmaterialwithahigher
| liquid limit.

.

It was originally planned to place all material excavated from the
emergency spillway in the rock zone of the embankment. However, more
random material containing weathered rock was encountered in the
emergency spillway than antivirated. This material contain=d too much
rock to be used as random fill and too much soil to be used as
rockfill. it was elected to waste it rather than try to process it.

.

!
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Later, a grizzly was used to separate the rock from the soil. The

rock was processed for riprap and the soil stockpiled for use in the
random zone. The remaining excavation was divided into two
classifications. The upper zone contained weathered crystalline
limestone of suitable quality to be used as riprap. The lower zone
contained unweathered limestone and claystone seams not suitable for
riprap, but adequate for rockfill. These zones were selectively
excavated and used as stated.

The rockfill zone of the dam now required more material than would be

available from the emergency spillway excavation. Rather than quarry
additional rockfill, it was decided to reduce the rockfill zone to be
compatible with the volume of material available. A minimum

horizontal thickness of 16 ft. was maintained for workability. The

purpose of this zone is to use materials required to be excavated from
the emergency spillway and to act as slope protection for the back of
the dam. Specifications were modified to allow quarry run material
not exceeding 24 in. in size.

Difficulties with compacting material adjacent to piezometer clusters |2
at Station 50+00 and 60+00 are discussed in Appendix 2.58 along with |
corrective action taken.

|

Closure of the stream began on July 28, 1976. The details of this |68
j operation are described in Section 2.5.6.7.1. The dam was completed |

on June 16, 1977.

2.5.6.9.2 Safe Shutdown Impoundment Dam

.

Estimated construction quantities for the Safe Shutdown Impoundment
Dam are as follows:

1
i

!

.
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1. Excavation 447,800 C.Y.
;

2. Impervious Fill 63,900 C.Y.
3. Filter A 22,800 C.Y.
4. Filter B 22,800 C.Y.

'

5. Rock Fill - Graded 450,700 C.Y.,
6. Rock Fill - Quarry Run 97,600 C.Y.

Construction of the SSI Dam began on February 10, 1975, with the
68 |clearingandgrubbingofthedam'sfoundation. Details of and

|problemsencounteredduringthefoundationandabutmentexcavationand
| treatment are discussed in Section 2.5.6.3.2 Figures 2.5.6-4A thru
| 2.5.6-4G are a series of photographs of the dam during construction.

The most significant problem in the foundation excavation was that
weathered and unsound rock was encountered deeper than expected. It

was originally estimated that 305,000 C.Y. of material would have to
be removed to secure a proper foundation; however, 548,300 C.Y. were
removed.

Specifications required all slopes in the abutments to be 3 (H) on *

1(V). This was to be accomplished with dental concrete where
neces sa ry. Excavation of the rock ledges tended to break vertical,
and the claystone ledges had to be excavated vertical. Sloping there
verticals to 3 (H) on 1 (V) slope would require a considerable amount
of concrete; therefore, the specifications were modified to allow a 1
on 1 slope, with a maximum of 30 inches of vertical rock face when in '

rock. This applied to the rockfill and filter zones only. In the;

core zone, the faces were hand trimmed to a 1 on 1 slope and all
claystone layers were protected from weathering with 1-1/2 inches of,

pneumatically-placed concrete. The specifications for dental concrete
required that it be consolidated to a dense impervious mass. When

placed on a 1 on 1 slope, it could not be vibrated without flowing
down slope. Since this matoiiil is used only under the enclfill and

; filter zones where being impervious is not important, the
,

.
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specifications were changed to allow the use of fill concrete. Fill

concrete was consolidated by vibration insofar as possible then by
tamping. Core test samples demonstrated that the compressive strength
of this material was adequate to support the rockfill.

On April 13, 1976, a joint inspection of the foundation was made by
the Freese and Nichols Project Engineer and the Mason-Johnston Project
Geotechnical Consultant, resulting in permission being given to
proceed with backfill. The presence of weathered (Fractured) layers
of limestone was noted in the right abutment. Attempts to remove this

material were unsuccessful and it was believed that this material
extended through the abutment. Removal of this material was not
required since it was structurally sound and located above elevation
769.5 where water tightness is not important. The fractures were
judged to be tight enough not to cause piping of the core material
during its limited exposure to flood water.

Sources of embankment materials were as follow:

1. Rock Fill - Borrow "B" and "C" quarries as defined in Appendix
2.5A, "Construction Records and Design Verification of SSI Dam."

2. Impervious Core - Selected borrow pits in Panther Branch valley
below the SSI, and in Squaw Creek Valley above SCD.

3. lilter Materials - Commercial sources.

The time required to carry out ef fectively selective quarry operation
in the plant site to obtain sufficient material to construct the SSI.

Dam was prohibitive when compared to the excavation schedule for the

plant. Quarries of satisfactory quality were located alone Squaw
Creek, two miles upstream from SCD.

.
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Rock fill was selectively quarried from these sources to minimize
claystone content and brought to a stockpile near the crusher.
Sufficient material was stockpiled before impoundment of water in SCR
since the quarry would be one of the first areas flooded. The rock
material was hen run through the crusher and either placed as
embankment or stockpiled.

Rock fill was dumped from end-dump trucks and spread into a two-ft-
thick layer with a dozer. Segregation problems caused by spreading
were corrected through modifying the dozer blade by adding "wings" to
keep the larger stones from rolling to the side. Compaction was
accomplished by four passes with a 10 ton vibrating roller.

The preirrigated impervious core material was processed with a mixer
prior to loading in dump trucks and being transported to the fill.
The material was dumped and spread into a loose lift not greater than
8 inches thick and compacted by a minimum of 8 passes of a sheepsfoot
roller.

68 |Originallyuptoa12-inchlooseliftthicknesswasallowed.
Considerable difficulty was experienced in compacting the filter zones
to the 80 percent relative density required. This problem was solved
by reducing the lift thickness from 12 inches to 8 inches and
compacting with hand operated vibrating sleds.

In August 1976, it was determined that a portion of the filter
material did not comply with gradation requirements. At this time,
the top of the embankment was at approximately elevation 756. An

investigation of the location and extent of the undesirable material,

was jointly conriucted by Freese and Michols and Masca-Johnston. It

was determined that acceptable filter material was present in all
locations below elevation 747.5. All of the undesirable filter
material was removed down to lavation 747.5. The mechanh al

requirements of the removal process also required the removal of

.
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TABLE 2.5.4-1

(SHEET 1 of 8)

St# NARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS

. ULTIMATE
*

BORING DEPTH ELEVATION STRENGTH |68
NUMBER FT. FT. TSF DESCRIPTION |68

P-1 40.0 - 40.5 7%.7 - 7%.2 18.0* Claystone, gray |68
P-1 69.5 - 70.5 767.2 - 766.2 405.8 Limestone, gray |68
P-1 90.0 - 90.7 746.7 - 746.0 214.8 Limestone, gray |68
P-3 ?9.8 - 40.7 784.9 - 784.0 11.2* Claystone, gray |68
P-3 19.9 - 60.8 764.8 - 763.9 349.0 Limestone, gray | 68
P-3 70.0 - 70.6 754.7 - 754.1 318.5 Limestone, gray | 68
P-4 59.6 - 60.3 789.7 - 789.0 70.0 Limestone, gray, shaly |68
P-4 80.3 - 80.8 769.0 - 768.5 335.9 Limestone, gray | 68
P-4 100.0 - 100.9 749.3 - 748.4 305.4 Limestone, gray | 68
P-9 7.5 - 8.0 826.2 - 825.7 3.8 Claystone, tan, weathered | 68
P-9 12.9 - 14.0 820.8 - 819.7 69.8 Claystone, tan, weathered |68
P-9 20.0 - 22.0 813.7 - 811.7 178.9 Limestone, gray |68
P-9 21.3 - 25.0 809.4 - 808.7 5.0* Claystone, black |68
P-9 23.7 - 29.5 805.0 - 804.2 192.0 Limestone, gray | 68

,

'

P-9 13.5 - 34.9 800.2 - 798.8 255.0 Limestone, gray |68
P-9 36.1 - 35.5 797.6 - 797.2 121.2 Limestone, gray |68
P-9 39.0 - 39.5 794.7 - 794.2 9.9* Claystone, gray | 68
P-9 42.2 - 42.5 791.5 - 791.2 124.7 Limestone, gray | 68 |

|

* Denotes claystone below elevation 810 I
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TABLE 2.5.4-1

(SHEET 2)

SUfftARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS

ULTIMATE '*
BORING DEPTH ELEVATION STRENGTH | 68NUMBER FT. FT. TSF DESCRIPTION | 68
P-9 50.7 - 51.8 783.0 - 781.9 12.l* Claystone, gray | 68P-9 52.4 - 52.9 781.3 - 780.8 278.4 Limestone, gray |68P-9 58.2 - 58.7 775.5 - 775.0 183.2 Limestone, gray |68P-9 60.0 - 60.4 773.7 - 773.3 31.4* Claystone, gray | 68P-9 64.6 - 64.5 769.1 - 769.2 88.6 Limestone, gray, shaly | 68P-9 ~9.0 - 70.8 763.7 - 762.9 155.4 Limestone, gray |68P-9 31.1 - 81.5 752.6 - 752.2 192.0 Limestone, gray | 68P-9 91.1 - 92.4 742.6 - 741.3 606.0 Limestone, gray |68P-9 106.0 - 107.2 727.7 - 726.5 253.0 Limestone, gray |68P-9 112.1 - 113.5 721.6 - 720.2 331.6 Limestone, gray | 68P-9 128.3 - 129.0 705.4 - 704.7 530.1 Limestone, gray |68P-9 134.9 - 136.8 698.8 - 696.9 88.l* Claystone, dark, gray | 68P-10 11.2 - 11.7 831.8 - 831.3 20.5 Limestone, tan, weathered | 68P-10 11.1 - 15.0 828.9 - 828.0 87.3 Limestone, tan, weathered | 68P-10 t i.6 - 17.3 ,' 826.4 - 825.7 325.0 Limestone, gray, (band) | 68P-10 22.0 - 22.8 821.0 - 820.2 133.1 Claystone, gray, calcareous |68P-10 23.2 - 28.6 814.8 - 814.4 582.5 Limestone, white |68P-10 31.5 - 33.5 811.5 - 809.5 152.7 Limestone, gray | 68P-10 13.3 - 44.0 799.7 - 799.0 222.5 Limestone, gray |68

* Denotes claystone below elevation 810
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TABLE 2.5.4-1

(SHEET 3)

SUP9tARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS

.

o ULTItMTE
BORING DEPTH ELEVATION STRENGTH |68
NUMBER FT. FT. ISF DESCRIPTION |68
P-10 45.7 - 46.2 797.3 - 796.8 240.0 Limestone, gray |68
P-10 48.7 - 49.3 794.4 - 793.8 15.0* Claystone, gray | 68
P-10 54.6 - 55.3 788.5 - 787.8 121.2 Limestone, gray | 68
P-10 58.5 - 59.0 784.6 - 784.1 21.5* Claystone, gray | 68
P-10 c0.9 - 62.0 782.2 - 781.1 7.l* Claystone, gray | 68
P-10 63.1 - 63.5 780.0 - 779.6 15.2* Claystone, gray | 68
P-10 70.0 - 70.8 773.1 - 772.3 48.5* Claystone, gray (band) 1 68
P-10 70.8 - 71.6 772.3 - 771.5 139.6 Limestone, gray | 68
P-10 74.6 - 76.0 768.5 - 767.1 329.2 Limestone, gray |68
P-10 77.3 - 78.0 765.8 - 765.1 220.2 Limestone, gray | 68
P-10 81.3 - 82.0 761.8 - 761.1 270.5 Limestone, gray | 68
P-10 88.8 - 89.7 754.3 - 753.4 200.7 Limestone, gray |68
P-10 97.6 - 99.4 745.5 - 743.7 235.6 Limestone, gray | 68
P-10 107.0 - 108.1 736.1 - 735.0 445.0 Limestone, gray |68.

'

P-10 115.5 - 116.1 727.6 - 727.0 196.3 Limestone, gray | 68
P-10 143.6 - 144.7 699.5 - 698.4 261.8 Limestone, gray | 68
P-It 20.5 - 21.2 827.5 - 826.8 149.8 Limestone, gray |68
P-11 26.2 - 27.0 821.8 - 821.0 69.7 Limestone, gray, shaly |68
P-11 30.0 - 31.4 818 - 816.6 198.5 Limestone, gray |68

1

1>

Denotes claystone below elevation 810* gg.
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TABLE 2.5.4-1

(SHEET 4)

St# NARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS

.

e ULTIMATE

BORING DEPTH ELEVATION STRENGTH |68
NUMBER FT. FT. TSF DESCRIPTION |68
P-Il 36.3 - 36.7 811.7 - 811.3 147.3 Limestone, gray |68
P-ll 47.0 - 48.0 801.0 - 800.0 261.8 Limestone, gray |68
P-Il 51.3 - 54.8 793.7 - 793.2 381.3 Limestone, gray | 68
P-11 61.2 - 61.6 786.8 - 786.4 57.9* Claystone, gray |68
P-Il 7 .' . 3 - 73.2 775.7 - 774.8 27.l* Claystone, gray |68
P-11 73.9 - 74.5 774.1 - 773.5 161.4 Limestone, gray |68
P-Il 82.7 - 83.7 765.3 - 764.3 266.1 Limestone, gray |68
P-Il 91.0 - 92.0 757.0 - 756.0 161.4 Limestone, gray |68
'd- 13 13.5 - 14.1 837.3 - 836.7 6.3 Claystone, tan, weathered |O
P-13 24.0 - 25.5 826.8 - 825.3 48.5 Claystone, gray |68
P-13 28.5 - 29.1 822.3 - 821.7 39.0 Claystone, gray |68
P-13 39.5 - 40.1 811.3 - 810.7 327.2 Limestone, gray |68
P-13 50.1 - 51.0 800.7 - 799.8 301.0 Limestone, gray |68
P-14 12.6 - 13.2 ,- 837.8 - 837.2 10.9 Limestone, tan, weathered |68
P-14 10.6 - 31.1 819.8 - 819.3 698.1 Limestone, gray |68
P-14 31.7 - 35.2 815.7 - 815.2 130.9 Limestone, gray | 68
P-14 54.9 - 55.7 795.5 - 794.7 15.7* Claystone, gray |68
P-14 68.0 - 58.7 782.4 - 781.7 17.4* Claystone, gray |68
P-14 75.7 - 77.1 774.7 - 773.3 114.6 Limestone, gray (band) | 68 1

Denotes claystone below elevation 810 [[[kh hY*

|
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TABLE 2.5.4-1

(SHEET 5)

St# NARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS

.

. ULTIMATE
BORING DEPTH ELEVATION STRENGTH |68
C'JMBER FT. FT. TSF DESCRIPTION |68
P-14 83.3 - 83.9 767.1 - 766.5 240.0 Limestone, gray | 68
P-16 8.2 - 9.0 833.3 - 832.5 15.2 Claystone, tan, weathered | 68

.

P-16 15.2 - 15.9 826.3 - 825.6 89.0 ti::estone, gray, chaiy | 68
P-16 25.2 - 26.0 816.3 - 815.5 179.9 Limestone, gray |68
P-16 9.2 - 40.0 802.3 - 801.5 117.8 Limestone, gray |68
P-16 44.6 - 45.1 7%.9 - 7%.4 20.6* Claystone, dark gray | 68
P-16 56.7 - 57.6 784.8 - 783.9 9.2* Claystone, dark gray |68
P-16 64.5 - 65.6 777.0 - 775.9 15.6* Claystone, dark gray |68
P-16 74.5 - 75.0 767.0 - 766.5 200.7 Limestone, gray |68
P-17 6.1 - 7.5 830.9 - 829.5 71.2 Limestone, tan, weathered | 68
P-17 24.3 - 24.8 812.7 - 812.2 220.3 Limestone, gray i 68
P-17 37.9 - 38.4 799.1 - 798.6 353.4 Limestone, gray | 68
P-17 45.3 - 45.9 791.7 - 791.1 123.4 Limestone, gray. | 68
P-17 48.3 - 48.9 788.6 - 788.1 186.9 Limestone, gray | 68

-

'

P-17 64.6 - 66.0 772.4 - 771.0 5.3* Claystone, dark gray | 68
P-17 73.6 - 74.6 763.4 - 762.4 280.0 Limestone, gray | 68
P-25 43.0 - 43.8 807.7 - 806.9 112.0* Claystone |.68
P-25 49.3 - 50.0 801.4 - 800.7 183.2* Claystone | 68

* Denotes claystone below elevation 810
gIf*d] [[f.
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TABLE 2.5.4-1

(SHEET 6)

SUPNARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS

.
ULTIMATE

BORING DEPTH ELEVATION STRENGTH |68NUMBER FT. FT. ISF DESCRIPTION |68
P-25 56.0 - 56.9 794.7 - 793.8 77.l* Claystone |68P-26 12.2 - 42.8 809.0 - 808.4 5.5* Claystone |68P-26 69.5 - 70.4 781.7 - 780.8 21.2* Claystone |68P-26 70.4 - 71.3 780.8 - 779.9 21.2* Claystone |68P-26 '5.0 - 76.0 776.2 - 775.2 21.6* Claystone | 68P-27 34.4 - 35.6 809.7 - 808.5 2.l* Claystone | 68P-27 37.4 - 39.4 806.7 - 804.7 54.6* Claystone |68P-27 49.0 - 49.9 795.1 - 794.2 23.5* Claystone | 68P-27 59.0 - 60.5 785.1 - 783.6 9.6* Claystone |68P-27 64.3 - 65.6 779.8 - 778.5 15.6* Claystone |68P-27 69.0 - 69.7 775.1 - 774.4 23.8* Claystone |68P-27 71.7 - 72.6 772.4 - 771.5 12.4* Claystone [ 68

P-28 31.0 - 31.5 813.1 - 812.6 73.5 Claystone |68
P-28 57.0 - 58.3 787.1 - 785.8 19.6* Claystone | 68

-

'

P-23 62.5 - 63.0 781.6 - 781.1 13.0* Claystone [68
P-28 69.3 - 70.5 774.8 - 773.6 33.3* Claystone | 68 |P-29 25.2 - 26.8 810.2 - 808.6 53.4* Claystone | 68
P-29 46.0 - 46.8 789.4 - 788.6 36.7* Claystone | 68 ;P-29 49.1 - 49.9 786.3 - 785.5 15.3* Claystone | 68

* Denotes claystone below elevation 810
~
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TABLE 2.5.4-1

(SHEET 7)

SIMIARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS

l
'

i ULTIMATE
BORING DEPTH ELEVATION STRENGTH |68
NUMBER FT. FT. TSF DESCRIPTION | 68

| P-29 53.5 - 54.9 781.9 - 780.5 17.9* Clays' tone |68
P-29 60.7 - 61.4 774.7 - 774.0 15.5* Claystor.e |68 |
P-30 41.8 - 43.3 810.7 - 809.2 46.3 Claystone |68
P-30 '52. 1 - 53.0 800.4 - 799.5 14.6* Claystone |68

| P-30 ii.0 - 56.0 797.5 - 796.5 10.4* Claystone | 68
P-30 61.9 - 64.8 788.6 - 787.7 31.4* Claystone | 68
P-30 71.1 - 76.0 778.4 - 776.5 35.9* Claystone | 68
P-31 0 - 1.5 832.4 - 830.9 1.7 Sandy clay | 68
P-31 5.5 - 6.3 826.9 - 826.1 49.4 Limestone, weathered | 68

' P-31 11.9 - 13.3 820.5 - 819.1 41.3 Claystone | 68
P-31 16.2 - 17.0 816.2 - 815.4 167.8 Limestone with claystone | 68I P-31 19.2 - 20.0 813.2 - 812.4 113.3 Limestone with claystone |63
P-31 22.8 - 23.9 809.6 - 808.5 4.9* Claystone | 68
P-31 10.1 - 30.7 802.3 - 801.7 104.6 Limestone with claystone |68'

P-31 11.2 - 44.5 789.2 - 787.9 85.7 Limestone with claystone | 68
P-33 3.3 - 10.0 797.9 - 796.2 166.9 Limestone with claystone | 68
P-33 13.5 - 14.0 792.7 - 792.2 15.9* Claystone with limestone 1 68

* Denotes claystone below elevation 810

_
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TABLE 2.5.4-1

(SHEET 8)

SUP9tARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS

.

. ULTIMATE
BORING CEPTH ELEVATION STRENGTH |68'

NUMBER FT. FT. TSF DESCRIPTION | 68
P-33 18.3 - 19.0 787.9 - 787.2 121.6 Limestone | 68
P-33 37.5 - 38.3 768.7 - 767.9 72.9 Limestone with claystone | 68
P-33 45.8 - 46.7 760.4 - 759.5 162.2 Limestone with claystone | 68
P-33 18.3 - 49.2 757.9 - 757.0 176.6 Limestone with claystone j68
P-33 .1.2 - 52.5 755.0 - 753.7 232.7 Limestone with claystone | 68

i P-33 58.6 - 59.4 747.6 - 746.8 149.2 Limestone with claystone | 68

.

<i

.

* Denotes claystone below elevation 810
.

IW.M COPY
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TABLE 2.5.4-5

INITIALLY SELECTED VALUES OF | 68
PREEXCAVATION-DYNAMIC FOUNDATION DESIGN PARAMETERS | 68

~

Shear Shear Modulus,

Compressional . Wave Wave Insitu Wet (G) or Modulus
foundation Wave Velocity, Vc Velocity Density * Poisson's of Rigidity
Material (ft/sec) (ft/sec) (Ibs/cu ft) Ratio (u) (1bs/sq in);

Weathered Rock 2,600 1,000 144 .35 4.5 x 104

Moderately Weathtred to Fresh 9,500 to 5,500 to 150 .30 8.0 x 105
Rock (Glen Rose t_imestone 11,000 6,000
abnve approximately

elevation 770)

Underlying Massive Fresh Rock 11,000 to 6,000 to 155 .27 1.2 x 106
(Glen Rose Limestone below 12,500 6,500
approximately elevation 770)

Underlying Twin flountains Rock 7,000 to 8,000 3.200 135 .32 3.0 x 105

Young's Modulus, E = 2 (1+u) G. Mass Density = Insitu h sity=

32.2
2 (I + u) (1 - 2u). E= V

c
(1 - u)

SY CM
,ge ,- r---r- --,m ,--,-, - , - - - e,r---n-- - --r ----g---,,-.,,n, ,-,e ,- , ---~ ~- - _n e.-, , , - - -r .-n- mn-
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TABLE 2.5.4-5A

(SHEET 1 of 2)

DETAILS OF PREEXCAVATION CROSSHOLE SURVEYS | 68 ~

. Plant Site
e

Shot Station Distance Distance Geophone Geophone
~

Shot Ground Shot from from Elevations Elevations
Station Elevation Elevation Boring P-1 Boring P-2 Boring P-1 Boring P-2

A 843 841 870 1175 693, 718, 743 743, 768, 793
768, 793, 818 818

8 84 839 370 675 Same as A Same as A

Safe Shutdown Impoundment Das Site

Shot Station Distance Distance Geophone Geophone
Shot Ground Shot from from Elevations Elevations

| Station E lev.it ion Elevation Boring M-5 Boring M-6 Boriro M-5 Boring M-6

A ~5 748 400 700 650, 675, 700 650, 675, 700

725 725

EDIE: All elevations and distances are in feet. |68

fb$I'N.b, Y
- --- .- -. . . . .. . - -. - - . - - - . -
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TABLE 2.5.4-5A

(StiEET 2)

DETAILS OF PREEXCAVATION CROSSF10LE SURVEYS | 68
.

Surface
Boring Elevation

P-1 337

P-2 327

M-5 138

H-6 10

.

NOTE: All elev nions and distances are in feet.
| 68

ADVVIC.F.P.0PY
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TABLE 2.5.4-58

REPRESENTATIVE GEOPHYSICAL DATA * FROM PREEXCAVATION SURVEYS AT STATION LOCATION | 68
'Approx. Compressional Wave "Dynamic"_,

Depth Materials Velocity Shear Wave Velocity Poisson's
(Feet) Description Ft/Sec Method Ft/Sec Method Ratio

O to 12 Clayey, sandy silt (soil 2,700 Refraction 1,000-1,100 Surface Wave 0.42
derived by rock weathering) 2,500 Surface Wave
and weathered limestone

12 to 200 L e jnt to dark gray 12,500 Refraction 5,500 Surface Wave 0.35
(bottom argillaceous limestone 9.600 Uphole 5,600-6,200 Crosshole to
of boring) (Gim Rose Fonsation) 11,500 Crosshole 0.38

11,200 Surface Wave

1

*
Data from uphole and crosshole surveys at borings P-1 and P-2 and refraction survey in vicinity.
Values are derived by computation using compressional and shear wave data.**

i

[,

i

AD"ME COPY j
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TABLE 2.5.4-5E
| 68

(Sheet 1 of 2) | 68

LITHO-STRATIGRAPHY OF SUBSURFACE MATERIALS
~

|68
TO A DEPTH OF 500 FT

| 68
' Geologic Characterization

| 68Geologic Units
superpositional Boundaries | 68Zone Fonnat ion Pr*salent Lithologics Depth Range (Ft) Elevation Ranoe lhickness | 68

I Upper Glen Rose Hard limestone with soft 0 - 23 810 - 787 23 |68claystone interbeds
| 68I Lower Glen Pa e soft claystone alternating with 23 - 39 787 - 771 16 | 68

i hard lineestone
| 68

II Glen Roy eassive nodular limestone with 39 - 102 771 - 708 63 | 68
occasional claystone partings |68IIIA Glen Rose Alternating limestone and claystone 102 - 110 708 - 700 8 | 68IIIB Glen Rose Massive limestone 110 - 163 700 - 647 53 | 68IV Glen Rose Alternating limestone and claystone 163 - 200 647 - 610 37 | 68
with sand lenses

| 68

Upper Twin Monatiins Soft-to-hard sandstone with 200 - 315 610 - 495 115 [68
interbed'ded medium-to-hard

i 6S
claystone

| 63

b^ Y |
. - - . - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - --
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TABLE 2.5.4-5E |68
(Sheet 2) |68

LITHO-STRATIGRAPHY OF SUBSURFACE MTERIALS |68
, TO A DEPTH OF 500 FT | 68

.

Geologic Characterization
|68

Geologic Units Superpositional Boundaries [68
Zone Formation Prevalent Lithologics Depth Range (Ft) Elevation Range Thickness |68

Middle Twin tkmntains Hard claystone 315 - 352 495 - 458 37 | 68
Lower Twin fic.mtains Alternating hard sandstone and 352 - 444 458 - 366 92 |68

claystone |68

Mineral Wells Massive and hard claystone 444 - 504 " 366 - 306** 60 " | 68
---

,

** Maximum depth of borings. |68
|

.

4

*
l)j''UT '6 C .a p w| .e. n :. zg.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . . _ . . _ _ _ . _ . . . - . - . _ , - _ . . _ - - _ . - , , - . _ _ . . - - - - - _ . = . , . . - . _ - _ _ . , _ . _ . . _ . ,. _ _ . . . . ,
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TABLE 2.5.4-5F | 68

StM4ARY Of THE RESULTS Of THE POSTCONSTRUCTION CROSSHOLE SURVEY |68
-

Comprssional Wave (ft/sec) Shear Wave (ft/sec) | 68
Depth Elevation No. of No. of Poisson's | 68

fermation (ft) (ft) Test Mean Tests Mean Ratio |68

GLEN ROSE O - 194 809 - 615 |68-

- Limestone (upper) 0- 36 809 - 773 26 8,631 30 3901 0.37 |68
- Claystone 19 - 36 790 - 773 16 5,766 31 2380 0.40 |68

99 - 105 710 - 704 | 68
- Limestone 36 - 99 773 - 710 137 10,802 161 5066 0.36 | 68

105 - 194 704 - 615 - | 68

TWIN MOUNTAINS 194 - 443 615 - 366 | 68
- Sandstone varies varies 71 7,495 67 3073 0.40 | 68
- Claystone varies varies 38 7,861 38 2884 0.42 |68
- Limestone 211 - 217 598 - 592 4 10,904 4 5210 0.35 |68
- Sandstone /Clavstone varies varies 23 10,452 24 4691 0.37 | 68

MINERAL WELLS 443 - 503+ 366 - 306 20 10,162 19 4339 0.39 | 68

' - .?.$.Y
_ _ _ _ _ ._. _ .. . _ - . - .- _ - . -_ . _ - - - _ _ - . . . . - - . - - -
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TABLE 2.5.4-5G | 68

DYNAMIC ROCK PROPERTIES DETERMINED BY LABORATORY TESTING | 68
Of CORE SAMPLES |68

.

Unit Weight (PCF) Shear Modulus (KSI) and Damping Ratio |68
No. of No. of |68

Lithology formation Tests Mean Tests Mean Shear Modulus Mean Damping Ratio |68

Glen Rose 17 137.8 4 69 4.4 |68
Claystone Twin Mountains 11 137.9 2 110 5.0 |68

A1f 28 137.9 6 83 4.6 | 68
___

Glen Rose 12 154.4 4 727 1.9 |68
Limestone Twin Mountains 3 156.4 1 729 2.3 | 68

AIi 15 154.8 5 727 2.0 | 68
'

.

Glen Rose 1 144.4 - - - | 68
Sendstone Twin Mountains 20 135.0 6 166 4.7 | 68

AII 21 135.4 6 166 4.7 |68

Total :64 Total :17 |68

NOTE: Samples -e.e obtained f rom S/L cluster borings 5-1, 5-1A, L-1. L-2 core samples were not tested. |68

. . -- - . - - -
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TABLE 2.5.4-5H |68

DYNAMIC FOUNDATION DESIGN PARAMETERS BASES ON PREEXCUVATION |68
AND POSTCONSTRUCTION GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS |68

.

Zone Description Seismic Velocitiet (Ft/Sec) Unit Shear |68
Depth Compressional Shear Weight Modu lus" Poisson's | 68
(ft) Elevation (ft) Thickness (ft) V Vs (PCF) (KSI) Ratio | 68p

.

i .

0* 810 23 " * 9400 4500 150 650 0.35 |68
23 787 16 5600 2700 145 230 0.35 | 68
39 771 161 11400 5500 155 1000 0.35 | 68

200 610 160 6400 2100 135 280 0.35 |68
360 450 9400 4500 150 650 0.35 | 68

* Plant Gr.ede | 68'

" Shear Mostulus = Mass Density (Vs)2 | 68
"* Some boring logs indicate substantial claystone strata within this zone. Such strata are treated as | 68

subzones .in.1 properties of the zone extending from elevation 787 to elevation 771 are applied. |

t

[

BTE NH: -
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TABLE 2.5.4-6

SIM4ARY OF STATIC BEARING CAPACITY ANALYS!$ |68
0F CATEGORY ! STRUCTURES |68

,

Founding Maximum Ultimate Factor [68 )Structure Elevation Pressure Bearing Capacity of |68 !

Ft. Ksf Ksf Safety |68 ,

Reactor 795.5/769.2 12.2 60.0 4.9 |68
Containments ]68

' '

Safeguard 805/767.5/ 5.7 60.0 10.5 |68 ;Structures 781.75 |68
i

Fuel 805.3/ 10.0 60.0 6.0 |68 h
*

Building 795.2/780.5 |68

Auxiliary 785/773 6.9 60.0 8.7 |68
Building |68

Service 749 12.1 60.0 5.0 | 68 '

Water intake |68 i
' Structure |68 |

Condensate 805.5 5.1 60.0 11.7 |68
Storage Tank j68 i

Refueling 805.5 5.1 60.0 11.7 |68
] Water Storage |68

Tank
|68

,

Reactor 806.6 4.7 60.0 12.7 |68 i
Hakeup Water

| 68 |Storage Tank
I 68

1

,

.

.

AD M E COPY !
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TABLE 2.5.4-6A
,

St#9tARY OF DYNAMIC GEARING CAPACITY ANALYSIS .|68 |
OF CATEGORY I STRUCTURES |68 i

e

Founding Maximum Ultimate Factor (68
Structure Elevation Pressure Bearing Capacity of |68

Ft. Ksf Ksf Safety |68

Reactor 795.5/769.2 24.9 60.0 2.4 |68
Containments |68

:
',

Safeguard 805/767.5/ 9.6 60.0 6.3 |68
Structures 781.75 |68

Fuel 805.3/ 13.9 60.0 4.3 [68
Building 795.2/780.5 |68 I

'

Auxiliary 785/773 13.4 60.0 4.5 |68
,

Building |68 (

Service 749 18.1 60.0 3.3 |68
Water Intake |68 i
Structure |68 i

i
tCondensate 805.5 11.9 60.0 5.0 |68

Storage Tank
| 68

i

Refueling 805.5 11.9 60.0 '. 5.0 168 |Water Storage
| 68 |Tank |68 |

t

Reactor 806.6 11.0 60.0 5.4 |68 |
Makeup Water |68 :
Storage Tank | 68

-

,

,

ADVIEE ;0FY
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TABLE 2.5.4 7

St# NARY OF SETTLEMENT ANALYSES

FOR CATEGORY I STRUCTURES |68 '

Maximum Differential
Settlement (in.) Settlement "

Building Center Edge (in.)
,

Containment
'I

Structures (2) 0.26 0.16 0.10 |68 I

!
.

Safeguard

Buildings (2) 0.12 0.04 0.08 |o8 k

Fuel Building 0.18 0.09 0.09 |68 !

,

Auxiliary
Building 0.18 0.09 0.09 |68,

i Service Water

intake Structure 0.08 0.04 0.04 |68

Condensate |68
Storage Tank 0.04 0.02 0.02 |68

:

Refueling Water |68
Storage Tank 0.04 0.02 0.02 |68

Reactor Makeup |68
~

Water Storage 1 68 i
.

Tank 0.02 0.01 0.01 168 !q

|68

;,

-
:

i
-

t

<

O |

.
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TABLE 2.5.4-11

CYLIC SHEAR STRENGTH CRITERIA

|68
Normal Effcetive Cyclic Shear Stress Cyclic Stress

Stress to 0.05 Strain Ratio to 0.05 Strain
a /2 a/2 o |68

2 2(Kips /ft) (Kips /ft)
5 cycles 10 cycles 5 cycles 10 cycles

0 0 0 0 0
2 1.20 1.05 0.600 0.525
4 2.10 1.85 0.525 0.463
6 2.90 2.60 0.483 0.433 |68
8 3.65 3.25 0.456 0.406 |68

This table was developed based on Figure 2.5.6-48.
See Figure 2.5A-17 for Filter "A" cyclic shear strength criteria. |68

| .

|

i

! 4

.

gpM g *

' '

**

: .
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TABLE 2.5.4-12

!68
CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TEST PROGRAM | 68

SUPMARY Of DENSITIES |68
I68

Required Average |68
- Specific d min d max Density d test d test | 68

Material Gravity (pcf) (pcf) Criteria (pcf) (pcf) |68
Filter A 2.65 96.8(1) 127.8(l) 801 120.1 120.6 |68
(Sample #1) relative

density

Fine 2.62 95.6(1) 121.6(1) 80% 115.3 115.7 |68
: Aggregate relative

(Sample #2) density

Glen Rose 2.51 123.6(2) 95% of 117.4 118.6 |68
Crushed Stone standard
(Sample #3) Proctor

maximum

density

Crowder 2.60 134.6(2) 95% of 127.9 128.6 |68
Quarry standard
Crushed Stone Proctor
(Sample #4) maximum

density
1) Relative density test ASTM D2049
2) Maximum density AASHT0 T99, Method D

ADVANE. CDP.Y
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Table 2.5.4-13

StM4ARY OF CYCLIC STRENGTH VALUES

0.05 Double Amplitude Axial Strain Failure Criteria

Soil Confining Density Density Max Shear Max Shear Double Amplitude Axial Dynamic Criteria |68
Type- Pressure Required Tested Stress Stress Strain Developed Achieved

Required Tested in/in 0.05 0.A. Axial Strain
psf 'pcf pcf psf psf 5 cycles 10 cycles 5 cycles 10 cycles

Sample #1
J

Filter "A" 2000 120.1 120.6 1200 1260 0.0222 0.0953 Yes No
4000 120.5 2100 2120 0.0167 0.0657 Yes No
6000 120.6 2900 2940 0.0271 0.1138 Yes No
8000 120.6 3650 3680 0.0294 0.105 Yes No

Sample #2

C-33 Fine 2000 115.3 114.6 1200 1220 0.0131 0.0225 Yes Yes
Aggregate 4000 115.7 2100 2140 0.0121 0.0199 Yes Yes

6000 116.1 2900 2970 0.0108 0.0173 Yes Yes
8000 116.4 3650 3700 0.0131 0.0216 Yes Yes

Sample #3

Glen Rose 2000 117.4 118.1 1200 1230 0.0084 0.0127 Yes Yes
Crushed 4000 118.6 2100 2160 0.0117 0.0237 Yes Yes
Stone 6000 118.7 2900 2980 0.0182 >.20 Yes No |68

3000- 119.1 3650 3740 0.0270 >.20 Yes No | 68
| Sample #4

Crowder 2000 127.9 127.9 1200 1220 0.0050 0.0062 Yes Yes
Quarry 4000 127.9 2100 2140 0.0050 0.0068 Yes Yes
Crushed 6000 129.7 2900 2960 0.0060 0.0081' Yes Yes
Stone 8000 129.0 3650 3720 0.0070 0.0084 Yes Yes

ADi' LEE CBFY
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Tab?e 2.5.4-13A '

SUPetARY OF ADDITIONAL CYCLIC SHEAR STRENGTH TEST |68

CONFINING DENSITY STRESS DOUBLE AMPLITUDE AXIAL DYNAMIC CRITERIA ACHIEVED |68
PRESSURE TESTED RATIO STRAIN DEVELOPED (INilN) 0.05 D. A. AXIAL STRAIN |68

S0ll TYPE (psf) (psf) 5 CYCLES 10 CELES 5 CYCLES 10 CYCLES j 68

Sample #1 2000 119.8 0.31 .013 .073 Yes No |68
Filter "A" 2000 119.3 0.36 .004 .012 Yes Yes | 68

4000 120.1 0.46 .016 .083 Yes No |68
6000 120.0 0.43 .031 .127 Yes No |68
8000 120.8 0.41 .062 .211 No No |68

Sample #3 6000 118.3 0.43 .017 .141 Yes No |68
Glen Rose 8000 117.8 0.40 .045 >.20 Yes No | 63
Crushed | 68
Store | 68

- h 'f'
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2.5A Construction Records and Design Verification of SSI Dam

2.5A.1- Design Verification at Fifty percent (50%) Construction
Completion

In order to verify that the SSI Dam was constructed according to
design criteria, two borings were drilled through the impervious core
when the embankment was approximately 50% complete. The location of
the borings were as follows:

Boring No. Station Ground Surface Elevation

SSI-1 6+00 756.4

S51-2 10+00 756.3

Continuous samples of the impervious core were taken utilizing a
Shelby-tube sampler. A detailed log of each boring is shown on the
attached Figures 2.5A-1 & -2.

The following laboratory tests were conducted on samples obtained from
the impervious core: unit dry weight determinations, Atterberg limit
determinations and hand vane shear tests. The results of these tests
are summarized on Table 2.5A-1, -2 for Borings SSI-1 & 2,
respectively. The results of the Atterberg limit tests confirmed that
the impervious core met the liquid limit specification requirement.
The hand vane shear tests were conducted as a relative indicator of
the uniformity of the layer compaction. For each specimen tested, a
vane shear reading was made in both the top and bottom of the sample.
Differences in the readings are interpreted to represent the relative
variation in the compaction of the embankment. Only slight variations.

were noted in the vane shear readings.

A series of hydrometer and sieve analyses were conducted on

representative samples and ai" shown on Figure 2.5A-3. All ihe tasted
specimens are classified as CL material.

.
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The strength parameters of the impervious core were evaluated by a
series of unconfined compression tests as well as three (3) multi-

68 |stagetriaxialcompressiontests. Summarized on Table 2.5A-3 are the
|resultsoftheunconfinedcompressiontests. Figure 2.5A-4 is a

typical stress-strain curve developed for one of the unconfined
compression tests. The results of the triaxial tests are summarized
on Figure 2.5A-5. The results confirmed that the material actually
possessed a strength higher than assumed during design.

In summary, the results of these tests confirmed that all design
criteria and specification requirements had been met at 50 percent
completion of the embankment.

2.5A.2 Design Verification at One Hundred Percent (100%)
Construction Complete

68 |Uponcompletionofthe551 dam,acoreboringwasdrilledthroughthe
| entire embankment at centerline station 9+75 to obtain undisturbed
|Shelby-tubesamplesthroughouttheentiredepthoftheimperviouscore
| section. A detailed "Log of Boring" is attached as Figure 2.5A-6.

Utilizing all the samples obtained of the impervious core, a series of
laboratory tests, including Atterberg Limits, unit dry weight
determinations, and hand vane shear tests was conducted. The results
are summarized on Table 2.5A-4. The results of the Atterberg limit
tests confirmed that the impervious core met the liquid limit
specification requirement. The results of the vane shear readings
show the material to be relatively uniform in compaction.

To evaluate the shear strength of the impervious core, a series of

consolidated undrained triaxial tests were conducted with the results
plotted on Figure 2.5A-7. This is a plot of the Mohr Stress circles
developed from the individual 'asts with the

.
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design criteria failure envelope drawn showing its relationship to the
test results. As can be seen on this Figure, the results of the CV
triaxial tests fit very closely to the adopted design strengths.

On Figures 2.5A-8 through 10 are results of consolidation tests to the
impervious core.

The results of the testing shows that the impervious core met all
specification requirements and design criteria.

2.5A.3 Field Density Test Distribution ~

To further show the adequacy of the completed embankment, a ploy
showing the distribution of density control tests has been developed
and is shown on Figures 2.5A-11, Sheets 1 through 15. These plots |68
show the distribution of the density test conducted for the impervious |
core, filter zone and rock fill material at 5-foot intervals through |
the embankment. In addition, the test results have been shown in

|
histogram plots. These histogram plots are shown as Figure 2.5A-12
through 15. In sumary, the results showed the following:

No. of Standard Design
Data Base Tests Mean Deviation Criteria

% Compaction of Impervious Core 309 102% 2.3 >95%

Moisture Content Variation, W -Wf 309 -0.59% 1.1 -3%+1%o

Percent Relative Density-Filter 585 96.7% 9.3 >80%
Rock Fill Density 75 125.0pcf 9.8 115pcf,

Histograms of the grain size distributions for the rock fill, filter A | 68
and filter B are presented in Figures 2.5A-19 and 2.5A-20.

|

.
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2.5A.4 Dynamic Stability Re-evaluation

During construction a series of cyclic triaxial tests were conducted
on filter "A" material to verify whether or not his material met the
adopted design criteria as discussed in Section 2.5.6.4.3.4.
According to the test results presented in Section 2.5.4.7, filter "A"
material failed to meet the adopted design criteria. Based on the
cyclic triaxial test results for the filter "A" material, Figure 2.5A-
16 was developed which relates the cyclic strength of the material
based on a failure criteria for both 5% and 10% of double amplitude
strain. From this figure, new cyclic design criteria for 10 cycles of

~

loading and a failure criteria of 5% double amplitude strain was
'

developed for the filter material and is shown on Figure 2.5A-17.
Utilizing this new design criteria, a new seismic stability cross-
section of the SSI Dam was developed. Figure 2.5A-18 relates shear
stress induced by the artificial ground motion. d, to the cyclic
shear stress required to cause 5% double amplitude strain,

f. As

was the cause in Section 2.5.6.5.2.6, the ratio d/ f represents a,

local safety factor against the development of 5% strain in 10 cycles
of loading. Figure 2.5A-18 is the plot showing the calculated local
safety factors at the nodal points of the finite element grid.
Several points had values less than one (1) for the rock shell at
points on the outer slope surfaces near the crest of the dam. These
values result from the presence of little or no normal stress. An
interpretation of these results would be that, during the occurrence
of the SSE, an occassional rock particulate on the outer slope may be
displaced enough to tumble or roll some short distance down the slope.

Near the top of the filter zone, two nodal points have safety factors,

calculates as 0.94 and 0.97. This is interpreted as meaning that,
during the occurrence of the SSE, the upper zone of the filter
material will experience 5% double amplitude strains. This will not
result in the liquefaction of 'he filter material and will noi impare
the function of the dam.

l
-
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TABLE 3.2-1

(Sheet 1 of 3)

QUALITY STANDARDS

Safety Class 1 Safety Class 2 Safety Class 3 NNS Class |56
Components (Note 1) (Notes 2and51 (Notes 2 and 5) (Notes 3 and 4) | 56

Pressure Vessels ASME B&PV Code, ASME B&PV Code, ASME B&PV Code, ASME B&PV Code, | 56
Section III, Section III, Section III, Section VIII, |56
Nuclear Power Plant Nuclear Power Plant Nuclear Power Plant Division 1 | 56
Compone..ts, Class I, Components, Class Components, Class 3, |4
Components NB-3300 2, Components Components ND-3300 |4

'

NC-3300, NC-3200 and ND-3800. | 68

Atmospheric N/A N/A ASME B&PV Code, ASME B&PV Code, |4
Storage Tanks Section III, Section VIII |56

Muclear Power Plant Division 1 | 56
Components, Class 3

Components Article

NO-3800 | 21
Steel-1ined N/A ACI-318 ACI-318 N/A | 21
Concrete Storage | 21
Tanks | 21

Supports ASME B&PV Code ASME B&PV Code ASME B&PV CODE ANSI B31.1 |56
Section III, Section III, Section III, |4
Nuclear Power Plant Nuclear Power Nuclear Power Plant |4
Components Class 1 Plant Companents Components Class 3, |4
Components Article NF Class 2, Article NF Article NF, ANSI B31.1 |56
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42 |3.3.2.2 Tornado Protection Design Features

42 | Venting from the building interior compartments to the exterior is
| provided by roll-up door F-4E, tornado pressure relief dampers, and
|tornadopressurereliefblowoutpanels.

42 |1. Roll-up door F-4E

The Fuel Building is primarily vented by an opening covered by
68 | roll-up door F-4E. This door is specified to partially blowout

| when the differential pressure across the door reaches 1.0 psi.

55 |2. Tornado Pressure Relief Dampers in Exterior Walls

55 | All exterior tornado dampers are specified to remain closed
| during winds with speeds up to 119 mph. Tornado dampers in

42 | exterior walls are specified to open in either direction when the
| differential pressure across the damper reaches 0.25 psi in
| either direction. Concrete missile shields, as shown on Figure
| 3.3-1, protect the dampers and the building interior frors tornado
| generated missiles.

55 |

42 |3. Tornado Pressure Relief Blowout Panels

42 | Airtight blowout panels are used in the venting of the Auxiliary
| Building, the Control Room and the Safeguards Building. All
| blowout panels are specified to remain airtight during winds with

52 | speeds up to 119 mph. Blowout panels are specified to'open when
| the differential pressure across the panel reaches 0.25 psi.

68 | Where a missile can impact a blowout panel, a Seismic Category I
| building is protected by reinforced concrete missile resisting ~

| walls and roof so arranged as to stop a missile as shown in
| Figure 3.3-2 and Figure 3.3-3. Where a missile is stopped by a
j concrete barrier and could then enter by gravity into a Category
| 1 building protective grating is provided as shown in Figure 3.3-
| 3 .'
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The Diesel Generator Building is primarily vented through the Diesel |42
Generator air intakes. Venting between interior compartments that |55
are separate fire areas is provided by fire rated architectural door |
openings, tornado pressure relief dampers (in series with fire |

dampers), and fire rated HVAC air transfer grilles. |

1. Fire Rated Architectural Door Openings |42

Roll-up door E-3A is specified to blowout of the E&C building |68
into the turbine building. The door is specified to blowout |

when the differential pressure across the door reaches 1.0 psi. |

The cable spreading rooms are vented by specially modified |55
security doors E-23, E-24 and E-25; each of these doors is |

equipped with a pneumatically operated pressure sensitive door |

opener. The door opener is designed to open the door at a |

maximum time of I second after a differential pressure of 1.0 psi | 42
is reached. Each door is equipped with reserve air and |

electrical systems. Each of these doors are fire-rated and |

designed to open only during tornadic loading. |

Several standard hollow metal doors are held open with fusible |42
link arm-holders designed to close the door during a fire. |

Wire-mesh doors are also provided for radiation protection |

(access control) as required. Where other considerations, such |
as HVAC integrity, require that a hollow metal door be closed, |

,

| and venting is still required the door is modified in such a way |

| as to allow it to release during a tornado. These doors are |

| also restrained during release to prevent destruction of the |

door. Fire rated doors are also provided in the same doorway |
'

'

and are also held open with fusible link arm-holders designed to I

close the door during a fire. |
t

!

.

|

|
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TABLE 3.3-1

(Sheet 1 of 4)

NORMAL 000R POSITIONS FOR TORNADO VENTING

000R N0. POSITION DOOR NO. POSITION

Fuel Building

F-4A Open F-12 Open |55
F-4B Open F-12x Closed |55
F-4E Closed F-13 Open | 55
F-5. Open F-13x Closed | 55
F-9 Open F-15 Closed | 55

F-4FX Open |66

Turbine Building

T-40 Closed

Electrical & Control Building

E-1 Open E-208 Open |68
E-1C Closed E-22A Open |55
E-10 Open E-22B Open |55
E-1DX Closed E-22X Open |55
E-1E Open E-23 Closed |55
E-1EX Closed E-28 Open |55
E-1F Closed E-29 Closed | 55

E-33 Open |66
| E-38 Open E-34 Closed | 55
| E-3C Open E-35 Open | 55

E-4 Open E-40A Closed |55

.
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TABLE 3.3-1

(Sheet 2)

NORMAL 000R POSITIONS FOR TORNAD0 VENTING

DOOR NO. POSITION 000R NO. POSITION

E-5 Open E-40B Closed |55
E-6 Open E-41 Closed |55
E-7 Open E-41A Open |55
E-8 Open E-41C Open |55
E-9 Open E-41H Open | 55
E-10 Closed E-43 Open |55
E-14 Open E-45 Closed |55
E-15 Open E-45A Closed |55
E-16 Open E-458 Closed |55
E-17 Open E-45C Closed |55
E-18 Open E-450 Closed |55
E-19 Closed E-46 Open |55
E-20A Open

Auxiliary Building

A-108 Closed A-29 Closed
A-10E Open A-30 Closed
A-10F Open A-32 Closed
A-14A Closed A-32A Closed
A-16 Closed A-328 Closed
A-17 Closed A-32C Closed
A-18 Closed A-320 Closed

A-36 Open |66
A-37 Open |66

A-22 Closed A-38 Open

A-23 Closed A-39 Open

A-23A Closed A-40E Open

A-24 Closed A-44 Open

A-28 Closed A-46 Open

F
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TABLE 3.3-1 '

(Sheet 3)

NORMAL 000R POSITIONS FOR TORNADO VENTING

D0OR NO. POSITION 000R NO. POSITION

Safeguards Buildings - Units 1 & 2

* Note * Door Numbers and Positions are generic for both units |68

S-1 Open |66
S-1X Closed |66

|68
S-10X Closed S-33X Closed |55
S-11 Open |68
S-11X Cloted |68
S-12X Closed |68
S-13 Closed |66

'

S-14 Closed S-35 Closed
5-15 Closed S-358 Closed
S-16 Closed S-35C Closed
S-17 Closed S-37 Open |68
S-18 Closed S-37X Closed | 68
S-19 Closed S-38A Closed
S-19A Closed S-388 Closed
5-20 Closed S-38C Closed
S-20A Closed S-380 Closed
5-22 Open S-38E Closed

S-38F Closed |66
5-24 Closed S-38G Closed

S-40 Closed |66
S-26 Closed S-40A Closed

-
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TABLE 3.3-1
'

(Sheet 4)

NORMAL 000R POSITIONS FOR TORNADO VENTING

000R N0. P051T10N D0OR N0. POSIT 10N

S-28 Closed S-40B Closed
S-28A Open S-40C Closed

S-43 Open | 66
S-29C Closed S-44 Open

S-290 Closed S-45 Open

5-29E Closed S-46 Open

| 68

.
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3.68.1.2 Description

Essential systems are defined as those systems that are needed to shut
down the reactor and mitigate the consequences of the pipe break for a
given postulated piping break.

3.68.1.2.1 Protection Criteria

Depending upon the type and location of the postulated pipe break,
certain safety equipment may not be classified as essential for the
particular event. Some safety equipment will be essential for almost
all cases. This category ircludes service water to the ultimate heat
sink and the pressurizer level instrumentation. The containment |40
integrity and leak tightness will be maintained for any LOCA break. |

The effects of a postulated piping failure, including environmental
conditions resulting from the escape of contained fluids, will not
preclude habitability of the control room or access to surrounding
areas important to the safe control of reactor operations needed to
cope with the consequences of the piping failure. Accordingly,
protection from the effects of pipe rupture will be provided for only
that safety-related equipment considered as essential on a case-by-
case basis.

The systems or portions of systems and equipment for which protection
against postulated pipe failures is required are identified below.
However, in general, protection from pipe failure need not be provided
if any of the following conditions exists:

a. The piping is physically separated (or isolated) from structures,
systems, or components important to safety by protective
barriers, or is restrained from whipping.

.
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68 |b. Following a single break, the unrestrained pipe movement of

| either end of the ruptured pipe about a plastic hinge formed at
| the location determined by calculation cannot impact any
| structure, system, or component important to safety,

The internal energy level associated with the whipping pipe canc.

be demonstrated to be insufficient to impair the safety function
of any structure, system, or component to an unacceptable level.

The following systems or portions of these systems are. required to
mitigate the consequences of a postulated pipe failure:

1. Auxiliary Feedwater System

2. Chemical and Volume Control S etem

3. Feedwater System

4. Main Steam System

5. Reactor Coolant System

6. Residual Heat Removal System

7. Safety Injection System

8. Safety Chilled Water System

9. Hydrogen and Nitrogen System

10. Containment Spray System

11. Diesel Generator System

'

,

!
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15 | b) The primary plus secondary stress intensity range derived
| on an elastica 11y calculated basis under loadings
| associated with the OBE and normal and upset plant
| conditions exceeds 2.4 Sm but is less than 3.0 Sm, and
| the cumulative usage factor is less than 0.1 or

15 | c) The primary plus secondary stress intensity range derived
| on an elastically calculated basis under loadings
| associated with the 08E and normal and upset plant
| conditions exceeds 3.0 Sm but the stress ranges computed
| by Equations (12) and (13) of Subparagraph NB-3653 of ASME
| 111 are less than 2.4 Sm and the cumulative usage factor
| is less than 0.1.

15 | Where intermediate break locations are not required, based upon
| the preceding criteria, two postulated pipe break locations will
| be selected on the basis of the highest Equation (10) stress.
| However, only one intermediate break need be postulated in
| sections of straight pipe where there are no fittings, valves, or
| welded attachments.

B. ASME Section III, Code Class 2 and 3 Piping
Q112.2 |

ASME B&PV Code, Section !!!, Class 2 and Class 3 piping breaks
are postulated to occur at terminal ends and intermediate

68 | locations in each piping run or branch run. Breaks at
| intermediate locations are selected by either of the following
| criteria:

0112,2 |

68 | a. At each location where the stresses associated with normal
l and upset plant conditions and an OBE event, calculated by
| the sum of Equations (9) and (10) of paragraph NC-3652 of
| the ASME B&PV Code, Section 111, exceed

68 | 0.8(1.2 S +S )-h A

.
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|Q112.2
b. Certain pipe runs contain Class 2 piping extensions to |2

Class I lines up to the first anchor point beyond the Class |
1/ Class 2 boundary. For these pipe runs a break is |68
postulated at the Class 2 terminal end. Breaks are not |

postulated in the Class 2 portion if the stresses in the |2
Class 1 portion, calculated using Equation (10) of NB-3653, |
are above 2.4 Sm and the sum of the stresses in the Class |

2 portion calculated using Equations (9) and (10) of NC- |

3652, are below 0.8 (1.2 Sh + S )- |A

|Q112.3
C. Non-Nuclear Piping

Breaks are postulated to occur in non-nuclear piping systems at
the locations as specified for ASME Section 111, Class 2 and 3
piping in accordance with Section 8 criteria above when a seismic
stress analysis is performed.

Breaks in non-nuclear piping systems are postulated at terminal
ends and at intermediate points, such as fittings (elbows, tees,
reducers, etc.), welded attachments and valvt.s in each run or
branch run where a stress analysis is not performed.

D. Fluid System Piping Between Containment Isolation Valves
'

| 0112.3
There are no ASME Section III, Class I piping penetrations. The |2
piping between containment isolation valves is ASME B&PV Code, |

Section III, Class 2 piping. |

,

6
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0112.3 |

68 | Breaks are not postulated in the break exclusion areas of high
| energy fluid system piping from the inside containment process-
| pipe-to-penetration flued head weld to and including the outside
| containment isolation v~alve moment restraint forging as shown in
| figures 3.68-15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 42, 82,
| 85, 87 and 88. Moment restraints are provided to protect the
| break exclusion creas from a postulated piping failure beyond
| these portions of piping. A typical moment restraint is shown
| in Figure 3.68-5.

68 | The following stress limits of Branch Technical Positions APCSB
| 3-1 [3] and MEB 3-1 [2] for ASME B&PV Code Section !!! Class 2
| piping are met:

0112.3 |

2 | 1. The maximum stress ranges as calculated by the sum of
| Equations (9) and (10), paragraph NC-3652 of the ASME B&PV

| Code, Section III, considering normal and upset plant
| conditions (i.e., sustained loads, occasional loads, and
| thermal expansion), and an OBE event do not exceed

2 | 0.8 (1.2S + S )-h A

0112.2 |

68 | 2. The maximum stress as calculated by Equation (9),
I paragraph NC-3652 of the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, under
j the load combination of internal pressure, dead weight and
| a postulated piping failure of fluid system piping beyond
| these portions of piping do not exceed 1.8S -h

Welded attachments, for pipe supports or other purposes, to these
portions of piping are avoided except where detailed stress
analyses or tests are performed to demonstrate compliance with
the limits defined in 0.1 and 0.2 above. In addition, the number
of circumferential and longitudinal piping welds and branch
connections is minimized. Guard pipes are not used.

1

4
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The ler.gth of these portions of piping is reduced to the minimum
length practical. The design of pipe anchors or restraints
(e.g., connections to Containment penetrations and pipe whip.
restraints) does not require welding directly to the outer
surface of the piping (e.g., flued-integrally forged pipe
fittings are used). If welded attachments are required, such |40
welds are 100-percent volumetrically examinable in service, and a |
detailed stress analysis shall be performed to demonstrate |
compliance with the limits defined in D.1 and 0.2 above.

|

3.68.2.1.3 Type of Breaks Postulated in Fluid System Piping Other
Than the RCS Main loop

Circumferential and longitudinal breaks are postulated in piping
systems at locations previously discussed. The following are
definitions and criteria used to determine the type of break to be
considered:

A. Circumferential Pipe Breaks

Circumferential breaks are defined as a full cross section area
break, with at least one diameter lateral displacement of the
ruptured pipe. Circumferential breaks are postulated in piping
with nominal size greater than 1", unless the break separation is
physically limited by piping restraints, by structural members,
or by piping stiffness as demonstrated by inelastic limit
analysis. Circumferential breaks are perpendicular to the pipe
axis, and the break area is equivalent to the internal cross-
sectional area of the ruptured pipe. Dynamic forces at the break
location are based on a calculated fluid pressure as modified by
an analytically or experimentally determined thrust coefficient.
These forces separate the piping axially causing the ruptured

.
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3.68.2.2.2 High-Energy Piping Other Than RCS Main Loop

The time dependent function representing the thrust forces caused by
the jet flow from a postulated pipe break or crack includes the
combined effects of the thrust impulse resulting from the sudden
pressure drop at the initial moment of pipe rupture, the thrust
transient resulting from wave propagation and reflection, and the
blowdown thrust resulting from buildup of the discharge flow rate
which may reach steady state if there is a fluid energy reservoir
having sufficient capacity to develop a steady jet for a significant
interval. Alternatively, in a simplified method, the jet thrust force
is represented by a steady state function. This function,
representing the force, would have a magnitude not less than:

F33 = K PA |68t

where: |31

F33 = Steady State Thrust Force (Ib ) |31f

P = system pressure prior to pipe break (Ib /in2) |31f
.

A = pipe break area (in2) |31

K = steady state thrust coefficient |68t

The steady state thrust coefficient Kt is dependent on the fluid |68
state and the frictional loss terms. The value of steady state |

thrust coefficient and the time to reach steady state flow conditions |
are calculated from references (15), [16] and [22]. |

The rigorous time dependent blowdown forces resulting from a | 68
postulated pipe rupture are determined using the RELAP-5 computer code |
[6]. RELAP-5 is a thermal / hydraulic program commonly used in |

.
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68 | the nuclear industry to evaluate the behavior of water cooled reactor
|systemsduringpostulatedaccidentssuchaspiperuptures. The

program is acceptable (see Reference [7]) as a means of determining
68 | the hydraulic forcing function at the pipe break. CALPLOTF [20], Plot

| Processor Program to Relap Program, is used to develop the break force
| time - history plots.

68 |TheRELAP-5programsolvesthetransientenergy, momentum,andfluid
|stateequationstodeterminethesystemflow, pressure, and
|thermodynamicconditions. The break force is computed using the ,

one-dimensional momentum equation and the appropriate density,
internal energy, and pressure values. The rupture load is the
summation of the pressure, momentum, and change in momentum terms at
the time interval in question.

.

68 | RELAP-5 has the capability of solving the fluid state equation for
|subcooledwater,flashingwater,two-phasesteam/watermixtures,and
|superheatedsteam. The ASME steam tables [9] have been incorporated
| into RELAP-5 so that the fluid state properties are accurately
| determined. Moody's critical flow model (10) is used to establish

the maximum flow rate (choked flow), and an inertial mode is used to
compute the nonchoked flow. The program uses the lower of these two
values at the designated flow. A bubble rise model can be used to

describe the depressurization of a large, essentially stagnant volume
68 | as in the case of a steam generator after a pipe ruptures. RELAP-5

| has a provision for modeling components such as valves, check valves,

| pumps,heatexchangers,andreactorsalongwiththeassociatedpiping.
Transients can be initiated by the control card added to the

program which is used to describe leaks (pipe breaks), valves opening
and closing, check valve pressure drop-flow-characteristics, pump
coastdowns, and so forth.

The flow system is described as a series of volumes connected by flow
68 | paths or junctions. RELAP-5 requires input data that completely

.
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describe the thermodynamic conditions and physical data of the system
being analyzed. Pressure, temperature, and flow conditions along with
physical dimensions, flow areas, friction characteristics, and path
inertias must all be specified as initial conditions. The break area
can be deduced by an analytically or experimentally derived discharge
coefficient. However, in lieu of such data it is conservatively
assum d that the discharge coefficient is 1.0 for both longitudinal
and circumferential breaks. In a similar manner, the break area is |68
assumed to open within one millisecond (0.001 second). |

The piping dynamic responses resulting from a postulated pipe rupture | 68
aredeterminedusingthePIPERUP[13],SHPLAST 2267 [24] or ABAQUS |
[21] computer codes. The program is an adaptation of the finite |

element method to the requirements of pipe rupture analyses. It

performs a dynamic, nonlinear, elastic-plastic analys'. of piping
systems subjected to time-history forcing functions. These forces
result from fluid jet thrust at the location of a postulated
longitudinal or circumferential rupture of high energy piping.

The piping is mathematically modeled in the PIPERUP, SHPLAST 2267 or |68
ABAQUS program as an assembly of weightless structural members |

connecting discrete nodal points. A typical pipe whip mathematical |
'

medel is shown in Figure 3.6B-6. WeigSt of the system, including
distributed weight of the piping and concentrated weights (e.g.,
valves), is lumped at selected mass points (lumped parameter analysis
model). Nodal points are placed in such a manner as to isolate

particular types of piping elements such as straight runs of pipe,
valves, elbows, etc. for which force-deformation characteristics may
be determined. Nodal points are also placed at all discontinuities
such as piping restraints, branch lines, and changes in cross-section.
Piping restraints are modeled in PIPERUP with an initial gap and |68
bilinear stiffness curve, or, in SHPLAST 2267 and ABA0VS with |
multilinear stiffness curve. A typical piping stress-strain curve is |
shown in Figure 3.68-7. The first stiffness represents linear elastic | 68
behavior and the second stiffness models linear strain hardening |

3.68-31
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behavior. PIPERUP utilizes a direct step-by-step integration method
to determine the time history response of the ruptured piping system.
A typical restraint impact curve is shown in Figure 3.68-8. An

incremental procec;ure is used to account for the nonlinear deformation
and elastic-plastic effect of the pipe and restraints. The

incremental equation of motion is evaluated by the Newmark's method

(14]. )

3.68.2.3 Dynamic Analysis Methods to Verify Integrity and
Operability

I
I

3.68.2.3.1 Reactor Coolant System Main Loop

61 |Theleak-before-breaktechnologyhasbeenappliedtoCPSESUnits1and
| 2 to exclude from the design basis the dynamic effects of postulated
| ruptures in the RCS main loop piping. This applies, in particular,
jtojetimpingementloadsoncomponentsandsupports.

61 | Jet loads from large branch nozzle breaks are addressed in Section

|3.68.2.3.2.

3.68.2.3.2 High-Energy Piping Other than the RCS Main loop

Pipe beaks are postulated in high-energy piping in accordance with the
criteria in Section 3.68.2.1.2. The analyses for determining the
dynamic effects of pipe break are as follows:

|

|
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8. Pipe Whip Dynamic Analysis Criteria

An analysis of the pipe run or branch is performed for each
longitudinal and/or circumferential postulated rupture at the
break locations determined in accordance with the criteria of
Section 3.6B.2.1.2. The loading condition of a pipe run or
branch prior to postulated rupture, in terms of internal
pressure, temperature and stress state, is assumed to be the
condition associated with the normal plant operating condition.

For a circumferential rupture, pipe whip dynamic analyses are
only performed for that end (or ends) of the pipe or branch that
is connected to a contained fluid energy reservoir having
sufficient capacity to develop a jet stream. Dynamic analytical
methods used for cciculating the piping and piping / restraint
system response to the jet thrust developed after a postulated
rupture adequately account for the effects of the following:

a. Translational masses (and rotational masses for major
components) and stiffness properties of the piping system,
restraint system, major components and support walls.

b. Transient forcing function (s) acting on the piping system
and jet thrusts on affected structures.

c. Elastic and inelastic deformation of piping and/or
restraint.

|
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A 10 percent increase of minimum specified desigh yield
strength (S ) is used to account for strain rate effectsy
in inelastic nonlinear analyses.

3.68.2.3.3 Pipe Whip Restraint Design Criteria

A. Design Bases

Pipe whip restraints function primarily as a load carrying member
for the low probability occurrence of a pipe break. The

restraints are designed for one time use only and function to
control the movement of the ruptured pipe. The design basis for

;

the pipe break event is that of a faulted condition. The

restraints and the structure which supports them are analyzed
accordingly.

B. Functional Requirements
68 |

High-energy pipe whip restraints are designed to ensure that the
pipe whip will be eliminated or minimized. On the other hand,
the restraints are designed to pennit the predicted thermal and
seismic movements of the pipes.

C. Design Parameters

After the pipe restraint locations are identified, the following
design parameters are determined:

1. Jet thrust force

2. Pipe seismic displacements

.

.
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3. Pipe thermal displacements

4. Pipe insulation thickness

5. Minimum allowable tolerance between restraint and pipe
insulation.

5. Maximum ailowable pipe movement.

The jet thrust force and maximum allowable pipe movement are used
in the analysis process. Tolerance, insulation, and seismic and
thermal movements are used in determining the minimum gap between
the restraint and pipe surfaces.

The pipe whip restraints used for the CPSES project are V-bar,
crushable pipe, crushable pad (hencycomb), and elastic hard
restraints as shown in Figures 3.68-1 thrr ah 3.68-4.

D. Analysis and Design

The maximum allowable design limits for the restraints are as
follows:

|0112.5
a. The peruno9nt strain in the metallic ductile materials is |68 ,

limited - ' 'ty percent of the minimum ultimate uniform I

strain (s ain corresponding to the maximum stress point on |
the appropriate engineering stress-strain curve) based on |

restraintmaterialtestsand/orASMECode(4]. | ,

b. The design limit for crushable pipe restraints longer than
three outside pipe diameters is 50 percent of energy
absorbing capacity (crushed to 70 percent of inside
diameterofpipe).

.

;
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Other than for the Emergency Core Cooling System lines, which must

circulate cooling water to the vessel, the engineered safety features
are located outside of the steam generator compartment walls. The

Emergency Core C' ling System lines which penetrate the steam

generator compartment walls are routed around and cutside the walls to
penetrate the walls in the vicinity of the loop to which they are
attached.

3.6B.2.5.2 High-Energy Piping Other Than RCS Main Loop

In this section, a sumary is presented giving the results of the
detailed stress analysis and, describing methods of protection
employed to protect essential equipment against the effects of pipe
breaks for the high energy systems outlined in Section 3.68.1.2.1.

1. Main Steam System

A. General Description

The main steam piping inside containment is carbon steel
ASME SA-155, Grade KCF 70 material designed in accordance
with the ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 criteria. The

main steam system inside containment consists of four 32

inch OD (1.25 inch minimum wall thickness) lines running
from each steam generator to the containment penetrations.

.

.
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The main steam piping outside containment from the
containment penetrations to the main steam isolation valve

moment restraints is the same as the main steam piping
inside containment. The piping from the MSly moment
restraints to the high pressure turbine is carbon steel
ASME SA-155 Grade KC 70 material designed in accordance

with ANSI B31.1 as non-nuclear class piping. These lines

are 34 inch 00 (1.25 inch minimum wall thickness). The

piping connected to the main steam drip pots are of carbon
steel material with portions designed in accordance with
ANSI B31.1 and ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 criteria.
The Class 2 portion of the system consists of ASME SA-333
Grade 6, two inch schedule 80 pipe and the non-nuclear
portion of the system consists of ASME SA-106 Grade B, two
inch schedule 80 pipe. The location and configuration of
the main steam lines with respect to structures, equipment,
and other piping are shown on Figures 1.2-8, 1.2-14 and
1.2-25. The criteria described above and as follows is
applicable for both Units 1 and 2.

B. Pipe Whip Analysis

Isometrics of the main steam lines inside Containment
indicating the location of the highest stress node points,
postulated breakpoints, and restraints are provided in
Figures 3.6B-11 through 3.68-14. The systems and equipment
necessary to mitigate the consequences of a main steam line

68 | break are described in Section 3.68.1. Breakpoints were
| postulated at the terminal ends of the piping run and at
| intermediate locations in accordance with the criteria
| outlined in Section 3.68.2.1. The steam generator nozzles

and the flued heads at the containment penetrations are
68 | considered terminal ends. Intermediate breaks are

| postulated as shown. A circumferential break is
postulated

3.6B-46 tl
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to occur at any one of.these points. Restraints are
provided on each lire to prevent impact on essential

,

'components. The pipe whip restraints are designed to
prevent plastic hinge formation and thereby preclude
adverse pipe whip effects.

Isometrics of the main steam lines outside containment
indicating the location of postulated breakpoints and
restraints are provided in Figures 3.68-15 through 3.68-18.
Since these lines consist of non-nuclear piping, pipe
breaks are postulated at each fitting, valve, or welded
attachment. Since these lines are greater than 4 inches in
diameter, circumferential or longitudinal breaks are
postulated. Pipe whip restraints are provided as necessary
that are designed to prevent plastic hinge formation and
thereby preclude adverse pipe whip effects. A portion of
the main steam lines between the containment penetrations
and isolation valves, are designed in accordance with the
criteria in Section 3.68.2.1.2. Therefore,circumferential|40
pipe breaks are not postulated in the regions between the |

penetrations and the moment restraints after the isolation |

valves. However, a one square foot crack is postulated |

and evaluated for environmental effects, in accordance with |
the criteria in BTP ASB 3-1. As shown on Figure 3.68-25, |
pipe breaks are postulated in the main steam blowdown lines
outside containment. Since these lines consist of non-
nuclear piping, break points are postulated at terminal
ends and at each intermediate fitting, valve or welded
attachment with the exception of the four break exclusion
areas as shown.

Review of the piping layout and plant arrangement showed
that breaks in portions of the main steam lines could
adversely impact the safeguards, switchgear, electrical and

.
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controls and turbine buildings. Accordingly, these lines
are restrained as necessary to protect the structures. The

pipe whip restraints are designed to prevent plastic hinge
formation and thereby preclude adverse pipe whip effects on
the structures. 'Since there are no essential rystems or
components in the turbine building, protection is primarily
provided to protect the structures noted above from a main
steam pipe break.

C. Jet Impingement Analysis

40 | The jet impingement analysis for this system is performed
| to determine the effects of jet impingement loading on
j essential components (as defined in Section 3.68.1.2.1),
| associated supports and building structures.

,

40 | In those cases where the analysis shows that the component
j or structure is not capable of withstanding the load then
| protection is required. Protection consists of either
| relocating the target, or installing jet shield or barriers
| to protect the target.

40 | 0. Environmental Analysis '

40 | The safety-related systems required to mitigate the
| consequences of a main steam line break inside Containment
| are designed to perform their safety function under the
| environmental conditions resulting from a LOCA or MSLB as
| discussed in Section 3.11.

;

40 | Any one of the main steam lines is postulated to develop a
| 1 ft2 crack in the penetration area outside Containment.
| The postulation of this crack is in accordance with
| Branch Technical Position ASB 3-1.

,f. . , , t n e tGr?
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The penetration area is isolated from the rest of the |40
safeguards building by the seismic gap seal between the j

safeguards building and the containment wall, fast closing |

isolationdampersintheinterconnectingHVACductsandthe|
pressure resisting watertight doors. These features |
preclude this crack from producing any detrimental |
environmental effects on the rest of the plant.

|

2. Feedwater System

A. General Description

The main feedwater lines inside containment are carbon
steel ASME SA-333, Grade 6 material designed in accordance
with the ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 criteria. Each of
the lines consists of an 18 inch schedule 80 seamless pipe
running from the Containment penetration to each steam
generator. The main feedwater piping outside Containment
from the containment penetration to the feedwater

containment isolation valve is the same as the feedwater
piping inside Containment. The piping from the feedwater

containment isolation valve to the feedwater control valve
moment restraint is also the same as the feedwater piping
inside containment, except that these lines are 18 inch
schedule 140 seamless pipe. The main feedwater lines from

the feedwater control valve moment restraint connect to the
main feedwater header combining into one main feedwater
line which originates from the feedwater heater in the
turbine building. The feedwater lines to the main
feedwater header and the feedwater control valve by-pass
lines are carbon steel ASME SA-106, Grade B material

designed in accordance with ANSI B31.1 as non-nuclear class
piping. These lines consist of 18 inch schedule 140 and
eight inch schedule 120 pipe. The main feedwater header

MN2 )b3.6B-49
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and feedwater line in the turbine building are carbon steel
ASME SA-155 Grade KC 60 material designed in accordance

j

with ANSI B31.1 as non-nuclear class piping. These lines
are 30 inch 00 (2.125 inch minimum wall thickness) pipe.

|The location and configuration of the feedwater lines with
respect to structures, equipment, and other piping are
shown in Figures 1.2-8, 1.2-13 and 1.2-25.

The criteria described above and as follows is applicable
for both Units 1 and 2.

B. Pipe Whip Analysis

Isometrics of the main feedwater lines inside Containment '

indicating the location of the highest stress node points,
postulated breakpoints, and restraints are provided in
Figures 3.68-19 through 3.68-22. The systems and equipment
necessary to mitigate the consequences of a main feedwater

68 | line break are described in Section 3.68.1. Breakpoints
| were postulated at the terminal ends of the piping run and
| at intermediate locations in accordance with the criteria
| outlined in Section 3.68.2.1. The flued heads at the

containment penetrations and the steam generator nozzles
68 | are considered terminal ends. Intermediate breaks are

| postulated as shown. A circumferential break is
postulated to occur at any one of these points. Pipe whip
restraints are provided as required to prevent impact on
essential components. The pipe whip restraints are

designed to prevent plastic hinge formation and thereby
preclude adverse pipe whip effects.

Isometrics of the main feedwater lines outside containment,
indicating the location of postulated breakpoints and
restraints, are provided in Figures 3.68-23 and 3.60-24.

,

.

|

|
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High energy flooding is evaluated in the same manner as |40
moderate energy flooding per Section 3.68.2.5.3. |

3. Auxiliary Feedwater System |14

A. General Description | 14

The Auxiliary feedwater System lines are carbon steel, ASME | 14
SA 106, Grade 8 material designed in accordance with ASME |

Code Section 111, Class 2 or 3 criteria as applicable. |
The suction lines of the auxiliary feedwater pumps consist |
of 10, 8 and 6 inch category 152 piping which is schedule |

40, with design pressure of 150 psig. These lines run |

from the condensate storage tank and service water piping |

to the suction of each auxiliary feedwater pump. The |

discharge lines of the auxiliary feedwater pumps consist of |
6, 4 and 3 inch category 2002 (category 2003, directly |

after the isolation valve) piping which is schedule 160 up |
to 3 inches, and schedule 120 for sizes above 3 inches. |

The design pressure is 1800 psig. The piping that |

connects to the main feedwater piping af ter the last |

auxiliary feedwater isolation valves is category 1303 which |
is schedule 80, with a design pressure of 1200 psig to |

match the main feedwater piping. The discharge lines of |

the auxiliary feedwater pumps connect to the main feedwater |
lines. The location and configuration of the auxiliary [

feedwater lines with respect to structures, equipment and |

other piping are shown in Figure 1.2-10. The criteria |

described above and as follows are applicable for both |

Units 1 and 2. |

.
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14 | B. Pipe Whip Analysis

14 | Isometrics of the Auxiliary Feedwater System lines
| indicating the location of the highest stress node points,
| postulated breakpoints and restraints are provided in
| Figures 3.68-26 through 3.6B-33. The systems and

| equipment necessary to mitigate the consequences of a
| Auxiliary Feedwater System line break are described in

68 | Section 3.68.1. Breakpoints were postulated at the
| terminal ends of the piping run and at intermediate
| locations in accordance with the criteria outlined in
| Section 3.68.2.1. Intermediate breaks are postulated as
| shown. A circumferential break is postulated to occur at

14 | each of these points. Pipe whip restraints are provided
| as required to prevent impact on essential components.
| The pipe whip restraints are designed to prevent plastic
| hinge formation and thereby preclude adverse pipe whip
| effects.

40 | C. Jet Impingement Analysis

40 | The jet impingement analysis for this system is performed
| to determine the effects of jet impingement loading on
| essential components (as defined in Section 3.68.1.2.1),
| associated supports and building structures.

40 | In those cases where the analysis shows that the component
,

| or structure is not capable of withstanding the load then
| protection is required. Protection consists of either
| relocating the target, or installing jet shield or barriers
| to protect the target.

.

'"
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5. Steam Generator Blowdown Cleanup System

A. General Description

The Steam Generator Blowdown Cleanup System Piping is
comprised of non-nuclear safety related, carbon steel ASME

SA-106 Grade 8 material, or non-nuclear safety related
stainless steel ASTM A-312 TP 304 material.

The blowdown lines from each steam generator up to the
isolation valve moment restraints are 3" or 4" safety class
2, Schedule 80, catagory 1303 piping with a design pressure
of 1200 psig. The piping connecting the 8-inch header of
the steam generator blowdown heat exchanger to the pressure
reducing valve PV-5180 is schedule 80, category 1302, Class
5, with a design pressure of 1200 psig. The portion of the
blowdown piping on the Switchgear Building roof is category
1302G, and not seismically supported. The piping from
valve PV-5180 up to valve S8-170 is 8-inch, category 302,
Class 5, schedule 40, with a design pressure of 450 psig.
The piping from valve S8-170 to the filters and
demineralizers is 6-inch, category 301, Class 5, schedule
405 with a design pressure of 370 psig. The piping that
connects the discharge of relief valve 58020 to the

'

condenser is 4 and 8 inch, category 302, Class 5, Schedule
40, with a design pressure of 450 psig. The piping
downstream of the filters is moderate energy piping. The

location of the steam generator blowdown cleanup system
with respect to structures and equipment are shown in
Figures 1,2-31 and 1.2-35.

1

i
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B. Pipe Whip Analysis

Isometrics of the Steam Generator Blowdown Cleanup System
Piping indicating the locations of the highest stresses
postulated breakpoints and restraints are provided in
Figures 3.68-38 through 3.68-47. The systems and equipment
necessary to mitigate the consequences of a Steam Generator
Blowdown Cleanup System line break are described in Section
3.68.1. Break locations were postulated at the terminal |68
ends of.the piping run and at intermediate locations in

|

accordance with the criteria outlined in Section 3.6B.2.1 |

except for category 1302G piping, where breaks are |
postulated at terminal ends and at each intermediate

|
fitting, valve or welded attachment. A circumferential

|

break is postulated to occur at each of these points. Pipe

whip restraints are provided as required to prevent impact
on essential components. The pipe whip restraints are
designed to prevent plastic hinge formation and thereby
preclude adverse pipe whip effects.

C. Jet Impingement Analysis

The jet impingement analysis for this system is performed |40
to determine the effects of jet impingement loading on |

essential components (as defined in Section 3.68.1.2.1), |
associated supports and building structures. |

In those cases where the analysis shows that the component |40
or structure is not capable of withstanding the load then |
protection is required. Protection consists of either |

relocating the target, nr installing jet shield or barriers |
to protect the target.

|

|
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CPSES/FSAR

The results of these two steps, the dynamic inertia analysis and the
static differential motion analysis, are combined absolutely with due
consideration for the ASME classification of the stresses.

3.7N.3.10 Use of Constant Vertical Static Factors

Constant vertical load factors are not used as the vertical floor
response load for the seismic design of safety-related components and
equipment within Westinghouse's scope of responsibility.

3.7N.3.11 Torsional Effects of Eccentric Masses

The effect of eccentric masses, such as valves and valve operators, is
considered in the seismic piping analyses. These eccentric masses are
modeled in the system analysis and the torsional effects caused by
them are evaluated and included in the total system response. The

total response must meet the limits of the criteria applicable to the
safety class of the piping.

3.7N.3.12 Buried Seismic Category i Piping Systems and Tunnels

Refer to Section 3.78.3.12.

3.7N.3.13 Interaction of Other Piping with Seismic
Category I Piping

Refer to Section 3.78.3.13.

3.7N.3.14 Seismic Analyses for Reactor Internals

The seismic analysis of the reactor internals is conducted in | 20
accordance with the guidelines specified in Regulatory Guide 1.92. |

| The seismic analysis determines the response of the reactor |

internals to Operational Basis Earthquake (OBE) and Safe Shutdown |

Earthquake (SSE) vertical and horizontal seismic shock components. I
'

The horizontal and j
!
,

|

ADMCE COM3.7N-31
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20 | vertical seismic analysis use the modal response spectrum method and
| the WECAN general purpc!J finite element program to detennine the
| internals response. The method used to obtain the combined responie
|ofthemodalspectralresponsesissquare-root-of-the-sum-of-the
| squares (SRSS).

20 | The effect of closely spaced modes is considered using the Ten Percent
| Method (Regulatory Guide 1.92, Paragraph 1.2.2); however, the ef fect
|hasbeenshowntobeinsignificant. The maximum, or total, seismic
| response value of the reactor internals is obtained by taking the SRSS
|ofthemaximumvaluesoftheco-directionalresponsesduetothethree
|componentsofearthquakemotion. In general, this combination is
| made in the Stress Analysis section of the particular structural
| component.

68 | The horizontal and vertical seismic models contain 118 and 23 active
|dynamicdegreesoffreedom,respectively. Results from the modal
| analysis of the horizontal and vertical systems indicates, in general,
l 12 and 3 modes present with frequencies less than 33Hz.

20 | In developing the seismic model of the reactor vessel and internals, a
| systematic approach was used to ensure that basic fundamental
| frequencies, i.e., both component and system frequencies, are
|describedandinherentinthemathematicalmodels. The approach used
| to verify the mathematical modeling of reactor vessel and internals
| was to compare and require that the system frequencies and mode
| shapes,fromthemathematicalmodels,beinagreementwithplanttest
| and scale model test data,

i 20 | In determining the seismic response of the reactor system, due to the
| excitation of unidirectional shock spectrum, only those modes
| contributing to the first 80-90 percent of total system mass were

! I considered in the solution.

|
20 | Hydrodynamic mass effects, for horizontal and vertical directions, was

| included in the reactor vessel-internals system models. The

| numeric'al values for the various hydrodynamic mass effects within the '

| | reactor system were based on scale model and plant tests and
| applicable analytical expressions; e.g., Fritz, Fritz & Kiss, etc.

3.7N-32
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3.78 SEISHIC DESIGN

3.78.1 SEISMIC !NPUT

\

3.78.1.1 Design Response Spectra

Design response spectra for both horizontal and vertical ground motion
for the SSE are shown in Figures 3.78-1 and 3.78-7, respectively.
Response spectra for 2, 5, 7,10, and 15 percent of critical damping
are provided for both the horizontal and vertical motions and are
scaled to the maximum ground accelerations of 0.12g and 0.08g selected
for the SSE. For the OBE, a scaling factor of 0.5 is applied to the
SSE design spectra.

The response spectra are constructed on the basis of the |68
recommendations of Newmark, Blume, and Kapur (14] and conform to the |
requirements of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, Revision 1, with the I

exception of the 33 Hz to 50 Hz frequency range. In that range, the |
vertical response spectrum of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, Revision 1,
differs from the vertical response spectrum of Reference (14]. The

effects of this deviation on the results of the analyses of structures
and systems are negligible because they only affect the modes which
nave low amplification. Similarly, the method recomended in
Reference (14] for the construction of vertical response spectra leads
to a slight deviation from NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, Revision 1
recommendattor,3 for accelerations corresponding to 3.5 Hz. The

'

magnitudes of these differences are negligible.

The response spectra indicate the estimated response of a structure
subject to significant nearby earthquake ground motion. The spectra

are presented over a range of frequencies corresponding to natural
frequencies of structural elements, and they represent the maximum
amplitude of motion in structural elements for typical degrees of

.

3 7' '
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CPSES/FSAR

structural damping. Because the design response spectra have been
developed from a large number of real records, following the
procedures recommended by Newmark, the effect of strong motion
duration and distance of focal depth are included [29].

There are, of course, general associations between duration of strong
motion and the size of an event. Longer durations of strong motion
are expected with greater-sized earthquakes. Higher frequency
accelerations are attenuated with greater distance from the epicenter
of the earthquake. These conditions are inherent in the strong motion
records which are the source of Newmark's work. In no case are the
amplification factors less than one.

3.78.1.2 Design Time History

68 | An artificial time history has been produced for each of the
| horizontal and vertical motions resulting from the SSE. These

| artificial records are based on the design response spectra
| requirements presented in Section 3.78.1.1.

As an alternative to a site-dependent analysis, these artificial time
history records are suitable for use as base excitations for the
dynamic structural analysis.

The mathematical procedures used to generate these artificial time
history records can be briefly summarized as follows:

1. The spectral characteristics of the selected site SSE design
response spectra are extracted to construct a frequency response
function with proper phase factor modification.

2. A fast Fourier transform of the frequency response function is
performed to obtain a filter impulse response function.

.

ADMCE COPY
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3. The filter impulse response function is then integrated with a
set of pseudorandom numbers to obtain an artificial time history
record.

4. A comparison is made between the response spectrum derived from

the artificial time history and the site SSE design response
spectrum. Any unacceptable deviations are corrected by adding a
seiies of sinusoidal impulses with proper amplitude and phase
angles until the desirable fit is achieved.

|0130.6
|Q130.7

5. The artificial time history records meet the minimum acceptance |68
criteria given by Table 3.7.1-1 in Section 3.7.1 of the Standard |
Review Plan.

|

|68
The response spectra derived from the horizontal artificial time j 68
history record and the selected site SSE design response spectra are |

presented in Figures 3.78-2 through 3.7B-6, for each of the five |

structural damping values. The corresponding artificial time history |
is presented in Figure 3.78-14. The response spectra from the |

vertical artificial time history record and the SSE design response |

spectra are presented on Figures 3.78-8 through 3.78-12, and the |

corresponding artificial time history is presented on Figure 3.78-19. |

Time history durations of approximately 10 sec have been found
necessary to allow the modifications of the time histories to match
response spectra values at periods of three to four sec. A 10 sec
record allows two to three cycles for modification by sinusoidal

! impulses. A record length of 10.24 sec is obtained because the fast
Fourier transform used for this purpose operates on sets of numbers
which are as powers to time; i.e., 1024 is equal to two raised to the
tenth power.

The artificial time history records are generated at 0.01 sec equal
time intervals with a time duration of 10.24 sec. They are in the

j digitiz'ed form of 1024 acceleration values.

3.78-3
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3.78.1.3 Critical Damping Values

The specific percentages of critical damping values used for Category
I structures, systems, and components are based on the materials,
stress levels, and type of connections of the particular structure or
component. They are determined in accordance with the recommendations

61 | of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.61 and Reference [14]. For piping systems
|analyzedbytheresponsespectrummethod,ASMECodeCaseN-411 damping
| values may also be used in lieu of the damping values in Regulatory

66 | Guide 1.61. The ASME Code Case N-411 damping values are also used in
| an analysis of the primary system loop to determine seismic loads
|transmittedtothesteamgeneratorupperandlowerlateral
| restraints. However, qualification analyses of the steam generator
| and other primary loop components incorporate damping values as
|definedinSection3.7N.

Structure and component damping values used in the response spectrum
and time history analyses are given in Table 3.78-1. Damping factors
associated with foundation springs are discussed in Section 3.78.2.4.

66 | Damping values used for qualifying Westinghouse equipment are shown in
|Section3.7N.

3.78.1.4 Supporting Media for Seismic Category I Structures

All seismic Category I structures are founded on the finn, unweathered
Glen Rose Limestone which constitutes the principal bedrock formation
on the site.

| Below the Glen Rose unit lies the Twin Mountains Formation, which
forms a gradational contact with the Glen Rose unit and is composed
principally of sandstone, limestone, and clay stone. The portion of
the Glen Rose unit which provides the founding material fur the
Category I structures censists of argillaceous limestone with lenses;

and zones of calcereous clay stone. Approximately 150 to 160 ft of

.
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this formation is present beneath the lowermost foundation. The upper
portion of the Glen Rose unit consists of weathered rock and a soil
cover of a few feet. Prevailing rock characteristics are presented |66
in Table 3.78-3.

|

The soil cover and the upper 40 ft (approximately) of the Glen Rose
Limestone are totally removed by foundation excavation. Thus, all of

the moderately-to-severely weathered rock present at the site is
removed.

With the exception of the Service Water Intake Structure, no
structural backfill is used under or against Category I structures.

More detailed description of the site geology, the subsurface | 68
conditions, and the engineering properties of site materials are

|
included in Section 2.5.

|

Foundation elevations, depths of embedment, total structural heights.
and foundation plan dimensions for the Category I structures are
presented in Table 3.78-4.

3.78.2 SEISMIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS

3.78.2.1 Seismic Analysis Methods

Methods of seismic analysis used for seismic Category I structures,
systems, and components, as well as applicable stress and deformation
criteria, and mathematical models, are described in this section.

Seismic analysis of seismic Category I structures, systems, and
components is performed by the use of the response spectrum or the
time history concept of analysis, or both [28), [30], [35). The use

of the response spectrum concept provides a convenient procedure for
' seismic analysis. Spectrum analysis uses the natural frequencies,

b hh
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mode shapes, and appropriate modal dampings as a fraction of critical
damping, and is an approximate method for determining the seismic
response of linear elastic multidegree-of-freedom systems with lumped
masses and elastic properties in discrete parts,

in a time history analysis, there are two basic ways of using the time
history for linear elastic systems, namely, by a modal analysis time
history, which uses the same free vibration characteristics and

damping factors as the spectrum analysis, or by solving a system of
coupled differential equations of motion by direct numerical
integration. In the latter case, the numerical integration using a
suitable technique must be performed simultanaously for all of the
coupled equations. This procedure is cumbersome, requiring a large
amount of computations, and is susceptible to computational
difficulties. For example, it is difficult to know how small the time
intervals should be to avoid mathematical instability. Furthermore,

there is no really satisfactory way to determine all of the damping
coefficients in these coupled differential equations of motion.
Because of these difficulties, the modal method of analysis is used.
Only in the case of nonlinear behavior when structures, systems, and
components cannot be regarded as linear elastic, such as springs with
nonlinear restoring-force functions and nonlinear elastic properties
of materials, is the method of direct numerical integration of coupled
differential equations of motion used.

Where the aforementioned methods do not provide reliable results, or
where analysis appears impractical, dynamic testing of equipment is
performed to ensure functional integrity.

The methods used for seismic analysis of particular seismic Category I
structures, systems, and components are summarized in Table 3.78-2.

.
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It should be noted that the modal analysis time history method is used
to generate responses at selected locations, such as the ones required
for the development of instructure response spectra. Responses at

selected locations resulting from both response spectrum concept and
time history are compared. Static loads resulting from a dynamic
analysis are used in the design of some structural components such as
foundation mats, floors, and shear walls (34).

3.78.2.1.1 Idealization of Seismic Category I structures,
~

Systems, and Components

A most important part of seismic analysis is devising a mathematical
model that satisfactorily represents the dynamic behavior of a seismic
Category I structure, system, or component. The modeling technique
used results in mathematical models composed of a network of lumped
masses and elastic properties in discrete parts. Normally,

characteristic points or nodes are selected so that they coincide with
concentrations of mass, e.g., at floors, changes of cross sectional
area, or at locations which are important for stiffness. The

characteristic points for lumpinn of the masses of an axisymmetric
shell-type structure are selected at the centroids of horizontal
cross-sections through individual components of the structure. These

centroids lie on the vertical centerline of the structure. Each mass

has six degrees of freedom, namely, three translations in the three
principal orthogonal directions and three rotations about the three
principal orthogonal axes. In general, responses associated with all
of these degrees of freedom can be coupled and excited by each

. direction of seismic motion. Bending and shearing effects are
| considered in determining the discrete rigidities between the lumped
I masses.

For all seismic Category I structures except the Service Water Intake | 68
Structure and Seismic Category I Tanks, finite element techniques that |
simulate floor slabs and shear wall assemblies are used to generate |

ADVAiCE COPY
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68 | the reduced stiffness matrix essociated with the number of dynamic
| degrees of freedom required for the dynamic analysis. The

mathematical model for which this reduced matrix is generated consists
of lumped masses, viscous dashpots, and elastic properties in discrete

68 | parts. For the Service Water intake Structure and the Seismic
| Category I Tanks stiffness properties are calculated for the
|structuralelementsbetweenlumpedmasselevationsusingstandard
| structural techniques. The mathematical models representing the

seismic Category I structures and the method chosen for the selection

of the number of masses are described in Subsection 3.78.2.1.6.

For ease of computation, the mathematical model is reduced to contain
as few dynamic degrees of freedom as feasible so that it can be

analyzed successfuliy by means of algorithms adopted for today's
high-speed digital computers.

Foundation structure interaction is represented by decoupled springs,
dashpots, and effective masses generally associated with the six
degrees of freedom in a global orthogonal system. The methods used

to detennine the foundation parameters related to torsion, rocking,
and translation are described in Subsection 3.78.2.4.

3.78.2.1.2 Analytical Approach

in order to analyze the response of a linear elastic lumped mass
system, the natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes are
first determined. This detennination is accomplished by extracting
the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors from a homogeneous system
of equations which result from undamped free vibration and are

comprised of stiffness or flexibility and mass matrices developed from
the mathematical model. These free vibration characteristics are
calculated by using i.ny one of the suitable algorithms coded into the
computer programs, such as the diagonalization method originated by
Jacobi, Householder's tridiagonalization method combined with the

.
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Sturm sequence method, and methods such as those used in computer
programs presented in Section 3.78(A). After establishing the free
vibration characteristics, such as natural frequencies and associated
mode shapes, the next step consists of response computations obtained
by using the response spectrum approach or time history analysis or
both [28], [30], [31], [35], [38].

1. Response Spectrum Analysis

The response spectrum analysis is performed using various
computer programs consisting of different subroutines developed
by TV Electric or it's engineering services contractor as
described in Section 3.7B(A).

|Q130.8
The analysis of the structures founded on bedrock uses spectral
values from the free-field horizontal and vertical ground
response spectra developed for this site. Spectral values
associated with modal dampings and natural frequencies are
obtained for.each mode. Then the maximum absolute accelerations,
inertia forces, shears, moments, and relative displacements are
obtained in each mode. The maximum modal responses of all the |2
modes are combined by the square root of the sum of the squares |

(SRSS), by absolute sum, and by combinations thereof, as |

discussed in Subsection 3.78.2.7. |

A separate analysis is made on the model representing the '

structure founded on bedrock for each of the three orthogonal
principal directions of input ground excitations.

:

Vertical and two horizontal ground excitations are assumed to act
simultaneously. Hence, the combined effects of earthquakes on
structures, components, or elements are computed by taking the,

SRSS of the particular effects at any particular point, caused by
! each of the three components of earthquake motion (two horizontal

motions at right angles and one vertical motion).
,
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in the case of shell structures when shell theory is used,
maximum stress resultants (membrane shears, moments, and forces),
as well as unit stresses and displacements, are obtained. This

is accomplished by applying distributed inertia forces and using
a suitable computer program.

The total overturning moment at the base of a structure is
obtained. The maximum dynamic foundation pressure is evaluated
to ensure that it is within permissible limits.

The analysis is performed for both the SSE and OBE unless it is
apparent that one of these controls the design.

2. Time History Analysis and Instructure Response Spectra

Af ter the mathematical models of structures are analyzed for
their characteristics of free vibration, the time history
responses at selected mass points are obtained using the
artificial time history ground motion (30], [31], [38].
Derivation of the appropriate time history ground motion is
discussed in Subsection 3.78.1.2. Once the time history response
of a selected mass point is generated, the next step is to
subject a single-degree-of-freedom system, with the natural
frequency range of interest and various damping ratios, to this
time history motion. A spectrum response curve is obtained by
plotting the maximum acceleration response as ordinates and the
corresponding natural periods of the single-degree-of-freedom

68 | system as abscissa. The enveloping technique used for the

| construction of instructure response spectra consists of
| enveloping the maximum peaks. Since the frequencies of the

structures can only be computed approximately because of the
linear and nonlinear defonnability, the energy dissipation,
variation in elastic properties of both structure and foundation,

.
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and the idealization of structure with lumped masses and elastic
properties in discrete parts, parametric studies are performed in
order to take into account these effects for the construction of
instructure response spectra. These effects result in the
shifting of the resonance peaks of the instructure response
spectra. The peaks are widened by at least 10 percent of the
resonance frequencies to account for these effects. The widening
exceeds 10 percent if the parametric studies indicate that such
widening is necessary to achieve conservative results. These

spectra are generated on the basis of an artificial time history
ground motion with maximum horizontal ground accelerations
normalized to 12 and 6 percent of gravity for SSE and OBE,
respectively, and maximum vertical ground accelerations
normalized to 8 and 4 percent of gravity for SSE and OBE,
respectively. Parametric studies and spectra widening are |68
discussed in Subsection 3.78.2.9. |

The preceding analyses are accomplished by using suitable
computer programs as presented in Section 3.7B(A) and in

accordance with References [30), [31), [36], and [38].

3.78.2.1.3 Testing and Analysis for Equipment '

Seismic Category I equipment, equipment supports, and components are

designed to ensure functional operability during and after an
earthquake of magnitude up to and including the SSE (refer to Section
3.2 for the list of seismic Category I mechanical and electrical
equipment). The capability of all seismic Category I electrical and
mechanical equipment and equipment supports to satisfy this
requirement is verified by testing or analysis, or both.

!

|

.

i
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The seismic qualification of seismic Category I electrical equipment
and equipment supports is in accordance with IEEE 344-1975. Seismic
Category I mechanical equipment and equipment supports are qualified
in accordance with the ASME B&PV Code, Section 111, Division 1, and
the applicable NRC regulatory guides.

66 |Whendynamicanalysisisemployed,theequipmentspecification
| furnishes the vendor with appropriate instructure response spectra for
|bothSSEandOBEwithinstructionsontheiruse. In the case where a

supporting structure is required to be modeled as an integral part of
the equipment, the vendor is furnished with the mathematical model
representing the structure consisting of lumped masses and elastic
properties in discrete parts. The lumped masses, flexibility or
stiffness characteristics, or both, can be presented in matrix form.
Any additional information such as the floor motion time history is
furnished only upon request.

Where applicable, the response spectrum technique is wployed in the
dynamic analysis of seismic Category I equipment and components. The

time history modal analysis of seismic Category I structures, as
previously explained, generates time histories at various support
elevations and instructure response spectra for use in analysis of
systems and equipment.

In general, at each level of the supporting structure where vital
items are located, two horizontal and one vertical response spectra
corresponding to coupled translational motions of the supporting
strccture in the three orthogonal principal directions and the coupled
rotational motions of the structure about the three axes for each
direction of ground excitation are developed. The instructure
response spectra are smoothed so that the response curve is an upper

68 | bound envelope of all the acceleration points. Parametric studies and '

|spectrawideningarediscussedinSubsection3.78.2.9.

.
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Generally, multimass presentation of seismic Category I equipment and
components, except piping, is used in accordance with the lumped
parameter modeling techniques and normal mode theory, as described in
the references listed in Section 3.78. Piping systems are analyzed as
described in Subsection 3.78.3.8.

Simplified analytical models such as one or two degree-of-freedom
models are used where they provide a suitable representation of the
systems.

Equipment whose lowest dominant natural frequency is 33 Hz or higher
is considered rigid. In this case the acceleration of the equipment
is assumed to be the same as the zero period acceleration of the
appropriate response spectre

Where dynamic testing is used to ensure functional integrity, test
performance data and results reflect the following:

1. Perfomance data for equipment which, under the specified
conditions, has been subjected to equal or greater dynamic loads
than those to be experienceJ under the specified seismic
conditions

2. Test data from previously tested comparable equipment which,

under similar conditions, has been subjected to equal or greater
dynamic loads than those specified

Mechanical and electrical equipment and components which are required
to maintain functional integrity and operability during and after a
postulated seismic event are described in Subsection 3.98.2 and
Section 3.108. Actual testing of such equipment and components to
demonstrate seismic adequacy is perfomed by the suppliers using a
shake table, test bed, or other appropriate device.

.
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1. Seismic testing for equipment operability conforms to the
following:

A test required to confirm the functional operability ofa.

seismic Category I electrical and mechanical equipment and
instrumentation during and after an earthquake of magnitude
up to and including the SSE is performed. Analysis without
testing may be perfomed only if structural integrity alone
can ensure the design intended function. When a complete
seismic testing is impracticable, a combination of test and
analysis is performed.

b. The characteristics of the required input motion are
specified by one of the following:

1) Response spectrum

2) Power spectral density function

3) Time history

Such characteristics, as derived from the structures or
systems seismic analysis, are representative of the input
motion at the equipment mounting locations,

c. Where practicable, equipment which is required to function
during and/or after an earthquake is tested in the
operational condition. Operability is verified during and/or
after the testing,

d. The actual input motion is characterized in the same manner
as the required input motion and the conservatism in
amplitude and frequency content is demonstrated. The

frequency spectrum covers the range from 1 through 33 Hz.

.
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Seismic excitations generally have a broad frequency content.e.

Therefore, random vibration input motion is generally used.
Single frequency input, such as sine beats, can be applicable
provided one of the following conditions is met:

1) The characteristics of the required input motion
indicate that the motion is dominated by one frequency,
i.e., by structural filtering effects.

2) The anticipated response of the equipment is' adequately
represented by one mode.

.

3) The input has sufficient intensity and duration to
excite all modes to the required magnitude so that the
testing response spectra envelope the corresponding
response spectra of the individual modes.

f. To account for the simultaneous occurrence of random
^

earthquake motions, multiaxis testing is performed. Test
input motions are applied simultaneously in the vertical and
each of the horizontal principal directions. Single-axis
testing is accepted in accordance with the provisions of IEEE
344-1975, i.e., where justified by demonstrating that
earthquake motions at the mounting locations are amplified in
one direction, or that the equipment is constrained to
respond in one direction, or that coupling between the
responses is negligible. In the case of single-frequency
input, the time phasing of the inputs in the vertical and
horizontal directions is such that a purely rectilinear
resultant input is avoided.

| Q112.16
The acceptable alternate to this procedure is to test the 15
equipment with vertical and horizontal inputs in-phase, and |

then repeat the test with inputs 180 degrees out-of-phase. |

'

,

L
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Q112.16 |

5 | In addition, it is required that the test be repeated with
| the equipment rotated 90 degrees horizontally,

g. The fixture design meets the following requirements:

1. Simulates the actual service mounting

2. Causes no dynamic coupling to the test item

h. The in situ application of vibratory devices to superimpose
+he seismic vibratory loadings on the complex active device
to provide data for operability testing is acceptable when
application is justifiable,

i. The test program may be based upon selectively testing a
representative number of mechanical components according to
type, load level, size, and similar items on a prototype
basis.

J. Where a random vibration input motion is used, the
amplitudes of the excitations are controlled to provide a
test response spectrum which meets or exceeds the applicable
required response spectra.

2. Seismic design adequacy of supports conforms to the following:

a. Analyses or tests are performed for all supports of
electrical and mechanical equipment and instrumentation to
ensure their structural capability to withstand seismic
excitation.

!

.
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In accordance with the intent of IEEE 344-1975, if supports
are similar and justified as such, or if based on
engineering investigation, the worst case support is chosen
from a group of supports to be qualified and is justified,
only one of the similar supports or the worst case support
requires a complete dynamic seismic analysis or full scale
test, or a combination of both,

Justificaticn of this procedure is based upon comparison
~

analysis or past experience that the supports to be
qualified are similar or that the worst case has been
chosen. Upon such justification and dynamic analysis or
full scale testing, or a combination of both, of the similar
or worst case support, the group of supports being
investigated is accepted as seismically qualified.

b. The analytical results include the following:

1) The required input motions to the mounted equipment are

obtained and characterized in the manner stated in item
1.b of this subsection.

2) The combined stresses of the support structures are
within the limits of the ASME B&PV Code, Section !!!,
Division 1, Subsection NF, Component Support
Structures, or other comparable stress limits,

c. Supports are tested with equipment installed, if the
equipment is inoperative during the support test, the
response at the equipment mounting locations is monitored

and characterized in the manner stated in item 1.b. In such
a case, equipment is tested separately and the actual input
to the equipment is made more conservative in amplitude and
frequency content than the monitored response.

.
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d. The requirements of items 1.b, 1.d, 1.e, 1.f, and 1.g are
applicable when tests are conducted on the equipment
supports.

Equipment, when under test, is mounted in a manner that simulates the

intended service mounting in its operating condition.

When sinusoidal beat input motion is applicable as per Items 1.e.1),
1.e.2), and 1.e.3), testing is normally performed in two phases as
follows:

1. Phase 1 consists of a low-amplitude continuous sweep frequency
search, with a sinusoidal steady-state input of at least 0.2g
over a minimum frequency range of 1.0 to 33 Hz in order to
determine potential resonant regions.

2. Phase 2 consists of sinusoidal beat testing at resonant
frequencies determined in Phase 1 with amplitudes correlated to
the maximum acceleration of the equipment support. In addition
to sinusoidal beat testing at the known resonant frequencies, the
test is also performed at a number of preselected frequencies in
the 1.0 to 33 Hz band. This ensures that any shifts in resonant
frequencies caused by nonlinear effects are adequately evaluated.

A sinusoidal beat consists of 10 cycles at the frequency being
tested with amplitudes of each cycle varying as a sine function
from zero to a maximum at the fifth cycle and then decreasing to
zero at the tenth cycle. The maximum sine beat amplitude is made
to correspond to the maximum zero period SSE acceleration of the
structure at the appropriate floor.

A test at any frequency consists of five beats with a pause
between beats of approximately two set or more, as required to
ensure no superposition of motion.

.
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Sinusoidal steady-state testing at resonant frequencies rather
than sinusoidal beat testing is performed at the option of the
equipment supplier.

When sinusoidal beat testing or sinusoidal steady-state testing
is used, the equipment is subjected to the input motion for at
least the entire duration of an earthquake of 30 sec.

All tests are performed independently for each of the two
horizontal directions and the vertical direction. Three-axes
simultaneous testing is also required. Satisfactory alternatives
as recommended in Section 6.6.6 of IEEE 344-1975, Recomended

Practices for Seismic Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations, are allowed where three-axis
testing is impractical.

Equipment when under test is required to demonstrate a capability
to perform its intended function, and sufficient monitoring
equipment is used to evaluate performance during test.

Other test procedures proposed by equipment suppliers equivalent |66
to the methods described previously are reviewed by TV Electric or |
its engineering services contractor, and used for seismic

|

qualification of equipment when formally approved by TV Electric |
or its engineering services contractor.

|
i

The equipment supplier is required to docurent his previous
experience in analysis or testing of seismic Category I equipment
similar in nature to that being provided,

i

The equipment supplier is required to furnish documentation to
demonstrate that the equipment meets the seismic design criteria
established in the specification in both performance and
structural integrity.

hj
,
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If proof of performance is obtained by analytical means, the
equipment supplier is required to present documentation in a
step-by-step form which is readily auditable by persons skilled
in such analyses.

If proof of performance is obtained by testing, the test data include
detailed information on the followin;

1. Equipment identification

2. Test facility (including location)

3. Test equipment

4. Test method

5. Test data (includi'g unsuccessful test of components and
subsequent remedial measures)

6. Results and conclusions

7. Attestation

3.7B.2.1.4 Differential Seismic. Movement of Interconnected
Components

The seismic analysis of seismic Category I subsystems and equipment
subjected to differential support motion is performed in three parts
using lumped mass mathematical models as follows:

1. Modal response spectrum analysis is performed for all three
principal orthogonal directions of support motion for each
direction of ground excitation using appropriate instructure

response spectra constructed on the basis of superimposing the
spec,tra for all support points and enveloping them as stated in

'
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Subsection 3.78.2.5. The analysis of these subsystems or
components follows the same considerations as those described in

Subsection 3.78.2.1 for seismic Category I structures. The

vertical analysis is combined with both horizontals, according to
the statement in Subsection 3.78.2.1.2, to produce basic dynamic
loading conditions.

2. The same multimass lumped parameter model is subjected to a

stress analysis due to differential displacements of the support
points. The displacements used are consistent with the

directions of structural excitation being considered in the
spectrum analysis. This results in basic differential
displacement loading conditions.

3. The results obtained from the spectrum analysis and differential
displacement analysis are then combined directly. The effects of
these loading conditions on the components and the supporting
structures are determined.

3.78.2.1.5 Stress and Deformation Criteria

The maximum horizontal ground accelerations are 6 and 12 percent of
gravity for OBE and SSE, respectively. The maximum vertical ground
accelerations are equal to two-thirds of the horizontal. Horizontal
and vertical ground motions are assumed to act simultaneously.
Horizontal ground response spectra for the SSE are shown on Figure
3.7B-1.

Primary steady-state stresses including the effects of the normal
operating loads plus the OBE loads are maintained well within the
elastic limit of the material affected.

.

'
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For systems and equipment, self-limiting secondary stresses may exceed
allowable primary stress to the extent permitted by the appropriate
codes. For the OBE, the equipment function is performed without
permanent deformation.

Primary steady-state stresses, including the effects of the normal
operating loads plus the SSE loads, are limited to prevent loss of

66 | function of the equipment. For the purpose of calculation, the no-
| loss-of-function stresses are limited to 90 percent of the yield
|strengthofthematerial,exceptwhenvalidplasticanalysis
|demonstratesstructuralintegrityorwhenthestresslimitsare
| specifically controlled by an applicable code or standard as comitted
| to by CPSES for example, see Section 3.98. Local, self-limiting,

secondary stresses may exceed yield stress levels to the extent set
forth in the appropriate design standards and codes. |

Deformations resulting from the combined influence of normal operating
loads and the loads from the SSE are investigated to verify that they
do not impair the functional performance required for a safe and
orderly shutdown of the plant.

For fatigue analysis required by some codes, the number of expected
earthquakes, the duration of strong motion vibration, and the number
of cycles the equipment or system is exposed to are evaluated for the
OBE, and specified as 600 load cycles.

Because the earthquake transients are part of mechanical loading
conditions, the origin of their determination is separate and distinct
from those transients which result from fluid pressure and
temperature.

'

Therefore, the superposition of the earthquake cycles on
' the fluid pressure and thermal transients is not considered.

.
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3.78.2.1.6 Descriptions uf Mathematical Models

- The mathematical models used for the dynamic analysis of the major
structures are described as,follows:

1. Model for Containment and Internal Structures
.

The mathematical model for the Containment and Internal Structures 4

consists of lumped masses, elastic properties, and viscous
dashpots in discrete parts. The number of masses and associated
degrees of freedom is kept to a minimum to reduce unnecessary
complexity.

Plan and elevation views of the Containment and Internal ,

Structures are shown on Figures 3.78-23 and 3.72-24. The

corresponding mathematical models are shown on figure 3.78-34. '

The coordinates of the lumped masses are listed in Table 3.78-9.

The values of the masses and mass moments of inertia associated *

with the lumped masses of the structures and foundation are
presented in Table 3.78-14. The degrees of freedom assigned to
the lumped masses of the structures are identified in Table 3.78-
19.

The dome and the cylinder of the Containment Structure are ;

; simulated by five masses. The Internal Structure, made up of
concrete walls, columns, slabs, and beams, is represented by,

three masses lumped at floor levels. The mat is simulated by a
single mass. Each mass is assumed to have six dynamic degrees of

i freedom, namely, three translations in the three orthogonal
principal directions and three rotations about these three axes.

>

>

Two parametric analyses are performed for the Containment

Structure where the full thickness (uneracked) and the half ;

thickness (cracked) of the cylindrical wall are considered to be
i effective. !

ht
3.78-23
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Foundation-structure interaction, such as the foundation spring
constants, damping ratios associated with each foundation spring,
and effective masses of the foundation material, is based on the
theory of a circular base resting on elastic half space as
described in Subsection 3.78.2.4 [1], [2], [23), [32), [37].
These values are determined for all six degrees of freedom of the
global orthogonal system. The effect of the embedment is also
evaluated. Estimated values, upper bound values, and lower bound
values of foundation spring constants used in the parametric
analyses described in Subsection 3.78.2.4 are presented in Table ~

3.78-24.

The stiffness or the flexibility matrices of the Containment
Structure and Internal Structure are generated using suitable
computer programs based on finite element techniques. The

Containment Structure wall and dome and Internal Structure walls,
columns, and floors are modeled with finite elements. The

stiffness matrix which corresponds to the finite element model is
then reduced to the number of dynamic degrees of freedom required
forthedynamicanalysis[3],[23),[30],[38].

Past experience shows that the mathematical model described

previously conservatively predicts the dynamic behavior of the
actual structure subjected to seismic disturbances.

68 |2. Models for the Safeguards Building, Electrical and Auxiliary
| Buildings, Fuel Building, Service Water intake Structure and
| Category 1 Tanks.

68 | The mathematical models for these structures are comprised of

| lumped masses, elastic properties, and dashpots in discrete
| parts.
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The locations of the mass points are chosen at floor levels and
points considered of critical interest, such as equipment support
levels. Because the structures cannot be considered symmetrical
and the torsional modes of vibration can be excited by ground
motions, each mass is assumed to have six degrees of freedom,
namely, three translations in the orthogonal principal directions
and three rotations about the three principal axes which account
for the torsional and rocking modes of vibration.

Plan and elevation views of the Safeguards Building, Electrical
and Auxiliary Buildings, Fuel Building, and Service Water Intake
Structure are shown on Figures 3.78-25 through 3.78-33. The

corresponding mathematical models are shown on Figures 3.78-35
through 3.78-38. The coordinates of the lumped masses are listed
in Tables 3.78-10 through 3.78-13. The values of the masses and
mass moments of inertia associated with the lumped masses of the

structure and foundation are presented in Tables 3.78-15 through
3.78-18. The degrees of freedom assigned to the lumped masses of

the structures are identified in Tables 3.78-20 through 3.78-23.

Foundation spring constants associated with three orthogonal |68
principal translations and two rocking motions about the two |
horizontal orthogonal axes are determined on the basis of a

|

rectangular or circular base resting on an elastic half space [1], |
1

(2),[23), [37) . Torsional foundation spring constants, damping I

ratios, and effective masses and rotary inertias for foundation
below the vibrating mat associated with the foundation springs
are determined on the basis of the equivalent radius for the
rectangular base of dimensions 2c by 2d using the theory of the
elastic half space for a circular footing according to Subsection
3.78.2.4(1),[2],[23),(32),[37]. The effects of the
embedment of the structures are evaluated and taken into
consideration in the analysis. Values of foundation spring | 68
constants used in the parametric analyses described in Subsection |
3.78. 2.4 are presented in Tables 3.78-25 through 3.78-29. |

j j
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68 | The stiffness matrices of the buildings are generated using
| suitable computer programs based on finite element techniques or
| on stiffness properties calculated for the structural elements
| between lumped mass elevations. For unsymmetric structures the

stiffness matrices include the effects of torsional rigidities of
shear wall assemblies between floors. The stiffness matrices
obtained for finite element models are reduced to conform to the
number of degrees-of-freedom of the dynamic models which are used
in the dynamic analysis [3], (23),[30),[38).

3.78.2.2 Natural Frequencies and Response loads

68 j The natural frequencies and modal participation factors for all modes
| resulting from the parametric analyses of representative seismic
| Category I stiuctures are presented in Tables 3.78-30 through 3.78-
|45. Response loads for these structures obtained by the square root

of the sum of the squares method (SRSS) are summarized in Tables
3.78-46 through 3.78-50 in the form of modal accelerations.

For comparison, envelope values of time history analysis results for
| the Electrical and Auxiliary Buildings and for the Fuel Building are
I presented in Tables 3.78-51 and 3.78-52.
|

Seismic loads used for the design of seismic Category I structures are
obtained by multiplying the response accelerations with the
appropriate masses.

Response spectra at all floors are developed for all seismic Category
I structures as indicated in Subsection 3.78.2.5.

3.78.2.3 Procedure Used for Modeling

The structures and their contents possess mass which contributes to
the inertia loading of the structure. The complexity of the spatial

.
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distribution makes it necessary to concentrate the mass at
characteristic points or nodes. These points are selected so that
they coincide with concentrations of mass, e.g., at the floors, or

:

with locations which are important for stiffness. In some instances. -

the nodes are selected at intermediate points of structures and
equipment that can be regarded as being of uniform construction. This
discretization into characteristic points permits a more accurate
prediction of the dynamic behavior of actual structures and equipment.

At each node, the structure or system is given six degrees of freedom
(three translation components and three rotation components).

No simplifications aimed at reducing the total number of degrees-of-
freedom considered in the analysis are made. All six degrees-of- t

freedom of each node are treated as generalized displacements for alli

seismic Category I structures.
i

h

The idealization of the mass is performed on the basis of relative-

displacements. If the horizontal cross-section of the structural,

component, for example, does not deform significantly, and the
contents undergo essentially the same displacement as the structure, ;

all mass in a given place can be represented by a point mass placed at I
the centroid,

it is not feasible to formulate a mathematical model which would
include, in addition to the primary structure, all of the equipment,
piping systems, and other lightweight structures. These subsystems,

j are therefore uncoupled from the primary structures and are analyzed
by the response spectrum approach procedure. in order to use the,

spectrum analysis for secondary systems, floor response spectra are
developed as described in Subsection 3.78.2.5.!

;

I0130.9
The criteria employed for system / subsystem decoupling are consistent |2
with the provisions of USNRC Standard Review Plan, Subsection 3.7.2, |

| .

! ,

i
!
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2 | June 1975. They are based on the mass ratio, Rm of the supported
| subsystem mass to the corresponding support mass, and the frequency
| ratio, Rf of the supported subsystem fundamental frequency to the'

|correspondingsupportingsystemdominantfrequencysuchthats t

Q130.9 |

2 |1. If Rm < 0.01, decoupling can be done for any Rf
0130.9 |

2 |2. If 0.01 < Rm < 0.1, decoupling can be done if Rf < 0.8 or Rf
| > 1.25

>

0130.9 |

2 | 3. If Rm > 0.1, an approximate model of the subsystem should be
| included in the primary system model.

Q130.9 |

2 |where:
1

0130.9 |

2 | Rm Total mass of supported subsystem |
=

,

68 | Mass of supporting structure
,

0130.9 |

2 | Rf Fundamental frequency of the supported system=

2 | Frequency of the dominant support motion

'
;

The floor response spectra are generated using the mathematical models
which consist of the lumped masses computed from tributary structure
dead loads, a port'on of live loads, and fixed equipment loads. In

some cases, the uncoupled mathematical models, with lumped masses
representing the equipment, include the effective masses and
flexibility of the supporting structure.

t

3.78.2.4 Soil-Structure Interaction

The mathematical model for performing the dynamic analysis of seismic
Category I structures supported on the ground is comprised of lumped
masses and elastic properties in discrete parts. Because these !

structures are founded on sound bedrock (Glen Rose Limestone) with

.
;

ADMNCE COPY
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shear wave velocities of 5500 to 6000 ft/sec, the foundation-structure
interaction is evaluated using the conventional elastic half-space
theory in accordance with References [1], (2), [23], (32), and (37).
The justification for the use of this theory is based on the fact that
sound bedrock is much closer to being a truly elastic material than
any other common foundation material. Using the half-space theory,
founGation spring constants with associated effective masses of the
rock and damping ratios caused by radiation damping are determined.

Principles of radiation damping apply more correctly for this case
than for foundations on other materials. The radiation damping is
associated with the energy which is carried away from the immediate
vicinity of the foundation by stress waves. In addition to the
radiation damping, the internal damping is also determined. The

,

internal damping within the foundation material arises primarily
because of a nonlinear effect known as hysteresis; i.e., the stress-
strain relationship during unloading is not the same as that during
loading. The combined effects of radiation and internal damping are

evaluatedinaccordancewithReferences(32]and(37). However,

damping values used in the analysis are limited to a maximum of 10 '

percent associated with horizontal and vertical translational
foundation springs and five percent for rocking and torsional

;
foundation springs.

Because of the possible variations in measuring the properties of the | 52
foundation material, parametric studies are performed on the basis of

|

the best estimate as well as the upper and lower bound estimates of
|

the foundation spring constants with the exception of the Fuel
|

Building and Service Water intake Structure where only lower bound and |
upper bound values are used. The range of foundation spring |
constants considered in the parametric studies accounts for the
variations in the properties of the foundation material encountered at !

the site, as well as the anticipated variations in measuring these
properties. These variations are considered to be 10 percent in
measuring the mass density and 15 percent in measuring the shear-wave

Ivelocity.
<

(
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3.78.2.4.1 Evaluation of Soil-Structure Interaction
Parameters

The foundation-structure interaction in the mathematical models
represented by foundation spring constants, associated damping
factors, and effective foundation material masses and rotary inertias
(in general, corresponding to all six degrees-of-freedom) is evaluated
from the theory of a rigid base resting on an elastic half space in
accordance with References [1], [2], [23], [32], and (37]. The

solutionofthisproblemwasoriginallygivenbyBoussinesq[8].

Based on the preceding theory, the foundation spring constants are
obtained from Tables 3.7B-5 and 3.78-6 in conjunction with figure
3.78-39 for rigid circular and rectangular bases resting on the
surface of an elastic half-space. An approximate evaluation is made
by using an equivalent circular base having the same second moment
about its centroidal axis for the contact area. On this basis, the
equivalent radius for the rectangular base of dimensions 2c by 2d is
determined by the following equation:

,

8cd(c#+d ) (3.7B 1)
#

4r =

o 3"

The determination of radiation damping (see Table 3.78-7),
occasionally called geometric damping, caused by foundation structure
interaction is also based on vibrations of a rigid circula.* base on
the elastic half-space.

The internal damping caused by energy loss during stress reversals is
evaluated on an empirical basis.

4

e

1

1 1 h,
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Combined effects of radiation and internal damping are taken into
,

account by direct addition of the two values of damping. For
'

rotational motions, the radiation damping is low, and the internal
damping can be a significant part of the total damping. However, for
translational motions, radiation damping is much greater than internal
damping.

,

There are practical reasons why the damping shown by the theory may
not be realistic in actual mass foundation systems. Therefore,
damping values that are used in the dynamic analysis are limited to
the maximum values set forth in Subsection 3.78.2.4.

The effective masses and rotary inertias of the foundation material
s

are estimated on the basis of the theory for the elastic half-space.

Effective mass and mass moment of inertia for foundation material
below a vibrating footing are estimated from the following formulas:

3!4
eff **c*r (3.78-2)

*

n

and
,

5

Ieff = 6 c r (3.78-3)0 ,

where;

4

|

|

|

!
s

k hbh
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M,ff denotes the effective mass of the foundation material,

leff is the effective rotary inertia of the foundation
material,

o is the mass density of the. foundation material.

= and 8 are the coefficients given by theory and shown in Table
3.78-8[2].

For rectangular footings of dimensions 2c by 2d, the equivalent radii
are obtained for torsion from Equation 3.78-1 and for translation and
rocking from the following equations:

For translation:

4f (3.78-4)r =
g

For rocking:

316cd
g '= 4r (3.78-5)

,

68 |Thevaluesofeffectivefoundationmassesandmassmomentsofinertia .

| determined for representative seismic Category I structures are
,

|presentedinTables3.78-14through3.78-18. They are calculated
52 | based upon the assumption that the centers of gravity of the effective ~

| soil masses are located on the top of the soil at the centroid of the
isollmatcontactareas. These values are then added to the lumped
|masspointsrepresentingthebuildingfoundations. '

!
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Foundation embedment depths, including a description of the foundation '

medium and its properties, are given in Subsection 3.78.1.4.

The effect of embedment on foundation rigidities is also determined
approximately from the theory of elastic half-space. For example, the
torsional rigidity and the rigidity in horizontal translation are
determined on the basis of the assumption that the vertical contact
area, engaging the elastic half-space, is an imaginary area of
rectangular shape whose vertical dimension is twice that of the actual
contact area of embedment. The rigidities obtained by the foregoing

,

procedure are divided in half to account for the actual vertical
contact area of embedment.

The equations used for evaluating translational and rotational spring
constants for embedment are presented in Subsection 3.78.2.4.2.

.

The additional nomenclature used in Tables 3.78-5, 3.78-6, 3.78-7, and
3.78-8 is as follows:

E and G are the modulus of elasticity and the shear modulus of the
foundation material, respectively. Nu is the Poisson's ratio of the
foundation material.

1

The shear modulus is obtained from the field-measured, shear-wave
velocity C and mass density of the foundation material from the
equation

G=C 0 (3.7B-6)3

1

.

r
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The methods of determining the shear-wave velocity are discussed in
Section 2.5.4.4. Strains developed by these methods are in the order
of 10-5 to 10-3 percent. Based on the shear modulus of the
competent rock on which the structure is founded (8 x 105 lb/in2),
the estimated strains caused by a seismic event are of the same order
of magnitude. In this range of strains, the shear modulus of rock is
relatively independent of the strain levels.

68 |

52 | The analysis of all CPSES seismic Category I structures is based upon
|arigidmatapproach,andthespringconstantsofthefoundation
| material are determined by means of the formulas listed in Table 3.78-
| 5 and Table 3.78-6 and by means of the coefficients in Figure 3.78-
|39.

3.78.2.4.2 Effect of Embedment on Foundation Rigidities

The effect of the embedment on foundation rigidities is based on the
conservative assumption that there is no friction between the vertical

contact surfaces of the structures and the foundation medium.
Therefore, the effect of the embedment on vertical translational
rigidity and torsional rigidity, in the case of circular mats and
axisymmetric shells of revolution structures, is neglected. The

effect of the embedment on rocking rigidities, about the two
horizontal axes located at the base, is normally small and is also
neglected, unless a significant contribution to the total rocking
rigidities due to this cause is expected to play an important role in
the analysis and design.

The effect of the embedment on foundation torsional rigidity due to
the two opposite, vertical contact surfaces of a structure having a
rectangular shape is obtained, according to References (23] and [33],
from the following formula:

,

4

g
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(3.78-13)

f SY4hd
2k =

g i
where

h = the depth of the embedment
:

2d = the length of the contact surface

G = the rigidity modulus

v = the Poisson's ratio

St = the value given in Figure 3.78-39 for various values of d/h.

For example, for h = 20 ft and d = 100 ft, d/h = 5; this corresponds -

to 87 which equals 0.9 in Figure 3.78-39. Then, the foundation
~

torsional rigidity constant is:

k,=gfy 0.9 x 4 x 20 x 1002 = 720,000 gfy

'
This torsional rigidity is added to the torsional rigidity associated
with the other two opposite, vertical surfaces and the torsional
rigidity associated with the horizontal contact surface obtained in
accordance with Subsection 3.78.2.4.

t

The effect of the embedment on horizontal translational rigidity is
given by the following formula: i

fk iy S/hd
= '

n z
,

(3.78-14) .

l

.

1

1 it .i N$ 00
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where e is the value given in Figure 3.78-39 for various values of
d/h.

Taking the same example as for torsional rigidity, the following
,

horizontal translational rigidity constant is obtained for the value I

of S,= 2.5 resulting from Figure 3.78-39:

gj2 5 /20 x 100 = 112k =
y

This horizontal translational rigidity is added to the horizontal
translational rigidity corresponding to the horizontal contact surface
obtained as presented in Subsection 3.78.2.4.

,

A matter of practical interest is that the rigidities in torsion and
horizontal translation due to the effects of embedment, obtained on
the basis of the elastic half-space theory, are essentially in
agreement with the rigidities obtained using References (34) and (40)
when the sloping planes of the effective foundation zone are assumed
to slope at an angle of 30 degrees. It should be noted that these
values are also consistent for practical purposes with the values
obtained from Reference (7).

i

Where the effect of embedment on rocking rigidities plays an important '

role in the analysis and design of seismic Category I structures, ,

equipment, systems, and components, the rocking rigidity constants for
embedment are based on the conservative assumption that the side
pressure distribution is uniform due to horizontal load. In this
case, the horizontal translational spring constant k is obtainedx

from the formula presented in Table 3.78-6. Then, the rocking
rigidity constant due to two opposite vertical contact surfaces of the
embedment is obtained using Equation 3.78-9 of Subsection 3.78.2.4 as i

follows:
4

=h ,-5,hg2hd (3.7B-15)k, g

:
,
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where 8 is a value given in Figure 3.78-39 for various values of
2d/h.

,
,

For example, the rocking rigidity constant corresponding to a length
of embedment 2d = 200 ft and a depth of embedment h = 20 ft (F =

2
2.85) is:

0
k ., = 1, 2 85 x 400 /4.000 = 6000 1y

it should be noted that this value can be insignificant compared to
the rocking rigidity constant associated with the horizontal contact
surface of the base with dimensions 2c by 2d. For example, assume

that the width of the base mat is 2c = 100 ft (c/d = 0.5); then, the
rocking rigidity constant corresponding to the horizontal contact
surface is:

!

2
0 42 x 8 x 100 x 50 = 840,000 Ik ib ' 1-v 3y

This value is much larger than the value of rocking rigidity constant
obtained for the effect of embedment. Therefore, in this case, the ;

effect of the embedment on rocking rigidity is neglected.

In reality, the rocking rigidity constant for embedment is higher in
value than the one obtained here. Perhaps a more realistic value can
be obtained by assuming that the vertical contact surface of the
embedment with the depth h has a mirror image surface with the depth
of 2h. Then half of the value for rocking rigidity constant based on
the elastic half space theory seems to be more appropriate when the
ratio of the actual depth of embedment to the length of embedment is
less than unity. For example, using this approach, the following !

value for rocking rigidity constant for embedment is obtained:
, ,

f 2 xf=64,0001vk7 =iy 0 4 x 8 x 100 x 20

d

P M 83 \##;, '
'
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Incidentally, this value and the valGes obtained for the ratios of the
depth to the length of embedment less than one are in close agreement

i

with the values obtained on the basis of the approach to the problem ;
for cohesive soils as presented in References (39] and (40]. These ;

values also compare well for practical purposes with the ones obtained
usingformulationpresentedinReference(7].

f

68 | For the dynamic analysis of seismic Category I structures which have
| relatively shallow depths of embedment (such as the Safeguards, I

| Electrical and Auxiliary, and Fuel buildings), the effect of embedment
| on rotational foundation rigidities (torsion and rocking) is
| negligible. The Service Water intake Structure, which has a greater

depth of embedment, is analyzed by including the effects of embedment
in'both translational and rotational foundation rigidities on the
basis of the pressure distribution for a perfectly rigid base on an
elastic half-space.

3.78.2.5 Development of Floor Response Spectra

The methods of seismic analysis are covered in Subsection 3.78.2.1.
The response spectrum method for the development of instructure
response spectra is not used.

I i

instructure response spectra at selected locations of interest are
developed on the basis of computed' responses to an artificial time'

'

history input of ground motion. The time history of the simulated,

earthquake ground motion is developed to be compatible to the given
ground response spectra. Having established the time history of the
ground motion, the lumped mass mathematical models of seismic Category
I structures are analyzed and time histories at desired masses lumpedi

at floor levels or any other location of interest are generated. Once
the time history of the floor motion is obtained, the next step
consists of subjecting a single degree-of-freedom system with the

,

,

e

av . . .p O

.. - ;
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,

natural frequency range of interest and various damping ratios to the
floor time history motion. The maximum acceleration responses

,

obtained are then plotted as ordinates and the corresponding natural
periods of the single oscillators are plotted as abscissa. The i

envelope of maximum peaks is used for the construction of instructure
response spectra.

,

in constructing instructure response spectra, uncertainties inherent
to the analysis, such as the material properties of the foundation
material and the structures, damping values, soil structure !

interaction, approximations in the modeling techniques, and
computation of structure natural frequencies, are accounted for by
parametric variations incorporated into the analysis and by broadening
of the peaks of the resulting envelope response spectra as described
in Subsection 3.78.2.9.

The procedure of parametric variations consists of evaluating and
using in the dynamic analysis lower bound, best estimate, and upper

;

bound values for the foundation spring constants in the case of all
seismic Category I structures with the exception of the Fuel Building
and the Service Mater intake Structure where only lower bound and,

upper bound values are used, in addition, the analysis of the
Containment Building is performed for each set of foundation spring
constants by considering a cracked and an uncracked Containment wall,

j |68
,

Responses including translational and rotational effects are | 68 ;

calculated for each structure at each center of mass, and transferred |
'to the points farthest from the center of mass. Responses in each |

direction from each of the three directions of earthquake input are |

calculated separately, and resulting response 'pectra are combined by |
'

the square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS) method to calculate |
the total response. |

-

.

I

, , , , , . -
'
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44 | Typical refined response spectra at critical locations for floor
| elevation 852.5 ft. of the Safeguards Building and corresponding to
|2-percentequipmentdampingandSSEintensityareshownonFigure

,

|3.78-50A. Curves Ax, Ay, and Az represent the spectra in the X, Y,
| and 2 directions for the combined effect of the three simultaneous
| earthquakes. The coupling effects of the nonsymetric structure are
| included.

68 | -

For certain special subsystems such as the RCL subsystem, response ,

spectra at the exact locations of the subsystems considered (e.g., at
the steam generatcr support or the reactor nozzle) are developed as

follows: Floor time histories for the three translational and three
rotational degrees-of-freedom and for each earthquake excitation (5SE
and OBE) are derived at the nodes corresponding to the floors which
contain the selected locations. Response spectra are developed at
these nodes by subjecting a single-degree-of-freedom system with the
natural frequency range of iaterest and various damping ratios to the
floor time history motions obtained. The response spectra at the
selected points are then developed by rigid body transformations.

Figures 3.7B-51, 3.78-52, and 3.78-53 represent the response spectra !

of translational accelerations in three orthogonal directions at the
-

location of the outermost support of the steam generator for two
percent equipment damping and for SSE excitations in X, Y, and Z,

directions, respectively.

|

3.78.2.6 Three Components of Earthquake Motion

The three orthogonal components of the design earthquake motion are
assumed to act simultaneously. The combined responses (shears,

4

J

4
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moments, ieflections, and so forth) of structures, components, and
elements to the simultaneous application of the two horizontal and one
vertical ground excitations are obtained by means of the SRSS method
because it is considered unlikely that the peak values of the
responses from ground excitations in different directions can
coincide. This procedure is in conformance with the recommendations
of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.92.

3.78.2.7 Combination of Modal Responses

When the response spectrum concept of analysis is used, only the
maximum modal responses are known and the phasing of modes cannct be
determined as in the time history analysis. Therefore, the total
response at a point in the multi-degree-of-freedom system can only be
approximated. The maximum modal responses are normally combined by
SRSS, by absolute sum, or by combinations thereof.

The method of combining maximum modal responses is not

straightforward. When frequencies of the modes are closely spaced |66
(differences of 10 percent in frequency of the lower mode), the |

absolute sum procedure of combining the responses in these modes is |
used.

|

When the absolute sum procedure for combining some of the modal

responses is used, the total maximum response is obtained by treating
the responses resulting from the absolute sum as pseudomodal responses
and combining them with all other modal responses in an SRSS manner.

This procedure conforms to the recommendations of NRC Regulatory Guide
1,92. When additional conservatism is desired, the total maximum

response is obtained by adding the values of the responses resulting
from the absolute sum to the SRSS value of the rest of the modal
responses.

.
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3.78.2.8 Interaction of Non-Category I Structures
with Seismic Category I Structures

|

A number of structures such as th7 Turbine Building, the Switchgear
Buildings, the Circulating Water Intake and Discharge Structures, the
Maintenance Building, and the Administration Building are designated
as non-Category I.

The only non-Category I structures which are adjacent to any seismic
Category I structure are the Turbine Building and the Switchgear
Buildings. These strut.tures do not share a common mat with the
adjacent seismic Category I structure, and all structures are founded
on firm rock. Therefore, there is no possible interaction of non-
Category I structures with seismic Category I structures resulting
from seismic motion. Sufficient space is provided between the Turbine
and Switchgear Buildings and the adjacent seismic Category I structure
so as to prevent contact because of deformations occurring in the
structures during a seismic event.

The possibility of structural failure during a seismic event is
considered for the Turbine Building. Structural failure in the
direction of the adjacent seismic Category I structure is prevented by
anchoring the Turbine Building to the turbine generator pedestals.
The Switchgear Buildings are design to withstand a seismic event equal
to the SSL.

54 | Non-Category I equipment and components located in seismic Category I
| buildings are investigated by analysis or testing, or both, to ensure
| that under the prescribed earthquake loading, structural integrity is
| maintained, or the non-Category I equipment and components do not

| adversely affect the integrity or operability, or both, of any

f.Y,$$E
~~
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designated seismic Category I structure, equipment, or component to | 54
the extent that these seismic Category I items cannot perform their |

required functions. |

3.78.2.9 Effects of Parameter Variations on Floor
Response Spectra

The instructure response spectra are developed using the time history
of the instructure motion resulting from the ground motion time
history. The instructure response is evaluated by performing time
history modal analysis on a lumped-mass mathematical model which

simulates the structure and foundation-structure interaction. Because

of the uncertainties associated with the energy dissipation, the
variation in elastic properties of both structure and foundation, the
idealization of structure with lumped masses and elastic properties in
discrete parts, and the frequency content and amplitude modulation of
simulated ground motion, the free vibration characteristics and the
response of structures can only be approximately computed. Parametric
studies and conservative assumptions are made to take into account
these uncertainties in construction of instructure response spectra.

The amplifications at resonance peaks of the instructure response
spectra are generally not sensitive to frequency-shifting because the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the structure do not change
appreciably with small to moderate changes of mass or flexibility and
the amplification region of the free field is very wide at dominant
structure modes.

!

|

Oamping factors play an important role in determining ampiification of
the structure; the smaller the damping, the greater the amplification.
Therefore, the damping values are determined conscrvatively as
discussed and presented in Subsections 3.78.1.3, 3.78.2.4, and
3.78.2.15. The conservatism of the amplification is also reflected in | 68
the chosen artificial ground motion. |

|
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68 | The enveloping technique used for the construction of instructure
| response spectra consists of enveloping the maximum peaks. Since the
| frequencies of the structures can only be computed approximately
| because of the linear and nonlinear deformability, the energy
| dissipation, variation in elastic properties of both structure and
| foundation, and the idealization of structure with lumped masses and
| elastic properties in discrete parts, parametric studies are performed
| in order to take into account these effects for the construction of
|instructureresponsespectra. These effects result in the shifting
| of the resonance peaks of the instructure response spectra. The

|peaksarewidenedbyatleast10percentoftheresonancefrequencies
|toaccountfortheseeffects. The widening exceeds 10 percent if the
| parametric studies indicate that such widening is necessary to achieve
|conservativeresults. These spectra are generated on the basis of an
|artificialtimehistorygroundmotionwithmaximumhorizontalground
I accelerations normalized to 12 and 6 percent of gravity for SSE and
| OBE, respectively, and maximum vertical ground accelerations
| normalized to 8 and 4 percent of gravity for SSE and OBE,
| respectively.

68 |Theprecedinganalysisareaccomplishedbyusingsuitablecomputer
| programs as presented in Section 3.7B(A) and in accordance with
| References [30], [31), [36], and [38].

3.78.2.10 Use of Constant Vertical Static Factors

Constant static factors such as vertical response loads for the
seismic design of seismic Category I structures, systems, and
components are not used. Instead, multimass dynamic analysis for both
horizontal and vertical directions of excitation is performed as
described in Subsection 3.79.2.1.

.
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3.78.2.11 Method Used to Account for Torsional Effects

The methods of seismic analysis of structures are presented in
Subsection 3.78.2.1. The torsional effects on structures depend on
the geometric configuration of the structure, the elastic properties
of the material of the structure, and the foundation structure
interaction.

Torsional effects in unsymmetric structures are induced primarily
because the centroids of masses which simulate floor slabs and
portions of the shear walls between the adjacent floors do not
coincide with the shear centers of the shear wall assemblies.

|68
A finite element computer program is used for the seismic Category I |68
structures except the Service Water Intake Structure and seismic |
Category I Tanks. The structure walls and floors are modeled with |
finite elements. The stiffness matrix corresponding to the finite
element medel is reduced to the number of dynamic degrees-of-freedom

required for the dynamic analysis in accordance with References [3),
[23], and [38). For the Service Water intake Structure and the 168
seismic Category I tanks, stiffness properties are calculated for the |

structural elements between lumped mass elevations using standard |
structural techniques. Static factors are not used nor are any other |

approximate methods used in lieu of a combined vertical, horizontal,
and torsional system dynamic analysis to account for torsional
accelerations in the seismic design of seismic Category I structures.

|

|

|
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For seismic Category I structures, the mathematical model is normally
composed of masses lumped at floor levels. Each mass is assumed to
have six degrees-of-freedom; namely, three translations in the three
orthogonal directions and three rotations about these axes which
account for the rotational modes of vibration. Torsional rigidities
of shear wall assemblies between the floors are determined and taken
into account in the analysis. Torsional spring constants of the
foundation, associated damping ratios, and effective inertia of the
foundation are determined on the basis presented in Subsection
3.78.2.4.

3.78.2.12 Comparison of Responses

The results of the response spectrum analysis are used for the design
of all seismic Category I structures. The procedure for combining
modal responses is presented in Subsection 3.78.2.7.

The time history method of analysis is used to generate time histories
of the instructure support motion at selected critical locations of
interest. The maximum responses attained from the time history
analysis are compared with the ones resulting from the spectrum
analysis. This comparison is used to check both analyses and to
verify the conservatism of the procedure for combining modal responses
in the spectrum analysis. Responses at selected points in the seismic
Category I structures resulting from both response spectrum concept
and the time history analysis are listed in Tables 3.78-46 through
3.78-52.

3.78.2.13 Methods for Seismic Analysis of Dams

The Safe Shutdown Impoundment (SSI) Dam impounds water which serves as

the ultimate heat sink for the power plant.

.
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The SSI Dam is analyzed using a two-dimensional finite element model

in which the dam is assumed to behave elastically and the elastic
continuum is modeled as an assemblage of discrete elements connected
at a set of common nodal' points [25]. The elastic properties are
selected based on predictions of the strain distribution in the dam
during an earthquake.

Hydro-dynamic forces are included, using one-dimensional elements to

model the water [26]. The effect of dam-foundation interaction is
studied by extending two-dimensional elements into the foundation.
Vertical as well as horizontal ground motion is considered.

The finite element representation yields the stiffness and mass
matrices for the structure. The resulting eigenvalue problem for
undamped free vibration is solved using conventional eigenvalue
techniques [27] to give the natural frequencies and mode shapes for
the dam. The mode shapes and spectral response curves are used in a

conventional modal superposition method of analysis in which damping
coefficients are. introduced into the various modes.

It should be noted that the main dam is not considered as a seismic
Category I structure. Therefore, no seismic analysis of the main dam
is performed.

3.78.2.14 Determination of Seismic Category I Structure
Overturning Moments

A description of the dynamic methods and procedures used to determine
seismic Category I structure overturning moments is provided in this
subsection. A description of the procedures used to account for
foundation reactions and vertical earthquake effects is also included.

ADME COPY
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All dynamic analyses performed for' seismic Category I structures are
based on the assumption that the structures can be simulated by
mathematical models corresponding to linear elastic lumped systems.

66 | A coefficient of stability Cst and an eccentricity e shown on Figure
| 3.78-40, which govern the evaluation of the dynamic contribution to
|thefoundationpressurebeneaththebase,aredetermined.

60 | The degree of stability is dependent on the coefficient of stability
| Cst,whichisdefinedastheratiooftheresistingmomenttothe
| overturning moment taken about the extreme point A of the foundation
| (see Figure 3.78-40) as expressed in the following equation:

(3.7B-22)C =
st

o

where

W the weight of the entire structure=

the horizontal distance from the center of gravity ofa =

the entire structure to the point of rotation designated
as A on Figure 3.78-40

M the total overturning moment about point A induced by=
o

seismic disturbances.

The overturning moment in each significant structure mode is given as:

N N N
N E M
i =n=1 i,n +n=1"i.n *E Y X

n i.n n (3.78-23)
n=1
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where

N the total number of nodes in the dynamic model of the=

structure

M ,n = the modal inertia moment at each nodei

H .n = the horizontal modal inertia force at each nodei

V ,n = the vertical modal inertia force at each nodei

X n the horizontal distances from the lines of action of the=

vertical inertia forces to the point of rotation A

Y n the vertical distances from the lines of action of the=

horizontal inertia forces to the point of rotation A

|Q130.11
The total overturning moment Mo in the stability Equation 3.78-22 is

obtained from the combined effect of all dominant structure modes.
The modal overturning moments for each direction of ground excitation
are combined, as discussed in Subsection 3.78.2.7. The combined |2
overturning moments resulting from the vertical and the two horizontal |
ground motions are calculated by the SRSS combination. In addition, |

the overturning moment resulting from the vertical ground motion is |

combined with the larger of the two overturning moments resulting from |
the two horizontal ground motions by absolute sum combination. Both |
results are compared and the stability of the structures is checked |
based upon the most critical of the two cases. For a conservative |
evaluation of stability against overturning, the vertical seismic |
forces acting on the seismic Category I systems are considered to act |
in an upward direction and thus combined with the lateral forces.

|

AnalternatemethodforcalculatingthetotaloverturningmomentMois|68
as follows:

|

h.L 'dibl bO
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68 |Horizontalandverticalinertiaforcesareobtainedbymultiplyingthe
|buildingmassateachstorylevelbythecorrespondingbuilding
| acceleration. The building acceleration used considers the three
| directions of earthquake motion, (i.e., the square root of the sum of
|thesquaresofthemaximumrepresentativeaccelerationsofthe
|codirectionalaccelerationscausedbyeachofthethreecomponentsof
|earthquakemotion). The overturning moment due to horizontal inertia
|forcesisdeterminedbymultiplyingtheindividualhorizontalinertia
| force by the vertical distance from it's center of mass to the point
|ofrotation. Similarly, the overturning moment due to vertical
| inertia is found by multiplying the individual vertical inertia force
| by the horizontal distance from its center of mass to the point of
| rotation. The total overturning for the structure, in a particular
| direction, is found by summing the individual overturning moments due
|tothehorizontalinertiaforceinthecorrespondingdirectionandthe
| overturning moment due to the vertical inertia force.

The criteria used to select an acceptable structural configuration are
as follows:

1. The stability coefficient Cst is not less than 1.10 for the SSE.

2. Maximum static and dynamic foundation pressures remain within the
allowable ultimate capacity.

To calculate dynamic foundation pressures, the resultant reaction R
and the eccentricity e shown on Figure 3.78-40 are first detennined.
The resultant reaction is a function of the weight of the entire
structure and the total vertical seismic load. The total vertical
seismic load is determined by the combined effects of all dominant
structure modes induced by horizontal and vertical seismic
excitations; i.e., the resultant modal vertical earthquake loads for

'

each direction of ground motion and the simultaneous effect of three
earthquakes are combined as discussed in Subsection 3.78.2.7.

68 |

ADWiH COPY
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TABLE 3.78-1

DAMPING VALUES

Damping, Percent Critical l
item, Equipment, or Structure OBE SSE

Equipment 2 3 |68
|68

Welded steel structures 2 4
,

Bolted steel structures 4 7

Reinforced concrete structures 4 7

Piping 2 variable j68

1 NRC Regulatory Guide 1.61

2 DampingusedinpipinganalysisisasspecifiedinCodeCaseN-|68
411 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure vessel Code. |

|68

:
,
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TABLE 3.78-2

(Sheet 1 of 2)

METHODS OF SEISMIC ANALYSIS USED FOR

SEISMIC CATEGORY I STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

Structure Response Modal
System, or Equivalent Sepctrum Analysis
Component Static load Analysis Time History Remarks

1. Structures

Containment and X X X

internal structures

Safeguards Building X X X

Electrical and X X X

Auxiliary Building

fuel Building X X X
,

Condensate storage X X X |68
tank

RWST X X X | 68

Reactor makeup X X X |68
Water storage tank

Service Water X X X

Intake Structure

F

D
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TABLE 3.7B-2

(Sheet 2)

METHODS OF SEISMIC ANALYSIS USED FOR

SEISMIC CATEGORY I STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

Structure Response Modal
System, or Equivalent Sepctrum Analysis
Component Static Load Analysis Time History Remarks

2. Mechanical
.

Components and Systems

Westinghouse equipment See Section
.

3.7N

Other equipment X X

3. Electrical
Components and Systems

Westinghouse equipment See Section

3.7N

Other equipment X X

4

4

~
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TABLE 3.78-13

SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE

MASS POINT N0DAL C0 ORDINATES

Mass X Y Z

Point (ft) (ft) (ft)

1 29.65 0 54.86 |68
2 21.91 20 60.81 | 68
25 21.92 41 55.56 |68
3 19.96 62 53.36 |68 .

|68

NOTES: a. The origin of coordinates is at elevation 776 ft 0 in. |68
b. For orientation of coordinate axes, see Figure 3.78-32
c. For structure dynamic model showing the mass point

numbers, see Figure 3.78-38.

,
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TABLE 3.78-18

SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE

MASS POINT MASS DATA

Mass Mass Moment of Inertia
(kip-sec2/ft) (kip-sec2/ft)

Mass
,

Point Mx My Mz Ix Iy Iz
!

l 736 1446 736 1.964 x 106 1.308 x 106 5.79 x 105 | 68
I 2 280 280 280 3.59 x 105 4,g7 x 105 1.08 x 105 |68
; 25 98 98 98 1.57 x 105 1.83 x 105 .335 x 105 j 68

3 89 89 89 0.99 x 105 1.21 x 105 .25 x 105 |68

.

. NOTES:
!
i a. Mass 1 includes the equivalent soil mass. | 68

b. The origin of coordinates is at elevation 776 f t, 0 in. For orientation of coordinate | 68
axes, see figure 3.78-32.

For structure dynamic model showing the mass point numbers, see Figure 3.78-38.c.

.
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TABLE 3.78-23

SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE DEGREES OF FREEDOM

Degree

Mass of
Point Freedom Direction of Motion

1 1 Translation X

1 2 Translation Y

l 3 Translation Z

l 4 Rotation 0x
1 5 Rotation ey
1 6 Rotation 0z
2 7 Translation X

2 8 Translation Y

2 9 Translation Z

2 10 Rotation ex
2 11 Rotation ey
2 12 Rotation e z
25 13 Translation x |68
25 14 Translation Y | 68
25 15 Translation Z | 68
25 16 Rotation 0x |68
25 17 Rotation ey |68
25 18 Rotation e z |68
3 19 Translation x |68
3 20 Translation Y | 68
3 21 Translation Z |68
3 22 Rotation 0x | 68
3 23 Rotation 0y | 68
3 24 Rotation e z |68

NOTES:

a. The origin of coordinates is at elevation 776 ft 0 in. |68
b. For orientation of coordinate axes, see Figure 3.78-32.
c. For structure dynamic model showing the mass point numbers, see

Figure 3.78-38.

ADVANCECDP.Y
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TABLE 3.78-29

SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE

FOUNDATION SPRING CONSTANTS

Direction Upper Bound Lower Bound |68

Translation |68
along X axis 5.21 x 107 2.60 x 107 |68
(kip /ft) |68

Translation |68
along Y axis 4.14 x 107 2.07 x 107 |68
(kip /ft) |68

Translation |68
along Z axis 5.21 x 107 2.60 x 107 |68
(kip /ft) |68

Rotation |68
along X axis 1.28 x 1011 0.64 x 1011 |58
(kip-ft/ rad) |68

Rotation |68
along Y axis 1.94 x 1011 0.97 x 1011 |68|

(kip-ft/ rad) | 68

Rotation | 68
along Z axis 7.72 x 1010 3.86 x 1010 |68

'

(kip-ft/ rad) |68

NOTES:

a. The origin of coordinates is at elevation 776 ft 0 in. |68
b. For orientation of coordinate axes, see Figure 3.78-32.
c. Spring constants include embedment effects. | 68

*
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TABLE 3.7Bc44

SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE

MODAL FREQUENCIES AND PARTICIPATION FACTORS

LOWER BOUND. SSE

Participation Factors
Frequency

0 Mode (Hz) X-Earthquake Y-Earthquake Z-Earthquake

1 11.313 -21.293 -1.791 .213 l 68
2 14.626 .5070001 3.043 -25.66 |68
3 16.241 -1.043 47.581 1.991 |68
4 17.707 -3.707 .337 2.373 | 68
5 23.975 -28.005 .264 .01 1 68
6 24.767 .155 .998 -22.391 |68
7 29.819 .363 .288 13.161 |68
8 33.756 -3.922 -2.451 .89 |68,

9 34.974 -9.597 .324 -1.413 |68
10 35.444 -3.913 -1.371 1.243 |68
11 41.936 -1.891 .861 8.776 |68
12 43.327 -3.692 2.796 -2.289 |68 ,

13 46.842 -4.94 .888 .158 |68
14 49.277 -1.391 .141 -3.584 |68
15 52.073 -1.658 .116 .915 | 68
16 54.557 .759 .269 .205 |68
17 57.317 -1.173 .076 382 |68
18 59.172 .04 .063 .677 |68

.
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TABLE 3.7B-45

SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE

MODAL FREQUENCIES AND PARTICIPATION FACTORS

UPPER BOUND, SSE

Participation Factors

Frequency

Mode (Hz) X-Earthquake Y-Earthquake Z-Earthquake

1 11.808 -19.204 .995 .186 |68
2 16.07 .466 1.042 -23.067 |68
3 18.161 -2.899 .288 2.952 |68
4 22.329 .714 47.003 1.004 |68
5 27.753 -23.194 .41 .318 |68
6 31.033 .3 -1.656 21.343 |68
7 35.528 -3.489 .61 -5.757 |68
8 35.606 -4.602 2.56 6.371 |68
9 39.008 -10.54 1.926 -1.433 | 68

10 41.556 -8.903 -7.544 .517 |68
11 47.207 -10.72 3.002 6.139 |68 !

12 47.285 -3.796 1.4 -14.066 |68
13 51.626 -12.732 .8 .785 |68
14 52.885 -1.152 052 -11.36 | 68 ;

15 55.16 .838 .038 .066 |68
16 59.357 .354 .197 2.053 |68
17 61.053 -3.046 .465 .466 |68
18 66.59 -1.022 .073 .668 |68

6
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TABLE 3.7B-50

SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE

SRSS ACCELERATIONS FOR SSE

FROM RESPONSE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

UPPER BOUND S0IL CASE | 68
Degree

of
Freedomi X-Earthquake 2 Y-Earthquake 2 Z-Earthquake 2

1 2.19 0.41 0.75 | 68
2 0.52 4.16 0.32 | 68
3 0.75 0.25 2.01 |68
4 0.0136 0.0050 0.0317 |68
5 0.0105 0.0019 0.0049 |68
6 0.0285 0.0127 0.0187 |68
7 4.74 0.33 0.85 | 68
8 0.32 5.18 0.36 |68
9 0.68 0.41 4.26 |68

10 0.0127 0.0095 0.0447 |68
11 0.0577 0.0120 0.0237 |68
12 0.0588 0.0282 0.0340 | 68
13 7.98 1.14 2.28 | 68
14 2.09 6.58 1.25 |68
15 1.08 0.60 7.29 |68
16 0.0302 0.0128 0.0969 |68
17 0.0370 0.0033 0.0316 | 63
18 0.1745 0.0455 0.0748 | 68
19 12.00 1.03 1.20 |68
20 3.05 7.40 2.04 |68
21 1.03 0.71 10.25 |68
22 0.0440 0.0165 0.1271 168
23 0.0776 0.0126 0.0472 1 68
24 0.2329 0.0571 0.0973 |68

1 Degrees of freedom are identified in Table 3.78-23 |68
! 2 Tabulated accelerations are in units of ft/sec./sec for |68

tran'sitional degrees of freedom and radians /sec./sec. for | 68
rotational degrees of freedom. | 68 ,
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3.8 DESIGN OF CATEGORY I STRUCTURES

i;

3.8.1 CONCRETE CONTAINMENT
,

3.8.1.1 Description of the Coritainment

,

3.8.1.1.1 General Description

The Reactor Containment structure is a fully continuous, steel-lined,
reinforced concrete structure. It consists of a vertical cylinder and
a hemispherical dome and is supported on an essentially flat '

foundation mat with a reactor cavity pit projection. The Containment
superstructure is independent of the adjacent interior and exterior
structures. Sufficient space is provided between the Coatainment and
the adjacent structures to prevent contact under all combinations of
loadings.

3.8.1.1.2 Dimensions of Containment4

j.

The dimensions of the Containment are as follows:
4

1. Inside diameter (10): 135 ft 0 in.

2. Height of cylinder (top of foundation mat to dome spring line):
195 ft 0 in.

:

3. Inside radius of hemispherical dome: 67 ft 6 in.
.

.

4. Thickness of cylindrical walls 4 ft 6 in.

5. Thickness of dome: 2 ft 6 in.
:.

s

[

.
.

P

1
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6. Foundation mat thickness: 12 ft 0 in.

7. Top of the foundation mat: approximately 4 ft 6 in, below grade

3.8.1.1.3 Containment function

The Containment structure is designed to serve the following
functions:

1. Provide vapor containment and limit the leakage from the
Containment following an accident within the Containment

{
2. Isolate the RCS frora postulated extreme environmental conditions,

including tornadoes and external missiles

3. Biological shielding

3.8.1.1.4 Arrangement of Main Reinforcing Steel

The principal reinforcement used in the mat, walls, and dome are No.
18 bars, made continuous at splices by the use of Cadneld mechanical
connectors produced by the Erico Corporation.

The reinforcing steel pattern in the cylinder wall consists of
vertical bars at each face, horizontal hoop bars at each face, and 45-
degree diagonal bars, in each direction, near the outside face. -

.

The foundation mat is reinforced with top and bottom layers' of bars
placed as shown on Figure 3.8-12.

The dome reinforcement consists of top and bottom meridional layers of '

'

rebars, extending from the vertical bars of the cylindrical wall and
top and bottom layers of circumferential hoop bars, as shown on
Figure 3.8-11.

.

8-2
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The meridional reinforcement terminated in the dome is anchored by the
use of a positive mechanical anchor, such as a bearing plate cadwelded
to the end of the bar, and satisfies the other anchorage requirements
in accordance with CC-3531.1.2 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

At penetration openings, reinforcing steel is generally curved around
the openings where practical, and supplemental bars are provided
around the opening as required. At large major penetrations such as
the personnel lock and the equipment hatch some of the wall

reinforcement is terminated at the opening by cadwelding steel plates
on the end of the bar. Additional reinforcing is provided around
these openings to carry stress concentrations and redistributions at
these discontinuities. For details, see Figures 3.8-13 and 3.8-14.

3.8.1.1.5 Steel Liner

The entire inside face of the Containment (mat, walls, and dome) is
lined with a continuous welded steel liner plate, ettached with
anchors to the reinforced concrete, to ensure a high degree of
leaktightness. The thickness of the liner in the wall is 3/8 in, and
in the dome is 1/2 in.; a 1/4 in, thick plate is used on top of the
foundation mat and covered with a layer of concrete. Local thickened | 68
liner plate sections are provided at penetrations, at major pipe and |
duct support attachments and at crane and rotating platform girder |
brackets, and at the bottom of the cylindrical wall's steel liner.

|
Overlay plates and/or structural shapes may be used on the interior

|
side of the liner for support of minor pipes and ducts, conduits,
cable trays, and equipment.

'
|

|
,

Leak-chase channels are provided at liner seams which, af ter

constructian, are inaccessible for other means of leaktightness
~

j examination. For typical liner details, see Figures 3.8-5 and 3.8-6.
|

|

ADMCE COM3.8-3
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0022.7 |3.8.1.1.6 Containment Penetrations and Attachments
0022.19 |
5 | Access to the Containment structure is provided by a personnel

| airlock,anemergencyairlock,andanequipmenthatch. Containment
| airlocks will be tested once every three days following multiple

12 | openings. A constant pressure of P will be used to pressurize thea

i volume wetween the airlock seals.

1. Personnel Airlock
0022.7 |

68 | The personnel airlock is an approximately 9 ft df ameter double-door
| assembly. Each door is hinged and gasketed, with leakage test taps
| aligned to the annulus between the gasket sealing surfaces. Both

doors are interlocked so that if one door is open, the other cannot
68 |beactivated. Both doors are also furnished with automatic as well

| as manual pressure equalizing connections and equalizing valves which
| can be operated by persons leaving or entering the personnel hatch.

2 | Plan and elevation drawings of the personnel airlock are shown in
| Figures 3.8-20 and 3.8-21. The configuration of the airlock seal
|testprovisionsisshowninFigure3.8-21. The personnel airlock has

, provisions for test pressurization at a pressure of P of the spacea

|betweenthetwogroovesatbothendsoftheairlockaswellas
| provisions for pressurization at a pressure of P of the volume

a

|betweentheairlockdoors. The doors are designed to maintain their
j functional capability during testing with no additional requirements
I for blocking beyond normai locking procedure.

2. Emergency Airlock

The emergency airlock is an approximately 5-ft 9-in. diameter double-

.

| door assembly, with 2-ft 6-in. diameter hors. Both doors of the68

|

|

|
i
i

| 3,s.4
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emergency airlock are furnished with manually operated pressure- |68
equalizing connection and valves. The reactor building to airlock |
door (interior) requires installation of strongbacks for the

|

performance of the overall leakage check. Other operating features |
are similar to tnose of the personnel airlock described previously.

3. Equipment Hatch

The equipment hatch is a 16 -ft 0-in. ID single closure penetration. |68
The bolted hatch cover is mounted on the inside of the Containment,
and is double-gasketed with a leakage test tap between the gaskets.
The hatch cover is provided with a hoist for handling. For details of
the airlocks and equipment hatch, see Figure 3.8-9.

4. Pipe Penetrations

Other smaller penetrations through the Containment include the main

steam and feedwater lines, hot and cold pipes, the fuel transfer tube,
and electrical conductors. All penetration sl6 eves are welded to the

liner and anchored into the reinforced concrete Containment wall. For
typical details, see Figures 3.8-7 and 3.8-8.

5. Fuel Transfer Tube Penetration

A fuel transfer tube penetration is provided for fuel transfer between
the refueling canal in the Containment structure and the spent fuel

.

pools in the Fuel Building. The penetration consists of a 20 in.
stainless steel pipe inside a carbon steel sleeve. The inner pipe

'

acts as the transfer tube; the outer tube is welded to the Containment
liner. Bellows expansion joints are provided to permit differential |68
movements.

|

|

|

|
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|
|68 |6. Electrical Penetratior.s

68 | Header plate type penetrations are used for electrtical conductors
|passingthroughtheContainment. The penetration header plate with
| double 0-ringgasketsisboltedtoaweldneckflangewhichiswelded
|toasteelpenetrationsleeve. The steel penetration sleeves are
| welded to the Containment vessel liner.

68 | 7. Liner Attachments

68 | Major pipe and duct supports, and crane and Containment access
| rotating platform girder support brackets are welded to a thickened
| section of the liner plate, and anchored into the reinforced concrete
|Containmentwall,asshownonFigure3.8-6. Overlay plates and/or
| structural shapes may be used from the interior side of the liner, for
j support of minor pipes and ducts, conduits, cable trays and
| equipment.

3.8.1.1.7 Drawings

For various Containment structure details described in Subsection
3.8.1.1, see Figures 3.8-1 through 3.8-15,

3.8.1.2 Applicable Codes, Standards, and Specifications

3.8.1.2.1 Basic Code

The basic code used for the materials, design, fabrication,'
construction, examination, testing, and surveillance of the
Containment are the appropriate portions of the Proposed Standard Code
for Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments (April 1973), which was'

issued for trial use and comments. This basic code was developed by
the joint ACI-ASME Technical Committee on Concrete Pressure Components
for Nuclear Service, which is made up of ACI Committee 359 and the
ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Division 2, Subgroup on Concrete

gg3.8-6
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Components. The specific portions of this document that apply (except
where otherwise specifically indicated in this FSAR) are as follows:

1. Subsection CA (General Requirements)

Article CA-4000 Quality Assurance

2. Subsection CC (Concrete Containment)

Article CC-1000 Introduction

Article CC-2000 Materials (except CC-2232.4, (,C-2240, | 68
and CC-2400, for Preplaced Aggregate |
Concrete, Grout, and Materials for

|

Prestressing Systems; and except portions |
of CC-2231.2 for testing for: |

coefficient of thermal expansion - |68
CRD-C-39

|
thermal conductivity - CRD-C-44 | 68
creep - ASTM C-512 | 68
shrinkage coefficient - ASTM C-157 |68
aggregates for radiation - shielding |68
concrete - ASTM C-637) |

Article CC-3000 Design (except CC-3830 for Transitions

from Concrete Containment to Steel

Containment Vessels and Prestr'essed

Concretesections)

.

ADVANCEC0W3.8-7
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Article CC-4000 Fabrication, Construction, and
Installation (except CC-4230 for
Preplaced Aggregate Concrete, and CC-

4400 for Fabrication and Installation of
Prestressing Systems)

Article CC-5000 Construction, Testing and Examination

(except CC-5235 for Preplaced Aggregate
Concrete and CC-5400, for Examination of
Prestressing Systems)

18 |

Article CC-7000 Concrete Containment Structures
Protection Against Overpressure

Article CC-9000 Inservice Surveillance
(except CC-9230 for Structural Integrity

of Prestressed Concrete Containments)

Appendix I Tables of Prestressing and Liner
Materials (except that materials for
prestressing do not apply)

Appendix III Glossary of Terms and Symbols

Appendix VI Porosity Charts

Appendix IX Nondestructive Examination Methods
.

Appendix 0 ilonmandatory Preheat Procedures,

The procedures used in the design of this facility are consistent with *

'

the requirements contained in the applicable portions of the ASME-ACI
359 document as described in the following paragraphs.

AMEM3.8-8
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The code (hereinafter referred to as the ASME-ACI 359 document) is
used as the basic code for this facility because it is by far the most
complete, comprehensive document available for the design,
construction, inspection and testing of a concrete containment
structure. Another advantage is that this document is virtually
complete, in itself, without reference to portions of other codes or
standards. Reference to other documents such as ASTM specifications |4
or ACI standards are made only where the total document is

|
applicable.

[

]68
The previously listed portions of the ASME-ACI document that apply are
all of the applicable requirements of Subsection CC (which comprises
the technical requirements for a concrete containment), the applicable
appendices, and some aspects of the Quality Assurance Article (CA- --

4000). The exceptions taken concern items which are not applicable
(preplacedaggregate, grout,andprestresssystems). Also, in answer
to AEC (presently NRC) Question 3.6 of Amendment No. 1, conservative
modifications are made regarding some load combinations and allowable
stresses. (See Subsections 3.8.1.2.1, 3.8.1.2.5. 3.8.1.3.1,
3.8.1.3.2, 3.8.1.4.5, 3.8.1.5.1, 3.8.1.5.2, and 3.8.3.2.4.)

Requirements for punching shear are in accordance with Section 11.10.3|68
of the 1971 edition of the ACI 318 Code. |

Specific references to the articles in Subsection CA, General
Requirements, which are of a legal nature rather than a technical
nature (Articles CA-1000, CA-2000, CA-3000, CA-4000, CA-5000, and CA-
8000) have been omitted. These articles include requirements for

,

such items as code jurisdiction, effective dates of code edition and
addenda, certificates of authorization, responsibility of parties,
stamping of containment, inspeccor's certification, authorized

.

.
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inspection agency, and so fcrth. These legal requirements are not
applicable to the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) since
the Code edition in force for this project is the trial use and
comments issue.

3.8.1.2.2 ACI Committee 349

Since the ASME-ACI 359 document used as the basic code is co-sponsored
by the ACl, it supersedes the ACI Committee 349 document, Criteria For
Reinforced Concrete Nuclear Power Containment Structures; therefore,
the ACI 349 criteria, published in the ACI Journal, January 1972, is
not used as the basic containment criteria. However, the following
sections of the ACI 349 criteria complement the requirements of the
ASME-ACI 359 document and are used as a reference in the design of
this facility:

1. Section 2.2.1 concerning strain limitations on self-

limiting-type bending moments (used in
conjunction with CC-3110(b) of the ASME-ACI

359 document)

68 |2. Appendix C method of calculating stresses and strains
| when a thermal gradient is combined with other
| loads.

68 | 3. The ASME ACI 359 document does not provide guidance in determining
| thermal stresses. Therefore, the guidance provided in ACI 349-

~

| 76, "Code Requirements for Nuclear Safety Related Concrete
| Structures", Appendix A, "Thermal Considerations" is used.
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3.8.1.2.3 Additional Specifications and Standards

The following is a list of specifications and standards that are
referred to in the applicable portions of the ASME-ACI 359 document
described in Subsection 3.8.1.2.1 and which are applicable to this
facility.

1. Liner, Penetrations, Containment Vessel Metal Components, and
Attachments:

ASME B&PV Code, Section 111, Division I, Subsection NE, 1971 |68
through and including the 1973 Sumer addenda (for the electrical

|
penetration sleeves, fuel transfer tube penetration sleeve, |
emergency and personnel air locks, and equipment hatch) and 1974 |
through and including the Summer 1976 addenda (for process piping |
penetrations subjected to pressure-induced stresses and

|
unsupported by concrete for load-carrying purposes).

|

ASME B&PV Code, Section V, 1974 (for liner radiographic |68
examinations)

|

ASME B&PV Code, Section IX, 1971 through and including the Summer |68
1973 addenda (for welding qualifications)

|

ASME B&PV Code, Section 11, 1971 through and including the Summer |68
1973 addenda, Part A (ferrous materials) and Part C (welding rods, |
electrodes, and filler materials)

|
,

AISC Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of |68
Structural Steel For Buildings, 1969 including Supplement Numbers

|
1, 2, and 3 hereafter referred to as AISC Specification.

|

3'O''
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68 | Except: when supported by an engineering analysis, connections
| using A325 or A490 high strength bolts need not be pretensioned to
| the values required by AISC Specification, Table 1.23.5 (for steel
| brackets and attachments)

ASTM A 20-72a Specification for General Requirements
for Delivery of Steel Plates for Pressure
Vessels

SA 370-74 Specification for Methods and Definitions
for Mechanical Testing of Steel Products

ASTM A 578-71b Specification for Straight-Beam
Ultrasonic Examination of Plain and Clad
Steel Plates for Special Applications

SA 537-74 Specification for Carbon Manganese
Silicon Steel Plates, Heat Treated for
Pressure Vessels

SA 333-74 Specification for Seamless and Welded

Steel Pipe for low-Temperature Service

68 | SA 182-74 Specification for Forged or Rolled Alloy
| Steel Pipe Flanges. Forged Fittings, and
| Valve and Parts for High-Temperature
| Service

.

68 | SA 350-74 Specification for Forged or Rolled Carbon
| | and Alloy Steel Flanges, forged Fittings,

| and Valves and Parts for low-Temperature
'

| Service

|
|
,
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SA-320-74 Specification for Alloys Steel Bolting |68
Materials for Low-Temperature Service |

SA-105-74 Specifications for Forged or Rolled Steel | 68
PipeFlanges,ForgedFittings,andValves|
and Parts for High-Temperature Service |

SA-354-74 Specification for Quenched and Tempered |68
Alloy Steel Bolts and Studs with Suitable |
Nuts |

ASTM A 36-74 Specification for Structural Steel

(for miscellaneous attachments)

ASTM A 108-73 Specification for Steel Bars, Carbon,
Cold-Finished, Standard Quality

SA 516-74 Specification for Carbon Steel Plates for

Pressure Vessel for Moderate and Lower
Temperature Services

2. Reinforcing Steel

ASTM A 615-72 Specification for Deformed and Plain |33
Billet Steel Bars for Concrete |

Rein forcement |

'

ASME SFA 5.1 Specification for Mild Steel Covered
Arc-Welding Electrodes

3. Concrete

ASTM C 150-74 Specification for Portland Cement

'
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ASTM C 33-74 Specification for Concrete Aggregates
|

ASTM C 131-69 Test for Resistance to Abrasion of Small
Size Coarse Aggregate by Use of the los
Angeles Machine

ASTM C 142-71 Test for Clay Lumps and Friable
Particles in Aggregates

ASTM C 117-69 Test for Materials Finer Than No. 200
Sieve in Mineral Aggregates by Washing

ASTM C 87-69 Test for Effect of Organic Impurities in
Fine Aggregate on Strength of Mortar

ASTM C 40-73 Test for Organic Impurities in Sands for
Concrete

ASTM C 289-71 Test for Potential Reactivity of
Aggregates (Chemical Method)

ASTM C 136-71 Test for Sieve or Screen Analysis of Fine
and Coarse Aggregates

ASTM C 88-73 Test for Soundness of Aggregates by Use
of Sodium Sulfate or Magnesium Sulfate

'

ASTM C 127-73 Test for Specific Gravity and Absorption
of Coarse Aggregate

ASTM C 295-65 Recommended Practice for Petrographic
Examination of Aggregates for Concrete

ADMCE COM3.8-14
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ASTM D 512-67 Tests for Chloride lon in Water and Waste
Water

ASTM C 151-74a Test for Autoclave Expansion of Portland
Cement

ASTM C 191-74 Test for Time of Setting of Hydraulic
Cement by Vicat Needle

ASTM C 260-74 Specification for Air-Entraining
Admixtures for Concrete

ASTM C 494-71 Specification for Chemical Admixtures
for Concrete

ACI 211.1-74 Recommended Practice for Selecting

Proportions for Normal and Heavy-Weight
Concrete

ACI 304-73 Recommended Practice for Measuring,

Mixing, Transporting, and Placing
Concrete

ASTM C 143-74 Test for Slump of Portland Cement
Concrete

ASTM C 172-71 Sampling Fresh Concrete
.

ASTM C 192-69 Making and Curing Concrete Test

Specimens in the Laboratory

ASTM C 31-69 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens
in the Field

|

|
|

|
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ASTM C 39-72 Test for Compressive Strength of
Cylindrical Concrete Specimens

ASTM C 109-73 Test for Compressive Strength of
Hydraulic Cement Mortars (Using 2-in.
(50 m) cube specimens)

ASTM C 231-74 Test for Air Content of Freshly Mixed
Concrete by the Pressure Method

ACI 214-65 Recommended Practice for Evaluation of
Compression Test Results of Field
Concrete

ASTM C 78-64 Test for Flexural Strength of Concrete

ASTM C 496-71 Test for Splitting Tensile Strength of
Cylindrical Concrete Specimens

ASTM C 469-65 Test for Static Modulus of Elasticity and
Poisson's Ratio of Concrete in
Compression

ASTM C 642-69T Test.for Specific Gravity, Absorption,
and Voids in Hardened Concrete

ASTM C 94-74 Specification for Ready-Mixed Concrete

ACI 347-68 Recommended Practice for Concrete
Formvork

ACI 305-72 Recommended Practice for Hot Weather
Concreting

MWCE C0W3.8-16
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ACI 306-66 Recommended Practice for Cold Weather
Concreting

4. Testing and Surveillance

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, Primary Reactor Containment Leakage
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors (2/5/73)

ANSI H45.4-1972 Leakage-Rate Testing of Containment Structures
for Nuclear Reactors

3.8.1.2.4 Specifications and Standards Not Referred to in ASME-
ACI 359

AWS D12.1-61 Recommended Practices for Welding
Reinforcing Steel, Metal Inserts, and
Connections in Reinforced Concrete
Construction

3.8.1.2.5 Summary of Principal Plant Specifications

1. The principal plant specifications for the steel-lined,
reinforced concrete containment are the fabrication and
construction specifications for the following:

Liner (including penetrations and attachments)a.

b. Reinforcing steel

|
' c. Splicing of reinforcing steel

.

d. Concrete
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2. The applicable portions of the ASME-ACI 359 document, as

described in Subsection 3.8.1.2.1, are included in the plant
construction specifications in regard to materials, construction
techniques, fabrication, welding, examination, testing, and so
forth. The following are the principal appropriate portions of
the ASME-ACI 359 document which are incorporated into the plant
specifications:

a. Liner Specifications

CC-2500 Materials for Liners

CC-2520 Special Materials Testing

CC-2530 Examination and Repair of Liner Materials

CC-2540 Marking of Liner Materials

CC-2600 Welding Materials

CC-2612 Weld Metal Tests

68 | NB-2432 may be used in lieu of CC-2612.2 for
| chemical analysis of filler metal or weld deposit.

68 | CC-2620 Stud Welding Materials
68 | Except, 1100 Aluminum may be used as a' flux for

| stud welding without a chemical analysis of each
,

| batch as stipulated by CC-2623.2.

CC-2630 Identification of Welding Materials

CC-2700 Materials Manufacturers' Quality Assurance Programs

3.8-18 |
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CC-3840 Design of Welded Construction

CC-4120 Certification of Materials and Fabrication by
Component Manufacturer and/or Installer and/or
Constructor

CC-4520 Forming, Fitting, and Aligning

Except for the folic ng: |68

When qualifying the procedure for the forming and |68
bending process, the Charpy V-notch impact test |
temperatures, of the specimens used to establish a |
transition curve, may be conducted at a minimum of |

five different temperatures distributed throughout |

the transition region, in lieu of CC-4521.3.2(e) |
requirement for conducting tests at each |
temperature increment of 100F.

|

When thermal cutting is performed to prepare weld |68
joints or edges, to remove attachments or defective |
material or any other purpose, preheating may be in |
accordance with the applicable section of the ASME

|

Ill B&PV Code in lieu CC-4521.1.1. |

Engineersmayapproveonacasebycasebasisother|68
stud welding equipment in addition to the

|
requirements of CC-4543.5(a).

'

|

Engineers may review post-weld heat treatment |68
records in lieu of CC-4552.2.2 requirement of |
review by inspector.

|

ADVANCE CDP.Y
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CC-4530 Welding Qualifications

CC-4540 Rules Governing Making, Examining, and Repairing
Welds

CC-4550 Heat Treatment
68 |

CC-5520 Required Examination of Welds

68 | The criteria for extent and frequency of
| radiographic examination may be as follows in liew
| of CC-5521.1.1.(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) and (f):

68 | a. For each welder and welding position (flat,
| vertical, horizontal and overhead), the first
| 10 feet of weld shall be examined
| radiographically. If this radiograph meets
| the acceptance standards that 10 feet of weld
| shall be accepted.

68 | b. For the first three shell rings only, for each
j welder and welding position (flat, vertical,
| horizontal and overhead) the first 10 feet of
| weld shall be performed on a respresentative
| mock-up. These mock-ups shall simulate as
{ close as practicable the actual conditions
| that the welder will experience during
| production. These welds shall be 100 percent

,

| radiographically examined. Should a question
| of interpretation arise as to the acceptance
| of the weld in accordance with the
j radiographic acceptance standard, a cross-
| sectional coupon can be cut from the weld to
| visually verify or refute the film
| interpretation.
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Further, all production welds on the first | 68
three shell rings are to be 100 percent |

examined by magnetic particle inspection and |

vacuum box tested, in lieu of radiographic |
examination. |

c. If the radiography in "a" above does not meet ( 68
the acceptance standards, the portions of the |

10 foot increment of weld which do not meet |

the performance requirements shall be repaired |
and re-radiographed. I

d. Welders who have satisfactorily welded the |68
first 10 feet of weld as described above shall I
have one 12-inch-long radiograph made of each |

subsequent 50feetofweidorfractionthereof|
which he produces. If the first radiograph |

in each 50 foot increment meets the acceptance |
standards, the welder shall be permitted to |

continue welding the next 50-foot increment of I
production weld. A minimum of 2 percent of |

all liner seam welds shall be examined by |
radiography.

|

If the 12-inch radiograph in the 50-foot-long |68e.

increment of weld does not meet the acceptance I
standards, two 12-inch films shall be taken at |
least I ft removed on each side fro'm the |
original spot within the 50-foot-long |
increment. If these radiographs meet the |

\ radiographicacceptancestandards,the50 feet |
t, of weld represented shall be accepted. The |

defective areas shown in the first radiograph |k shall be repaired and re-radiographed. |

.

\
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68 | f. If either of the second radiographs does not
j meet the acceptance standards, the entire weld
| test unit is unacceptable. The remaining
| portion of the 50-foot increment of this weld
| shall be radiographed. The portions of the
| 50-foot increment of weld which do not meet
| the acceptance standards are to be repaired
| and re-radiographed.

68 | The criteria for magnetic-particle (MT or MPE) or
| liquid-penetrant (PT or LPE) examination in lieu of
| radiographic examination may be used as follows in
| lieu of CC-5521.2.1:

68 | Where radiographic examination of liner seam welds
| is not feasible or where the weld is located in
| areas which will not be accessible after
| construction, the entire length of weld shall be
j examined by the magnetic-particle or liquid-
| penetrant method. Where magnetic-particle or
| liquid-penetrant inspection discloses welding that
| does not meet the magnetic-particle or liquid-
| penetrant acceptance standards, additional testing
| shall be performed to the same extent as required
| for radiography in CC-5520. Unacceptable
| indications of the weld shall be eliminated or
| repaired by welding as required.

.

68 | In addition to the required radiography of CC-5520,
| all seam welds at abrupt changes in liner
| configuration (i.e., cylinder to sphere) shall be
| examined by the magnetic particle method for their
| entire length.

.
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CC-5530 Acceptance Standards

The accaptance standards for the liner butt welds |68
examined by radiography may be in accordance with

|

ASME B&PV Code Section VIII, Division 1, paragraph |
UW-51 and AEC Regulatory Guide 1.19 in lieu of

|
CC-5532 Radiography Acceptance Standards.

|

Non-full penetration attachment welds to the | 6f)
reactor containment liner mcy use the following |
acceptance standards:

|

The fillet welds of the attachment to the | 68
reactor containment liner shall be examined by |
either the magnetic particle method or liquid |
penetrant method. The acceptance standards |

shall be in accordance with the following |
criteria.

|

For attachment welds, fillet weld size |68
specifiedonthedrawingsaretheminimumsize|
required, except as permitted below, along the |
full length of the weld joint. Additional |

welding is acceptable provided it does not
|

distort the items being joined together. |

A fillet weld in any single continuous weld | 68
'

may be less than the fillet weld dimension by |
not more than 1/16 inch provided that the |
undersize portion of the weld does not exceed

|
l 10 percent of the length of weld.

|

|

!
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l68 | Liquid Penetrant Acceptance Standard

68 | 1. Linear indications in which the length is more
| than three times the width.

68 | 2. Round indications are indications which are
| circular or elliptical with the length less
| than three times the width.

68 | 3. Only indications with major dimensions greater
| than 1/16 inch are considered relevant.

68 | 4. Unless otherwise specified, the follwoing
| relevant indications are unacceptable.

68 | a. Any cracks and linear indications.

68 | b. Rounded indications with dimensions
| greater than 3/16 inch.

68 | c. Four or more rounded indications aligned
| and separated by 1/16 inch or less, edge
| to edge.

68 | d. Ten or more rounded indications in any 6
| square inch of surface, the major
| dimension of this area not exceeding 6
| inches, with the area taken in the most

'

| unfavorable location relative to the
| indications being evaluated.

'68 J Magnetic Particle Acceptance Standards

.
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1. Only indications with major dimensions | 68
greater than 1/16 inch are considered |

relevant. |

2. Unlessotherwisespecified,thefollowing|68
relevant indications are unacceptable: |

a. Any cracks or linear indications. |68

b. Rounded indications with dimensions |68
greater than 3/16 inch. |

c. Four or more rounded indications | 68
aligned and separated by 1/16 inch or |
1ess, edge to edge. |

d.Tenormoreroundedindicationsinany|68
6 square inch of surface, the major |

dimension of this area not exceeding 6 |
inches, with the area taken in the

|

most unfavorable location relative to |
the indications being evaluated. |

CC-5540 Examination of Stud Welds |68

(For protective coatings on liner and other steel,
see Subsection 3.8.1.6.5, Item 2.g.)

.

I b. Reinforcing Steel Specification

CC-2300 Materials for Reinforcing Systems

CC-2320 Material Identification

i
'

1

1
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CC-2330 Special Materials Testing I

CC-2700 Materials Manufacturers' Quali+y Assurance Programs.

68 | CC-3430 Concrete Temperatures

CC-3533 Reinforcing Steel Cover and Spacing Requirements

CC-4120 Certification of Materials and Fabrication by
Component Manuf acturer and/or Installer and/or
Constructor

CC-4320 Bending of Reinforcing Bars

CC-4340 Placing Reinforcement

CC-4350 Spacing of Reinforcement

CC-4360 Surface Condition

Specification for Mechanical Butt Splicing (Cadwelds) ofc.

Reinforcing Steel

CC-2700 Materials Manufacturers' Ouality Assurance Programs

|

CC-4120 Certification of Materials and Fabrication by
Component Manufacturer and/or Installer and/or
Constructor

'

1

CC-4333 Mechanical Butt Splices Using Sleeve and Filler
Material

.

1

CC-4335 Hechanical Joints

|

.

|

| fyyM[[{Qfy3.8-26
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CC-5320 Examination of Sleeve with Filler Metal Connection

d. Concrete Specification

CC-2220 Materials for Concrete

CC-2230 Concrete Mix Design

CC-2250 Marking and Identification of Concrete Materials

CC-2700 Materials Manufacturers' Quality Assurance Programs

CC-4220 Batching, Mixing, and Transporting
.

CC-4225 Depositing

CC-4240 Curing

CC-4250 Formwork and Construction Joints

CC-4260 Cold and Hot Weather Conditions

CC-4270 Repairs to Concrete

CC-5220 Concrete Materials (testing and examination of)

CC-5230 Concrete (testing and examination of)
.

3.8.1.2.6 Applicable NRC Regulatory Guides

'
The following NRC (formerly AEC) Regulatory Guides are applicable to '

this Containment and are complied with:

.
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NRC Regulatory Guide 1.10 Mechanical (Cadweld) Splices in

Reinforcing Bars of Category 1 Concrete
Structures (Revision 1, 1-2-73, of former
Safety Guide 10)

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.15 Testing of Reinforcing Bars for Category
I Concrete Structures (Revision 1, 12-28-
72 of former Safety Guide 15)

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.18 Structural Acceptance Test for Concrete

Primary Reactor Containments (Revision 1,
12-28-72 of former Safety Guide 18)

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.19 Nondestructive Examination of Primary
Containment Liner Welds (Revision 1, 8-
11-72 of former Safety Guide 19)

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.28 Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Design and Construction) (6-7-72 of
former Safety Guide 28)

!

68 | NRC Regulatory Guide 1.29 Seismic Design Classification (Revision
| 2, 2-76 of former Safety Guide 29)

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.55 Concrete Placement in Category I

Structures (6-73)

68 |
'

1

l

|

|

|

|
|
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3.8.1.3 Loads and Load Combina..ons

3.8.1.3.1 Loads

The following loads are considered in the design of the steel-lined,
reinforced concrete Containment structure (essentially in accordance
with the ASME-ACI 359 document):

1. 0 = dead load of the Containment, and all superimposed
permanent loads

2. L = live loads, comprising conventional floor and roof live
loads, movable equipment loads, cables, and lateral soil
pressure

3. Pa = Containment pressure load due to the DBA, at 50 psig

4. T = thermal effects

To = thermal loaas during normal operating conditions,a.

including liner expansion and temperature gradients in the
wall

1) Normal operating temperature range inside the
Containment is 600F to 1200F.

2) Ambient temperature range at the outside face of the
Containment wall is 00F to 1100F,

,

b. Ta = added thermal loads (over and above operating thermal

loads), exerted by the liner, which may occur during an
accident and which correspond to the factored accident
pressure (i.e.,1.0 Pa,1.25 Pa, or 1.5 Pa); the
accident temperature causes an almost instantaneous
increase in the liner temperature, with little initial,

ADGNCE.CDPY
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effect on the temperature of the relatively thick
concrete wall. This sudden increase in liner
temperature creates compressive stresses and strains in
the liner which thrusts against the reinforced concrete
section, having an effect on the reinforcing steel
similar to an added internal pressure.

1) The saturation temperature corresponding to an accident
pressure of 50 psig is 2800F.

2) The saturation temperature corresponding to an accident
pressure of 1.25 x 50 psig is 2950F.

3) The saturation temperature corresponding to an accident
pressure of 1.5 x 50 psig is 3050F.

i

It = thermal loads during pressure test, including linerc.

expansion and a temperature gradient in the wall; a
maximum gradient of 400F is assumed during test.

5. Seismic loads representing two magnitudes of earthquake are
considered, as follows:

a. E' = SSE

b. E = 1/2 of SSE=0BE

68 | The vertical and horizontal earthquake accelerations are as'sumed to
|actsimultaneously.

The earthquake forces acting on the Containment structure are taken
'

from the results of dynamic analyses, based on seismic input described
in Section 3.7.

ADVANCE CDPL
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6. W = design wind load (See Section 3.3.)

7. Wt = tornado load including wind, differential pressure and |68
missiles (See Sections 3.3 and 3.5.) |

8. Ro = piping loads acting on the Containment during operating
conditions

9. Ra = piping loads acting on the Containment, due to increased
temperature resulting from the design accident

10. Yr = equivaler.t static load on structure or penetration generated |68
by the reaction on the :.sken high-energy pipe during the |
postulated break, and including an appropriate dynamic load i
factor to account for the dynamic nature of the load.

|

11. Pv = negative internal pressure dering operation; maximum Pv
equals 5 psi.

12. Yj = equivalent static jet impingement load on a structure |68
generated by the postulated break, and including an |

appropriate dynamic load factor to account for the dynamic |
nature of the load.

|

13. Ym = equivalent static missile impact load on e structure |68
generated by or during the postulated break, as from pipe |

whipping, and inclue ng an appropriate dynamic load factor to j
acce' int for the dynamic nature of the load.

~

|
,

.

.

.
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Q130.1S |
1 -| 14. Ha = represents the load on the Containment resulting from post-

| LOCA internal flooding.
Q130.16 |

3.8.1.3.2 Load Combinations

The design of the reinforced concrete Containment structure
incorporates the service load combination requirements and the
factored load combination requirements, as follows (in accordance with
theASME-ACI359 document):

,

1. Service Load Combinations

a. Construction Category

1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.0 To

|

b. Test Category

1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.15 Pa + 1.0 Tt

c. Normal Category

1) 1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.0 To + 1.0 E + 1.0 Ro + 1.0 Pv
2) 1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.0 To + 1.0 W + 1.0 Ro + 1.0 Pv

2. Factored Load Combinations

a. Abnormal Category

1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.5 Pa + 1.0 (To + Ta) + 1.0 Rct
.

b. Extreme Environmental Category

'

1) 1.0 D + 1.0 L + 1.0 To + 1.0 Wt + 1.0 Ro + 1.0 Pv
,

2) 1.0 D + 1.0 L + 1.0 To + 1.0 E' + 1.0 Ro + 1.0 Pv,

.
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c. Abnormal Severe Environmental Category

|0130.15
|Q130.16-

1) 1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.25 Pa + 1.0 (To + Ta) + ,

1.25 E + 1.0 Ra + 1.0 (Yr+Yj+Ym)

2) 1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.25 Pa + 1.0 (To + Ta) +
1.25 W + 1.0 Ra + 1.0 (Yr+Yj+Ym)

3) 1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.0 To + 1.0 E + 1.0 Ha |1
4) 1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.0 To + 1.0 W + 1.0 Ha |l'

'

r

d. Abnormal-Extreme Environmental Category

1.0 0 + 1.0 L + 1.0 Pa + 1.0 (To + Ta) + E' +
1.0 Ra + 1.0 (Yr+Yj+Ym)

3. Variable and Interrelated Loads

For loads which may vary, the values (within the possible range)
which produce the most critical combination of loading are used in
design. For loads which are interrelated as a function of time,
the maximum values of these effects do not necessarily occur
simultaneously. Recognition is given to the time increments
associated with such conditions. '

4. Allowable Stresses
.;

The allowable stresses associated with the service load
'

'

combinations and the factored load combinations are given in -

Subsection 3.8.1.5.

.

t

.

9
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5. Load Combinations for Localized Areas

The design load combinations used to examine the effects on

localized areas such as penetrations, shell discontinuities, crane
. girder brackets, and local areas of high thermal gradients are the
same load combinations used for the general Containment structure,
as previously described.

6. Time-Dependent loads

Tine-dependent loads such as the effects of creep, shrinkage, and
other related effects are ignored in the design of the reinforced
concrete Containment structure. (See Subsection 3.8.1.4.1,
Subsection 2). >

7. Explanation of the Use of an Ultimate Strength Approach With a
Load Factor of 1.0

Factored load combinations that include extreme environmental
effects (SSE or tornado effects) incorporate a load factor of 1.0
using an ultimate strength approach with stresses within the
range of general yield. This approach is justified based on the

fact that the extreme environmental effects that are considered
are of an upper bound conserva.tive magnitude and have an
extremely low probability of occurrence. In addition, the
maximum SSE is assumed to occur concurrently with the DBA, an

extremely unlikely occurrence. Additional margin of safety is
provided by the fact that, under these factored load

,

combinations, the average stress in the reinforcing steel is
! limited to 90 percent of yield, rather than full yield.

.

&

.
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3.8.1.4 Design and Analysis Procedures

3.8.1.4.1 General Analysis of Entire Containment Structure

The Containment structure, including the foundation mat, is analyzed
and designed for all load combinations as described in Subsection
3.8.1.3. Table 3.81 shows critical loading combinations, type of |5
stress and computed and corresponding allowable stresses at key |
locations in the Containment structure.

|

1. Foundation Mat Analysis

The Containment structure foundation mat is analyzed by a finite |68
element method of analysis using the ANSYS computer program. |
(See Appendix 3.7A for a description of the program.) The

program use: the stiffness method of structural analysis and
contains the various typer of finite elements, i.e., triangular,
rectangular, and quadrilateral plate elements representing
membrane or ber. ding behavior, or both, and beam elements. The | 68
model used for the foundation mat analysis includes the mat and

|

the Containment cylindrical wall to a height of approximately 76 |
ft above the mat. This height of Containment wall is sufficient

|
to represent the effect of the Containment wall stiffness on the
mat behavior under the various loading conditions. The rock
beneath the foundation mat is represented by appropriate linear
springs. The rock mat contact area under various loading
combinations is discussed in Subsection 3.8.5.4.1, item 1.

.

The input to this program consists of the geometry of the
structure, the material properties, the appropriate boundary

'
conditions, and the loadings. The boundary conditions at the cut |68
Containment w3ll section (approximately 76 ft above the mat) are |

|

.

.
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68 | represented by the equivalent load reactions at this point for
| 'each type of loading (dead load, pressure, thermal gradient,
| seismic, and so forth). The loads acting on the mat from the

-| concrete internal structure are represented in the model as
| equivalent pressures at the interface surface of the mat.

The output of this program contains the displacements, rotations,
forces, shears, moments, and stresses throughout the structure.

68 | This output is used for the design of the foundation mat. In
| regard to the Containment wall design, the output from this
| analysis is used only to check the design of the wall at the
| Junction with the mat. The Containment superstructure design

(walls and dome) is based on a supplementary analysis as described
in Subsection 3.8.1.4.1, item 2.

2. Containment Superstructure Analysis

68 | The Containment shell is analyzed using the SHELL-1 computer
| program (See Appendix 3.7A for a description of the program.) This
| program uses a numerical method which combines the direct

| integration and the finite difference techniques for solving
| general shell equations. The model consists of the hemispherical

dome and the cylindrical wall down to the top of the mat. The

input to this model consists of the geometry of the structure, the
68 | material properties, and the loadings. Fixed boundary conditions

| are used at the junction of the bottom of the wall and the top of
| the mat. The results of the mat analysis are used to-verify the
| design at the bottom of the wall. '

\

| -

.

I

l

|
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Creep and shrinkage of concrete are important consideratlens la
the analysis ared design of a prestressed concrete containment,
flowever, for the nonprestressed reinforced concrete containment

L

being used on this project, the effects of creep and shrinkage
are not significant and can be safely ignored. Shrinkage in a
reinforced concrete containment results in meridional and radial
displacements which are the opposite of the displacements caused
by the principal loadings, internal pressure, and temperature.
Since it is not additive to these major loads, it can be ignored.
The amount of cracking in a reinforced concrete containment is |68
deper. dent on the tensile stresses in the shell. For load |
combinations which do not include internal pressure, the |
containment is assumed to be completely uncracked. For load |

comMc-ations which include internal pressures, the analysis uses a |
variably cracked model, in which the concrete is completely |
cracked in the membrane regions, with the stiffness of the

|

concreteignoredinbothdirectionsandonlythepropertiesofthe|
reinforcing steel considered. The stiffness is increased in the |
vertical direction of the cylinder due to the decrease in the net

|

tens ~ile force when the dead weight of the containment is included. |'

Also the stiffness is adjusted at the discontinuities to
|

account for the increased stiffness when compression and/or high | <

moment exist.
|

| 68
The overall Containment shell is analyzed, neglecting the
presence of the penetrations. The analysis of the portions of
the containment shell where the stress pattern is influenced by
the major penetrations (airlocks and equipment hatch) is

'

performed as described in Subsection 3.8.1.4.2.

.

.
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3. Check of Model Validity and Analysis Results

For methods of checking the validity of the model and the results
of the analysis, see Subsection 3.8.3.4.1.

3.8.1.4.2 Analysis at Major Penetrations

The effect of the major penettations (airlocks and equipment hatch) on
68 |theContainmentwallisanalyzedusingafiniteelementmodel. The

| computer program used ANSYS (See Appendix 3.7A for description.) for
| the purpose of this analysis, a segment of the Containment wall
|containingthepenetrationisisolated and analyzed for the same
|loadingconditionsasthoseforwhichthe entire Containment shell is '

| analyzed. The boundary of the segment is approximately three times
|thepenetrationdiameterfromthecenterofthepenetrations,except
| at the boundary with the mat which is approximately two times the
|penetrationdiameterfromthecenterofthepenetration. The finite

element model of the segment consists of solid finite elements or
plate elements, or both connected at their nodes. The boundary

conditions applied to this model are obtained from the analysis of the .
entire Containment shell, as described in Subsection 3.8.1.4.1, Item
2. The model considers the various degrees of cracking as riescribed
in Subsection 3.8.1.4.1, item 2. The program used in this analysis
considers, in addition to the strains in the plane of the wall,
strains in the orthogonal direction.

The output of this analysis includes the displacements, rotations,
forces, shears, and moments which are used for the design o'f the
reinforced concrete ring girder around the penetration.

.

i
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3.8.1.4.3 General Design Criteria and Procedures

The General Design Criteria (GDC) are in accordance with CC-3000 of |68
the ASME-ACI 359 document, except as otherwise specifically |
indicated.

[

1. Concrete Tensile Strength

Concrete tensile strength is not relied upon to resist flexural
and membrane tension.

2. Interaction of Liner Plate and Reinforced Concrete

The SHELL-1 analysis considers the interaction of the liner plate |68
and the concrete structure under all conditions of loading. |
However, if the action of the liner results in lower concrete or
reinforcement stresses, the presence of the liner is disregarded
for that particular case.

In considering the interaction between the liner, when subjected
to the hot accident temperature, and the reinforcing steel within
the cracked concrete section, strain compatibility between the
liner and the reinforcing steel is considered. In the equations
of strain compatibility for the design of the reinforcing steel
for this hot liner condition, the effect of the concrete is<

ignored, since it is assumed to be cracked and incapcble of
carrying any of the tensile loads.,

.

The interaction of the liner plate is only used to increase the |68
effective internal pressure during an accident case. It is not |
used to reduce the internal pressure acting on the concrete. |.

:
,

!,

!
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3. Evaluation of Effect of variations in Assumptions and Materials

68 | The fact that reinforced concrete is not a homogeneous material
| is accounted for in the design; stiffness preperties are altered
| where the section is assumed to crack. Properties of materials

are known with sufficient accuracy, and assumptions made are
sufficiently conservative so that other variations need not be
considered.

4. Temperature Effects

The temperature gradient through the containment wall during
operation is essentially linear and is a function of the internal
operating temperature and the average external ambient
temperature. The accident temperature primarily affects the
liner, rather than the concrete and reinforcing steel, due to
insulating properties of the concrete. By the time the
temperature of the concrete within the interior of the concrete
shell begins to rise significantly, the internal accident
pressure within the Containment has fallen off to a point below
the peak values. Therefore, it is not necessary to consider peak

.

accident temperature in the concrete coincident with peak
pressures in the Containment. (The thrust caused by the
instantaneously hot liner agal.nst the reinforced concrete wall is
considered simultaneously with the peak pressure.) Also,
temperature stresses of the reinforcing steel in the Containment
shell caused by the maximum thermal gradient do not significantly
influence the capacity of the structure to resist membrane
forces. Temperature gradients induce stresses in the structure
which are internal in nature, causing tension on one face and
compression on the other face; the resultant membrane force is

.

s

.
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If loading combinations concurrent with these temperaturezero.

gradient effects cause local stresses in the horizontal and
vertical bars of one face to reach the yield point, any further
load is transferred to.the unyielding elements on the other face
of the wall. Because of the self-limiting nature of stresses
resulting from a thermal gradient, the reinforcing bars across a
horizontal or vertical section have a magnitude of final membrane
load resistance essentially equal to that which would be carried
if temperature gradient effects were neglected. This design
approach is basically in accordance with CC-3110 of the ASME-ACI
359 document. However, for factored load combinations which

include a thermal gradient, the maximum strain in the reinforcing
steel is limited to approximately 1.5 times the yield strain (in
accordance with ACI 349, Section 2.2.1). The total
reinforcement across any section for any factored load
combination has an average tensile stress not more than 0.9 times
the yield stress.

3.8.1.4.4 Design of Reinforced Concrete at Penetrations

1. Major Penetrations (Airlocks and Equipment Hatch)

The Containment wall at the major penetrations is designed as a
ring beam around the openings and is thickened around these
penetrations. The results of the analyses performed at these

openings (see Subsection 3.8.1.4.2) are used to design the ring
beams. The ring beams are designed to resist biaxial bending
moments, axial tension, torsion, and blaxial shear, res'ulting
from all the load combinations listed in Subsection 3.8.1.3.2.
At the openings, some of the typical wall reinforcement close to
the outside of the opening is curved around the openings. The.

remainder of the typical wall reinforcement is terminated at the
opening by cadwelding steel plates on the end of the bars.

.
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Additional reinforcement is provided around the opening,
principally in circumferential and radial directions relative to
the centerline of the opening, to limit stresses to the allowable
values (see Subsection 3.8.1.5). For the typical arrangement of
reinforcing steel at these major openings, see Figure 3.8-14.

2. Smaller Penetrations (for Pipe Lines)

Penetration sleeves are anchored into the reinforced concrete
Containment wall by means of steel lugs welded to the sleeve.
The anchors and local wall reinforcement are designed to resist
the torsion, bending, and shear that the pipe is capable of
exerting on the penetration, as limited by the full plastic
strength of the pipe and an axial load based on the maximum
possible pipe jet reaction. All possible combinations of
loadings are considered to act simultaneously. The typical wall
reinforcement is curved around these penetrations and kept
continuous wherever possible. Additional local reinforcement is
provided around the opening, as required to resist the loads

imposed by the pipe, as described in the preceding paragraphs.
This additional reinforcement is provided in vertical,
horizontal, and radial directions, relative to the centerline of
the opening. For typical arrangement of reinforcing steel at
these penetrations, see Figure 3.8-13.

3.8.1.4.5 Analysis and Design for Shear Effects
.

1. Tangential Shear
~

Tangential shear is due principally to horizoatal seismic motion.
The maximum intensity of concrete tangential shear stress, Vu (in

'

psi), is obtained from the results of the analysis in accordance
with Subsection 3.8.1.4.1, item 2, for all load combinations,

.
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The factored load design for tangential shear is in accordance
with CC-3411.5 of the ASME-ACI 359 document, except that the
maximum allowable tangential shear stress carried by the
concrete Vc, does not. exceed 60 psi. In regard to this section
of the ASME-ACI 359 document, this Containment complies with the

requirements CC-3411.5 (a) through (d), and it does not support
principal equipment laterally; therefore, the maximum allowable
tangential shear stress which the concrete can be assumed to
safely resist is 60 psi.

.

Where the maximum tangential shear stress, Vu, exceeds the

concrete allowable shear, Vc, the excess (Vu-Vc) is resisted by
inclined reinforcement placed near the outside of the wall at 45
degrees in each direction. Design of the reinforcing steel for
tangential shear is in accordance with CC-3521.1.1 of the ASME-ACI
359 document for factored load design. In calculating the
stresses in the reinforcing steel caused by tangential shear,
compatibility of strains between the inclined steel and the

vertical and horizontal steel is considered in accordance with
M.J. Holley's Provision of Required Seismic Resistance, included

! in Seismic Design for Nuclear Power Plants by the MIT Press. For
arrangement of reinforcing steel, see Figure 3.8-10. (Service
load combinations are checked in accordance with CC-3420 and CC-
3522 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.)

2. Radial Shear

"

The maximum radial shear occurs at the junction of the bottom of
the Containment wall and the top of the foundation mat, under the
pressure loading. The values of radial shear are obtained from
the results of the analysis described in Subsection 3.8.1.4.1,

' ' '

| Item 2, for all load combinations. Design for radial shear is in
i accordance with CC-3411, CC-3421, and CC-3521 of the ASME-ACI 359
|'

document. Radial shear loads are resisted by radial bars
|

|

;
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inclined at 45 degrees with the horizontal and extending between

the vertical bars near the inside surface and the outside surface
of the cylinder wall. Above the mat, where the radial shear is
maximum, plate bars 4 in by 1 in are welded to the vertical
reinforcing steel. See Figure 3.810 for arrangement of radial
shear reinforcement.

3.8.1.4.6 Analysis and Design of Liner and Anchorage

The liner for the cylindrical walls is 3/8 in-thick steel plate and
for the dome 1/2 in-thick steel plate, each anchored into the concrete
with 5/8 in, by 6 3/8 in, long, headed, welded studs, Type H4, as
produced by the Nelson Stud Welding Co., or engineer-approved equal.
Studs are spaced to satisfy the criteria described in Subsection
3.8.1.5.3. The approximate spacing of the anchor studs in the
cylindrical wall and dome is 12 in, each way. The wall and dome liner
serve as the inside formwork for placing of concrete. The liner on
top of the mat is 1/4-in. thick. This bottom liner is installed after
foundation mat construction by welding at seams to structural members
that have been embedded in the top of the mat. These embedded

structural anchors are approximately 8 to 10 ft apart. The liner on
top of the mat is covered with approximately 30 in. of concrete. The

vertical wall liner is anchored at the foundation mat; this end anchor
is designed to resist the maximum compression and tension to which the
liner plate is subjected. See Figure 3.8-5 for liner anchorage
details.

The analysis and design of the liner, anchors, and attachme'nts are in
accordance with CC-3120, CC-3600, CC-3700, and CC-3800 of the ASME-ACI
359 document.

'

The liner and anchors are designed to withstand the effects of all

load combinations as described in Subsection 3.8.1.3.2, using load
factors equal to 1.0.
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The stability of the liner is ensured by anchorage to the reinforced
concrete. The anchorage system prevents distortions sufficient to
impair leaktightness. The liner plate anchorage system is designed to | 4
withstond without rupture all in-plane (shear) loads or deformations

|

exertedbythelinerplateandalsotoresistallloadsappliednormal|
to the liner surface. The anchors are designed to elastically carry |
the forces resulting from the various load combinations, or to have
sufficient ductility to relieve the forces, or to bring necessary
additional anchors into action without rupture of the liner or anchor.
The anchorage is designed so that if any one anchor fails, successive
failure of adjacent anchors does not occur in the manner of a chain
reaction. See ACI 349, Section 2.6.5.5.

In general the maximum load affecting the design of the liner and
anchors, is that caused by the maximum temperature rise due to an
accident. This temperature increase causes the liner, which is
restrained by the reinforced concrete wall, to be stressed in
compression. The compressive stress is calculated by equating the
strains between the liner and the reinforced wall. The resulting
stresses and strains in the liner are less than allowable as stated in
Subsection 3.8.1.5.3. The maximum load in an anchor stud is an in-
plane shear load which can occur if the plate on one side of an
anchor bows inward in a flexural mode, causing a reduction of membrane
compression on one side of the anchor. This inward bowing of the
plate can be caused by initial construction deformity, variation of
liner plate curvature, loss of an anchor, and similar occurrences.

The resulting unbalanced plate stress imparts a shear load'and
corresponding displacement on the adjacent anchor, and, to a lesser
degree, on each successive anchor further away from the bowed-in
plate. The shear load versus displacement of the anchor stud is based

.

on test data developed by the Nelson Stud Welding Co. The analysis to
determine the load and displacement on each stud is perfonned by

h hh[ h h3.8-45
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making a series of successive approximations using the test curves for
anchor shear load versus displacement. The analysis is based on
maintaining equilibrium of loads in the plate and anchors for any free
body cut through a section of plate and compatibility between the
strain in the plate and displacement of the studs. The resulting
maximum loads and displacements in the studs are less than allowable

as stated in Subsection 3.8.1.5.3.

The anchor design and analysis consider the effects of the following
(in accordance with CC-3800 of the ASME-ACI 359 document):

1. Variation of liner plate curvature: the anchors are designed for
possible inward bowing of the plate, as described previously.

2. Variation in liner plate thickness due to rolling tolerances:
the range of maximum and minimum plate thickness is assumed in
the design of the liner plate and anchors.

3. Variation of liner plate yield strength: the anchors are
analyzed assuming the liner remains elastic under all conditions,
i.e., the liner strains are converted to stress using Hooke's Law
with the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's Ratio below yield.

'

See CC-3630 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

4. Liner plate sean, offset: stresses due to maximum allowable seam
offset, as stated in the construction specification, are
considered in design.

.

5. Variation in anchor spacing: maximum range of anchor spacing, as
allowed in the construction specification, are considered in
design.

.
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6. Variation in anchor stiffness due to a variation of the concrete
modulus: this variation is considered by modifying the load
versus displacement test data for the stud anchors and
considering in the analysis a range of minimum and maximum
possible values of concrete moduli.

7. Local concrete crushing in the anchor zone: such crushing is
reflected in the anchor stud test data.

The liner plate is thickened at penetrations in accordance with the
requirements of Subsection NE of the ASME B&PV Code, Section 111.

3.8.1.4.7 Design of ASME B&PV Code, Section 111, Division 1,
Class MC Components

For the design of ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Division 1. Class MC
Steel Components, such as the airlocks, equipment hatch, and portions
of penetration sleeves subject to pressure induced stresses, see
Subsection 3.8.2.

3.8.1.5 Structural Acceptance Criteria

3.8.1.5.1 Reinforcing Stael - Allowable Stresses . - ains

'

l. Based on factored load combinations, as described in Subsection
3.8.1.3.2, item 2. the allowable average tensile stress in
reinforcing steel at any section in the Containment is 90 percent,

of the yield stress (0.90 fy) in accordance with CC-341'2 of the
ASME-ACI 359 document. When considering load combinations which

include a self-limiting thermal gradient, the maximum allowable
strain in the reinforcing steel in one face may reach 1.5 times

'

the yield strain, provided that the average stress in the
;

reinforcing steel across the entire section does not exceed 0.9
fy. For additional discussion on this criterion, see Subsection

>

3.8.1.4.3, Item 4.

.

!
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2. Based on service load combinations, as described in Subsection

3.8.1.3.2, item 1, the allowable tensile stress in reinforcing
steel is 50 percent of the yield stress (0.50 fy). However, this
value is increased by 33 1/3 percent when considering load
combinations which include any one (or mor::) of the following '

temporary loads:

a. Temporary pressure loads during the test condition

b. Temperature effects

This criterion is in accordance with CC-3422 of the ASME-ACI
359 document, except that the allowable stress may not be
increased 331/3 percent for earthquake or wind loads.

3.8.1.5.2 Concrete - Allowable Stresses and Strains
..

1. Based on factored load combinations, as described in Subsection
3.8.1.3.2, Item 2, the allowable concrete stresses are in
accordance with CC-3411 of the ASME-ACI 359 document, as follows:

,

a. Membrane compression = 0.60 f'c

b. Membrane plus bending compression = 0.75 f'c

c. Local compression at discontinuities and at the inside face
due to temperature gradients from accident conditions = 0.90
f'c.

d. Concrete tensile strength is not relied upon to resist,

flexural and membrane tension.
.

1
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R .ial shear is in accordance with CC-3411.4.1 of thee.

AS 'Where the calculated shear is
r than the allowable concrete shear, steel shear

reinfo, ement is provided in accordance with CC-3521 of the
ASME-ACI '59 document.)

f. Tangential , ear is in accordance with CC-3411.5.1 of the
ASME-ACI 359, s follows, except that the maximum allowable

tangential shea. stress carried by the concrete, Vc, does not
exceed 60 psi. \

1) Provisions (a) by (d) of CC-3411.5.1 are satisfied,
and this Containm does not support principal
equipment laterally herefore, the allowable
tangential shear stre that can be resisted by the
concrete, Vc, equals 6 i.

2) Where the maximum tangenti shear stress, Vu, exceeds
the concrete allowable shear,.Vc inclined
reinforcement is provided to rt ist the excess (Vu -
Vc).

n

3) Design of the reinforcing steel for .ngential shear is
in accordance with CC-3521.1.1 of the . 'ME-ACI 359
document,

g. Requirements for punching shear are in accordanc ith | 68
Section 11.10.3 of the 1971 edition of the ACI 318 , de. |

'>

2. Based on service load combinations as described in Subsecti
3.8.1.3.2, Item 1, the allowabie concrete stresses are in N'

accordance with CC-3421 of the ASME-ACI 359 document, as follows'

Ag

.

\
\

.
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a. Membrane compression = 0.30 f'c

b. Membrane plus bending compression = 0.45 f'c

68 | Note: Allowable stresses indicated in Sut'section 3.8.1.5.2, items
| 2.a and 2.b are increased by 331/3 percent when considering
| load combinations which include thermal. (Theallowable

increase when considering wind or earthquake, as permitted by
the ASME-ACI 359 document, is not applied.)

c. Local compression at discontinuities and in the vicinity of
liner anchors = 0.60 f'c

d. Concrete tensile strength is not relied upon to resist
flexural and membrane tension,

e. Allowable stress in shear is 50 percent of the values
indicated for factored loads, except that 67 percent of the
factored load stresses are allowed for load combinations
which include the pressure loads during the test condition.
Additional requirements are in accordance with ASME-ACI 359

document, CC-3421.3 and CC-3522, except that the tangential
shear stress carried by the concrete, Vc, aoes not exceed 40
psi.

3.8.1.5.3 Liners, Anchors, and Attachments - Allowable Stresses
and Strains

.

1. The allowable stresses and strains in the liner plate are in ,

accordance with Table CC-3700 1 of the ASME-ACI 359 document, as
follows:

.

Considering Calculated Membrane Stresses and Strains Onlya.

.
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1) Construction category: tensile or compressive
,

stress = 2/3 x yield stress

2) Test category: compressive strain = .002 in./in.;
tensile strain = .001 in./in.

3) Normal category: same as test category

4) Severe environmental category: same as test category

5) Extreme environmental category: same as test category

6) Abnormal category: compressive strain = .005 in./in.;
tensile strain = .003 in./in.

7) Abnormal-severe environmental category: same as

abnormal category

8) Abnormal-extreme environmental category: same as

abnormal category
4

i

b. Considering Combined Membrane and Bending Stresses and
Strains '

1) Construction category: tensile and compressive
stress = 2/3 x yield stress

.

2) Test category: compressive strain = .004 in./in.;
~

| tensile strain = .002 in./in.

3) Normal category: same as test category
'

;

4) Severe environmental category: same as test category !

! 5) Extreme environmental category: same as test category

MM COM3.8-51
i
!
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6) Abnormal category: compressive strain = .014 in./in.;
tensile strain = .010 in./in.

7) Abnormal-severe environmental category: same as
abnormal category '

8) Abnormal-extreme environmental category: same as
abnormal category

The load categories indicated previously include loads asc.

defined in Subsection 3.8.1.3.2, except that load factors
for all load cases are equal to 1.0.

2. The allowable forces and displacements of the liner anchors are
in accordance with Table CC-3700-2 of the ASME-ACI 359 document,
as follows:

Considering Mechanical Loads Onlya.

1) Test category: applied load equals the lesser of
0.67 x yield load or 0.33 x ultimate load

2) Normal category: same as test category '

3) Severe environmental category: same as test category

4) Extreme environmental category: same as test category
,

5) Abnormal category: applied load equals the lesser of
0.9 x yield load or 0.50 x ultimate load

'
'

6) Abnormal-severe environmental category: same as
abnormal category

.

!

i

.

1

'
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7) Abnormal-extreme environmental category: same as

abnormal category

b. Considering Displacement Limited Loads *

1) Test category: displacement equals 0.25 x ultimate
displacement

2) Normal category: same as test category

3) Severe environmental category: same as test category

,

4) Extreme environmental category: same as test category

5) Abnormal category: displacement equals 0.50 x ultimate
displacement

t

6) Abnormal-severe environmental category: same as

abnormal category

7) Abnormal-extreme environmental category: same as
,

abnormal category

c. The load categories previously indicated include loads as
define ( in Subsection 3.8.1.3.2, except that load factors
for all cases are equal to 1.0. Mechanical loads are F

'

defined as those which are not self-limiting or self-
relieving with load application. Displacement liniited loads

,

are those resultirg from constraint of the structure or
constraint of W acent material and are self-limiting orJ

self-relieving. The yield and ultimate capacity of the
'

; liner stud anchors are based on the results of tests
performed by the Nelson Stud Welding Company.

'

! i
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3. Allowable stresses and strains in penetration assemblies are in
68 | accordance with CC-3740 of the ASME-ACI 359 document. The design

| allowables for the penetration nozzles are the same as those used
| for metal containments (ASME B&PV Code, Section !!!, Division 1),
| as discussed in Subsection 3.8.2. For additional criteria for

ASME B&PV Code, Section !!!, Class MC steel components such as the
airlocks and the equipment hatch, see Subsection 3.8.2.

68 |4. The design allowables for overlay plates, brackets, and
| attachments are the same as those given in AISC Specification for
| resisting mechanical loads in the construction, test, and normal
| categories. For all other categories indicated in Subsection

3.8.1.3.2, the allowable can be increased by a factor of 1.5.

68 | For overlay plates, brackets, and attachments which resist
i external mechanical loads and are not continuous through the liner
| plate, the allowable strength of the liner plate in the throunh-
| the-thickness direction will be taken as one-half of that in the
| transverse direction.

5. The liner is investigated for fatigue using the methods and
limits established by ASME B&PV Code, Section !!!, Division I,
Subsection NE.

3.8.1.5.4 Effect of Two- and Three-Dimensional Stress Strain
Fields on the Behavior of the Structure

1. L.iner
.

The computed stresses and strains in the liner consider the

effect of the two dimensional stress-strain field by the use of
.

ADVANCECOPY3.8-s4
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Poisson's Ratio in stress and strain determination. The liner -

anchor design considers biaxial liner loading by not relying on
liner plate yielding to limit the forces applied to the anchor;
liner strains are converted to stress and membrane forces
assuming the material remains elastic. Because of the use of
this conservative design approach, biaxial yield test values are
not required.

2. Major Penetrations

The anelysis performed at the major penetrations, as described in
Subsection 3.8.1.4.2, considers the three dimensional stress-
strain field. Allowable stresses are the same as indicated in
Subsections 3.8.1.5.1, 3.8.1.5.2, and 3.8.1.5.3.

3. Reinforced Concrete Section

Based on the conservative assumption of fully cracked concrete, '

.

in both directions, used in the design of the reinforcing steel,
the effect of a two- or three-dimensional stress-strain field is
not a consideration in the design of the typical reinforced
concrete section in tho wall and dome of the Containment. *

However, the ef fect of the two-dimensional-stress strain field in
the liner, in calculating the hot liner thrust against the
reinforced concrete section, is considered.

3.8.1.5.5 Effects of Repeated Reactor Shutdowns and Startup During,

,

the Life of the Plant;

1. The nt,mber of assumed reactor shutdowns and startups during the
life of the plant is assumed to be 120 cycles over a period of 40

.

years.

.

3 8-55
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2. The cycled stresses and strains in the reinforced concrete
sections caused by reactor shutdowns and startups are minor

compared to the stresses caused by the critical design loading
based on the abnormal (accident pressure and temperature) and
extreme environmental (SSE) conditions. Therefore, the cycled
stresses and strains caused by reactor shutdowns and startups do
not degrade the margin of safety in the reinforced concrete.,

3. The effect of cycled stresses and strains in the liner is
considered by performing a fatigue analysis, in accordance with
Subsection 3.8.1.5.3, Item 5, which includes the reactor shutdown
and startup cycles.

3.6.1.5.6 Connections and Joints

The connections and joints of the various elements of the Containment,
such as the crane girder bracket, liner end anchorage at bottom of
wall, and similar elements, are designed using the same appropriate

stress and strain allowables described elsewhere in Subsection
3.8.1.5.

3.B.1.5.7 Conditions at End of Service Life of Structure,

Since a conventionally reinforced concrete containment is essentially
a passive structure as compared to a prestressed structure which
relies on active prestress forces to meet its design function

|

requirements, the margins of safety against all loading conditions are
! essentially the same throughout the life of this structure.

3.8.1.6 Materials, Quality control, and Special Construction
Techniques

.

t

.

: 1

!
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3.8.1.6.1 Concrete

1. Materials

a. Cement

Cement is in conformance with the requirements of ASTM C-150-

74, Specification for Portland Cement, Type !!.

b. Aggregates

Aggregates are in conformance with the requirements of
ASTM C 33-74, Specification for Concrete Aggregates, with
the following additional requirements:

1) Gradations 357 or 467 are not furnished as one graded
aggregate, but are obtained by combining at least two
separate gradation sizes.

2) The potential reactivity of the aggregate is
; established by the methods described in the Appendix to
| ASTM C 33-74

3) Aggregate shapes and sizes are in accordance with,

CC-2222.1.1 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

c. Mixing Water
.

1

8

Mixing water is clean and free from injurious amounts of
i oils, acids, alkalis, salts, and organic materials, or other

substances which could be deleterious to concrete or steel.'

Ouality control tests are in accordance with the1

requirements of CC-2223 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

.

i
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d. Admixtures
,

1) Air-entraining admixtures conform to the requirements
of ASTM C 260-74, Specification for Air-Entraining
Admixtures for Concrete. !

'

2) Chemical admixtures conform to the requirements of
ASTM C 494-71, Specification for Chemical Admixtures
for Concrete *

!

2. Concrete Strength

,

Concrete has a minimum compressive strength of 4000 psi, in 28
days, when tested in accordance with ASTM C 39-72. I

3. Other Concrete Properties
E

The following concrete properties are determined in accordance
with the noted ASTM standards:

,

>

'

ASTM C 78-64 for flexural strength

ASTM C 496-71 for splitting tensile strength
i

'
5

ASTM C 469-65 for static modulus of elasticity I,

i ;

tASTM C 642-69T for specific gravity of concrete
!

4. Selection of Concrete Mix Proportions
,

:

Concrete mix proportions are established on the basis of L

laboratory trial batches, in accordance with the requirements of
CC-2232 of the ASME-ACI 359 document. The following industry,

! standards are referred to in this document: !

! |
-

1
,

!

l
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ACI 211.1-74 Recommended Practice for Selecting

Proportions for Normal and Heavy Weight
Concrete

ACI 214-65 Recommended Practice for Evaluation of
Compression Test Results of Field

Concrete

ASTM C 39-72 Test for Compressive Strength of
Cylindrical Concrete Specimens

ASTM C 192-69 Making and C:.cing Concrete Test Specimens

in the L.aborttory

5. Construction of Concrete

Concrete construction, including the stockpiling, batching,
mixing, conveying, depositing, consolidation, curing, and
construction joint preparation, is in accordance with CC-4200 of
the ASME-ACI 359 docurant. The following industry standards are
referred to in this document:

ACI 304-73 Recommended Practice for Measuring,

Mixing, Transporting, and Placing
Concrete

ASTM C 94-74 Specification for Ready-Mixed Concrete

ACI 347-68 Recommended Practice for Conc. .e

Formwork

'

| ACI 305-72 Recounended Practice for Hot Weather

| Concreting

|

|
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iACI 306-66
Recommended Practice for Cold Weather I

iConcreting
!

6. Examination, Testing and Other Quality Control Proceduras for
Concrete

a. Quality Assurance

The QA procedures are in accordance with the requirements,
in general, as described throujhout the ASME-ACI 359
document.

The quality control (QC) for concrete begins with the
selection and testing of the ingredients of the mix and
extends through proportioning, batching, mixing,
transporting, placing, and curing.

b. Testing and Examination of Concrete Ingredients

1) Cement

QC testing is in accordance with ASTM C 109-73, Test
for Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cament Mortars.

Other QA requirements, including testing frequency, are

in accordance with CC-5221 of the ASME-ACI 359
document.

2) Aggregates

4 | QC testing is in accordance with CC-5224 of the
| ASME-ACI 359 document with the exception that the~

\ frequency of tests in accordance with ASTM C289 can be
] one test for each two month period provided low alkali

|

M1MCE CON3.8-60
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cement is used. The following industry standards are |4
called for in testing of aggregates to ascertain

|
conformance to ASTM C 33-74, Specification for Concrete |
Aggregates:

|

ASTM C 131-69 Test for Resistance to Abrasion of 11
Size Coarse Aggregate by Use of the Los
Angeles Machine

ASTM C 142-71 Test for Clay Lumps and Friable
Particles in Aggregates

ASTM C 117-69 Test for Materials Finer Than No.200
Sieve in Mineral Aggregates by Washing

ASTM C 87-69 Test for Effect of Organic Impurities in
Fine Aggregate on Strength of Mortar

ASTM C 40-73 Test for Organic Impurities in Sands for
Concrete

ASTM C 289-71 Test for Potential Reactivity of
Aggregates (Chemical Method)

ASTM C 136-71 Test for Sieve or Screen Analysis of Fine
and Coarse Aggregates

! ASTM C 88-73 Test for Soundness of Aggregates by Use
~

of Sodium Sulfate or Magnesium Sulfate
|

ASTit C 127-73 Test for Specific Gravity and'

Absorption of Coarse Aggregate

|
|
|

| .

|
|
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ASTM C 295-65 Recommended Practice for Petrographic
Examination of Aggregates for Concrete

3) Mixing Water

Quality control testing requirements, including testing
frequency, are in accordance with CC-5225 of the ASME-
ACI 359 document.

c. Testing and Examination of Concrete

Concrete is tested in accordance with CC-5230 of the ASME-ACI
359 document. The following is a summary of the major

,

testing requirements, as stated in this document:

1) Slump Test

Testing is performed in accordance with ASTM C 172-71,
Sampling Fresh Concrete, and ASTM C 143-74, Test for
Slump of Portland Cement Concrete, CC-5232 of the ASME-

ACI 359 document.

2) Air Content

Testing is performed in accordance with ASTM C 231-74,

Test for Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by the
Pressure Method, CC-5233 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

3) Mechanical Properties

i

Testing is performed in accordance with ASTM C 39-72,
Test for Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete

! Specimens, and ASTM C 31-69, Making and Curing Concrete
Test Cylindrical Specimens in the Field. The samples

|

|
t
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for strength tests are taken in accordance with ASTM C
172-71, Sampling Fresh Concrete. Testing frequency, and
the acceptance criteria, are in accordance with CC-
5234.2 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

d. Certification, Marking, and Identification of Materials

Certified materials test reports are prepared in accordance
with the requirements of CC-2130 of the ASME-ACI 359
document. Marking and identification of materials are in

accordance with CC-2250 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

Certification and Tests and Examinationse.

Certification of tests and examinations is provided in
accordance with the requirements of CC-4120 of the ASME-ACI
359 document.

3.8.1.6.2 Reinforcing Steel

1. Material Specification
1
\

Reinforcing steel conforms to the requirements of ASTM A 615-72 |33
Grade 60.

|

2. Physical Properties

Thespecifiedminimumyieldstrengthis60,000 psi,andthe
specified minimum ultimate strength is 90,000 psi. The minimum
elongation is 7 percent in 8 inches.

!
'

,

|
|

I

!
'

|
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3. Chemical Properties

Some arc-welding is performed on the reinforcing steel, such as
the welded shear bars at the Containment wall (See Figure 3.8-10);
the reinforcing steel which is welded has a limited chemistry as
defined in CC-2333 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

4. Fabrication and Installation of Reinforcing Steel

Fabrication and installation of reinforcing steel are in
accordance with CC-4300 of tne ASME-ACI 359 document.

5. Examination and Testing of Reinforcing Steel

Special materials testing is performed in accordance with CC-2330
of the ASME-ACI 359 document. This section requires that one

full diameter tensile test bar from each bar size be tested for
each 50 tons, or fraction thereof, of reinforcing bars produced
from each heat of steel. Bend tests also are performed in
accordance with CC-2332 of the ASME-ACI 359 document. This

section requires that, for flo.14 and flo.18 bars, bend testing
'

of bars be conducted at the rate of one test bar for each bar size
from each heat. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.15 is also complied with.

6. Certification, Marking, and Identification of Materials
|
l

Certified materials test reports are furnished in accordance with
the requirements of CC-2130 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

Marking and identification of reinforcing steel are in accordance
with the requirements of CC-2320 and CC-4122 of the ASME-ACI 359
document.

|

!
l

.

|
l
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7. Certification of Tests and Examinations

1

Certification of tests and examinations is provided in accordance
with CC-4120 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

3.8.1.6.3 Mechanical Butt Splices (Cadwelds)

No. 14 and No. 18 reinforcing bars are spliced by use of Cadweld
connections, as described in CC-4333 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.
Such splices develop the tensile limits shown in Table CC-4330 of that
document. Crew qualification is in accordance with CC-5321.
Nondestructive testing is in accordance with CC-5322. Tensile testing
and test frequency conform to CC-5323 and CC-5324. The procedure for
substandard test results conforms to CC-5325. Certified mill test
reports are furnished in accordance with CC-2131. Marking and
identification conform to CC-4122. Tests and examinations are
certified in accordance with CC-4120. The requirements of the NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.10 are also complied with.

3.8.1.6.4 Welding to Reinforcing Bars

Limited welding to reinfort ,s .srs, such as required for walding
shear bars to vertical reinfo m .o at the base of the Containment
wall, conforms to the requirements of CC-4334 of the ASME-ACI 359
document.

3.8.1.6.5 Liner and Attachments
.

L 1. Materials

!
~

Liner, including thickened plates at penetrations and cranea.

girder brackets, is in accordance with SA 537-74 Class 2.

!

'
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b. Penetration sleeves are in accordance with SA 333-74 Grade 6
(seamless), SA 537-74 Class 2, or SA 516-74 Grade 70.

c. Stud anchors are in accordance with ASTM A 108-73.

d. Embedded steel members in mat are in accordance with ASTM A
36-74.

68 | e. Penetration caps are in accordance with SA 105-74, SA 350-74
| Grade LF1 or LF2, SA 516-74 Grade 60, 65, or 70 or SA 333-74
| Grade 6.

68 | f. Forgings, including penetration forgings, are in accordance
| with SA 350-74 Grade LF1 or LF2 or SA 182-74 Type F316.

68 | g. Penetration anchorage studs and lugs are in accordance with
| 108-73 Grades 1015,1016, or 1018 or ASTM A36-74 or SA 516-74
| Grades 60, 65, or 70 or SA 537-74 Class 2.

68 | h. Welding materials are in accordance with CC-2600 of the
| ASME-ACI 359 document, with the exceptions as specified in
| Section 3.8.1.2.5.2.a.

2. Special Materials Testing and. Examination

a. Notch Toughness Testing

Notch toughness testing is performed on liner mate' rials in
accordance with the requirements of CC-2520 of the ASME-ACI
359 document.

i
\
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b. Ultrasonic Testing

Liner plate materials which must transmit orthogonal loads
in the through-the-thickness direction, such as the
thickened liner plate at the crane girder brackets, are
examined by the straight-beam ultrasonic method in

accordance with' ASTM A 578-71b. This examination, the
acceptance standards, and related procedures are in

accordance with CC-2530 of the ASME-ACI 359 document.

Liner plate in the area of overlay plates and/or structural |68
attachments are not ultrasonic tested. The liner plate |
design, discussed in Subsection 3.8.1.5.3.4, will consider

|
through-the-thickness properties.

|

Fabrication, Installation, and Welding of Linerc.

The following is a list of the major portions of CC-4500 of | 68
the ASME-ACI 359 document, covering the requirements for

i

fabrication, installation,andweldingoftheliner,withthe|
| exceptions as specified in Section 3.8.1.2.5.2.a.

|

CC-4520 Forming, Fitting, and Aligning

| Exemptions and clarifications are |68(
discussed in Subsection 3.8.1.2.5(2)(a). |

CC-4522 Forming Tolerances

CC-4530 Welding Qualifications

.

CC-4540 Rules Governing Making, Examining, and
Repairing Welds

Clarifications are described in | 68
3.8.1.2.5.2.a

|,
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CC-4550 Heat Treatment
68 | Clarifications are described in

j 3.8.1.2.5.2.a

d. Examination of 1.iners and Attachments

68 | Exami;.ation of liners and attachments are in accordance with
| CC-5500 of the ASME-ACI 359 document as described in
| 3.8.1.2.5.2.a. Leak chase systems are installed at

inaccess'ible welds. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.19 is also
complied with,

Certification, Marking, and Identification of Materialse.

Certified materials test reports are prepared in accordance
with the requirements of CC-2130 of the ASME-ACI 359

document. Marking and identification of liner materials are
in accordance with the requirements of CC-2541 of the ASME-
ACI 359 document.

f. Certification of Tests and Examinations

Certification of tests and examinations are provided in
accordance with the requirements of CC-4120 of the ASME-ACI
359 document,

g. Protective Coatings

Suitable protective coatings are applied to the interior
surfaces of the Containment liner. The primary criteria for
the selection of the protective coatings are:

.

1) Capability of withstanding the DBA conditions of
pressure, temperature, and radiation

ADmCE COM3.8-68
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2) Capability of being easily decontaminated

3) Capability of not reacting chemically with spray
solutions

4) Capability of preventing- the formation of gaseous or
solid waste products

5) Capability of resisting the environmental radiation for
the life of the plant

The coatings are required to pass qualification tests as
specified in ANSI N101.2-1972, Protective Coatings (Paints)
for Light Water Nuclear Reactor Containment Facilities.

3.8.1.6.6 Personnel Airlock, Equipment Hatch, and Emergency Airlock

1. Materials

Plates are in accordance with SA 537-74 Class 2 or SA 516-74a.

Grade 70.

b. Forgings are in accordance with SA 350-74.

|
| c. Bolts are in accordance with SA 320-74.
i

|

2. Code Requirements
.

The personnel airlock, equipment hatch, and emergency airlock

satisfy all the requirements (materials, fabricating, welding,
examination, testing, and other requirements) of the ASME B&PV

! Code, Section III, Division 1, Subsection NE, Class MC
components. (See Subsection 3.8.2.) The personnel and emergency
airlocks meet the requirements to obtain an N-stamp.

.
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3.8.1.6.7 Quality Assurance Program

The documentation and maintenance of a QA program in the construction

of the Containment are in accordance with CC-2700 of the ASME-ACI 359
document and in accordance with Chapter 17 of this FSAR. NRC

Regulatory Guide No. 1.28 is also complied with.

3.8.1.7 Testing and Inservice Inspection Requirements

3.8.1.7.1 Structural Acceptance Test of Containment

The completed Containment structure is subjected to an acceptance test
by which the internal pressure is increased from atmospheric pressure
to a value of 1.15 times the Containment design pressure (1.15 x 50
psig - 57.5 psig) in five or more approximately equal pressure
increments. The Containment is depressurized in the same number of

68 | increments. The purpose of the structural acceptance test is to
| demonstrate that the structure responds satisfactorily to the required
| internal pressure loads by making measurements of deflections and

| deformations under load to provide correlation with the theoretically
'

| predicted response.

Since this Containment is not a prototype, the measurements are

limited to gross deformations and crack mapping. Strain measurements
are not taken. The prototype containment on which strain measurements

are correlated with deflection measurements is Consolidated Edison's
Indian Point No. 2, NRC Docket No. 50247-47.

9 |
.

10 | To the extent feasible, the test is conducted during a period of
,

| stable ambient temperature, atmospheric pressure, and humidity.
| Inside and outside of the Containment, atmospheric temperature,
| pressure, and humidity are monitored continuously during each test.

| The test will not be conducted under extreme weather conditions such
| |assnow, heavy rain, or strong wind.
|

f

|

|
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Deflection measurements are recorded at atmospheric pressure and at
each level of the pressurization and depressurization cycle. At each
~1evel, the pressure is held constant for at least one hour before the
deflections are recorded. Radial displacements of the containment |18
cylinder are measured at five approximately equally spaced elevations |

between the base slab and dome springline and at the dome springline. |
These measurements are made along four azimuths spaced approximately |
equally around the containment. Radial deflections of the

|

containmentwalladjacenttothelargestopening(theequipmenthatch)|
are measured at 12 points as described in paragraph CC-6232(b) of the |
ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Division 2 (1980 Edition). The increase |
in diameter of the opening is measured in two mutually perpendicular |
directions. Vertical displacements of the cylinder at the top |
relative to the base are measured along four azimuths as described

|
above. Vertical deflections of the containment dome at the apex and |

at two other equally spaced intermediate points, between a point near |
the apex and the springline, are measured along one azimuth. A [
listing of the numerical values, in the form of acceptance criteria l

for the measurements that are taken during the structural acceptance |
test, are given on Figure 3.8-19.

|

Crack patterns that exceed 0.01 inches in width before, during or |18
af ter the test are mapped at locations described in paragraph CC-6233 |
of the ASME 8&PV Code, Section III, Division 2 (1980 Edition). |

When structural acceptance test results are available, a report will |18
be furnished separately. The analysis of data and preparation of |
report will be in accordance with paragraph CC-6260 of the 'ASME 8&PV

|
Code, Section III, Division 2 (1980 Edition).

|

All aspects of the structural integrity test, including the acceptance | 18
criteria are in accordance with paragraph CC-6000 of the ASME B&PV

|
Code, Section 111, Division 2, 1980 Edition with Summer 1980 Addenda

|

(except that paragraph CC-6212.1, CC-6234 and CC-6236 do not apply |

.
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18 |sincetheCPSESContainmentisnotaprototypecontainme,t).

3.8.1.7.2 Initial Leakage Rate Tests

Containment leakage testing is in accordance with all the requirements
of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, Primary Reactor Containment Leakage
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors (2/5/73).

68 |

68 | A preoperational Type A integrated leakage-rate test is performed at
| the calculated peak Containment internal pressure and also at a
| reduced pressure of not less than 50fs of the peak pressure. Type 8

tests of components and Type C tests of Containment isolation valves
68 | are performed in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J. For

|calculatedpeakcontainmentinternalpressure,seeSection6.2.1.

68 |Themaximumallowableleakage-rate (Laasdefinedin10CFRPart50,
| Appendix J), related to the maximum Containment leakage under design
| basis pressurization accident conditions, is 0.10 percent of the
| weight of contained air, at the calculated peak Containment internal
| pressure per 24 hour period.

For a discussion of the test objectives and the acceptance criteria,
see the Technical Specifications for Containment Tests.

0022.22 |

54 | Test methods are in accordance with ANSI N45.4-1972, Leakage Rate
| Testing of Containment Structures for Nuclear Reactors (03/26/73),
|withtheexceptionsofisolatedpenetrationsandtheuseofthemass-
| plot method per ANS!/ANS 56.8-1981 as stated in Table 14.2-2 (Sheet 59

'

|of60).

.

l

.
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3.8.1.7.3 Inservice Inspection Program

The inservice inspection program conforms to the requirements of 10
CFR Part 50, Appendix J.

3.8.2 STEEL CONTAINMENT

This section, as outlined in the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.70, Rev. 2.,
Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear

Power Plants, regarding a steel containment, is not applicable to the

Comanene Peak Csntainment structure because a steel-lined reinforced
concrete containment is being used, as described in Subsection 3.8.1.
Certain steel components in the Containment system are classified in |4
accordance with ASME B&PV Code, Section III, as Class MC components, |
as described in Subsection 3.8.1. These are the personnel airlock, |
the equipment hatch, the emergency airlock, and other penetrations |
subject to pressure-induced stresses.

|

This section addresses itself to the requirements of these ASME B&PV
Code, Section 111, Class MC steel components.

3.8.2.1 Description of the Containment

for the description of the components (airlocks, equipment hatch, and
other penetrations), see Subsection 3.8.1.1.6. The Containment itself
is a steel-lined reinforced concrete containment.

3.8.2.2 Applicable Codes, Standards, and Specifications ',

I

3.8.2.2.1 Basic Code

The basic code for these steel components is the ASME B&PV Code,
Section III, Division 1, Subsection NE, for Class MC components. This
code is applicable for all the requirements of the components,

.

I

'

_ .
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including materials, design, fabrication, examination, testing, and so-
68 |forth. The 1971 edition of the code, through and including the summer

| 1973 addenda, is used for the electrical penetration sleeves, fuel
| transfer tube penetration sleeve, emergency and personnel airlocks,
|andequipmenthatch. The 1974 edition through and including the

Sunner 1976 Addenda is used for the process piping penetrations.

3.8.2.2.2 Other Applicable Codes, Specifications, and Standards

68 |SeeSection3.8.1.2.3and3.8.2.6.6ofthisFSAR.

6B |3.8.2.2.3 Applicable NRC Regulatory Guide

68 | NRC Regulatory Guide 1.57 Design Limits and loading Combinations
| for Metal Primary Reactor Containment
| System Components (6-73) (Applicable only
| to appropriate containment components
| constructed in accordance with Subsect. ion
| NE of the ASME B&PV Code, Section Ill.
| ClassMC.)

3.8.2.3 Loads and Load Combinations

The applicable loads stated in Subsection 3.8.1.3 are considered in
the design of the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Class MC steel
components. For the various load combinations used in the design of
Class M components and the related allowable stresses and strains, see
Subsection 3.8.2.5.

|

.

i
!
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3.8.2.4 Design and Analysis Procedures

The design and analysis of the Class MC components are in accordance

with all the requirements of Subsec. tion NE of the ASME B&PV Code,

Section III, including the applicable portions of Appendix A.
Analysis procedures also use published formulas such as Roark's

Formulas for Stress and Strain and Timoshenko's Theory of Plates and
Shells.

3.8.2.5 Structural Acceptance Criteria

3.8.2.5.1 General Criteria

The design is such that all the stress and strain limits, as defined
in NE-3000 of the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, are satisfied for
pressure loads in combination with all mechanical loads and thermal
loads, as discussed in Subsection 3.8.2.5.2.

3.8.2.5.2 Design Load Combination Stress Limits

1. The ASME B&PV Code, Section Ill, design criteria for Class MC
components are based on establishing stress and strain limits
which vary depending on the following factors:

a. Types of Stress

As defined by ASME B & PV Code Section III: |68
m General Primary Membrane Stress

'

P |68-

!
P1 Local Primary Membrane Stress |68-

Pb Primary Bending Stress | 68
-

Pe Secondary Expansion Stress | 68
-

Q Secondary Membrane plus Bending Stress | 68
-

|
|

|

1

-

1
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68 | F Peak Stress-

68 | Sy Yield Strength-

68 | Su Tensile Strength-

68 | Sm Design Stress Intensity Value-

68 |b. Types of Loads

68 |Theloadsconsideredintheloadcombinationsin 3.8.2.5.2.2 are as

|definedinSection3.8.1.3.1andasfollows:

68 | Pe Design External Pressure-

68 | T e Thermal loads under thermal conditions during event-

| causing external pressure
68 | Re Pipe reaction under thermal conditions during event-

| causing external pressure

68 |2. Load Combinations and Acceptance Criteria

68 | LOAD COMBINATION ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

68 |0+L+1.15P+Tt P < 0.9 Sa m y
68 | P1 or P1 +Pb 51.25 Sy
68 | P +P +P +Q $ 3 Sm1 b e
68 | P +P +P +Q+F Fatigue Analysis1 b e

68 | 0+L+To+R Pm 5 Smo

68 | 0+L+T +%+E P1 or P +Pb 5 1.5 Smo 1

68 | P +P +P +Q $ 3 Sm1 b e
68 | P +P +P+Q+F Fatigue Analysis1 b

68 |0+L+T+R+P+E Pm 5 Sm
.a a a

~

68 | 0+L+T +R +P +E P1 or P1 +Pb 51.5 Sme e e

.

)
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LOAD COMBIflATI0ff ACCEPTAflCE CRITERIA | 68

0+L+Ta+Ra+P +E' Pm 5 Larger of 1.2 Sm or S |68a y
0+L+T +Re+P +E' P1 or P1+Pb < Larger of | 68

e e

1.8 Sm or 1.5 S | 68y

0+L+T +Ra+Pa+Y +Yj+Y t E' Pm 5 0.85 times smaller |68a r m

of 0.7 Su | 68
or (Sy + Su - S ) |68y

3 |68
P) or P)+Pb < (1.5)(0.85) |68
times smaller of 0.7 Su or |68
(Sy + Su - S ) |68

y

3
| 68

3. Compressive Stresses

in areas of compressive stress, buckling criteria are considered
in accordance with the applicable sections of fiE-3000 of the ASME
8&PV Code, Section III.

4. Fatigue Analysis
| 68

The requirements for an analysis for cyclic operation is
investigated in accordance with NE-3131 (d) and the referenced
portions therein.

.

|

|
|

{
1
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3.8.2.6 Materials,-Quality Control, and Special Construction
Techniques

The Containment is a steel-lined reinforced concrete structure. The

airlocks, equipment hatch, and other penetrations are fabricated from
the following materials in accordance with Section III of ASME-ACI
359, Proposed Standard Code for Concrete Reactor Vessels and
Containments (April 1973):

1. Plate is in accordance with ASME SA-537 Class 2.

2. Penetrations are in accordance with ASME SA-333 Grade 6, SA-537
Class 2, or SA-516 Grade 70.

12 | Penetration caps are in accordance with ASME SA-105, SA-350 Grade
| LF1 or LF2, SA-516 Grade 60,65 or 70 or SA-333 Grade 6.

11 |3. Forgings including penetration forgings are in accordance with
| ASME SA-350 Grade LF1 or LF2 or SA-182 Type F316.

4. Bolting is in accordance with ASME SA-320.

The materials meet all the requirements in the ASME B&PV Code,
Section III, Division 1, Subsection NE, for Class MC components,
including the Charpy impact test requirements.

The QA program for fabrication and erection is in accordance with the
requirements of Subsection NE of the ASME B&PV Code, Sectio'n III,
Division 1.

t

e

k
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3.8.2.7 Testing and Inservice Inspection Requirements

Testing of Class MC components is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix J. Overall Containment +.esting is in accordance with
Subsection 3.8.1.7.

3.8.3 CONCRETE AND STEEL INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF STEEL OR CONCRETE

CONTAINMENTS

3.8.3.1 Description of the Internal Structures

3.8.3.1.1 General Description

The Containment internal structures are primarily of reinforced
concrete and consist of the following major elements:

1. Primary Shield Wall (Reactor Cavity)

The primary shield wall, a heavily reinforced concrete cylinder,
is situated at the approximate center of the Containment vessel,
and extends up from the interior base slab to surround the
reactor vessel. This reactor cavity structure prcvides support
for the reactor vessel. The vessel supports consist of support
pads and shoes which are mounted on support members within the
concrete cavity structure. During normal operation, the primary
shield wall provides biological shielding for maintenance
inspection. Under seismic loading, this structure serves to
provide seismic shear resistance and stiffens the Conta'inment
internal structure.

2. Primary Loop Compartment Walls (Steam Generator Compartment)

The compartments are formed by the secondary shielding walls on
the exterior and by the reactor and refueling canal walls on the
interior. These walls extend from the interior base slab up to

3.8-79 _MMCLCON
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the operating floor. The compartment houses the steam generator, I
reactor coolant pumps, and the RCLs. The compartment walls

provide radiation shielding, isolation of the RCS, and latera,1
restraint for the steam generator, pump, and pressurizer.

3. Operating Floor

68 | The operating floor is supported by the primary loop compartment
] walls and concrete columns adjacent to the containment shell which
j extend down to the interior base slab. The operating floor

provides a working and access floor during refueling, maintenance,
68 | and repair operations. Vent areas are provided where required.

4. Refueling Cavity

The refueling cavity provides shielded access for transport of
spent fuel and new fuel between the reactor vessel and the fuel
transfer penetration. It also provides shielding storage space
for the reactor vessel internals during refueling or maintenance.
The cavity is lined with stainless steel.

5. Interior Base Slab

68 | The interior base slab is placed on top of the foundation mat
| liner plate. This slab provides lateral and flexural restraint
| at the base of the primary loop compartment walls and the primary
| shield wall. The slab 'ies the primary loop compartment walls

~

to the primary shield walls and provides a diaphragm for seismic
shear distribution at the bottom of the internal structure. It

also protects the foundation mat liner from any missiles generated

.
in the primary loop compartments and from the effects of accident
temperatures.

AD#NCLCOPY _-
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6. Missile Shields

The primary loop compartment walls and the operating deck provide
missile protection for.the RCS from potential missiles outside
the primary loop compartment. Conversely, the walls and interior
base slab provide missile protection to the Contaii: ment and to

the safeguard and auxiliary systems located outside the primary
loop compartment from postulated missiles originating inside the
primary loop compartments. The missile-shielding function of the
primary loop compartment walls is supplemented by a control rod
drive missile shield positioned over the reactor vessel head,
which is designed to contain any postulated ejected control rods
from the reactor vessel. This missile shield is removed during
refueling operations.

7. Intermediate Floors

Intermediate floors are provided at several elevations, including
a principal. floor at elevation 860 f t for miscellaneous equipment
supports, access, maintenance, and similar items.

8. Removable Slabs and Walls

Removable slabs and walls are provided, where required, for
maintenance access, e.g., the missile shield over the reactor and
in the walls around the regenerative heat exchanger and reactor
coolant drain pumps.

.

3.8.3.1.2 Polar Crane

A polar crane is provided inside the Containment, on a circular . eel

runway girder which is supported by brackets from the cylindrical
Containment wall. The polar crane will remain stable and not become |68
derailed when subjected to the specified load combinations (See FSAR |

Sections 3.8.3.3.3 and 9.1.4.3.2). |

hb bb3.8-81
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68 | The primary load path from the crane wheels to the runway girders is
|maintainedwithinallowablestresslimits. Under certain
| combinations of load and crane position, some degree of local plastic
| deformation is assumed to achieve this load path.

3.8.3.1.3 Supports for Reactor Pressure Vessel, Steam Generator,

Reactor Coolant Pump, Pressurizer, and loop Piping

Descriptions of the supports for the reactor pressure vessel, steam
generator, reactor coolant pump, pressurizer, and loop piping are
presented in Section 5.4.14.

3.8.3.1.4 Drawings

For various details of internal structures, see Figure 3.8-15.

3.8.3.2 Applicable Codes, Standards, and Specifications

3.8.3.2.1 Basic Codes

Except where specifically noted otherwise, the basic codes used for
the materials, design, construction, and so forth of the Containment
internal structures are the applicable sections of the following:

1. Reinforced concrete is in accordance with ACI 318-71 Building Code
Requirements for Reinforced Concrete.

68 |2. Structural steel is in accordance with AISC Specification for the
'

| Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel for
| Buildings (1969) including Supplement Numbers 1, 2, and 3

| hereafter referred to as AISC Specification. Except: when

| supported by an engineering analysis, connections using A325 or
| A490 high strength bolts need not be pretensioned to the values
| required by AISC Specification, Table 1.23.5.

ADVA E C0W3.8-82
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Visual inspection of structural welds will be in accordance with |55
Visual Weld Acceptance Criteria for Structural Welding at Nuclear |
Power Plants (VWAC) Revision 2 dated May 7, 1985. (SEEAppendix |
3.8A)

|

The acceptance criteria contained in VWAC Revision 2 are applicable to | 55
all structural steel welds at CPSES other than ASME-class structural |
welds,

j

3.8.3.2.2 Supplementary Codes

Where specifically referred to in this section on internal structures, | 68
certain portions of the ASME-ACI 359 document apply, as described in

|
Subsection 3.8.1.2.1.

|

ACI 349-76, Appendix A, is used to determine stresses resulting from |68
thermal gradients.

|

3.8.3.2.3 Additional Specifications and Standards

The following is a list of additional specifications and standards
which are applicable to the internal structures:

t

1. Concrete

I

(Same as Subsection 3.8.1.2.3, item 3.)

2. Steel "

ASTM A 36-74 Specification for Structural Steel

'

| ASTH A 307-74 Specification for Carbon Steel Externally
!

and Internally Threaded Standard
Fasteners

.

|

.
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ASTM A 325-74 Specification for High-Strength Bolts for
Structural Steel Joints, including
Suitable Nuts and Plain Hardened Washers

ASTH A 240-74a Specification for Heat Resisting Chromium
and Chromium Nickel Stainless Steel
Plate, Sheet, and Strip for Fusion Welded
Unfired Pressure Vessels

38 |

ASTM A 370-74 Methods and Definitions for Mechanical
Testing of Steel Products

ASTM A 578-71b Specification for Straight-Beam
Ultrasonic Examination of Plain and Clad
Steel Plates for Special Applications

ASTM A 6-74 Specification for General Requirements
for Delivery of Rolled Steel Plates,
Shapes, Sheet Piling, and Bars for
Structural Use

68 | RCRBSJ - 1974 Specification for Structural Joints Using
| ASTM A325 or A490 Bolts, AISC 1974
| Edition. RCRBSJ - Research Council on

Rivited and Bolted Structural Joints.

3. Reinforcing Steel
.

33 | ASTM A 615-72 Specification for Deformed and Plain
| Billet Steel Bars for Concrete
| Reinforcement (Grade 60)

,
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4. Polar Crane

Crane Manufacturer's Association of America, Inc. (CMAA)
Specification No. 70

3.8.3.2.4 Summary of Principal Plant Specifications

The principal plant specifications for the internal structures are
prirrarily those involving reinforced concrete construction. The

applicable portions of the ASME-ACI 359 document, as described in
Subsection 3.8.1.2.1, are included in the plant construction
specifications in regard to materials, construction techniques,
examination, quality control, and so forth. The following principal
portions of the ASME-ACI 359 document are incorporated into the plant
specifications:

1. Reinforcing Steel Specification Same as Subsection 3.8.1.2.5, item
2.b.

2. Concrete Specifications
Same as Subsection 3.8.1.2.5, item 2.d.

3. Cadweld Splices

Generally, large-size bars requiring Cadweld splices are not used
in the internal concrete structures. Where such splices are
used, the requirements indicated in Subsection 3.8.1.2.5, item
2.c are complied with.

1

4. Structural Steel

"

The plant specification for structural steel includes the |68
requirements in A!SC Specification.

|

.

|
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3.8.3.2.5 Applicable NRC Regulatory Guides

The following NRC Regulatory Guides are applicable to the internal
structures and are complied with:

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.15 Testing of Reinforcirg Bars for Category
I Concrete Structures. (Revision 1,12-28-
72 of former Safety Guide 15)

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.28 Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Design and Constructicn) (6-7-72 of
former Safety Guide 28)

3.8.3.3 Loads and Load Combinations

3.8.3.3.1 Loads

68 | The loads and load combinations for supports which are supplied by
|WestinghouseareprovidedinSection3.9N.1.4. The following loads

are considered in the design of the internal structures of the
Containment:

1. Normal Loads

Normal loads are those loads which are encountered during normal
plant operation and shutdown. They include the following:

0 = dead loads, including any permanent equipment loads, anda. '

their related moments and forces

68 | b. L = live loads, including any movable equipment loads and'

| other loads which vary in intensity and occurrence such as
| soil and hydrostatic pressures, pressure differences caused
I by variation in heating, cooling, and their related moments
| and forces

.

.

|
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c. To = themal effects and loads during normal operating or i

shutdown conditions based oil the most critical transient nr i

steady-state condition

d. Ro = pipe reactions d:! ring normal operating or shutdown '

conditions based on the most critical transient or steady-
state condition

2. Severe Environmental Loads

Severe environmental loads are those loads that could be
encountered infrequently during the plant life. This category
includes the following:

Fego = loads generated by 1/2 the SSE
= OBE

-3. Extreme Environmental Loads

Extreme environmental loads are those loads which are credible
but highly improbable. They include the following:

Fegs = loads generated by the SSE

4. Abnormal loads

Abnormal loads are loads generated by a postulated high energy
pipe break accident within the Containment or compartme'nt
thereof. This category includes the following:

a. Pa = pressure equivalent static load withir, c ' across a

compartment generated by the postulated break, including an
appropriate dynamic factor to account for the dynamic nature
of the load

.

!
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b. Ta = thermal loads under thermal conditions generated by the
po:tulated break, including To

Ra = pipe reactions under thermal conditions generated byc.

the postulated break, including Ro

d. _Yr = equivalent static load on the structure generated by
the reaction on the broken high energy pipe during the
postulated break, including an appropriate dynamic factor to
account for the dynamic nature of the load

Yj = jet impingement equivalent static load on the structuree.

generated by the postulated break, including an appropriate
dynamic factor to account for the dynamic nature of the load

f. Ym = missile impact equivalent static load on the structure
generated by or during the postulated break, such as pipe
whipping, including an appropriate dynamic factor to account
for the dynamic nature of the load

In determining an appropriate equivalent static load for Yr, Yj,
and Ym, elastoplastic behavior is assumed with appropriate
ductility ratios as long as excessive deflections do not result in
loss of function. For concrete structures, the ductility ratios
are described in Section 3.5.3.2.

5, Other Definitions
.

68 | a. For structural steel, 5 is the required section strength
| based on the elastic design methods and the allowable
| stresses defined in AISC Specification.

h|Nb3.8-88
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A 33-percent increase in allowable stresses for concrete and
steel because of seismic or wind loadings is not permitted,

b. For concrete structures, U is the section strength required
to resist design loads and is based on methods described in
ACI 318-71.

For structural steel, Y is the section strength required to |68c.

resist design loads and is based on plastic design methods |
described in Part 2 of AISC Specification. |. -

3.8.3.3.2 Load Combinations and Acceptance Criteria for Internal

Concrete Structures of the Containment

1. Load Combinations for Service Load Conditions

|Q130.18
a. U = 1.4 D + 1.7 L |1

b. U = 1.4 0 + 1.7 L + 1.9 Fego |1
'

|0130.18
If thermal stresses due to To and Ro are present the following |1
combinations also apply:

|

|0130.18
U = .75 (1.4 D + 1.7 L + 1.7 To + 1.7 Ro) |1c.

d. U = .75 (1.4 0 + 1.7 L + 1.9 Fego + 1.7 10 + 1.7 Ro) |1
|Q130.18

L is considered for its full value or its complete absence.' |1

2. Load Combinations for Factored Load Conditions

.

.
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For conditions that represent extreme environmental, abnormal, '

abnormal / severe environmental, and abnormal / extreme environmental

conditions, respectively, the following load combinations are
satisfied;

a. U = 0 + L + To + Ro + Fegs

b. U = D + L + Ta + Ra + 1.5 Pa

U = D + L + Ta + Ra + 1.25 Pa + 1.0 (Yr + Yj + Ym) + 1.25c.
Fego

d. U = 0 + L + Ta + Ra + 1.0 Pa + 1.0 (Yr + Yj + Ym) + 1.0 Fegs

In combinations b, c, and d, the maximum values of Pa, Ta, Ra, Yj, Yr,
and Ym, including an appropriate dynamic factor, are used unless a

68 |timehistoryanalysisisperformedtojustifyotherwise. Combinations
| c and d and the corresponding structural acceptance criteria shall be
| first satisfied without Yr, Yj, and Ym. Whan considering these
| loads,loalsectionstrengthcapacitiesmaybeexceededunderthese
| concentrated loads, provided there will be no loss of function of any
| safety-relatedsystem.

L is considered for its full value or its complete absence.

3.8.3.3.3 Load Combinations and Acceptance Criteria for Internal
Steel Structures of the Containment

.

1. Load Combinations for Service Load Conditions

68 | Either the elastic working stress dosign methods of Part 1 of '

| AISC Specification or the plastic design methods of Part 2 of AISC
| Spr:ification are used.

,

.
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When the elastic working stress design methods are used, the (
a.

following apply:

1) S=0+L

2) S = 0 + L + Fego

When thermal stresses caused by To and Ro are present the |-68
following combinations are satisfied: |

.

3) 1.5 5 = 0 + L + To + Ro

4) 1.5 S = 0 + L + To + Ro + Fego

L is considered for its full value or its complete absence,

b. When plastic design methods are used, the following apply:

|Q130.18
1) Y = 1.70 + 1.7L | 68

2) Y = 1.7D + 1.7L + 1.7 Fego |68

When thermal stresses caused by To and Ro are present, the | 68'

following combinations are satisfied:
|

3) Y = 1.3 0 + 1.3 L ' 1.3 To + 1.3 Ro |68

4) Y = 1.3 0 + 1.3 L + 1.3 To + 1.3 Ro + 1.3 Feg'o |68
!

! L is considered for its full value or its complete absence.
!!

.

I

I
i

. ,

;

I
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2. Load Combinations for Factored Load Conditions

a. If elastic working stress design methods are used, the
following load combinations are satisfied:

1) 1.6 5 = 0 + L + To + Ro + Fegs_

-2) 1.6 5 = 0 + L + Ta + Ra + Pa

3) 1.6 S = 0 + L + Ta + Ra + Pa + 1.0 (YJ + Yr + Ym) + Feqo
Q130.18 |
1 | 4) 1.7 S = D + L + Ta + Ra + Pa + 1.0 ( Yj + Yr + Ym) +

| Fegs

b. If plastic design methods are used, the following load
combinations are satisfied:

1) .90 Y = D + L + To + Ro + Fegs

2) .90 Y = D + L + Ta + Ra + 1.5 Pa

'

3) .90 Y = 0 + L + Ta + Ra + 1.25 Pa
+ 1.0 (Yj + Yr + Ym) + 1.25 Fego

4) .90 Y = 0 + L + Ta + Ra + 1.0 Pa
+ 1.0 (Yj + Yr + Ym) + 1.0 Feqs

:

In these combinations, thermal loads are neglected when they are
~

secondary and self-limiting in nature and when the material is
ductile.

4

.

.

4
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In combinations shown in items 2.a.2), 3), and 4), and in Items 2.b.2)
3), and 4), the maximum values of Pa, Ta, Ra, Yj, Yr, and Ym,
including an appropriate dynamic factor, are used unless a time
history analysis is performed to justify otherwise,

in detennining the equivalent static load for the differential

pressure Pa, the impulsive nature of the load is taken into account by
considering the time history of the applied pressure and the natural
frequencies of the structures to which the pressure is applied
(including the sec'ondary shield walls and operating end intermediate -

floors). The steef is designed so that the maximum stress for any
load combination, which includes differential pressure, is less than
the yield stress, thus assuring elastic behavior.

For combinations shown in Subsection 3.8.3.3.3, Items 2.a.3) and 4),
and in Subsection 3.8.3.3.3, Items 2.b.3) and 4), local stresses
caused by the concentrated loads Yr, Yj, and Ym exceed the allowables

when there is no loss of function of any safety-related system.
Furthermore, in computing the required section strength, the plastic
section modulus of steel shapes is used.

3.8.3.3.4 Variable Loads

for loads which vary. the values (within the possible range) which
produce the most critical combination of loading are used in design.

3.8.3.3.5 Interrelated t.oads
.

For loads which are interrelated as c function of time, such as
accident-induced pressure and jet and thermal effects, the maximum

values of these effects do not necessarily occur simultaneously.
'

Recognition is given to the time increments associated with these
postulated failure conditions.

.

.
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fable 3.99-10

4 Sheet til

ACTIVE VA1.YES

Velve Identaticataan valve Type APG Methud
or treat son and Saze Safety of Normal
hs Sys t em Actuator { Class Actuation Posation Fanction

W-2 459 AF Globe /Atr 3 3 Self-Actuated Open AFW Flona Path, Steam 64

Generator Isolation |
W-2 460 AF Clobe/Att 3 3 Self-Actuated Open AFw Floer Path, Steamn ;M

Generator Isolation
W-2 461 AF G1 W /Atr 3 3 Self-Actuated Open AFw Floes Path, Steam ; 64

Generator Isolation *

W-2 462 AT Clube/ Air J 3 Self-Actuated Open Afw Flow Path, Steam : M

Cenerator Isolation |
W-2 49 4 AF Butterfly MM or 12 3 Asto Trip Open Condensate Storage Tantt ! 6e

Isolation .

W-248% M Buttos tly Motor 12 3 Auto Trip Open Condensate Storage Tank ;M

reoistaan :
AF445 AF Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Closed Pump Recirculation Floie Path ! M

AF-OS7 AF Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Closed Pep Rectreulation Flota Fath | M

AF-ote AF Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Closed Piamp Hectreulatton Flow Path 6.

AF-167 AF Check 8 3 Self-Actuated Closed P m p Rectreislataan Flame Path 64
W-4 7 7 7 CT Cate m> tor 16 2 Asto trip Closed CI, Okscharge Path Ficta |M

s
,

CT-ses CT Check 16 2 Self-Actuated Closed CI, Discharge Path Flces ; 64

W-4 7 76 CT Cate/ Motor 16 2 Auto Trip Closed CI, Discharge Path Flona |M
CF-142 Cr Chuck 16 2 Self-Actuated Closed CT, Discharge Peth Flow ; 64

W-4 792 CT Cata/ Motor 16 2 Auto Trip Closed CI Docurculation Flow Path ! '5%
3

HV-4703 CT Cate'M3 tor 16 2 Auto Trip Closed CI, Sectreulation Flow Path . *i%

CT 476 CT Cat e/ n>t or 86 2 Remote Manual Open CT Fione Path fras SWST, I era
g My-4 yw

Trata A. Recirculatton * 6e

Boundary .

Cr-.324 CT Cat e ' Motor 16 2 Ressore Manual Open CT Flow Psth f rom RMST, * M

qwy.4759,
Train 8. Recirculation * 6e

Soundary ;

C * ^[g
8k pf P % *. C**

j '1! *. * ; . .? . b'333 >
*]s .* i%' b
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Table L )B-1")

iSheet 12

ACTIVE VALVES

Valve Identafscatton val *o Type ANS poet bod

or location and Sage Safety of W nsel
W. Syst e Fetuator { Class Act uat tan N ation Fenc* ion

CT-In CT Otaphragm Motor ) 3 Adte Trip Closed Ctwstal Addittwo Flow to | 48
e LV-4 M5 p

Suction Train B * 68

C*-am CT Diaphragm Motor J 3 Auto Trip Clemm1 Ctmical Additive Flow to 68

sLV-4754p Suction Traia A | La
CT-072 CT Check 2 2 Self-Actuated Closed Isolation of Chanica! |4

Ad$1tavo Subsystem During *

Recirculatton Traia A *

CT-082 CT Check 2 2 Sel f- Act uat ed closed Isolation of Chunical *u

Additive Subsystem During !
Recirculation Traia A

CT429 CT Chack 2 2 Self-Aetma'ad C1 sed toolation of Cheical ;%

Aelltave Subsystan ourang *

R W.sculation Trata B
CT-o ji CT Check 2 2 Sett-Actuated clamart Isolation of Ch e ical *u

Additive Subeystem During !

Recirculation Train 8 *

CT-065 CT Checa 30 2 Self-Actuated. Clasart Contaamment Spray *%

Discharge Flow Isolation. |

Train A !
CT-094 CT Check 10 2 Self-Actuated Ciceed Containment Spray : M

Discharge Flow Isolatica, !

Train A

CTaltj CT Check 10 2 Se!!-Actuated Clemed Containment Spray Pg I%

Discharge F1 s Isolatnce, *

Traia B i
cts > 4 ? CT Check 10 2 Self-4ctuated Closed Containment Spray P g 1M

Dascharcy F1JW Isolat108, I

Trata B

Q. . - r " ~'|& *

.

1w..
_ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . . ,
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Table 3.98-10

(Sheet 13)

ACTIVE VALVES

Valve Identtracatsce Valve Type APG fkthod

or Location and Shre Safety of Armal
M. System Act uator { Class Actuataan Pos t t ioss Function

CT-4)25 CT Check 16 2 Sel f-Act uat ej Closed Containment Spray Ptamp *M

Sration Flow Isolation, |

Train 8 :
CT-140 CT Check 16 2 Self-Actanted Closed Containment Spray Pe p |M

Se.ction Flow Isolation, ;

Train 8 *

CT477 CT check 16 2 Sel f-Actuat e$ Closed Conta'amant Spray 5% ssp ; 6e

Section Flow isolatton, !
Train A *

(T-6 49 CT Check 16 2 Self-Actuated Closed Containment Spray Pump | 6e
Suction Flow Isolation, !

Train A

LV.4 752 CT Globe / Air 3 3 Auto Trip % Chemical Additive Tank * 11

foolation

tv-4'53 CT Clobe/ Air 3 3 Auto TI1p Open Chemical A2d6tive Tank ! 11
Isolation :

fv.4772 1 CT Clobe Motor 4 2 Auto Trip open Pe p Rocarcelatton Flow |M

Path *

TV-4772-2 CT Globe Motor 4 2 Aeto Trip open Pep Rectreutetton Flow |M

Path :
FV 4773 3 CT Globe Motor 4 2 Aut o Tr ap open Pump Recirculatton Fi w *A

Path :
yv.4 m ! CT CIche Maror a 2 Amto Trip open Pe p Roc &rculatton Flow %*

, Pat h !
say.4* 0 CC Globe / Air 4 2 Auto Trip Open Containment !aolation |%
sty.4 7 g 3 CC Globe. Air 4 2 Aut o Tr ap Open Containment Isolation

fhI5 *i. :. % :. 1
-_ , - _ - _ _ . . _. __ . . _ _ - - _ ._ _ . . _ . - - _ . .
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Table 1.98-89

(Sheet 1st

ACTIVE VALVES

Vstre Identarspat aan Valve Type APC Mot he v

or locatiose and Saze Saf et y of M>rmal
M3, systems Actuator In. Class Actuation Posation Function

W-4 7?S CC Clobe/ Air 2 2 Aut o Tr tp Open Containment Isolataan
W-4 26 CC Clobe/ Air 2 2 Auto Trap Open Containment Isolation

CC-1047 CC Safety 3/4 2 Self-Actuatei Closed Pressure meller During 64

Containment Isolation |
W-4 709 CC Clobe/ Air 8 2 Auto Trip Open Containment Isolation

W-4 701 CC Globe / Air 8 2 Auto Trip Open Containment Isolation

CC-6:9 CC Check 2 2 Sel f-Actuat es Closed Containment Isolation

W 47y) CC Cate/M) tor 8 2 Auto Trip Open Containment Isolation

CC-713 CC Check e 2 Self-Actuate $ Open Costalament Isolataan

W-46 #9 CC Catermstor 8 2 Auto Trip Open CCW System Imolation | SS
W-4 709 CC Cat e/Mster 4 2 Aute Trip Open Contatament Isolation

W-4696 CC Cate/Mstor 4 2 Auto Trip Open Conta tsment Isolation
CC-631 CC Check 1 2 Self-Actuated Closed Containment Isolation

W-4S t 4 CC Butterfly mtor 24 3 Auto Trip Open CCW I.30p Isolation. SS*

Train A |
W-c3 S CC Butterfly M> tor 24 3 Aut o Tr ap 4mn CCW loop Isolatson, | SS

Train B

W-cS 72 CC Butterfly mtor le 3 Auto Trip Open CCW Flow Path 985 Im p,

Train A

W ,573 CC Buttesfly mtor 18 I Auto Trap Open CCW Flow Path Containment

Sprmy loup, Train A

W-43 7 ) CC Butterfly Motor 16 3 Auto Trip Open CCW Flow Path gust Loop,

Trata B

W-45 75 CC Butresfly mtor 19 3 Auto Trap Open CCW Flow Path Contatament

spray taap, Tratn 8

sty-4 S a ? CC Betterfay mtor 24 3 Aut o Tr ap Open CCW toop Isolation. SS

Traan A |
W 458J CC Buttesfly Mwor 24 i Auto Trip e4wn CCW toop Isolatica, ! SS

Train B |

Ah ..u J,
- . _. - _ _ _ _-. .-- _ - _ . _ .
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Table 1,98-10

4 St.eet 158

M*"IVE VADT.S

Valve Identaf wat a Valve Type Arc nothad

or Locataon and Size Safety of Mormal

963. System Actuator In. Class Actuation Position Function

sN-M 31A , 8 CC Clobe/ Air 2 3 Auto Trip Opem Primary Sampling System Irfy : SS

Isolatnon

efy-4u 3A.'s CC clobe 2 3 Manual Open tastrument Air control SS

!aolation

FV-45)e CC Butterfly / Air 10 3 Auto Trip Open Recirculation Loop !%

Isolation !
sv-4%37 CC Butterfly / Air 10 3 Auto Trty Open Socirculation loop %

teolation :

sN-452s E Butterfly Motor 24 3 Auto Trip Open CCW Non-safeguard Loop : %

toolation :
IN-4525 CC Butterfly Motor 24 3 Auto Trip Open CCW Non-safeguard Loop ;M

isolation |

HV-8526 CC Butterfly Motor 24 3 Auto Trip Open CCW Non-eafeguard loop *%

Isolation

efy-4527 CC Butterfly Motor 24 3 Auto Trip Open CCW 96]e-safeguard Loop ;M

isolataan *

LV-4500 CC Clobe/ Air 3 1 Demote Manual / Closed Emergency Makeup Water *M

local Manual Path |%

LV-4500-01 CC Clube/Aar 3 3 Re ote Manual Closed Emergency Makeup water : %

Path *

Lv 450g CC Clube/Atr 3 3 memove stamual/ Closed Emergency Makeup Water : %

local Manual Pat h |%

CC-WJ3 CC Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Closed Emergency Makeup Water : M
*Path

CC-. wj a CC Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Open Emergency Makeup Water ;%

Path Boundary

g )): CC Check 24 3 Self-Actuated Open Discharge Flow Path : M

C -.w g CC Check 24 3 Self-Actuated Open Dascharge Flow Path M*

I w u .- e . W ;h
*

.

_. . , _ - . _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ ,, _ . . _ .- , _ _ - . -
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Table 3.98-10

esteet 16s

ACTIVE VALVES

Valve Identaticatton Valve Type AMS Mot to3

or tocatson and Size Safety of Mon at

W. Svaram Act uator { Class Act uat ice Position Function

TV-%50A/B CC Butterfly / Air 10 1 AJto Trap Open vantalataan Chiller : M

Isolation :
IPW-15R3 CC Plug /st> tor 3 1 Aato Trip Open Control Room A/C CCW *%

Flow :
IPV-3%ee CC Pleg/petor 3 3 Aeto Trip Open Control Room A/C CCW - 1%

Flow :
IPV-3%eS CC Plug / restor 3 3 Aeto Trip Open Ccetrol Roaan A/C CCW *%

rio- :
KPv-3sne CC Plaq/pe> tor 3 3 Aeto Trap Open Control Rooms AIC CCW *%

riow :
Pv-4SS2 CC Ball /Asr 3 3 Aeto/ local Manual Open Safety Chiller Condenseer |%

CCW regulating valve *

Pv-4SS I CC Sall/ Air 3 3 Asto/ local Manual Open Safety Ch111er Condenser *M

CCW regulating valve ;
#fW-4266 SW Butterfly Motor 24 3 Aeto Trip Open SW Flow Path, Trata A

Mv 4267 SW Butterfly Motor 24 3 Aeto Trap Open SW Flow Path, Train 8

sty-4 M 3 SW Butterfly Motor 10 3 Aeto Trap open SW Flow Path, Train A M
MV-4 M4 SW Sutterfly Motor 10 3 Aeto Trip Open SW Flow Path, Traim 8 : M
Mv-4 MS SW Butterfly Motor 10 3 Remote Manual Closed Alternate AFW Flow Path, SS

TxaLa A *

sev-4 Mn SW Batterfly Motor 30 3 Ramnote Manual Clomej ' . Alternate AFW Flow Path, ! 15

Trata 8 i
Pr-4242 SW Bet t en tly/A sr 10 3 Aeto Trap Closed SW P p 1 Recirc. Line !de6
Py-4253 SW But ter!ly/ A1r 10 3 Asto Trip Clesed S W Pump-02 Recirc. L1r4 *M
SW-,F3 SW Check 28 3 Self-Actuated Open Discharge Flow Path !%
SW.374 SW Check 23 3 Self-Actuated Open Dascharge Flow Path !%
:; Wale SW Check 33 3 Sel f-Act uat ed Open Dsscharge Flow Path !%
sn# 41 F SW Check 10 3 Sel f-Actuated Open Discharge Flow Path *%

& J
^

..- _ . - . - . .
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Table 3.98-10

aSheet l'3

ACTIVE VALVES

Valve Identstaqataan valve Type . NS Met tel*

er lerataon and Sire Safety of Nornst

Mrs. Syste Actuater { Class Actuatacn Posat!cn Funct ion
v

SW-3se SW Check 10 3 Self-Actuated Closed Alternate AfW Flow Path *M

Su-le9 Ar Check to I Self-Actuated Closed Alternate AfW Flow Path |%
ISF-003 SF Check to 1 Self-Actuated Open Discharge Flow Path %

UF-OO4 SF Check 10 3 Self-Actuat ed Open Discharge Ficer Path | 66

EF-160 SF Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Closed Makeup Path *M

EF - t #O SF Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Closed Makeup Path .%

St.as4 Si check 3/4 3 Self-Actuated Closed /Open Close on Non-Safety Line ! 6@

Broah to malatein :
Acc oulator estrogen

pressure. :

SI-lb? SI Check 3/4 3 S*1f-Actuated closed /Open close on Ibn-Safety Line es

Break to esistain *

Accoulator altrogen ;

pressure.

SI-164 SI check 3/4 3 Self-Actuated ClosediOpen Clone ce leon-Safety Lane | to

Break to maintain :

Acc o ulator matrogen ;

pressure.

51-169 Si check 3/4 3 Self-Actuated Closed /Open Close on feun-Safety Line * 68

Break to malatain !

Accumulator antrogen |
*pressure.

Hv-51st DD Clobe 'A a r 3 2 Auto Trip Closed Cont ainment inclation

uv-5 366 DD Ciche' Air 3 2 Auto Trip Clemed Canta tment laolation

(4)-4 M) DD Saf *t r 1/4 2 Self-Actuated Clo.ad Pressure pelsef During 68

Cont a annent laolatnon :

IEM)16 DO Check 1 3 Self-Actuated (lpen pecarculation Flow Path *M

Igu) n DD Check 3 3 Self-Actuated qen Discharge Flou Path * 66

n!An.!R rQVMVOv.t i_ ub; i

- - _ . .~ - , , -- - , - - - , - -- ,
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Table 3.98 'O.

4 Sheet le3

ACTIVE VALVES

Vstre Identafacetaan valve Type MG Method

or Locatami and Saxe Safet y of mana!

Mo. Syst m Actuator { Class Act ua t ion Posation F-anct ion

110-044 00 Check I 3 Self-Actuated Que Recirculation Flow Path *%

80D-C48 00 Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Closed Discharge Flow Path !%

C3-005 00 Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Closed DLacharge Flow Path

Es)404 D0 Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Closed DLacharge Flow Path

C%)16 DO Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Closed Discharge Flow Path

(Ni? 00 Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Closed DLacharge Flow Path

h)49 00 Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Closed Fue! 011 Flow Path !%

0D4% 00 Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Closed Fael 011 Flow Path *%

efv-34e 7 CA Clobe/Aar 3 2 Auto Trip Open Conta1 ament Isolation |%

C1 4 )O CA Check 3- 2 Sel f-Act uated Open Containment Isolation !%

;%

C1444 CI Check 1/2 3 Self-Actuated Closed /Open Prevent Air I4:ss Fra * 68

Accesslator Air Sagsply |

to Control Room Damper :

Af ter A 18an-Safety Aar |
Lane Break. !

CI445 CI Check t/2 3 Self-Actuated Closed /Open Prevent Air Loss From 68

Acceetator Air Suppl) !

to Control Bom Damper ;

Af ter A Idan-Safety Aar !

Line Break.

C1 -94e, CI Check 1/2 1 Self-Actuated Closed /Open Prevent Air Loss From | 68

Accoulator Air Supply ;

to Control soom Damper :

Af ter A faon-Safety Aar |

Lane Sreak. .

Ttg
.

, 3
* 1 r .m =, *e e

l*4 $. (* kj
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Table 1.*B-10

eSheet 193

ACTIVE VALVES

Valve Identsfacatson valve Type AMS hthod

or Locat aan and Size Saf et y of Normal
k. Systamm Actuator { Class Act ua t i3rt Position Funct ion

C1-e47 CI Check 1/2 3 Self-Actuaterf closed /Open Prevent Air loss Frans * 68

Accumulator Air Sepply :
to control Duaus Damper :

Af or A Ison-Safety Air |

Line Dreak. |
Ifv-e le,8 PS Globe / Air 3/4 2 Auto Trip Closed Containment Isolatlam
Ifv 41e,9 PS Clobe/Alr 3/4 2 Aeta Trip Closed Cont ainment Isolattom
efv-4170 PS Clobe! Air l'8 2 Aeto Trip Closed Containment Isolation

MV-4 M 7 PS Clobe/ Air 3/4 2 Aeta Trip Closes Containment Isolation

Ifv-41M PS Clobe/ Air 1/4 2 Auto Trip Closed Containment Isolation,

ID-059 DO Check i 1/2 3 Self-Actuated Closed Starting Air Pressure !M

somadary :
E3-oS9 DO Check i 1/2 3 Self-Actuated Closed Starting Air Pressure *M

Boundary ,

tooe.o DO Check 1 1/2 3 Self- Actuat ant closed Start ing Air Pressa:ae |M

somadary |
IgMw s DO Check i 1/2 3 Self-Actuated Closed Starting Air Pressure |M

M a7 |
C3 4 2 00 Check 1 3/2 3 Self-Actuated closed Start hag tir Pressure |M

Boundary *

OD wi 00 Check i 1/2 3 eelf-Acteated closed Startia3 Air Pressure ;M

Boundary .

[t#-.w4 00 Check i I/2 3 Self-Actuated closed Starttag Air Pressure M '

Somadary |
re-ws 00 Check 1 Is 2 3 Sel f-Act uat ed closed St art tag Air Pressure |M

Soundary .

MV-41:6 FS Clobe. Air l'4 2 Auto Trip Closed Containment Isolation

t =,V. .-|. | ' ' *? Y if |a ,
*dl .h ', s .- l

, .. - - -,- .- - .- .- --- - - - - - - - - - .----- -- - - - - - I
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i

|Tatste 3.98-30

. Sheet 20t

ACTIVE VAL %T.5

Valve dentatigation valve Type AM Me- hod

or tocat ion and Size Safety of mamal

N. S stem Actuator { Class Actuattan P>sition Functionf

efW-41*A ?S Clote/Aar 3/4 2 Auto Trip Close2 Contatammet Isolation

HV-4875 P3 Globe /Att 3/8 2 Auto Trip Close$ Contaamment Isoletten
efV-4171 PS Globe /Atr 3/f 2 Auto Trip Close! Contatammet Isolation

PS-193 PS Safety 1/ 4 2 Self-Actuate $ Closof Pressure Rotter During %

Contatament Isolatton :
IfW-4I?? PS Clote/ Air 3/4 2 Auto Trip Closed Containment Isolation

sfw-4373 PS Clobe/Aar 3/6 2 Aeto Trap Closej Containment Isolattom

tfw-4 3 7 4 PS Clobe/ Air 1/4 2 Auto Trip Clooms containment Isolatton

sfv-4179 PS Ae31e/ Air 3/8 2 Aeto Trip Closej met Luop to Primary $mpling * In

System

efv-4 3 71 PS Angle / Air 3/4 2 Auto Trip Closet met Loop to Primary Sep11mq ; 11

System *

Cfy-4 3s? PS Angle / Air 3/4 2 Auto Trip Closed ECCS Operation *%
C4-036 CA Check 3 2 Self-Actuated Closed Cantatement Isolation : %

efW.3486 CA Clobe/ Air 3 2 Auto Trip Closed Contakament Isolation

ofV 6 cms CM Cat e/ Mot or 6 2 Auto Trap opea Contaiammet Isolatton
C:3-024 CM Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Open Containment Isolatton : 68

ofyAmy Cst Gate /9k> tor 6 2 Auto Trip que Contatament Isolatton
try-60e 3 CM Cate/mtor 6 2 Auto Trip opes Cont a nament Isolation
gas.m! CM Check 1 8/2 3 Self-Aeteated Open Flow Path *u
n. jog CM Check 1 1/2 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path !%
CM-? ? g CN Safety 1/4 2 Self-Actuated Closed Pressure Relief Durtag * 66

Cont a uummet Isolatton *

cyg. 7; CM Safety 1/ 4 2 Self-Actuated Closel Pressure helsef Oursag 6e*

contatament Isolataan *

og. p , CM Chort 4 If2 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path *

CH-4 % CM Check 1 1.' ? 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path !%
Cn. ;60 Cie Check - 2 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path *%

1921 (21
_ . . . . _ . . . . - . - _
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Table 3.48-80

s Sheet 21e

ACTIVE VALtT.S

Valve Idontafiqatsun valve Type AfC Met tei

or I.oratson and Sira Saf et y of %rmal
Obs. System Actuator & C! ass Act uat ten Position function

CH-348 CM Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path !%
G -420 CN Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path %
Of-444 CM Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path !%
CM-4% CM Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path !%
CM-4u CM Check 2 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path !%
CH-ass CM hk 3 3 Seaf-Actuated Open Flow Path *%
Ch- 3 46 CM Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path %
C3-403 CM Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path M
CM - 4% CM Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path !%
CM-452 CM Check I 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path %
CH-46) CM Check 3 3 Self-Actuated Open Flow Path !M
MW-4720 CM Clobe/A tr 1 3 Iteote Mammal Closed Emergency W Water 1%

Path |
CM- 300 CM Check 1 3 Sel f-Act uat ed Closed Emergency 9takeup Water !M

Path

08-301 CM Check 1 ' Self-Actuated Open Emergen y Makeup Water !%

Path Boundary
sty-Ss42 VA Betterfly Motor !! 2 Auto Trip Closed Containment !aolation
afy-5543 VA Setterfly Motor 12 2 Auto Trip Closed Containment Isolation
Ifr-S% ) VA Betterfly Mctor 12 2 Auto Trip Closed Containment Isolation

MV-S$40 VA Butterfly Motor 32 2 Auto Trip Closed Containmoet luolation
sty-gg 41 VA Sutterfly Motor 12 2 Auto Trip Closed Containment Isolataan

9fv-i%2 VA Betterfly Mctor !! 2 Auto Trap Cloom3 Containment Isolation
sty.ssw PS Clobe Solenoid i 2 Aete Trip Closed Containment Isolation !%
ety-Sn ? PS Clobe solencid 1 2 Aeto Trap Cicoed Conta anment Isolation %

sev-%4 a 39: Clote Solenoid 1 2 Aeto Trap y Contaamment Isolation ; ee>

sfv-% 45 fee Clote Solencad 1 2 Aete Trip Ogwn Contannment !aolation .' %

ffv-S ne PS Clut.e Solenca 9 1 2 Aeto Trip Closed Contaanuent Isolation be

N! M E COPY
. . . - _ .. . .-. . .- - . . - _ _ _ - _ _
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Table 3.98-10

sSheet 22i

ACTIVE VALVES

Valve Identificatton Valvo Type AFES feet had

or location and Size Faf et y of Wrmal
W. S staan Actuatoa In. Class Actuetton Pris t r ion Funct ionf

W-S S59 FS Globo Solencad 1 2 hto Trap Cicsed Contaamment Isolation |%
ofv-%5eo PS Glote Solenoid 1 2 Auto Trip Closed Contatammet Isolation ;%

8fV-SS61 PS Clots botanoid 1 2 Auto Trap Closed Contatammet Isolation ;%

ofV-SS46 fue Clotre Solenoid 1 2 hto Trap Opee Contatammet Isolation *%
NV-SS4' IWE Globe Solenoid 1 2 Auto Trip Open Containment Isolation |%
#fv-S% B6 VA Sutterfly/Aar 46 2 Auto Trap Closed Contaamment Isolation |%
efV-SS l? VA Sutterfly/Asr 46 2 hto Tr ap Cicsej Contatammet Isolation

sfv-Sile . Butterf1;/Aar de 2 hto Trap closet Containmoet Isolation
ofV-i e19 14 Butterfly /Aar 48 2 Auto Trip Cicsed Containment Isolation
sfv- S'. 4e VL Sutterfly/ Air 18 2 hte Trip Clemed Cutainment Isolation

ofVASe9 VA Suttw fly /Aar 18 2 hte Trap Closed Contatammet Isolation
meV-5%26 VA Dutterfly peotor 12 3 Remote leanual Closed 42 Purge Flow Path !%
INV-S$29 V4 Butterfly htor 12 3 Dammote stammal Clw N2 Purge flow Path |%
Dtv-55'9 VA Cate/htor 3 3 Ilm ote Stanual Clemed H2 Purgs Fim Fath !%
Sfv-Meo VA Cate/ttotor 3 3 lhonote stanual Closef H2 Purge Flow Path %

seV-$157 VD D1a5 . rage Air 4 2 Acto Trip Open Containnest Isolatnon4

efV. Sale VD Diaphragm Aar 4 2 Auto Trip Open Cont a tment !aolation

ofV-7 3 81 efP Angle'Aar 3/4 2 Auto Trap Closed Contaamment Isolataan ,%

t.Y-7312 tfP Angle 'A a r 3/8 2 hto Trap Cicsed Contatammet Isolation |%

*4
.,
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74BIE 3.95-30

(Slemet 233

I
n ivt vaLvts |

EY'#8 E. 5YSTDI

AF * AF Aemillary Femalweter

Ch Campressed Air-Service Aar

E C'et Cno!!ag Water

CM Challed Water

CI Campressed Air - Instrument Air

CS Chemical anal volume Control System : SS
CT Containment spray

TO Demaneraltzad and peactor Makeup I

DO Daesel Generator Fue! 011

FP Fire Protection ; 53

fu Staan Generator Feeeeater

pG Maan Steam, Beheat and Dump

ts Proceam Sampling Primary Plant

sent DesAdual Heat A -ovat

SF Spent fsel Pool Cooling and Clean-t'p

shi Service Water

VA Hoot am3 and Ventilation

VD vents and Draine

WP waste Processtag ; SS

see Radiation Monatortag ;%

CDE'91AL
4

|
|

ger7r Ref ueling Water Storage Tank

ATM Atmaagdier ic .j

m/A mot Aset Acable I

|
lsu.>te: 4p See Sectime 3. 9ff, Table 3.*M-10 for NSSS Actave Valve !.ast. |% j
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10. Refueling

At the end of plant cooldown the fluid in the RCS is at 1400F.
At this time the vessel head is removed and the refueling canal
is filled. This is done by pumping water from the refueling
water storage tank, which is outside and conservatively assumed
to be at 320F, into the loops by means of the residual heat
removal pumps. It is conservatively assumed that the cold water
is replaced with the colder water within 10 minutes.

This operation is assumed to occur twice per year or 80 times
over the life of the plant.

Upset Conditions

The following primary system transients are considered upset
conditions.

1. Loss of load (without immediate reactor trip).
2. Loss of power.
3. Partial loss of flow.
4. Reactor trip from full power.
5. Inadvertent Reactor Coolant System depressurization.
6. Inadvertent startup of an inactive loop.
7. Control rod drop.
8. Inaavertent Emergency Core Cooling System actuation.
9. Operating Basis Earthquake.

S2 |10. Excessive feedwater Flow

1. Loss of Load (without immediate reactor trip)

This transient applies to a step decrease in turbine load from
full power (turbine trip) without immediately initiating a

j reactor trip and represents the most severe pressure transient

.

" "-'
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the RCS under upset conditions. The reactor eventually trips as
a consequence of a high pressurizer level trip initiated by the
Reactor Protectire. System (RPS). Since redundant means of
tripping the reactor are provided as a part of the RPS,
transients of this nature are not expected, but are included to
ensure a conservative design.

The number of occurrences of this transient is specified at 80
times or 2 times per year for the 40 year plant design life.

2. l.oss of power

This transient applies to a blackout situation involving the
loss of outside electrical power to the station, assumed to be
operating initially at 100 percent power, followed by reactor
and turbine trips. Under these circumstances, the reactor
coolant pumps are de-energized and, following coastdown of the
reactor coolant pumps, natural circulation builds up in the
system to some equilibrium value. This condition permits
removal of core residual heat through the steam generators which
at this time are receiving feedwater, assumed to be at 320F,
from the Auxiliary Feedwater System operating from diesel

'

generator power. Steam is removed for reactor cooldown through
atmospheric relief valves provided for this purpose.

The number of occurrences of this transient is specified at 40
times or 1 per year for the 40 year plant design life.

3. Partial loss of flow

This transient applies to a partial loss of flow from full
power, in which a reactor coolant pump is tripped out of service
as the result of a loss of power to that pump. The consequences
of such

.

I
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an accident are a reactor and turbine trip, on low reactor
coolant flow, followed by automatic opening of the Steam Dump
System and flow reversal in the affected loop. The flow
reversal causes reactor coolant at cold leg temperature to pass
through the steam generator and be cooled still further. This

cooler water then flows through the hot leg piping and enters
the reactor vessel outlet nozzles. The net result of the flow
reversal is a sizable reduction in the hot leg coolant
temperature of the affected loop.

The number of occurrences of this transient is specified at 80
times or 2 times per year for the 40 year plant design life.

4. Reactor trip from full power

A reactor trip from full power may occur from a variety of
causes resulting in temperature and pressure transients in the
RCS and in the secondary side of the steam generator. This is
the result of continued heat transfer from the reactor coolant
in the steam generator. The transient continues until the
reactor coolant and steam generator secondary side temperatures
are in equilibrium at zero power conditions. A continued supply
of feedwater and controlled dumping of steam remove the core

residual heat and prevent the steam generator safety valves from
lifting. The reactor coolant temperature and pressure undergo a
rapid decrease from full power values as the RPS causes the

control rods to move into the core.

Various moderator cooldown transients associated with reactor
trips can occur as a result of excessive feed or steam dump
after trip or large load increase. For design purposes, reactor
trip is assumed to occur a total of 400 times or 10 times per
year over the life of the plart. The various types of trips and
the number of occurrences for each are as follows:

.
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a. Reactor trip with no inadvertent cooldown - 230
occurrences.

b. Reactor trip with cooldown but no safety injection - 160
occurrences,

c. Reactor trip with cooldown actuating safety injection - 10
occurrences.

S. Inadvertent Reactor Coolant System depressurization

Several events can be postulated as occurring during normal
plant operation which will cause rapid depressurization of the
RCS These include:

a. Actuation of a single pressurizer safety valve,

b. Inadvertent opening of one pressurizer power operated
relief valve due either to equipment malfunction or
operator error.

c. Halfunction of a single pressurizer pressure controller
causing one power operated relief valve and two
pressurizer spray valves to open.

d. Inadvertent opening of one pressurizer spray valve, due
either to equipment malfunction or operator error.

e. Inadvertent auxiliary spray.

Of these events, the pressurizer safety valve actuation causes
the most severe transients, and is used as an "umbrella" case to
conservatively represent the reactor coolant pressure and tem-
perature variations arising from any of them.

-
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When a pressurizer safety valve opens, and remains open, the
system rapidly depressurizes, the reactor trips, and the
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) is actuated. Also, the
passive accumulators of the ECCS are actuated when pressure
decreases by approximately 1600 psi, about 12 minutes after the
depressurization begins. The depressurization and cooldown are
eventually terminated by operator action. All of these effects
are completed within approximately 18 minutes. It is,

conservatively assumed that none of the pressurizer heaters are
energized.

With pressure constant and safety injection in operation,
bolloff_of hot leg liquid through the pressurizer and open
safety valve will continue.

For design purposes this transient is assumed to occur 20 times
during the 40 year design life of the plant.

6. Inadvertent startup of an inactive loop

This transient can occur when a loop is out of service. With '

the plant operating at maximum allowable level the reactor
coolant pump in the inactive loop is started as a result of
operator error. Reactor trip occurs on high nuclear flux. This
transient is assumed to occur 10 times during the life of the
plant.

7. Control rod drop

This transient occurs if a bank of control rods drop into the
fully inserted position due to a single component failure. The

reactor is tripped on either low pressurizer pressure or
negative flux rate, depending on time in core life and magnitude
of the reactivity insertion, it is assumed that this transient
occurs 80 times over the life of the plant.

.
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8. Inadvertent Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation

A spurious safety injection signal results in an immediate
reactor trip followed by actuation of the high head centrifugal
charging pumps. These pumps deliver cold water from Refueling |68
Water Storage Tank to the RCS cold legs. The initial portion |

of this transient is similar to the reactor trip from full power
with no cooldown. Controlled steam dump and feedwater flow
after trip removes core residual heat. Reactor coolant
temperature and pressure decreases as the control rods move into
the core.

l.ater in the transient, the injected water causes the RCS
'

pressure to increase to the pressurizer power operated relief
valve setpoint and the primary and secondary temperatures to
decrease gradually. The transient continues until the operator
stops the charging pumps. It is assumed that the plant is then
returned to no-load conditions, with pressure and temperature
changes controlled within normal limits.

For design purposes this transient is assumed to occur 60 times
over the life of the plant.

9. Operating Basis Earthquake

The mechanical stresses resulting from the Operating Basis
Earthquake are considered on a component basis. Fatigue
analysis, where required by the codes, if performed by the
supplier as part of the stress anal report. The earthquake

loads are a part cf the mechanical loading conditions specified
in the equipment specifications. The origin of their
determination is separate and distinct from those transients
resulting from fluid pressure and temperature. They are,
however, considered in the design analysis. The number of
occurrences for fatigue evaluation is assumed to ba 20
earthquakes at 10 cycles each (200 cycles total).

ADVANCE COPY3.98-is
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in the load and stress evaluation tables for the primary component | 61
support. Reactor coolant loop normal and upset condition thermal |

expansion loads are treated as primary loadings for the primary |10
component supports. The adequacy of each member of the steam |

generator supports, reactor coolant pump supports, and piping |

restraints is verified by solving the ASME III Subsection NF stress |
and interaction equations. The adequacy of the RPV support j

structure is verified using the WECAN computer program and comparing |

the resultant stresses to the criteria given in ASME 111 Subsection |
NF. |

| Q112.25
Tables 3.9N-14 through 3.9N-17 present maximum stresses in each member | 10
of the steam generator, reactor coolant pump, and pressurizer support |

structures expressed as a percentage of maximum permissible values for |
all operating condition loadings. The loads on the reactor vessel | 61
supports and the resulting stresses are shown in Table 3.9N-19. The |

above loads and stresses include the effects of loads resulting from |10
asymmetric subcompartment pressurization. |

3.9N.I.4.5 Analysis of Primary Components |13

Equipment which serves as part of the pressure boundary in the reactor
coolant loop includes the steam generators, the reactor coolant pumps,
the pressurizer, and the reactor vessel. This equipment is evaluated
for the loading combinations outlined in Table 3.9N-2. The equipment
is analyzed for: 1) the normal loads of deadweight, pressure and
thermal, 2) mechanical transients of OBE, SSE, and pipe ruptures,
including the effects of asymmetric subcorpartment pressurization and
3) pressure and temperature transients outlined in Section 3.9N.I.l.,

l

The results of the reactor coolant loop analysis are used to determine
the loads acting on the nozzles and the support / component interface

! Iocations. These loads are supplied for all loading conditions on an
"umbrella" load basis. That is, on the basis of previous plant
analyses a set of loads are determined which should be larger than

| those seen in any single plant analysis. The umbrella loads represent
a

|

|
'
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conservative means of allowing detailed component analysis prior to
the completion of the system analysis. Upon completion of the system 3

analysis, conformance is demonstrated between the actual plant loads
and the loads used in the analyses of the components. Any deviations
where the actual load is larger than the umbrella load will be handled
by individualized analysis.

Seismic analyses are performed individually for the reactor coolant
pump, the pressurizer, and the steam generator. Detailed and complex

dynamic models are used for the dynamic analyses. The response

spectra corresponding to the building elevation at the highest
component / building attachment elevation is used for the component

68 | analysis. Seismic. analyses for the steam generator and reactor
| coolant pump are performed using 2 percent damping for the OBE and 4
|percentdampingfortheSSE. The reactor pressure vessel is
|qualifiedbystaticstressanalysisbasedonloadsthathavebeen
| derived from dynamic analysis.

Reactor coolant pressure boundary components are further qualified to
ensure against unstable crack growth under faulted condi< ions by per-
forming detailed fracture analyses of the critical areas of this
boundary. Actuation of the ECCS produces relatively high thermal
stresses in the system. Regions of the pressure boundary which come
into contact with ECCS water are given primary consideration. These

regions include the reactor vessel beltline region, the reactor vessel
inlet nozzles, and the safety injection nozzles in the piping system.

<
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The valve will be mounted in a manner which will conservatively
represent typical valve installations. The valve will include the
operator and all accessories normally attached to the valve in
service. The operability of the valve during SSE is demonstrated by
satisfying the following criteria:

1. All the active valves are designed to have a first natural fre-
quency which is greater than 33 Hz. This is shown by suitable
test or analysis.

| 2. The extended structure of the valve system will be statically
deflected an amount equal to that determined by an analysis as

! representing SSE accelerations applied at the center of gravity
| of the operator along the direction of the weakest axis of the

yoke. The design pressure of the valve will be simultaneously
applied to the valve during the static deflection tests.

3. The valve will then be operated while in the deflected position.
The valve must perform its safety-related function within the
specified operating time limits.

4. Motor operators, pilot solenoid valves and limit switches

necessary for operation will be qualified as operable during SSE
by appropriate IEEE Seismic Qualification Standards, prior to
their instailation on the valve.

I 68 | The accelerations which are used for the static valve qualification
| are equivalent, as justified by analysis, to the simultaneous
|applicationofnotlessthan2.19 in two orthogonal horizontal
| directions and not less than 2.1g in the vertical direction.

Accelerations imparted to the valve assemblies by the piping are not
greater than the accelerations used for the static valve

! qualification.

gig}3.9N-71
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If the frequency of the valve is less than 33 Hz, a dynamic analysis
of the valve will be performed to determine the equivalent
acceleration which will be applied during the static test. The

analysis will provide the amplification of the input acceleration
considering the natural frequency of the valve and the frequency
content of the applicable plant floor response spectra. The adjusted |68
accelerations will be determined using the same conservatisms |

contained in the 2.1 g horizontal and 2.1 g vertical accelerations |
used for "rigid" valves. The adjusted accelerations will then be |

used in the static analysis and the valve operability will be assured
by the methods outlined in steps (2) to (4) above using the modified
acceleration input.

The above testing program applies to valves with extended structures.
The testing will be conducted on a representative number of valves.
Valves from each of the primary safety-related design types will be
tested. Valve sizes which cover the range of sizes in service will be
qualified by the tests and the results will be used to qualify all
valves within the intermediate range of sizes.

Valves which are safety-related but can be classified as not having an -

extended structure, such as check valves and safety-relief valves,
will be considered separately.

The check valves are characteristically simple in design and their op-
eration will not be affected by seismic accelerations or the maximum
applied nozzle loads. The check valve design is compact and there are

no extended structures or masses whose motion could cause distortions
which could restrict operation of the valve. The nozzle loads due to
maximum seismic excitation will not affect the functional ability of
the valve since the valve designed to be isolated from the casing
wall. The clearance supplied by the design around the disc will
prevent the disc from becoming bound or restricted due to any casing

.

.

;
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disortiens caused by nozzle loads. Therefore, the design of these
valves is such that once the structural integrity of the valve is I

assured using standard design or analytis methods, the ability of the
,

valve to operate is assured by the design features, in addition to
,

these design considerations, the valve will also undergo 1) in-shop
hydrostatic tests, 2) in-shop seat leakage test, and 3) periodic in-
situ valve exercising and inspection to assure the functional ability

of the valve.

The pressurizer saftty valves are qualified by the following
procedures. These valves are also subjected to tests and analysis
sinilar to check vah es: stress cno deformation analyses for SSE
loads, in-shop hydrcstatic and seat leakage tests, and periodic in-
situ valve inspection. In addition to these tests, a static load
equivalent to the SSE is applied at the top of the bonnet and the
pressure is increased until the valve mechanism actuates. Successful
actuation within the design requirements of the valve assures its
overpressurization safety capabilities during a seismic event.

Using the methods described, all the safety-related valves in the sys-
tems are gitalified for operability during a seismic event. These

methods conservatively simulate the seismic event and ensure that the
active valves will perform their safety-related function when
necessary.

3.9N.3.3 Design and Installation Details in Mounting of Pressure
Relief Devices (Pressurizer Safety and Relief System)

20 | The pressurizer safety and relief valve discharge piping systems
| provide overpressure protection for the RCS. The three spring-loaded
| safety valves, located on top of the pressurizer, are designed to
j prevent system pressure from exceeding design pressure by more than 10

,

| percent. The two power-operated relief valves, also located on top
| of the pressurizer, are designed to prevent system pressure from
| exceeding

1
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TABLE 3.9N-2

LOADING C0H81NAT10NS FOR ASME CLASS 1

COMPONENTS AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS |20
(EXCLUDING PIPE SUPPORTS) |20

'

C'indition Classification Loading Combination

Design DesignPressure,DesignTemperature,|68
Deadweight, Operating Basis |

'

Earthquake * |

Normal Normal Condition Transient,

Deadweight
i

Upset Upset Condition Transients,
Deadweight, Operating Basis

Earthquake

Emergency Emergency Condition Transients, t

Deadweight

faulted Faulted Condition Transients,
Deadweight, Safe Shutdown Earthquake

or (Safe Shutdown Earthquake and

Pipe Rupture loads)

,

The Operating Basis Earthquake is not considered a design condition | 68*

for NSSS Class 1 valves and piping. The primary stresses are |
'

'

calculated for the Operating Basis Earthquake ioads and compared |

with the upset condition allowable stresses. |

|

i
!

.

!
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TABLE 3.9N-5

STRESS CRITERIA FOR SAFETY RELATED ASME CLASS 2 AND CLASS 3 TANKS

Condition Stress Limits

Design and Nomal om 5 1.0 S |68
(o m or o L) + |68

O b 5 1.5 S |68

Upset o m5115
(e m or o () +

0b 5 1.65 5

Emergency o m 5 1.5 5
(o or o () +a

0 b 5 1.80 S

faulted a m 5 2.0 S
(o m or o t) +
0 b 5 2.4 S

.
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TABLE 3.9N-21

MAXIMUM STRESSES IN THE REACTOR COOLANT LOOP PIPING

Hot Leg Crossover Leg Cold Leg j68
Evaluation Maximus Allowable Maximus Allowable Maximum Allowable |68

-

| Qll2.14
Eg 9 design stress |68
(ksi) (DW, P, OBE) 21.8 26.7 23.0 26.7 24.8 26.7 |68

Eg 9 faulted stress |68
(ksi) (DW, P, SSE, [ 68
LOCA) [a] 34.8 53.4 41.37 53.4 39.0 53.4 |68

Eq 12 stress (ksi) 26.25 53.4 10.6 53.4 19.15 53.4 |68

Eq 13 stress (ksi) 44.3 53.4 42.3 53.4 42.8 53.4 | 68

Fatigue usage factor .893 1.0 .131 1.0 .312 1.0 |68-

168
N01E [a]: LOCA piping stresses in this table are based on main loop piping breaks (envelope of breaks 1 to |68

11, Table 3.68-2), which are larger than the actual LOCA stresses, due to breaks 9, 10 and 11 |
only, of Table 3.6B-2.

|

s t a .. .%
P,P,5.*J
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68 | The environmental qualification progrce at CPSES includes all Class 1E
| equipment including that located in mild and potentially harsh
|environmentareas. For CPSES, mild environment areas are defined as

| areas,outsidethecontainment,thatarenotpotentiallyharsh
| following a design basis accident. A potentially harsh environment r

|isdefinedasanenvironmentwheresafety-relatedequipmentwould
|experienceduetothedirecteffectsofadesignbasisaccident(Loss
| of Coolant Accident, Main Steam Line Break, High Energy Line Break) or
|anyofthefollow:ngparameters:

68 | a. An ambient pressure increase greater than two pounds per
| square inch (2 psi) above atmospheric, or

66 | b. An ambient temperature increase greater than five degrees
| centigrade (SOC or 90F) above the postulated maximum

| temperature based on normal and anticipated operational
| occurrences, or

66 | c. A total integrated radiation exposure dose of 1x104 rads
| Gamma.

66 | NOTE: For postulated radiation environments between lx103 and

| 1x104 rads Gamma, the design / purchase specifications for

| electronic equipment located in a mild environment will '

; i not allow use of semiconductors susceptible to radiation
| | damage less than 1x104 rads Gamma.

66 | If radiation is the only harsh environment criterion
| exceeded for an area and an evaluation concludes that the
| component materials for a piece of equipment has a
| radiation threshold level greater than the postulated
j radiation environment, then, for purposes of environmental

,

| qualification, the equipment will be considered to be
| located in a mild environment. The radiation threshold

i ,

i

:
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4 | a. Mechanical equipment (which contains Class 1E electrical

| components) in Chapter 6

b. Class 1E equipment in Chapter 8

c. Instrumentation and controls in Chapter 7

4 |2. ESF and other Safety-Related Equipment Located Outside

| Containment

68 | a. Mechanical equipment (which contains Class 1E electrical

| components) is described in Chapters 6, 9 and 10.

|
b. Instrumentation and controls are described in Chapter 7.,

c. Class 1E equipment is described in Chapter 8.

38 |Thesafety-relatedmechanicalequipmentatCPSEShasbeendesignedto
| withstand environmental effects as required by GDC-4 and Appendix B

|of10CFRPart50. These requirements are satisfied through the
| design, specification, procurement, and qual,ty assurance procedures
| used at CPSES as supplemented by the pump and valve operability
|programsandtheCPSESmaintenanceandsurveillanceprograms.

66 |

3.118.2 QUALIFICATION TESTS AND ANALYSES

4 |QualificationtestsandanalysesareperforwedonallESFequipment
| and components as necessary to ensure their availability during and
IafteraDBA. These tests consist of simulation of actual physical
|conditionsontheequipmentoraprototypeonagenericbois,or
| analysis, or a combination of prototype tests and analysis as
| applicable. Qualification testing is performed under simulated
|conditionsoftemperature, pressure,relativehumidity, chemistry,and
| radiation dose in excess of those expected for post-DBA conditions.
| The testing period is suff'cient to ensure the capability to function
|duringandafteraDBA.

3.118-4 * * * ' ' " ' -
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In order to provide assurance that all ESF and other Safety Related |4
equipment has the capability to meet environmental conditions as |

required the appropriate quality assurance programs are established |
and implemented.

|

|0032.31 |
Class 1E instrumentation and electrical equipment is capable of |66
operating in the worst expected environmental conditions as specified |
for each component and its location in Appendix 3A, Table 4-1. The |
Class 1E electrical equipment is specified for manufacture in |33
accordance with the criteria listed in Section 3.3. All Class 1E |
equipment will be qualified per IEEE 323 [11) and other applicable |8
standards per Section 8.3 and below.

|

IEEE-323-1974 requirements include the need to establish the qualified | 9
life of Class 1E equipment. This requirement has, in many cases, |

represented a state-of-the-art challenge in assessing the longevity of |
equipment under normal and accident environments. Many of the |33
equipment qualification test reports have identified relatively short |

'

lives of certain components. In some cases, these estimated. |

seemingly short, qualified lives may be the result of testing or |9
accelerated aging limitations, rather than due to intrinsic equipment |
limitations. TV Electric, as the first operating license applicant |66

'

with an IEEE-323-1974 commitment has been confronted with an enormous |
developmental program in meeting these new requirements.

|

Consistent with TV Electric's comitment to meet the requirements of |66
IEEE-323-1974 subject to state-of-the-art limitationt, TV Electric |
will modify any of the existing qualified lives as additional

|

inform 6 tion and better testing and analytical techniques are |
developed. Therefore, the existing qualified lives currently listed |68
in the Environmental Equipment Qualification Sumary Packages should |

be regarded as decision points with regard to an ongoing aging |
: evaluation, rather than a fixed component replacement interval.

|
Changes from those qualified lives currently indicated will be |9 t

documented by revisions to the appropriate summary packages. |

3.118-5 j, . .u i. - i.
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All Class IE equipment located in a cild environment will be | 66
seismically qualified to IEEE Standard 344-1975 anu Regulatory Guide |
1.100[19] using the methods, procedures, and documentation described

|
in FSAR Sections 3.7 and 3.108. |

How the requirements of GDC 1, 24, 23 and 50 are rwet is addressed in 16
Section 3.1. Specific information concerning how GDC 1 and 4 are met |
isreportedinAppendixAofReference[18]. Specific information
concerning how GDC 23 is met can be found in Sections 7.2 and 7.3.

|0040.32
Thequalityassuranceprogramtobeappliedtothedesign, fabrication |6
and testing of all BOP safety related equipment confom to the |
requirements of 10CFR part 50 Appendix B. The QA program is |
described in Chapter 17.

|

|0040.39
'

Specific information concerning how Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 is |4
met is discussed in Chapter 17. Level of compliance with NRC |66
Regulatory Guides 1.30, 1.40, 1.63, 1.73, 1.89, 1.100 and 1.131 is

|
addressedinAppendix1A(B).

|

3.118.3 QUAllFICATION TEST RESULTS

|0040.36
All safety-related equipment and components in a potentially harsh |66 .

environmen+ are demonstrated to perform their designed safety function |,

under all normal, abnormal and accident conditions, by appropriate |
testing and analyses. The detailed qualification information and |68
test results are documented in the Environmental Equipment |
Qualification Summary Packages and are available for an NRC audit.

|

3.118.4 LOSS OF VENTILATION

3.118.4.1 Environmental Desiqn Basis '

.

The plant design features ensure that room ambient temperatures do not | 56
exceed the maximum operational temperature limit for instrumentation

|
and electrical equipment.

| !

,
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Equipment Qualification Report (EQR) supports the operating
license application for Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES).
This report provides design inforntion in sufficient detail to allow
a definitive evaluation of the equipment environmental qualification
program for CPSES.

The CPSES environmental qualification program is described in Section
2.0 and a detailed comparison to NUREG-0583 is provided in Section
3.0. A summary of Class 1E equipment types located in a potentially |68
harsh environment and their postulated environmental extremes are

|
provided in Table 4-1, Section 4.0.

|

The basic scope of the program includes all Class 1E equipment at

CPSES. Detailedsystemandequipmentdescriptionsareincludedinthe|66
appropriate sections of the FSAR; in particular, those systems |
required for Hot Standby and Cold Shutdown are described in FSAR

|
Section 7.4. Section 7.1 identifies all safety-related systems. |

A mild environment is an environment that would at no time be |66
significantly more severe than the environment that would occur during |
normal plant operation, including anticipated operational occurrences. |;

) For CPSES, mild environment are* are defined as areas, outside the |

containment, that are not potentially harsh following a design basis |
accident. A potentially harsh environment is defined as an

| |

environment where safety-related equipment would experience, due to |
the direct effects of a design basis accident (Loss of Coolant

|

Accident, Main Steam Line Break, High Energy Line Break), for any of | ,

the following parameters:
|

! .

|

4

|

l
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3.11N ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

The mechanical and electrical portions of the Engineered Safety
Features and the Reactor Protection Systems are designed to ensure
acceptable performance in all environments anticipated under normal,
test, and design basis accident conditions. This section presents
information on the design basis and qualification verifications for
mechanical and electrical equipment in the Engineered Safety Features
and the Reactor Protection System that are within the scope of the
Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS). Section 3.7N
presents the seismic design requirements and Section 3.10N presents
the seismic qualification of electrical equipment.

3.llN.1 EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

AlistofClass1Eequipmentlocatedinpotentiallyh<rshenvironments|68
and their postulated environmental extremes are provided in Appendix |
3A, Table 4-1. The definition of potentially harsh and mild |
envirorments at CPSES is provided in Section 3.118.1. |

The safety-related mechanical equipment at CPSES has been designed to |38
withstand environmental effects as required by GDC-4 and Appendix B of |
10 CFR Part 50. These requirements are satisfied through the design, |

specification, procurement, and quality assurance procedures at CPSES |

as supplemented by the pump and valve operability programs and the |
'

CPSES maintenance and surveillance programs, |

3.11N.2 QUALIFICATION TESTS AND ANALYSIS

|0032.2
For Westinghouse NSSS Class IE equipment located in a potentially |68
harsh environment, Westinghouse meets the Institute of Electrical and | ,

Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 323-1974, "!EEE Standard for |

Qualifying Class IE Equipment fnr Nuclear Poner Generatient tatinns." | [
#

including IEEE Standaid C '' 1 the Nuclear Pn e, Un m m ient |e

Committee (NPEC) Position Statement of July 24, 1975. by an I
'

.

I

**
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68 |appropriatecombinationofanyorallofthefollowing: type testing,
|operatingexperiencu,qualificationbyanalysis,andongoing
| qualification. The Westinghouse approach to satisfying IEEE-Standard
|323-1974 isdocumentedinWCAP-8587(1)whichhasbeenacceptedbythe
|NRCStaff. Appendix 3A, Table 4-1 identifies the Westinghouse
|suppliedClass1Eequipmentlocatedinapotentiallyharshenvironment
|andthecorrespondingEquipmentQualificationDataPackages.

68 |ForNSSSClass1Eequipmentlocatedinamildenvironmentarea,CPSES
|demonstratesqualificationthroughdesign/purchasespecifications.
| test results, operational experience, and/or design data. This
| information contains a description of the functional requirements for
|theequipment'sspecificmildenvironmentalarea. Documentation
|whichmeetstherequirementsforapotentiallyharshenvironmentis
|consideredacceptableinlieuoftheaboverequirements. However,
| the replacement of equipment located in a mild environment area is
| based on a design life rather than a qualified life. The design life
| may be based on the manufacturer's rating, vendor's design or
| application analysis, testing or analysis, or an engineering analysis
| for the specific environment, as long as said determination is based
|onconditionswhichareequivalenttoormoreconservativethanthe
| equipment's specific mild environment conditions.

63 |AllClass1Eequipmentlocatedinamildenvironmentareais
|seismicallyqualifiedtoIEEEStandard 344-1975 and Regulatory Guide
| 1.100 using the methods, procedurec, and documentation described in

| FSAR Sections 3.7 and 3.10N.

4 |TheoverallClass1EWestinghouseequipmentqualificationprogram
|includesgenericenvironmentalconditions,e.g., temperature.
| pressure, relative humidity, chemistry, radiation, which are
| established for the various pieces of Westinghouse supplied Class IE

68 | equipment. The conditions + tording to location of 'h'"
.

.
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equipment. The generic environmental conditions for which the | 68
equipment is qualified are reported in the specific Equipment |
Qualification Data Package and the Environmental Equipment |
Qualification Summary Packages. The postulated environmental |

extremesusedforequipmentqualificationareprovidedinAppendix3A,|
Table 4-1.

|

How the requirements of the General Design Criteria (GDC) 1, 4, 23,
and 50 are met is addressed in Section 3.1. Specific information |68
concerning how GDC 1 and 4 are met is reported in the applicable |
Equipment Qualification Data Packages [1]. Specific information |
concerning how GDC 23 is met can be found in Section 7.2.2.2.
Specific information concerning how GDC 50 is met is provided in
Section 6.2. Specific information concerning how Appendix B of 10 CFR | 4
Part 50 is met is located in Chapter 17. Regulatory Guides 1.30, |
1.40, 1,73 and 1.89 are addressed in Appendix 1A(N). |

3.11N.3 QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS
,

Qualification test results are provided in the Equipment Qualification | 68
Data Packages and in the Environmental Equipment Qualification Sumary |
Packages. The packages are identified in Appendix 3A, Table 4-1. |

3.11N.4 LOSS OF VENTILATION

Refer to Section 3.118.4
.

3.11N.5 ESTIMATED CHEMICAL AND RADIATION ENVIRONMENT |36

Chemical environments in the primary containment as result of an | 68
accident condition are showr. n Appendix 3A. Table 4-1 and discussed | !

in Section 3.118.5.1. The postulated integrated radicion |

environments for normal and ident conditions are she n in Appendix |
e

3A. Table 4-1 . |

.

L

f' '

;
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TABLE 3.11N-2

DELETED |36

SEE FSAR APPENDIX 3A TABLE 4-1 |68

.
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l

| TABLE 3.11N-3

DELETED l 68

INFORMATION INCORPORATED IN APPENDIX 3A, TABIE 4-1 |68

.
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NOTES TO FIGURE 5.1-2

RCS AT STEADY STATE FULL POWER OPERATION

ITEM FLU 10 PRESSVRE TEMP FLOWa VOLUME

(psig) (OF) (apm)b (Ib/hr)C (cu.ft.)
1 RC 2235.0- 618.8 110,250 36.7125 |68---

2 RC 2233.1 618.8 110,250 36.7125 |68---

3 RC 2195.9 559.3 99,839 36.7125 |68---

4 RC 2192.4 559.3 99,839 36.7125 |68---

5 RC 2285.1 559.6 98,900 36.7125 |68---

6 RC 2283.2 559.6 98,900 36.7125 |68---

7-12 See Loop 1 Specifications (1-6) 168
13-18 See Loop 1 Specifications (1-6) |68
19-24 See Loop 1 Specifications (1-6) |68

25 RC 2285.1 559.6 1.0 0.0004 |68---

26 RC 2285.1 559.6 1.0 0.0004 |68---

27 RC 2235.0 559.6 2.0 0.0008 |68---

28 Steam 2235.0 652.7 720 |68--- ---

29 RC 2235.0 652.7 1080 |68--- ---

30 RC 2235.0 652.7 2.5 0.0008 |68---

31 RC 2235.0 652.7 0 0 |68---

32 Steam 2235.0 652.7 0 0 |68---

33 RC 2235.0 <652.7 0 0 Minimize |68
34 Nitrogen 3.0 120 0 0 |68-

35 RC 2235.0 <652.7 0 0 Minimize |68
36 Nitrogen 3.0 120 0 0 |68---

37 Nitrogen 3.0 120 0 0 | 68---

38 Nitrogen 3.0 120 456 | 68--- ---

39 PRT Water 3.0 120 1350 |68--- ---

.

a) Flow measured at 1300F and 2300 psig; charging and letdown not |68'

included
|

b) At the conditions specified | 68
c) s 106 | 68

.

. -
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Nuclear plants employing the same RHRS design as the CPSES are given
in Section 1.3.

5.4.7.1 Des 4n Bases

RHRS design parameters are listed in Table 5.4-7.

The RHRS is placed in operation approximately 4 hours after reactor
shutdown when the temperature and pressure of the RCS are

approximately 3500F and 425 psig, respectively. Assuming that two |68
heat exchangers and two pumps are in service and that each heat

|
exchanger is supplied with component cooling water at design flow and |

maximum temperature, the RHRS is designed to reduce the temperature of |
the reactor coolant from 3500F to 1400F within 24 hours. The |
time required, under these conditions, to reduce reactor coolant

|
temperature from 3500F to 2120F is 2.8 hours. The heat load

|
handled by the RHRS during the cooldown transient includJs residual

and decay heat from the core and reactor coolant pump heat. The

design heat load is based on the decay heat fraction that exists at 20
hours following reactor shutdown from an extended run at full power.

Assuming that only one heat exchanger and pump are in service and that | 68
the heat exchanger is supplied with component cooling water at design |
flow and maximum temperature, the RHRS is capable of reducing the |
temperature of the reactor coolant from 3500F to 2000F within 21

|
hours. The time required under these conditions, to reduce reactor

|
coolant temperature from 3500F to 2120F is 11.9 hours.

|

"

The RHR$ is designed to be isolated from the RCS whenever the RCS

pressure exceeds the RHRS design pressure. The RHRS is isolated from
the RCS on the suction side by two motor operated valves in seies on
each suction line. Each motnr operated valve is interlia h l to
prevent its opening if pt.'. pi m .ina is greater than 425 p.ig and to
automatically close if RCS pressure exceeds 750 psig. The RHRS is

.

5.4-51
t ,../ . . .' '. '.'k, .; .~5''. r. ' ' '

,
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Residual Heat Exchangers

Two resiaual heat exchangers are installed in the system. The heat |68
exchanger design is based on heat load and temperature differences |
between reactor coolant and component cooling water existing 28 hours | ,

afterreactorshutdownwhenthetemperaturedifferencebetweenthetwo| |
systems is small.

| 1

The installation of two heat exchangers in separate and independent
residual heat removal trains assures that the heat removal capacity of
the system is only pattially lost if one train becomes inoperative.

The residual heat exchangers are of the shell and U-tube type.
Reactor coolant circulates through the tubes, while component cooling
water circulates through the shell. The tubes are welded to the i

tubesheet to prevent leakage of reactor coolant.

The residual heat exchangers also function as part of the ECCS (see
Section 6.3).

i

Residual Heat Removal System valves

Valves that perform a modulating function are equipped with two sets

of packings and an intermediate leakoff connection that discharges to
the drain header.

Manual and motor operated valves have backseats to facilitate
repacking and to limit steam leakage when the valves are open.
Leakage connections are provided where required by valve size and

;
fluid conditions. '

5.4.7.2.3 System Operation
>

Reactor Startup ,

:

Generally, while at cold shutdown condition, decay heat from the

:

,

**"
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Assumptions utilized in the series of heat balance calculations
describing plant residual heat removal cooldown are as follows:

1. Residual heat removal operation is initiated 4 hours after
reactor shutdown.

2. Residual heat removal operation begins at a reactor coolant
temperature of 3500,

3. Thermal equilibrium is maintained throughout the RCS during the
cooldown.

4. Component cooling water temperature during cooldown is limited |68
to a maximum of 1220F. |

Cooldown curves calculated using this method are provided for the case
of all residual heat removal components operable (Figure 5.4-8) and
for the case of a single train residual heat removal cooldown (Figure
5.4-9).

5.4.7.4 Preoperational Testing

Preoperational testino of the RHRS is addressed in Chapter 14,

5.4.8 REACTOR WATER CLEANUP

This section is not applicable to the CPSES.
.

.

5.4.9 MAIN STEAM LlHE AND FEEDWATER PIPING

The main steam line is described in Section 10.3 and the feedwater
piping is described in Section 10.4.7.

.

$,4 67 p r,' ,* ' f: * *** *
j.
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'

TABLE 5.4-1
.

(Sheet 1 of 2) ;
.

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP DESIGN PARAMETERS

Unit design pressure (psig) 2485 )
Unit design temperature (OF) 650a
Unit overall height (ft) 26.93
Sealwaterinjection(gpm) 8

'

Seal water return (gpm) 3

Cooling water. flow (gpa) 495

Maximum continuous cooling water +

inlet temperature (OF) 108 |68

Pump '

Capacity (gpm) 99,000 :

Developed head (ft) 288 !

NPSH required (ft) Figure 5.4-2
Suction temperature (OF) 557.8 :

Pumpdischargenozzle,insidediameter(in) 27-1/2 !

Pump suction nozzle, inside diameter (in) 31
.

,

i Speed (rpm) 1183 I

3Water volume (ft ) 78.6b i

Weight, dry (Ibs) 205,330
|

.

I

i

|

Design temperature of pressure retaining parts of the pump assemblya

exposed to the reactor coolant and injection water on the high
pressure side of the controlled leakage seal shall be that
temperature determined for the parts for a primary 1000 temperaturei

of 6500F,
j !

.
ib Composed of r eat.toi . wlant in the casing and of inie,,ainn andj
,

cooling water in the thermal barrier. I

|
*

:

1 !

:

I
.., , . . , . . . .

.
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TABLE 5.4-7

DESIGN BASES FOR RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM OPERATION

Residual Heat Removal System startup ~4 hours after
reactor shutdown

Reactor Coolant System initial pressure (psig) ~425

ReactorCoolantSysteminitialtemperature(OF) ~350

Component cooling water maximum temperature (DF) 122 [68

Cooldown time (hours after initiation of Residual
Heat Removal System operation) 24 |68

Reactor Coolant System temperature at end of

cooldown (Or) 140

Decay heat generation at 20 hours after reactor

shutdown (Btu /hr) 78.2 x 106

.

e
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TA8LE 5.4c8

RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM COMPONENT DATA

Residual Heat Removal Pump

Number 2

Designpressure(psig) 600

Design temperature (OF) 400

Design flow (gpm) 3800
Designhead(ft) 350

NPSHrequiredat3800gpm(ft) 18

Power (hp) 400
'

Residual Heat Exchanger

Number 2

Design heat removal capacity (Stu/hr) 39.1 x 106
Estimated UA (Btu /hr 0F) 2.3 x 106

Tube side Shell side
Designpressure(psig) 600 150

Design temperature (OF) 400 200

Design flow (Ib/hr) 1.9 x 106 3.956 x 106 |66
Inlettemperature(OF) 140 109.6 |68
Outlet temperature (OF) 121.9 118.3 |68

Haterial Austenitic Carbon steel
stainless
steel

.

Fluid Reactor Component

coolant cooling
water

.

'g$
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NOTES TO FIGURE 5.4-7

(Sheet 1 of 4)

MODES OF OPERATION

Mode A - Initiation of RHR Operation

When the reactor coolant temperature and pressure are reduced to
3500F and 400 psig, approximately 4 hours after reactor shutdown,
the second phase of plant cooldown starts with the RHRS being placed
in operation. Before starting the pumps, the inlet isolation valves
are opened, the heat exchanger flow control valves are cet a minimum
flow, and the outlet valves are verified open. The automatic miniflow
valves are open and remain so until the pump flow exceeds 1000 gpm at
which time they trip closed. Should the pump flow drop below 500 gpm
the miniflow valves open automatically.

' Startup of the RHRS includes a wann-up period during which time
reactor coolant flow through the heat exchangers is limited to
minimize thermal shock on the RCS. The rate of heat removal from the
reactor coolant is controlled manually by regulating the reactor
coolant flow through the residual heat exchangers. The total flow is
regulated automatically by control valves in the heat exchanger bp ass
line *o maintain a constant total flow. The cooldown rate is limited | 68
to 50CF/'! on equipment stress limits and a 1220F maximum |en

compor,en' . aving water temperature. |

Mode B - End Conditions of a Normal Cooldown

This situation characterizes most of the RHRS operation. As the
reactor coolant temperature decreases, the flow through the residual
heat exchanger is increased until all of the flow is directed through
the heat exchanger to obtain maximum cooling.

Note: For the safeguards functions performeo by the RHRS refer to
Section 6.3.

, . . . .
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5. Spray Nozzles and Ring Headers

The nozzles are of one-piece construction, with a 3/8-in.
Diameter orifice and produce a hollow cone spray pattern.

The spray nozzles are installed on ring headers in the
Containment dome and spray headers at lower elevations in the
Containment. The nozzle arrangement is designed to provide
maximum coverage inside the Containment. The spray header
piping is designed in accordance with the ASME, B&PV Code,

Section III, Class 2, and the requirements of seismic Category
!. The spray nozzles are designed in accordance with
manufacturer's standards and have the following characteristics:

Design flow 15.2 gpm +5 percent

52 | Design operating pressure 40 psi
52 | drop

,

6. Piping and Valves

The piping and valves of the CSS are designed in accordance with

the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Class 2, ano seismic Category I
requirements. They have the following characteristics:

|

|

The piping and valves for the CSS are designed to 325 psiga.

| 68 | and 3000F, The pump suction lines from the recirculation
| sumps and the RWST are designed to 70 psig and 3000F.

|
'

b. The motor-operated isolation valves in the recirculation
lines are totally enclosed in valve isolation tanks. The

recirculation lines that run from the sumps to the
Containment spray pumps are protected by concentric guard

40 | piping up to the valve isolation tanks. These tanks are
j | used to control leakage and are not tested at containment

| design conditions.
|

1

6 -6
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Any concrete particles or miscellaneous steel such as ductwork stairs
or grating which may be displaced by differential pressure or jet
impingement tend to sink in the low-velocity area approaching the
screens.

All temporary materials used during refueling or maintenance outages,
such as paper, plastic sheeting, or temporary wooden scaffolding, are
removed from the Containment prior to operation.

6.2.2.3.4 Net Positive Suction Head

Sufficient net positive suction head (NPSH) is available to t:e
Containment spray pumps for both the injection and recirculation modes
of operation.

During the injection phase, the NPSH is calculated using the |52
atmosphericpressureintheRWST,thestaticheadbetweenlow-lowRWST|
level and the pumps elevation, the piping losses, and the vapor |
pressure of water at 1200F.

|

During the recirculation phase, adequate NPSH for the Containment | 68
spray pump is ensured by the design of the CSS in wcordance with NRC |
Regulatory Guide 1.1. It is assumed that the Containment ambient |

pressure is equal to the vapor pressure of the sump liquid.

Figure 6.2.2-2 shows the relationship between the available NPSH and |68
the pump flow during the injection and recirculation phases and shows |
the required NPSH. Design parameters for the pumps are shown in |
Table 6.2.2-1.

..

i

l

!

|

.

|

|
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6.2.2.4.3 Operational Testing

Routine testing is perfonned periodically to verify the operability of
active CSS components.

1. Sequencing of valves and pumps is tested by shutting the manual
valve on the Containment spray line inside the Containment,
shutting the manual valve on the chemical additive supply line,
and triggerin] a dummy actuation signal. All automatic valves
and the pumps are checked for proper sequencing.

2. Each pump is run at full flow and the flow is directed back to
the RWST.

3. The following provisions are made for periodic testing of the
spray nozzles:

a. Compressed air test connections

b. Special facility permitting access to all ring headers

Operators will confinn that all nozzles are free and
unobstructed.

'

6.2.2.5 Instrumentation Requirements

CSS operation is automatically initiated by signals generated by the
68 |ESFActuationSystemasdescribedinSection7.3. The mininum flow

| recirculation lines are automatically opened upon start of the
,

| | Containment spray pumps. The recirculation lines are automatically
|closedwhen25percentofthespraypumpdesignflowisachievedand
|thecontainmentsprayisolationvalveforthatpumpisopen. Flow

| instruments are provided in each pump discharge line. Four RilST

level channels are provided and used for ECCS and CSS operation. ,

! (Refer to Section 6.3.2 for use with the ECCS.)
.
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Level instruments provide local and remote indication, and high, low,
low-low and empty level alams.

A low-low [two out four channels] level signal is provided for |68
automatic initiation of ECCS changeover from injection mode to j

recirculation mode when approximately 270,000 gallons from the total |

usable volume of approximately 460,000 gallons have been drawn by the |
ECCS and the CSS.

|

A empty level alarm is provided to annunciate the necessity to |40
manually switch the CSS to the recirculation phase. This alarm is |
initiated when approximately 390,000 gallons have been exhausted. |

Each Containment spray header riser is provided with a pressure switch

to alarm in the Control Room if the level in the riser falls below the
minimum level required.

Two water level indicator channels are provided for each Containment
sump. Both are indicated in the Control Room.

The Containment spray pump discharge pressures and flows are indicated
and recorded in the Control Room.

Safety- nlated display instrumentation is provided as described in
Table 7.h1forthefollowingCSSparameters:

s
RWST letals

.

"c

Containment spray pump pressure

Containment sprof pump flow

Containment suco level

.

6.2-73 h k.
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I 68 | Control Room. Lines which fall into this category include low
| head safety injection lines (Figure 6.2.4-1, Valve Arrangement
| 8), high head safety injection lines (Figure 6.2.4-1, Valve

~

| Arrangement 8, 9 and 33), Containment spray lines (Figure 6.2.4-
| 1, Valve Arrangement 25), hydrogen purge lines (Figure 6.2.4-1,

| Valve Arrangement 20 and 21), Auxiliary Feedwater Lines (Figure

| 6.2.4-1, Valve Arrangement 36) and Main Steam Supply to the

| Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine (Figure 6.2.4-1, Valve

| Arrangement 17).

2. Containment Sump Recirculation Lines

The containment sump recirculation lines, which supply suction
to the low-head safety injection (RHR) pumps, and the
containment spray pumps (Figure 6.2.4-1, Valve Arrangement 2)
are each provided with a single remote-manual gate valve outside

38 | the Containment. This valve is enclosed in a valve isolation
| tank (Figure 6.2.2-3) and the piping from the sump to the valve

| is enclosed in a concentric guard pipe.

38 | The guard pipe and valve isolation tank are not considered part

| of the barrier between containment and external environment and

| are not tested at containment design conditions. The reason

| for this is that these moderate energy lines are designed to
| meet the requirements of Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 (SRP

| 3.5.2) with stress levels less than 0.4 (1.2Sh + Sa). The

| penetrations are designed and fabricated per ASME Section !!!

| CL2 and MC (Article NE1000) Summer '76.

.

38 | The valves and isolation tanks are located in the safeguard
| building which are served by the ESF emergency filtration

| system. System arrangement also provides for valve leakage
| control. Valve stem lolage is piped and routed via the valve
| stem leakoff connections to the safeguards building sumps and
| then to the waste holdup tanks. Valve bonnet leakage will be
| collected at the bottom of the tanks which are equipped with |
| normally closed drain connections. These are also piped and

| routed via the safeguard building sumps to the waste holdup

AMANCE CE.r.6.2-78
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seals insioe the Containment, or a bolted blind flange both
inside and outside the Containment. The arrangement provided

satisfies the functional requirement of GDC 56 by providing
redundant isolation barriers.

68 |7. Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (TDAFW) Pump Steam Supply and

| MSIV Bypass Valves (Figure 6.2.4-1, Valve Arrangement 17)

65 | The warm-up bypass valves around the steam supply valves in tha

| TOAFW pump steam supply lines (loop 1 & 4 only, see Figure
,

| 6.2.4-1 Sheet 5 of 10) are nomally locked closed. These

| valves are opened manually to heat-up the steam supply lines
| during surveillance testing to minimize degradation of the TOAFW
j pump due to condensation in the supply lines. The bypass warm-

| up valves are not required during an emergency cold start of the
| T0AFW pump.

68 | Similarly, the manual bypass valves around the Main Steam

| Isolation Vahes (MSIVs) are normally locked closed, and are '

| opened during plant startup, per Tecnnical Specification
| requirements, to warm up the system piping downstream of the

| MSIVs.

66 | 8. Local Vent, Orain and Test Connection Valves

66 | To ensure that containment integrity is maintained, local vent,
| drain, and test connection valves are locked closed, have capped
| ends and are under administrative control.

.

66 |9. SIS lest Line Pressure Indicator

66 | The SIS test line subsystem is described in Section 6.3.4. The

| SIS test lines are provided with containment isolation valves 1
j 8871, 1-8964, and 1-8888. Local pretsure indicator 1-PI-929 is

provided outside the reactor containment in the piping between

ADVANCE CDR
6.2-82
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The Containment Isolation System is designed in accordance with 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 54, 55, 56, 57 requirements discussed in
Subsection 6.2.4.1.2.

Instrument lines penetrating the Containment are designed in
accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.11 as described in Subsection
6.2.4.1.4.

A detailed discussion of missile protection can be found in Section
3.5. The design features and measures against jet forces and pipe
whip are described in Section 3.6, and the seismic design bases for
the safety-related systems are provided in Section 3.7.

In case of loss of control voltage to the associated solenoid valve,
or in case of loss of air, the air-operated containment isolation
valves move to the position of greatest safety. Motor-operated
containment isolation valves fail in the as is position.

Emergency power from the standby diesel generators is provided to the
AC valves to ensure system operation in the event of a loss of offsite
power.

15 | All containment isolation valves which receive signals to close from
|containmentisolationphaseA,containmentisolationphaseB,
|steamlineisolationorfeedwaterisolationhavevalveclosuretimesas
| fast as practical, consistent with the type of valves and valve

68 | operators, with consideration given to water hammer effects. Those
| lines which provide a direct connection from the Containment
| atmosphere to the environment are equipped with isolation valves,

j having closing times of five seconds or less or are locked closed.
15 | Valve closure time for each valve is shown in Table 6.2.4-3. To

ensure operability, the Containment Isolation System is designed to
meet the single failure critaria with no loss of function.

g f h h'[ [6.2-88
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The possibility of debris becoming entrained in escaping fluid and
preventing tight closure of an isolation valve is of concern only for
penetrations which are open to the Containment atmosphere during power
operation. The Containment pressure relief line is the only
penetration which falls in this category. -The following provisions
are made to ensure that debris does not become entrained in escaping
fluid and prevent tight closing of the isolation valves in this line:

1. Pipe provided for this function is separate from other duct | 41
systems inside of the Containment and is seismic Category 1; no |

registers or other potential sources of debris are used in this |
ductwork.

|

2. The pipe is routed to a clear area inside Containment as close |41
to the penetration as possible; the clear area is free of |

potential sources of debris such as piping insulation, and so |
forth.

|

3. The entrance to the pipe is bell mouthed to minimize entrance |41
velocity. A debris screen is provided as described in Section |
9.4A.

|

4. The isolation valves are fast closing valves which close ir, less
than five seconds.

The redundancy requirement is satisfied by having two isolation
barriers in series, one on each side of Type A and Type B
penetrations. Reliability is assured by conducting periodic tests to
check the operability of the isolation valves, actuators, and,

controls. Furthermore, a fail-safe feature is incorporated into air-
operated and solenoid-operated isolation valve design, so that in the
event of actuating power loss, the valve assumes the position that
ensures safety.

.
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The power operated isolation valves may be operated manually from the
Control Room to provide a secondary means of actuation. To confirm
performance capabilities, i.e., closing time and valve status (open or
closed), indicator lights are checked and observed during the perioriic
testing.

The primary and secondary modes of actuation are shown in Table 6.2.4-
2.

68 | As shown in the Figure 6.2.4-1, penetrations which require leakage
| testing are provided with appropriate test connections.

6.2.4.3 Design Evaluation

The design of the Containment Isolation System meets the requirements
for system integrity, response, operation, and reliability. Isolation
valve and piping design and their location ensure containment
integrity for any postulated single failure.

Regular functional testing of the Containment isolation System during
shutdown periods assures operability of all isolation valves. Leakage

rate testing during the same periods ensures that the leakage through
isolation valves and piping penetrations does not exceed values
commensurate with offsite radiation doses under accident conditions,

j given in the Technical Specification. The use of double isolation
barriers ensures that no single failure of any active or passive
component renders the Containment Isolation System either partially or
wholly inoperable. Open or closed isolation valve status during
normal plant operation is regularly checked and controlled,,

i particularly with regard to manually-operated isolation valves. In

addition, automatic isolation valves, whether actuated remote-manually
or by isolation signals, are designed to assume a fail safe position.
These are tabulated in Tablet 6.2.J-1, 2 and 3.

,

|
,

.
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TABLE 6.2.2-1

(SHEET 1of3)
.

iii CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

COMPONENT DESIGN PARAMETERS

1. Containment Spray Pump

Quantity 4

Type Horizontal centrifugal
Design pressure, psig 325

Design temperature, F 300

Design flow rate, gpm 3000

Total design head, ft 585

NPSH required, ft 12

2. Containment Spray Nozzle

Quantity 759/764 Unit 1/ Unit 2 |68
Type Spraco 1713A

Flow per nozzle at 40 psi, gpm 15.2 i percent

3. Refueling Water Storage Tank

Quantity, per unit 1

Usable volume, gal 450,000
Total content, gal 503,180
Boric acid concentration, ppm 2000
Design pressure, ft 50

'

Oesign temperature, F 120 |68
Operating pressure, ft 41 (Hydraulic head)

:
i

S

4
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TABLE 6.2.2-1

(SHEET 2) i

;

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
1

COMPONENT DESIGN PARAMETERS

.

4. Containment Spray Heat Exchanger

Quantity 2

Type Shell and U tube
Overall heat transfer
(8tu/hrft2 F) coefficient 580.0 |68
Flow, gpm

Shell side 6080

injection 5800

Recirculation 7200

Inlet Temperature, F
Shell side, maximum 135

Tube side, maximum 243

Design Pressure, psig
Shell 150

Tube 325

Design Temperature, F

Shell 200

Tube 300
e

.

.
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TABLE 6.2.2-1

(SilEET3)

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
_

COMP 0NENT DESIGN PARAMETERS

5. Piping and Valves

Spray Discharge Lines

Design pressure, psig 325

Design temperature, F 300

Spray Suction Lines

Design pressure, psig 70 |68
Design temperature, F 300

Chemical Supply Line

Design pressure, psig 20

Design temperature, F 150

Eductor Piping-

Design pressure, psig 325

Design temperature, F 300

6. Valve Isolation Tank

6

Quantity, per unit R '

j Type Vertical
Design pressure, psig 50+

Design temperature, F 280 -

,

f

.

.
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TABLE 6.2.2-2

CONTAINMENT SUPPLY SYSTEM

DESIGN PARAMETERS

Number of spray trains 2

Flow rate per spray train, gpm (minimum) |68
Injection 5800

Recirculation 7200

Number of headers per spray train 7

Spray initiation - time after LOCA (sec.) 60

Spray recirculation initiation - time after
LOCA with one 100 percent spray, one ECCS

train (min.) 56.2

Spray recirculation initiation - time after
LOCA with two 100 percent sprays, one ECCS

train (min.) 30 6

Spray recirculation initiation - time after
LOCA with one 100 percent spray, two ECCS

trains (min.) 50.9

Spray recirculation initiation - time after
LOCA with two 100 percent sprays, two ECCS '.
trains (min.) 28.1

.
.

t'

I

4
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TAett 6.2.4 1

(Sheet 2 of 10).

CONTAlleENT ISOL ATION VALVING APPLICATION

Isolation
Line NtC General Valving Engineered F5 AltPenetration 5ize Design Criterson Arrangement Fluid Safeguard, FigureItem humber System Line or Services (Inches) or ites. Guide Met (Fig. 6.2.4-1) Contained Feature haber

Generstor #4
16 MI-4 MS Drain From Win Steam Line 2 57 17 Sat. Wter leo 10.3-1#4

14''
17 MI 4 M5 min Steam to Ava. F.P.I. 4 51 IT Sat. Stean Yes 10.3-1, from Steam line #4.

Ila F11 -4 MS TDAFW Pump Sypass I $1 11 Sat. Steam No 10.3-1* Warm-up Valve

18 Mi-4 MS Wla 5 team From 5 teas 8 SF 17 Sat. Steam No 10.3-1Generator #4
-

18a Mi-4 MS N2 Supply to steam 3/4 57 17 Sat. Steam Mo 10.3-1Generator #4

18b MI-4 MS Mala Steam safety Valves 6 57 17 Sat. Steam Na 10.3-1From Steam Generator #4
19 MI-5 FW Feeduater to Steam 18 51 16 Wieg No 10.4-9Generator #1

(620 MI-5 FW Feedwater Sample (FW to 3/4 57 16 hter No 10.4-9Steam Generator #1)

204 MV-18 FW Ausillary feedwater to 4 SF 36 hter tes 10.4-11 68
Steam Generator #1

20b ' MI-5 FW N2 Supply to steam 3/4 57 16Generator #1 hter No 10.4-9'

20t MV-18 IJ' Feedwater Preheater Bypass 6 SF 36 hter No 10.4-9Line

20J MI-5 FW Feedwater typass Line 3 57 16 Wier No 10.4-9
21 Mi-6 FW Feedwater to Steam 18 SF 16r Generator #2 hter leo 10.4-9

22 Mi-6 FW Feedwater Sample (FW to 3/4 SF 16 hter No 10.4-9
~

Steam Generator #2)

2&a MV-19 FW Auxillary f eedwater to 4 57 36 hter Yes 10.4-11 ' bb
5 team Generator #2

_

hh$:Y5
t... /e
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. CP5t5ff5Ast
TA8tE 6.2.4-1

, (Sheet 3 c5 10)

CONTAINMINT 150t ATIost VAlvlNG APPLICATI0Il

,

Isolation fl
Line NRC General Valving Engineered f5ARPenetration Stre Design Criterton Arrange cnt fluid Safeguard. TigureItem Isusa~er Systen line or Services (Inches) or Reg. Guide part (f ig. 6.2.4-1) Contained feature Number

??b MI-6 IW N2 Supply to 5 team 3/4 57 16 Water No 10.4-9Generator #2
22c Mv-19 - FW feedwater Preheater Oypass 6 51 36 Water No 10.4-9

66 I
Line

220 MI-6 IW ; feedwater Dypass Line 3 57 16 water peo 10.4 9
23 MI-7 fu feedwater to 5 team 18 57 16 Water No 10.4-9Generator #3

68
|

f44 MV-?O FW Austilary feedwater to 4 51 36 Water Yes 10.4-115 team Generator #3
Sab MI-1 IW N2 Supply to 5 team 3/4 SF 16 Water No 10.4 9Generator #3

24C MW-20 IW feedwater Preheater 8ypass 6 SF 36 Water No 10.4-9Line
24d MI-7 FW Feedwater 8ppass Line 3 57 16 Water leo 10.4-9

66

25 MI-8 IW feedwater to 5 team 18 57 16 Water No 10.4-9Generator #4
'

68

26a MW-IF , TW Auaillary feedwater to 4 57 36 Water Yes 10.4-11 |5 team Generator #4

2(.b MI-8 IW N2 Sun,1y to steam 3/4 51 16 Witer No 10.4-9 66Generator #4

26c MW-17 FW feedwater Preheater Bypass 6 SF 36 Water No 10.4-9Line

. .

... t. , t ;,

___________
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TABLE 6.2.4-1

, (Sheet 4 cf 10)

CONTAiNfGT ISOL ATION VALVING APPLICATION

Isolation
Line NRC General Valving [ngineered F5ARPenetration Stre Design Criterton Arrangement Fluid Safeguard. FigureIt es Number System Line or services (laches) or Reg. Culde Met (Fig. 6.2.4-1) Contained Feature Number

26d MI-8 IW Feedwater Bypass Line 3 SF 16 hter lio 10.4-9
27 MI-9 MS Bloudoise From Steam 3 57 35 Sat. hter No 10.3 1Generator #3

.

28 MI-10 M5 . Bloudoun From Steam 3 57 35 Sat. W ter No 10.3-1' Generator #2

29 M -Il MS 'Bloudoom From Steam 3 57 35 Sat. Water leo 10.3-1Generator #1

13 MI-12 MS Blowdoom From Steam 3 SF 35 Sat. Water leo 10.3-1Generator #4 -

31 Mi-13 - Spare 12 N/A - - - -

32 MII-I C5 tetdown Line to Letdoom 3 55 3F wter No 9.3-10Heat Exchanger

33 MII-2 RH R.H.R From Hot leg toop #4 I2 55 11 hter No 5.4-6
34 MII-3 RH R.H.R From Hot leg loop #1 12 55 !! hter No 5.4-6 2"

35 Mil-4 SI R.H.R to Cold Leg toops #1 10 55 8 hter Yes 6.3-1and #2

36 MII-5 SI R.H.R To Cold Leg Loops #3 10 55 8 wter Tes 6.3-1-
and #4

3F Mll-6 . - Spare 12 N/A - - - -

38 MII-F Sare 24 N/A
-

- - - -

.

31 MII-8 - Spare *4 N/A - -
. -

40 MII-9 46Maintenance Penetration 12 56 31 Air 10 0 N/A
-

41 Mill-1 RC Reactor Make Up hter to 3 56 4 hter No 5.1-1 ~|55
-Pressurtrer Rei6ef Tank &

R.C. Punp Stand Pipe

41s IIIII-I RC Penetration Thermal Relief 3/4 56 4 hter No 5.1-1 66

42 Mail-2 5I 5.I. To Cold leg Leops #1 3 ss 9 Water Yes 6. 3- 1
#2. #3. & #4 I5h II 2

kr..p.mK
P~~'nyi .

m -. -.i
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(Sheet 9 of 10) -.
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C.ONTAIKM,,,T_ Q A,TI,__N,lA[Vi%, APPt,1,CA,T_I,0,,N,,0

Isolation
Line leRC General Valving Engineered FSARPenetration Stre Design Criterien Arrangement Fluid Safeguard FigureItre , _ hvae.er

,
System Line or Services (Inchesl _or seg., Culee Met (Fig. 6.2.4 11 Contained Feature _,,,_ Number

108 MIv.12(c) - Spare 2 N/A - - - -

109 m-1 VA Contalanent Purge Air 48 % 18 Air slo 9.4-6
2

Supply

110 MV-2 VA, Contalement Purge Air 48 % 19 Air 10 0 9.4-6Enhaust=

111 M-3 CC C.C. Supply To Encess 4 57 32 Water leo 9.2-3Letdoom 8 R.C. Drain Tank
Heat Eschenger (Sh. 3) , 66

111a MV-3 CC Penetration Thermal 3/4 57 32 Water No 9.2-3 68Rellef (Sh. 3)
111b MV-3 CC Penetration Thermal 3/4 57 32 Water No 9.2-3

Relief

112 MW-4 CC C.C. Ileturn From Encess 4 57 12 Water llo - 9.2-3
'Letdoun 8 R.C. Drain Tank (Sh. 3)
Heat Enchanger

|2113 Mv-5 CA Service Air to Containment 3 % 7 Air Iso 9.3-1

114 MW-6 CC Containment CCW Drain Tanit 2 % 26 Water ido
'

9.2-3
Pumps Olscharge (m. 3)

Il4a MW-6 CC Penetration Thermal Relief 3/4 56 26 n.ater No 9.2-3 66

(Sh. 31

115 MV-7 ti Containment Leak Rate Test 8 % 38 Air no 9.4-6
Pressure Sensing

116 MW-8 RC Nitrogen Supply to PRI 1 % 13 Nitrogen No 5.1-1
(Sh. 2)

117 Mv-9 CC CC Return From R.C.P's 8 % 24 Water No 9.2-3 |2Motors ($h. 3)

118 Mv-10 CC CC Supply to R.C.P's to % 25 Water too
* 9.2-3 66

Motors (Sn. 3)

119 MV-Il CC CC Return From R.C.P's 4 % . 24 Water llo 9.2-3
Thermal Sarrier (Sh. 31 2

120 MW-12 CH Chllied Water Supply to 6 % 25 Water leo 9.4-11
Contalement Coolers

120a MV-12 CH Penetration Thermal Relief 3/4 56 25 Water No 9.4 1g 66

n rp e e. a--e
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, IA8tf 6.2.4-2
(5heet 2 of 10)

toukAlksEh1 150L All0E vat VING APPLICAIION
~

(Note 8) 66
Length of
Pipe to

Location in Type of OutermostIsolation Relation to Leakage Isolation valve Method of ActuationItco Valve No. Containment Rate lest valve (ft) pre / Operator Primary Secondary
19' HV-2134 Outside Note 1 10 Gate / Hydr. Auto close Romute *t, n e a!

N2 Actuator
20 INV-2154 Outside note 1 - Globe /Alr Auto close Remote knual
20a 1HV-24914 Outside note 1 50 Gate / Motor Remote h aual Local k nualINV-24918 Outside note I 50 Gate / Motor Remote k nual Local haual
2% IFW-106 Outside hote ! - Globe / Manual Local Manual h/A
20t IFW-2193 Outside hote 1 29*-6* Globe /Alr Auto close Remote h aual

'

20d IHV-2185 Outside Note 1 12*-7* Globe /Alr Auto close Remote N at
21 HV-2135 Outside note 1 10 Gate / Hydr. Auto close Remote Mapual

N2 Actuator

22 INV-2155 Outside note ! - Globe /Alr Auto close Remote h aual i
224 INV-2492A Outside Note I f.0 Gate / Motor Remote Manual local Manaal 42

IHV-24928 Outside Note 1 50 Gate / Motor Remote Manual local Manual
22b IFW-104 Outside note 1 - Glooc/ Manual Local Manual N/A

22c IFV-2194 Outside hote I 29*-6" Globe /Alr Auto close Remote Manual
66

- 22d 1HV-2186 Outside hote 1 12*-8* Globe /Alr Auto close Remote h aual

23 MV-2136 Outside note 1 10 Gate / Hydr. Auto Close Remote haual
h2 Actuator,

h8
24a INV-249 3A Outside note 1 50 Gate / Motor Remote Manual Local N aval

1HV-249)B Outside hote 1 50 Gate / Motor Remote k nual Local m anal 42

|

g.P MM CT'fns,3d 7121 .: J'
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ISheet 3 et lui
=.

,

ConfAlenthi 150t ATIon vat VING APPLICAll0m (Note 8) 66

Len9th of
Pipe to

-

Location in Type of Outereost
Isolation Relation to testage Isolation Valve Method of ActuationItee , valve me.,,_ Containment Rate Test _va l,ve,( f y ,_ ,I ype/Oper a tor,,,,, ,,]{eaTi , ,,,,,, ~5cioidafy]

,

~

l4 , IfW-102 Outside Note 1 - Globe / Manual local Naval N/A 66
t .

24c If U-2195 Outside note 1 )Ll* -9 * Globe /A6r Auto close Nemote Noual
24d INV-2181 Outside Isote 1 12'-8* Globe /Alr Auto close Renute Nuual
25 Ilv-2131 Outside hote 1 10 Gate / Hydr. Auto close llemote N nual "42h2 Actuator

68
26a IHV-2494A Outside note 1 95 Gate /Ntar Renate Manual local Manu_al IIHV-24948 Outside note 1 95 Cate/ Motor stemate muual Local Neual
26b Ifu.106 Outside slote t . Globe /N eual tocal N nual n/A .-

26c ifv-2196 Outside note 1 31*-10* Globe /Afr Auto close Remote Manual
264 IHy-2188 Outside note 1 12'-8" clobe/ Air Auto close Remote m uual
21 Hv-2399 Outside hate 1 11 Globe /Alr Auto close Remote N aval
28 Hv-2398 Outside hote 1 11 Globe /Alr Auto close Remote Naval

'

29 HV-2391 Outside loote 1 17 Globe / Air Auto close Remote Manuel N
' 30 HV-2400 Outside note I 17 Globe /Alr Auto close Reacte Manual

31 . . . . . . .
,

32 1-8152 Outside C 1 Globe /Alr Auto close Remote N euel1-8160 Inside C - Globe /Alr Auto Close Remote N nual
33 1-81012 Inside soote 5 m/A Gate / Motor Remote Naval Remote Naual1-810d8 laside Isote 5 N/A Relief Self Actuated N/A

*

34 1 81014 Insid:- Note 5 h/A Gate / Motor Remote Manual Local Naval1-8108A Inside Note 5 N/A Rellef Self Actuated 81/A

g r. o ; ,=y t !~.T f? *I
2 - ;~. u
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. IAStl 6.2.4-2

(5heet 8 of 10)

CONTAllWif hi 550t ATION VAI vihG APPt CAil0g (Note 8) 66
.

length of
Pipe to *

tocation la Type of thstermost
isolation Relation to teakage Isolation valve feethod of ActisationItee valve sea. Containment Rate Test valve (ft) Type / Operator Primary Secondary

,

$4 HV 5544 Outside C 4*-0* Glotte/ solenoid Auto close lereote k nual | 12
I

HV-5545 naside C - Globe /Solenold Auto close menote knual i

95 sew A - N/A - -
;-

96 - - - - - - -

| C7 HV-5558 Outside C 5'-0* Glot>e/Solenold Auto close itemote k nual! HV-%59 Inside C - Globe / Solenoid Auto close Remote mnual 32

94 Mone - A - N/A - - .

99 - - - - - - -

100 mr 5560 Outside C 4*-0* Globe /5elenold Auto close peeote Manual
.

HV-5561 Inside C - Globe /5alenold Auto close Remote Manual I2
111 leone - A - N/A - -

IC2 HV-5546 (hstside C 2*-0* Globe / Solenoid Auto close Demote mnual | 12HV-554; Inside C Globe / Solenoid Auto clese itemote k nual I
-

101 - - - - - - - | 42
104 1-ARA 0 Outside C 28' Globe /Afr. Auto close memote N aval 5- 151-8 % 8 Inside C - Check Self Actuated N/A

los I-FI26
.

that side C 19' plaphrage/ Alr Auto clase aceote knual

Inside C - Olaphrage/Alr Auto close menete m nual1 7150

106 - - - - - - -

101 - - - - - - -

Ina - - - - - - -

109 HV-55)6 Outside C l' 0* Butterfly /Alr Auto close memote Manual \ 12HV-5537 Inside C - Butterfly /Alr Auto close pesete k nual i

113 HV-5518 Outside C 2* Sutterfly/ Air Auto close Remote ManualHV.%)1 Inside C - Butterfly /Alr Auto close mesote Manual

til 8tV 4114 thstside foote I 12' Globe /Alr ' Auto Close Remote Manual | 42
111a 1CC-611 Inside Note 1 - Relief Self-Actuated N/A

68111b 100-618 Inside Note 1 - Refief Self-Actuated N/A

ADVANCE CCF!.

- - - ------ -- -
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TABLE 6.2.4-3-

(Sheet 4 of 14)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVING APPLICATION (Note 1) 42

Valve Position-Containment '
'

Isolation Valve ValvePost- Power Closure Power 14item Signal Normal Shutdowa Accident failure Time (Sec.) Source Remarks

I68240 - Opened Opened Opened FAI N/A A- Opened Opened Opened FAI N/A B 66
24 b - Closed Opened Closed Closed N/A -

24 c Feedwater Closed Closed Closed Closed 5 A/8Isolation
Signal

.

24 d Feedwater Closed Closed Closed Closed 5 A/BIsolation
Signal

25 feedwater Opened Closed Closed FAI 5 A/BSignal

68
263 - Opened Opened Opened FAI N/A A

~

- Opened Opened Opened FAI N/A B26 b - Closed Opened Closed Closed N/A -

4

26 c F'eedwater Closed Closed Closed Closed 5 A/B -Isolation
Signal

.

ADVAEE COPY .
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TABLE 6.2.4-3

(Sheet 6 of 14)
,

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVING APPLICATION (Note 1)
'

' Valve' Position
- Containment Valve Valve

Isolation Post- Power Closure Power
,

Item Signal
.

Normal ' Shutdown'' Accident' failure Time (Sec.) Source Remarks
'

37 - - - - - - -

38 - - - - - - -

.

39 - - - - - - -

.

40 - N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

41 Phase A Closed Closed Closed Closed 10 8

48a - Closed Closed tiosed - - -

S6
42 - Closed Closed Opened FAI N/A A

,

Closed Closed Opened FAI N/A B-

, Phase A Closed Closed Closed Closed 10 B Air operated valve on test |68
line 1*

| 43 - Closed Closed ' @ ned FAI N/A A
Phase A Closed Closed Closed Closed 10 A Air operated valve on 66

test line

|
44 - Closed Closed Opened FAI N/A 8

Phase A Closed Closed Closed Closed 10 A Air operated valve on
test line

'

ened Opened Opened FAI N/A B45
C@losed

-

Closed Closed Closed 10 A Air oprated valve onPhase A
- test line

46 Safety Opened Closed Closed FAI 10 B

Injection

ADVA M COPYOpe ~ned Closed FAI N/A og47 -
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TABLE 6.2.4-3

(Sheet 13 of 14)
.

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVING APPLICATION (Note 1)
Valve Position

' Containment
Isolation Valve Valve

Post- Power Closure Poweritem Signal Normal Shutdown Accident ~ Failure Time (Sec.) Source Remarks

-

.

110 Containment Closed Opened Closed Closed 5Vent Isolation 8

Containment Closed Opened Closed Closed 51 Vent Isolation A

'
111 Phase A Opened Closed Closed Closed 5 B

-

jjja _ Closed Closed Closed - - -

68
111b - Closed Closed Closed - - -

112 Phase A Opened Closed Closed Closed 5 8 66

113 Phase A Closed Opened Closed Closed 5 B

114 Phase A Opened Opened Closed Closed 5 A,

Phase A Opened Opened Closed Closed 5 B

j 1143
'

Closed Closed Closed-
- - -

'

115 - N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
,

116 Phase A Closed Closed Closed Closed 10 B
66i Phase A Closed Closed Closed Closed 10 A

117 Phase 8 Opened Closed Closed FAI 10 BfHV-4708)
;

: Phase B Opened Closed Closed FAI 10 AflIV-4701)

118 Phase B Opened Closed Closed FAI 10 B

119 Phase B Opened Closed Closed FAI 10 B(HV 4709).

Phase B Opened Closed Closed FAI 10 A 66

120 Phase A Opened Opened Closed FAI 10 e,

120a Closed Closed Closed- - -

66'
,

._-
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-

TABLE 6.2.4-3
(Sheet 14 of 14)

' .

CONTAINENT ISOLATION VALVING APPLICATION (Note 1)
Valve Position

Containment Valve ValveIsolation ~ Post- Power Closure Pgiver
.

Item Signal
Normal''Sh0{down' Accident' Failure' Time (Sec.) Source Remarks

.
_

121 Phase A Opened Opened closed FAI 10 B|'HV-60821Phase A Opened Opened Closed FAI 10 A !ItV-60831
121a Closed Closed Closed - -

66
122 Containment Closed Closed Closed Closed 3 In'termittently opened in *,

-' Vent Isolation normal operation to
Containment Closed Closed Closed Closed 3 function as part of the-

Vent Isolation containment pressure
relief system.

'

123 - N/A N/A p/A N/A N/A N/A

124 Ihase A Closed Closed Closed FAI 10 Bf407581
Phase A Closed Closed Closed FAI 10 Al40750)

125
'

Closed Closed ' Opened FAI N/A A
, -

126 Closed Closed ' Opened FAI N/A B
-

127 - Closed Closed Opened FAI N/A A
.

'

128 - Closed Closed Opened FAI N/A B

129 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A -

] Note 1 - Check valves are not identified; their position is determined by system pressure and flow conditions.

j

SLE!?$Y. NN
1
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CP5t5/F5AA
TA8tt 6.2.4-5*

(Sheet 2) *

150t AI!0s: VatVts (IESTING AnaA4G[NENIS)

Slock Valve DirectionIsolatloa lest or of Test
,

| Item Penetrattoa No. Vasve No. Comaection test Vent Test Barriers (Note 111

'
.

7tt MI-5 IFu-106 N/A N/A N/A N/A 66 *

20c MV-18 IFV-2193 N/A N/A h/A N/A

tud nn-5 IHV-2185 N/A N/A

! 21 MI-6 HV-2135 N/A N/A N/A h/A

22 MI-6 HV-2155 N/A N/A N/A N/A
.

i 22a MV-19 HV-2492A IM-lH N/A N/A N/A
(Note 13)

HV-24928 IM-164 N/A N/A N/A *

(Note 13)
22b MI-6 Ifu-104 N/A N/A N/A N/A

22c MV-19 IfV-2194 N/A N/A N/A N/A

22d MI-6 INV-2186 NfA N/A N/A N/A

23 Ml-7 HV-2136 N/A N/A N/A N/A

68
,

24a ny-20 HV-2493A IAF-!G3 N/A N/A N/A
(Note 13).

'

HV-24938 IM-163 N/A N/A N/A
(Note 13)

24b nt-1 Irv.102 N/A N/A N/A N/A
'

24c MV-20 It v-2195 N/A N/A N/A,

24d Mi-2 IHV-2187 N/A N/A

..

*
6 - * .

'

.

. -. .
- - - -
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IA8tt 6.2.4-5,
-

15heet 3)
. . 1

ISOLATION VALVE 5 (TESTING AftaAleGtMEnl5) -

_

Slock Valve l irection ~~
*

Isolation Test or of TestItce Penet rat ion No. Valve No. Connection Test Vent Test 8arriers (Isote II)
25 Mi-8 Mv-2131 N/A N/A N/A N/A
-

68
.

26a Mv-17 NV-24944 IM-166 N/A N/A N/A
(Isote 13)

HV-24948 IM-166 N/A 'N/A N/A
-

(Note 13)
2fle Mi-8 IFhi-108 N/A N/A N/A N/A g
26c Mi-1F IfV-Zl96 N/A N/A N/A N/A

~

26d MI-d INV-2188 N/A N/A N/A N/A

21 M1-9 HW-2399 1M5-154 N/A N/A N/A -

(Note 13)

2d MX-19 HV-2398 IMS-152 N/A N/A N/A
(Note 13)

29 MI-Il Hv-2M1 INS-150 N/A N/A N/A
(Note 13)

30 Mi-12 NW-2400 IMS-148 N/A N/A N/A
(Note 13)

31 MI-13 Spare .

32 4ti l-1 1-8152 105-018 105-001 1-81494 Ves
(6r 105-029 l-81498 55

(Note 13)) I-8149C g
; l-8111 -

.

105-029
l

(Note 13),

| l-8160 105-018 105-001 1-sl494 Ves
(or 105-029 l-0149p 55

| (Note I))) 1-8149C
1-8111

i

~

| -

AD'!AEE Cf?Y
_ .
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I A8([ 6.2 4-5
(5heet 13)

15(AAll0N VALVE 5 (IESIING ARRAN;:(MN15)

_ -

Block Valve DirectionIsolation Test or of lestlice Pe.setratson No. Valve No. Connection Test Vent Test Sarriers (Note 11)~

-
!!0 MW-2 HV-5539 & IVA-004 Note 4 N/A No |

(Note 13) 55 *

HW-5538 Note 3 N/A Tes
Ill MW-3 HV-4110 N/A N/1. N/A N/A

lila MV-3 1cc-611 N/A N/A N/A N/A
68

111b MV-3 1cc-618 N/A N/A N/A N/A

112 MW-4 HV-4711 N/A N/A N/A N/A

II) Mv-5 ICA-016 ICA-036 ICA-019 ICA-031 Yes
(Note 13)
(or ICA-018 -

(Note 13) or
ICA-0311) O

HW-3486 10A-019 ICA-032 ICA-031 Yes *

(Note 13) ICA-036
(or ICA-Olg ICA-018

.

(Note 13)) (Note 13) (or
1[A-Ul9
(Note 13))

114 rW-6 HV- 4125 1C0-130 Note 8 ICC-143 Tes*

ICC-141 55Hv-4126 100-130 Note 8 100-143 Yes
ICC-141

114 [ MV-6 100-1061 1CC-130 ' N/A ICC-141 res
llc-143 sg,

a lHV-4126 -

-_

115 Mv-1 N/A Iti 004 N/A Note 14 N/A
'

(Note 13)
-

for Iti-005
(Note 13)) 55
(or 111-006
(Note 131)

116 Mv-8 1-J026 INC-006 leC-004 INC-802$ Yes
(or INC-tkn
(Note 133)

1-8021 .IRC-006 1RC-004 IRC-8015 Ves
(or IRC-005 lac-005 (Note 13) 66 AR'fAMP r(Note 13)) (or IRC-006) ngIU({5p I, p.

_ _
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TABLE 6.2.4-6
(Sheet 3 of 13)

CLASSIFICATION OF SYSTEMS PATHS PENETRATION CONTAINMENT WALL
*

Penetration Post-Accidentitem Number System Normal Operating Function Classification Function
*

20b MI-5 FW N2 Supply to Steam non-essential none
.

Generator #1 66
,

,

20c MV-18 FW Tempering Line non-essential none

20d MI-5 FW Isolation Valve Bypass non-essential none

21 MI-6 FW Feedwater to Steam non-essential none
.

, Generator #2
.

22 MI-6 FW Secondary Sample (FW to non-essential none
Steam Generator #2)

22a MV-19 FW Aux 111ary Feedwater to essential Auxiliary Feedwater to
Steam' Generator #2 Steam Generator

22b MI-6 FW N2 Supply to Steam non-essential none-

Generator #2

22c MV-19 FW Tempering Lir.e non-essential none 66

22d Mi-6 FW Isolation Valve Bypass non-essential none
'

~

23 MI-7 FW Feedwater to Steam non-essential noneGenerator #3

68

.

. . .
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TABLE 6.2.4-6
(Sheet 4 of 13)

CLASSIFICATION OF SYSTEMS PATHS PENETRATION CONTAINMENT WALL
.

Penetration
Post-Accidentitem . Number System Normal Operating Function Classification function

*

24a MV-20 FW Auxiliary feedmater to essential Auxiliary feedwater to
.

Steam Generator #3
,

.
,

24b MI-7 FW N2 Supply to Steam non-essential noneGenerator #3

24c MV-20 FW Tempering Line 66non-essential none -

24d MI-7 FW Isolation Valve Bypass non-essential none -

25 Mi-8 FW Feedwater to Steam non-essential none s

Generator #4

68

i 26a MV-17 FW Auxiliary feedwater to essential Auxiliary Feedwater toj Steam, Generator #4,

Steam Generator
26b MI-8_ FW N2 Supply to Steam non-essential noneGenerator #4
26 MV-17 FW Tempering Line non-essential none 66

! 26d Mi-8 FW Isolation Valve Bypass non-essential none|
|

|

.

ADIA! ICE 00PY
,
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TABLE 6.2.4-6

(Sheet 11 cf 13)

CLASSIFICATION OF SYSTEMS PATHS PENETRATION CONTAINMENT WALL

Penetration Post-AccidentItem Number System Normal Operating Function Classification Function

101 MIV-10(b) ESFAS Containment Pressure essential Containment PressureSensing PT-937 measurement,

102 MIV-10(c) RM Radiation Monitoring Sample non-essential none

103 MIV-11(a) - Spare - - 42

104 MIV-11(b) SI N2 Supply To Accumulators non-essential none
4

105 MIV-II(c) WP H2 Supply to RC Drain Tank non-essential none

106 MIV-12(a) - Spare - -

107 MIV-12(b) - Spare - -

108 MIV-12(c) - Spare - -

109 MV-1 VA Containment Purge Air non-essential none
Supply

110 MV-2 VA Containment Purge Air non-essential none
Exhaust

.

111 MV-3 CC C.C. Supply to Excess non-essential none
Letdown & RC Drain Tank
Heat Exchanger

111a MV-3 CC None non-essential none
68111b MV-3 CC None non-essential nene

,

112 MV-4 CC C.C. Return from Excess non-essential none
Letdown A RC Drain Tank
Heat Exchanger

113 MV-S CA Service Air to Containment non-essential none

ADVAEE COPY

_ _
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Each residual heat removal heat exchanger bypass line has an air
operated butterfly valve which is normally closed and is designed to
fail closed. These valves are used during normal cooldown to avoid
thermal shock to the residual heat exchanger.

6.3.2.2.10 Net Positive Suction Head

Available and required net positive suction head for ECCS pumps are
shown in Table 6.3-1. The safety intent of Regulatory Guide 1.1 is
met by the design of the ECCS such that adequate net positive suction

! head is provided to system pumps. In addition to considering the
static head and suction line pressure drop, the calculation of
available net positive suction head in the recirculation mode assumes
that the vapor pressure of the liquid in the sump is equal to the

| Containment ambient pressure. This assures that the actual available
' net positive suction head is always greater than the calculated net

positive suction head.

6.3.2.2.11 Accumulator Motor Operated Valve Controls

is part of the plant shutdown administrative procedures, the operator
is rc:;uired to close these valves. This prevents a loss of
accumulator water inventory to the RCS aad is done shortly af ter the
RCS has been depressurized below the safety injection unblock
setpoint. The redundsnt pressure and level alarms on each accumulator

would remind the operatur to close these valves, if any were
inadvertently left open. Nntrol power is disconnected to these |68
valves after closure by lock ng open the valve breakers. |

l

During plant startup, the operater is instructed via procedures to.

energize and open these valves when the RCS pressure reaches the

safety injection setpoint. Monitor '.ights in conjunction with an
audible alarm will alert the ne*rator ?hould any of tha$a vaivat be
left inadvertently closed e.o" 'In PC5 p: essure incre.m . lo ,omt the

safety injection unblock setpoint.

.

'' ''
A01/ANCE CDPV
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|
'IAsti 6.3 3 '

ISEET 1 et 4)
l

|

FUfCR OPTRATED ISDtATIOS VALVES IN TE

DE7CDeCT CDRE COOLI8C STS*EN

.

S Walve Automatic Position
incation t h ttfication Int erlock s Features ladication Alarms

Accomest ator 4906 A,B,C.D Cannot be closed with "S* Opens ce "S* signal, or DECB Yes-out of position 31
asolatson valves signat er when manually ICS pressure greater

; 31
locked out. than unbloct.

; 31

Safety injection peanp i+o6 Power lockout pa e.c 8ECB Yes-out of position ; 31
sortion from SwST H;3 MS 162ne peace 8CB Yes-out of positten : 31

SHR suct son f ran PU'T -1; 468 Cannot te opened unless m sqCB Yes want of position
sump valve closed

PMit discharp to safety . -s 4 AaB Cannot be openeS unless psame peC3 Yes-out of position : 31
1sject aan/chargang puso safety injection pump

; 31
sec t ion missflow isolated and IWWI

section from ftCS isolated
; 31

Safety am}ectaos hot in; +-+2 Asa Power Lockout 98ane DCS Yes-out of position : 31
an3*ctnon

; 31

SHR hot leg amject ise .: Power lockout fome sCB Yes-out of position : la

t

Contaareent sump 11 A68 Cammet be npened la normal Opens on lueST lo-lo seCB Yes-out of position ! 31
aseist&on valve operataan sniess 3DIR sect son with "S* signal ! 31

valves frcus DesST arad one ! 31
of two fu'S suetsom seraos

31

waives are closed. | 31

88 3 - 9taan Contret Bear.$

AMEE TN
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TAB 12 6,3-3

E 9EET 2 0
-

perflOIt (SFRATED 15DIATICBI VALvts IN 7tE

DED IaCY CODE Crot.I'tG ST!1Tu
.

4 Valve Automatic PositLon
1, ration identifiestion Interlocks Feat ures indicattaa Alasmo

-

CVCS onctice freus IN27 Irv-1121%E seone Opens on "S* stoma1, 809 Yes-out of position : 6e

UCT lo-Lo level or ; 64

source rany flou daeled ! 64

CVCS mormal sect aen kN-112 1EC None With CWS suction fra SCS Yes-cut of position ! 68
*

fusST open, closes on *S* ; 68

sapal, WCT te-Lo level or * 68

source sanpe flum daubled ; 64

; Safett smjection pesop s ,4 Pouer lockout 86me ICS Yes-out of position 31*

to cold leg * 31

CYCi aermal discharge BIOS 38ane Closes en *S* sap al BCE Yeswat of posattam * 64
9 t*%s * 60

j Nigh head safety *-01 ALS flone Opees e *S* signal SCB Yes-cot of positica ! 31
&aject som asolat am * 11

| valves : 31

Charging and safety 7 Aa.s mee , name peC5 Yes-cut of posittom

im*ect son pump tener :a 88 me' 86me 8CE Yes<mt of positLos

| frca seat

i,

1

seem to scs cold legs ,rea A&B Pauer lockout' mne ICE fee-out of pos&tice : 31 'I
,

i,'
r

|
t

I

! 900 featn Cantrol fees s
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TABIZ 6.3-3

4 S3EET 3)

MGT3It OPERATED 19MATION VALVE 5 IM T9E

. DE33GDCT CORE COOLIfe: STS 3

I I

Valve
Aetonatic Position

imat arss Ident i ficat t m Interlocks restures Indleation Alarme
Safety injection pump e511 Power lockout. Cannot be 96me- MCS Yes-cut of position : 31 A 4maatflow epened unlese feet discharge

: 31
to SI/CHG pg velves closed.

31
M a s A&S Cannot be opened salese 5Ht mone Mca Tee-cut of postuen : 31

discharge to SI/ CMC pump valves
; 31

closed.
* 31

fed cross connect 71 A&B None S8one ;G Yee-cot of positacr.

Safety injection pump -+21 A&8 98cne taone MC5 Tee-out of poettiam "

crose connect

Chargang pesap 481') 30cne Cicoes on "S* alpel ICE Yes-ost of position : 60
eimarlow isolataan dIIS

: 60
vrives

: 64

RMB het leg sect ion 4741 A,8 Cannot be oposed omless there as Cicoes os BCS Magh 2 pressere BICS Teew3ut of position ! 68
isolation valves !E A,5 no IICS High-1 pressore, and

: 64
Containment simp isolatton vatre.

64
Rigt quetion f ross 3RFST valve and

68
FFJI dascharge to safety in)*-taan/

* 64
charghag pump suction valves

64
are closed.

68
.

se2 - siain Centrel Boerd

.,- .,- -,, - . - , . . - - - , - - - , - - , - - - , - - -- - , - - - . , - . ,, - - - . . - - . ., . . .. --.
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TAB!E 6.3-3
j

iS3EET 8 9

9Cf0R OPfRATTD 1501A71038 TA1,WES IN '"!E

DERCEE7 CNE COCf.IIC STSM.

'4

Valve Astoestic Position
Inmttirm IJemtifacation Interlacka Fea eres Indicatton AIasmo
Charging pump 4%11 A,8 Canapt be opened manually Opnas on *S* signal DCS Tes-oet of position | 64

marificer isolatson from DES unless the CVCS section
: 6etypass valves from the WCT valve is closed and
6e

the meet discharge to safety
es

injection / charging M swetion
: 64

valvee are closed.
| 64

Changing pump reiser . 12 A.S Cannot be opened unless the R001 shne pCS res e t of position to
1selation valve discharge to safety tejectaan/

: 64
charging pump section valves

: 64
are closed.

68

MHW gg r.N 630, ett feone Opens whom floor frein the poet peamp MCS None * 60
recarenlation is law. Closes whern flow from 64

the Nem pump km Ni@a 10 sec af ter 64

the puma has started. 64

P e r lockout - Center *4 62..: i +vntrol power cut-of f switch to prevent spurious a t. Valve remelas *as is* when control power is cut-off.

.

.

.

. . .... Cont.o! .oa,.
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68 |Airborneradiciodineislimitedtolevelscompatiblewiththedose
|criteriagiveninSubsection6.4.1.1,basedontheradiolodine
| releases given in Table 6.5-6, and a Containment leak rate of 0.1-
| percent for the first 24 hr following an accident and one-half this

| value for the balance of the accident. Refer to subsection 15.6.5.4
for an analysis of the inhalation dose to the Control Room operators,
in the event of a toxic gas release, the Control Room envelope is
completely isolated from the outside environment, and the Control Room

68 | HVAC system enters a complete recirculation mode of operation. For
|CPSES,theprobabilityofsimultaneousoccurrenceofatoxicgas
|releaseandradiologicalreleasecausedbyalossofcoolantaccident
|(LOCA)isassumedtobeextremelylow. Therefore, the event of
|concurrentreleasesisnotconsideredinthedesignbasis.

Airborne radioactive material in the Control Room atmosphere is
controlled after an accident by the emergency recirculation filtration
units and emergency pressurization filtration units. These atmosphere
cleanup units are used in the event of a release of airborne
radioactive material. The Control Room Ventilation System is
described in detail in Section 9.4. The limitations of the Control
Room environment following a LOCA are listed in Table 6.4-3,

6.4.1.3 Respiratory, Eye, and Skin Protection for Emergenciel

Portable self-contained breathing apparatus and protective clothing
are provided in the Control Room envelope for use by the plant

personnel required to leave this controlled zone during the emergency
recirculation mode of operation. There will be an adequate, supply of
air to sustain the five-man emergency team for a six-hr period. At
least one portable self-contained breathing apparatus will be provided
for each member of the emergency team. Replenishment capability for
the breathing apparatus is also located offsite.

,

,

Further air supplies will be replenished as needed by the emergency
organization.

.

6.4-2 g{ {
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6.4.1.4 Habitability System Operation Durino Emergencies

A detailed description of the Control Room Air-Conditioning System
emergency modes of operation is presented in Section 9.4.

6.4.1.5 Emergency Monitors and Control Equipment

Radiation monitors used to switch the Control Room Air-Conditioning | 68
System into the emergency recirculation mode are located in the |

Control Room outside-air intakes. The outside-air intake monitors, |

located at opposite sides of the Control Building, are used to sample |46
makeup and pressurization air flows introduced into the Control Room |
envelope. Chlorine gas monitors are also located at the outside-air |

intakestoswitchtheair-conditioningsystemtotheisolationmodein|
the event of a toxic gas release. See Subsection 2.2.3. In this |
mode, the affected outside-air intake is isolated and its associated |

Control Room emergency pressurization unit is automatically stopped. |

During a postulated chlorine gas release, the Control Room oporates at
ambient pressure.

6.4.1.6 Fire Protection Criteria

The Fire Protection System is designed to safeguard equipment and
personnel. Combustible materials are excluded as far as practical
from the Control Room to lessen the possibility of a fire. The fire
stops serve a dual function. Fire stops are incorporated on all
cables entering the Control Room to prevent the entry of a fire
originating outside the Control Room. They also fonn a lea"k boundary |46
which limits exfiltration of air from the Control Room envelope. |

Because any fire in the control panels would be very limited, due to |

~

the amount of combustible materials present, (.ontrol Room evacuation |
'

is not considered a necessity; however, remote shutdown capability is |

available as described in Section 7.4. Codes and guides used in the |

design of the Fire Protection System are given in Subsection 9.5.1.

|.

p.;, 3 c . -
6.4-3 hk. fin e mi !
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d.4.2 SYSTEM DESIGN

i

6.4.2.1 Definition of Control Room Envelope

68 | The Control Room pressurized envelope consists of the following areas
| where continuous or frequent operator occupancy may be required during ,

|emergencyoperation:
!

68 | Space Elevation !

..

68 |EastControlRoom 830'-0"
68 |WestControlRoom 830'-0"
68 |ConsoleandControlRoomUnit1 830'-0"
68 | Console and Control Room Unit 2 830'-0"

,

68 |InstrumentRoomUnit1 830'-0"
68 |InstrumentRoomUnit2 830'-0"
68 |ComputerRoomUnit1 830'-0"
68 |ComputerRoomUnit2 830' 0"
68 |FileRoom 830'-0" !
68 |ProductionSupervisor'sOffice 830'-0"
68 | Corridor 830'-0" !
68 | Toilet 830'-0"
68 |LockerRoom 830'-0"

|

68 | Kitchen and Janitor Closet 830'-0"
'

68 |ChartsandSuppliesStorageRoom 830'-0"
68 |TSC*ObservationArea,OfficeandCorridor 840'-6"
68 | Offices (2) 840'-6"
68 |ElectricalEquipmentCorridors(2) 840'-6"

~

t

68 |*TechnicalSupportCerter '

|
-

68 | The Control Room Air Conditioning System (CRACS) mechanical equipment
'

| rooms, Trains A and B, located in the Control Building above the
t

| Control Room complex at elevation 854 ft 4 in., are pressurized and
i

; | cay require infrequent access by a Control Room operator during an i
| emergency condition. The components located in the CRACS mechanical i

i; | equipment rooms are described in detail in Section 9.4.
|
'

,

6.4-4 '
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6.4.2.2 Ventilation System Design

The Control Room Air-Conditioning and Ventilation System is a
recirculation system during post-LOCA operation. The system is
designed to control the level of airborne contamination in the Control
Room atmosphere and to control the temperature and humidity for
personnel safety and comfort. The flow diagrams of the system are |68
shawn on Figure 9.4-1. These diagrams include equipment, dampers, |
instrumentation, and flow paths for normal and emergency operation.
Redundant atmosphere cleanup units (emergency filtration units) are |68 *

used to remove particulate matter and other contaminants from the |
Control Room air. The design of emergency filtration units is in |
accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.52 (3). Each filtering unit
consists of a particulate, HEPA, iodine adsorber, and HEPA filters,
and a booster fan to draw the air through the unit. See Section 9.4
for design parameters and capacities of the filters and related
equipment. See Figure 6.4-1 for filtration unit drawing.

The system operation is discussed in Section 9.4. The performance

objectives of the Control Room Air Conditioning and Ventilation System
and the associated design basis necessary to ensure habitability
during and after a LOCA are given in Table 6.4-3.

Provisions for monitoring intake air and filtering Control Room |46
recirculated air are provided by the air-conditioning system. Upon |
actuation of the system to isolation mode of operation as outlined in |
Section 9.4, the exhaust dampers and the contaminated outside-air

|
intake close; the air-conditioning system switches to complete |

~

recirculation. Closure time is in accordance with NRC Reg. Guide |
1.95. [5]

|0312.8
'

Redundant emergency pressurization units are used to pressurize the |29
Control Room envelope during emergency recirculation except in the [

event of a high chlorine release signal or smoke detection signal. |

.

6.4-5 j b
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6.4.4.2 Toxic Gas Protection

A hazards analysis for each toxic material was performed as
recommended in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.78 [4] and is presented in -

' Section 2.2. The habitability of the Control Room envelope was
evaluated to determine if a site-related accident involving a release
of hazardous chemicals exceeds the toxicity limits as specified in NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.72. Based on the analysis, monitors are provided in | 46
the Control Room outside air intakes (a total of two per intake) of |

,

the Control Room envelope to automatically switch to the isolation |
rwode of operation. Chlorine sensors are placed at the outside-air

|
intakes which are approximately 600 feet from the nearest chlorination

storage facility. These automatically switch the Air-Conditioning |68
System to the isolation made of operation when chlorine levels unsafe

|
for Control Room personnel (as suggested in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.95 |

are detected. Chlorine is used as a blocide in the plant Circulating |
and Service Water systems. The Chlorination System is described in
Subsection 10.4.5.

,

A plant specific analysis based on Reference 9 has been performed to |64
demonstrate that the chlorine concentration in the control room would |
be well within the protective action limit of 15 ppm based on a

|
maximum isolation air exchange rate of 800 cfm. The acceptance test |

)

to verify the above isolation air exchange rate and the pressurization |
flow rate is that the control room can be maintained at greater than |
or equal to 0.125 in, wg with the pressurization flow rate less than

|
,

4 ,

or equal to 800 cfm.
|

'

The Computer Rooms for Unit I and Unit 2 and the Technical Support |68
Center, which are located inside the Control Rocn pressure boundary, |
employ ten non-seismic non-safety related supplementary cooling |

,

! , ,

units. These areas do not contain safety related equipment and are
|

',

not needed for continuous occupancy. An analysis based on Reference
| |

10 has been perforined to demonstrate that refrigerant concentrations [
;

in these areas due to the release of the total refrigerant inventory [

assoria,ted with these units after a seismic event (DBE) will be within |
the limits specified in ANSI /ASHRAE 15-78 [10).

|.

F

1

- --
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64 |9. Jacobus, M. J. NUREG/CR-3786, A Review of Regulatory

| . Requirements Governing Control Room Habitability Systems, August
| 1984.

68 |10. ANS!/ASHRAE 15-78, Safety Code for Mechanical Refrigeration.

.

.

.
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TABLE 6.4-1 i

I
NOBLE GAS AND HALOGEN INVENTORIES |68

RELEASE 0 AS THE RESULT OF A MAXIMUN CRE01BLE ACCIDENT |68

Noble Gases Halogens | 68
Curies Released from Core Curles Released From Core |68

Nuclide (100% Core Inventory) Nuclide (50'4 Core inventory)a |68

Kr-83m 1.2 x 107 Br-82 1.5 x 105 |68
Kr-8Fm 2.7 x 107 Br-83 6.0 x 106 |68 '

Kr-85 6.6 x 105 Br-84 1.0 x 107 |68
Kr-87 4.9 x 107 |68
Kr-88 7.0 x 107 l-130 8.8 x 105 |68
Kr-89 8.7 x 107 I-131 4.9 x 107 |68 *

l-132 7.2 x 107 |68
Xe-131m 7.0 x 105 1-133 1.0 x 108 |68
Xe-133m 2.9 x 107 1-134 1.1 x |08 '

|68
Xe-133 1.9 x 108 l-135 9.4 7 107 | 68
Xe-135m 4.0 x 107 |68
Xe-135 ~4.2 x 107 Kilograms Released |68,

Xe-138 1.6 x 108 Nuclide From Core | 68

I-127 1.4 |68
I-129 5.7b |68

|68
Note: |68

a. Half of the released halogens are assumed plated out with | 68
'

the remainder airborne and available for release,from |
containment immediately.

| [
b. Equivalent to 1.007 C1. |68

-
,

!

'

i

''r**'*''
,
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TABLE 6.4 2

This table has been deleted. |68

.

0

9

4

e

9
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4 $
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TABLE 6.4-3

L_lMITATIONS OF CONTROL ROOM ENVIRONMENT

Ambient pressure, in wg +0.125* |68

Ambient temperature, FOB 75 15

Ambient relative humidity, percent 35 to 50 |54

Noxious substances None
,

Maximum Radiation doses to operators: |68

Whole Body Gamma Dose 5 rem |68
Beta Skin Dose 75 rem ** 168
Thyroid Inhalation Oose 30 rem |68

Except during detection of smoke or chlorine at which time the |68
*

control room is maintained at atmospheric pressure. |

The 75 rem limit for beta skin dose is allowed due to the use of |68
**

protective clothing and eye protection. |

.

9

9

9

9 *g

2. s . s. . . i/,- . I
_. ___.. _ _ _ . ._
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7. The iodine removal coefficient is calculated in Subsection
6.5.2.3. '

6.5.2.2 System Desion (for Fission Product Removal)

The CSS has the dual function of removing heat as well as fission-
product iodine from the containment atmosphere. Equipment

descriptions and principal design paraatters for those system
components required for the heat removal function are delineated in
Section 6.2.2.

3

The Containment spray chemical additive subsystem is composed of one

chemical additive tank, four chemical eductors, connecting piping, and
valves. (The Containment spray pumps supply. kinetic energy to the '

motive fluid in the eductors.) The flow diagram of the CSS, including
the chemical additive subsystem, is presented on Figure 6.2.2-1,

6.5.2.2.1 Major Components

The mechanical components described in this section are either
additions to the CSS or part of the system which has the dual function i

of heat removal and fission product removal,

r

1. Chemical Additive Subsystem

The chemic.al additive subsystem is comprised of the following
components and methods which are used to ensure adequate
delivery and mixing of the spray additive:

,

; a. Chemical Additive Tank.

52 | The chemical additive tank is sized to hold a sufficient
| quantity of 30 weight percent sodium hydroxide solution to
| sustain sump water alkalinity within a design pH range of
I 8.6 to 10.5. The equilibrium sump water is above 8.6.

52 | (See Table 6.5-3.) An inert blanket of nitrogen gas is,

used to cover the sodium hydroxide solution at a pressure
of 1 to 2 psig. ~

ftU C0,9
.
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b. Containment Spray Chemical Eductors

The 30 weight percent sodium hydroxide solution is added
to the spray water mainstream by means of liquid jet
eductors. A portion of the Containment spray pump
discharge is recirculated through the eductor, where the
sodium hydroxide is drawn from the chemical additive tank
and discharged into the pump suction. The eductors are |52
designed to limit the sodium hydroxide addition to the |

extent that the spray solution during the injection phase |

has a pH of approximately 9.5 and the final sump solution |
has a pH between 8.6 and 10.5. Furtherwore, the eductors |

andpipingaredesignedtohaveapressuredropcompatible|
with the Containment spray pump suction line in order not |

to affect the pump NPSH. |

2. Source of Water Supply

The sources of water supply for the Containment spray are as
follows:

a. RWST during the injection phase

b. The Containment recirculation sumps during the
recirculation phase

Additional information on the modes of operation is given in
Subsection 6.5.2.2.2.

.

3. Containment Spray Headers

The CSS, including the spray headers, is divided into two
redundant trains. Each train has headers and nozzles in four
regions (A, B, C, and D) of the Containment. For information on
the volumes covered by the Containment spray, see Subsection
6:5.2.2.3.

6.5 9
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Region A consists of four ring headers per train located within
2 ft of the Containment dome and a minimum of 115 ft 9 in, above

46 | the operating floor. Each train in region A contains 274
| nozzles for Unit 2 and a minimum 272 nozzles for Unit 1.

Ring 4 is located at a radius of 61 ft 8 in, from the centerline
of the Containment with the upper ring (train A) elevation of
1022 f t 10 in, and a lower ring (train B) elevation of 1021 f t 6

46 | in. This ring has 120 (119 for Unit 1) equally spaced nozzles
| per header, (59 for Unit 1) of which face vertically downward.

.

Of the remaining 60 nozzles, 20 point upward and toward the
center of the Containment at a 45 degree angle, with the
remaining 40 pointing horizontally toward the center of the
Containment.

.

Ring 3 is located at a radius of 51 ft 4 in from the
Containment centerline with a upper ring elevation at 1041 f t 3
in, and a lower ring elevation of 1039 ft 11 in. This ring
consists of 60 equally spaced nozzles per header, 40 of which
are pointed horizontally toward the center of the Containment.
The remaining 20 nozzles are pointed upward and toward the

center of the Containment at a 45 degree angle. Ring 2 is
located at a radius of 30 ft 3 in, from the Containment
centerline with an upper ring elevation of 1058 ft 8 3/8 in, and

68 | a lower ring elevation of 1057 ft 4 3/8 in. This ring contains
| 48 (47 for Train A of Unit 1) equally spaced nozzles per header,
| 32 (31 for Train A of Unit 1) of which are pointed dow'1 ward.

The remaining 16 point upward and toward the center of the
Containment at a 45 degree angle.,

66 | Ring 1 consists of 46 nozzles and is located at a radius of 13
| ft 3 in, from the Containment centerline with an upper ring
| elevation of 1065 ft 2 in, and a lower ring elevation of 1063
| ft 10 in. This ring contains 46 nozzles per header with 24
| pointing downward and away from the center of the containment at

| a 45 degree angle, 18 pointing downward, and 4 pointing upward '

| and toward the center of the Containment at a 45 degree angle,
,

h tti. k b f6.5-10
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Regions B, C, and D are large open areas below the operating
floor of the Containment where if not for Containment spray,
airborne fission products could collect during an accident. For

i

additional information on spray volumes, see Subsection
6.5.2.2.3.

The two spray headers in region B contain 66 spray nozzles per |68 ,

header. The header on Train B has 31 pointing downward, 16 |

pointing downward 45 degrees from the horizontal, and 19 |

pointing downward 60 degrees from vertical. The header on | , ,

Train A has 66 spray nozzles with 28 pointing downward, 15 |

pointing downward at 450 below the horizontal, 18 pointing |

downward at 300 from vertical, 4 pointing downward at 200 |

from vertical and 1 pointing downward at 400 from vertical. |
|

These headers are located at an elevation of 900 ft 0 in and '

spray an open volume between the secondary shield walls and the *

Containment liner between elevation 905 ft 9 in. and 860 ft 0
in.

e

The two headers in region C contain 14 nozzles per header, all
pointing downward and away from the center of the Containment at
a 45 degree angle; they are located at an elevation of 853 ft 5
in. These headers spray an open volume between the secondary

shield walls and the Containment liner between elevations 860 ft
0 in, and 832 ft 6 in.

!

,

.

.

.

?

I
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The chemical additive syster.is isolated automatically when
chemical additive tank isolation valves close on chemical

'

additive tank low level or manually upon changeover to
recirculation.

In case of LOCA and loss of offsite power, the worst case, the
maximum time to close Containment spray pump breakers, including
10 sec for a diesel generator to come up to speed and voltage,
is 25 see after the safety injection signal ("S" signal). The

first delivery through the spray nozzles occurs in less than 60
12 | sec after the initiation of the safeguard sequence. At the end

| of the injection phase, the recirculation phase is manually
| initiated. Duration of the Containment spray phase is ;

detennined by the operators and depends on Containment
environmental conditions.

The pressure set point at which the CSS is actuated is 20 psig
(40 percent of the Containment design pressure). However, the
Containment analysis used the value of 60 sec mentioned
previously. This delay time includes the following iequence,
assuming a double-ended pump suction guillotine break, with
maximum safeguards and loss of offsite power:

14 | a. The "Hi 3" signal is actuated at 20 psig Containment
| pressure approximately 6.5 seconds after the break,
| initiating the opening of the spray pump isolation vahes
| upon receipt of power to the valve motors. -

.

14 | b. The Containment spray pumps are started 25 seconds after

| an "S" signal as mentioned previously. A "P" signal is.

| also used to confirm the pump startup.

!
68 | c. The spray pump isolation valves have a 112 second opening (;

| time.
>

>

e

t

,
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b. Region 8
,

66 | This volume is 0.168 x 106 3ft , of which 0.041 x
| 106 ft3 (24.4 percent) are covered by spray. The |

'l volume is located between 905 ft 9 in, and 860 ft 0 in.
| (between the secondary shield wall and the Containment
| wall). I

c. Region C

66 | This volume is 0.073 x 106 3ft , of which 0.007 x
| 106 ft3 (9.8 percent) are covered by spray. The

'

| volume is located between 860 ft 0 in, and 832 ft 6 in.
| (between the secondary shield wall and the Containment
| wall). (

!

d. Region 0
,

66 | This volume is 0.125 x 106 3ft , of which 0.005 x i
~

| 106 ft3 (4.3 percent) are covered by spray. The

| volume is located between 832 ft 6 in, and 808 ft 0 in.
I

| (between the secondary shield wall and the Containment
<

| wall),,

t

5 | e. Region E

1 '

! 66 | All sub-volumes included in the Containment total free
| volume and not calculated to be part of Regions A D are |

| | combined together in Region E as "unsprayed volume".
.

| These sub-volumes are separate from each other, but linked [-

| to Regions A-D by flow paths which permit varying degrees i

| of convective mixing. The sub. volumes which are less
1

t
| open to convective mixing, such as the reactor cavity, are i

| separated from the Containment liner (and potential j
'

i leakage paths) by the six inch radial gap which is open to [
| convective mixing. Region E has a total volume of 0.356 |,

| x 106 ft3 and includes the following compartments: l,
; !

;

*

L g

.
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1) Cavity beneath reactor vessel

2) Elevator

3) Rod posit' ion indication room (860 ft 0 in.)

4) Pressurizer relief tank compartment !

5) Pressurizer compartment

6) In-core instrumentation room (849 ft 0 in.) ;

!

7) Seal table room (832 ft 6 in.):

~

8) Neutron flux detector operating room (808 ft 0 in.)

9) Heat exchanger compartments

10) Miscellaneous passageways |66 ;

1

!

|t

!

!

t I
'

i
,

I
.

i
I

,

!

! !

'

:

'
t

i
'

l

*

:

I

?
i A DU). d ir r. " '" ' ,
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66 [ The effective spray volume consists of the sprayed volumes
| in regions A, B, C, and D.

68 | The total sprayed volume from all sprayed regions is
| 1.717 x 106 ft . This volume represent.s 56.7 percent3

| of the Containment free volume.

66 | Regions A, B, C and 9 sre linked to each other and to the
| various sub-regions which comprise region E via numerous
| air flowpaths (e.g. six inch radial gap between the

,

| concrete floors and the inner wall of the containment
| building , gated doors, floor grating, etc.). These

| flowpaths are sufficient to allow an assumption that
| convective mixing occurs between the sprayed and unsprayed
| volumes at a rate of two turnovers per hour.

.

.
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TABLE 6.5-6

RADIOACTIVE I0 DINE ISOTOPES AVAILABLE |68
FOR RELEASE FOLLOWING A-LOCA |68

Activity *
7Isotope (Ci)(x101

-1-131 2.45 |68
I-132 3.6 |68
I-133 5.0 |68
I-134 5.5 |68
I-135 4,7 | 68

Based on NRC Regulatory Guide 1.4 assumptions, this is the activity*

'available for release from containment atmosphere.

,

e

o

-

.

t
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components and subsystems comprising the Engineered Safety
Features System.

2. Manual actuation requirements

The ESFAS must have provisions in the Control Room for manually
initiating the functions of the Engineered Safety Features
System.

7.1.2.1.3 Class 1E 118V AC Uninterruptable Power System |66

The UPS provides continuous, reliable, regulated single phase |66
alternating current (AC) power to all Reactor Protection System |

instrumentation and control equipment required for plant safety. .|
Details of this system are provided in Section 7.6. The design bases
are given below:

1. The inverter shall have the capacity and regulation required for
the AC output for proper operation of the equipment supplied. .

2. Redundant loads shall be assigned to different distribution
panels which are supplied from different inverters.

3. Auxiliary devices that are required to operate dependent
equipment shall be supplied from the same distribution panel to
prevent the loss of electric power in one protection set from
causing the loss of equipment in another protection set. No
single failure shall cause a loss of power supply to more than
one distribution panel.

|
'

4. Each of the distribution panels shall have access only to its
respective inverter supply and a standby power supply.

5. The system shall comply with IEEE Standard 308-1974 '.m tion 5.4. |68
.

7.1-15
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preserve the redundancy and to ensure that no single credible event
will prevent operation of the associated function due to electrical
conductor damage. Critical circuits and functions include power,
control and analog instrumentation associated with the operation of
the RTS or ESFAS. Credible events shall include, but not be limited
to, the effects of short circuits, pipe rupture, missiles, fire, etc.
and are considered in the basic plant design. Control board details
are given in Section 7.7.1.12. In the control board, separation of
redundant circuits is maintained as described in Section 7.1.2.2.2.

11 | 7.1.2.2.1 General

The criteria for the installation and routing of cables is discussed
in Section 8.3.1.4.

The physical separation criteria for redundant safety-related system
sensors, sensing lines, wireways, cables, and components on racks
within Westinghouse NSSS scope meet recommendations contained in

Regulatory Guide 1.75 with the following comments:
0032.55 |

0032.12 |

6 | 1. The Westinghouse design of the protection system does not rely on
| over-current devices to prevent malfunctions in one circuit from

| | causing unacceptable influences on the functioning of the
| protection system. The protection system uses redundant
| instrumentation channels and actuation trains and incorporates
| physical and electrical separation to prevent faults in one

i 27 | channel from degrading any other protection channel. For

| | discussion on control grade instrumentation power circuits
| powered from protection grade power supplies, see paragraph,

| 8.3.1.2.1, item 7 "Compliance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.75[15]
| and IEEE 384 [31]'.

.

|

|

|

7.1-22
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2. Separation recommendations for redundant instrumentation racks

are not the same as those given in Regulatory Position C.16 of
Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1, for the control boards because
of different functional requirements. Main control boards
contain redundant circuits which are required to be physically
separated from each other. However, since there are no redundant
circuits which share a single compartment of an NSSS protection
instrumentation rack, and since these redundant protection
instrumentation racks are physically separated from each other,
the physical separation requirements specified for the main
control board do not apply.

However, redundant, isolated control signal cables leaving the
protection racks are brought into close proximity elsewhere in
the plant, such as the control board. It could be postulated
that electrical faults, or interference, at these locations might
be propagated into all redundant racks and degrade protection
circuits because of the close proximity of protection and control
wiring within each rack. Regulatory Guide 1.75 (Regulatory
Position C.4) and IEEE Standard 384-1974 (Section 4.5(3)) provide
the option to demonstrate that the absence of physical separation
could not significantly reduce the availability of Class IE
circuits.

The Nuclear Instrumentation System and Solid State Protection

System were ir.cluded in the "Westinghouse Protection System Noise
| Tests" report submitted and accepted by the Nuclear Regulatory
| Commission (NRC) in support of the Diablo Canyon application
! (Occket No. 50-275 and 50-323). The tests on the Process Control

'

System - 7300 Series are reported in Reference [2], the

| conclusions having been accepted by the NRC,

-

1

1 '- l#IAEi 10PY
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5 | The protection and surveillance upgrade package cabinets that
| house the protection equipment and components including isolators

| are 7300 series process control equipment similar to that
| reported in Reference [2].

Provisions will be made to provide assurance that maximum
credible fault voltages and conditions which could be postulated
in the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES), as a result

|

.

|

1
-

1
-

.

0
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of 80P cable routing design, will not exceed those used in the
tests.

These Westinghouse tests demonstrated that prntection systems
performance would not be degraded even if subjected to abnormal

electrical conditions which far exceed those which can be
reasonably postulated.

3. The physical separation criteria for instrument cabinets
(including the protection and surveillance upgrade package
cabinets) within Westinghouse NSSS scope meet the recommendations

contained in Section 5.7 of IEEE Standard 384-1974.

4. The 80P Analog Instrumentation System utilizes redundant safety | 66
trains and incorporates physical and electrical separation to |
prevent faults in one safety train from degrading any other |
safety train. Each BOP Analog Rack cabinet contains only single | ,

safety related train wiring and devices and therefore the |
,

separation requirement (between trains) is not applicable in this |
case.

|

|

.

|
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66 | The train orientation and wiring techniques used in the 7300
| series process control system has been demonstrated by tests to
| meet regulatory requirements per Regulatory Guide 1.75 (Ref.

66 | WCAP-8892-A, "Westinghouse 7300 Series Process System Noise

| Tests," June 1977). In the B0P Analog Instrumentation System,
68 | Westinghouse utilized similar wiring techniques. Westinghouse

| certificate of qualification, C0-W9525, establishes an auditable
| link between hardware furnished under the 80P Analog

| Instrumentation System and the 7300 Series Process Control

| Equipment. Additionally it has been demonstrated that close
66 | proximity of safety train wiring to non-safety train wiring

| within individual BOP Analog Instrumentation cabinets will not
| degrade the safety functions of Class 1E circuits should faults
| occur in the non-safety train circuits.

66 | Cables external to each B0P Analog Instrumentation cabinet are

| routed in separate raceways appropriate to their train
| orientation.

|

i

(

|
!

|

|

.

|

|
-

.

1
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0032.17 |

11 | m. Monitoring of system operation
0032.17 |

66 | The Containment Spray System is provided with Post Accident
68 . | Monitors as described in Section 7.5. In addition, local

| indication is provided for spray-additive tank level and
| pressure, spray-additive flow and Containment Spray pump

| discharge pressure. The spray additive tank is provided
| with level indication, low-low level alarm, and a high/ low,

'

| pressure alarm in the Control Room. Additional Control
,

11 | Room alanns are provided for valve isolation tank high
";, | level, refueling water storage tank low temperature and

3 | spray additive low flow.

0)32.17 |

If | Each power operated valve is provided with positiont

| indicating lights in the Control Room. ESF monitor lights

k| are provided for pumps and valves.

QO32.1% |
~| n. Sequencing11 ;

.

0032.17 {4
11 |q The sequencing of containment spray pumps upon loss of

| | offsite power concurrent with a LOCA is shown in Tables

| 8.3-1A and 8.3-18.

Q032.17 |
'

11 |2. Containment Isolation System.

| Q032.17 | ',
| 11 | & ntainment isolation is carried out in two phases: Phase A

| isolation closes all nonessential process lines penetrating the
| Containment, and Phase B isolation closes remaining process

29 | lines, except for those lines required for ESFAS. Containment;

| | Ventilation Isolation is initiated by Phase A isolation or a
j high containment radioactivity signal. The Containment

| Isolation System is discussed in further detail in Section 6.2.4
| and 7.3.1.1.5.

1

=

.
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injection initiation functions associated with one actuation train !

(e.g., train A) shares portions of the automatic initiation circuitry
logic of the same logic train; however, a single failure in shared
functions does not defeat the protective action of the redundant
actuation train (e.g., train 8). A single failure in shared functions
does not defeat the protective action of the safety function. It is

further noted that the sharing of the logic by manual and automatic
initiation is consistent with the system level action requirements of
the IEEE Standard 279-1971, Section 4.17, and the minimization of
complexity.

.

Manual actuation of main steam line isolation (all valves),
containment isolation (Phase A), and containment spray actuation
conforms to the same criteria herein described for the manual safety
injection manual actuation functions.

56 |7.3.2.2.8 Component Control Switches

56 | The control switches for ESF final actuators, e.g., pumps, valves and.
| dampers,arethespring-return-to-automatictype. This design
| feature assures the completion of the protective function once it has
| been initiated, regardless of the operational status of the final
| actuator prior to the initiation of the protective function.

|

56 | When operating conditions necessitate, the operator can manually
|

| 68 | override the automatic operation of individual components. The

| | manual overrides are accomplished in the following manner:

68 | A. Valves and Dampers - The control switch must be held by the
: | operator in the alternate position for the duration of the,

| | period that the alternate action is required. The automatic
| action is restored as soon as the operator releases the control
| switch.

.

| 7.3-92
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8. Pumps - For those pumps that receive an auto start signal from | 68
the ESF sequencer, the operator can stop the pump by holding the |
control switch in the stop position. After the sequencer has |

cycled, the pump will not restart when the operator releases the |
control switch. This override will be continuously indicated |

in the control room and both the override and the indication |

will be automatically removed whenever permissive conditions for |
the bypass are not met.

|

The alternate operating mode is provided with permissives or operator | 56
lockouts that provents the operator from intervening in the automatic |
operation of the final actuator when the ESF sequencer is in |
operation.

|

This manual ovsrride meets the intent of IEEE Std 279 requirements for | 56
operating bypasses. The channel is not removed from servic: during |

the period that the operator is manually operating the component and |
the operator has status indicating lamps to inform him of the status |

,

of the final actuator. |

.
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suitable procedures and secondary controls as described in |32
Section 7.4.1.3.3.

|

2. Except for a fire in the alternate shutdown areas (Control Room, |68
Cable Spreading Room, or Control Room HVAC Mechanical Equipment |
Room), Control Room evacuation is initiated for an undefined

|

cause (for example, control room environmer.t not habitable) and |

the event which causes Control Room evacuaticn does not degrade |
Control Room equipment.

|

3. Design basis accidents are not assumed to occur simultaneously
with control room evacuation. However, loss of offsite power has
been considered.

4. For five specific plant fires, shutdown capability is provided as | 57
follows:

|

Fire location loss Shutdown From | 32

Cable Spreading Both Hot Shutdown Panel using |66
Room (CSR) Trains Train A, Shutdown |66

Transfer Panel transfer and |66
local controls. | 66

Control Room (CR) Both Hot Shutdown Panel using I 66
Trains Train A. Shutdown |66

Transfer Panel transfer and |66
local controls. |66.

i

! Control Room HVAC Both Hot Shutdown Panel using |66
Hechanical Equipment Trains Train A, Shutdown |66
Room Transfer Panel transfer and | 66,

local controls. |66

.

' 4-''
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32 | Fire location loss Shutdown From

' 32 | Hot Shutdown Panel Train B Control Room using Train A
32 | (HSp)

32 | Shutdown Transfer Train A Control Room using Train B '

32 | Panel (STP)

57 | For any other postulated plant fire, shutdown is accomplished
| from the Control Room utilizing surviving equipment.

!
i

I

|

|

-

,

i

,

o

V
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5. Except for a fire in the alternate shutdown areas, loss of safety | 66
system redundancy does not occur as a result of the event -|
requiring control room evacuation and all equipment in the |

control room and all automatic controls continue to function. |

6. The Hot Shutdown Panel (HSP) and the Shutdown Transfer Panel |52
(STP) including Class IE equipment mounted on them, are designed |

to withstand an SSE with no loss of Class 1E function. The |
essential local control stations are also designed to withstand | 32
an SSE with no loss of essential functions. |

7. The Hot Shutdown Panel is normally unattended and is surrounded | 32
by a locked enclosure. Opening the enclosure doors will

|
initiate an alarm in the Control Room. The Shutdown Transfer |66
Panel is also nonnally unattended and access to it is restricted |
via normally locked doors. Opening the enclosure doors will |
initiate an alarm in the Control Room. | 32

8. The Hot Shutdown Panel, located in the switchgear area of the | 66
Safeguards Building, at elevation 831'-6", the Shutdown Transfer |
Panel, located one floor below at elevation 810'-6", and other |

local controls are easily accessible to Control Room operators |
through controlled access areas.

|

|0032.36
|0040.23
|Q040.64

9. Electrical separation for the Hot Shutdown Panel and the Shutdown | 32
Transfer Panel follows the same criteria as corresponding Control |
Room equipment. l.oss of control or indication for one train for |
any reason will not affect its redundant counterpart. |

.

|
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Consistent with the definition of Type A variables in Regulatory Guide | 68
1.97 Revision 2, the verification of the actuation of safety systems |

has been excluded from the definition of Type A. The variables which |

provide this verification are included in the definition of Type D. |56

Variables in Type A are restricted to pre-planned actions for Design
Basis Accident Events. Contingency actions and additional variables
which might be utilized will be in Types B, C, 0, and E.

7.5.1.2.2 Type B

Those variables that provide to the Control Room operating staff |66
information to assess the process of accomplishing or maintaining |
critical safety functions, i.e., reactivity control, reactor coolant |

system integrity, RCS inventory, reactor core cooling, heat sink, and |
containment integrity. |

7.5.1.2.3 Type C
,

Those variables that provide to the Control Room Operating Staff
information to monitor (1) the extent to which variables, which
indicate the potential for causing a gross breach of a fission product
barrier, have exceeded the design basis values and (2) that the in-
core fuel cladding, the reactor coolant system pressure boundary or

,

e

e

5
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7.5.2 OESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES

l

7.5.2.1 Type A Variables

Type A variables are defined in Section 7.5.1.2.1. They are the
variables which provide primary information required to permit the
Control Room operating staff to:

1. Perform the diagnosis specified in the applicable CPSES ERG's; |42

2. Take specified pre-planned manually controlled actions for |68
which no automatic control is provided, that are required for |

safety systems to accomplish their safety function to recover |

fromtheDesignBasisAccidentEvent(verificationofactuation|
of safety systems is excluded from Type A variables and is |
included as Type D); |

3. Reach and maintain a safe shutdown condition.
.

Key Type A variables have been designated Category 1. These are the
variables which provide the most direct measure of the information
required. The KEY Type A variables are:

1. RCS Wide Range Pressure

2. Wide Range Hot leg teactor Coolant Temperature (T(Hot))

3. Wide Rc.'ae Cold Leg Reactor Coolant Temperature (T(Cold))

.

4. RCS Subcooling (Saturation Margin) | 66

5. Narrow Range Steam Generator Water Level (NR)

|

6. Pressurizer Water Level | 66,

.
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7.5.2.2 Type B Variables

Type B variables are defined in Section 7.5.1.2.2. They are the
variables that provide to the Control Room Operating Staff information
to assess the process of accomplishing or maintaining critical safety
functions, i.e.:

1. Subcriticality (Reactivity Control) |66

2. Reactor Coolant System integrity |66

3. Reactor Coolant System Inventory |68

4. Reactor Core Cooling

5. Heat Sink |66

6. Containment integrity ,|66

Variables which provide the most direct indication (i.e., Key
variable) to assess each of the 6 critical safety functions have been
designated Category 1. Preferred backup variables have been
designated Category 2. All other backup variables are Category 3.
These are listed in Table 7.5-3.

7.5.2.3 Type C Variables

Type C variables are defined in Section 7.5.1.2.3. Basically, they
are the variables that provide to the Control Room Operating Staff.

information to monitor the potential for breach or actual gross breach
of:

.

9

1
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Table 7.5-5

(Sheet 3)
Variable Type /

System / Component Variable Function Category

Emergency Core RWST Level Key D2

Cooling System Safety Injection Pump Key D2 |66
(ECCS) flow Key D2 | 66

Safety injection Pump Key D2 | 66
Status | 66
RHR flow Key D2 | 41
RHR Pump Status Key D2 |66
Centrifugal Charging Pump Key 02 | 66
injection flow | 41
Centrifugal Charging Pump Key D2 |68
Status

Containment Water Key D2 | 66
Level |66
ECCS valve status Key D2

SI accumulator Key 02 |41
isolation valve |41
status | 41
SI accumulator tank Key 02 | 64
pressure

Si accumulator tank level Backup D3

Control Rod Position Backup D3 |66

Auxiliary Flow to each S/G Key D2 | 66
Feedwater Pump Status Key D2 |66

Valve status Key 02

CST level Key D2
-

AFW Pump Turbine Main Key D2 |66
Steam Header isolation |66
valve Status | 66

ADVANCECOPY
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Table 7.5-5

(Sheet 5)
Variable Type /

System / Component Variable Function Category

ESF CR A/C Units Key 02 | 66
Ventilation CR Vent Damper Position Key 02 |66

CR Emergency Filtration Key 02 |66
Fans |66
CR Emergency Key 02 1 66
Pressurization Fans |66
Primary Plant Exhaust Key 02 |68
Fan Cooler |68
Electrical Area Fan Cooler Key 02 |66
Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Key 02 | 66
Day Tank Area Vent Fan [66
Diesel Generator Area Key 02 |66
Vent Fan |66
SSW Intake Structure Key 02 | 66
Exhaust Fan |66
Battery Room Exhaust Fan Key 02 | 66
RHR Room Fan Cooler Key 02 | 66
Motor Driven AFW Key 02 |66
Pump Room Fan Cooler |66
CCW Pump Room Fan Cooler Key 02 | 66

| SI Pump Room Fan Cooler Key 02 |66
Containment Spray Pump Key 02 |66
Room Fan Cooler |66
Centrifugal Charging Pump Key 02 |66

| Room Fan Cooler | 66
UPS Ventilation Key 02 | 66

Safety Chilled Flow Key 02 |66
Water System | 66

i
!

-
.

|
|
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pressure above the safety injection unblock pressure (P-11). The
1

manual block or "maintain closed" position is required when performing '

periodic check valve leakage test when reactor is at pressure. The
{maximum permissible time that an accumulator valve can be closed when

the reactor is at pressure is specified in the Technical
Specifications.

Administrative control is required to ensure that any accumulator
valve, which has been closed at pressures above the safety injection
unblock pressure, is returned to the "AUT0" position. Verification
that the valve automatically returns to its normal full open position
would also be required.

During plant shutdown, the accumulator valves are in a closed
position. To prevent an inadvertent opening of these valves during
that period the accumulator valve breakers should be opened or
removed. Administrative control is again required to ensure that
these valve breakers are closed during the pre-startup procedures.

.

These normally open motor operated valves have alarms, indicating a
ma1 positioning (with regard to their Emergency Core Cooling System
function during the injection phase). The alarms sound in the control
room.

An alarm will sound for either accumulator isolation valve under the
following conditions when the RCS pressure is above the "SI unblocking
pressure.":

68 |1. Yalve motor operator limit switch indicates valve not open.
4

2. Valve stem limit switch indicates valve not open. The alarms on
this switch will report itself at given intervals.

.
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10. NEMA FU 1-1972, Low-Voltage Cartridge Fuses d

11. NEMA PB l-1971, Panelboards With Revision 1

12. NEMA PB 2-1972, Dead-Front Distribution Switchboards Hith

Revision 1

8.1.4.7 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

No. 70-1971, National Electrical Code

8.1.4.8 Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. (UL)

1. UL-50, Electrical Cabinets and Goxes (1975)

2. UL-67, Electric Panelboards (Revision, 10/75)

3. UL-891, Dead-Front Electrical Switchboards (1975)
.

8.1.4.9 Illuminating Engineering Society (lES)

IES Lighting Handbook, Application Volume, 1981. |68

8.1.5 COMPLIANCE WITH NRC REGULATORY GUIDES AND IEEE STANDARDS

The extent to which the recommendations of the NRC regulatory guides
and IEEE standards are complied with is described in the following
sections:

8.1.5.1 NRC Regulatory Guides.

For description of compliance to the Regulatory Guides, see Appendix

1A(B) and 1A(N).

.

e
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8.1.5.2 IEEE Standards

1. IEEE 338-1971, Trial-Use Criteria for Periodic Testing of Nuclear r

Power Generating Station Protection Systems

Periodic testing of protection systems conforms to the
requirements of this standard.

2. IEEE 344-1975, Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualification of

Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations

All Class 1E equipment is seismically qualified in accordance
with this standard.

For details, see Sections 3.108 and 3.10N

3. IEEE 387-1977, Criteria for Diesel Generator Units Applied as
Standby Power Supplies for Nuclear Generating Stations

,

The design criteria and the qualification and testing.

requirements of the diesel generator units conform to the
requirements of this standard.

60 |4. IEEE 420-1973, Trial-Use Guide for Class 1E Control Switchboards
j for Nuclear Power Generating Station.

3 | All Class 1E control boards are designed in accordance with IEEE
| 420-1973 requirements with following clarification:

4

e

*
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Lens and Buttons fer approximately forty (40) safety system inoperable | 3
indication lights and for sixteen (16) non-safety valve control |
devices are constructed of "LEXAN" (poly carbonate) and "CELON" |
respectively. These indicating lights / buttons are grouped and i
enclosed in a metal housing to provide seperation between them and |
other equipment on the main control board. The housings are flush I

mounted on the front of the main control board. Cable connectors are |

provided on the back plate of the housing for external wiring. |

Internal fire (unlikely event) in the housing will not significatly I
degrade the integrity of the main control board. |

Wire splices are used in limited applications on field cables that I 44
terminate in certain Class 1E panels, cabinets or racks. The normal |

design is to teminate field cables without the use of wire splices. |

The wire splices are only used where additional length is required for |
the field wire and it was not judged reasonable to pull a new field |
cable. The use of such wire splices has been minimized. |

'

The wire splices are butt splices. The crimping technique, device |44
and materials used for the splices are identical to those used for the |
terminal lugs in that panel. The wire splices ate only allowed on |
low power applications such as control cables. The inspection |60
procedure verifies the operability of the spliced circuit by |
completion of a continuity check. The wire splices used are |

qualified for anticipated service conditions, and the splices are !

staggered or separated within the panel so that they are not adjacent |

toeachotherorpressingagainstoneanotherinthesamewirebundle.[
Since previously accepted crimping methods and materials are used, |

the splices are limited to low power circuits and to field cables that |,

already teminate in the panel, and the required wire separation and |

wire bundle support is maintained, the wire splices are not expected |

to significantly alter the heat load in the panel, the probability of |

a fire or the operability of wv equipment or cables in that panel. {

.
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68 | 5. IEEE 494-1974, Standard Method for Identification of Documents

| Related to Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating
| Stations.

68 | All station design documents and drawings containing Class 1E
| equipment and systems, in whole or in part, are identified with
| the term "Nuclear Safety Related" in accordance with this

.

| standard or, as an alternative, with the equivalent term "Class
| 1". Vendor supplied documents and drawings are used in

| conjunction with station design documents and/or drawings which
| are properly identified as to their safety classification;
| therefore, vendor supplied documents and drawings are not
| necessarily identified as "nuclear safety related" in accordance ,

| with IEEE 494-1974.

|

.

!

|
t

.

.

!
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8.3.1.1.5 Automatic Transfers, Loading and Load Shedding

|0040.44
8.3.1.1.5.1 Non-Class 1E Bus - Automatic Transfer |30

|Q040.44
When Unit I trips, the powar source for Bus 1Al is automatically |66
transferred from main generator 1G to transformer IST.

|

|Q040.44
The logic, and typical electric schematics for Bus 1Al are shown in |12
Figure 10.2-1 and G&H drawing 2323-El-0032 (sheets 5 and 7) [
respectively. Depending on the system conditions, this automatic |

transfer will be either "fast" or "slow" as described below: |

|0040.44
Energizing of relays 86-1/1G, 86-2/1G, 94-1B/1G and 94-2B/1G results |12
in tripping of the main generator. Upon operation of any of these |

relays, the normally closed incoming breaker 1Al-1 receives a trip |
signal.

|

|0040.44
An "early 52-b" contact of this breaker will send a signal to |12
automatically close the offsite source incoming breaker IAl-2 by: |

|Q040.44
a. Fast transfer, provided the |12

|Q040.44
1) Offsite source voltage is available (this voltage is |66

monitored by undervoltage relays 27/1ST set to drop out at |
approximately 85% of nominal system voltage of 6900 volts) |
and,

|

|0040.44
2) Offsite source and the bus 1A1 voltages are not 'out of |68

phase by more than 40 degrees (as seen by the synchronism |
check relay 25/1A1).

|

|0040.44
~

3) This transfer is completed in the minimum time possible | 68
(maximum of 10 ce l'i), however, it is disabimi af t er 15 |

cycles from initiation to eliminate the possibility of |
accidental closure in case of any contact malfunction in |,

the close circuit.
|

.
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30 |Asuccessfulfasttransferassuresmaintenanceofvoltageonbus1Al
|withoutinterruption.

0040.44 |

12 |b. Slow transfer, if the requirements of a. are not satisfied within
| approximately 15 cycles af ter the closure of the "early 52-b"
| contact of the normally closed inccming breaker, provided:

0040.44 |

12 | 1) Voltage on the bus (to be transferred) has decreased to

| approximately 35% of the nominal voltage of 6900 volts,
0040.44 |

12 | 2) Offsite source voltage is available as described in a. 1),
| and

0040.44 |

30 | 3) All motor feeder breakers on bus 1Al have tripped as
| evidenced by closure of their "52-b" contacts. Tripping

12 | of these motor feeder breakers is accomplished by bus
| undervoltage relays set at approximately 35% of the nominal
| voltage of 6900 volts via timers set at approximately 0.5
| seconds.

0040.44 |

68 | The main generator 1G tripping is delayed by 30 seconds subsequent to
| a reactor trip (see FSAR Figure 7.2-1 Sheet 16 and Figure 10.2.1).
| This ensures full coolant flow for 30 seconds after a reactor trip
| before any bus transfer is made.

0040.44 |

66 | The automatic transfers of the other non-Class 1E buses (1A2, lA3,
| 1A4, 2A1, 2A2, 2A3, and 2A4) are the same as discussed for 1 Al above.

4

.
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8.3.1.1.5.2 Class 1E Duses Automatic Transfer | 30

1. Undervoltage Sensors |30
|0040.5

The sensors that detect loss of preferred and alternate offsite |1
sources are located in 6.9 kV safety related switchgear buses |

IEA1 and 1EA2 for Unit 1 and 2EA1 and 2EA2 for Unit 2. The |

scheme consists of instantaneous undervoltage relays which |

initiate tripping of the source breakers via time delay pick up |
relays.

|

|0040.5
The approximate setting for the loss of voltage detection sensors | 30
are shown on Figure 8.3-6 and are as follows: |

|0040.5
Undervoltage relay dropout - 70' of 6900V |304

i
|Q040.5

Time delay pick up relay 0.5 seconds |30
|0040.5

Loss of voltage detector relay setting is selected to preclude |30
operation during momentary low voltage conditions that prevail |
during large motor starting. The selected setting is lower than |
the lowest momentary voltage fluctuation and plant load |
conditions. Settings for the time delay pickup relay is set |

, long enough to preclude their operation during a three phase ||
| fault when system voltage could drop below the undervoltage relay |

,

setting, for a few cycles, until the fault is removed by opening |
the appropriate circuit breakers.

|

|
2. Automatic Transfer |30 :

!

When the source breakers for the preferred offsite power source | 33
i are tripped, the Class 'd buses are transferred to the alternate |

poner source by a slow I'm nfar in a manner similai to that
|

described for the non-t. lass lE buses. |

.

P

.
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66 | The alternate power source of Unit I safety-related buses IEA1
| and 1EA2 is startup transformer XST1 and the alternate power
| source of Unit 2 safety-related buses 2EA1 and 2EA2 is startup
| transformer XST2.

30 | In the event that the preferred offsite source is lost, the Class
| 1E buses would automatically transfer to the alternate source.

66 | Operation of the unit could continue for a limited period of time
| based upon the constraints defined in the plant Technical
| Specifications. '

66 'l
30 | Low voltage (after an appropriate time delay) on either the

| preferred power source or the Class IE bus shall start the
| respective emergency diesel generators for that bus. If both
| the preferred and alternate power sources are not available, the
| emergency diesel generator will power the bus after it has

65 | reached rated voltage and frequency. The bus will be ponered by
| the emergency diesel generator within 10 seconds after the diesel
| receives a starting signal.

30 |8.3.1.1.5.3 Sequencer Loading

30 | 1. Sequencer

0040.59 |

66 | For each unit, two independent and redundant safeguards sequencer
j cabinets are provided for sequential loading of the safeguard
| buses, one for Train A and one for Train B. Each cabinet houses
| two sequencers, one for the safety injection mode sequ'encing and
| one for Loss of Offsite Power (blackout) only mode sequencing.

CE CDP8.3-12
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,

Each sequencer is basically a group of output electromechanical |20
relays operated hy solid state logic circuits and timers. The |
separate and ind, pendent timer circuits are initiated for each

|
loading step by solid state logic circuits. Reliability of each |
sequencer is assured by continuous testing from the input diode |

matrix through the logics and timers to the coils of the output |
telays. If a fault is detected it is alarmed in the control |

A review of the sequencer circuitry reveals that the |
room.

sequencer design is relatively direct and simple, not subject to |
sneak circuits and is highly reliable.

|

2. Loading | 30

In the unlikely event of a DBA the following sequence of
operation is initiated,

The diesel generator sets receive starting signals.a.

|0040.44
b. All480Vnon-ClassIEloadsconnectedtoClasslEbusesare|68

tripped or isolated in accordance with Section
|

| 8.3.1.2.1.7.a.
|

|Q040.44
c. Power source .or the Class 1E buses is established as |12

discussed abv- Mesel generator breaker will close, if |
,

required, afb che diesel generator rated voltage and |
frequency have been established and there is no bus fault.

|
Large loads required during a DBA are started in sequence |
by the safety injection sequencer. Small loads '(less than |
20 hp) are generally started in accordance with their

|
respective circuit logic. See Tables 8.3-1 A & B for |
details.

|

| .

|
\
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0040.44 |

12 | If both offsite sources are lost, but no "S" signal is present,
| the following sequence of operation is initiated:

0040.44 | <

12 | a. The diesel generator sets are started.
Q040.44 |

12 | b. Undervoltage relays shed the required loads from the Class
| 1E buses.

Q040.44 |

12 | c. Power source for the Class 1E buses is established as
| discussed above. Diesel generator breaker will close, if
| required, after the diesel generator rated voltage and
| frequency have been established and there is no bus fault.

66 | Large loads required during a Loss of Offsite Power
| (blackout) mode are started in sequence by the blackout
I sequencer. Small loads (less than 20 hp) are generally r

12 | started in accordance with their respective circuit logic.
| See Table 8.3-2 for details.

66 |

41 |8.3.1.1.6 Safety-Related Power Systen Equipment identification

41 | Safety-related power system electrical equipment is uniquely numbered
| so that identification as safety equipment is evident. The numbering

sequence used for Class 1E equipment is different from the one used
for non-Class 1E equipment. The equipment numbering system is
discussed in Subsection 8.3.1.3. In addition, color-coded nameplates
conspicuously identify the major equipment as Class 1E. Plant
personnel can determine the train or channel that the equipinent is

| associated with by this color.
I
|

Color delineation of the trains and reactor protection instrumentation
channels is as follows:

|

|

|

h8.3-14
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1. Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Systems

Train A orange

Train B green

2. Reactor Protection System and ESF Systems at Channel Level

Channel I red
.

Channel II white

Channel III blue

Channel IV yellow '

These color designations are consistent throughout the plant to allow
for immediate identification. Cable and cable tray identifications
are discussed in Subsections 8.3.1.3 and 8.3.1.4. These standards do |41
not apply to the identification of control panels. |

8.3.1.1.7 System Instrumentation and Control

Remote instrumentation for the 6900-V Class 1E switchgear consists of |66
| ammeters in the Control Room and on the hot shutdown panel for the |

preferred power source and the alternate power source. The remote j

instrumentation for the standby power source (diesel generator unit) |
consists of ammeter, voltmeter, frequency meter, wattmeter,'and

|

varmeter in the Control Room and an ammeter on the hot shutdown panel. |
Various annunciators and bus voltmeters and frequency meters are
located in the Control Room. Instrumentation for each 480-V Class 1E

'

switchgear consists of ammeters on the 6900-V switchgear breaker for
that switchgear and a bus val' eter located on the 480-V ritchaear.
This is shown on Figures 8.J-0 and 8.3-8.

:
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The diesel generator breaker control and synchronizing switches are
located in the Control Room for corrective action by the operator.

66 | Selector switches located on the shutdown transfer panel and on the
| hot shutdown panel, and diesel generator breaker centrol switches
| located on the hot shutdown panel, are provided for corrective action
| by the operator in the unlikely event the Control Room becomes

| inaccessible. Control switches for the 6900-V Class 1E incoming
| supply breakers, bus tie breakers, and feeder breakers for Class 1E
| loads,arelocatedonthemaincontrolboardandthe6900-V

68 |switchgear. Control switches for the Class 1E 480-V switchgear
|incomingsupplyandbustiecircuitbreakersarelocatedonthemain
|controlboardandthe480-Vswitchgear. All feeder breakers have

66 | control switches at their respective switchgear. For remotely
|controlledcircuitbreakersthelocalcontrolswitches(atthe ,

| respective switchgears) are operable only when the circuit breaker is
|inthetestposition. Control required for safe shutdown in the
| event of Control Room uninhabitability is discussed in Section
|7.4.1.3.

The described control and instrumentation is used in testing the
dietel generator and in monitoring 6900-V and 480-V Class IE
switchgear during normal and Loss of Offsite Power conditions.

Control power for Class 1E equipment is provided as follows:

Class 1E Equipment Class 1E Control Power Source

6900-V breaker and 125-VDC system
~

associated protective
relaying

'

480-V load center 125-VOC system

breakers and relayino

480-V motor control 120-VAC derived through control
center starters transformers

hhh( h8.3-16
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No single failure can prevent operation of the minimum number of

required safety loads and loss of any one group will not prevent
68 | the minimum safety functions from being performed. Each Class 1E

| AC bus has access to two offsite power sources and an onsite
| standby power source. There are no automatic or manual ties

between redundant buses.

Two diesel generators are provided for each unit. Each diesel
generator is connected exclusively to its associated 6.9-kV Class
1E bus, which ensures independence in the onsite standby power
sources.

Each Class 1E DC bus can be energized either by a battery or by
one of two battery chargers (one spare) or combination of battery
and battery charger. There are no automatic or manual ties
between Class 1E redundant DC load groups. Arrangement of the AC
and DC systems is described in Subsections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2,
respectively.

Because there are no bus ties between redundant load groups,
interlocks are not required.

4. Compliance With NRC Regulatory Guide 1.9 [3]

The rating of the diesel generators is based on the maximum
continuous load demand. This rating exceeds the sum of the
conservatively rated loads. Motor loads are based on nameplate
rating, pump runout conditions, or flow pressure conditions.

'

! 6600-V motor efficiency is based on design data. Low-voltage
motor efficiency is assumed to be 80 percent.

During preoperational testing the maximum continuous load demand
is verified by tests.

.

t
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Each diesel generator set is capable of starting and accelerating
to rated speed all Class 1E loads in the required sequence.

|0040.60
Sequencing of large loads at 5-sec intervals ensures that large
motors have reached rated speed and that voltage and frequency
have stabilized before the succeeding loads are applied. The

voltage may dip below 75 percent of nominal voltage when the
diesel generator breaker closes and energizes the two 2000/2666 -

kVA, 6.9 kV/480-V unit substation transformers supplied from each
diesel generator. This dip is due to magnetizing inrush current -

which exists for two to three cycles. The diesel generators are
designed to recover to 80 percent of nominal voltage within 10
cycles for this transient. The effect on the first load group
would, therefore, be a maximum possible delay of 12 to 13 cycle
after closure of the diesel generator breaker. However, the
objective of first load group and subsequent load groups is not
affected. During recovery from transients caused by step load | 36
increases or resulting from the disconnection of the largest |
single load, the speed of the diesel generator set should not |
exceed the nominal speed plus 75 percent of the difference

|
between nominal speed and the overspeed trip setpoint or 115 |
percent of nominal, whichever is lower. The voltage is restored |66
to within 10 percent of nominal; and the frequency is restored to |
within two percent of nominal in less than 40 percent of each |
load sequence time interval. The diesel generator supplier has |
successfully performed these tests in his facility on one CPSES |7
diesel generator set. -

|

The prototype qualification test program of |7
|0040.60 i

a) Start and load capability at full load, and |8.

| 0040.60
b) 300 valid :' "' and load tests |7

on the diesel generator are discussed in Section 8.3.1.1.11. |7
i

ADEiNCICD.W8.3-41
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5. Compliance With Regulatory Guide 1.32 (7]

66 | The offsite power system includes the preferred design stated in -
| NRC Regulatory Guide 1.32: namely, two immediate access circuits

| from the transmission network are available to the emergency

| (Class 1E) bus systems.

Each battery charger is sized to handle the combined steady-state
loads while recharging the battery from the design minimum charge
state to the fully charged state under all modes of plant
operation.

6. Compliance With NRC Regulatory Guide 1.63 [12]

The electric penetration assembly design complies with the intent
of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.63.

0040.69 |
,

In reference to Regulatory Position C.1 of NRC Regulatory Guide
1.63, the electric penetration assembly design is capable of

,

withstanding, without loss of mechanical integrity, the maximum
current versus time conditions permitted by backup protective

68 | devices. The adequacy of penetration prote:ctive devices to

| protect the penetrations is established by detailed calculations
| which demonstrate that the fault current-versus time conditions
| for which the penetrations are designed and qualified will not be
| exceeded. ,

0040.69 |
8 | The electrical distribution system design incorporates backup

~

68 | protective devices for all power circuits. Control circuits
| have also been provided with backup protective devices.

Fuses or fusible links within the penetration assembly are not
incorporated in the de i m because of the physical limitations of
the standard penetration designs available.

.

T

|
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y. Rod Position Indication Cabinets - |68

Power circuits from 120V distribution panels. Breakers |68
are used as primary and backup protection devices. |

|66
|68

7. Compliance With NRC Regulatory Guide 1.75 (15] and IEEE 384 (31]

The CPSES design complies with the intent of NRC Regulatory Guide | 60
1.75 and IEEE 384 (Refer to Appendix 1A(B)). Physical |

-

separation of redundant safety-related equipment and wiring is
achieved by location in separate rooms or by providing barriers.
Isolation devices are provided to preclude interaction between

,

Class 1E and associated circuits and non-Class 1E circuits, as
described in the following paragraphs.

Electrical isolation methods are used as required in pcwer, |68 i

control and instrumentation circuits to maintain the independence |
of redundant circuits ard equipment such that protective |

functions required during and following any design basis event is | '

accomplished. Different types of isolation devices are used for |
power, control and instrumentation circuits.

|

| Isolation devices meet the cr.iteria and performance requirements |68
| specified in IEEE 279-1971, Revision 1, and are qualified in |

accordance with IEEE 323-1974 and 344-1975. |

Associated circuits shall comply with one of the folloking: |68
|
l (1) They shall be uniquely identified as such and shall |68
| remain with, or be separated the same as, those Class

|
1E circuits with which they are associated.

|

,

(
-

i |
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,

68 ~- | (2) They shall be in accordance with (1) above from the,

| Class 1E equipment to and including an isolation,

| device. Beyond the isolation device a circuit is not
| subject to the requirements of IEEE Std. 384-1974,

*
| $, provided it does not again become associated with a
| Class 1E system.*

,
,

68 | (1d They shall be analyzed or tested to demonstrate that
| i Class IE circuits are not degraded below an acceptable
| #evel.

P t

'
68 | The following part1raphs describe the various conditions:

68 | a. Power Cibcuits
,-

68 | The folloWing types of <ievices are used in the CPSES design -

| for isolation of power circuits:

68 | 1) Circui;; breaker tripped by a safety injection signal.

68 | 2) Starte? contactor opened by a safety injection
!

| signal.

68 | 3) Two cie:uit breakers, two fuses or a breaker and a

| fuse ir. series both coordinated with an upstream
| circuit breaker and periodically tested.

"

0040.62 |
,

63 | All non-Class.lE loads connected to Class IE buses are
| tripped on saflty injection signal or justification is
| provided. ThesjloadsareidentifiedinTable8.3-11and
| inthefiguresa\follows:

0040.62 | i.
,

6 | Figu U No. Figure Note No.
0040.62 | 1

6 | 8. 3 - 6 ', 8 .

0040.62 |
'

6 j 8.3-8 th p 12 2 and 4
7

'

f.i. Jit.ul a,"i ist-:p'" ri .':8.? 50
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b. Control Circuits '

The isolation devices mentioned below are classified as |68 '

Class 1E for control circuits. Separation between the |
Class 1E and non-Class 1E wiring is maintained within the

[

cabinets in which these devices are mounted. Maximum |
wiringseparationattheisolationdeviceislimitedbythe|
physical design of the device.

|

1) Auxiliary Relays provide isolation of control circuits | 68 -

between Class 1E and non-Class 1E circuits for both |

coil to contact and contact to coil isolation. |

2) Phototransistor coupled pairs (light emitting diode 168
and transistor) provide isolation of Class 1E contacts [
to non-Class 1E monitoring devices. |

3) A SIAS signal provides isolation between Class 1E and |68
non-Class IE control circuits by relay actuation, |
which opens the circuit.

|

Safety-related equipment, exposed raceways, and cables are

identified by distinct color markers so that the plant personnel
can distinguish, without resorting to any reference material,
between the various redundant Class 1E systems and between
redundant Class 1E systems and non-Class 1E circuits.

The physical separation and identification of circuits'are
described in detail in Subsections 8.3.1.4 and 8.3.1.3, '

respectively.

'

c. Instrumentation Circuits
,

Instrumentation power for Unit 1 NSSS is provided from | 46
distribution panels IPC1, IPC2, IPC3 and IPC4. See Figure 8.3 |
15. These panels power safety loads as well as non-safety |27
loads.

|

ADVAN X COPY8.3-51
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27 | Each non-safety circuit powered from these panels will have a
| non-safety circuit breaker or fuse connected in series with the4

| panel circuit breaker.

27 | Protection channel wiring, safety-train wiring and non-safety
| train wiring within panels 1PC1, IPC2, IPC3 and IPC4 will be in
| different wire bundles. These bundles will be separated to the
| maximum extent practicable.

46 | The same criteria described above is also applicable to Unit 2 '

| instrumentation circuits and their respective distribution
| panels.

66 | d. Lighting System

68 | The non-Class IE security lighting circuits are isolated from
| their Class 1E power source with two separate Class IE breakers

| connected in series. These breakers are coordinated with their
| supply breakers and will be tested periodically to ensure that
| coordination is maintained.

66 | The non-Class 1E AC essential lighting circuits are isolated from
| Class 1E power sources with two separate Class 1E breakers (i.e..
| main breaker and feeder breaker within the Class 1E lighting
| distribution panel) connected in series. These breakers are
| coordinated with their supply breaker and will be tested
| periodically to ensure that coordination is maintained.

66 | The non-Class IE AC essential lighting circuits use
| interconnecting cable (i.e., from the lighting distribution panel
| feeder breaker to the lighting load) routed in conduit. The

| routing of the circuits in conduit ensures the physical and
| electrical independence r,nm riass 1E circuits bayomi iha seend
| isolation breaker.

.
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The basis, criteria, and analysis of potential effects of radiation on
all Class 1E equipment from accident conditions, plus normal condition
for long-term operation, are described in Section 3.118.

Class 1E equipment is designed, fabricated, and qualified in |66
accordance with the requirements of IEEE 323 (22) and applicable IEEE |
standards for particular equipment (e.g., IEEE 382 (29] for valve |

motor operators, IEEE 383 (30] for cables, and IEEE 317 (21] and ASHE |
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code [45] for electric penetrations). |

8.3.1.3 Physical identification of Class 1E Power Systems |41
Equipment |41

The identification method by which onsite power system equipment can
be distinguished as redundant Class 1E systems, associated Class 1E
circuits, and non-Class 1E systems is described below:

1. Equipment Tag No.

Electrical equipment has its own tagging scheme developed by |68
equipment type. Many equipment types follow the tagging scheme |

for mechanical equipment with a modification of the eighth and |
ninth character. For equipment using a modified mechanical |

equipment tagging scheme, the eighth character is generally |
ei ther "E" or "N". "E" designates equipment which is Class 1E |
and "N" designates equipment which is non safety-related. The |
ninth character typically indicates bus voltage. |

,

Hotors supplied with pumps are identified by the same tag numbers | 68
as the pumps, usually with the suffix "M" appended. |

2. Cables and Raceway Tag Nos.

All Class lE system cable and the seismic Category I racenay
system are identified by nine alphanumeric character tag ni.!mbers
as follows:

8.3-59
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a. Raceway System

The fourth character of a cable tray identification number
identifies whether or not the given raceway contains
safety-related cables. The fourth character is obtained
from the first letter of the applicable train or reactor
protection channel color code as described below. For non-
safety-related raceways, the fourth character is K.

27 | b. Cables *

27 | The second character in the cable number identifies the
| cable color code. In addition, the first character of
| each cable number indicates whether the cable is safety
| train or channel oriented (E), associated train (A), or
| non-safety related (N).

41 |3. Color Coding (Identification) System for Equipment, Raceways,
| Conduits, and Cables (excluding control panels)

In addition to the tag numbers, Class IE equipment, raceways, and
cables in raceways are identified by the following color coding
system:

a. ESF System

68 | Train A Orange (0 with a slash)
,

Train B Green (G)

b. Reactor Protection System and ESF Systems at Channel Level

Channel I Red (R)

Channel II Hhite (H)

Channel 111 Blue (B)
Channel IV Yellow (Y).

ADVANCE COPY
8.3-60
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c. Associated Circuits

Associated Train A Orange with white stripes
(Train AA) (0 with a slash) |68
Associated Train B Green with white stripes
(Train BB) (G) |68

,

'

d. Non-Class 1E Circuit 3

Train C Black (K)
'

e. Non-Class 1E Cable Raceways Natural raceway color
and Equipment or natural equipment color

4. Method of Equipment, Raceway System, and Cable Color Coding |41
(Excluding Control Panels)

|

>

a. Equipment

The preceding color coding is applied to the Class lE
equipment on an area which is readily visible (e.g., close
to the nameplate or identification tag number).

b. Raceways
,

Exposed raceways containing Class 1E cables are marked by
the color codes described previously in a distinct

< '

permanent manner at intervals not to exceed 15 ft and at
points of entry to and exit from enclosed areas. These

P

raceways are marked prior to the installation of their
cables.

9

'

l

c. Cables
,

;

In general, all Class IE cables and associated cables are '

jacket color-coded throughout their entire length. Cable | 45
jackets that require field color coding prior to

|

|

8.3 61 '
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45 | installation, will be so worked at intervals not to exceed
| five feet. Cable jackets that require field color coding
| after installation (due to reclassification of cables from
| associated Class 1E to Class IE, or vice versa, after their

,

| initial pull) will be field color coded as follows:

45 | i) Where entering and exiting equipment, raceway and
| inside junction / pull boxes.

45 | ii) All exposed portions of the cables will be worked at
| intervals not to exceed five feet.

45 | iii) Portions of installed cables in conduit or trays will
| not be field color coded.

d. Non-Class 1E Equipment, Raceways, and Cables

-

Non-Class 1E equipment, raceways, and cables in raceways
are not marked by color code, but are left in their natural

!? | color. In general all non-Class 1E cables have a black
| outer jacket. However, non-Class 1E cables whose natural
| color is not black will be field color coded black at
i intervals not to exceed five feet.

8.3.1.4 Independence of Redundant Systems

The criteria which have been used to establish the minimum
requirements for preserving the independence of redundant C' lass 1E '

systems are stated in IEEE 308 (20] and 384 (31] and NRC Regulatory
'

68 | Guides 1.6(2]and1.75[15]. Class 1E equipment and circuits are
|clearlyidentifiedondocumentsanddrawingsinaccordancewithIEEE

*

| 494-1974 [36] as discussed in Section 8.1.5.2 (! tem 5). The

electrical cable system for rim IE systems is describad in tha
following subsections.

.

.

.

.
-
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64 | a. Area Radiation Monitoring detectors utilize Geiger-Huller
| Tubes and lonization Chambers. These devices require very
| low currents but at high voltage levels. Since the power
| supplies need to supply 1 milliamp or less, they are
| designed to provide 2 watts under normal operation
| conditions and have a design limit of 5 watts. The power
| supply is not capable of igniting a shorted detector cable '

| because of its "fold over regulation" characteristic which
| turns off even this low current flow. Therefore any
| damage will be limited to internal damage and will not be '

,

| propagated to nearby Class IE circuits.

64 | b. The Public Address System speaker wire is a similar case
| with both low current and low voltage requirements. (The
| National Electric Code recognizes such low power circuits
| under article 725's Class 11 wiring). The speaker
| amplifier is designed to provide a maximum of 12 watts at
| 14 VDC, which is not capable of igniting the circuit under
j a fault condition. Therefore any damage in speaker wire
| shall be limited to internal damage and will not be
| propagated to nearby Class IE circuits.

66 | Fiber optic cables used in non-Class 1E monitoring circuits carry:

| no electrical energy by themselves and therefore are not required
| to maintain physical separation from Class 1E circuits.

i

The raceways of one train are separated from those of the other
train by locating them in separate structures or on opposite

"

1

sides of large rooms or spaces. Where this is not possible,
separation is maintained as described below or by providing

1barriers. The Class lE cables are routed such that any single
failure in one train system does not cause a failura in another
traii system. The ser w oian of associated circuit t e les is
maintained cn a train basis in the same manner and degree as
Class 1E circuit cables, with which they are associated.

,

!

68 |
t
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Where cables are exposed to such potential hazards as pipe whip,
flammable material, and missiles, separation requirements are
evaluated on a case-by-case basis to ensure an acceptable level
of redundant circuit independence.

<

5. Minimum Separation Requirement

In plant areas which are free from potential hazards such as
missiles, external fires, and pipe whip, the minimum separation
between redundant cable trays is three ft between trays separated '

horizontally and five ft between trays separated vertically. The|60
minimum separation between safety-related conduit and redundant

|
cable tray in these areas is three ft in both horizontal and

|

vertical directions whenever the conduit elevation is above that |
of the tray side rails.

|

|Q040.12
In the cable spreading area and the Control Room, the minimum |1
separation between redundant cable trays is one ft between trays |
separated horizontally and three ft between trays separated |
vertically. The minimum separation between safety-related |60
conduit and redundant cable tray in this area is one ft between

|
these raceways separated horizontally and two ft between these

|
raceways separated vertically whenever the conduit elevation is

|
above that of the tray side rails.

|

In all plant areas free of potential hazards as described above, |60
the minimum separation required in any direction between

|
redundant tray and conduit is one inch whenever the conduit is

|
non safety-related or its elevation is not above the tray side |
rails.

|

.

4
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64 | All of the above conduit to cable tray separation distances are
| based on testing and analysis.

41 | All Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS) cables are routed in
| conduit according to their channel assignment. A minimum
| separation of 6 feet is maintained between NIS conduits and

42 | raceway containing 6.9 kV circuits. Also, a minimum separation
| of 2 feet is maintained from NIS conduits running parallel to
| raceways containing electrical noise sources such as low voltage
| power and rod control cables.

The minimum separation distance between redundant Class 1E

equipment and circuits internal to the main control boards is six
inches. In this case, the wire and cables are flame-retardant

66 | with self-extinguishing and nonpropagating characteristics. Other
| components such as terminal blocks, wire troughs, wire cleats,
| raceways, cable ties, glastic barriers, and so forth are
| manufactured from self-extinguishing material.

66 | Separation within the NSSS Inverters listed in Table 8.3-10
| between Class 1E train related input cables and the Class 1E
| channel related output cables is not required since these cables
| are integrally associated with each other (Refer to Figure 8.3-
| 15).

66 | Separation within the BOP inverters listed in Table 8.3-10
| between associated circuits and non-divisional circuits is not
| required since the two circuits are isolated by a Clas's 1E
| breaker tripped by an "S" signal. ;

65 | Where plant arrangements preclude maintaining the minimum
'

| separation distance as stated above, tray covers, bottoms, or
| other barriers are pren i'l-llietween the redundant ii u il ,e

60 | The minimum distances between redundani enclosed raceways and
| be, tween barriers and raceways are in accordance with NRC -

| Regulatory Guide 1.75 [15) and IEEE-384 (31).,

,
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Inside panels, for control and instrumentation cables or |68
raceways, minimum separation is 1". Conduit to conduit minimum |
separation is 0". Control cables #10 AWG and larger maintain 6" |
separation or are enclosed in a conduit, wrapped with woven |
silicon dioxide, separated by a glastic barrier or routed in |
enclosed wire ways.

|

Outside panels, for control and instrumentation cables or |68
raceways where plant arrangements preclude maintaining minimum |
separation, a single barrier is provided as required through use |

-

of a single conduit, woven silicon dioxide, or tray cover on top |
or bottom. Conduit to conduit minimum separation is 1/8". |

Control and instrumentation cables size #12 AWG or smaller in |68
81500 fire sealant maintain a minimum separation of 1". |

Approved conduits are rigid, EMT, Servicair Flexible, American |68
Boa Flexible, or Anaconda Sealtite Flexible.

|

The above separation criteria has been demonstrated by testing |62
and analysis (refer to References 41 and 42) to meet or exceed |
Regulatory Guide 1.75 [15] and IEEE-384 (31]. |

For the purpose of electrical cable separation, acceptable |65
enclosed raceway includes rigid metal conduit, electrical |
metallic tubing (EMT) and flexible metallic conduit. Ventilated |
tray covers are considered equivalent to solid non-ventilated

|
tray covers. Cable bus enclosures are considered the same as

|
enclosed raceway for separation purposes.

|

A wrap of woven silicon dioxide is equivalent to a metal enclosed | 65
raceway with respect to protection from electrical failures.

|

Testing performed by other utilities has demonstrated the i 65
adequacy of the above materials to be used as enclosed raceway |

and barriers for Regulatory Guide 1.75 (15] separation purposes. |

8.3-71
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between redundant NIS penetrations is six feet. The minimum |41
centerlineseparationbetweenpenetrationsofredundantchannels|
of RPS, between RPS and NIS, and between these channels and any |
other electrical penetrations, is 5 feet. The minimum |
centerline separation between any two (2) non-Class 1E |
penetrations or any two (2) same train penetrations is |

approximately 2-1/2 feet. The minimum centerline separation |

between any Class 1E penetration and non-Class 1E penetration is |
3 feet.

|
.

8. Hostile Environments

Routing of cables for Class 1E systems through an area where
there is potential for accumulation of meaningful quantities of
oil or other combustible material is avoided. Where such routing
is unavoidable, only one system of redundant cables is allowed in

any such area, and the cables are protected by installing them in
conduits or solid bottom trays with solid covers. in areas
containing potential missiles, physical arrangement, protective
barriers, or pipe restraints preclude loss of redundant systems.

9. Sharing of Cable Trays

Non-Class 1E cables are separated from Class IE cables and from
associated cables. Non-Class 1E cables, when they share the same

raceway with Class 1E cables or by virtue of power supply
connection to Class 1E buses, are associated cables and are so

designated. Asdescribedinprecedingsections,these' associated |68
cables are separated from non-Class 1E and from Class IE channels |
and redundant train cables with which they are not associated.

|

'

This separation is maintained throughout the length of the cable
(or circuit) until it Pr through an isolat ion el-i' a.at

.
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accordance with IEEE 450-1980(35), and Regulatory Guide 1.129
49 | (180]. Visual checks and performance tests are also scheduled

| for the battery chargers.

41 | The periodic tests of all Class 1E DC equipment are performed to
| satisfy ths requirements of GDC 18 and 21 (1].

7. Identification of Safety Loads

68 | The safety loads connected to the Class 1E 125-VOC systems are
| identified in Tables 8.3-4, 8.3-4A, 8.3-48 and 8.3-4C. In

33 | addition, the tables indicate the maximum length of operating
| time required for each load upon loss of AC power. The method

of distinguishing between Class 1E and non-Class 1E loads is
defined in Subsection 8.3.1.3.

8.3.2.2 Analysis

27 |ThedesignoftheClass1E125-VDCsystemsisinaccordancewiththe
| requirements of GDC-17 (1), GDC-18 (1], NRC Regulatory Guides 1.6 (2].
|1,32(7),1.75(15] andIEEE308(20]. Compliance with these

criteria is described in Subsection 8.3.1.2.1. The seismic
requirements are specified in Section 3.108.

Redundant power supplies and equipment satisfy GDC 17 for a single
failure. A failure mode analysis is presented in Table 8.3-7.
Quality assurance, cable routing, separation, and equipment

identification are covered in Subsections 8.3.1.2 and 8.3.1".4.

1. Surveillance and Monitoring

'

Each battery charger is equipped with a DC voltmeter a DC
ammeter, AC failura reli aint low battery volt ay i. lays
Halfunction of the chargers annunciates in the Control Room. A

AHAFsECOM8.3-33
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system level inoperable status indication is provided for the
,

Class IE 125-VOC system in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide

1.47 (9).

Battery float and discharge current and distribution bus voltage
are monitored at the switchboard and in the Control Room. Ground
detection, undervoitage relays, and overvoltage relays are
provided en the main distribution buses; off-normal conditions
are annunciated in the Control Room.

,

The overall system design including function requirements, |27
redundancy, capacity, and availability is in conformance with |
IEEE 308 [20] criteria for Class 1E systems. |

2. Physical Identification and Separation

The physical identification of the Class 1E DC power systems is
combined with the identification of Class 1E AC Power Systems and
is described in Subsection 8.3.1.3. The physical separation of
the Class 1E DC systems is maintained in accordance with the
intentofNRCRegulatoryGuide1.75(15].

3. Independence of Redundant Class 1E 125-VDC Systems

Redundancy of power sources and distribution equipment is
provided in the DC system. This redundancy extends from the |33
station batteries and battery chargers through distribution |
panels, cabling, and switchgear. Each redundant DC sy' stem and |
its associated distribution equipment can independently provide |
the required DC power for safe shutdown of the plant. |

'

Each redundant Class IE 125-v battery system is Incatart in a | 33
separate seismic Cateam I battery room. The (la:. 11 battery |

chargers and main distribution buses associated with each Class |

IE 125 V battery system are located in a separate seismic |
"

.

8.3-84 !
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33 | Category I room. The local distribution panels, feeders, and
control and instrumentation cables raceway system associated with
each Class 1E battery system are separated as described in the

previous section. Separation of train A and train B battery
systems is maintained up through the Class 1E 6900-VAC buses and

is consistent with the train designations of such equipment.

The quality assurance program discussed in Section 17 ensures
compliance with established criteria in IEEE 336-1971 (24] and

68 | NRCRegulatoryGuide1.30(6]. The Class 1E 125-VDC equipment *

| and circuits are identified on documents and drawing in
| accordance with the requirements of IEEE 494-1974 (36] as

| discussed in Section 8.1.5.2 (Item 5).

8.3.3 FIRE PROTECTION FOR CABLE SYSTEMS

20 | The fire Protection System for cables is a part of the integrated
| system of the fire detection and protection for the entire plant.
|Cablefirepreventionmeasuressuchaspowercablederating,
| restricted percentage of cable tray fill, and the installation of
|nonpropagatingandself-extinguishingtypecable, insulation,and
|Jacketmaterialareused. These measures are described in detail in
|thefollowingsections. In general, ionization and thermal type fire
|detectorsarelocatedinareasofheavycableconcentrationtodetect
|acablefire. These fire detectors form a part of the Fire Detection
|Systeminstalledthroughouttheplant. The system provides early ;

|warningatlocalpanelsandintheControlRoomtoalerttheoperator
|andsubsequentlytheplantfirebrigadetotakeimmediatea'ctionto
|extinguishafire.

t

52 |Portablefireextinguishersandhosestationslocatedthroughoutthe
'

| plant are available to extinauish a cable fire.

23 |Thefiresuppressionsystemsandspecificequipmentusedtoextinguish
| a cable fire are described in detail in Section 9.5.1 for each area,

|containingcables.

AWAN 2.P,'.
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Conduit fill for power, control and instrumentation cables is |66
limited to the requirements delineated below:

|

|66 '

Number of contained cables 1 2 3 or more |66,

Percent Fill Limit 53 31 40 |66

However, these percentages may be exceeded provided the following | 66
conditions are satisfied:

|

1. Cable pulling tension is not exceeded. |66

2. For power cables - the thermal rating of the cable is |66
not exceeded.

|

3. For fire seal application the limits of conduit fill |66
for the qualified seal are not exceeded.

|
t

'
4. Conduit support design is adequate. |68

8.3.3.2 Fire Detection and Protection Devices

As stated previously, fire detection equipment and protection
equipment in the area where cables are installed is described in
detail in Section 9.5.1.

8.3.3.3 Fire Barriers and Tray Supports
.

The fire barriers, where required between redundant trays, are
described in detail in Section 9.5.1. The separation between
redundant trays is described in Subsection 8.3.1.4.

.

.
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TABLE 9. +7

ISheet 11)

DIERGE!CT ELECTRICAL I4ADING REQUIRDENTS FOR I. .iS OF OFFS'TE POWER (BIACKOUT) CGeDITIONS | 66

T>eal Load on Diesel Generator (W) Train A 6089 66

T > .it Load on Diesel Generator ( kW) Train 8 6705 | 68

* Basis for hp perg<a t r ed

*"Where * Pump t Fan 6 * c opments are listed, it is understood that the pump ( f ant motor is the actual electrical load component.

(el Mameplate Ratan3

(b3 Piasp knout Coss.16 * t an

(c) Estimated Flow-Pa .s,ure Conditiort or Bhp

(d) Maatsum scurrent i..utingt output

!

Cy1T.S:

(tp Max imum t i.se t 2 treaker including 10 see for dieset to come up to speed and voltage; the delay times for automatic start are 10

n' (weer is a tallable.sec. less when a

(2) Eqaipment as sti.maat ter aecn two units and number shown is for two units.
1

(38 Manual start what t+guared.

(43 Manually stost+5.

(5) Stops aetonattealle - teli assigned diesel or pimp, or temperature, or pressa, and so forth.

(6) Motor stops aut s.or t ral Lf when valve action is completed, or receives signal to stop (e.g., sump pump stops on low water level) .

(7) Motor Service F e is a,f 1.15 meets this HP requirement.

(83 Starts automat t nit * wa*h assagned load or upon f ailure of enginowiriven pump.

(93 Starts automat a::1. . con t amperature, g-ressure, level switch signal, etc.

(10) The following s, au - ;na were made for 460V motors in calculating total load on diesel gener ator:

ap Less than 1- t

Power f act at 4..l .*fftctency 001

,r M e y .i e e p.m.,...- .

l...,4.....,-O.V)-

T
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Table 8.3-4

125-Vdc CLASS 1E BATTERY LOAD REQUIREMENTS * |66

Load Description Amperes Required Per Time Interval Af ter Loss of AC Power

0 to 1 Min. I to 239 Min. 239 to 240 Min. [ 66
1. 80P Inverter 82.18 82.18 82.18 |68
2. NSSS Inverters (two) 134.78 134.78 134.78 | 68
3. DELETED 0 0 0 | 66
4. 6.9 kV and 480 V Switchgear 200.9# 6.9 96.9ff | 66
5. Diesel Generator Control and 7.4 7.4 7.4 | 66

Engineer Panels

6. Diesel Generator Field Flash 14.0 - - | 66
7. Reactor Trio Switchgear 12.41 .41 .41 |66
8. Turbines Driien Auxiliary 11.79 .88 .88 | 66

Feedwater Pump Control Panel

9. Hot Shutdown Panel .160 .160 .160 |66
10. Termination racks and H&V par.els 51.60 32.70 32.70 |66
11. Solid State Protection Cabinet 3.0 2.0 2.0 | 66
12. DELETED 0 0 0 .|66
13. Sample Valve Control Panel 3.3 3.3 3.3 |66
14. DELETED 0 0 0 | 66

| 15. Shutdown Transfer Panel .450 .450 .450 | 66
TOTALS 521.97 271.16 361.16 | 68

NOTE: THE ABOVE LOADING APPLIES TO BTIEDI ONLY. | 66
# Includes: 50A UV Trip for 6.9kV Bkrs. | 66

120A UV Trip for 480V Bkrs. | 66
## Includes: '10A for 6.9kV SWGR 8KR Closure | 66

ADVAEE Copy
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Table 8.3-4A

125-Vdc CLASS lE BATTERY LOAD REQUIREMENTS * |66

Amperes Required Per Time Interval |33
Load Description After loss of AC Power i33

0 To 240 Minutes |33

1. 80P inverter 76.15 |68
2. Deleted |66-

3. Deleted - | 66
4. Deleted |66-

5. PASS Cntmt 1501 Viv Cnt Pnl .35 |66
Total 76.50 | 68

Note: The above loading applies to BTIED3 only. |66
*

l
|

|

.
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TABLE 8.3-4B

125-Vdc CLASS 1E BATTERY LOAD REQUIREMENTS * |66

Amperes Required for Time Interval After

Load Description loss of AC Power
0 to 1 Min. I to 239 Min. 239 to 240 Min.

1. B0P Inverter 75.95 75.95 75.95 |68
2. NSSS Inverters (two) 154.44 154.44 154.44 |68
3. DELETED 0 0 0 |66
4. 6.9 kV AND 480 V 176.628# 6.628 96.628## |66

Switchg;ar |66
5. Diesel Generator |66

Control and |66
Engineer Panels 7.4 7.4 7.4 |66

6. Diesel Generator |66
Field Flash 14.0 | 66- -

7 Reactor Trip |66
Switchgear 12.41 .41 .41 |66

8. DELETED 0 0 0 |66
9. Hot Shutdown Panel .19 .19 .19 |68

| 10. Termination Racks |66
and H&V Panels 48.44 32.24 32.24 |66

11. Solid State Protec- |66
tion Cabinet 3.0 2.0 2.0 |66

|
12. DELETED 0 0 0 |66
13. Sample Valve Control 1.78 1.78 1.78 |66

Panel |66
14. Deleted 0 0 0 |66,

! .

TOTALS 494.24 281.04 371.04 |68
:

* NOTE: THE AB0VE LOADING APPLIES TO BTIE02 ONLY. |66

* Includes: 50A UV Trip for 6.9kV Bkrs. | 66
120A UV Trip for 480V Bkrs. | 66

-

Hincludes: 90A for 6.9kV SWGR BKR Closure |66
:

6
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TABLE 8.3-4C

125-Vdc CLASS lE BATTERY LOAD REQUIREMENTS * |66

Amperes Required for Time Interval | 66
Load Description After loss of AC Power |66

0 to 240 Minutes | 66

1. B0P Inverter 80.87 |68
2. DELETED 0 |66
3. DELETED 0 | 66
4. DELETED 0 |66
5. PASS Cntmt Isol Viv Cnt Pn1 .35 |66

TOTAL 81.22 |68

* NOTE: THE AB0VE LOADING APPLIES TO BTIE04 ONLY. |66

,

e

e* * *
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TAS T 8.3-7

ISheet 23

FA11DRE NODE A'O EF'ECT ANALYSIS FOR

AG.tIL* ART DC POdER 3TSTEN

.

Causes of Effects of How Failure Effects on

M Descraptton Funct ton Fatture MSe Fatlure Failure Is Detected System

4 Fusible Settch protects Train A Blows at less material defect battery canrot annunciation and None: redundant safety- | 33

buses and than rated current supply power to bus safety system related agaipment is ; 33

batternes anoperable is connected to | 33

indication eSSII) Train 8 buses | 33

in control room | 33

4A Fusable Switch protects Train 8 Blows at less than material defect battery cannot annunciation and N7ae: redundant safety- | 33
buses and rated current sugply power to bus safety system related equipment is -| 33

batteries knaperable connected to Train A | 33

indication (SSitt buses 33.

in control roon | 33

5 Circuit Breaker protects Train A fails to open; mechanical failure; fails to open: annunciation and None: Redundant safety- | 68
bus and charger fatts to close stuck contacts could damage charger; safety system related equipment is ! 68

fails to close: anoperable connected to Trata B | 68
power not available indication sSSill bus 68

frca battery charger in control room * 68

SA Circuit Breaker protects Train B fails to open; mechanical failure; fails to open: annunciation and h1e: Redundant safety- | 68

bus and charger fatts to close stack contacts could damage charger; safety system related equipment is | 68
fails to closer incperable connected to fraan A 68

power not available indication (SSIIs bus 68

I from battery charger La control room * 68

6 Bus REDI distributes f atts to deliver short circuit or loss of Train A annunciation in Nones. redundant loads | 33
t

| and IED) Train A de power power orerload; fire load group control room are suppiled by Train 8 33.

buses | 33

|
%.q. . ,

! '. 'i
,

e d4 4 e
3
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TABLE 8.3-11 |68
(Sheet 1 of 12) |68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED | 68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS |68

EQUIPMEN[IDNO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE |68
CPX-CHCICE-03 HVAC CENTRIFUGAL WATER CHILLER #13 CPI-EPSWEA-01 2 (1) | 68

CPX-CHCICE-01 HVAC CENTRIFUGAL WATER CHILLER #11 cpl-EPSWEA-01 4 (1) |68
CPX-CHCICE-04 HVAC CENTRIFUGAL WATER CHILLER #14 CPI-EPSWEA-02 15 (1) |68

|

! CPX-CHCICE-02 HVAC CENTRIFUGAL WATER CHILLER #12 CPI-EPSWEA-02 7 (1) | 68

CPX-EPMCNB01-06 AUX BLDG N0N SAFEGUARD MCC XEB1-3 CPI-EPSWEB-01 SB (2) |68
l CPI-EPMCNB03-01 AUX, SG 8 FUEL BLDGS NON-SAFEGUARDS MCC IEB1-3 CPI-EPSWEB-01 SD (2) |68

CPI-EPMCNB01-06 CONTAINMENT NON-SAFEGUARDS MCC IEB1-2 cpl-EPSWEB-01 SC (2) |68
| CPI-VAFNAV-01 CONTAINMENT RECIRC FAN CPI-EPSWEB-01 38 (1) | 68

TBX-CSAAPPD-01 POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT CHARGING PUMP CPI-EPSWEB-01 28 (1) |68
TBX-RCPCPR-03 ISOL. TRANSFORMER FOR PRESSURIZER HIR CTRL GROUP-C CPI-EPSWEB-01 60 (2) | 68

TBX-RCPCPR-01 ISOL. TRANSFORMER FOR PRESSURIZER HTR BK-UP GRP-A CPI-EPSWEB-03 118 (2) | 68

CPI-VAFNAV-03 CONTAINMENT RECIRC FAN CPI-EPSWEB-03 98 (1) |68
CPI-VAFNCB-01 CRDM VENT FAN CPI-EPSWEB-03 88 (1) | 68

CPX-EPMCNB03-04 FUEL BLDG NON-SAFEGUARD MCC XEB3-1 CPI-EPSWEB-03 11C (2) | 68

CPX-FPAPFP-01 FIRE PUMP (FIRE BRIGADE TRAINING /EMERG FILL PUMP) CPI-EPSWEB-03 9C (1) |68

| CPI-EPMCNB04-01 AUX, SG & FUEL BLDGS NON-SAFEGUARD MCC 1EB2-3 CP1-EPSWEB-02 50 (2) | 68

f CPI-EPMCNB02-06 CONTAINMENT NON-SAFEGUARD MCC IEB2-2 CPI-EPSWEB-02 SC (2) | 68

CPI-VAFNAV-02 CONTAINMENT RECIRC FAN CPI-EPSWEB-02 38 (1) | 68

In f*:" mi: c o',
I w . . .. . . uw
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TABLE 8.3-11 |68
(Sheet 2) |68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED |68
TO SAFETY RCLATED POWER CIRCUITS |68

.

EQUIPMENT ID NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE |68
TBX-RCPCPR-02 ISOL. TRANSFORMER FOR PRESSURIZER HIR BK-UP GRP-B CPI-EPSWEB-02 SB (2) |68
TBX-RCPCPR-04 ISOL. TRANSFORMER FOR PRESSURIZER HIR BK-UP GRP-D CPI-EPSWEB-04 118 (2) |68
CPI-VAFNAV-04 CONTAINMENT RECIRC FAN CPI-EPSWEB-04 98 (1) |68
CPI-VAFNCB-02 CRDM VENT FAN CPI-EPSWEB-04 88 (1) |68
CPX-EMPCNB04-0S FUEL BLDG NON-SAFEGUARD MCC XEB4-1 CPI-EPSWEB-04 llc (2) |68,

CPI-MESCCP-01 CONTAINMENT POLAR CRANE CPI-EPSWEB-04 108 (2) |68
CPI-ELTRNT-26 LIG TRANSFORMER XFS1 POWER SUPPLY CPI-EPMCEB-01 9E (5) |68
TBX-ASELIV-01 COMPUTER POWER SUPPLY INVERTER IV1Cl CPI-EPMCEB-01 IBR (1) |68
MOV 1-HV-2452 AUXILIARY FEED PUMP TURBINE TRIP cpl-EPMCEB-01 2KL (1) |68
CPI-VAFNCB-03 POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT CHARGING PUMP ROOM FAN CPI-EPMCEB-03 4F (1) |68
CPI-CICACO-Oi INSTRUMENT AIR COMPRESSOR l-01 CPI-EPMCEB-03 IM (1) |68
CPI-VAFNID-11 BATTERY ROOM l-3 (C) EXHAUST FAN CPI-EPMCEB-03 3C (1) |68
MOV 1-8109 POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT PUMP BYPASS VALVE CPI-EPMCEB-03 10J (1) |68
CPI-CIDYIA-01 AIR DRYER CONTROL PANEL FDR CPI-EPMCEB-03 2BR (1) |68
CPI-ECIVNC-02 INSTR INVERTER IVIC3/ INSTR DIST PNL 80 IC3 CPI-EPMCEB-03 1CR (1) |68

. , - . . . . -
; -. .

t #to . .4 e
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TABLE 8.3-11 | 68 -

(Sheet 3) | 68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED | 68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS | 68

EQUIPMENT ID NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE | 68

1RE-5502/03/66 RADIATION MONITOR CPI-EPHCEB-02 110 (1) | 68
| CPI-ELTRNT-27 LIG TRANSFORMER XFS2 POWER SUPPLY CPI-EPMCEB-02 100 (5) | 68

CPI-EPBCNO-02 BATTERY CHARGER BCID2 FOR BATTERY BTID2 cpl-EPMCEB-02 IFR (1) | 68
CPI-VAFNID-12 BATTERY ROOM l-3(C) EXHAUST FAN 12 CPI-EPMCEB-04 3C (1) | 68
CPI-ECIVNC-01 INSTR INVERTER IV1C2/ INSTR DIST PNL BD IC2 CPI-EPMCEB-04 10DL (1) | 68- !
CPI-EPBCNO-04 BATTERY CHARGER BCID4 FOR BATTERY BTID4 CPI-EPMCEB-04 10DR (1) |68
CPI-CICACO-02 INSTRUMENT AIR COMPRESSOR CONTROL PANEL cpl-EPMCEB-04 128 (1) | 68

: CPI-CIDYIA-02 INSTRUMENT AIR DRYER CONTROL PANEL CPI-EPHCEB-04 12E (1) ] 68
.

,a
""CPI-VAFNAV-09 NEUTROL DETECTOR WELL FAN 09 CPI-EPMCEB-05 8M (1) I f,E

| CPI-ELTRNT-18 CONTAINMENT LTG TRANSFORMER /LIG PNLS SCI & SC3 CPI-EPMCEB-05 7M (1) ,.
'

| 68
i

MOV l-HV-6074 VENT CONTROL COOL UNIT COOLER / CHILLED WATER CPI-EPMCEB-05 jb * "(1) | 68
|

*
MOV l-HV-6076 VENT CONTROL COOL UNIT COOLER / Chill.ED WATER CPI-EPMrJ2 g3 4G (1) | 68

, I_/1 EfHCEB-05T 4M (1) | 68MOV l-HV-6078 VENT CONTROL COOL UNIT COOLER / CHILLED WATER
'

EPI-EPIRET-07 ISOL. TRANFORMER TIEC3-3 '' CPI-EPMCEB-05 2BR (5) | 68..

",..*':
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TABLE 8.3-11 | 68
(Sheet 4) |68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED | 68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS

. | 68

EQUIPMENT ID NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE | 68
,

CPI-VAFNAV-10 NEUTRON DETECTOR WELL FAN 10 CPI-EPMCEB-06 7M (1) | 68
CPI-ELIRNT-19 CONTAINMENT LTG TRANSFORMER /LTG PNLS SC2 & SC4 CPI-EPMCEB'-06 6M (1) |68

; MOV l-HV-6075 VENT CONTROL COOL UNIT COOLER / CHILLED WATER CPI-EPMCEB-06 4G (1) | 68
MOV l-HV-6077 VENT CONTROL COOL UNIT COOLER / CHILLED WATER CPI-EPMCEB-06 3G (1) | 68
MOV l-HV-6079 VENT CONTROL COOL UNIT COOLER / CHILLED WATER CPI-EPMCEB-06 3M (1) |68
CPI-MEDGEE-02K AUXILIARY JACKET WATER PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-10 IM (1) | 68
CPI-MEDGEE-02J AUXILIARY LUBE OIL PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-10 3M (1) | 68;
CPI-MEDGEE-02P JACKET WATER HEATER CPI-EPMCEB-10 4M (1) | 68
CPI-MEDGEE-02V LUBE OIL HEATER CPI-EPMCEB-10 2M (1) | 68
CPI-MECAED-03 DG AIR COMPRESSOR #1 CPI-EPMCEB-10 IG (1) | 68
CPI-MECAED-04 DG AIR COMPRESSOR #2 CPI-EPMCEB-10 2G (1) | 68
CPI-MEDGEE-02M PRELUBE PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-10 6M (1) |68
CPI-MEDGEE-02L JACKET WATER KEEP WARM PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-10 7J (1) | 68
CPI-MEDGEE-02N FUEL OIL B0OSTER PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-10 7M (1) | 68

p .- - - . - c . . --
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TABLE 8.3-11 |68
(Sheet 5) | 68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQdIPMENT CONNECTED |68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS

.
| 68

EQUIPMENT ID NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE | 68

cpl-MEDGEE-02G FUEL OIL DRIP RETURN PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-10 8M (1) |68
CPI-MECAED-03 COMPRESSOR AFTERC00LER I cpl-EPMCEB-10 7C (1) | 68
CPI-MECAED-04 COMPRESSOR AFTERC00LER 2 CPI-EPMCEB-10 8C (1) |68
CPI-VAEH0H-30 ROOM ADJACENT TO REFUEL WATER STORAGE TANK HTR CPI-EPMCEB-10 2BR (1) | 68
cpl-VAEH0H-28 ROOM ADJACENT TO REACTOR MK-UP STORAGE TANK HTR CPI-EPMCEB-10 4BL (1) |68
CPI-VAEH0H-29 ROOM ADJACENT TO COND. WATER STORAGE TANK HTR CPI-EPMCEB-10 48R (1) | 68
CPX-CHAPCP-03 VENT CHILLED WATER PUMP 03 CPX-EPMCEB-01 3M (1) |68
CPX-VAFNCB-09 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 09 CPX-EPMCEB-01 4M (1) | 68
CPX-VAFNCB-ll PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 11 CPX-EPMCEB-01 SG (1) | 68
CPX-VAFNCB-13 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 13 CPX-EPMCEB-01 SM (1) |68
CPX-VAFNCB-03 CONIAINMENT HYDR 0 GEN PURGE SUPPLY FAN 03 CPX-EPMCEB-01 3E (1) |68
CPX-CHAPCP-04 VENT CHILLED WATER PUMP 1 CPX-EPMCEB-02 3M (1) | 68
CPX-VAFNCB-10 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 10 CPX-EPMCEB-02 4M (1) |68
CPX-VAFNCB-12 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 12 CPX-EPMCEB-02 SG (1) |68
CPX-VAFNCB-14 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 14 CPX-EPMCEB-02 SM (1) |68

i
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CPSES/FSAR

TABLE 8.3-11 |68
(Sheet 6) | 68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED | 68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS

.
|68

EQUIPMENT ID NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE |68

CPX-VAFNCB-04 CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN PURGE SUPPLY FAN 04 CPX-EPMCEB-02 3E (1) | 68
CPX-EPPRET-02 AUX BLDG ISOLATION TRANSFORMER TXEC1 CPX-EPMCEB-02 5BL (5) |68
CPX-CHAPCP-01 VENT CHILLED WATER PUMP 1 CPX-EPMCEB-07 4M (1) | 68
CPX-VAFNAV-27 AUXILIARY BLDG VENT EQUIP ROOM EXHAUST FAN 27 CPX-EPMCEB-07 3M (1) | 68
XRE-5895 CONTROL ROOM RADIATION MONITOR SYS SAMPLE PUMP CPX-EPMCEB-07 IF (1) | 68
CPX-EPTRET-03 ISOLATION TRANSFORMER TXEC3 CPX-EPMCEB-07 1C (5) | 68
CPX-EPTRET-01 ISOLATION TRANSFORMER TXEC1 CPX-EPMCEB-07 IBR (5) | 68
CPX-CHAPCP-02 VENT CHILLED WATER PUMP 2 CPX-EPMCEB-08 3M (1) | 68
CPX-VAFNAV-28 AllXILIARY BLDG VENT EQUIP ROOM EXHAUST FAN 28 CPX-EPMCEB-08 4M (1) |68
X-RE-5896 CONTROL ROOM RADIATION MONITOR SYS SAMPLE PUMP CPX-EPMCEB-08 6F (1) | 68-

,

X-RE-5568/75/67A VENT STACK "1" RADIATION MONITOR SYS SAMPLE PUMP CPX-EPMCEB-03 SC (1) |68
CPX-VAFNCB-15 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 15 CPX-EPMCEB-03 4G (1) |68
CPX-FAFNCB-17 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 17 CPX-EPMCEB-03 4M (1) | 68
CPX-VAFNCB-19 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 19 CPX-EPMCEB-03 SG (1) | 68
CPX-VAFNCB-21 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 21 CPX-EPMCEB-03 SM (1) |68

n.n.... _ -. . . .
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TABLE 8.3-11 |68
(Sheet 7) [ 68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED |68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS

.
| 68

EQUIPMENT ID NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE |68
CPX-CHCICE-01 HVAC CENTRIFUGAL WATER CHILLER OIL PUMP CPX-EPMCEB-03 SBL (1) | 68
CPX-CHCICE-03 HVAC CENTRIFUGAL WATER CHILLER OIL PUMP CPX-EPMCEB-03 58R (1) |68
X-RE-5568/75/678 VENT STACK "2" RADIATION MONITOR SYS SAMPLE PUMP CPX-EPMCEB-04 SG (1) | 68
CPX-VAFNCB-16 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 16 CPX-EPMCEB-04 4G (1) |68
CPX-VAFNCB-18 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 18 CPX-EPMCEB-04 4M (1) | 68
CPX-VAFNCB-20 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 20 CPX-EPMCEB-04 SG (1) |68
CPX-VAFNCB-22 PRIMARY PLANT VENT EXHAUST FAN 22 CPX-EPMCEB-04 SM (1)
CPX-EPIRET-04 ISOLATION TRANSFORMER TXEC4 CPX-EPMCEB-04 7C (5) |68
CPX-CHCICE-02 HVAC CENTRIFUGAL WATER CHILLER OIL PUMP CPX-EPMCEB-04 SBL (1) | 68
CPX-CHCICE-04 HVAC CENTRIFUGAL WATER CHILLER OIL PUMP EXP-EPMCEB-04 58R (1) |68
CPI-MEDGEE-OlM PRELUBE PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-09 6MV (1) | 68
CPI-MEDGEE-Oll JACKET WATER KEEP WARM PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-09 7J (1) | 68
CPI-MEDGEE-0IN FUEL OIL B0OSTER PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-09 7M (1) | 68
CPI-MEDGEE-OlG FUEL OIL DRIP RETURN PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-09 9M (1) | 68
CPI-MECAED-01 COMPRESSOR AFTERC00LER I CPI-EPMCEB-09 7C (1) | 68

I 77 r.-
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TABLE 8.3-11 |68
(Sheet 8) |68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED |68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS |68

.

EQUIPMENT 10 NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE |68

CPI-MECAED-02 COMPRESSOR AFTERC00LER 2 CPI-EPMCEB-09 SC (1) | 68
CPI-VAEllVH-27 RM A0J TO REACTOR MK-UP WATER STORAGE TANK HTR CPI-EPMCEB-09 2BR (1) | 68
CPI-VAEHUH-25 RM ADJ TO REACTOR MK-UP WATER STORAGE TANK HIR cpl-EPMCEB-09 4BL (1) |68
CPI-VAEHUH-26 RM ADJ TO REACTOR MK-UP WATER STORAGE TANK HTR CPI-EPMCEB-09 4BR (1) | 68
CPI-MEDGEE-OlK AUXILIARY JACKET WATER PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-09 IM (1) | 68
CPI-MEDGEE-OlJ AUXILIARY LUBE OIL PUMP CPI-EPMCEB-09 3M (1) |68
CPI-MEDGEE-OlP JACKET WATER HEATER CPI-EPMCEB-09 2M (1) |68
CPI-MEDGEE-OlV LUBE OIL HEATER CPI-EPMCEB-09 4M (1) | 68
CPI-MECAED-01 DG AIR COMPRESSOR #1 CPI-EPMCEB-09 IG (1) |68
CPI-MECAED-02 DG AIR COMPRESSOR #2 CPI-EPMCEB-09 2G (1) |68
CPX-EPMCEB-05 MOTOR CONTROL CENTER XEB3-3 CP2-EPMCEB-07 2M (4) |68
CPX-EPMCEB-05 MOTOR CONTROL CENTER XEB3-3 CPI-EPMCEB-07 2E (4) |68
CPX-SWISTS-01 SERVICE WATER TRAVELING SCREEN CPX-EPMCEB-05 3C (4) | 68
CPI-SWAPTS-01 SERVICE WATER SCREEN WASH PUMP CPX-EPMCEB-05 3F (4) | 68

. c ~ryy... y
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CPSES/FSAR

TABLE 8.3-11 | 68
(Sheet 9) | 68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED | 68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS

. | 68

EQUIPMENT ID NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE | 68

CPX-ELTRET-01 LIGHTING TRANSFORMER /LIG PNL SWP1 CPX-EPMCEB-05 3ML (4) | 68
WRCPT2 WELDING RECEPTACLE CPX-EPHEB-05 IL (3) |68
CPX-MESCSW-01 SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE CRANE CPX-EPHEB-05 IFL (3) | 68
CPX-VAEHUH-08 SERVICE WATER PUMPHOUSE UNIT HEATER 08 CPX-EPHEB-05 1FR (3) | 68
CPX-MEMBCH-12 SERVICE WATER TRAVELING SCREEN HOIST CPX-EPHEB-05 IBL (3) | 68
CPX-VAEHUll-06 SERVICE WATER PUMPHOUSE UNIT HEATER 06 CPX-EPMEB-05 IBR (3) | 68
CPX-VAEHUH-09 SERVICE WATER PUMPHOUSE UNIT HEATER 09 CPX-EPHEB-05 IDL (3) |68
CPX-RUDMSW-01 ROLL UP 000R CPX-EPMEB-05 IDR (3) |68
CPX-ELTRET-02 LIGHTING TRANSFORMER /LTG PNL SWP2 CPX-EPMEB-06 2HL (4) |68
CPX-VAFNAV-41 DIESEL FIRE PUMP ROOM VENTILATION EXH FAN 41 CPX-EPMEB-06 SF (3) | 68
CPX-SWAPCA-01 SERVICE WATER RESIDUAL SAMPLE PUMP CPC-EPMRN-06 SML (3) |68
CPX-SWEHSG-01 SCREEN STOP GATE HOIST (2HP) CPX-EPHEB-06 SMR (3) | 68
WRCPTl WELDING RECEPTACLE (60 AMPS) CPX-EPMEB-06 4L (3) | 68
CPX-ELTRNT-02 SWIS CHLOR. BLDG OIST TRANSFORMER /LIG PML SWN1 CPX-EPHEB-06 4BL (3) | 68
CPX-VAElIUH-04 SERVICE WATER PUMPHOUSE UNIT HEATER 04 CPX-EPHEB-06 48R (3) | 68
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TABLE 8.3-11 |68
(Sheet 10) |68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED | 68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS |68

EQUIPMENT ID NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE | 68

CPX-VAEHUH-05 SERVICE WATER PUMPHOUSE UNIT HEATER 05 CPX-EPHEB-06 4DL (3) |68
CPX-ECCPRT-05 SWIS CATHODIC PROTECTION RECTIFIER #5 CPX-EPMEB-06 40R (3) |68
CPX-EPTRNT-21 HEAT TRACING TRANSFORMER TXHT-2/HT DIST PNL XHT-2 CPX-EPHEB-06 4FL (3) | 68
CPX-VAEHUH-07 SERVICE WATER PUMPHOUSE UNIT HEATER 07 CPX-EPMEB-06 4FR (3) | 68
CPX-EPMCEB-06 MOTOR CONTROL CENTER XEB4-3 CP2-EPMCEB-08 2M (4) , 68
CPX-EPMCEB-06 MOTOR CONTROL CENTER XEB4-3 CPI-EPMCEB-8 2E (4) | 68
CPX-SWISTS-02 SERVICE WATER TRAVELING SCREEN 02 CPX-EPMCEB-06 2C (4) | 68
CPX-SWAPTS-02 SERVICE WATER SCREEN WASH PUMP 02 CPX-EPMCEM-06 2f (4) |68
CPX-fPAPFP-03 JOCKEY FIRE PUMP CPX-EPMCEB-06 3C (4) |68
CPI-ELTRET-01 XfMR FOR LTG DIST PNL ESBl & ESB3 CPI-EPMCEB-01 IDL (5) |68
CPI-ELTRET-02 XFMR FOR LIG DIST PNL ESB5, ESB7 & ESB9 CPI-EPMCEB-01 1DR (5) | 68
CPI-ELTRET-03 XFMR FOR LTG DIST PNL ESB2 & ESB4 cpl-EPMCEB-02 IBL (5) | 68
CPI-ELTRET-04 XFMR FOR LTG DIST PNL ESB6, ESB8 & ESB10 CPI-EPMCEB-02 IBR (5) | 68
CPX-ELTRET-09 XFMR FOR LIG DIST PNEL EABS & EAB7 CPX-EPMCEB-01 4BL (5) | 68
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TABLE 8.3-11 |68
(Sheet 11) |68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED | 68
10 SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS

.
|68

EQUIPMENT ID NO. DESCRIPTION POWER SOURCE ID NO. NOTE |68

CPX-ELTRET-06 XFMR FOR LIG DIST PNL ECB2 & EAB10 CPX-EPMCEB-02 6C (5) | 68
CPX-ELTRET-10 XFMR FOR LIG DIST PNL EAB6 & EAB8 CPX-EPMCEB-02 4BL (5) | 68
CPI-ELTRET-05 XFMR FOR LTG OlST PNL ECBS & ECB3 CPI-EPMCEB-07 SBL (5) |68
CP2-ELTRET-05 XFMR FOR LIG DIST PNL 2ECB3 CPX-EPMCEB-07 SBR (5) |68
CPX-ELTRET-05 XFMR FOR LTG DIST PNL EAB9 & ECBI CPX-EPMCEB-07 IBL (5) | 68
CP2-ELTRET-06 LIG DIST PNL 2ECB4 CPX-EPMCEB-08 2BL (5) | 68
CPX-ELTRET-06 XFMR FOR LIG DIST PNL ECB4 & ECB6 CPX-EPMCEB-08 2BR (5) | 68
CPX-ELTRET-07 XFMR FOR LIG DIST PNL EABl. EAB3, & EABil CPX-EPMCEB-03 4BL (5) |68
CPX-ELTRET-08 XFMR FOR LIG DIST PNL EAB2, EAB4 & EAB12 CPX-EPMCEB-04 4BL (5) | 68

I 68
CDTES: (1) In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.75, January 1975, Position C.1, Automatically Tripped |68

on SIAS (accident signal). Reconnection requires operator action to reset after SIAS signal. | 68

(2) Breaker trips on SIAS, requires operator action to reset, and connecting cable is black and 1 68

routed separately. In addition, these loads are also tripped on LOOP. | 68
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TABl.E 8.3-11 |68
(Sheet 12) |68

NONSAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT CONNECTED |68
TO SAFETY RELATED POWER CIRCUITS |68

(3) This portion of the non-Class IE MCC is tripped on SIAS or Blackout (Loss of Offsite Power) |68
signal, and cable is in dedicated raceway. |68

(4) Same as No.1, except MCC's are tripped from either Unit 1 or 2 independent power supply, thus | 68
MCC's, associated and non-Class IE loads are isolated by SIAS signal. During normal operation |68,

MCC's are powered by Unit 2, and Unit I power is locked out. | 68
.

(5) Non-Class IE loads fed from Class IE supplies are protected by two separate Class IE breakers | 68
connected in series. These breakers are coordinated with their supply breakers, and will be |68
tested and calibrated periodically to ensure coordination. | 68

:
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APPENDIX 8A

ANALYSIS TO JUSTIFY CABLE SPLICES IN RACEWAYS

1.0 Purpose

The purpose of this analysis is to show that the limited use of |68
splices in raceways, incorporated in the CPSES design, does not |

degrade the Class 1E circuits and does not pose any undue hazard of a j

fire. This analysis is developed to satisfy the requirements of NRC |

Pegulatory Guide 1.75, Rev. 1, Regulatory Position C.9.

2.0 Scope

This analysis covers all ceble splices in raceways utilized in the
CPSES plant design. The tenn "raceways" shall mean to include open or
enclosed trays, rigid or flexible steel conduits and condulets and
site installed junction boxes in raceway runs. This analysis does not
include splices inside an equipment enclosure, splices in
junction / terminal boxes furnished as an integral part of an equipment
and vendor furnished splices not in raceways. Where an enclosure has
been provided and space exists, the splices are located within the
equipment enclosure, e.g., field cables for motor leads. Where this
is not the case, the splices are located in raceways nearby.

In CPSES cable splices which are made in raceways can be categorized |68
in the following five groups: |

a. Group 1 - Field routed power, control and instrumentation cables |68
which are connected to Electric Penetration Assembly (EPA) and |

.

Thermocouple Reference Junction Boxes pigtail cables by means of |

in-line splices located in trays. |

.
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|b. Group 2 - Pigtail cables from local mounted devices (LMDs - |

solenoid valves, limit switches, level switches, etc.) which are
connected to field routed control and instrument grade cables 'yJ

means of parallel or in-line butt splices located in flexible
conduit or condulets.

c. Group 3 - Pigtail cables from local mounted devices which are
connected to the pigtail conductors of the Electric Conductor
Seal Assembly (ECSA) by means of in-line butt splices located in
the flexible conduit of the ESCA.

d. Group 4 - Field routed power cables which are spliced inside
, junction boxes (splices made within an equipment enclosure are
outside the scope of this analysis) to a smaller size cable in
order to accomodate equipment connection provisions (i.e., the
eouipment can only accept a cable size smaller than the field
cable).

68 |e. Group 5 - Field routed power cables which are spliced in manholes
| by means of an in-line splice located in cable trays.

3.0 Regulatory Position Requirement

The CPSES FSAR commits to IEEE Std. 384-1974 and NRC Regulatory Guide
1.75, Revision 1 dated January 1975. Section 5.1.1.3 of IEEE Standard
384, with the Regulatory Guide 1.75, Regulatory Position C.9
supplement, reads as follows:

"5.1.1.3 The minimum separation distances specified in Section,

5.1.3 and 5.1.4 are based on open ventilated cable trays of
either the ladder or trough type as defined in NEMA vel-1971,
Cable Tray Systems. Where these distances are used to provide
adequate physical sepu '' inn-

;

.
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originating at a cable splice and (2) cable splices in raceways do not
pose any undue hazard of initiating a fire.

4.0 Determination of Acceptability of Cable Splices In Raceways

4.1 Independence of Redundant Trains

Minimum separation distances utilized in CPSES design to achieve
independence between redundant trains meet the requirements of

Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 of IEEE Standard 384. Per the requirements
of IEEE Standard 384, as modified by Regulatory Guide 1.75, these

.

minimum separation distances are adequate provided (1) cable and
raceway materials involved are flame retardant, (2) cable trays are
not filled above their side rails, (3) hazards are limited to fire
originating in the raceway and (4) there should be no cable splices in
raceways.

Since the design may not comply with the fourth requirement, the
question would be whether the specified minimum separation distances
are adequate for providing independence between redundant trains in

case of a fire electrically generated at a cable splice.

Where there are no splices, the specified separation distances per the
Standard are adequate to satisfy this objective for the case of an
electrically generated cable fire. If the fire generated at a cable
splice is no worse than a cable fire, the specified minimum separation
distances would be adequate. We will show that the degree of
potential damage from a cable splice fire is no more than the degree
of potential damage from a fire in a cable without splices.

,

.
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All cable splices within the scope of this analysis are made of
essentially two types of material: one is the metallic connector part
for conducting current and the second is the non-metallic insulation
part. The metallic part is non-combustible like the copper conductor
in a cable. The insulation materials applied at the splice are of a
non-fire propagating type similar to the insulation and jacket
material of a cable.

The insulation and jacket materials of CPSES cables in raceways
consist of EPR, XLPE, CPE, ETFE and CSPE. The materials, in their
constructed configurations, do not propagate fire and are self
extinguishing. This has been shown by documented tests performed by
the cable vendors in order to qualify their cables per Section 2.5
test requirements of IEEE Standard 383-1974. The oxygen index of
these cable insulating materials ranges from 22 to 34. The higher the
oxygen index, the quicker the fire extinguishes. For cable splices,
the insulation materials involved are furnished by two vendors, namely
AMP Special Industries and Raychem Corporation. Groups 1 through 5 |68
uninsulated splices (see scope) employ Raychem heat-shrink type |
insulating material. For some group 2 splices, AMP has furnished |

pre-insulated in-line butt type connectors, with PVF2 (Kynar)
insulation material. The materials involved in the Raychem splices
consist of WCSF for sleeves, "-52" for molded parts and S119 used as a
sealant and adhesive. Except for the 5119, the other three materials
are flame retardant and meet the flame test requirements of IEEE
Standard 383. The S119 adhesive / sealant, although not flame retardant
as a material, has passed the flame test requirement of the IEEE 383
Standard in the installed configuration. In the installed
configuration, the major portion of the 5119 material does not have
access to air. Access to air is esential for a burning process to
continue. The oxygen index of the remaining three products ranges
from 28-44, which is higher than the minimum oxygen indet of the cable
insulation and jacket materbl- Therefore, it can bo San that all

cable splices, as installed, are flame retardant, non-propagating and
self-extinguishing to a degree equal to or greater than the cable
insulating material itself.
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Based on the above, it is concluded that the degree of potential
damage due to a fire at a cable splice is no more than that from a
fire in a cable. Therefore, use of the minimum required separation
distances specified in Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 of IEEE Standard 384-

1974 is justified for the splices utilized in the CPSES design.

4.2 Assessment of Fire Hazard Due to Cable Splices in Raceways

4.2.1 Approach

In Section 4.1 of this anlaysis we have shown that the consequences of
a postulated fire originating at a ccble splice are acceptable. In

this Section we will show that the likelihood of such a postulated
fire in a splice is no greater than that in a cable itself.

A fire can originate in the insulating materials of a cable splice due
to (1) excessive heating of the internal current-carrying metallic
parts and (2) breakdown of the dielectric property of the insulating
material. In order to assess the probability of such a fire, we need
to evaluate the control of splices which have been used in raceways
and those attributes which can cause such heating and dielectric
breakdown.

The purpose of this analysis is not to prove that a cable splice would
not generate a fire under any circumstances. The attributes which
have the potential of starting a fire in a cable (e.g., failure of a
circuit protective device to interrupt a fault current) may alsc start
a fire at a cable splice. What will be shown is that introduction of
a good quality cable splice in a continuous cable run does not create
a weak link; that is, it is at least as reliable as the continuous
cable run. We will therefore analyze all the attributes of a splice
which are essential to ensure that consistently good quality splices
are provided in the CPSES dri m anr1 construction.

.
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4.2.2 Review of Attributes and Their Effects

a. Attribute: Limited and controlled use of splices.

Olscussion: The electrical erection specification, used for
construction of CPSES, states that "Cables shall be installed

without splices unless splices are specifically called for on the
drawings, cable and raceway schedule, or when approved by the
Engineer." All splices in CPSES are made per the electrical
physical construction drawings. These drawings show typical
details for each group of splices. The details identify the
materials to be used to make field splices. Per procedures, the
Engineer's approval of design changes is recorded via Design
Change Authorizations. These procedures ensure application of
quality control for site performed splices.

b. Attribute: Quality assurance and quality control.

Discussion: All materials involved in the splice connections are
procured under the quality assurance program in compliance with
the applicable ANSI N45.2 series of standards. Splices are made
only by trained personnel as per the installation procedures.
This procedure ensures adherence to splice manufacturer's

recommended methods for installation and all construction
drawings and specifications.

Use of the proper compression tool is assured since all AMP tools
are matched by design to specific connectors. The tools are
serialized and periodically checked for calibration by the on-,

site calibration laboratory. The tools are of the ratchet type
and each crimp is brought to a full compression before the tool
can be released. This ensures compliance with the manufacturer's
crimping requirement and mludes any

.
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possibility of an under or over crimp condition. The tools are
logged in and out of a tool room each day and are checked with a
"go/no go" gauge at the end of each day. The craftsman records
on the tool card the use made of the tool on each occasion.
Tools that do not pass the "go/no go" test are taken out of
service and the connectors installed with them that day are
removed.

All Class IE splices are inspected in accordance with quality
control procedures and each splice inspection is documented by an
inspection report. QC inspects all physical attributes that make
up the splice, e.g., selection of proper connector and crimping
tool, proper stripping of cable insulation and jacket, proper
insertion of conductor into the connector barrel, adequacy of
crimp, etc. If a bolted connection is being made, QC verifies
correct bolting materials and witnesses torquing. For splices
which are insulated at site by installation of heat shrink
tubing, QC verifies proper cleaning of cable, proper selection of
heat shrink material and proper installation. All these steps
ensure that the splices are made per manufacturers' installation
procedures and thereby produce qualified high quality splices.
The QC inspection reports and the cable connection sign-of f cards
are maintained as a permanent QA record.

The above shows that adequate quality assurance and control
measures are implemented to ensure a good quality splice,

c. Attribute: Effect of temperature on splice materials.

. ,

68 | Discussion: All CPSES splices utilize uninsulated type
| connectors except for some splices which are covered by Group 2
| (see scope). On smaller size wires, up to *12AWG, Group 2,

| permits use of Nuclear h-in:.ulated (Kynar insulat mh
| Environmental Sealed splices. All uninsulated connectors are of

"solistrand" or "ampower" type and furnished by AMP. All
connectors of uninsulated or

;
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9.1.3 SFNf FUEL POOL COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM

9.1.3.1 Design Bases

The Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System, a common system for |68
both units, is designed in compliance with Title 10, Code of Federal |
Regulations, Part 50 Appendix A, General Design Criteria (GDC) 1, 2, |

4, 5, 44, 45, 46, 56, 61 and 63 [1], [2], [3], [4), [5], [6], [7] to |
perform the following principal functions:

|

1. To remove heat generated by stored spent fuel elements from the
.

station's spent fuel pools

2. To maintain the clarity and purity of water in the spent fuel | 68
pools, the transfer canal, the wet cask pit, the RWST, and the |
refueling cavities

|

Two cooling loops are provided, each capable of simultaneously
servicing both of the station spent fuel pools. Two cleanup loops are1 '

also provided [14]. System design parameters are presented in Table
9.1-1.

The water depth above the top of the fuel assemblies as well as the
removal of fission products and other contaminants by the system's
purification loop limits the dose rate at the surface of the pools to
2.5 mr/hr.

Two damaged fuel containers are provided to limit the fissi.on product |4.

release from gross failed fuel assemblies.
[

.

4
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9.1.3.1.1 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling

The Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System is designed to limit
the temperature of the spent fuel pools in the following cases:

1. The spent fuel pool water temperatures are maintained at less
than 1350F and 1200F for one- and two-loop operation,
respectively, based on decay heat generation from one-third of a
core at 150 hr after shutdown, plus decay heat from one-third of
a core 480 hr af ter shutdown, plus decay heat from fuel
assemblies from a maximum number of previous refuelings in one
spent fuel pool. At least 193 spaces in the spent fuel pools
remain available to accept one full core in accordance with ANSI
N18.2 [15].

68 |2. Spent fuel pool water temperatures are maintained at less than
| 1370F for two-loop operation for Case No. 1 plus the decay

heat load imposed by a full core at 150 hr af ter shutdown placed
68 | in the remaining 193 spaces. For fuel assembly loading in the

| spent fuel pools versus time, see Table 9.1-4. One loop
| operation is not postulated for this case because a single active
| failure need not be considered for a full core unload.

3. The spent fuel pool water temperatures are maintained at less
than 1290F and 1170F for one and two-loop operation,

respectively, with a heat load based on the decay heat generation
from two thirds of a core (one third of a core at 150 hr af ter
shutdown, and one third of a core at 480 hr after shutdown).

68 |4. The spent fuel pool water temperatures are maintained at less
| than 1350F for two-loop operation with a heat load based on the "

,

| decay heat generation from the Case No. 3 and an additional
complete core.

:

*

I

<
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The spent fuel pool water temperature in the above four cases is based
on the component cooling water temperature of 1050F at the inlet to
the spent fuel pool heat exchanger. In the unlikely event both units
are in cooldown or one is in LOCA and the other in cooldown, the
component cooling water temperature may be as high as 1200F. The

effect would be 150F high spent fuel pool temperatures for case Nos.
1 and 3, which raises the maximum spent fuel pool temperature from
1350F to 1500F for one-loop operation (Case No. 1) after normal
refuelings of the two units. (Note that after full core unloading,
the component cooling water temperature will be 1050F because of the
reduced heatload caused by core removal).

CasesNo.3andNo.4assumenofuelisaccumulatinginthespentfuel|68
pools. See Table 9.1-1 for water temperature in various cases (one |
loop out of service, two loops out of service).

9.1.3.1.2 Water Purification

Should a leaking fuel assembly have to be transferred from the fuel
transfer canal to a spent fuel pool, a small quantity of fission
products mey enter the pool water. Two purification loops are
provided for removal of such fission products and other contaminates
by means of filtration and ion exchange. Each purification loop is
capable of purifying flow from either the spent fuel pool cooling
pumps or the refueling water purification pumps. The use of twc loops
ensures maintenance of acceptable activity and purity levels in the
spent fuel pools in the event of failure of one loop. Each j68

~

purification loop limits the activity of fission and corrosion |
products in the spent fuel water to a maximum of 5 x 10-9 Ci/cm3, |
exclusive of tritium, as stated in Table 9.1-1. Purification is |

sufficient to pennit unrestricted access to the spent fuel storage *

area.

.
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9.1.3.3 Safety Evaluation

Spent fuel pool water is cooled by two redundant cooling loops, each
of which contains a pump, heat exchanger, piping, valves, and
instrumentation. Normally only one pool is loaded and one-half of the
installed cooling equipment is in service. In the ev'nt of a failuree

of spent fuel pool cooling pump or heat exchanger, the stanoby loop
ensures the continuity of effective cooling.

In case of a closely spaced refueling of both reactors, the two
cooling loops are used. In the event of a failure of one loop, the
second loop ensures a minimum cooling and limits the water temperature
below 1350

inthecaseofloadingoneandtwothirdscores,thetwocoolingloops|68
are required to operate and limit the water temperature below |
1370F.

|

To detect leakage through the spent fuel pool liner welds, a channel
is provided in back of the welds to form a leak chase. Concrete
troughs are formed under the welds in the floor plate. Sections of
welds which are leaking can be determined by observing which leak
chase the water is coming from before the leak chases merge into a

common drain header. Once a section of weld has been determined to be
leaking, the exact location can be determined by draining the pool and

'

purging the leak chase with a gas other than air. A gas detection
device can be used to pinpoint the exact location in the weld from
which the gas is leaking.

Furthermore, as indicated in Table 9.1-1, the pool capabilities are
sufficiently large so that an extended cooling outage is required '

before pool temperatures reach 1800F, Thus the system can be shut
down safely for reasonable time periods for maintenance or replacement
of malfunctioning components. The ef fect of the evaporation rate from
the pools due to a loss of cooling are described in Section 9.4.

t, 1-25 I \ J6
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TABf2 9.1-1

STENT FUEL POOL COCLIfe: AfD CIANUP STSTDI DEAY lEAT PARADETER

After Year e Full

, After fear S Refueling Ccre Unioedlag Spent Fuel Not Accumulattag im Poole ! 64

Petth. 1 Poon No. 2 Pool no. 1 Poot foo. 2 2/3 Care ta One Pool 1-2/3 Core la One Pool

Number of f uel assesnblaes 514 O S33= 560 * 130 323
stored

Decry heat produced 26.4 0 3.2 SS.S 21.7 54.4 ! 6e

Number of cost ang laces 2 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0

Maatsum SFP temperature dFs 120 135 - - - - - 1 23 - 137 - - 117 129 - 135 - - | 64

** Temperature rise time t hr s - - 4.8 - - - - - 55.8 - - - - - 6.5 - - - | 6e

IW77ES:

1. Storage capacity of each pool in 560 fuel assembites.

2. The elecar heat produced includes +10 percent uncertainty margia.
3. Numter of f uel asset tes added to the pools by year is from Table 9.1-4.
4. Spent fuel root water a lume is 350,000 gal per pool.
S. Sgent fuel activity level tenclustwo of Tritiump is a S x 109 C1/cm3

Assum=s that*

19 fuel asseenlies are stored la Year 6 refustanip all other fuel assemblies 13 SFP 81 are fram prior to Year 6 refuelings. * 64

**
Assweang both STP cooltsq toops are anoperable, the temperature rise time is the time for the SFP water temperetare to rise to 190 F from the SFP water
temperature of one SFP cooltag oppration.

aR. :t eg p m= m

g , s]. .s.. ' ' ?,. (, '*.

444 .% kf,
,
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TABLE 9.1-3

(Sheet 1 of 4)

SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM -

MAJOR COMP 0NENT PARAMETERS

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Water Pump

Quantity (shared) 2

Design pressure, ps;g 150

Design temperature, F 200

Design flow, gpm 3600
Total dynamic head, ft water 209 |68
Material 55

Refueling Water Purification Pumps

Quantity (per unit) 2

Design pressure, psig 150

Design temperature, F 200

Design flow, gpm 250

Minimum developed head, ft water 165

Material SS

Spent fuel Pool Skimmer Pump

Quantity (shared) 1

Design pressure, psig 150

Design temperature, F 200 -

,

Design flow, gpm 200
jFluid Spent fuel pool water

Material SS -

Spent fuel Pool Heat Exchanger
i ,

Quantity (shared) 2

Design' heat transfer, btu /hr 13.6 x 100
i

!
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TABLE 9.1-3

(Sheet 2of4)

SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM

MAJOR COMPONENT PARAMETERS

Shell Tube

Design pressure, psig 150 150

Design temperature, F 200 200
Design flow, Ib/hr 2 x 100 1.80 x 100 .

Inlet temperature, F 105 120

Outlet temperature, F 111.8 112.5
Fluid circuiated Component Spent fuel

cooling pool water
water

Material CS SS

Spent Fuel Pool Demineralizer

Quantity (shared) 2

Design pressure, psig 200 |68
Design temperature, OF 200

Design flow, gpm 150 (maximum = 273) |66
Resin volume, ft3 50

Haterial SS

Resin type Rohm and Hass Amberlite
IRN-150 or equiva. lent

.

Spent Fuel Pool Filter

Quantity (shared) 2 -

Design pressure, psig 150

Design temperature, OF 200

Design flow, gpm 150 (maximum = 273) |66
Filtration requirement 90% retention of particles

-

above 5 microns
Material, vessel SS

1

h 'I
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TABLE 9.1-3

(Sheet 3 of 4)

-SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM

MAJOR COMPONENT PARAMETERS

Spent Fuel Pool Skimer Filter

Quantity (shared) 1

Design pressure, psig 150

Design temperature OF 200
.

Design flow, gpm 200

Filtration requirement 98% retention of particles
above 5 microns

Spent Fuel Pool Suction Screens

r

Quantity (shared) 4 (2 per pool) !

Design flow, gpm 3600
Perforation, in. 0.08, slotted |66
Material SS

Spent Fuel Pool Skimmer

Quantity (shared) 4 (2 per pool)
Design flow, gpm 50

Spent Fuel Pool Skimmer Strainer

'. !.
Quantity 1

! Design flow, gpm 200

Maximum particle size strainer will
.

pass 150 microns
Material SS I

!

Purification loop Resin Trap

t.

| Quantity 2

j Design flow, gpm 250
( Perforation, mm 0.15

AWAE S:t?Y
| 68

Material SS !

. _ .
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TABLE 9.1-3

.(Sheet 4 of 4)

SPENT FUEL POOL C03 LING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM

MAJOR COMPONENT PARAMETERS

Cask Pit and Transfer Canal Orain Pump

Quantity (shared) 1

Design pressure, psig 150

Design temperature, F 200

Design flow, gpm 100

Fluid spent fuel pool water,

Material SS

Piping and Valves (Nuclear and Non-Nuclear) '

Design pressure, psig 150
"

Design temperature, F 200
.

Material SS

1 .

Refueling Cavity Skimmer Pump

Quantity (per unit) 1

Design pressure, psig 150

Design temperature, F 200

Design flow, gpm 100

Fluid refueling water '. '

Material SS

!

.

,

9 I
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TABLE 9.1-4

(Sheet 1 of 2)

NUMBER OF FUEL ASSEMBLIES IN SPENT FUEL POOLS BY YEAR

Mumber of Assemblies Added Per Year Af ter Plant is Operational |68
Total Total

~

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Normal + 1 Core ** Abnormal |68
Unit 1
Unit 2

Total 0 0 193 193

Unit 1 64

| Unit 2 0

Total 0 64 64 193 257

Unit 1 64

Unit 2 0

Total 0 64 64 128 193 321

Unit 1 65

Unit 2 64

Total 0 64 64 129 257 193 450

Unit 1 64

Unit 2 64

Total 0 64 64 129 128 385 193 578

Unit 1 64

Unit 2 .' 65

Total 0 64 64 129 128 129 514 193 707

Unit 1 65

Unit 2 64

Total 0 64 64 129 128 129 129 643 193 836

. AMEE CM
.

. . .
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TABLE 9.1-4

(Sheet 2 of 2)

MUMBER OF FUEL ASSEMBLIES IN SPENT FUEL POOLS BY YEAR

Number of Assemblies Added Per Year After Plant is Operational | 68

-

Total Total
Unit 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 647 8 Normal + 1 Core ** Abnormal | 68
Unit 2 64

Total 0 64 64 129 128 129 ~129 128 771 .193 964
Unit 1 64

Unit 2 65

Total 0 64 64 129 128 129 129 128 129 900 193 1093*

Space in lieu of 27 storage spaces remains unfilled and can be used for storage of failed fuel,*

irradiated components, and so on.

Number of fuel storage cells reserved for emergency removal of entire core from one unit only**

Assumptions:

1. Unit I starts up in Year 0. The first refueling takes place after one year of plant | 68
operation .

|
2. Unit 2 starts up two years after Unit 1. The first refueling takes place after one year of | 68

plant operation.
|

3. Approximately one-third of a core is unloaded every year. One full core per unit is unloaded
every 3 years for inspection of reactor vessel and internals.

4. No fuel is shipped offsite during this time.

ADAs.'CE COPY.
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68 |ThemaximumallowableSSWSsupplytemperatureis1150F. The

|maximumcalculatedSSWSsupplytemperatureis1150FduringLOCA
| conditions. One system for each unit is provided as described in

10 |Section9.2.1.2.

The SSWS is designed on the basis of the following:

1. Flow from one of the two redundant trains is continuously
delivered to one of the two emergency diesel generators of each
unit.

68 |2. Flow is continuously delivered to one of two lube oil coolers per
| unit for the safety injection and centrifugal charging pump and
| two of four containment spray pump bearing oil coolers as shown
| on Figure 9.2-1 (Sheet 2 of 2).

68 |3. Normal cooldown of one unit is accomplished with two SSWS pumps
| delivering water to two CCWS heat exchangers to cool the reactor
| coolant system (RCS) from 3500F to 1400F in 24 hours. CCWS

| outlet temperature from the heat exchangers is maintained belon
| 1220F and it will gradually resume the 1080F design value
I towards the end of the cooldown time. The SSWS outlet
| temperature is maintained below 1220F.

4. An orderly shutdown can be achieved with one SSWS pump and one
CCWS heat exchanger, although at a slower cooldown rate than
outlined in Item 3 above.

'

'

5. One SSWS pump in conjunction with one CCWS heat exchanger

provides one unit with enough cooling capacity for safe recovery
. after a LOCA (see Section 9.2.2.1).

,

.

9
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under' :;ound with an amount of earth cover sufficient to protect theV

piping II.tp tornado missiles. Other components are located inside the
Auxiliary hqilding, which is a Category I structure and is designed
against torn'afges. Pump motors, valve operators, and controls in the
pumphouse are Ikated above the highest postulated water level in the

Valve operah rs and controls inside the Auxiliary Building alsoSSI.

are located above tt% highest water level that might occur due to
equipmentfailureswitQnthebuilding.

Allofthepreviouslymentknedconditionsmakethesystemcapableof *

withstanding adverse emirondtptal conditions, such as postulated
earthquakes, tornadoes, and torQdo missiles [1],[2]. (For details on
seismic Category I structures, seet. ections 3.2.1, 3.3, and 3.5.)

The SSWS is a moderate energy piping s$tztem. For a discussion of
postulated pipe ruptures in this system,1.qefer to Section 3.6 [14].

*
%

Pumps and pt.mp motors inside the pumphouse arkohysically separated | 68
fromeachotherbywalls,asshownonFiguras1.F;45and1.2-46. |

Thesewallsaredesignedtoprecludecoincidentdae(getoredundant
equipmentintheeventofapostulatedpiperupture,%quipment
failure, or missile generation. '

j
t,

Flooding is not considered possible because the floor of the mp | 41
compartments is at el. 796 ft, which is above the probable e x dym |
water level of 791.3 f t. In the event of a pipe rupture within tlor, |

pumpcompartment,thewaterdrainsbacktotheSSIthrough10rgeholts,|
in the compartment floor.

,

T

The single-intake bay for all pumps, downstream of the intake channels
and traveling screens, ensures flow to all pumps in the service water [*

-

pumphouse. ,

*

4

k
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The CCWS is required to be operating during all phases of plant
operation including startup, power operation, shutdown, refueling, and
the injection and recirculation phases following a loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA).

The design cooldown rate, based on reducing the temperature of the |68
reactor coolant from 3500F to 1400F in 24 hours will be achieved |
using two CCWS pumps and two CCWS heat exchangers. A slower but |
acceptable cooldown rate may be accomplished using only one CCWS pump
and one CCWS heat exchanger. Under both conditions the CCWS supplies |68 -

cooling water to its RHR heat exchanger at a maximum temperature of |
1220F during its early part of cooldown. The supply water |
temperature will gradually return to 1080F towards the end of |
cooldown.

|

Because the system is required to perform its safety function during
the short-term and long-term plant accident conditions, the safety
related passive components as well as the active components are
designed to meet the single failure criteria (12). An analysis of
postulated cracks in moderate energy systems is in Section 3.6. All
ANSI Class 2 and 3 components of the CCWS are designed to meet seismic
Category I requirements. Equipment that is necessary for shutdown and
equipment that is required to mitigate the effects of an accident is
supplied with emergency diesel power, should nonnal and offsite power
sources fail.

The CCWS is designed in accordance with the following criteria,
regulatory guides, and codes:,

1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix A,
General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants GDC 2 [1], 4 ''

'

(2), 5 (3), 44 [5), 45 (6), 46 [7], 56 (8], and 57 (9]

2. NRC Regulatory Guides 1.26 [10], 1.29 (12], and 1.48 [13]

.

?.
#

q
.
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52 | f. Two spent fuel pool heat exchangers (common)

52 | g. One boron recycle evaporator package consisting of one
| distillate cooler, one evaporator condenser, and one vent i

| condenser (common)

52 | h. One waste evaporator package consisting of one distillate
| cooler, one evaporator condenser, and one vent condenser

,

| (conson)
,

52 | i. One floor drain evaporator package consisting of one
| distillate cooler, one evaporator condenser, and one vent
| condenser (common)

J. Four reactor coolant pump packages, each consisting of one
upper bearing lube oil cooler, two motor air coolers, one
lower bearing lube oil cooler, and one thermal barrier

cooler (located inside Containment)

k. One excess letdown heat exchanger and one reactor coolant
drain tank heat exchanger (CVCS equipment located inside

Containment)
9

52 | 1. Four ventilation chillers (common)

m. One letdown chiller package condenser

.

D

e

-
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One rotary instrument air _ compressor package consisting of |68 jn.

one intercooler, one aftercooler and one oil cooler.
| ;

o. One reciprocating instrument air compressor and one |68
aftercooler

|
,

p. Process sample coolers
,

q. Reactor coolant post accident sampling system sample |66
cooler

|

ItemsatokinclusiveaboveareANSISafetyClass3 components; items |52
1 to q inclusive above are non-safety-class-components. Common |

i

I

,

L

:

!

!

!
>

:

'
.

i
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All pumps and remote-operated valves are operated from thea.

Control Room,

b. All remote-operated valves are supplied with open-close <

position indicating lights in the Control Room. Both
lights are on when the valve is in the intermediate
position.

68 | c. CCWS pumps for both trains A & 8 have control switches

| located on the hot shutdown panel (HSP). In addition,,.

| CCWS Pump Train A transfer switch (CR-HSP) is located on

| the shutdown transfer panel, while CCWS pump train B
| transfer switch is located on the hot shutdown panel.

Local control position alarms are provided in the Control
Room,

d. If a low CCWS pressure signal is received, the redundant

CCWS pump and its associated SSWS pump automatically start.
The CCWS pump and the SSWS oumps are train associated
pumps,

If a SSWS pump automatic start on low SSWS pressure occurs,e.

the corresponding CCHS pump is automatically started to
,

ensure correct alignment of the safeguard train.

2. Makeup.

i

~

Makeup to the CCWS Surge tank is normally obtained from the
| Demineralized Water Storage Tank (DWST) by remote manual

operation of valves for either surge tank compartment. The

operator is informed of the need for makeup by a low-level alarm ~

.

for each compartment. The demineralized water pumps are used to
transfer makeup water. If the alarm signal does not reach the
operator because of equipment failure or operator inattention,
makeup is automatically supplied by the emergency makeup system
from the Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tank (RHWST). A lon-low-,

! level signal opens valves for either surge tank compartment and
'

actuates a low-low-level alarm in the Control

9.2-30
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60 |6. Ventilation Chillers and Letdown Chillers

60 | Flow to the ventilation chillers is stopped automatically when it
| reaches an abnormally high value indicative of leak or system
| malfunction, in addition, the CCWS inlet and outlet valves to
| the ventilation chiller and letdown chiller condensers are closed
| automatically on an "5" signal.

66 | The cooling of the ventilation chiller is based on the condenser
| refrigerant pressure. A pressure indicating controller (PIC) on *

| the refrigerant side of the condenser adjusts the CCW regulating
| valve (200-2000 gpm) to the condenser and inversely the CCW !

| bypass valve (1800 - O gpm) for a total flow around/across the
| condenser of 2000 gpm.

!

7. Thermal Barrier Cooler

66 | Flow to the thermal barrier of any reactor coolant pump is
| stopped automatically with control grade equipment whenever the
| outlet temperature reaches an abnormally high value indicative of
| 3 thermal barrier break. Output flow and temperature indication
| is provided by Class IE control board equipment to permit [
| operator closure of the containment isolation valves in response

68 | to diverse high flow or temperature indication. In addition, '

| control grade alarms are provided for output high flow and
| temperature.

~

8. Drain Tank Pumps

CCWS drain tank pumps are interlocked to stop on low drain tank
level. '

.
,

9. 5 Signal
,

When an S signal occurs, the following operations take place:
;

.
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:-

a. Both CCWS pumps are started,

b. The Containment CCWS drain tank pumps stop.

c. The pump recirculation valves close,

d. The RHR heat exchanger CCWS isolation valves open
partially,

CCWS Containment phase "A" isolation valves close as |52e.

described in Section 6.2.4.
|

!

f. The ventilation chiller condenser's and letdown chiller |60
condenser's isolation valves close. |

10. P Signal ,

When a P signal occurs the following operations take place. ;

.

l

The RHR heat exchanger CCWS isolation valves open fully,a.

b. The Containment spray heat exchanger CCWS isolation valves
open. -

,

CCHS conta|: Snt Phase "B" isolation valves close as |52
c.

described in Section 6.2.4.
|

'!4

3 d. The safeguards loop isolation valves close. |10
~

e. The non-safeguards loop isolation valves close. |52
'

.

,

d

i

|
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9.2.2.5.4 Radiation Monitoring

52- | Radiation monitors are provided on the return headers in each loop of
66 |theCCWS. Any of these monitors can trigger a high-activity-level

|alarmsignalintheControlRoom. A temperature switch is provided
46 | to trip the monitor sample pump if the temperature exceeds 1200F to

|protectthedetector.

9.2.3 DEMINERAi.! ZED AND REACTOR MAKEUF WATER SYSTEM

9.2.3.1 Design Bases

68 |ThedesignoftheDemineralizedandReactorMakeupWaterSystemisin
| accordance with the following criteria: 10CFR50, Appendix-A, General

|DesignCriteria(GOC) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 52, 54, and 56; NRC Regu!atory
| Guide 1.26and1.29;andBranchTechnicalPositionAPCSB3-1. Le

related electrical systems are designed to comply with t!.e
requirements of regulatory guides, standards and other documents as

68 |describedinSection8.1.4. The related Containment Penetrations are
|designedtocomplywiththerequirementsdescribedinSection6.2.4
|TheDemineralizedandReactorMakeupWaterSystemisasinglesystem
|designedtoprovideanadequatesupplyofdeaerateddemineralized
| water of reactor coolant purity to other systems as makeup and to
| provide other plant demineralized water requirements for both units of
|theCPSES.

52 | The Demineralized Water Storage Tank (DW3T) receives water from the
'

|WaterTreatmentSystem. WhentreatedwaterenterstheDWSi,the
| quality of water in the tank is consistent with the water chemistry
| listed in Table 9.2-9 for demineralized water saturated with oxygen.

This water normally serves as a source of demineralized water for '

initial filling of the Reactor Coolant Systems (RCSs) including the

Y
.

L

, .., m- -
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pressurizer relief tanks, the boric acid tanks, the Refueling Water
Storage Tanks, the CCWSs, the Turbine Plant Cooling Water (TPCW)
Systems, and the spent fuel pools. Demineralized water is also
transferred +.o condenser hot wells, Condensate Storage Tanks, and
Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tanks (RMWSTs) as required by their
respective levels. The demineralized water is deaerated in a vacuum
deaerator to remove dissolved oxygen to 0.1 mg/l before it is
transferred to the Condensate Storage Tanks and the RMWSTs.

Demineralized water is also provided via a transfer pump to the |56
containment pre-access filtration units charcoal deluge system, and to |
the fire protection standpipe for the containment hose stations. For | '

a detailed description of the fire Protection System refer to Section
|

9.5.1.
|

Demineralized water is also required to perform turbine generator |66 |

primary flow rate testing during refueling outages. The source of |
the demineralized water is provided at the inlet line to the turbine

|
plant cooling water head tank.

|

The RMWST serves as a source of reactor makeup water, containing trace
amounts of tritium, which has been recycled for the RCS. '

Demineralized deaerated water is provided to the RCS and the auxiliary
equipment, where the presence of tritium is not objectionable. These

include supply to evaporators, gas strippers, pumps, demineralizer
tanks, and pipelines for cleaning and flushing operations, and to the
RCS as a diluent. The water chemistry for the reactor makeup water is
listed in Table 9.2-10.

9.2.3.2 System Description
'

.
,

'

The Water Treatment System (which includes surface water pretreatment) | 68
is used to produce demineralized water, of quality per Table 9.2-9, | |
through two trains of 150 gpm capacity each, which is fed directly to |
the 0WST. Figure 9.2-4 shows the paths used for treating lake water |
or well water in the Water Treatment System.

|
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The mixed-bed effluent flows directly to the DWST, the amount of which
is controlled by the level in the tank.

I'
68 | Sulfuric acid and sodium hydroxide are used to regenerate the Water

|TreatmentSystemdemineralizers. The spent regenerants are pumped to
52 | the Wastewater Management System for treatment prior to discharge, as

|discussedinSection9.2.8.2.

Water from the 0WST is used as a source for initial filling of the
RMWST and Reactor Makeup Water System. *

The RMWST acctwnodates the makeup requirements resulting from a cold
68 | shutdown, followed by startup from cold conditions. A minimum

|quantityofwatermustbeavailableduringnormalplantoperationto
|achieveandmaintainasafe,coldshutdown.

68 | The RMilST is also required to provide a seismic category I supply of
|makeupwaterfortheChemicalandVolumeControlSystem,theSafety
| Chilled Water System, the Component Cooling Water System, and the
| Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System.

As a minimum, one reactor makeup water pump per unit operates
constantly,

if the system load demand is low, the pump recirculation insures that
sufficient flow of tank water passes through the outdoor piping to
prevent icing during severe outdoor temperatures.

.

The Demineralized and Reactor Makeup Water System is shown
schematically in Figure 9.2-5.

.

~

9.2.3.3 Safety Evaluation

68 |TheDemineralizedandReactorMakeupWaterSystemhassufficient
| storage capacity (400,000 gal in the DWST) to supply makeup water to
j the system should the Water Treatment System be out of service for
|shortperiodsoftime. Spare pumps and two trains of ion exchangers
| are provided to ensure the reliability of the Water Treatment System.

9.2-36 U -5
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The Water Treatment System does not contain, treat, or produce any
c

radioactive material in its operation. Therefore, any waste produced |60 *

by this system can be deposited directly into the low Volume Waste |
Treatment Facility.

|

The RMWST, reactor makeup water pumps, associated valves and piping. |52
and all connections to the boric acid blenders, the safety chilled |
water surge tanks, the component cooling water surge tanks, and the |

spent fuel pools are designated seismic Category I and Safety Class 3. |
Containment penetrations are described in Section 6.2.4. Components

of the Demineralized and Reactor Nakeup Water System are compatible
with all chemicals used throughout the system. Stainless steel piping
is used throughout the system as a deterrent against corrosion in the
transfer of corrosive fluids.

The RMWST is designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena
such as safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), probable maximum flood (PMF),

and tornado missile. All components located in the Containment,
Safeguards, Auxiliary, Fuel and Electrical, and Control buildings are
located inside seismic Category I structures, which are also designed
to withstand tornado effects. These seismic Category I structures are
capable of withstanding adverse environmental conditions such as
postulated earthquakes, tornadoes, and tornado missiles. (For details
on seismic Category I structures, see Section 3.2.1, 3.3, and 3.5.)

Any failure of non-safety-class-design equipment associated with the |68
Demineralized and Reactor Makeup Water System will not cause any |

~

failure of safety-related systems or components. |

Flow restriction devices are provided in the discharge of each reactor i 52
4

makeup water pump. These orifices are designed so that with the |
'

'

worst case alignment of the Reactor Makeup Water System to Reactor | ,

Coolant System (RCS), via the volume control tank, the maximum rate at |
,

which unborated water can be added to the RCS satisfies the design |
criteria of the Boron Oilution Mitigation System. For further |,

information see section 15.4.6.
|

I
,
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9.2.3.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements

68 |TheequipmentintheDemineralizedandReactorHakeupWaterSystemis
|initiallyinspectedandtestedtoinsuresystemintegrityand
| completeness. The inspection includes the following:

1. Pumps and Motor Drives '

Each pump is started and runs for sufficient time to insure its
proper operation. Maintenance is provided as required. -

2. Valves
-

,

Each valve is operated through its complete range to ensure that
it is in normal operating condition.

i

3. Safety Class isolation Valves

An electrical signal is transmitted to ensure that isolation
valving systems (safety-related) are operating properly. ;

4. Instruments and Annunciators

I

i !

Operation is checked periodically for proper operation and '

accuracy. I

1

9.2.3.5 Instrumentation Requirements -

.

'

68 | Control for the Demineralized and Reactor Makeup Water System is
| monitored from the main control panel or from local panels: the
| potable and demineralized water panel (PDP) or the water treatment * '

'

| panel (HTP), which are located adjacent to each other,
t '

68 |TheDemineralizedandReactorHakeupWaterSystemiscontrolledfroma
| local PDP. System operation is designed to be fully automatic, but i

with provision !
,

i !
|

.
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I

for manual control. The final water quality of the Water Treatment |68
System is continuously monitored for conductivity and silica. liigh | |

conductivity and high silica concentration are alarmed locally and in,
>

'

the Control Room. Deviations from specified water quality trip the
demineralizers to prevent poor !

.
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~9.2.5.3 Safety Evaluation

The heat rejection capabilities of the SSI are a function of ambient |10
conditions and the volume / surface area relationship of this body of | ,

water. A thermal analysis was performed, using a longitudinal- |
vertical, time-varying hydrodynamic transport mode. |

An analysis of a 30 year record of offsite and onsite meteorological |10
data revealed July and August 1974 as the most severe period for |
ultimate heat sink perfonnance. The simulated DBA was begun on July |
15, 1974, eight days prior to the maximum SSI temperature due to |
meteorological conditions. The pond takes eight days to reach its |
maximum temperature due to the DBA heat loads. Following this day of |

maximum temperature, the simulation was continued for 30 days, for a |

total 39 days. Onsite meteorological data for this entire period, |

including a 43 day period preceding the DBA for model initialization, |
were used.

|

The meteorological data for this period are presented in Table 2.3-7. '

Heat rates of the cooling water discharged onto the SSI are based on |68
two safety trains in operation per unit, and are developed from the |
nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) manufacturer's functional

| |

requirements, design criteria for residual decay heat removal, and |
from balance-of plant (80?) heat load requirements. In generating |
equations for the spent fuel pool heat load, it was assumed that the

|' ,

DBA occurs in one unit during normal two unit operation 8 years after |
,

Unit I startup and after 1/3 core refuel of both units; specifically |
150 hours after refueling of the second unit and 480 hours after

|
'

refueling of the first unit.
|

.

i
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The decay heat rate, however, is based on a reactor operating time of
68 |16,000hoursforallregions. This results in a high heat input which '

|reflectsaconservativespentfuelpoolheatloadinginconjunction
|withaconservativecontainmentsprayandRHRheatloading.

1. Compliance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.27

The intent of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.27 is met by SSI. The

thermal ability of the SSI to act as an ultimate heat sink for 30
days is covered in item 3, Thermal Performance Evaluation. As a
single source ultimate heat sink serving two units, the SSI is
able to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as
earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, and floods, taken

individually, without loss of capability to perform its safety
functions. The natural phenomena and their magnitude are
selected in accordance with their probability of occurrence, and
designs are based upon the most severe of the natural phenomena
recorded for the site, with an appropriate margin to account for
uncertainties in historical data. Such phenomena and design

criteria are discussed in Sections 2.4, 3.3, and 3.4.

10 | Exceptions to Regulatory Guide 1.27, Rev. 2, are discussed in

| Appendix 1A(B).

2. Hydraulic Performance
,

The SSI is supplied with a bleed flow from the Circulating Water
i System during all normal operating conditions. This f' low is

directed into the service water pump intake structure and creates
a blowdown flow from the SSI to the SCR through the equalization
channel, if, as a result of an earthquake, the SCR dam fails, '

4

t

i

.

'
.

i
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the equalization channel invert maintains the water level in the
SSI at elevation 769 ft 6 in. Surface area and volume in the 551
as a function of elevation is discussed in Section 2.4.

Hydraulic short circuiting is prevented by the physical '

separation of the intake structure and discharge piping outfall
and the orientation of the discharge. The intake and discharge
points are over 1800 ft apart, and the exit velocity of the
discharge water carries it upstream initially, away from the area
of the intake structure, allowing extra time for the transfer of
heat to the atmosphere.

3. Thennal Performance Evaluation

The evaluation of the SSI was performed using a computer code |68
based on a longitudinal-vertical, time-varying hydrodynamic |

transport model to predict the temperature of a thermally loaded |
pond. The result predicts maximum SSI water temperature based |

on conservatively calculated heat loads to the $$1 following a |
LOCA.

|

|68
The intake temperature reaches a maximum on the evening of the |68
eighth day at 1150F (two train).

|
'

a ,

Component cooling water temperature is a function of heat load on | 68 ;

the system and the service water temperature. Component cooling |
water temperature in the DBA unit peaks at 1310F, approximately |
one half hour after the DBA, with service water temperature at

|

'

1020F. The maximum component cooling water temperature of the
|

shutdown unit, with
| 10

'

.

4

6

t

e

<
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68 | only one heat exchanger operable, is 1220F and occurs upon
.

'

| initiation of RHR, four hours af ter the DBA occurred in the other !

| unit. The preceding maxima of 1310F, and 1220F are below

| the design basis temperatures of 135.00F and 1220F
!

| respectively, indicating that sufficient cooling is present.

10 | During the postulated 100-year drought conditions and af ter 40
| years of sedimentation, the 551 is detemined to have 284-acre
| feet of water. The consumption of 551 water during the 39-day
I postaccident shutdown cooldown period amounts to 71 acre-feet
| (one train) and 80 acre-feet (two train), resulting in a decrease
| in surface elevation of 2.4 ft and 2.7 ft, respectively, allowing
| adequate margin for post-30-day operation without exceeding the
| service water pump submergence requirements. Refer to Section
| 2.4.11.6 for further discussion of the heat sink dependability
| requirements.

.

Consumption of 551 water by the Auxiliary feedwater System for
supply to the stcam generators, if a failure of the Condensate
Storage Tank is assumed, amounts to only 0.63 acre-feet, based on
a 60 gal of water per thermal MW rating of the steam supply
system,

i

68 |

10 | The time variation of decay power, based on the ANS 5.1 fission
| product curve, is corrected for a finite operating time and

58 ) includes the ANS uncertainty factors. The related curve has
| been used to develop the values of decay heat rates sh'own in
| Table 9.2-13.

.

.

I

i

!

i
!-

1
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TABLE 9.2 9

DEMINERALIZED WATER ANALYSIS

Constituent Concentration

Specific conductivity, micrombos/cm <1.0 |57

Soluble silica as SiO2, ppm <0.1 |68

Sodium, as Na, ppm (0.01 |55

Suspended solids, ppm (0.1 |55
*

pH at 250C 6.0 to 8.0 .|55
:

i Chloride, ppm Negligible |57
: -

'

Fluoride, ppm Negligible | 57

.

N

,

:
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TABLE 9.2-11

THIS TABLE HAS BEEN DELETED. |68

.
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TABLE 9.2 14

THIS TABLE HAS BEEN DELETED. |68
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FIGURE 9.2-2

THIS FIGURE HAS BEEN DELETED. | 68
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FIGURE 9.2-8

THIS FIGURE HAS BEEN DELETED. |68
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FIGURE 9.2-10

THIS FIGURE HAS BEEN DELETED. | 68
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9.4 AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, COOLING, AND VENTILATION
~

SYSTEMS

9.4.1 CONTROL ROOM AREA VENTILATION SYSTEM

,

9.4.1.1 Design Bases

The Control Room HVAC and filtration systems are designed to maintain
suitable and safe ambient conditions for operating personnel and
equipment during all modes of operation including post-0BA conditions,
in the following areas of the Control Building.

Areas on floor elevation 830 ft 0 in.:

East Control Room |68
West Control Room |68
Console and Control Room Unit 1 |68
Console and Control Room Unit 2 |68
Instrument Room Unit 1 | 68
Instrument Room Unit 2 |68
Computer Room Unit 1 |68
Computer Room Unit 2 |68
File Room |68
Production Supervisor's Office 1 68
Corridor |68
Toilet |68
Locker Room |68
Kitchen and Janitor. Closet |68

| Charts and Supplies Storage Room |68
i

|

,

. 3ee
'

.
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Areas on floor elevation 840 ft 6 in.:

68 | Technical Support Center
68 |ObservationArea
68 | Offices
68 | Corridor
68 | Electrical Equipment Corridor

Areas on floor elevation 854 ft 4 in.:

68 | Control Room Air Conditioning System mechanical equipment rooms,

| trains A and B.

66 | The Control Room, located on elevation 830 ft 0 in, is maintained
| at 750F (+50F) and 35-50 percent relative humidity. The

| Control Room HVAC and filtration equipment rooms are maintained

| between 400F and 1040F. Miscellaneous areas on elevations
| 830 ft and 840 ft are also maintained between 400F and
| 1040F. Other system design parameters are presented in
| Tables 9.4-1 and 9.4-2.

As described in the following paragraphs, the system is provided
with sufficient redundancy in equipment and power supplies to
enable the system to sustain a single failure of an active
component without loss of function.

1. The system is equipped with four modular air-conditioning units.
Each unit is rated at 50 percent of the Control Room HVAC and
filtration systems capacity. Each pair of air-conditioning units
is powered from an independent Class 1E bus and is physically
separated by a dividing fire wall in the Control Room HVAC and
filtration mechanical equipment room.

(e ~;
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Any contaminants that have entered the Control Room prior to full
closure of the dampers are removed by the emergency filtration unit.
Removal of heavy concentrations of contaminants caused by a fire in
the Control Room is accomplished by portable smoke ejectors.

Audible and visual alarms are provided in the Control Room to alert
the operator in the event of system malfunction or unsafe conditions.

53 | The Control Room air-conditioning system is designed to automatically
| switch to the emergency recirculation mode of operation described in
| Subsection 9.4.1.2shouldtheoffsitepowerfail(foroperator .

68 | convenience only). The system also automatically switches to this
| mode of operation upon receiving a Control Room ventilation high-
|radiationsignalorasafetyinjectionsignal. The radiation signal
| originates from radiation monitors which sample the Control Room
j intake air vents. Radiation detectors of this type are discussed in

31 | Section 11.5.

68 | Two redundant chlorine gas detectors are located at each of the fresh

| air intakes which are located in the north and south walls of the HVAC
| mechanical equipment room. The sensors are located upstream of their

respective intake damper arrangements and upstream from the branch
takeoffs leading to the makeup air and pressurization isolat. ion

68 | dampers. Because of their functional requirements, the sensors

| associated with the chlorine detectors are located outside the missile
|protectedarea. No credit is taken for the chlorine detectors during
| or after a tornado accompanied by a chlorine release. Two additional

chlorine detectors are provided in the circulating water chlorine
| storage area.
!

| The iodine absorbers are manufactured from impregnated activated
carbon and are used for radiciodine compound removal.

|
| 59 | The iodine adsorbers construction and efficiencies comply with NRC

! 66 | Regulatory Guide 1.52 (See Appendix 1A(B)). Additional data
|concerningiodineadsorbersispresentedinTable9.4-6.

|

|
.

. . . .

|
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Anticipated efficiencies of filters are in accordance with Table 9.4- |66
4. |

An analysis of postaccident dose levels in the Control Room is
presented in Section 15.6.5.'4. I 68

Sufficient redundancy in equipment and power supplies enables the
system to sustain a single failure without total loss of function.
The emergency pressurization and recirculation filter trains, plus
supply and exhaust fans and the associated dampers, are completely
redundant. Four parallel air-conditioning units are used to provide a
100 percent (two air conditioners) standby feature.

The probability of an electrical fire in the Control Room is low
because of the low-voltage and flame-retardant cables used. Fire
dampers automatically isolate the affected areas to prevent spreading
of the fire and shut off the oxygen supply. The charcoal adsorbers
are also provided with a fire protection water deluge system which
operates automatically upon receipt of a high- temperature signal from
an adsorber bed. Actuation of the system also activates an alarm in
the Control Room. A failure mode and effects analysis is presented in
Table 9.4-8.

Alarms in the Control Room alert the operator to any system
malfunction so that he can manually actuate the necessary standby
units. The maximum operational temperature limit for Control Room
instrumentation is 1200F. This temperature is not reached during
the short periods of system malfunction prior to the actuation of the
standby units.

.
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Ouring fuel handling operations, the system is sized-to maintain the
concentrations of airborne radioisotopes below the MPC levels
specified in Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 20. (See Section 12.2.6.) For
a discussion of a fuel handling accident, see Section 15.7.4.3.

56 | The primary plant ventilation system is described in Section 9.4.3.

68 | The fuel Building air exhaust ductwork is ANS Safety Class 3, seismic
| Category I, and NNS, seismic Category II. The emergency fan coil

56 | units,whicharelocatedinthesafetyrelatedpumprooms,areseismic
| Category I and ANS' Safety Class 3. The ventilation failure modes are
| presented in Table 9.4-9. The spent fuel pool exhaust fans are non-
| nuclear safety related and non-seismic category I. Operation of
| these fans is not required to limit Fuel Building exfiltration during
|normaloperation.

9.4.2.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

See Subsection 9.4.1.4.

|

,

|

[ .
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Chilled water for the cooling coils is provided by the plant
ventilation chilIed water system. (See Appendix 9.4E.) Heating coils
are electric. The exhaust system is seismic Category I up to the fan | 56
discharge. The air supply system is seismic Category I except for |
the fans and the dampers which are seismic Category II. |

9.4.3.3 Safety Evaluation
| 41

The reliability and safety of the Auxiliary Building ventilation |41
system is ensured by the following features:

|

1. Instrumentation and controls which incorporate audible and visual | 41
alarms in the Control Room facilitate continuous monitoring of |

performance and alert the operator in the event of system |
malfunction.

I

2. Standby supply units can be remotely actuated from the Control | 41
Room.

|

3. Deleted |53

4. The Auxiliary Building exhaust system is of ANS Safety Class 3 | 68
and seismic Category I, and NNS, seismic Category II design. |

5. Failure modes for dampers are set so that they do not render the | 56
system inoperable.

|

6. Adequate cooling of safeguard equipment is ensured by the |56
operation of the emergency fan coil units.

|1

7. Exhaust air is passed through iodine adsorber filter beds prior |56
| to its discharge. It is also monitored by an in-line radiation |
! monitor at the ventilation duct outlet. |

|

l
\

.

;. .
-
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2. Emergency fan coil units are supplied with chilled water from the 156
safety chilled water system. Each chilled water system train |

and the auxiliary conirng units it serves are powered from the j

same train Class 1E bus. |

3. Instrumentation and con vols which incorporate audible and visual
alarms in the Control Roon: facilitate continuous monitoring or
system performance and alert the operainr if the system
malfunctions.

4. Failure modes for isolation valves and dampers are set so that |56
their failure does not render the systen: inoperable The |

appropriatesafeguardsbuildingexhaustdampers(Figuce9.4-2Sh.|
1) are locked open. |

S. The cooling units, and safety features chilled water system a n |68
of seismic Category I and ANS Safety Class 3 design. The j

exhaust system is of ANS Safety Class 3, seismic Category i. anri j

NNS, seismic Category II, design. The supply system components j

are designed to appropriate seismic criteria, where necessary, to | 5f,
negate the possibility of these components interfering with the !

operation of safety-related components. |

6. Exhaust air is passed through iodine adsorber beds prior to its
discharge. Data concerning the ESF and non-ESF iodine adsorbers |4 ,

are presented in Table 9.4-6. |

7. In case of a DBA and subsequent operation of the ECCS, the |56
emergency fan coil units operate on a recirculation basis and I

provide cooling of the ECCS pumps. |

9.4.5.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

See Subsection 9.4.1.4.

[n
'
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TABLE 9.4-2

(Sheet 1 of 3)

DESIGN CON 0!TIONS - INDOOR
,

Building or Area Normal Plant Conditions
Maximum Minimum Relative |68
OB(OF) DB(OF) Humidity

(%)
Auxiliary Bldg. 'AB) | 66

1. Elevator Machine Room 122 40 |66*

2. HeatExchangerArea(el.790'-6") 122 40 |66*

3. Valve & Piping Area (el. 790'-6") 122 40 |66*,

4. Operating Valve Rooms (el. 822') 122 40 .|66*

5. Auxiliary Steam Drain Tank |66
Equipment Room (el. 790'-6") 122 40 * |66 ,

6. Valve Rooms (el. 810'-6" and |68
831'-6") 122 40 |68*

7. Operating Valve Room (el. 862'-6") 122 40 |68*

8. ESF Pump Rooms 122 40 |66*

9. All other areas 104 40 |66*

Electrical and Control Bldg. (ECB) |66

1. Control Room 80 70 35-50 |66
2. Mechanical Equipment Rooms 104 400 |66*

3. UPS & Distribution Rooms 104 40 |66*

4. Uncontrolled Access Area 104 40 |66*

5. Battery Rooms 104 70 |66*

6. Chiller Equipment Areas (el. 778') 122 40 |66*

7. All other Areas 104 40 |66*

* Uncontrolled

,

|

).....,...:

- . ._ - . . - - . .. . . . . .
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TABLE 9.4-2

(Sheet 2)

DESIGN CONDITIONS - INDOOR

Building or Area Normal Plant Conditions
Maximum Minimum Relative |68
DB(OF) DB(OF) Humidity

(%)

Fuel Handling Building | 66

1. Stairs (el. 810'-6" & 841') 122 40 |66*

2. Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Heat |66
Exchanger & Pump Rooms 122 40 |66*

3. All other Areas 104 40 *

Reactor Containment Bldg. (RCB) |66

1. Outside Missile Barrier 120 50 |66*

2. Inside Missile Barrier 120 50 |66*

3. CRDM Shroud (Air Temperature) 163 (outlet) 50 |66*

120 (inlet) 50 |66*

4. CRDM Platform 140 50 |66*

5. Detector Well and Reactor Cavity 135** 50 |66*

6. Reactor Coolant Pipe Penetrations 200 50 | 66*

Safeguards Bldg. (SGB) |66
'

1. MS & FW Piping Area 104 40 |66*
<

2. Valve Isolation Tank Rooms |66
! (el.790'-6") 122 40 |66*

3. Valve Rooms (el. 790'-6") 122 40 | 66*

4. RHR/ Cont. Heat Exchanger |66
Rooms (el. 790'-6") 122 40 |66*

5. ESF Pump Rooms 122 40 |66*

6. All Other Areas 104 40 |66*

'

*Vncontrolled |66
**0ccasional temperature spikes of 1750FDB may occur. | 66t

|

vu. .. . . . . . .

.-
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TABLE 9.4-2

(Sheet 3)

DESIGN CONDITIONS - IND0OR

Building or Area Normal Plant Conditions
Maximum Minimum Relative |68
DB(OF) DB(OF) Humidity

(fs)
Diesel Generator Bldg. (DGB) |66

1. Equipment Room 130 40 |66*

2. All Other Areas 122 40 |66*

Service Water Intake Structure (SWIS) | 66

1. SWIS-All Areas 127 40 |66*

Turbine Bldg. (TB) |66

1. Switchgear Area 104 40 |66*

2. ERF-Computer Battery Room 104 40 | 66*

3. CAS Room, CPU & UPS Rooms 75 68 35-50 | 66
4. Battery Rooms & HVAC Equipment 104 40 | 66*

Rooms | 66
5. Offico and Service Area A/C 80 70 35-50 | 66
6. Laboratories 75 68 35-50 | 66
7. Hot Shop 85 68 |66*

8. All Other Areas 122 40 | 66*

Miscellaneous Building (MB) |66

1. Alternate Access Point (AAP) Bldg. 80 68 | 66*

2. Circulating Water Intake Structure | 66
Chlorination Bldg. 115 40 | 66*

3. SWIS - Chlorination Building 115 40 |66*
'

4. Switchyard Relay House 80 68 | 66*

5. Security Office 80 68 |66*

6. Maintenance and Administration 80 68 { 66*

*Vncontrolled
7 ,..

. r | | 66
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9.4B SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE VENTILATION SYSTEM

9.48.1 DESIGN BASES

The heating and ventilation system is designed to maintain the ambient | 68
temperatures within the Service Water Intake Structure between 400F |

and 1320F during all normal and emergency modes of operation, |
including plant shutdown and refueling conditions. |

9.48.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Service Water Intake Structure heating and ventilating system
consists of the following:

1. Service water pump area exhaust system

2. Intake structure heating system '

3. Diesel-driven fire pump room exhaust system

The Service Water Intake Structure ventilation system is shown
schematically on Figure 9.4-7.

The service water pump area exhaust system consists of eight manually
operated, 50-percent-capacity, propeller-type fans, which are mounted
on a missile-protected exhaust plenum located in the overhead of the
draft damper. During summer operation, two exhaust f ans, each rated

at 5000 scfm, are required to dissipate the heat generated by a
service water pump motor. The number of fans in operation depends en

| the number of service water pumps functioning during a given plant
operating mode. The number of fans manually placed into operation at
any given time is left upon to the discretion of the intake structure

|

|

.

9.48-1 r-
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CPSES/FSAR

10. Condenser vacuum

11. Stator winding temperature

12. Turbine stress evaluator indicator

13. Temperature load allowance turbine stress evaluator

|Q040.129
10.2.2.12 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS | 11

As described in Section 7.2.1.1.2 the turbine generator hydraulic | 11
pressure switches and the stop valve limit switches are part of the |

anticipatory reactor-trip-on-turbine-trip channels which provide. |

turbine tripped signals to the Reactor Protections System. |

Failure in a high or moderate energy piping or failure of the |11
connection from the low pressure turbine to condenser could damage |
components of the anticipatory reactor trip channels because no |
protection is provided for the above mentioned switches. The safety | <

analysis does not take any credit for the anticipatory reactor trip as |
described in Section 15.2. Consequently, there are no safety |

implications if the switches are damaged as a result of a pire |
break.

|

10.2.3 TURBINE DISK INTEGRITY

This section provides information demonstrating the integrity of the
turbine disks and rotor, as failure of these components can result in

; turbine high-energy missiles as discussed in Section 3.5.1.3. As |68
! described in Reference [1], for the purposes of missile formation the j

most hazardous missiles are generated from the low pressure turbine. |
The potential missile energy from the high pressure turbine is less |

| than that from the low pressure turbine because of its much smaller |

potential missile mass and thicker turbine casing. Therefore, the )
| high pressure turbine potential missiles are bounded by the low ] ;

,

pressure turDine potential missiles . | |

|

!

|

10.2-27 ~ ~ ' '
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CPSES/FSAR

corrosion control. Chlorine is added to the water once or twice daily | 68
to control organic and biological growth in the cooling system. A |
single system is shared by both units. |68

P

Figure 10.4-6 shows the major components and flow path for the
circulating water chlorination subsystem. Chlorine is drawn from one
ton containers through the liquid chlorine manifold to the

evaporators, which are essentially vaporizing chambers surrounded by a
water jacket. The water is heated by an electric immersion heater,
which is thermostatically controlled to maintain constant temperature.
Liquid chlorine enters the vaporizing chamber through the inlet tube
and is piped to the bottom of the chamber. After it emerges from the
pipe, the liquid absorbs heat from the hot water and vaporizes. The

vapor rises to pass out of the evaporator through the chlorine gas
outlet. The demands of the using system for chlorine vapor
automatically regulate the level of chlorine liquid inside the
vaporizing chamber. As the vapor pressure inside the chamber

increases, the rate at which the liquid enters the vaporizing chamber
decreases.

If the demand for chlorine vapor increases, the pressure inside the
vaporizing chamber decreases, thus permitting chlorine to enter the
chamber at a higher rate. An equilibrium condition is soon achieved

where the rate at which the liquid is being converted to gas exactly
equals the rate at which liquid enters the vaporizing chamber. An

automatic pressure-reducing and shutoff valve (controlled by low water
temperature in the gas line to the dispensing system) automatically
shuts off when the water chamber temperature falls below a preset

limit, preventing liquid from entering and flooding the gas dispensing
system.

'

.

.

.
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CPSES/FSAR

4. NRC Regulatory Guides

66 | 1.26 Quality Group Classification and Standards for Water, Steam
| & Radioactive-Waste containing components of Nuclear Power
| Plants. [3]

1.29 SeismicDesignClassification[5]

68 | 1.32 "Criteria for Safety Related Electric Power Systems for
| Nuclear Power Plants" [22]

66 | 1.47 "Bypassed & Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power
| Plant Safety Systems" [23]

66 | 1.53 "Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear
| Power Plant Protection Systems" [24]

66 | 1.75 "Physical Independence of Electric Systems" [25]

5. American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

B31.1 Power Piping

N18.2 Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design
of Stationary Pressurized Water Reactor Plants (4)

'

66 | N271 Containment Isolation Provisions for fluid Systems

Additional requirements for the portion of the Feedwater System which
is within the Containment boundary are given in Section 10.3.6. '

10.4.7.2 Systems Description

The Condensate and Feedwater System flow diagrams are shown on Figure
10.4-8, and 10.4-9, respectively.

t

1. Condensate System

10.4-52
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All Condensate System Condensate Storage Tank connections are set
68 | 23 ft 9 in, above the bottom of the tank to prevent drawdown

| below this level, thus ensuring that a minimum storage of 270,000
| gal of water remains in the tank for possible emergency plant
| shutdown.

68 | The design basis for the minimum storage capacity of 270,000
| gallons is as follows:

a. Water required to cool down the reactor for two hours at
hot shutdown and five hours of cool down

b. Allowance for feedwater line break spillage

68 | The minimum capacity required for the AFW system to perform
| item a and b above is 247,044 gallons. The actual
| contained volume of water below these condensate
| connections is 282,554 gallons which includes 270,000
| gallons useable capacity and that volume which is not
| useable.

All heaters are provided with tube side-safety valves to provide
thermal relief by guarding against possible overpressurization caused
by heating of water trapped between closed isolation valves.

Provisions for the removal of individual feedwater heaters from
service have been incorporated in the plant design. '

,

2. Feedwater System

66 i The Feedwater System is of the closed-cycle type and receives '

'

| water from the Condensate System and the Heater Drains Systems
| (specifically, drains from heaters 1, 2, and 3, and MSR Separator
| drain tanks). The feedwater is transported through the final

two stages of feedwater heating to the steam generators.

41 | During power operation each steam generator feedwater pump takes
| suction from the Condensate System and discharges through a

10.4-56 k b'h.f
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feedwater nozzle. This line incorporates a restricting flow |10
orifice and an air operated globe type shutoff valve which also

|
serves as a containment isolation valve. |

Connections from the Condensate System are provided both upstream
and downstream of the heaters to permit flushing of the heaters.
The upstream connection can also be used to fill the system and
the steam generators and to provide feedwater directly from the
condensate pumps during the early stages of startup.

Full flow flushing of the Condensate and Feedwater Systems is |66
provided to permit piping cleanup before plant start-up. Full |

flow flushing is accomplished through a 24" diameter pipe routed |

from the outlet of the HP feedwater heaters to the condenser. |

Bypasslineswithisolationvalvesareprovidedaroundeachsteam|
generator feedwater pump for use during flushing operations. |

Sampling system connections are provided for Steam Generator #1 & | 68
#2 feedwater lines to the main FW nozzles for steam generators 1 |
&2 for monitoring feedwater chemistry. The sampling system is |

also connected to various points in the Condensate, Main Steam,
and Heater Drain Systems as shown on Figure 10.4-20.

Condensate and feedwater chemistry are controlled as described in
Section 10.3.5. Thissystemusesallvolatilechemicaltreatment|66
in conjunction with a Condensate Polishing System, which is |
described in Section 10.4.6. |

-

,

'

Chemical feed to each steam generator is introduced at a point
downstream of the auxiliary feedwater supply connection to the
Feedwater System for adjustments to the water chemistry during '

.

steam generator layup periods only,
i

3. Electrical Systems

Safe shutdown of the plant does not rely upon the availability of
either the Condensate System or the Feedwater System. However,

the portion of the feedwater System from the moment restraint
upstream from the feedwater

isolation valve to the steam Anty r!;.n j.10.4-59 MUbIH L w
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66 | The system functions over the full operating pressure range of the
| steam generators, 100 psia to 1107 psia (maximum), and is capable of
| supplying the minimum required flow to at least two of the effective
|steamgeneratorsagainstabackpressureequivalenttothe
| accumulation pressure of the lowest set safety valve (1236 psia) plus
|thesystemfrictionalandstaticlosses.

4 |

5 | The Auxiliary Feedwater System is designed to preclude the effects of
| hydraulic instability due to water hammer by supplying water to the
| secondary side of the steam generator through a separate upper
| auxiliary feedwater nozzle. This permits the cold auxiliary

feedwater to be heated as it comes down the side of the steam
generator prior to reaching the feedwater preheater. For further
discussion of the feedwater system upper nozzle arrangement and
considerations see Subsection 10.4.7.

5 | The water level in steam generators is maintained at the proper level
| to prevent a temperature rise in the RCS, which could result in the
| release of primary coolant through the pressurizer relief valves.

68 |Witheitheronlyonsiteoronlyoffsitepoweravailablewithan
| assumed single failure, suf ficient auxiliary feedwater flow of 430 gpm
|totwosteamgeneratorsisprovidedtopermitoperationathotstandby
| for four hours, followed by a cooldown period, at a cooldown rate of
|50oF/hr,toreducetheTavg to 3500F, at which time the RHR
|Systemcanbeoperated. In the event of a main steam or feedwater
| line break, sufficient auxiliary feedwater is provided to permit
|cperationathotstandbyfortwohoursfollowedbytheabovementioned

'

|cooldownperiod.

|

57 | Two motor-driven pumps and one turbine-driven-pump are provided to '

'

| ensure an adequate supply of auxiliary feedwater of 430 gpm to two
! | steam generators following a feedwater line break accident coincident
! | with a single active failure,
i

.

( All redundant components are physically separated from each other by
an arrangement of concrete barriers designed to preclude coincident

I n,n :. e. . .
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damage to equipment in the event of a postulated pipe rupture,
equipment failure, or missile generation [6] [7).

The system has been designed to withstand the adverse environmental

conditions delineated in Section 3.11, including the effects of
flooding which are further discussed in Subsection 10.4.9.2, System
Description.

The system is classified as nuclear-safety-related and consists of ANS
Safety Class 2 and 3 piping and equipment, except for the non-nuclear-
safety condensate transfer pump and associated piping and valves used

toprovidemakeupanddrainagefortheCondensateStorageTank[3]
[4]. Seismic Category I design criteria are considered for all ANS
Safety Class 2 or 3 components. Seismic requirements are given in
Section3.2[5]. The piping is designed to meet the requirements of
Branch Technical Positions APCSB 3-1 and MEB 3-1. The system is
designed in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, GDC 2, 4, 5, 19, 44, 45,
46,and57[8],[9],[10],[11),[12],[13],[14),[17].

10.4.9.2 System Description

The Auxiliary FeeCaater System is comprised of two electric motor-

driven auxiliary feedwater pumps and associated valves, piping, and
controls and a third turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump with
associated valves, piping, and controls, which is independent of the,

l

electrical power supply to the motor-driven pumps. Three pumps are

necessary to ensure an adequate supply of auxiliary feedneter
following an accident, coincident with the single failure o'f a pump.
The design parameters of the auxiliary feedwater pumps are given in
Table 10.4-8.

.

'
!

All three pumps normally draw suction from the Nuclear Safety Class 3
Condensate Storage Tank. A single line supplies water through locked-
open valves to the suction of the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater

| pumps, and 6 second line supplies water through locked-open valves to
the suc' tion for the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump. Of the |68

; approximately 500,000-gal capacity, 270,000 gal are available for use
|'

only as auxiliary
|

h '
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feedwater. The rest of the tank is used as condensate storage for the
Demineralized and Reactor Hakeup Water System and Condensate System.

The reserved auxiliary feedwater cannot be drained by the non-nuclear-
safety systems because of the elevation of the outlet nozzles.

While the Condensate Storage Tank is the preferred water supply,
another ANS Safety Class 3 alternate supply is provided. The

Auxiliary Feedwater System has the capability to draw suction from the
service water system (SWS) in the event of loss of the Condensate
Storage Tank. Two normally closed, key-switch activated, motor-
operated butterfly valves in the SWS prevent contamination of the
auxiliary feedwater by station service water. In addition, a high-
point leakoff is provided between the SWS isolation valves and the
motor-operated gate valves to allow detection of any station service
water inleakage.

68 | Each motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump is capable of delivering
| 470 gpm to the two steam generators, and the turbine-driven auxiliary
| feedwater pump is capable of delivering 860 gpm to the four steam
| generators. All three pumps automatically deliver their flow within
| one minute following an auxiliary feedwater actuation signal.

Each motor-driven pump normally feeds two steam generators. A
normally closed interconnection between the motor-driven pump
discharge lines pennits either pump to feed to all four steam

51 | generators. This interconnection provides the operator with the means
| to maintain the water level in all steam generators on a long-term
| basis following a t.0CA by operating either motor driven pump. The

'

! | motor driven pumps can be manually started or stopped from the Control
| Room or the hot shutdown panel.

.

'4 |Theturbine-drivenpumpdischargelinebranchesintofourseparate
68 | lines each feeding one steam generator. The turbine-driven pump can

j be manually started from the Control Room or the hot shutdown panel,

gniif.E Y 'VNb'b .
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Eachofthelinesthatconnectsthethreeauxiliaryfeedwaterpumpsto|68
the steam generators is provided with: anormallyopen, pneumatically |
operated feed regulator control valve; a flow-limiting orifice; a |
check valve; and three isolation valves. Remote manual control of |
the feed regulator control valve is provided from the Control Room |4
with provision for local manual operation on the hot shutdown panel. |

Air accumulators are provided for the pneumatically operated valves |
with sufficient capacity to permit remote valve closure in the event |

of a secondary system break where local valve operation cannot be |
accomplished within the required time period following the incident. |

The valves are located near the auxiliary feedwater pumps to allow |51
local manual operation. |

Theflowlimitingorificesareprovidedtolimitflowtoanyonesteam|66
generator to a maximum of 1380 gpm, in the event of either a main feed |
line break or a main steam line break inside containment. |

Downstream of the last isolation valve, each line from the motor-
driven pumps joins with a corresponding line from the turbine-driven
pump to form a common line that connects with an auxiliary feedwater
nozzle on the steam generator.

j An orifice-type flow measuring device is located in each of the | 66
auxiliary feedwater lines to indicate flow to each steam generator and |

<

to provide a means of detecting grossly uneven flow to the steam |
generators. Readout for these flow measuring devices is located in |
the Control Room and on the hot shutdown panel. To avoid the
possibility of a single active failure stopping all auxilia'ry
feedwater flow to a steam generator, there are no valves located in

.

'
the common main feedwater lines.

.

.

1 F

:
i

.

>

ADEi.E CDP'l
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The Auxiliary Feedwater System operates over an extended period of
time following a LOCA. The two motor-driven pumps start automatically
and they provide an additional means for removing core residual heat

68 |intheeventofaLOCAforsmallbreaks. During large break LOCA
| conditions,thesystemisusedtomaintainanadequatewaterlevel
| above the tubes in the steam generators to prevent primary to
| secondary leakage. The operator shuts down the pumps at his

discretion and manually adjusts feed flow to individual steam
generators.

All three auxiliary feedwater pumps start automatically af ter either a

main steam line break or a feedwater line break (see Subsection
10.4.9.5). At an early stage in the accident, the operator isolates
the feedwater to the affected steam generator. The system provides
for the cooldown of the unaffected steam generators to prevent the RCS
from being repressurized. The operator shuts down the pumps at his
discretion.

57 | After a loss of.the main feedwater system , either the two motor-
| driven auxiliary feedwater pumps together or the turbine-driven pump
| alone is capable of providing sufficient flow to the steam generators
|toallowtheplanttobetakentoasafeshutdowncondition. The

operator shuts down the pumps at his discretion.

The operation of the Auxiliary Feedwater System following a steam
generator tube rupture is manually initiated. The two motor-driven
pumps are started manually and are used to maintain the required water

,

level in the steam generators as the plant is shut down. The operator
| identifies the affected steam generator and isolates it and the

operator shuts down the pumps at his discretion.
.

.

The operation of the Auxiliary Feedwater System following a Control
Room evacuation is manually initiated and is controlled from the hot,

shutdown panel. The operator maintains water level in the steam

.
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generators with either the two motor-driven pumps or the turbine-
driven pump. The pumps are used to maintain the required water level |51
in the steam generators as the plant is shut down. Again the |
operator shuts down the pumps at his discretion. |

Each power supply train for the motor-driven pumps, control valves,
and instrumentation is supplied from a separate and independent Class
1E bus that is capable of supplying the minimum required power for the
safety-related loads required following a LOCA or loss of offsite
power (blackout), or both. Each bus can be powered from two

independent offsite power sources or by the diesel generator assigned
to the bus [15].

The Co'ntrol panel power for the turbine driven pump is from the Train |51
A Class 1E buses; however, the electrical features of the pump and |
control panel are not required for any safety function and are |
classified Associated Class 1E. |

10.4.9.3 Safety Evaluation

The Auxiliary Feedwater System is designed to ANS Safety Class 2 and 3 | 68
requirements, and in the event of loss of offsite power, the backup |
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump operates. The turbine drive [
does not have any auxiliaries requiring electrical power. For
redundancy, steam for the turbine driver is supplied from two steam
generators. Either supply can meet the turbine driver requirements.
The turbine steam supply valves are fail-open air-operated types each | 10

,

with a pilot solenoid valve supplied from a redundant Class 1E power |
,

supply.
|

The turbine speed control governor is of the mechanical / hydraulic |4
'

'

type, which is capable of maintaining the turbine at the high speed [
setting without any outside sources of power. |

.

10.4-89
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66 | A low pump discharge pressure along with high flow automatically
| trips the control from manual flow control to automatic pressure
| control to provide protection against pump cavitation and
| excessive load on pump motor or diesel generator. Each

4 | auxiliary feedwater regulator control valve is air-operated and
| is provided with a nuclear safety-related air accumulator to
| permit valves to close in the event of a secondary system break
| and an instrument air system failure. The valves fail open on

loss of air or electric failure.
,

0032.73 |

11 | All controls for motor-driven pump A are electrical Train A
,

| oriented; all controls for motor-driven pump 8 are electrical
| Train B oriented; all controls for the turbine-driven pump are
| fed from the 125VDC System.

Q032.73 |

68 | The turbine-driven pump starts and accelerates to design
| conditions within 60 seconds of an automatic actuation signal.

On loss of electrical power or air supply, the pump accelerates
to maximum speed demand. Since the turbine-driven pump is
supplied with a fail-closed trip and throttle valve, this valve
is latched in the open position. Two redundant steam supply ,

lines, each with an air operated supply valve, provide steem to
start and accelerate the turbine-driven pump. These air-operated
valves fail open, ensuring that the pump accelerates to design

66 | speed on loss of air supply or electrical power. Speed control

| 15 accomplished with a Woodward mechanical / hydraulic type |
| governor. A mechanical overspeed trip device is provided to

11 | trip the turbine at 125-percent rated speed. Manual s' peed [;

'

| control is from the Control Room, the local control station, or
| the Hot Shutdown Panel. The manual contrcl from the Hot
| Shutdown Panel overrides all other signals. There is speed

- *

| indication on the Centrol Room Panel and llot Shutdown Panel and
68 | at the local panel, flow from the turbine-driven pump to each

; | steam generator is regulated by control i

.
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|0032.73
valves under manual control from the Control Room, the Hot |51
Shutdown Panel, or locally. Each valve has an air accumulator |68
to permit the valves to close in the event of a secondary system j
break and an air system failure.

|

3. Feedwater Supply Control

Condensate Storage Tank makeup is automatically supplied whenever
the tank level is below set point level. Makeup water can be
supplied manually from a main control board switch. Tank level |65 ,

is indicated locally and remotely and HI-HI, LO, and LO-L0 tank l
level alarms are provided. Redundant level transmitters are |
used.

The Condensate Storage Tank supplies water to the auxiliary |5
feedwater pumps. The automatic starting of any auxiliary |11
feedwater pump initiates the automatic isolation of the

|
Condensate. Storage Tank from all its other users. This ensures |
an adequate water supply to the auxiliary feedwaur pumps |
whenever they are started.

|

The condensate transfer pump is manually started and stopped from
a main control board switch. The pump is automatically stopped |5
in the event of an "S" signol or on low pump suction pressure. |

4. Emergency Feedwater Suppl; Control [11

Inlet motorized control valves are manually controlled by a key
lock switch to admit service water to the suction of the
auxiliary feedwater pumps. '

.

5. Display Information, Alarms, and Controls |11

Control switches and position indication lights are provided for
all remotely operated valves,
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11. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 19 Control Room.

12. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 44, Cooling Water.

13. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 45, inspection of Cooling Water
System.

14. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 46, Testing of Cooling Water
System.

15. Branch Technical Fosition APCSB 10-1, Design Guidelines for
Auxiliary Feedwater System Pump Drive and Power Supply Diversity
for Pressurized Water Reactor Plants.

16. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.70, Standard Format & Content of Safety
Analysis Report for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR (decion, Revision
2, September 1975.

17. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A GDC 57, Closed System isolation
valves.

10 |18. NUREG-0291, An Evaluation of PWR Steam Generator Water Hammer by
| Creare, Inc, Dec. 31, 1976.

60 |19. WCAP-09364, Vol. 1, High Pressure Water Hammer Test Program for
| the Counterflow Preheat Steam Generator.

41 |20. Westinghouse Report "Counterflow Preheat Steam Generator Tube !
'

| Expansion Report," June 1983.
I

41 |21. Westinghouse Report "Counterflow Preheat Steam Generator '

| Vibration Summary," June 1983.
,

68 |22. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.32, "Criteria for Safety Related Electric
| Power Systems for Nuclear Power Plants", Revision 2, February
| 1977, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

66 | 23. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.47, Bypassed and inoperable Status
| Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systemse May 1973 V.
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TABIE 10.4-9

(Sheet 6 of 6)
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TABLE 10.4-10

(Sheet 2 of 2)

MAXIMUM SYSTEM HEAT SINK REQUIREMENTS

Total Cooling Total Operating
Number Number in Water Flow Rate Heat Load

Component To Be Cooled Provided Operation (gpe) (8tu/hr)

Service air compressor 1 1 70 1.16 x 106 |10
Reciprocating-Instrument 1 1 (common) 10 0.07 x 106 [ 68
air compressor

Reciprocating-Instrument air 1 I (common) 15 0.15 x 106 |68
aftercooler

Rotary Instrument air compressor I I (common) 27 0.35 2 106 |68
package |68
Auxiliary steam condensate 1 1 (common) 150 4.65 x 106 |10
cooler |10
Auxiliary steam condensate 1 1 (common) 5 0.025 x 106 |10
sample cooler

Secondary sampling system 1 1 50 1.25 x 106 | 10
Auxiliary boiler sample cooler 1 1 (common) 3 .0225 x 106 |10
and conductivity cell |10
Reverse osmoris chiller 1 1 (common) 20 .3 x 106 | 10
Condensate polishing system 1 1 21 0.158 x 106 |10
TOTAL 43 36 16,186 77.6085 x 106 |10

nwr r ~' t
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XPE $?$1 Gamma (JfPS fluids E1. 7M feet 6 a ncties I-831, I-133, Wat er Crcss gamma RE-OS to IE-OS hte 1 ! 68
KRE S232 seas.t&11stor (an-Innel (Fag. 1.2-38, 6A-PA, Cs- 8 3 8 Cs- 8 3 7, IE-01 46*

2. SA-eta, C.>-SS, 00-40* I 68
Flow diagrams !%
Eign. 11-2. 4 and 11.2-S : 4

XRE %?S) Camma Ef*1uent Waste E1. 7*) feet 6 &m. I-831, 1-1J3, Water Crcss gammim IE-OS to 1E-OS hte 2 68
setatallator Laguid (to-tense (Figure 3.2-31, 3A-FA Co-8)S, Ca-137. IE-41 ; 64

Flow Diagram Co Se,Co-e# ; 6e
Fig. 88.2-5 ! 6e

ERE esso Camune Spent fuel pool E1.eS2 feet 6 lact >ee I-131, I-133, teater Crone gammme 1E-OS te IE-OS geote 1 *#
ERE 4tet ac6 mt 111stor deineralizer (Fig. 3.2-34 Cs-134, Co-837, 1E-01 *M

SA-EA and 6A-6As Ce Se, Co-60* ; 46
goff-tanet Flow diagram 4e,

Fig. 9.t+13 ; e

i CDE s?w - Camma AeAltaary steam E1. 790 feet 6 tacties C3 eO*, Co-$9, Water Crcss gammna IE-OS to 1E-OS #eote t |4
scintillator condensate (Fag. 4.2-31 Cs-13 4, Cs-13 7 IE-Ot M

toff-1&nes 3A-1Ap Flow diagtam 46
Fig. RJ.4-16 M*

IRE %96 2RE $699 Bet a Safeguards West dert, El.8FI feet Ee-133*, Xe-IDS Aar Cross twta LE-04 to if-04 hte 4 * 64
scantillator t>e a lding 6 inchen, Er-SS 1E-00 ; %

wenttiatioss air (Fig. 1.2-RS, 2A-PA *%
gin-tanet and eA-8tA t *%

Flow daagram Fag. 9.4-2 *%

KpE $7no - Sota Feel ins tiding Vent dect, El. 986 ft. Ke- 13 3 * , Im- 13% Air Crcas twta IE-44 to RE-04 hte 4 * 66
scam 1A11ator wenttistaan air qFig. 1. 2- t$ Er-8$ (E-00 | Se

ein-tames GA-4A ) Flow daagram ;%
F4g. 9.4 2 : %

(PF 5:02 - per a DfvAC room Vent duct, E4.673 ft. Xe- I l l* , h-13% Air Cross twta RE-08 to IE-04 hte 4 * e4
metat t!;ator wentalatica 6 anchen, F r -8t$ Lewy) * $6

(Faq. L.2-35, SA-6 As %
Fline daagr am F ag. 9. 4-2 $**

,
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e GEI"* 4 i

FerrESS siAEIA-tars postMINC SirTDs FAmaM"*1tS

speeaf sed
the ect or m es . * * N eitor 1 orations Frtocatal lastrument Saees for M

( El., Column Coord. , t eot oges hast2 red Measusement Range sec Alaru *M
Onat 1 Unit 2 Detecter Type haitor Service Fagure ramtesse Mam a t or et hd s e Maite s uCa * Cole s uC1/cmIs Set Points *M

1FE 2326 IRE ;;I?s Ceager- Main steam noble E1.873 f eet 6 anches I -II)*, Kr-sti Steam Crcss gamma RE->t to IE-31 Ete 3 ; 68
heller tutw gas (on-limet (Fag. 1.2-14, 65-ES Xe-33S IEe9 5 *M

and Fag. 1.2 20, *M
RSS-esp Flow daagras %
Faq. 10.3 1 ;M

1pE 2327 2RE 2327 Cea m - han steam moble E1. OFB feet 6 asaches Xe-133*, Es-8% Steam Cross gamme 1E41 to IE41 8.ote 3 | 46
h e!!er eutw gas ton-time) (Faq. 1.?-t4 hS-ESi Ie-131 1E+03 : M

and Fig. 1.2-20, *4
115-Est Flas daagram : M
Fig. 50.3-8 : a

spE 22M 2RE 2 3289 Ceager- him steem noble E1. 873 feet % anches Xe-133*, Es-SS Steam Cross gamma LE-Ot to RE *)1 hte I !%
h eller tube gas son-lame) (Fag. 1.2-84, 65-Es Ie-135 IE*0 3 : %

and Fig. 3.2-20, ;%
ttS-esp Flow daagram n
rag. 10.3-1 ;a

Feet Dutidang

3RE en63 cm Spent fuel pool E. 810 feet 6 ametnes I-131 Co-8 37, Ifeter Cross ge m IE-OS to 1E-05 hte I ; M
XDE Sa&S ociat illator water (Fag. 3.2-18, SF-CF, Co-60*, Co-58 1E-O t * 68

detf-lines Flaw usagram ; M
Fag. 9.1-13 : M

Electr acat and Cont rol Sus! dang

DE 5895A Set e Control Room El. 854 feet 4 Ie-Ill*, Xe-13% Aar Cross twta 1E46 to 4E-06 hte 4 | 6p
OE58%A sc ant t!!stor ventilattan tuu h 0 Fig. 1.2-34 Er-45, I.131 1E-42 ; 48
DE 58958 antake 2.94-DA and 7.tA 4 . ;M
DESe%R Flow diagram 9 4 5 : M

Turbane 8esid ag

ape 344 2pE 29w Beta Condenser El. 778 feet Kr-SS, Ee-133' Cao Cross beta IE-)$ to IE,)$ hte 3 * 68
scaptallator off-gas (Faq. 1.2 22, 77-f7 3e-RJS 1E.31 : %

soff-tanol and Fig. 3.2-22, ST-FTp : %
Flow daagram ;%
F6g. 10.4-3 *%
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e EEET S e

PmrESS PADIATIOff se]t.IT3ptge; SYSTDs PAMTERS

Specifaed
rev ert w 90ne . * * Mon & tor (Mat tone Principal lettrument Bases for *M

, 4 E1. , Column Coort , Isat c5*e Beams tored Measurement Range IOC Alarm !M
17n a t i Unat ? Dete-tor Tvpe Mneater Service T1< pare Blunters t 96m a t ered feedA me Made e oc& ' Celi e asC1 ' cal e See Psiae m |M

spE Si>> 2aK S400 Cm Turbase E1. 77% feet 3 traches Co-60*, coa 4, Water Cross gamma RE-CS to 1E-OS Isote 2
scantillator BuildAng s F ig. 1.2-I2, 47-f7 Ca-138,Cs-ll7 RE-01 64

drains 11guid and 8.2-27, 117-fT)

soff-linet Flow diagram Fig. 9. 3-e <

IsMYS

1. Alarm set points are based on procese system requiremento for norme! qmration.
2. Alarm set po&ats are based en of fluent requirements for normal geration.
3. AIare set poaets ase bemed on Steam Generator Tube Duptute iSCfD3 det act som.
4. Alarm set potats are based on aarborne radioactivity consideratsens for perseenel protection.
4. A1are set poeete are based on ver tf scattoe of centatrammet aatagr1ty for accident cond&tsans,
s> . Since these iodine detectors monitor the accumulated activity of asdine La the todsmo adsorber cas ulho, the specified lastrument range * 48

s uct/Co ll and POC sect /Osle are " . ^--* on the freg'soney of the cartridge repla-a, flow rate, sensatirary, and detector count rate.
The act systy conceostratten may be calculated as fallows:
Act tw at y e sCS/cmig = Commt Rate ecounts/ stat

Tamm atace cartradge reple - (sans a Samp&e t'ow rate .cse*! stas a Fractionai cartradge ef f xtency a sensatavsty
ecouete ser man /uCat

The seestt Avity of the detector to e 4E+4 cges/uC&.

7. Alarm setg=&mts are bamaf open leakage detectice. * 60
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1301.1.le2 PreopOrational Activities

Auclear Operations is responsible for the start-up testing activities |60
which are those testing activities up to fuel load. These |68
activities are performed by the CPSES Start-up Staff under the |

direction of the Manager, Start-up and Test. A description of the |

CPSES start-up and test program is presented in Section 14.2. |60

13.1.1.1.3 Technical Support for Nuclear Operations |60

Technical services-and backup support for Nuclear Operations are |60
furnished by Nuclear Engineering, Administration, Support and |
Engineering and Construction. Personnel are available who are | ;

competent in technical matters related to plant safety and other
engineering and scientific support aspects. In the event Nuclear |60
Operations needs assistance with specific problems, the services of |

qualified individuals will be engaged as appropriate. |

The special capabilities that are available are: .|6
i

Nuclear, mechanical, structural, electrical, thermal-hydraulic, |49-

metallurgical and materials, chemistry, and instruments and j

controls engineering | |
!

Nuclear Safety |6; .

Plant Chemistry '
-

Health Physics-

.

Fueling and refueling operations support-

Maintenance support-

.

I
.

'' 2-'
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Manager, Safeteam - The responsibilities of the Manager, Safeteam ares | 60

| ,

Manage the Safeteam Program for the review and investigation of |60-

employee safety concerns. |

Ensure both departing employees and employees with concerns-are |60-

interviewed. |

Maintain the independence and credibility of the Program. |60-

Ensureadequaterasponsesareprovidedtoemployeeswithconcerns.|60-

13.1.1.2.1 Organization - Nuclear Operations |62

Vice President, Nuclear Operations - The responsibilities of the Vice |60
President, Nuclear Operations are: |

EnsureCPSESoperationandmaintenanceactivitiesareconductedin|62-

compliance with federal, state, and local laws, regulations, |

licenses, codes, and within established corporate and NE0 |
policies, plans, and procedures. |

.

Provide direction and guidance to the Manager, Plant Operations; |68-

the Director, Nuclear Training; the Manager, Technical Support; |

the Manager, Plant Support; the Manager, Administrative Support; |

the Plant Evaluation Manager; and the Manager, Start-up and Test. |

: The CPSES operating organization is discussed in Section 13.1.2 and |62
illustrated in Figure 13.1-3. Organizations which support plant |,

operations ere discussed below. j

?

.

.
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,

,

Provide for the review and assessment of reports of nuclear |62
-

1

industry operating experiences, j

Develop CPSES plant specific Emergency Preparedness exercise |62
-

scenarios and conduct the critique of each exercise.
| i

Manager, Technical Support - The responsibilities of the Manager, |62
Technical Support are discussed in Section 13.1.2.2.

|

Manager, Plant Support - The responsibilities of the Manager, Plant |62
Support are discussed in Section 13.1.2.2.

I

Manager, Startup and Test - The responsibilities of the Manager, |68
Startup and Test are discussed in Section 13.1.2.2.

|

13,1.1.2.2 Organization - Administration |60
'

Vice President, Administration - The responsibilities of the Vice | 60
President, Administration are:

|

Provide assistance, as required, in various areas of CPSES |62
-

construction and operation.
|

t

Provide for engineering and administrative services to support |62
-

construction and operation activities at CPSES (and for the |
Operations Review Comittee).

|

.

! .

!
>

'
>

l
,
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60 |- Provide project and site construction management for backfit and
| betterment projects.

60 |- Provide engineering design and drafting services for
| specifications and design documents.

60 |- Provide for external construction personnel and services, as
| needed.

; 60 |- Provide site facilities and support services for the engineering
| and construction forces at CPSES.

60 |- Provide direction and guidance to the Director of Engineering; the
| Director of Construction; and the Director of Projects.

60 |- Direct management of CPSES engineering and construction

| contractors.

.

60 |DirectorofEngineering-TheresponsibilitiesoftheDirectorof
|Engineeringare: <

64 |- Support CPSES managers and the NEO group in the specification,
| review, evaluation, design, and procurement of plant systems,
| apparatus, and materials.

60 |- Perform site selection studies.

60 | Director of Construction - The responsibilities of the Director of
| Construction are:,

|

60 |- Support Engineering and Construction Project Managers by providing |

| field ccistruction management, supervision and labor, and
I construction-engineerino iM orface for CPSES.

68 |
.

.
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Roger D. Walker - Manager, Nuclear Licensing |68

Education: |68

B.S. Operations Managentent - California State University of |68 f
Hayward - 1973 | |

U.S. Navy Nuclear Power School - 1960 |68

Experience: |68

1959 - U.S. Machinist Mate First Class. | 68

1967 - Bruning Company, Laboratory Technician. |68
;

1967 - General Electric Company, Vallecitoes Nuclear Center, |68
Reactor Operator. Licen:ed Reactor Operator. |

1973 - General Electric Company, BWR Training Center, Instructor.- | 68
|

i Licensed Senior Reactor Operator | ,

1974 - V.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Office of Inspection |68
and Enforcement, Nuclear Engineer. |

!
1978 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Reactor Inspector. |68

1979 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Senior Resident |68
Inspector. |

1981 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission , Chief. Projects | 68.

Section 2C, Division of Reactor Projects. |

1984 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. Chief., Operations | 68
Branch. Division "I Peactor Safety. | f

:

i
$ >

e
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,

68 | 1984 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Deputy Director.
| Division of Reactor Projects. |

1 68 | 1984 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Of rector. Olvision of
| Reactor Projects

'
;

68 | 1987 - TV Electric, Assigned as Executive Assistant to Executive
| Vice President, Nuclear Engineering & Operations,

d

68 | 1987 - TV Electric, Assigned as Manager, Nuclear t.icensing.

t

68 | Activities:

68 ; Member - American Nuclear Society
1

,

i
1.

i

|

)

!

:
,

i
: -

,
;

It

i

:
r !

! :
-

!
,

i,
-

.
;
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68 | Owen W. Lowe - Director of Engineering

59 | Education:
68 | BSCE - Tufts University - 1964
68 | MSCE - Tufts University - 1967

59 | Experience:

68 | 1966 - AVC0 Corporation, Systems Division, As a Structural
| Engineer responsible for design of support structures.

68 -| 1971 - Richard J. Donovan, Inc., Consulting, Winchester, Ma, as
| a Structural Engineer.

68 | 1972 - Raytheon Company, Mechanical Systems Laboratory, as a

| Structural Engineer.

68 | 1973 - San-Vel Concrete Corporation, Littleton, Ma, as a Project
| Engineer.

68 | 1974 - Stone and Webster Fnineering Corporation (SWEC),

| Structural Division, as a support engineer (Structural
| Mechainics) .

|
68 | 1975 - SWEC, as the Engineering Mechanics Division Lead Engineer

| for Duquesne Light Company (Beaver Valley 2 Nuclear Power

| Station).

I

l ,68 | 1985 - SWEC, as an Assistant Project Engineer for Northeast
| Vtilities Service Company (Millstone 3 Nuclear Power

! | Station),

i

I 68 | 1986 - SWEC, as an Evalna' ion Team Member for engin--iing
| mechanics activities at Detroit Edispn (Enrico Fermi
| Atomic. Power Plant).,

.

|
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1987 - TV Electric Company as the Manager of Mechanical |68
Engineering, j

'

1987 - Assigned to position of Director of Engineering, Comanche |68
'

Peak Steam Electric Station. |

Affiliations:

American Society of Civil Engineers - Member |68
Professional Engineer Registrations: Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,|68
Connecticut.

|

,

.

1

h
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62 |13.1.2 OPERATING ORGANIZATION

62 | The CPSES Operating Organization is divided into two factions:

68 | 1) Operating Organization - Plant Operations, the Technical Support
| Department, the Test Department, and the Plant Support Department
| organizations are described below.

58 |2) Management and additional support organizations - The Vice

| President, Nuclear Operations; Director, Nuclear Training;
| Manager, Administrative Support; and the Plant Evaluation Manager;
| in Section 13.1.1.2.1.

62 |13.1.2.1 Plant Organization

62 |TheManager,PlantOperationsreportstotheVicePresident, Nuclear
| Operations and is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the

| Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES). Reporting to the
|ManagerPlantOperationsaretheOperationsManager,theMaintenance

,

68 | Manager and the Instrumentation and Controls Manager. Operating
| support is provided by the Technical Support, the Test Department and
| Plant Support Departments as discussed in Sections 13.1.2.2.4 and
|13.1.2.2.5, Reporting interfaces and relationships are shown on
| Figures 13.1-2 and 13.1-3. Quality Assurance is illustrated on

62 | Figure 13.1-2ar.ddiscussedinSection 13.1.1.2.4 (organization) and
| Chapter 17 (program).

13.1.2.2 Personnel Functions, Responsibilities, and Authorities

,60 | In addition to the responsibilities for plant operation and
| maintenance, the Manager, Plant Operations (see Section 13.1.1.2.1) is
|chairmanoftheStationOperationsReviewCommittee(50RC). The

50RC serves in an advisory capacity to the Manager, Plant Operations
15 | on safety-related matters. Tha Manager, Plant Operations is a member

|oftheOperationsReviewCommittee(0RC)ofCPSESoperations. The

| 50RC and ORC are discussed in Section 13.4.
.
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13.1.2.2.1 Operations Department |49

The Operations Manager is responsible for the operation of CPSES and |62
the management and training of Operations Department personnel. He |68
coordinates the generation of power and e.hanges in plant operating |

| modes and participates in the start-up test program and the refueling |
' efforts. The Operations Manager is a member of the 50RC. |

Reporting to the Operations Manager are the Operations Engineering |62
Manager and the Shift Operations Manager. The Operations Engineering |

Manager provides technical assistance for the development and |

maintenance of Operations Department procedures to ensure CPSES is |
operated as prescribed in Section 13.5. The Shift Operations Manager |

directs the Shift Supervisors and is responsible for ensuring that |

shift operations personnel are trained and qualified (see Section |

13.2). He is also responsible for the operation of the radioactive |

waste handling systems and for the procnssing and packaging of |
radioactive waste, ,|

Shift Operations

The Shift Supervisors are members of management responsible to the |62
Shift Operations Manager for the operation of the CPSES units. Each |

Shif t Supervisor is responsible for supervising the evolutions
'

conducted during his shift and ensuring that they are conducted in
accordance with the operating license, station procedures, and
applicable directives and policies. The Shift Supervisors are |62
responsible for supervising shift operations personnel and for |

conducting on-shift training. During periods when senior management |

personnel are not on site, the Shift Supervisor assumes responsibility | 25
for all station activities. The Shift Supervisors are required to | 62
maintain an USNRC Senior Rex Nr Operator License. |

.
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15 |TheAssistantShiftSupervisorsaremembersofmanagementandassist
j the Shift Supervisors in discharging their responsibilities for

25- |supervisionoftheCPSESunits. The Assistant Shift Supervisor may
62 | assume the duties of the Shift Supervisor in his absence. The ,

| Assistant Shift Supervisors are required to maintain an USNRC Senior
|ReactorOperatorLicense.

62 | The Reactor Operators are responsible for routine evolutions on their
| assigned unit and for monitoring the status of that unit. The

| Reactor Operators are supervised by the Shif t Supervisor or an
| Assistant Shift Supervisor and are required to maintain an USNRC
| Reactor Operator License.

15 |AuxiliaryOperatorsworkunderthedirectienoftheShiftSupervisor
62 |oranAssistantShiftSupervisor. The Auxiliary Operators'

|responsibilitiesincludeoperatingequipmentfromtheControlRoomand
| operating and servicing equipment remote from the Control Room at the
|directionofControlRoomoperationspersonnel.

,

62 | Shift Technical' Advisors will be on each shift until such time that
|shiftoperationspersonnelarequalifiedtomeettheapplicable
| education,experienceandtrainingrequirementsofNUREG-0737, October
|31,1980. They work with the Shift Supervisors, but report to the
|OperationsEngineeringManager.

i

! 62 | An Operations Aide functions as the Radwaste Coordinator and is

| responsible to the Shift Operations Manager for the operation of the
|liquidandgaseouswastesystems,andfortheoperationofthemakeup
| water systems. He coordinates the various waste processing and,

62 | packaging activities, as well as makeup water requirements. The
|

| Radwaste Coordinator serves as an interface between the Operations
|DepartmentandotherCPSESpersonnelinvolvedinwasteorwater
|handlingevolutions.

.
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13.1.2.2.2 Maintenance Department |49

The Maintenance Manager is responsible for all maintenance activities | 62 i

associated with mechanical and electrical equipment including |
preventive maintenance programs. The Maintenance Manager ensures |
that maintenance personnel are trained and qualified. He ensures | 68
that maintenance activities during routine operation and refueling |

outages and activities associated with the start-up test program are |

conducted in accordance with approved procedures and instructions, |
regulatory requirements, and applicable policies and directives. The |

Maintenance Manager is responsible for developing and maintaining |62
procedures and instructions as described in Section 13.5. The |
Maintenance Manager is a member of the SORC.

|

Electrical and Mechanical Maintenance |49

The Electrical Maintenance and Mechanical Maintenance Managers are |62
responsible to the Maintenance Manager for the maintenance of ,|

electrical and mechanical plant equipment. They are responsible for |

managing their respective areas through the Electrical and Mechanical |49
Maintenance Supervisors who direct the work of the electricians and

[
mechanics.

|

Their duties include preparation of maintenance procedures and |49
instructions, preventive and corrective maintenance planning and |
scheduling, and ensuring that the maintenance personnel are trained |
and supervised.

|

Maintenance Engineerino |49,

The Maintenance Engineering Manager is responsible to the Maintenance |62
Hanager for providing engineering, technical and administrative i

support to the Maintenance Department.
|

.
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62 | His duties include developing the Preventive Maintenance Program and
|coordinatingtheimplementationofstationmodificationsin
| maintenance. The Preventative Maintenance Program includes the
| Managed Maintenance Program, the Station Planning Program, and the

| | Nondestructive Examination Program.

Managed Maintenance Program

25 |In1978,asystematiceffortwasinitiatedtofindamethodfor
| increasing the reliability and availability of the CPSES units. That

|studyresultedintheimplementationofaManagedMaintenanceProgram
|whichisdesignedtoprovidetheplantstaffwiththemaintenancedata
| and information systems necessary to support proper planning and
|managementofthemaintenanceactivities. This is accomplished by a
| systematic evaluation of each plant component in which all maintenance
|activitiesareidentified,andtheresourcesforperformingthese
|activitiesareassessed. Examples of these resources are:

| manpower,radiationexposure,specialtools,sparetools,spareparts,,
|procedurenumber,andplantconditionrequiredforperformingthe
| activity.

25 |Onceallmaintenanceactivitieshavebeenidentified,twosetsof
| maintenance plans are generated. The first set is the on-line
|preventivemaintenanceplanwhichincludesallofthosemaintenance

64 | activities which can be perfonned with the plant at power. These

|activitiesarescheduledonacomputerwithvariousprintoutsand
| worksheets for the craft and supervisory personnel.

,25 |Thesecondsetofplansincludestheoutage-relatedworkwhichwill
| | nomally be perfomed concurrent with refueling. These activities,

| along with the refueling sequence are plotted on a computer which is
|usedformanagingtheoutage.

.

.
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A significant point to note is that, because of inservice inspection |25
requirements, the outage plan is repetitive with a ten-year cycle. |

The plant staff has completed the outage plans for the first ten-year |
cycle and, because of the repetitive nature of the work, has a plan |
for each year of commercial operation throughout the life of the

|
plant. The Managed Maintenance Program is designed to be an active |
program which will be updated as plant conditions and requirements |
change.

|

13.1.2.2.3 Instrumentation and Controls (I&C) Section | 62

The Instrumentation and Controls Manager is responsible for the |62
supervision of the instrumentation and Controls personnel. He is |

responsible for ensuring the proper installation, calibrating, |
testing, and maintenance of station instrumentation and control

|
systems. In discharging these responsibilities, he ensures that !&C |
technicians are trained and that safety-related activities are |
conducted in accordance with applicable procedures, instructions, ,|

policies, and regulations. The I&C Supervisors are responsible to |
the 1&C Manager for directing the day-to-day activities of the I&C |
Technicians.

|
i
i

13.1.2.2.4 Technical Support | 62

The Manager, Technical Support reports to the Vice President, Nuclear |62
| Operations and is responsible for managing the Technical Support |

Department and for providing technical support and services for plant |
| operations. He is charged with the responsibility for station |68

chemistry, radiation protection, results engineering, environmental |,

monitoring, and regulatory compliance. The Manager, Technical |
| Support is a member of the 50RC. |62!

|

|
|

.

|

|

l
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25 | Radiation Protection

62 | The Radiation Protection Manager is responsible for the supervision of
| Radiation Protection Supervisors, for the transportation of radio-
| active material, for the CPSES Radiation Protection program (see
| Section 12.5) and for implementation of the station policy of
|maintainingoperationalradiationexposures"aslowasreasonably
| achievable." In discharging these responsibilities, he ensures that
|hispersonnelaretrainedandthatsafety-relatedactivitiesare

62 |conductedinaccordancewithapplicableprocedures, instructions,
|policiesandregulations.

62 | The Radwaste Transportation Coordinator is responsible to the
|RadiationProtectionManagerfortheshippingandreceivingofall
| radioactive material and the handling, processing and storage of solid
| radioactive waste. The Radwaste Transportation Coordinator is

46 | responsible for implementing the procedures which direct the conduct
| of radiation protection personnel during these operations. He also

,

| insures that radiation protection personnel are trained in applicable
| 00T and NRC regulations.

25 | Chemistry & Environmental

62 | The Chemistry & Environmental Manager is responsible for the
| supervision of chemistry personnel, for monitoring and maintaining,

| the station's fluid systems chemistry and for implementing the station
| environmental monitoring program. In discharging these
| responsibilities,heensuresthathispersonnelaretrainedandthat

! | safety-relatedactivitiesareconductedinaccordancewithapplicable,

| procedures, instructions,policiesandregulations.

.

|
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Results Engineering

(

The Results Engineering Manager is responsible for performing duties |68
and providing support in the areas of technical support, testing, and [

design modification implementation. The Results Engineering Manager j

supervises a staff of engineers who are responsible for performing the | 62
various duties mentioned above. These engineers primarily have |

experience and training in the areas of electrical, nuclear, or j

mechanical engineering. |

13.1.2.2.5 Plant Support | 62

The Manager, Plant Support reports to the Vice President, Nuclear |62
Operations and is responsible for Station Security, Warehouse |

activities, safety services, and fire protection. |

Station Security |62

The Security Manager is responsible for the overall development and |62
implementation of the plant and site security programs. The Plant |

Security Supervisor is responsible for the activities of the Plant |

Security Force and for implementing the Station Security Plan as |

described in Section 13.6. The Industrial Security Supervisor is |

responsible for the activities of the Industrial Security Force and |

for implementing site security outside of the protected area. |

Safety Services | 62

The Safety Services Manager is responsible for industrial safety and |62,

fire protection. The Fire Protection Supervisor reports to the |

Safety Services Manager and is responsible for the fire protection }

program and for the activities of the CPSES Fire Brigade. j

.

9
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68 |13.1.2.2.6 Test Department

68 | The Manager, Startup and Test reports to the Vice President, Nuclear
|OperationsandisresponsibleformanagingtheTestDepartment
| personnel. He is responsible for the Startup program for both units,
| including the initial startup. The startup program is described in
| section 14.2. The Manager, Startup and Test is also responsible for
| design modification acceptance tests, station perfonnance tests, and
| those assigned station surveillance tests (typically the 18 month
|intervaltestsorintegratedtestssuchasILRT). The Manager,
|StartupandTestisamemberofthe50RCfortestrelatedactivities.

68 | 13.1.2.2.7 Supervisory Succession

15 |TheManager,PlantOperationsisresponsiblefortheoperationof
62 |CPSES. If the Manager, Plant Operations is absent or becomes

| incapacitated, then, unless othemise designated, the following
| members of his staff assume his responsibilities in the order listed:.

62 | 1. Operations Manager
62 | 2. Maintenance Manager

During back shift and weekend periods when the station staff is not on
site, the Shift Supervisor is responsible for all activities at CPSES.

|
13.1.2.3 Shift Crew Composition

|

The minimum on-duty shift complement for various modes of single and
| dual unit operation is shown in Table 13.1-2 and is as follows:,

A Shift Supervisor shall be onsite at all times when at least one unit
| is loaded with fuel.
1

.

I
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68 |CharlesE. Scott-Manager, Start-upandTest

60 | Education:
60 | BSEE - New Mexico State University - 1972

60 | Experience:

60 | 1970 - Houston Lighting and Power. Employed as a Co-op Engineer

| in Distribution / Substation Engineering.

60 | 1971 - El Paso Electric. Employed as a night dispatcher at

| Mesilla Valley Service Center.

60 | 1973 - Dallas Power and Light. Operating Division and
| Construction Coordination. Associate Engineer

| responsible for coordinating various phases of

| distribution construction.
.

60 | 1975 - Texas Utilities Generating Company, Big Brown SES.

| Employed as a power engineer providing technical and

| administrative assistance in all areas of operation for 2-
| 575 MW Lignite-fired generating units.

60 | 1977 - Monticello SES - Electrical Start-up Lead. Responsible

| for testing, troubleshooting and initial operation of all
| plant electrical systems, precipitator and scrubber for
| 750 MW lignite-fired generating unit.

| ,60 | 1978 - Comanche Peak SES - Electrical Start-up. Initial testing
| and operation of electrical systems, plant equipment and
| final walkdown of all plant electrical turnovers,

i

1980 - Assigned position of Maintenance Engineer at f MES Plant
60 | Operations. Responsible for technical direction for the

; | maintenance organization, direction of contractors and

| developing and coordinating plant outages.-

|
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1982 - Assigned position of Electrical Maintenance Engineer at |60
CPSES. Accountable for all phases of electrical |

maintenance including developing and implementing the |

Meter and Relay program. |

1985 - Assigned as Manager, Start-up, TUGCO. |60

1987 - Assigned as Manager, Startup and Test, CPSES. |68

;

f

.

-

|

|

|
.
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68 | Results Engineering Manager - To be Anncunced

|

l

|

|

|

|
,

!
!
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Table 13.1-1
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MIN. MAX.

INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL TECHNICIAN 2 1(2) | 62
MANAGER, TECHNICAL SUPPORT X 8 1 4 |62;

MANAGER, PLANT SUPPORT X(1) 5 1 2 | 62
RESULTS ENGINEERING MANAGER X 6 2 4 | 62
RADIATION PRDTECTION MANAGER X 5 2 2 4 | 62
CHEMISTRY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGER X 5 1 2 4 | 62
CHEMISTRY AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERVISOR X 4 2 4 | 62
CHEMISTRY AND ENVIRONMENTAL STAFF X | 62

CHEMIST | 62
RADIATION PROTECTION TECHNICIAN 2 1(2) | 62
CHEMISTRY AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICIAN 2 1(2) | 62
MANAGER, OPERATIONS QA X 2 6 1 4 | 62
MANAGER, STARTUP AND TEST X 8 2 | 68

NOTE: (1) Desirable, but not mandatory

(2) Recommended in addition to experience requirement

(3) Source Regulatory Guide 1.8
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65 |- Operations
65 | Maintenance
65 | Instrumentation & Control
65 | Technical Support
65 | Radiation Protection
65 | Quality Assurance
65 | Emergency Planning
65 | Security
68 | Test

65 | The members and their alternates, including the alternate for the
| chairman shall be designated, in writing, by the Vice President,
|NuclearOperations.

13.4.1.1.2 50RC Membership Qualifications

The qualifications of the regular members of the SORC will be as
stated ir, Section 13.1.3.1, Minimum Qualification Requirements.

13.4.1.1.3 Conduct of 50RC Meetings

Meetings of the 50RC will be held on a routinely scheduled basis at
intervals of a least once per calendar month. Special meetings may be
called as needed by the 50RC Chairman or by the 50RC Vice Chairman in

55 |theabsenceofthe50RCChairman. A quorum of 50RC members will
| consist of the Chairman, or in his absence, the Vice Chairman, and
| four of the remaining regular members or their designated alternates.

An agenda whose items will be submitted by the committee members

will be prepared prior to each regular 50RC meeting. Minutes of each
SORC meeting will be recorded and these minutes along with other
pertinent documentation will become a part of the permanent plant

,
records.

.
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6. Abnormal occurrences and unusual events.

7. Emergency Plan activities.

55 | 8. Safety evaluations for: procedures, changes to procedures.
| equipment, systems, or f acilities, and tests or experiments
| completed under the provisions of 10CFR50.59 to verify that such
| actions did not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

55 |9. Indications of deficiency in design or operation of nuclear-
| safety-related systems.

68 |10. Review Test program activities.

55 |11. Any other nuclear-safety-related matter as defined appropriate by
| the Manager, Plant Operations.

15 |13.4.2 INDEPENDENT REVIEW

15 | Activities affecting station safety occurring during the CPSES
| operational phase will be independently reviewed by the Independent
| Safety Engineering Group (ISEG) and the Operations Review Committee

| (ORC).

15 |13.4.2.1 Independent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG)

15 |TheIndependentSafetyEngineeringGroupistheorganizationwhose
65 | function is to perform independent reviews of plant operations. It

|consistsofagroupofoffsiteengineerswhoreporttothePlant
| Evaluation Manager. This group will have experience and training in

59 |nuclearpowerplantoperationsandengineering.
.

.
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| Q442.2
1. Definition of the specific area where the reactor operator who is | 3

at the controls of the unit must remain. This area is shown on j 59
Figure 13.5-1 and defines the area of applicability of position |

C.1.n of Regulatory Guide 1.29 (See Appendix 1A(B)). |

2. Measures to control access to the Control Room.

3. Procedures for proper shift relief and turnover.

4. Procedures and instructions for the control of log and record | 53
keeping.

|

During station operation, the Shif t Supervisor shall be responsible
for ensuring that equipment control procedures are followed and
properly implemented. These procedures will provide control of
equipment, as necessary, to maintain personnel safety and reactor
safety, and to avoid unauthorized operation of equipment. To secure |55
and identify equipment in a controlled status, measures such as |

temporary bypass lines, electrical jumpers, lifted electrical leads, |

and temporary trip point settings shall be controlled by approved |

procedures which shall include requirements for independent |
verification where appropriate. A log will be maintained of the |

current status of temporary modifications which are not specified and |
controlled by approved procedures or instructions. |

| 68
The plant operations, Test, and technical support departments shall be | 68
responsible for developing and implementing procedures, instructions |

and schedules to describe and control a surveillance inspection |

13.5-5
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53 | Maintenance of safety-related equipment aill be properly pre-planned
| and performed in accordance with written procedures, written
| instructions, or drawings appropriate to the circumstances (for
| example,skillsnormallypossessedbyqualifiedmaintenancepersonnel
|maynotrequiredetailedstep-by-stepdelineationinawritten

4

65 | procedure). It is the responsibility of the Maintenance Manager to
| implement a maintenance program for safety-related mechanical and

68 | electrical equipment. It is the responsibility of the Manager,
.| Start-upandTesttoassistinperformancetestingofsafety-related
I mechanical and electrical equipment to assure adequate levels of
| performance. It is the responsibility of the Instrument and Controls

,

65 | Manager to implement a maintenance program for safety-related
| instruments and controls.

General rules for the control and administration of the maintenance
53 |programwillbewrittenbeforefuelloading. These general rules will

| form the basis for developing the repair or replacement procedures and
| instructions at the time of failure.

53 |Proceduresandinstructionswillbewrittenearlyinplantlifefor
|maintenanceofsafety-relatedequipmentexpectedtorequirerecurring
| maintenance. When failure of safety-related equipment occurs, the
|causewillbeevaluated;however,sincetheprobabilityoffailureis
| usually unknown and the timo and mode of failure are usually
j unpredictable, procedures and instructions will not generally be
| written for repair of n.ost equipment prior to failure. As experience
| is gained in operation of the plant, routine maintenance will be
| altered to improve equipment performance and repair procedures and
|instructionswillbewrittenandimprovedasrequired.

.

A preventive maintenance schedule will be developed which will
describe the frequency and type of maintenance to be performed. A

preliminary schedule will be riaveloped early in plant lifa and will be
refined and changed as expeiim:e with the equipment is uained.

13.5-10
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13.5.2.2.7 Security Procedures

65 | It is the responsibility of the Security Manager to prepare and
|maintaindetailed,writtenandapprovedprocedurestoimplementthe
|securityplan. These procedures will supplement the physical

barriers and other features designed to control a: cess to the station
and, as appropriate, to vital areas within the station. Information
concerning specific design features and administrative provisions of
the security plan is accorded limited distribution on a need-to-know
basis. The security procedures are discussed in greater detail in
Section 13.6, Industrial Security.

13.5.2.2.8 Fuel Handling Procedures

65 | The Manager, Technical Support is responsible for developing fuel
| handling procedures to include receipt and receipt inspection,
| fueling /refuelingandfuelhandling,storageoffuel,andfuel
| shipment.

13.5.2.2.9 Fire Protection Procedures
Q422.3 |

65 | The Fire Protection Supervisor is responsible for the preparation and
| implementation of procedures for fire protection. These procedures

3 | are described in more detail in FSAR Section 13.3 Appendix B, Section
|4.0.

68 |13.5.2.2.10 Test Procedures

,
68 | The Manager, Startup and Test is responsible for the preparation and

| implementation of procedures for prerequisite, preoperational.

| acceptance,designmodificationacceptance,stationperformance,
|initialstartuptests,andthosesurveillancetestsassignedtothe
|TestDepartment.

i
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14.2 INITIAL TEST PROGRAM

14.2.1 SU M ARY OF TEST PROGRAM AND OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the startup program for Comanche Peak Steam Electric

Station (CPSES) is to assure that the installed station structures,
systems and components will be subjected to tests as required to
verify that the plant has been properly designed and constructed and
is ready to operate in a manner that will not endanger the health and
safety of the public, and to provide assurance of total plant
reliability for operation. The startup program will also ensure that
the procedures for operating the plant safely have been evaluated and
dtm9nstrated, and that the operating organization is knowledgeable
about the plant and procedures and is prepared to safely operate the
facility.

The necessary procedures to control, implement, and document the test |68
program are established by the Test Department Administration Manual

|

and the Station Administration Manual, and summarized in the following j
sections. TV Electric, as the applicant, has responsibility for |

overall direction and management of the startup program.
,

The testing activities to be performed on safety-related systems at |11
the CPSES are divided into three major phases: prerequisite testing, |

preoperational testing and initial startup testing. Prerequisite |

testing will be conducted in order to verify the integrity, proper |

installation, cleanliness, and functional operability of the system |
components.

|

.
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For systems and components which have no nuclear safety-related
requirements, acceptance testing will be performed to verify proper
system performance and to ensure reliable and efficient operation of
the plant. There are no unique or "first of a kind" design features
of CPSES which require special testing provisions.

Preoperational and initial startup tests will be conducted in
accordance with approved tests procedures. Review, approval, and |68
revision of test procedures and the evaluation and disposition of test |
results will be accomplished by methods specified in the Test |

Department Administrative procedures and summarized in Section 14.2.3. |

The startup program will utilize, to the extent practical, operations
personnel and operating procedures to provide familiarization with the
plant installation and demonstrate the adequacy of operating
procedures.

Testing activities will be coordinated through a Joint Test Group |68
(JTG), as described in Section 14.2.2.5.

|

|68
14.2.2 ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

14.2.2.1 General Description

TV Electric is responsible for the overall administration and | 37
technical direction of the CPSES startup program. The Manager, |68
Startup and Test is responsible for the coordination, direction, and j

implementation of the startup program. |

.
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68 | The Test Department organization is shown in Figure 14.2-1. The JTG
37 | organization is shown in Figure 14.2-2. The 50RC membership is

| described in Section 13.4.1 1.1.

68 |14.2.2.2 Test Department Organizational Responsibilities

68 |ThedutiesandresponsibilitiesoftheTestDepartmentunderthe
_|directionoftheManager,StartupandTestareasfollows:

38 |1. Preparation of testing schedules;

38 | 2. Coordination with appropriate construction organizations for
| release of completed components / systems to facilitate testing;

38 |3. Coordination with the appropriate engineering organizations to
| resolve component / system design and operating problems;

38 |4. Preparation of test procedures;

5. Conduct tests to demonstrate adequate and safe component and
system perfonnance.

68 |6. Perform the initi,al startup test sequence to ensure a safe and
| orderly power ascension program.

|
|

|

|

|

\
,

.
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Support personnel including craft labor and technicians who will be | 68
engaged in testing activities may be supplied by TV Electric or |

contractors. The number of such support personnel will vary according |
to test program requirements.

14.2.2.2.1 Manager, Startup and Test |68

The Manager, Startup and Test will supervise all testing personnel | 68
assigned to the Test Department. The responsibilities of the |
Manager, Startup and Test include:

|

1. Chairman of the JTG; j68

2. Membership on the 50RC for test activities. |68

3. Administration of the development of plans and schedules |68
regarding the status of the startup program; |

4. Administration of the development of individual test procedures; | 38
.

5. Continuing analysis of construction and equipment installation | 38
schedules for compatability with testing schedules and |

implementation of corrective actions to minimize conflicts; |

|

6. Review test procedures and results or assure that such reviews |68
are conducted by qualified personnel within the Test Department; |

|
i
i

.

>
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68 | 7. Assure proper and timely notifications and reports pertaining to
| testing activities are submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory
| Comission and other regulatory agencies.

38 | 14.2.2.2.2 Lead Startup Engineer

38 |TheLeadStartupEngineerwillprovidetechnicaldirectiontosystem
|testengineersandothersassignedtothepreoperationaltestgroup
|andwillhavethefollowingdutiesandresponsibilities:

68 | 1. Review of Test Department administrative and prerequisite test
| procedures and ensure that the procedures and test results have
| been approved at the appropriate level;

68 | 2. Review and submittal of design change requests originated by the
| Test Department in accordance with the appropriate Test
| Department Administrative Procedures;

68 | 3. Assure testing activities are conducted in accordance with the
| Quality Assurance Program and applicable procedures.

68 |14.2.2.2.3 Unit 1 Test Manager

68 | The Unit 1 Test Manager is responsible for the completion of the Unit
j 1 test program through commercial operation. This responsibility,

! | comences with the Unit 1 Prestart Test Program and includes the
j following:

j 68 | 1. Development and implementation of the Unit 1 Prestart Test

| | program;

68 |2. Development and implementation of the Test Department
j surveillance tests;

i

.

i
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3. Development and implementation of '1e itial startup program; I 68
and

|

4. Coordination of the Unit 1 testing with those activities of |68
engineering, construction, and operatiens required to support the j
startup program.

|

14.2.2.2.4 System Test Engineers |68

The duties and responsibilities of the system test engineers include:

1. Preparation of assigned test procedures to direct and guide
specific tests in accordance with a standard format;

2. Direction to support personnel and others during performance of
tests including appropriate interface with station oporators;

3. Ensuring the safety of personnel and plant equipment during
testing;

4. Familiarization of support personnel with specific tests;

5. Identification of deficiencies that could adversely affect test
performance;

6. Assembly of test data and preparation of test reports for
evaluation of test results by others;

j 7. Implementation of tagging procedures; and

|

8. Responsibility to disallow or terminate testing due to conditions
which could endanger personnel or equipment.

'

.

I
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14.2.2.3 Operating Staff

The CPSES operating staff will be involved in the startup program in
several capacities throughout preoperational and initial startup
testing. This involvement will include review of test procedures and
results and the direct participation of operating personnel in test

38 | activities. TV Electric maintenance personnel will assume the
| responsibility for performing routine preventative and corrective
| maintenance activities on station components when they are released
| from construction to the preoperational testing group. Operating
|stafftechnicianswillbeassignedtoassistsystemtestengineersin
|performingtests. Station operators will assist system test

engineers in performing tests and will take over the routine
operations of systems for which prerequisite-type testing has been
completed. The operating staff will direct the fuel loading and will
be responsible for the operation of the plant during initial startup
testing..

L

68 | The technical operating staff is divided into four departments headed
P

| by the Operations Manager; Maintenance Manager; Manager, Startup &
| Test; and Manager, Technical Support; respectively. The Operations

15 | and Maintenance Managers report administrative 1y and technically to
|theManager,PlantOperations. The duties and responsibilities of
| the operating staff during plant operation are described in Chapter

| | 13. The duties of key operating personnel with regard to the startup
program are summarized below.

| 60 | 14.2.2.3.1 Vice President, Nuclear Operations
!

60 | The Vice President, Nuclear Operations has overall responsibility for
j station operations.

|

|
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14.2.2.3.2 Manager, Plant Operations

|The Manager, Plant Operations will provide a continuing analysis of |68 '

testing schedules, operator training schedules, and plant operating |

staff workloads in order to minimite conflicts with the startup |,

program, and he also will provide coordination between the operating |

staff and the Test Department. The Manager, Plant Operations will |

coordinate any required changes to station operating procedures based |38
upon test results. |

|68
14.2.2.3.3 Operations Department

The Operations Manager is a member o the JTG, He will be |68
responsible for the proper operation of all equipment in the custody |

of the operations department and for ensuring that the conduct of the |

startup program does not place the plant in an unsafe condition. He | ,

willprovidepersonnelfromtheoperatingstaffasrequiredtosupport|33
the conduct of testing activities. In addition, he will direct the |

development of station opercting procedures.

The shift supervisors report to the Operations Manager and are |62
; responsible for the safe operation of the plant during assigned |~

shifts. They also are responsible for the implementation of |

appropriate safety and custody tagging procedures and have the
responsibility to disallow or terminate testing due to conditions
which could endanger personnel or equipment or violate technical
specifications.

'

,

|
|
!
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14.2.2.3.4 Maintenance Department

62 | The Maintenance Manager will be responsible for performing preventive
-| and corrective maintenance'when required on components and systems

[ that iiave been turned over from construction to TV Electric. He will
33 |providepersonnelfromthemaintenancedepartmenttosupporttesting

|activitiesasrequired.

62 |14.2.2.3.5 Technical Support Department

62 | The Mariager, Technical Support is a member and serves as the Vice

.|ChairmanoftheJTG. He will coordinate the review of all
60 | preoperational test procedures and results by the appropriate
62 | operating staff personnel. The Manager, Technical Support will

| provide personnel from the technical support department a: required to
|supporttcstingactivities.

68 |

56 | 14.2.2.3.6 Director, Quality Assurance

68 i The Director, Quality Assurance is responsible for approving and
| verifying implementation of the TV Electric CPSES QA Program

14.2.2.4 Major Participating Organizations

60 | 14.2.2.4.1 Engineering and Construction

60 | Engineering and Construction will be responsible for assisting to the
| | extent required in ensering that tests sufficiently verify the

| adequacy of system design and in the formulation of changes required
jtocorrectdetecteddesigndeficiencies. This responsibility

includes:
i

46 |1. Review of preoperational test objectives and acceptance criteriaj

| to verify implementation of operating license commitments and

| co,nsistency with the station safety analyses;

hh.'14.2-10
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2. Review and approval of design change requests originated during
the course of the startup program.

3. Management of Contractors ( e.g. Gibbs & Hill, Brown & Root, | 15
Westinghouse).

|

4. Technical review and comments of Unit 2 preoperational test |46
procedures objectives and acceptance criteria, prior to approval. |

14.2.2.4.2 Brown & Root, Inc. (B&R) | 68

B&R, as the constructor for CPSES, is responsible for the construction
completion, performance of associated constructions tests, and orderly
release of components and systems to TV Electric consistent with the
startup program schedules. This responsibility includes:

1. Completion of construction and construction testing activities;

2. Provision of craf t technical manpower support as required for | 11
performance of the startup program. |

14.2.2.4.3 Westinghouse Electric Corporation |68

Westinghouse, as the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) supplier, is |60,,
,

responsible for providing technical direction to TV Electric during |

preoperational and initial startup testing performed on the NSSS and |
associated auxiliary equipment. Technical direction is defined as i

| technical guidance, advice and counsel based on current engineering, |
installation, and testing practices. This responsibility includes: |

.
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1. Assignment of personnel to provide advice and assistance to TV

Electric for test and operation of all equipment and systems in
the Westinghouse area of responsibility.

2. Assignment of an operational physicist to the site organization
during fuel loading and power testing; and

3. Provision of test procedure outlines and technical assistance for
tests of Westinghouse furnished components and systems.

68 |14.2.2.4.4 Allis-Chalmers Power Systems, Inc. (ACPSI)

ACPSI, as supplier of the main turbine generator set, is responsible
for providing technical direction to TV Electric during preoperational
and initial startup testing performed on the turbine generator and
related auxiliary equipment.

37 |

14.2.2.5 Joint Test Group (JTG)

68 | The Joint Test Group (JTG) is comprised of certain station supervisory
|andtechnicalpersonnelasdescribedinSection 14.2.2.5.1. The JTG

|functionsasasubcommitteeoftheStationOperationsReviewCommittee
| (50RC) for testing matters. The JTG is charged with reviewing
| testing activities described in 14.2.2.5.2 and advising the 50RC on
|thedispositionofthoseitemsreviewed.

I

1

!

.
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14.2.2.5.1 JTG Membership | 68

As a minimum, the Joint Test Group (JTG) shall be composed of | 68 ,

managers, supervisors, or engineers from the organizations listed |
below. The Manager, Startup and Test serves as the chairman of the |
JTG.

|

Test |68
Operations |68
Technical Support | 68
Engineering and Construction | 68
Westinghouse (for all matters concerning preoperational testing | 68
performed on the NSSS and associated auxiliary systems) |

The members and their alternates, including the alternate for the 168
chairman shall be designated in writing by their cognizant Vice |
President. |

The primary function of the JTG is the review and approval of all | 68
preoperational and initial startup program test procedures, procedure |
revisions, and test results.

|

| 68
'

In addition to the above, representatives of other organizations will
participate, as requested by the group chairman.

14.2.2.6 Quality Assurance

The TV Electric Quality Assurance Department is responsible for | 68
assuring the quality of construction. plant testing, and operations |

activities as described in Chapter 17. |

.
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14.2.2.7 Qualifications of Key Personnel
4

0423.1 |

Q423.7 |

0423.21 |
,

68 |Theminimumqualificationsofindividualsresponsibleforreviewand
| approval of preoperational and initial startup test procedures and
| results shall be; (1) Bachelor's degree in engineering or the physical
I sciences and four years of applicable power plant experience; or (2)
| high school diploma or equivalent and eight years of applicable power
| plant experience. Credit for up to two years for related technical

40 |trainingmaybesubstitutedonaone-for-onetimebasis. A minimum

of two years shall be applicable nuclear power plant experience.
68 |

37 |Theminimumqualificationsofindividualthatdirectorsupervisethe
| conduct of preoperational test at the time of performance of the
l duties, shall be; (1) Bachelor's degree in engineering or the physical

'

Isciencesandoneyearofexperienceinpowerplanttestingor
| operation, included in the one year shall be three months of
| familiarization of system and component operation unique to the design
| of similar nuclear power plants at which the individual will be
j employed, or (2) a high school diploma or equivalent and four years of
| experience in power plant testing or operation or credit for up to two
|yearsforrelatedtechnicaltrainingmaybesubstitutedonaone-for-
|onetimebasis, included in the four years shall be three months of
| familiarization of system and component operation unique to the design
| of similar nuclear power plants at which the individual will be
jemployed.

-37 |Theminimumqualificationsofindividualsthatdirectorsupervisethe
|conductofinitialstartuptestatthetimeofperformanceofthe
| duties,shallbe: (1) Bachelor's degree in engineering or the
|physicalsciencesandtwoyearsofexperienceinpowerplanttesting
|oroperation. Included in the two years shall be a minimum of one
|yearofnuclearpowerplanttesting,operationortrainingona
| nuclear facility, or (2) a high school diploma or equivalent and five
| years 5fexperienceinpowerplanttestingofwhichtwoyearswill

b14.2-14 V
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be nuclear power plant experience. Credit for up to two years for | 37
related tecimical training may be substituted on a one-for-one tie j

basis. |,m
1

All test personnel will be indoctrinated in the use of Test Department | 68
and applicable station administrative control procedures, test |

procedures and familiarized with all applicable quality assurance |
requirements. |

14.2.3 TEST PROCEDURES

14.2.3.1 General

All preoperational and initial startup tests will be performed in |37
accordance .vith written approved test procedures. The following [

sections describe the general methods employed to control procedure
development and review, and they also describe the responsibilities of
the various organizational _ units participating in this process.

The detailed controls and methods will be prescribed in the startup | 37
administrative procedures and station administrative procedures, as |
applicable. |

14.2.3.2 Development of Test Procedures | 37

Thr Manager, Startup and Test is responsible for the development of |68
all preoperational and initial startup procedures and maintenance of |

tte test procedure indexes and preparation schedules. |

|68
Techn.*.al informatioa required for the preparation of the test
procedu.es will be provided by the appropriate engineering
organizations. This information will consist of system descriptions,
technical specifications. design drawings and other technical
documents which define the functional requirements and performance
objectives for the various systems and components. Additional
technic'ai data may also be obtained froni the various component vendors
dnd other contractors as required.

bib b14.2-15
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The functional requirements provided by the system designers will be
incorporated into the acceptance criteria for each test procedure.
This information will also be used by the system test engineer in
developing the detailed test methods which ensure that the capability
of systems and components to function properly within design:

specifications is adequately demonstrated.

14.2.3.3 Review and Approval of Test Procedures

Preoperational and initial startup test procedures will be reviewed by
members of the plant operating staff and appropriate design
organizations.

68 | Preoperational and initial startup test procedures will be forwarded
| to appropriate members of the Joint Test Group for review and

| comment.

68 | The responsibility for final approval of all preoperational and
| initial startup test procedures rests with the Chairman of the Joint
| Test Group (JTG).

11 | 14.2.3.4 Format of Test Procedures

68 |Allpreoperationalandinitialstartuptestswillbepreparedbasedon
| formats specified by Test Department administrative procedures. This-

,

standard format will help ensure that each procedure contains all
information and instructions required to satisfactorily perform and
document the test.

4

.
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The procedures format and content will reflect the guidance provided |11
in Regulatory Guide 1.68 as discussed in Appendix 1A(B). The |-

standard format will include, as a minimum, the following: [

1. Test Objectives:

A detailed statement of the test objectives and method of system
operation to be demonstrated.

2. References:

References to technical specifications, supporting procedures,
vendor's manual, or other technical documents will be included as
required.

3. Prerequisites and initial Conditions:
This section will specify prerequisites to ensure that all
relevant initial conditions are satisfied and that the
prerequisite tests and construction activities have been
satisfactorily completed.

4. Precautions and Limitations:
Precautions and limitations relating to personnel safety,
equipment inte_grity, and overall plant safety will be specified.

|

'
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5. Detailed Test Method:
The test method will contain detailed step by step instructions
for operating the system in the test configuration, performing
actual test manipulations, and for use of off-aormal procedures
such as jumper cables or mechanical bypasses and restoration of
the system to normal status following test. The detailed test
instructions will utilize normal and emergency station operating
procedures to the extent practical.

6. Acceptance Criteria:
The performance objectives and functional requirements for system
operations will be specified. The criteria used to judge the
success or failure of the test may be qualitative or
quantitative.

7. Data Collection:
Provisions will be made for recording all pertinent test data
regarding system conditions and performance. Records will
identify the observer, type of instrumentation, acceptability of
results, and any deficiencies, and will become a part of the
permanent station records.

14.2.3.5 Revisions to Procedures

68 |Revisionstopreoperationalandinitialstartuptestprocedureswill
| be reviewed and approved by appropriate members of the JTG.

38 |PreoperationalandInitialStartupTestproceduremodifications
| required during conduct of test will be approved as follows,

38 |1. Preoperational Test Procedures

.
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Test procedure modifications that do not change the intent |38a.

of the test will be approved by the system test engineer. |

b. Test procedure modifications that change the intent of the |38
test will be approved by the system test engineer and j

another member of the startup organization qualified to |

review preoperational test procedures. |

c. All procedure modifications will be included with the |38
completed procedure and be subject to review and approval |

with the test results as described by paragraph 14.2.5. |

2. Initial Startup Test Procedures |38

Modifications to initial startup tests that do not change | 38a.

: the intent of the test will have the shift supervisor's |

concurrence and approval of the person in charge of the |
test. |

b. Modifications to initial startup tests that change the |68
intent of the test will be reviewed and approved by the |

JTG. |

14.2.4 CONDUCT OF TEST PROGRAM

14.2.4.1 Administrative Procedures

The conduct of the startup program will be controlled by the CPSES |68
Test Department Administrative Procedures Manual. These procedures |

will prescribe controls for startup activities such as the following: |37

;

.

I

i

i
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1. Preparation, review and approval, of test procedures

37 |2. Turnover of systems

3. Format and content of test procedures

11 | 4. Safety and custody tagging procedures

11 |S. Temporary system modifications

11 |6. Design change processing

11 | 7. Test deficiency processing

11 |8. Review of Reactor Operating /Startup experiences.

40 | 14.2.4.2 Prerequisite Testing

40 | Startup Administrative procedures will be established to ensure that
|applicableprerequisitesaremetbeforetestingisinitiated. Upon

|completionofconstructionphaseactivities,custodyofthe
| component /systemwillbetransferredtoTVElectricforconductof
| prerequisite testing and preoperational testing. During the turnover

,

| process, systems and components will be reviewed for completeness,
|installationdamageandconformancewithappropriateinstallation
| and/or design documents. Outstanding construction, document and test
| deficiencies will be identified and controlled prior to fuel load.

j 14.2.4.3 Preoperational and initial Startup Testing

68 |Technicaldirectionandadministration,includingtestprocedure
| preparation,testexecution,anddatarecording,ofthepreoperational
| and initial startup testing is the responsibility of the

gl({ (th14.2-20
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Test Department, with the operating staff retaining responsibility for | 68
performing actual equipment operations and maintenance. |

The Manager, Startup and Test is responsible for the administration |68
and implementation of all preoperational and initial startup testing |

activities during the startup program. |

|68
The system test engineers will direct support personnel in the
performance of tests and will provide appropriate interface with
station operators. The shift supervisors will be responsible for
insuring that the conduct of testing does not place the plant in an
unsafe condition at any time. Additionally, the shift supervisors and
system test engineers have the authority to terminate or disallow
testing at any time.

14.2.4.4 Test Prerequisites

1

Each test procedure will contain a set of prerequisites and initial |68
conditions as prescribed by the Test Department Administrative |
procedures. The system test engineer will ensure that all specified |

prerequisites are met prior to performing the test. The format for
,

test procedures is described in Section 14.2.3.4.

14.2.4.5 Phase Evaluation
.

Between each major phase of the test program the test results for all |68
tests that have been performed will be reviewed by the JTG. |

.
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11 | This review ensures that all required systems have been tested

| satisfactorily and that test results are approved before proceeding to
|thenextstageoftesting. This review is described in Section
|14.2.5.

14.2.4.6 Design Modifications

Modifications to the design of safety-related equipment during the
test program may be initiated in order to correct deficiencies
discovered as a result of testing. Any such modification will be
referred to the appropriate engineering organization for approval.
Modifications made to safety-related components or systems af ter
completion of preoperational or initial startup testing will be
reviewed for retesting requirements on affected portions of the
system.

.

11 | 14.2.5 REVIEW, EVALVATION, AND APPROVAL OF TEST RESULTS

11 | Following completion of a particular test, the responsible system test
68 |engineerwillassemblethetestdatapackageforevaluation. Test

| results will be reviewed by appropriate members of the JTG.

11 | Each test data package will be reviewed to ensure that the test has
|beenperformedinaccordancewiththewrittenapprovedprocedureand
| that all required data, checks, and signatures have been properly
| recorded and that system performance meets the approved acceptance
| criteria.

.

-
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Deficiencies identified in'the review process will be resolved to the | 68
satisfaction of the JTG. If the evaluation indicates that |

deficiencies in the test method are responsible for unsatisfactory |11
test results, the test procedure will be revised accordingly before |
retesting is initiated. Whenever an evaluation of test results

|

indicates deficiencies in system performance, the problem will be |
referred to the appropriate engineering organization for evaluation. |

The responsibility for final approval of test results rests with the |68
Chairman of the JTG. |

|Q423.3
Following each major phase of the test program test results and/or |11
test status will be reviewed to ensure that all required tests have |

been performed and that the test results have been approved. This [

review will ensure that all required systems are operating properly |
and that testing for the next major phase will be conducted in a safe |

,

and efficient manner. This type'of review will be performed to the | 40
extent required before major test phases such as fuel load, initial |
criticality, and power escalation. During the power escalation |

phase, review and approval of initial startup test procedure results |2
willbecompletedforeachoftheseplateaus(30 percent,50 percent, |

'

and 75 percent) prior to proceeding with power ascension testing to |
the next plateau.

|

14.2.6 TEST RECORDS

Test procedures and test data relating to preoperational and initial
startup testing will be retained in accordance with the measure,

described in Section 17.2.17. "Quality Assurance Records."
|

J

.

i
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The following conditions will be met prior to core loading
b

1. The reactor Containment structure will be complete and
Containment integrity established and maintained during fuel
loading.

2. fuel handling tools and equipment will have been checked out and
operators familiarized in the use and operation of equipment.
Inspections of fuel assemblies, rod cluster control assemblies,
and reactor vessel will be satisfactorily completed.

3. The reactor vessel and associated components will be in a state
of readiness to receive fuel. Water level will be maintained
above the bottom of the nozzles and recirculation maintained to
assure the required boron concentration. Baron concentration can
be increased via the recirculation path or directly to the open
vessel.

Criteria for safe loading require that loading operations stop
immediately if any of the following conditions occur.

1. An unanticipated increase in the neutron count rates by a factor
of two occurs on all responding nuclear channels during any
single loading step after the initial nucleus of eight fuel
assemblies is loaded.

.

2. An unanticipated increase in the count rate by a factor of five
on any individual responding nuclear channel during any single

j loading step after the initial nucleus of eight fuel assemblies
is loaded.'

3. An anticipated decrease in boron concentration greater than 20
| ppm is determined from two successive samples of the reactor
I '

coolant.

'
.

|
|
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TABLE 14.2-2

(Sheet 35a)

|0423.12
on-site and from alternate off-site to on-site j6
sources |

|Q423.12
2. Manual transfer, live, from any one of the three |6

sources - preferred off-site, alternate off-site and |

on-site - to the other (six combinations). |

|0423.12
B. For Non-Class IE 6.9kV Buses - |6'

1. Automatic transfer fast and slow from unit auxiliary |6
transformer to off-site source. |

2. Manual transfer from off-site source to unit |6
auxiliary transformer and vice versa. |

|0423.12
5. Verify proper load shedding and/or undervoltage tripping of all |6

6.9kV and 480V switchgear. |

|0423.34 i

|68

.
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TABLE 14.2-2

(Sheet 35b )

|0423.12
6. Veriff load-carrying capability of Class IE and non-Class IE | 68

transformers, cables, switchgear and feeder breakers.
|

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

|Q423.11,

10423.34 '

The AC Power Distribution System provides power to safety-related |13
loads when supplied from normal and emergency power sources. No |

interaction occurs between redundant trains. Automatic transfer of |
power supplies to vital buses occurs properly and meets design |
requirements. Interlocks, alarms, controls and tripping devices |

function properly in response to normal or simulated input signals.
Emergency bus voltages are maintained within design limits under |68
load.

|

.
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TABLE 1402-2 )
(Sheet 57 )

i

|
OPERATIONAL VIBRATION TESTING i

|

TEST SUlftARY

OBJECTIVE

To verify that the vibration level of selected (1) Class 1, 2, and 3 |66
piping (2) other high-energy piping systems *nside Seismic Category I |
Structures, (3) high-energy portions of systems whose failure could

|
reduce the functioning of any Seismic Category 1 Plant Feature to an

|
unacceptable level is within acceptable levels.

|

PREREQUISITES ~

1. Systems are operational as required.
2. Instrumentation is in place for testing as required. | 66

TEST METHOD

1. Subject the specified piping systems to various flow modes and

transients such as pump trips and valve closures as required.

2. Visually inspect and/or measure the vibration level of the |66 ,

piping and components at the specified locations.
|

3. Following completion of the system test, visually inspect the |66
piping and supports including snubbers for damage, l'ooseness of

|
parts etc.,

|

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
.

|0423.11
.

The vibration level for piping and coi,ponents are within acceptable 1 68
limits. For acceptance criteria basis see FSAR Sections 3.98.2.1.2

|
and 3.98.2.1.3.

|
.
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15.4.8.3 Environmental Consequences

66 |

The conservative analysis doses resulting from a rod ejection accident I

are based on a conservative fission product release to the reactor
coolant of the gap activity from 10 percent of the fuel rods in the
core plus the core activity from the assumed 0.25 percent core melt.

66 |ThemethodofanalysiscomplieswiththerequirmentsofAppendixBof
|RegulatoryGuide1.77exceptasnotedinAppendix1AB.

66 | Following a postulated rod ejection accident, two activity release
|pathscontributetothetotalradiologicalconsequencesofthe-

.

| accident. The first release path is via Containment leakage
resulting from release of activity from the primary coolant to the
Containment. The second path is the contribution of contaminated
steam in the secondary system dumped through the relief valves, since
offsite power is assumed to be lost.

,

68 | Prior to the accident, it is assumed that the plant has been operating
| with simultaneous fuel defects and steam generator tube leakage for a
|sufficientperiodoftimetoestablishequilibriumlevelsofactivity
| in the primary and secondary coolants equal to the Table 15.1-4

| limits.

66 | Following a postulated rod ejection accident, the activity released
| from the pellet-clad gap due to failure of a portion of the fuel rods
| and the melted fuel is assumed to be instantaneously released to the

; |primarycoolant. The activity released to the primary coolant is
| assumed to be uniformly mixed throughout the coolant instantaneously.
| Thus, the total activity of the primary coolant is assumed to be
| immediately available for release from the RCS. Of the activity

released to the Containment

i

i

i

I

!
i

!:

15.4-60
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TAElf 17A-3

(Sheet 1 of 489

LIJT CF QtIALITT ASSURED STRUClifRES. STSTDt3 Afe (TWrONDf"S

Agp11 cable
~

Safety Code or Code Setante Quality Deference

Syot am and Cagnments Class (79 Standard i123 Class Cat epry Assurance Section Demarks

t. peact or Camlant System encSI

Anactor vesset 1 As E III I I foot e 3,A S.3 * 64

CMM housings 1 AsgE III 1 I pos:e 6,A 68

CNN heed adapter plags t # N III 1 I foote 4, A ! 64

Reacter vessel ogports 1 ASE III & I scote 3, A S.4.14 * 68

Steam gnnerator

Tube made 1 ASE III 1 I foote 6. A S.4.2 * 68
i

Shell sade 2 ASE III I I foote 6,A feote 8 | 68

Steam g=nerators supports 1 ASE III I I f6xe S.A 3.4.14 * 64

Steam generator restraints 1 ASE III I I foote 3. A * 68

Pressortaer 1 A2E III 1 I foote 6. A S.4.10 scote Ib : 68

Pressertzer sugport skirt 1 ASE III I I feo*.e 3. A S.4.14 | 68
peector coolant hot- and cold-leg 1 ASE III 1 I soote 3, A S.4.3 * 68

paping and f att ings, and f abricat ion ! 68
Surge pa ges 6 fittings and f abricat ton 1 A2E III 1 I plote 3. A S.4.lO | 64
PApang and Walves 2 A'8E III 2 I 86ste 26,A * 64

Pipang and valves 1 ASE III I I peote 3. A 3 . 9 16 * 68

Crwoover leg pipsag 6 fittings and 1 A2E III 1 I soote 3. A S.4.3 * 68

f atirseat son

Pressertrer safety wolves B ASE III I I Shwe 3, A S.4.13 * 68

Paeser-per at ed rei sef valves 1 A2E III 1 I foote 3.A S.4.13 68*

Puery scrumulators 3 A2E III 3 I pkste 26,A 68*

Chem k valves for Pufrv Accoulators 3 ASE !!! 3 1 feote 32,A R312.32 | 64
Tubang and suggwyrt s s tetween efeck 3 A2E III 3 I foot e 32,A 3.98 163tes 41 ! 68

calves ogstream of att accumulator 64

cmd XWf 68*

Pressest arer POPU Blesek Valves 1 A2E III I I smot e 3. 4 S.4.12 64*

SvWrv and Saf et y Valves Limit IE IEEE-123 - I psote 3, A II .D. ) 68*

Swatthes ; 64

9. e e ~ *

y |( . *
.
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TASIE 17A-1

sheet 23

1.IST OF Ql'ALI"Y ASSUWED ai-m.4verrS, SYSTDes Afm Ctsp(EE3rfS |

Applicable

- Safety case or Code Setamic Quality Iteforence
Syst aan anel Caangw)nents Clase #7) Standard (120 Class Cat egory Assurance Section Demarks

Walves of Safety Claes 8 to Safety 1 A3EE III & I Isote 3, A S.4.12 ; 68

**1 ass 2 interf ace
: 68

Sit <y. Point went valves 2 A5BE III 2 I alote 3,A S.1 * 68

Fressurizer relief tank senS ASE VIII - senut teote 4,28 S.4.11 * 68

Deactor Coolant Pusy

Castag 1 ASE III I I flote 6,A S.4.1 68
.- 1Maan flange 1 ASE III I I flote 6,A * 68

Theresa tearrter 1 ASE III 1 I Isote 6, A | 68
Thereat barrier heat enchanger 1 A5BE III 1 I Itote 6,A | 68
firs. I emal houstag 1 ASE III 3 I seote 6,A | 68
fee. 2 seat housing 2 AdBE III 1 I Isote 6,A pdote 8 | 68
P=mp Shaft 2 - - I flote 6, A S.4.1 ; 68

,

Pimp Impeller 2 - - I foot e 6, A S.4.1 * 68

P m sero-retalaimg inttlag 1 ASE III 2 I Is te 6,A 68o

vertical and lateral stapports 1 A2E III 1 I Slote 3,A S.4.14 | 68
Anar-tor Coolant Pump Motor

Motor rotor 2 - - I 8eote 6,9,A | 68
McMor shaft 2 - - 1 Hote 6,9,A | 68
Shaft coup 11mq 2 - - I teot e 6,9, A * 68

Spool paeco 2 - - I 100te 6.9,A : 68

Flywheel 2 - - I teote 6,v,A : 68

Bearin,3 (Motor apper thrusti 2 - - I 880te 6,9, A | 68

Motor bolting 2 - - I laute 6,9,A 8eote 30 ; 68

s& dor stenal 2 - - I flot e 6.9, A | 64
Motor frame 2 - - I feote 6,9,A | 68
Upper ett reservoir 3 Mfra Stds - I hate 4,A | 68

Coolang cos! I A3tE III 3 I smote 6,A ; 68

, .-

=
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TABLE 17A-3

iSheet 3p

LIST OF QUALITY ASSUdED STRUC"'URES SYSTBES ME)(TorosE3rr$,

- Applicatst e

Safety Code or Code Setante Qaality Deference

$retans an t cesspr nents Class e 7p Standard 4123 Class Cat egwy Assor anew section pesarks

Lemer ett reservoar 3 Nfrs stds - I Skwe 6,A * 68

Coolang coa; 3 Aset III 3 I esote 6, A ! 68
Lade-<>il parang 3 Nfra 5tdo - I foote 6 A : 6e
Notor-air coolers 3 ASE III 3 3 9Bote 6.A Note 2 3 64

Reflective insulation assassites tees Ntra Stds - II foote 27,8 6.18, 6.2.2 ; 64

4== W tor the porttons testalled * 68
em the su S cold leg and tiot le9 64

papes etiacts are located insade the 6e

t>aological shaeld tunnetel ;u
pleactor vessel mezzles m -crushable 1 agfra Stds - 1 Isote . t A 3.9N.1.4.6 Note 64 2 64

Anseletnon | 64
steflectave tasulatson assemblies en 1885 Nfra Stds - geWE IEGIE 6.1b ! 64

e

IRCS cold leg and het leg pipes and ; es

larated am biole.matcat shield toneels * 68

maggiorts for Class & piptag i ASEE III 1 I Slote 27,A 3 . 9 88 * 64

Saagporte for Class 2 pipang 2 ASE !!! ! I agote 27,A 3.98 68

Class 5 pipang and supports estS AsGI 331.1 - II/ssosEE soote 41,3 3.78 64

2. Cheumacal and volume Control System

e O!CS 9

% aeive hemt enchanger 2 ASEE III. 2 I 8kne 3. A 9. 3. 4 ! 64
1medimen Heat Eachasw3er

Tdm si.Se 2 A9E III 2 I Isote 3.4 9.3.4 64

Shelt s&de 3 A2EE III 3 I smote 3,A 9.3.4 thste Sc, 2 | 66

etsmed-ted dweanoralizer 3 ASE III 3 DE ssE $8 ate 4,A 9.3.4 $$ote 11 64*

Cat ann-4==9 dessinerat arer 3 ASEE III ) 3drysE poote 4,A 9. 3. 4 Note 11 ; 64

floar tor coolant felter 2 ASE III 2 I state 3.A 9.3.4 | 68

|

-

p (, ~ ~ - ~#
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TA61I t!A-1

4 Sheet ap

LIST OF QUALITY 45GtHED STNGCTURES, SYST19ts AfD 4X3rresDr!'S

. Applicable

Safety Code or Caele Seammac Quality Eeforence

Syes em and C gument e Class eft Stanitard i126 Class Cat eaory Asserance Sectaon Demar ers

Volume enatrol tant 2 A:DEE III 2 I flore 3, A 9.3.4 * 68

Cent rifugal charging pump 2 A3E III 2 I teote 3, A 9.3.4 State la and Id, 2 * 68
Posa t ave dasp!icament gnep 2 ASEE III 2 I 8eote 3, A 9.3.4 Nota ta and Ic, 2 * 68

5%) sit two displacement gg 2 42E III 2 I Inote 3,A 9.3.8 ; 60

discharge dampener ; 6e

' Ewal ester injectaan filter 2 42E III 2 I Wste 3, A 9.3.4 ; es

Imtdoen erif aces 2 ASE III 2 I soote 4, A. 9.3.4 ; to

Emcess letdown beat enhwpos

Tdse sado 2 ASE III 2 I 9ecte 3. A 9.3. 4 * 64

; shell sado 2 A2EE III 2 I peote 3 A 9.3.8 06cte &c * 68

seat eater retusa filter 2 AJE III 2 I fente 3,A 9.3.4 * 68

Seal efator Heat Eachaager

Tube sado 2 A2E III 2 I hate 3,A 9.3.8 * 6e

She!I s&de 3 ASE III 3 I Jeote 3, A 9.J.4 Note te, 2 ; 68

Carac acad transfer p g 3 A2E III 3 I teste 3,4 9.3.4 Mate Ib ; 6e

Estte acad f alter 3 A2E III 3 I foote 4,A 9.3.4 * 68

h2r se acid batttiang tank sets A3EE VIII - IJugIE feote 4, 29 9.3.4 ; 68

poroe Concentrat son Measuramammt Systema SWIS AftSI B3 8.1 - Seca.2 feote S '9.3.4 foote 29 68

Cheumical eaaimg eank 1885 ASE VIII - 18 SE Isota 5 9.3.4 * 64

In ector coosamt g g eest bypees I A2E III a I Isote 4,A 9.3.e 6e

erafice 6e

O.C, P+sup stanr%> ape 8SES A2E VIII OEM psote S e,e.

Ebw se acid tante 3 A2tE III 3 I Imote 26,A 9.3.4 ; 64

|
Cyr6c acid bleemter 3 A34E III 3 1 SEJtT 4,A 9.3.4 ; 6e '

Ftpang and valves 2 A34E III 2 I abyte 26,1498, A 9.3.4 ; 64

tapang and valvee 3 A3EE III 3 I Itate 26,1488, 9.3.4 * 6e

JSB,&

|*
,

e
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TA3t2 17A-1

4Sawet 5t

LIST or Qt!ACTY A*N ii m ane n. ST ,TWes AsID CN.,

.
Agplicable

Safety Code or Code Seinmac Qsality Deferea.w
Systems east Cesmponent s Class ( 79 St andard a 123 Class Cat apwy Assesmere Section Sasserks

suggerts for Class 2 peptag 2 Af3E III 2 I sse e 27,A 3.98 ; 64
Sep5wxts for Class 3 ptplag 3 A3E III 3 I peote 27,A 3.98 2 64
Class % papang and s w a sets Ases! 331.3 - II/ps w smote 44,9 3.78 | 6e
lieflect ive ensulation assemblies 1985 Mfra Stets 11 esote 27,5 6.&, 6.2.2 * 64

-

3, Sorna Thereat megenerat som Sh

svetam seTRSs

Mwietattag Meet Eachanger

Tube side 3 A3E III 3 WM myte 4, A 9.3.4 esote 13 * 6e
Shell side i ASE III 3 BEM feste 4.A 9.3.4 foote 11 * 64

tatdtwen thaller Heat Esciaw3er
Tube side 3 ASEE III 3 IBM sente 4,A 9.3.4 geote 11 * 68
Shell side ISES ASE VIII - WM feute 4, 28 9.3.4 | 68

Letdtare Sieheat Meat Eachaa<per

Tde stan 2 AIM III 2 I feste 3,A 9.3.4 ; 64

Shell side 3 ASE III 3 smeg peot e 3,A 9.3 s psote II se
hanal re.p met at ion dentaevalazer i ASE III 3 sm M seate 4,A 9.3.4 peote at | 6e
Challer pump letS Mars Stds - ImW smote 4, 29 9.3.4 6e
Chal*er surge tank sets A3E VIII - EH M feote $ 9. 3.4 I 64
Challer tiesit

Ewagw>reter letS A3E VIII - IIDBE 880te 4, 28 9.3.6 * 68
i

Condsomar fetS A3E VIII - INM esote 4, 28 9.3.4 * 60

i C esser meS Mr,s Stds - = .aote 4, 2. 9.3.. : .4
Pipams and valves 2 A3E III 2 I geone 26 A 9.3.4 * 6e

Papseus and valves I A3E III 3 I feute 26,A 1.3.4 : to
Sugy wts for 4"less 2 papang 2 43E III 2 I geone 27,A 3.98 64
Seggwarts f.sr class a papseg i A34E III 3 I teote 27,A 3.98 | 60

--. .. . . , . . ,
I *
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TABIE 27A-1

1 Sheet 6p
|
|

LIST OF QIALITY Asa* BED ST11HCTJRES SYST'StS Ass CIDeGENTS

|

|
,

Pgeticable
I
1

Safety Code or Code seismac Quality Defeasece 1

System and Camponeets Class (78 Standard (1?) Class Category Assurance Section Deserks

IClass S pipsag and ogports fees ApeGI Bit.1 - II/ss1E flote 44,5 3.73 ; 6e
'

4. Safety Inject ion Srstamm 4 S153

Creuselators 2 A M III 2 I seate 3, A 6.3 I 64
eteA -bead SIS pumps 2 A:3E I!! 2 I state 3,A 6.3 sbte la, 1d, 2 * 66

Walve toelet tom tan &s N/A A M III 2 I flote 26,4 6.2, 6.3 ; eq

Welve isolat ten task empanston joints Is/A A M III SE* I flot e 26, A 6.2, 6.3 ; 6e

Wolve Asolasten tana papang and valve 3 A M III 2 I smote 26,A 6.3 * 64
|

Papang and valves 2 A:3E III 2 I h s 26,A 6.3 1 68
Paping and valves I A M III 1 I Isote 3. A 6.3 * 6e

Segyritte f or less 2 piping 2 A M III 2 I Isote 27,A 3.99 ; 64

Sugeorts for Class I pop 6mq 1 A M III 1 I esote 27,A 3.98 * 68

Class S papang and seggmrts fetS AfeEI S18.1 - II /IEDIE Isote 44,ap 3.73 * 6e4

Reflect a ve anselstaos ase e liss lees Mfra Stds - 11 ssete 27,5 6.1, 6.2.2 * eg

S. Decadeel Heat Demoval (5809) System

seem pump 2 A M III 2 I Note 3,A S.4.7 slote la, ac, 2 : 64

Ass 6 dual Heat Esdnam'pr

Tuhe stdp 2 A M III 2 I 18ste 3. A S.4.7 : 68

Shell sade 3 A M III 3 I sente 3,A S.4.7 880te lc : 68
|Paping and valves 1 A N III 1 1 Glete 26,A S.4.7 ! 68

Papsma and valves 2 A2 K III 2 I IIete 26,A S.4.7 * 60

Swg-nts f or Class I paptag i A M III 2 I be27,A 3.93 3 64
sogg=wta for CIass 2 pspseg 2 A2E III 2 I Isote 27,A 3.95 ! 68

Class S papang and seggerts fees AfeSI B38.5 - II tsemiE teate 44,3 3.73 ; 68

peflectsee insulataca ase e ltes 9085 Mf ra St ds - II 100te 27,3 6.2, 6.2.2 ; 68

malsef valves 2 A2eE III 2 I state t.A S.4.7 ! 64

.%.-- ,' "*f, .'J ' , g
,,

*. .g, ,s..
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TABIE 17A-1

4 Sheet 3:

LIST OF QtJALITY ASSURED STRUCTtAES STSTDIS AND C11990NENTS

Applicable

Safety Code or Code Set ass'c Quality Reference
Sy2teun and Counponent s Class (75 Standard at2) Class Category Assurance Section Remmar ks

4. Boron Recycle System (BAST

Recycle evaporator feed pump 3 ASME III 3 NONE Mote 3,A 9.3.4 Note 11 * 68

Recycle evaporator feed deelneralizer 3 ASME III 3 NONE Note 4,A 9.3.4 Note 11 ! 69

Recy le evaporato( feed filter 3 A9EE III 3 NOME Note 4,A 9.3.4 Note 11 * 68

Ikacycle evaporator condensate fGES ASME VIII - NONE Note 4, 28 9.3.4 * 68

doenineralizer
| 68

Recycle evaporator condensa,te filter P8dS A2E VIII - NOME Note 4, 19 9.3.4 * 68

Recycle holdup tank 3 A2EE III 3 I Note 4,A 9.3.4

Recycle evaporator concentrate filter fetS A2tE VIII - NOME Note 4, 28 9.3.4

Recycle evaporator reagent tank Peds A2EE VIII - NONE Mote 5 9.3.4

Recycle Evaporator Package

Feed preheater

a. feed side 3 A2EE III 3 NONE Mote 4, 6,A 9.3.4 Note 11 ! 68

b. steam side fetS A2EE VIII - NOME Mone 9.3.4

Cas stripper 3 A2EE III 3 NONE Note 4, 6,A 9,1. 4 Note 11

Sutamerged tube Evaporator

a. feed m ade 1 A2EE III 3 NONE Mote 4, 6,A 9.3.4 Note 11 68

b. steme made PGIS A2EE VIII - NONE Mone 9.3.4

Evaporator condenser

a. Distillate water nide 3 ASME III 3 POfE Note 4, A 9.3.4 Not e 11 ; 68

b. Cooling water side 3 ASME III 3 I Note 4,A 9.3.4

Distillate Cooler

a. Dtst111 ate e Me ASME III 3 NONE Note 4,A 9.3.4 Note 11 68*

b. Coolang water side s ASME III 3 I Note 4,A 9.3.4 68

Absorptac , tower 3 A2EE III 3 NONE Note 4,A 9.3.4 Note 11 * 68

, . . .

i . . :. . . i . J.,

._
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TABIZ 17A-1

(Sheet 8)

LIST OF QUALITY ASSURED STRUCTURES. SYSTDt3 AND C0ffCIENTS

, App *1(able.

Safety Code or Code Salamic Quality vieference
Systeam and ccumpuments Class (73 Standard #12s Class Cat egory Assurance Section R e arks

Recycle Holdup tank went elector 3 A2tE III 3 I Note 34N 9.3.4 | 68
Vent Condenser

a. Cas sack 3 ASEE III 3 N0ME Note 4,A 9.3.4 Kote 11 | 66
b. Cooling water side 3 Ast< III 3 I Note 4,A 9.3.4 | 60
Distillate pump 3 A2E III 3 NOME Note 4,A 9.3.4 Note 11 ; 68

Concentrate pump 3 AstE I?I 3 NONE Note 4,A 9.3.4 Note 11 | 60
Piptnq and valves

a. Feed 3 ASE III 3 NOME Note 4,A 9.3.4 Note 11 | 68
b. Dastillate IGES A2tE III 3 NONE Note 4 A 9.3.4 Note 11 | 66
c. Concentrate DOES ASE III 3 NOME Ncte 4,A 9.3.4 Note II | 66
d. Coolang 3 A2E Ill 3 I Note 4,A 9.3.4 | 66

Piping and valves 3 AstE III 3 I Mote 26, 34N 9.3.4 | 60
348, A | 42

Valves POLS ANSI B31.1 - ps0NE Note 348, 34N, C | 68

Supports for Class 3 piping 3 ASE III 3 I Note 27,A 9.3 4 ; 66

Class 5 pipang and supports letS ANSI B31.1 - II/NDIE Note 44,8 3.78 | 68

7. Containment Spray System (CSSR

Chemaical ad31tave tank 3 AstE III 3 I Note 26,A 6.2.2 and 6.5 | 66

Containment spray pumps 2 A2E III 2 I Note 26,A 6.2.2 Note la, ic, 2 | 68

Ch m ical Eductor 2 ASE III 2 I note 26,A 6.5 | 68
Contatnment spray Heat Eachanger

Tuba side 2 A2E III 2 I Note 26,A 6.2.2 ; 60

Shell side 3 A2 E III 3 I Note 26,A 6.2.2 Note le ! 66
Spray nozzles 2 Mfrs Stdu - I Note 26,A 6.2.2 | 66
Rang header inne ortfaces 2 AstE III 2 I Note 26,A 6.2.2 | 66

[S? W. ** f ? "fR .i : U.) L
^
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TABLE 17A-1'

(Sheet 9)

LIST OF QUU.ITY ASSURE 3 STREETUpr.S. SYSTDtS AND CtWON12ffS

Applicable

Safety code or Code Seismic Quality Reference
Sytteen and Cwts Class .75 Standard #123 Class Category Assurance Section pesarks

Pipang and Valves 2 ASEE III 2 I Note 26,A 6.2.2 | 68
Papang and valves 3 A NE III 3 I Note 26,A 6.2.5, 6.5 | 68

Valve isolation tanks N/A ASE III 2 I Note 26,A 6.2 * 68

Valve isolatioe tank expenaton Joants N/A ASE III #C I Note 26,A 6.2 * 68

Valve isolation tank piping and valves 3 ASE III 2 I Note 26,A 6.2 | 68

Supports for Class 2 piping 2 A9E III 2 I Note 27,A 3.98 | 68
Sugpot's for class 3 papLng 3 ASE III 3 I Note 27,A 3.9B | 68

Class 5 papang and supports fees AfEI B31.1 - II/NDfE Note 44,8 3.7B | 60

Refueling water storage tank 2 ACI J18-71 - I Note 12, A 3.8.4, 6.2.2 Note 55 | 68

8. Containment Isolation Systeum
-

Piping and valves of all systems 2 A9E III 2 I Note 26,A 6.2.4 | 68

penetrating Containannt:
| 68

from isolation anside Containment
| 68

to isolation outside Containment * 68

Penetration assemblaes INechanical and 2 ASEE III 2 & #C I Note 26,A 6.2.4, ! 60

electricall 8.3.1 68

9. Cebustible Cas Control System

a. Hydrogen Recombiner System

Electric hydrogan IE IEEE 323 - I Note 3, A 6.2.5 | 68
recombiner | 68

b. Hydrogeva Purge Systema | 41
Enhaust filter units 3 Nfra Stds - I Note 26,A | 68

Emhaust ductwork, supports & 3 Nfrs Stds - I Note 32,A 68,

Pampers toutside Containment) 68

Enhaust Fans 3 Nfrs Stds - I Note 26, A | 68

"s * * *~ < p, m,
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TABII 17A-t

(Sheet 103

LIST OF QUALITY ASSURED SNES, SYSTDES MO C006'OffENTS

,
Asp 11 cable

Safety Code or Code Seteele Quality Reference

Systee and Capments Class e73 Standard q123 Class Categorf Assurance Section Raearks

Supply ductwork, supports E 98ES Mfra Stds - II foote 32,5 | 60

dampers (outside Contalmeent) | 69

Supply blowers 988C Mrra Stds II flote 26 B | 68*

Pipang E walves 2 ASME III 2 I Note 26,A | 68

Papang and valves 3 ASME III 3 I 960te 26,A ! 68

Supports for Class 2 piping 2 ASME III 2 I Note 27,A | 68

Sugports for Class 3 piping 3 S M III 3 I Not e 2 7, A , 68

10. Caeponent Cooling Water System

t TidSI

HeEt enchangers 3 A2EE III 3 I hte 26,A 9.2.2 Note 1d | 68

Pg 3 A2EE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.2.2 hte la | 68

Surge tank 3 A2EE III 3 I hte 26,A 9.2.2 | 68

Piping and valves 2 A2E III 2 I hte 26,A 9.2.2 | 68

Pipang and valves 3 ASME III 3 I Note 26,A 9.2.2 | 68

Pipang and valves (Rad. Monitor Sample feds ANSI Bil.1 - II flote 44,B 9.2.2 Note 57 | 68

tines, safysards Loopel | 68

Decarculat tom icxp orafice 3 A2EE III 3 I Note 26 A 9.2.2 | 68

I Suppotts for Class 2 piping 2 A2EE III 2 I hte 27,A 3.9B | 68

Supports for Class 3 piping 3 ASME III 3 I Note 27,A 3.9B | 60 -

Class 5 paping and supports 8085 ANSI B31.1 - II/NDIE feote 44,B 3.75 * 68

Aar Accumulator Tanks 3 A2EE III 3 I feote 27,A 9.2.2 hte le | 66

31. Stat ion Service W ater Systue

aSSWSe

Service Water Pumps 3 ASME !!! 3 I hte 26,A 9.2.1 Note la , 68

Papang amit valves 3 ASME III 3 I hte 26,A 9.2.1 n8

1
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CPSES/FSAR

TABII I?A-1

(Sheet 11)

LIST OF QUALITY ASSURED Mmi-ini.5, SYSTDIS AND N

. Applicable

Safety Code or Cole Seismic Quality Reference

Syste and Caponents Class 87) Standard (123 Cl as s Category Assurance Section Remmarks

Screes wash booster pumps letS ALME III J II Note 26,8 9.2.1 ; 68

Traveling screens N/A Mfra Stds - I NOTE 26, 23A 9.2.1 Note 46 | 68

| 66

Recirculation loop orifice 3 ASEE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.2.1 | 68

Supports for Class 3 paping 3 A9tE III 3 I Note 27,A 3.9B

Class S piplag and supports fees AfGI B31.1 - II/MONE Note 44,8 3.7b | 68

12. Maan Steam, Reheat and Steam

Dump Systems

Main steam gapang 2 A3tE III 2 I Note 26,A 10.3 | 68

Piping, valses, and drain pots 2 ASIE III 2 I Note 26, A 10.3

Piping, values, and drain pots 3 A9tE III 3 I Note 26,A 10.3

Nain steam s.afety valves 2 A9EE III 2 I Note 26,A 10.3

Main steam seiner valves 2 A9EE III 2 I Isote 26, A 10.3

Steam generator PORV air accumulator 3 A9EE III 3 I Note 26 R212.32

Turbane draten auxiliary feedwater pump 3 A3tE III 3 I Mote 26,A 10.3 | 60

stem supply isolation valve 60

accianulator tanks ; 68

Check valves for accumulator tanks 3 A2IE III 3 I Note 32,A 10.3 | 60

Tubing and supports (between check 3 A2EE III 3 I Note 32,A 3.98 Note 41 | 68

valves upstrees of air accumulator 68

and Aow) : 60

Steam generator bimedman 2 A9tE III 2 I Note 26,A 10.3 68

system piptag | 68
Steam flow restrictor e integral to 2 ASEE III 2 I Note 4 A 10.3, 5.4.4 ; 68

steam generators 68

M.ain steam asolataan valves 2 A3(E !!! 1 I Note 26, A 10.3 Note 8 * 68

e'*.,, . e p - a ,

y L, dse Od'
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CPSES/FSAR

TABIZ 17A-1

(Sheet 12)

LIST OF QUALITY ASSURED ANES. SYSTDES PND CCPE"ONE'ffS

. Applicable

Safety Code or Code Seismic Quality Seference
Systeam and C smgx>aent s Class (7) Standard 412) Class Category Assurance Section Rearks

Maim steam tsolation b) pass valves 2 ASME III 1 I Note 26, A 10.3 Note 8 | 68
and bypass valve piping | 68

Reflective insulation assemblies 1985 Nfra Stds - II Note 27 B 6.2.2 | 68
Pipang and 7alves 2 M III 2 I seote 2b A 10.3 *u
Piping and valves 3 ASME III 3 I Note 26,A 10.3 | 68

! 68
Or af icee 3 A3EE III 3 I Note 26.A 10.3 | 68

Supports for Clar.s 2 Piping 2 ASEE III 2 I Note 27,A 3.98 | 68
Supports for Class 3 Piping 3 ASIE III 3 I Note 27,A 3.98 | 68
Class S Piping and supports IGdS ANSI 831.1 - II/ MODE Note 44 B 3.78 | 68

13. Auxilimsy Feuerater Svetema

st> tor-dttwen auxiliary reseester pumps 3 ASME III 3 I h e 26,A 10.4.9 Note la | 68

Turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pep 3 ASIE III 3 I Note 26,A 10.4.9 Note le ! 68
Aus111ary feeduater pump turbine driver 3 Nfrs Stds - I Note 26, A 10.4.9, 10.3 | 68

and associated e3uigment ' 68

Turbine Driven Pump Control Panel N/A IEEE-344 - I Note 26,A 10.4.9 Associated Class IE | 51
Piping and valves 2 ADE III 2 I Note 26,A 10.4.9 | 68
Papang and valves 3 ASE III 3 1 Note 26,A 10.4.9 | 68
Air accumulators (AFW Flou and 3 ADE III 3 I Note 26,4 9.3.1 | 68

Miniflow control valvest | 68

Check valves for accumulators 3 ASME III 3 I Note 32,A 9.J.I ! 68
Tubang and supports ebetween check 3 A2EE III 3 I Note 32. A 9. 3.1 Note 41 | 68

valves upstream of accumulator and | 68
AW) 68

i

;'~' , - . .
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CPSEL FSAR

TABIE 17A-1

eSheet 13)

LIST OF QUALIT2 ASSURED STRUC"URES, SYSTDtS AfD CO@QfDftS

. Applicable

Safety Code or Code Seisenc Qualt:y Reference

sostem and C mrunents Class (7) Standard 412) Class Category Assurance Section Pearks

Supports for Class 2 pipang 2 ASEE III 2 I Note 27,A 3.98 | 68

Supports for Class 3 piptog 3 ASE III 3 I' Note 27,A 3.98 , 68

Class 1 piping and supports reds ANSI 831.1 - II/NONE Note 44,B 3.78 , 68

comente storage tank 3 ACI 318-71 - I Note 32,A 3.8.4, 10.4.9 Note 55 | 68

4. Steam Generator Feedvater System

Paping and valves 2 ASEE III 2 I Note 26,A 10.4.7 | 68

Feedwater kaolatton valves 2 ASEE III 2 I Note 26,A 10.4.7 68*

Ortfices 2 ASE III 2 I Note 26,A 10.4.7 68*

Reflective insulat ion assemblies feds Mfra Stds - II Note 27,8 6.2.2 | 68
Sugports for Class 2 Piping 2 ASE III 2 I Note 26,A 3.98 | 68

Class 5 Piping and supports letS ANSI 831.1 - II/ pott Note 44,8 3.78 | 68

15. Diesel Generator, Fuel Ott, and 8.3.1 aad 9.5.4

Auntitary Systems thru 9.5.8

Diesel Generator Set (including voltage IE Mfrs Stda - I Note 26,A Note 22 * 68

regulator and excitation , 68

systee) | 68
Diesel generator Fuel 011 Storage Fig. 9.5.52

& Transfer System

Fuel Oil Storage Tant 3 ADEE III 3 I Note 26,A | 68
f ue! 011 Transfer Psamps 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 26,A Note 21 | 68

Strainers 3 ASEE III 3 I Note 26,A , 68

Fuet 011 Day TanA 3 ASEE III 3 I Note 26,A * 68

Duplem Strainers =/ch w valves N/A Mfrs Stds - I Note 26,A Note 22 - | 68

Fue! 011 Booster (Feed) Pump N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 26,A Note 22 | 68
Duplem Filter w/ change valves N/A Nfra Stds - I Note 26,A Note 22 ! 68

Inlaction Pimap N/A Mirs Stds - I Note 26,A Note 22 | 68

R M

A s u*.,Cp * <L* b:. g !
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CPSES/FSAR

TABIE. 17A-1

ISheet 14)

LIST OF QUALITT ASSUPED ST9JCTJRES, SYSTDtS AffD Core-cr.wsa

/

. Applicable

Safety Code or code Se t ssic Quality Reference

Systeus and Caponents Class #76 Standard (12) Class Category Assurance section Reumarks

Daesel Generator Control Penets glocal) 1E IEEE 323 - I Note 26,A 8.3.1 | 68
Daesel Generator Starting System Fig. 9.5-55

C apressors N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 26 . Note 22 | 68

After Coolers N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 26 Note 22 * 68

Air Dryers N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 26 Note 22 | 60

startisq Air Receivers 3 ASME III 3 I Note 26,A * 68

Diese! Cenerator Jacket Water Systaan Fig. 9.5-54

Jacket Water Cooler 3 A3E III 3 I Note 26,A 1 60
Standpipe 3 A3E III 3 I Note 26,A 60

EnginsiJacket Water Pump N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 26,A Note 22 | 68

Auxillary Jacket Water Pumps 3 A3EE III 3 I Note 26,A ! 68

Keep Warm Pe p 3 A3E III 3 I . Note 26,A | 68

Thermostatically Controlled valve 3 ASEE III 3 I Note 26,A 68.

Diesel Generator Lube Oil System Fig. 9.5-56

Lube Oil Sump Tank 3 A3EE III 3 I Note 26,A 68.

Engine Iaabe Dal Pump N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 26, A Note 2' ; 68

Aumaliary Luhe 011 Pump N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 26,A Note 22 | 68

Lube Oil Cooler 3 A3EE III 3 I hte 26,A | 60

Duples Filter 3 A3EE III 3 I Note 26,A | 60

Strainer N/A Mfra Stds - I Mote 26,A Note 22 | 68

Prelube Heater 3 A3EE III 3 I Note 26,A | 68

Keep Warm Prelube Pump N/A Mfra Stds - I teote 26,A Note 22 | 68
Keep Warm Filter 3 A3EE III 3 I Note 26,A | 68

Daesel Generator C m bustion Air Intake Fig. 9.5-57

& EAhaust Systeem

Intake Aar Falter & Silencers N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 27,A I?ote 22 | 68

Intake Aar Flen able Connectors 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 50,A 68.

"' " , , , ., , !
I
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CPSES/FSAR

TABII 17A-1

iSheet 15i

List OF QLAI.ITT ASSURED NES. S7!, tdt 3 AND Cop @ONDCS

. Applicable

Safety Code or Code Seinetc Quality Reference

Systeus and C<mponents Class (7) Standard (12) Class Ceterpry Assurance Section Rasarks

Exhaust Air Silencers N/A Nfra Stds - I Note 25,A Note 22 | 68
Piping 6 Valves outside Scope of 3 A2E III I I Note 26,A | 68
Diese! Cenerator Nfr. | 68

Supports for Class 3 Piptog 3 ASAE III - I Note 27,A Note 25 | 68
& AISC | 68

Cims % Papang and supports letS ANSI B31.1 - II/ NOPE Note 44,B 3.78 | 68

16. Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and

Cleanup System

66

Spent fuel pool cooling water pumps 3 ASBE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.1.3 Note Ib i 68

Spent fuel pool heat exchangers 3 ASE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.1.3 Note le | 68
Spent fuel pool domineralizers 3 ASBE III 3 I Note 26,a 9.1.3 | 68
Spent fuel pool suction screens 3 Nfra Stds - I Note 26, A 9.1.3 Note 21

pesan traps 3 ASPE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.1.3 | 68

Piping and valves 2 A2E III 2 I Note 26,A 9.1.3 | 68

Pipass) ano valves 3 AGE III 3 I Note 25, 348,A | 68
Flow restricting ortface 3 ASE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.1.3 | 68

Supports for Class 2 Piping 2 AGE III 2 1 Note 27,A 3.9B | 68

Supports for Class 3 Piping 3 ASE III 3 I Note 27,A 3.9B | 68

Class S P1 pang and supports feds ANSI B31.1 - II/N0fE Not e 4 4,8 3.78 68*

i

17. Liquid Easte Processing S stef

iLWPS3

Deactor coolant drain tank f#fS ASNE VIII - NONE Note 4, 28 11.2 | 68

Reactor amiant dr a a n t ank pump letS Nfrs Stdm - MJNE Note 4, 28 11.2 * 68

g om p *e e
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CPSES/FSAR

TABII 17h-1

(Sheet 163

LIST OF QUALITY AS2JPE3 STRUC'ItJRES, STSTDt3 AfC CONnONDf!S

. Applicable

Safety Code or Code Seismic Quality Reference

Syste and C saponent s Class ( 7) Standard e12) Class Category Assurance Section Resnarks

Reactor coolant drain tank heat

enchanger

Tube side letS ASE VIII - NONE hte 4, 28 11.2 | 68

Shell sade 2 A9E III 2 I Note 3,A 11.2 | 68
Weste holdup tank 3 A2E III 3 I Nte 4,A 11.2 | 59
Waste evaporator feed pump 3 A9tE III 3 I hte 4,A 11.2 | 59
Caste evaporator feed filter 3 ASE III 3 I Note 4, 34N,A 11.2 | 59

waste evaporator package | 59

a. Feed preheater | 42
Feed side 3 ASE III 3 II Note 4, 34N,A 11.2 Note 11 | 68

Steam side fetS A9E VIII - II None 11.2 | 68
b. Cae Stripper fetS ASE III 3 II hte 4, 34N, 11.2 Note 11 | 68

c. Submerged Tube evaporator | 42
Feed side 3 A2E III 3 II Note 4, 34N A 31.2 Note 11 | 68

Steam side letS ASE VIII - II None 11.2 | 68
d. Evaporator condenser ! 42

Distillate made 3 ASNE III 3 II Note 4, 34N,A 11.2 Note 11 | 68
Coo 11eq water side 3 A2tE III 3 I Note 4,A 11.2 | 60

e. Distallate Cooler | 42

Dastallate ende 3 ASE III 3 II Note 4, 34N,A 11.2 Note 11 | 68
Coolang water side 3 A9E III 3 I Note 4,A 11.2 | 68

f. Absorpt ion Tenser 3 A3E III 3 11 Note 4, 34N.A 11.2 Note 11 68

q. Vent Condenser | 42

Cas made 3 ASE III 3 II Note 4, 34N,A 11.2 Note 11 | 68
Coolang water side 3 ASME III 3 I Note 4,A 11.2 | 68

h. Dist 11 ate Pump 3 A2 E III 3 II Note 4, 34N,A 11.2 Nate 11 68

s. Concentrate Pump 3 ASME III I II Nte 4, 34N,A 11.2 Note 11 | 6H

| 9.t y .c. rs = (3 - ',"* f
i p.. -
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CPSES/FSAR

TABIE 17A-1

(Sheet 173

LIST OF QUALITY AS3JRED STRUCT'3PE3, SYSTDIS ABE) COffGIENTS

, Applicable

Safety Code or Code Seassic Quality Reference

System and Csagunents Class e7) Stardard (123 Class Category Assurance Section Rearks

). Paping and Valves ; 32

feed 3 A2EE III 3 II Note 4, 34N,A 11.2 Note 11 | 68
Distillate fets ASME III 3 II Note 4, 34M 11.2 | 68

Concentrate fois A2dE III 3 II Not e 4, 34N 11.2 | 68
Cooling 3 A2EE III 3 I Note 4,A 11.2 | 68
Vent N"S ADE III 3 II Note 4 11.2 | 68

Waste evaporator condensate 1983 A2EE VIII - NCD8E Note 4, 34N 11.2 | 68
dom iner alizer | 60

Waste evaporator condensate filter Fels ASME VIII - NCNE Mote 4, 34M 11.2 | 68

Waste evaporator condensate tank pois A2tE VIII - NONE Note 4, 34M 11.2 | 68
Weste evaporator condensate tank ptmp ledS Mfra Stds - 900NE Note 4, 34N 11.2 | 68
Chanical dxata tank pump ISIS Mfra Stds - NOME Note 4, 28 | 68

*

Chemical drata tank less A2EE VIII - NOSE Note 5 11.2 | 68
Spent resan storage tank 3 ASME VIII - NOME flote 4, 34N,A 11.2 | 68
Spent roein slutce pump 3 Mfra Stds - 900NE Note 4, 34M,A 11.2 | 68

Spent resin slutce filter 3 ASME VIII - NONE Note 4, 34M,A 11.2 | 68

Laundry and hot shower tank fetS ASME VIII - 8K3fE Note 4, 28 11.2 | 68
Laundry and hot shower tank pump feds Mfra Stds - NOME Note 4, 28 11.2 | 68

Laundry and twit shower filter fels ASME VIII - NONE Note 5, 34N 11.2 | 68

Floor drain tanks I and II tots ADEE VIII - IEDfE Note 4, 28 11.2 * 68;

T1(x>r drean tank III feds API 620 - NONE None 11.2 * 68

Floor drain tank pumps fGES Mfra Stds - NOIE Note 4, 28 11.2 | 68
taarte monator tanks fetS ADIE VIII - NOfE Note 4, 34N 11.2 | 68

warte Monstor Tank Pseps sets Mfra Stds - NONE Note 34N 11.2 ; 68

Waste sonator tank deemineralizer fetS A2EE VIII - NOfE Note 4, 34N 11.2 | 68
1:aete monator tank filter less A2tE VIII - NONE Note 4, 34N 11.2 | 68
Floor draan tank falter fetS A2tE VIII - NL3fE Note 4, 14N 11.2 ; 68

,e m . * = * , ,

r . * .j
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CPSES/FSAR

TABE t?A-1

sSheet IP)

LIST OF QUALITY ASSURED f.TTRUC*URES, SYSTDes AND COhPCNDrTS

Apptacable

Safaty C.;nte or Code se1se te Qua1aty Reference

systeam and Cets Class a7) Standard (12f Class Category Assurance Se-tion Remarks

Floor drata tanA strainer fees Mfrs Stds - NONE Note 4, 34N 11.2 | 68

Floor Orata sfant e Evaporator Package 11.2

a. Feed preheater

Feed side NtS ASME III 3 NOME Not e 4, 34N | 68
Steam side let$ ASME VIII - NOME None | 68

b. Cas strapper letS AIME VIII - MONE Note 4, 34N | 68

c. Submerged tube evaporator

Fe==d side fetS ASME III 3 NOME Note 4, 34N | 68
Steam side fees A9tE VIII - letME None | 68

d. Evaporator condenser

Dist 111 ate side fetS ASEE III 3 NLME Note 4, 34N | 68
Cooling water side 3 ASME III 3 I Note 4,A | 68

e. Distillate cooler | 68
Distillate side fetS A9EE III 3 900NE Note 4, 34N | 68

Cooltrq water side 3 ASME III 3 I Note 4,A | 68

f. Absorptnen tower letS A9EE III 3 N0fE Note 4, 34N | 6d

q. Vent condenser | 68

Cas side fetS A96E III 3 MONE Note 4, 34N | 68
Coolang water side 3 ASEE III 3 I Note 4,A | 68

In . Distillate pump fet$ A9EE III 3 MONE Note 4, 34N | 68
L. Concentrate genop Mt3 AGEE III 3 NOME Mote 4, 34N | Es0

J. Papang and valves

Fased lets AGEE III 3 N04E Note 4, 34N 68

Dast allat e fetS ASME III 3 NONE Note 4, 34N | 68
Concentrate reis A9EE III 3 NONE Mote 4, 34N * 68

Cuol a rg 3 AGEE III 3 I Note 4,A * 68

p,.. g-.., , .
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CPSES/FSAR

TAB E 17A-1

iSheet 199

LIST OF VJALITY ASSURED STRUCT'JFES. STSTDts AfD N]NENTS

. AppIicable

Safety Code or Code Setamic Quality Reference

Systeus and C.usponents Class 97) Stardard (12) Class Category Assurance Section Rear ks

Leundry and hot shower tank strainers 90lS Nfra Stds - M]NE foote 4, 34N 11.2 | 68

Weste evaporator reagent tank ISES ASME VIII - NONE Note 5 11.2 | 68

Launday holdup armi monitor tanks ISES API 620 - M]NE Note 34B 11.2 | 68
I.aundry holdup and monitor tank pump IGES Nfra Stds - N00 E Note 348 13.2 | 68

Laundry reverse osmosis (RO) system IG8S Nfra Stds - NOME Note 34B 11.2 | 68

EO concentrate tant fetS ASME VIII - NONE Note 348 11.2 ; 6?

GD concentrate tank pump IG8S Nfra Stds - MGdE Note 348 1L2 | 60
launday water head tank fGIS API 620 - IG)ME I6one 11.2 * 68

Paptog and valves 3 ASME III 3 I Isote 26, 348, 11.2 ; 68

38N,A | 42
valves letS AftSI B31.1 - *4 sEE roote 248, 34N, C | 60
Supports for Class 3 piping 3 ASEE III 3 I Note 27,A 3.9B

Class 5 piping and supports feds ANSI B31.1 - II/NDIGE Note 44,8 3.79 * 68

18. Caseous waste Processing System

4GWPSe

can compressors 3 ASME III 3 N00.T adote 3, 34N,A 11.3 Note 11 ; 68

Cea decay tank 3 ASME III 3 I Note 3, 34N,A 11.3 68*

Hydrogen recumbiner (catalyt ic) 3 A2EE III 3 NOME Note 3, 4, 11.3 Mote 11 | 68
34N,A

Waste gas drain filter feds Mfra Stds - M]NE Note 5, 34r8 11.3 68.

Cas decay tank drain pump lesS ASPEE III 3 NLDfE Mote 3, 34N,A 11.3 | 68
Papang and valves 3 A2EE III 3 I Note 26, 34N, 11.3 | 68

34R.A

valves feds ANSI B31.1 - NOME ISote 338,C | 68
Supports for class 3 paping 3 A2tE III 3 I Note 27,A 3.98 | 68

g.3-- .. , ,
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CPSES. TSAR

TABIZ I?A-1

4 Sheet 20

LIJr OF QUALITT ASSURED STRUCTURES, ST. 6, AfD COEVWiDfTS

. Appitcable

Safety Code ver Code Seismic Qualaty Reference

Systeun and Camponents Class 476 Standard 4129 Class Cat ory>r y Assurance Sect iers RemmarLa

class 5 papang and supports fetS AMT' e31.. - 11/70fE Note 44,B 3.7B * 68

Cas Trap fetS Nfrs Stds - II mte 5, 34N 11.3 * 68
a

19. Sol ad waste Processing Systeem

iSWPSl

Solidificattosa System ledS Mfra Stds - NOME Mote 148 11.4 | 68

Valves fetS ANSI B31.1 - NOME Note 148,C | 68

Class 5 pipang and supports fetS ANSI B31.1 - II/N00E Not e 4 4,B 3.7B | 68
Hand!!ag Erpsipment ; 42

-Filter transfer cask feds Mira Stds - NOME flote 26 11.4 | 68
-Flat bad trailer NNS Mfra Stds - 900NE Mote 26 11.4 | 68
- h te handitag tools letS Mfra Stds - MONE Note 26 11.4 | 68

20. Imaneral tred and peactor Makeup water System

Reactor makeg> water pumps 3 ASE III 3 I foote 26.A 9.2.3 | 68
peactor makeup water storage tank 3 ACI 318-71 - I 980te 32,A 3.8.4, 9.2.3 Note SS 68

Piping and valves 2 ASE III 2 I flote 26,A 3.78 | 68
Piping and valves 3 ASE III 3 I feote 26,A 3.98 | 68
supports for Class 2 paping 2 ASE III 2 I Note 27,A 3.98 | 68
Simpports for Class 3 piping 3 A3E III 3 I Note 27,A 3.98 | 68

Class 5 pipang and supports fois ANSI B31.1 - II/f0fE Note 44,8 3.7B | 6P
!

21. Venes and Dra ans Systees

safegaards buildang sump pumps 3 A3E III 3 I 980te 26,A 9.3.3 | 68

Papang and valves 2 A30E III 2 I feote 26,A 9.1. 3 | 68

Papang and valves epiamp dischargel 1 ASEE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.3.3 | 68

I
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CPSES/FSAR

TABI.E 17A-1

sSheet 21.

IIST 04 QtfALITY ASSURED STRUCTJRES, STSTDtS AfdD Cof@ON9ffS

. Applicable

Safety Ccals or Cods Seismic Quality Reference

System and Camporwnt s Class ( 7) Standard e121 Class Category Assurance Section Demarks

Sugports for Class 2 paping 2 A2E III 2 I Note 27,A 3.38 | 68

Sugports for Class 3 papang 3 A3E III 3 I' Note 27,A 3.9B ' 68

Class S piping and supports 1985 Ases! B31.1 - II/N0fE Note 44,8 3.7B | 68

Contmarment Sump Flow mnitor 1E IEEE-323 - I Note 26, A S.2.5 68*

22. Contaanment ventitation Systems

a. Contairment recirculataca | 68

ductwoth and supports fees Mfra Stds - II Note 32,B 9.3A * 68

dampers and sugvorts 198S Mfra Stds - II Note 26, 32,B 9.tA 68

b. CRIst cooling system

eactwork and supports fees Mfra Sids - II Note 32,8 9.tA

dampers and supports feds Mfra Stds - II Note 26, 32,8 9.4A

c. Neutrora detector well cooling

esetwork and supports ledS Mfre Stds - II Note 32,8 9. lA -

dampens and sugports fees Mfra Stds - II Note 26, 32,B 9.4A

d. 51eactor coolant sleeve cooling

ductwork and supports 198S Mfra Stds - II hte 32,B 9.8A

d. aspers and supports feds Mfra Stds - II Note 26, 12, 8 9.4A

e. Containmmnt prescessa filtration

ductwork and supports 188S Mfra Stds - II Note 32,9 9.8A * 31

dampers and supports ledS Mfra Stds - II Note 26, 32,5 9.4A * 31

f altrat tora unit fGC Mfra Stds - II Note 26,A 9.8A 31

t. Containment purge supply and

enhaust 56
1

esetwork and supports 3/984F Mfts Stds - I/II Note 32,8 9.4A 68

d.mapers and supports 3/fetS Mfra Stds - I/II Note 26, 32.8 9.4A 56

containment asolation valves 2 A31E III 2 I Note 26A 9.4A 56,

arkt papang 56

''
. ,. - ?-
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CPSES!FSAR

TABIZ !?A-1

(Sheet 22,

LIST OF QUALITt ASSURED STRtM"TRES S7.*, tdt 3 AND COff0fDFTS

, Applicable

Safety Code or Code Seissaic Quality Reference
Systeun and C mponents Class ( 7 3 Standard a120 Class Cat egory Assurance Section Reumarks

q. Contaansment pressure relief
56,

ductwork and supports 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 32,8 9.4A | 56
centainnent isolatton valves

| 56
and paping 2 A3EE III 2 1 Note 26,A 9.4A | 56
section pape ISIS Aft 21 531.1 N/A II Note 50,8 9.4A Note 62. * 68
dobras screen feds Mfra Stdn N/A II Note 27,8 9.4A Note 62 | 68

HVAC panels (control room) 1E IEEE-323 - I Note 26,A 9.4 , 68

21. Cont rol Room Air-condit ioning

System

Aar-conditaoning units

a. Doughing filter, fan, heating 3 Mfrs Stds - I Note 26,A 9.4.1 Note 21 | 68
and direct-expansion refrigerant

| 68
type coais

! 68
b. Refrigerant pipang f. tubes 3 A3E B42 or - I Note 26.A 9.4.1 Note 21 ' ; 68

ASDI888 27, 50 | 60
c. wat er s ade 3 A3E III 3 I Note 26,A 9.4.1 | 68
Fans 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 26,A 9.4.1 | 68
Emerepacy pressurization and 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 26,A 9.4.1 Note 21 68*

filtratson units (roughing, * 68
charcoal, and HEPA filters and

| 68
fans

| 68
Papang and valves 3 ASEE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.4.1 | 68
Dampsess and supports 3 Mfrs Stds - I Note 26, 32,A 9.4.1 Note 21
Ometwork anet supports 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 26, 32.A 9.4.1 Note 21 68*

Aar accunnstators ( antake dampers: 3 A3EE III 3 I 16ote 26,A 9.3.1 | 68

.

,

f
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CPSES/FSAR

TABIE 17A-1

(Sheet 233

LIST OF QUALI*"Y ASCURED STRUCTURES, SYSTDES AND CtA@ONDfrS

- Applacable

Safety Cale or Code Setesic Quality Reference

Syntam erut C.unponent s Class e7) Standard s121 Class Category Assurance Section Remarks

Tubtag and supports (between check 3 - - I peote 26,A 9.3.1 Note 41 * 68

valves upstreas of accumulators and ; 68

Entake d amparst | 68 .
Check valves for accumulators 3 A9E III 3 I Mote 32.A 9.3.1 | 68

MVAC panels (control rooms IE IEEE-123 - I Note 26,A 9.4 | 68

24. Safeguard Bu113ing IIVAC System

a. Safeguards area1

I dampers and supports texhaust) 3/tetS Mfra Stds - I/II Note 26, 32,A 9.4.5 Note 21 ! 68

ductwork and supports 1/letS Mfra Stds - 1/II Note 32,A 9.4.5 foote 21 | 68

(enhaust) ; 68

dampers and supports 188S Mfra Stda - II Note 26, 32,5 9.4.5 | 68

4supp!y| | 68

<hsetwork and supports fets Mfra Stds - I/II Note 32,8 9.4.5 ; 68

asupply) * 68

Emergency Fan Coal Units

fans and housing 1 Mfra Stds - I Isote 26,A 9.t.5 Note 21 ! 68
cooling coats 3 ASE III J I Note 26,A 9.4.5 | 68

b. Electrical area

despers and supports 3/letS Mira Stds - I/II loote 26, 32,A 9.4C.3 Note 21 | 68
ductwork and supports 3/ tees Mfrs Stds - 1/II teote 32.A 9.4C.) Note 21 | 68

t hereost at s LE IEEE-323 - I foote 26,A 9. 4C. 3 ; 56

supply units /f ans fetS Mfra Stds - II Isote 26,B 9. 4C. ) ; 68

Emer<p ncy Fan Coal Unats

f ans and housing 3 Mfra Stda - 1 Isote 26, A .- 9.4C.3 Note 21 1 60

coolang cotts 3 A2tE III 3 I Mote 26.A 9.4C.3 6d

. c. HVAC panels (control roump LE 1EEE-323 - I Mote 26,A 9.4 1 6d
I no .s e - e r~ [*n'*1*

A .E ,. .; ; i : '
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CPSESfFSAR

TABLE 17A-I

(Sheet 24

LIST OF Q81ALITT aL,3JRED STJRES, SYSTEMS AND COPEUfE3ffs

- Applicable

Safety Code or Code Seismic Qaality Reference

Systsum and Cmapnnents Class e7) Standard s123 Cl ass Category Assurance Section Remarks '

23. Fue! Bui! Jing Ventilation System

Dampers asui supports (euhaustl 3/fotS Mfra Stds - 1/II Note 26, 32,A 9.4.2 Note 21 ; 68

DactworlL and supports (e4haust i 3/9885 Mfra Stds - 1/II ' Not e 32. A 9.4.2 hte 21 68
Dampers and suports (supply) 88ES Mfra Stda - II Note 26, 32,8 9.4.2 | 68
Ductwork and supports (supply) 888S Mfra Stds - II Note 32,B 9.4.2 ; 68

Dumaster an fuel pool exhaust pets Mfra Stds - None Note 26,B 9.4.2 Note 21 ; 68

Emergsmey ran Coi! Units

Cooling coils 3 A!.3E III 3 I Note 26,A 4.4.2 ; 68

Fans and housing 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 26, A 9.4.2 * 68

HVAC panels (control ronm) 1E IEEE-123 - I Note 26,A 9.4 * 68

26. Daese! Cenerator Building

vent 11atton Systam

Fans 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 26,A 9.4C.1 Note 21 | 68
Dampers and suports 3 Mfrs Stds - I Note 26, 32,A 9.4C.1 Note 21 j 68

Ductwork and supports 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 32,A 9.4C.1 hte 21 * 68

HVAC panels (control roomt IE IEEE-123 - I Not e 26, A 9.4 | 68

27. Uncontrolled 4ccess Area Vent ilat ion

system

a. Battery roam exhaust systee

Fans 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 26.A 9.4C.4 Note 21 | 68

Ductwos h and supgm>rts 3 Mira Stds - 1 Not e 32,A 9.4C.4 Note 21 ; 68

Dampers and suoports ! Mfra Stds - I Note 26, 32,A 9. 4C. 4 Note 21 * 68

b. Balance of system

sg ply unat/fna pass Mfra Stds - II Note 26,8 9. 4. J | 08

thect wor k and supports 3/ts4%Iess Mfts seds - I/II/None plote 32,8 9. 4. 3 , =8

" ' " * *gms - - ,

.:- .e ',
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CPSES/FSAR

TAB E 17A-1

eSheet 256

LIST OF QJALITT ASS 11 RED 5TiwxT. uRF4, SYSTDES Ape CopeCMDtTS

,
Applicable

safety Code or Code seismic Qualaty Peterance
System and Casaponents Class t*p Standard f12) Class Category Assurance Section Remar ks .

Despers and sugports ISIS Mfra Stds - II Note 26, 32,5 9.4.3 | 53
Electric Unit Heaters | 66-

! For Trats A & B Sattery
i ; 66

flouss IE IEEE-323 - I hte 26,A 9.4C.4 | 66
c. HVAC panels icontrol roomt IE IEE-3?) - I hte 26,A 9.4 | 68

,

28. Primary Plant Vent 11ation System

a. Exhaust

Phxhalar exhaust filtration 3 Mfra Stds a I hte 26,A 9.4.3 Note 21 | 60

units (EST)
| 68

hthlar exhaust filtration 3 Mfra Stds - I Ete 26,8 9.4.3 | 68

units (nos-EST) * 68

Fans 3 Mira Stds - I Mote 26,A 9.4.3 Mote 21 * 60

Ductwork and supports 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 32.A 9.4.3 Note 23 | 50
Dampers 3 Mfra Stda - 7 hte 26, 3),A ).4.3 Note 21 | 68
Sugports 3 Mfra Stds - I Mote 12,A 9.4.3 | 68

Plant V.-nt Stack ISIS Mfra Stds - II Note 12,8 9. 4.D | 68

b. Sugply
* 56.,

h :, nits / f ans ISGS Mfra Stds - II hte 26,8 9.4.3 * 68

Ductwork and supports ISES Mirs Stds - II hte 32,8 9.4.3 | 68
Dampers and supports IStS Mirs Stds - II hte 26, 32,B 9.4.3 * 68

4

c. HVJC panels (control roump IE I EE- 32 3 - - I hte 26,A 9.4 | 68

|

29. Aus t11ary Butiding ifvAC System
| 56

i Dampers and supports t exhaust) 3 Mfra Stds - I foote 26, 32,A 9.4.3 Mote 21 56*

4 % =rs and supports f?r 3 Mfrs 5th - I Note 26, 32.A 9. 4. 3 | 664

Doron ta}ert aan Surge
| 66

.
Tank Room Ess'rgency System.

! 56
!

,q m * t * ~ - - " ^*-s'e

).. -
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CPSES/FSAlti

TABIE 17A-1

# Sheet 266

LIST OF QUALIM ASSLRED STRUCT"JPIS, STSTD8.S AfD CINEVJNENIS

, Applicable

Safety Code or Code Sesamic Quality Reference

Syst e and C mponents Class 87) Standard 112) Class Category Assurance Section Bearks

,

Dampers and supports isupplyp letS Mfra Stds - II Note 26, 32,5 9.4.3 * 68
i
' thetwor k and supports tenhaust l 3/ISES Mfra Stda - I/II Note 32,A 9.4.3 Note 21 | 68 -4

Ductwork and supports for 3 Mfra Stds - I riote 32,A 9.4.3 | 66 .

Boros Injectton surge | 66
Tank Room Emergency Systeen-

| 66

Ductwork and systs (supply) 180S Mfra Stds - !! Not e 32,5 9.4.3 * 68

Emer<pncy tan coal units

Fans and housing 3 Mfra Stds - I Note 26,A 9.4.3 Note 21 | 68

Cooling coils 3 ASE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.4.3 ; 68

Emergency Fans for Bcron 3 Mfra Stda - ,I Note 26,A 9.4.3 66 ,

In}ection Surge Tank Rooss * 66

Leergency Systema | 66
HVAC panels (control room) 1E IEEE-323 - I Note 26,A- 9.4 | 68

,

30. Service Water intake Structure,

i Vectitation System

Fans treamp room exhaust) 3 Mfra Stda - I Note 26,A 9.48 68,

Ductwork ass 3 supports J Mfra Stds - I Note 32. A 9.48 68.

Dampers and supports 3 Mfra Stds I Note 26, 32,A 9.48 | 68
a

31. Chatted Water Systems
'

A. plant Ventilati,sa challed water

syst eam

Class 5 papang and supports NNS ANSI Bil.1 - II/M M Note 44,8 9.4E, 3.68 68

B. Safety chat ted water system

Challers IE Mfra Stds - I Note 26,A 9.4F | 68
Water sade af cha!!ers 3 A3fE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.4 68

1

, . . . . . - . :" ,
1 I A

L . :.. =. . - .-
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CPSES/FSAR

TAB E 17A-L

ISheet 27e

LIST OF QUALr"Y ASSURED LTRUCTURES, STSTEMS AND CC990MEfffS

Applicable

Safety Code or Code seismic Quataty Ref er ence

Systam and C(unponent s Class 47) Standard (12) Class Category Assurance Section Remarks

Piping and valves 3 AGEE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.4F | 68

Surge Tank 3 AGEE III 3 I- Note 26,A 9.4F 60

Pgs 3 AstE III 3 I Note 26,A 9.4F 68

Supports for Class 3 Piping 3 ASEE !!I 3 I ~ Note 27,A 3.98 | 60

32. Process Sampling Syst e

Sample heat exchanger Pe4S Nfra Stds - II Note B 9.3.2

Delay coil 2 A3dE III 2 I Note 26,A 9.3.2

Paping and valves 2 ASEE III 2 I Note 26,A 9. 3.2

Betlective insulation fGdS Nfra Stds - II Note 27,8 6.18

Swrts for Class 2 Piping 2 ASE III 2 I Note 27,A 3.98

' Class S Paping armi supports fetS ABEI B31.1 - II/N00E Note 44,5 3.78 | 68

32s. Post Accident Sample System

Sample heat euchanger ledS Nfra Stds - IIONE Note C II.B.3 68

S g te panel IG8S Nfra Stds - NOME flote C II.B.3 | 68
Paping and valve (containment isolation 2 A3EE III 2 I Note 26,A 9.1.2, II.B.3 | 68

t

port ton | | 68

Suppotts for Class 2 Piping 2 ASEE III 2 I Note 27,A 3.9B * 68

Class S Paping and supports pets ANSI B31.1 - II/N00E Note 44,8 3.7B | 68
Isolation valve Control Panet 1E IEEE-323 - I Note 26,A 9.3.2, II.B 3 | 68

33. FueI hand 1ang Eaguapment

sletuet ang machine N/A Nfra Stds - II Note 4,5 9.1 Note 16 | 68

Cont aisument Fuel Handlang Bradpo Crane N/A CHAA 74 - II Note 26,8 Note 23, 24 | 68
Fuel Hanellang Br idge Crane N/A CMAA 70 - II Ilote 4, 9,8 Note 23, 24. | 68
Ramt enester cont rol changarm; fixture N/A Ntra Stds - NOME Note 4, 28 Note 16 | 60

g . -
- ,"; ( ; * * 6* *= r. * s, s ?neg

,

s. . j
.. e. .. s- -
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CPSES/FSAR

TABIE 17A-1

ISheet 280

LIST OF QUALITY ASSURED ST90CTURES, SYSTDtS AND CO@OffDifS

, Agp110able

safety Code or Coilm Seine tc Quality Reference

Systeam and Caponent s Class 875 Standard s 12) Class Category Assurance Section Rautarits

bactor vessel stud tensioner N/A Mirs Stds - NOME Note 5 Mote 15 | 68
Spent fuel handling tool N/A Mfra Stds - NOME Note 4 Note 10 | 68
Fuel Trenster Systems:

| 41

-Fumi Tsansfer Tube 6 Flange 2 A.2E III PC I Note 4 A (also evaluated | 68
as part of contatrument | 60

structare) | 68
<onveyor Systeun & Controis N/A Mfra Stds - NONE Note 4, 28 | 68

-Paumatador of Systeam N/A Mfra Stds - NUNE Note 4, 28 | 68

Refueling gates N/* AISC - I Note 27,A | 69
Fuel transfer tube expansion joint 2 A 2EE III MC I Note 26,A | 68
Stot hole plug handling finture N/A Nfra Stds - NOME Note 4, 28 Note 10 | 68
Stot hole plugs N/A Nfra Stds - NOME Note 4, 28 Note 10 | 68
laser internals storage stand N/A Nfra Stds - NOME Note 4, 28 Note 10 | 68
Upgwr intersals storage stand N/A Nfra Stds - NUNE Mote 4, 28 hte 10 | 68
b1 cluster control thimble plug too! N/A Nfra Stds - NOME Note 5 Note 10 | 6a
Source installation guide N/A Mira Stds - NOME Mote 5 Note 10 | 68 "

Crane scales N/A Mfra Stds - NONE Note 5 Note 10 | 68

Control rod dr ive shaf t handling N/A Ntra Stds - NONE Note 4, 28 Note 10 * 68

fimture | 68

Stof tensioner 7tand1&mg Device N/A Nfra Stds - NOME Note 5 Note 10 | 68
Irradiation tube end plug seat Jack N/A Mfra Stds - NOME Note 5 Note 10 | 68
New fuel elevator N/A Mirs Stds - NUNE Note 4, 28 Note 10 | 68
GN>rt able urulerw. ster i tqhts N/A Nfra Stds - NONE Note 5 Note 10 | 6d

taa2 cells N/A Mfrs Stds - NONE Note 4, 28 | 60,

0.eempwt tuel container N/A A2EE VIII - NONE Note 4, 28 Note 10 | bd
Burnable Posson Rod handling tool N/A Mfrs Stds - NuME Note 5 Note 10 | 6d

, - p,----- p,.3
t

'* , e
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CPSES/ TSAR

TAB 12 I?A-1

(Sheet 29)

1.I.'."r OF QUALITY ASSURED STRUL"TURES CSTDIS APE) COf@CNDrfS

. Applicable

Safety Code or Cona Se tamic Quality Reference
Systeun and Cianponent s Class til Standard 8826 Class Category Assurance Sectaon Baunerks

Control rod drive shaft unlatching N/A Mfrs Stds - f*2dE Note S Note 10 | 68
tool, full length | 68

| 68

New fuel storage racks 3 Mfr. Stds. - I Not e 4, A 9.1 dote 14 | 68
Spent feel storage racks 1 Mirs Stds - I Note 4.A 9.1 Note 14 | 68
Refuelang cavity seal ring N/A Mfre Seda - NONE Note $ Note 10 | 41
New fuel handiamq tool N/A Mirs Stds - NOfE Note 4, 28 Note 10 | 41
mod metrol cluster assembly N/A Mirs Stds - NONE Note S Note 10 | 41

handling fanture : 43
Fuel Assemblies 2 N/A - I Note 6,A 4.2 | 68

38. Containment Building Miscellaneous Equagment

Contaamment polar crane N/A CMhA 70 - I Note 26.A 9.1, 3.8 Note 53 | 68

Seactor vessel head lifting device N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 4,A 9.1 Note 48 | 68

Upper tastersals lif t ing device N/A Mfra Stds - NONE Note 4, 28 9.1 | 68

Contatasent aumtliary upper crane N/A CMAA 70 - II Note 26,8 Note 23, 24 | 41
Contaanoont darm access rotating N/A CMRA 70 - 11 Note 26,8 Note 23, 24 | 41

plat foins ! . 68
4

shoutron sketector pos at ioner 2 Mira Stds - I Note 4,A Note 23 ! 66

Reactor vessel or core related

camponent s:

Reactor vessel shoes and shams 1 Mfra Stds - I Note 4,A 68.

trradiation Sample holder 2 Mfra Stds - I Note 4,A Note 18 | 68

IrtMaat non Samples N/A Mfra Stds - NONE Note 1 | 41
Full length cont rol rod cluster 2 Mfra Stds - 1 Note 3,A | 68

cont rol rod drave mechantam eCf0M) fees Mfra Stds - fa.ssE Note S Note 10 | 68

dusuey can asseeabl aes 68*

1

1

7 s. . y . s -= (. m m t

.$
'
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CPSES/FSAR 1

TABLE 1IA-1

(Sheet 30)

LIST OF QUALIM ASSUPED STECTURES, STSTEMS 4NC Cawusvuva;,

. Applicable

Safety Cole or Code Seismic Quality Deference

Systeus and C.sponents Class 174 Standard (12: Class C.stegory Assurance Section Pearks

CMM a ar cool baf fle assablaes fGIS Mfra Stds - NONE Note $ Note 10 | 68

CIDI seassac support platform 2 Mfra Stds - I Note 3,A Note 19 | 68

Clpt seismac support spacer plate 2 Mfra Stds - I Note 3, A Note 19 ' 68

C3Of seismic support the rod assemblies 2 Mfra Stds - I Note 3,A Note 19 | 68.

Burnable poison rod assemblaes N/A Mfra Stdm - te0NE Note 3 Note IO

Beactor vessel tasulation ps8S Mfra Stds - FIONE Note 4, 28 Note 10 * 68

Seactor vessel internals 2 Mfra Stds - I Note 6,A | 68

Frimary source rods N/A Mfra Stds - re0NE Mote 3 | 68
Incore Instrumentation

-Seat table asmend>1y 1 Mfra Stdm - I Note 3,4 Provides support | 68
'

for safety class 1 pressure 68

boundary condult. | 68
-Flus thtable tubing 2 ASEE III 2 I Note 3,A foote 20 | 68

-Flus thaeble tubing fittlage 2 A2tE III 2 I Note 3,A Note 20 | 60

poll-awa, missile stateld:

-crat scal parts 2 C3mA 70 - I Note 26,8 Note 23 | 68
-non-critical part s BGG CMAA 70 - !! Note 26,8 f8ote 2 3

Seamp Screen 2 AISC Camle - I Note 32,A 6.2.2 Frame structure : 68

supports recirculation | 68
piping acument restraint 68.

Sump wortes supprematon device 2 AISC Code - I Note 32,A

35. Miscellaneous Handi teg Equipment

Dressmang storage area crane N/A CHAA 70 - II flote 26,8 9.1 Note 23, 24 | 41

Fuel Bualdsag Overhead Crane N/A CIMA 70 - I' Note 26,A 9.1, 3.0 Note 53 | 66
i

sWIS Crane N/A CMAA 70 - II Note 26,8 v.1 Note 23, 24 41*

Aucalmary Filter domst N/A CMAA 70 - I Note 26,A Note 53 41.

Sofe*y Chatter Hosat N/A CMAA 70 - I Isote 26, A teote $3 41*

p e e p . . q .-. n e- - s e
f,: e ge f ' , 5 * . . .<

f NJ L s e.!-3-.- 2
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CPSTA, FSAS

TABLE 17A-1

(Shnet 31)

LIST OF qUALIM AS21 PED ST93CTURES, STSTDt3 AND COf80 tiff''

,
ApptAcabie

Safety Cole or Code Seismate Quality Reference

Syst e amt C mponents Class (71 Standard 4125 Class Category Assurance Section 9 m arks

16 . Structures

Cont a a rament Eks aldtag N/A Note 36 - I- Note 27,A 3.8.1 | 68 |

Cont a t sument interrmal structure N/A ACI 318-71 & - I Note 27,A 3.8.3 * 68 -

e tactmiang contair+ent susp) AISC Code | 68

| Safespaards butidisugs ( Laciuding diesel ad/A ACI 318-71 6 - I Note 27,A 3.8.4 | 68

generator room arut esmerpacy SWCR rooms AISC Code ! 68 'i

Aum11aary Bualdang N/A ACI 318-71 6 - I Note 27 A 3.8.4 | 68

AISC Code | 68

Elect r ical mal Cont rol Bldg. M/A ACI 338-71 & - 1 Note 27,A 3.8.4 * 68

AISC Code : 68
|

|

Fuel Butidang N/A ACI 318-71 6 - I Not e 2 7, A 3.8.4 * m3

AISC Code 68

r, wace Water Intake Structure N/A ACI 318-71 6 - I flote 27.A 3.8.4 * 68

AISC Code : 68

Safe Shutdanen topoun h t Das N/A - - I Note 27.A 2.4 & 2.5 * 68

Cont a t sumen t Personnel Akrlock 2 ASNE III DC I Note 27,A 3.8.1.1.6 | 68

Contannaant Egeagment Match 2 A3tE III MC I Note 27.A 3.8.1.1.6 | 68

Cont a t rument Emergwney Aarlock 2 A3E III FC I Note 27,A 3.8.1.1.6 | 68

Negonary Walls N/A - - Mane Note 52 Q130.36 | 64

II Note 63.8 Ql 30. 36 | 64Reunicable Precast Blocit Walls N/A - -

Cygmean walls N/A - - Il Note 27,8 Note 63 | 68

W estle Barriers N/A - - 1 Note 27,A * 68

Stassate postst seg Doors N/A M!rs Stds - II alote 26,8 ; 68

watert aght Doors N/A Nfra Stds - I Note 26,A. | 68
* 68

Mandraals an Setssic N/A ACI 318-716 - II Note 27,5

Category I Butidarmas AISC SpacAI1 cation | 68

. , , .

I a *
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CPSES/FSAN

TABIZ 17A-1

ISheet 323

I LIST OF QUALITT ASSUPED ST%CTURES, SYSTDes 40 Cts @OffENIS

!

| . Agplicable
i

| Safety Code or Code Seassa te Qualaty Reference

Systeen and C mponents Class 879 Standard (123 CI nsa Category Assearance Section Remar ks

97. Electrical Equ![ ment

I 6900-V Swatchgear tsafety related) 1E IEE-323 - ! soote 26,A 8.3.1 | 68
6900-V to 460-VAC transformers LE IEEE-323 - I Note 26, A - 8.3.1 | 68

esafety related8 | 68

seG-VAC suntchgear tsafety relatedl 1E IEEE-323 - 1 Isote 26,A 8.3.1 | 68
e safety relatada | 68

400-VAC motor local control stations LE IEEE-323 - I teote 26,A 8.3.1 | 68

esafety related) | 68
tow voltage AC distrabution panels LE IEEE-323 - I peote 26,A 8.3.1 | 68

esafety relatedl ! 68
lis-V umanterruptible AC instrument LE IEEE-123 - I loote 26,A 8.3.1 | 68

dastribution panels and subpenets | 68
I esafety relatell | 68

490 to 200/120-VAC transformers 1E IE E-323 - I Isote 26 A 8.3.1 | 68

esafety relatell 68

325-V0C station batterles 1E IEEE-323 - I loote 26, A 8.3.2 1 68

esafety relatedt | 68

125-VDC switchtnards and distribution 1E IE E-323 - I 80ote 26,A 8.3.2 | 68

panets (safety related) | 68

125-VDC Battery Chargers 1E IEEE-323 - I flote 26,A 8.3.2 ; 68

esafety relatell | 68

118-VAC statac untaterruptible 1E IEE-32 3 - I foote 26,A 8.3.1 | 68
poseer systees 48DP safety relatodi | 68

12%V stat see battery rocks and suggorts IE IEEE-323 - I Isote 26,A 8.3.2 | 68

e safety relatedt | 68

Aumalaary relay racks safety 1E IEEE-323 - I Isote 26,A 8.3.1 | 64

,. at e, ., | e8

fy,.1p.u %: .~ ~ l.
. ..-
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CPSES/f.AR

TABIZ 17A-1

(Sheet 336

LIR OF Q3ALITY ASSJRED STMET'NIES, S75fE7tS Ale CD28E3FTS

,
Agplicable

Safety Code or Code Seismac Quality Reference

Systeam am2 Capwnts Class (7e Stanftrd (123 Class Category Assurance Section Remarks

Sot A<S-state safeguard sequencer IE IEEE-32 3 - I Note 26,A 8.3.8 68

Solad-state asolation etumpment 1E IEEE-123 - I. Not e 26, A 8.3.1 | 68

Containannt electrical penetration IE IEEE-323 - 1 Note 26, A 8.3.1 | 68

assembiles | 68

Electrical equageent support s N/A AISC Code - I Note 27,A 8.3.1 | 68
60(associated wath safety related

| 68alu ngssen t )

f61 tors e safety related) IE IEEE-123 - I hte 26,A 8.1.1 | 68

beer cables tassociated with safety RE IFEE-373 - N/A Note 26 A 8.3.1 | 68
! 68etatet agunpment t

Iantrumentation and IE IEEE-32 3 - N/A hte 26,A 8.3.1 ; 60

! 68control cable (associate!

| 68
| with safety related equipment)
r

| tsare and Cable Raceway System

Cable trays (Containing Class RE N/A - - I Not e 26, A 8.3 | 60

| 68wires or cables)

Cable trays gNot contaaning Class N/A - - II Note 26,8 | 68
| 68it wares or cables)

Conduit (Containtnq Class AE N/A - - I Note 49,A | 68
| 68

=fres or cablest

Corpha n t INot ccntaining Class 1E N/A - - II Note 49,8 | 68
| 68wares or cables)
| 66

Sagports q For cable trays or N/A AISC - I hte 27,A | 68
68condwat that contain Class 1E

! 68
wares or cablest

.- e%-**J,,..pr
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CPSES/FSAR

TAE12 17A-1

ISheet les

LIST OF QUALT"Y ASSURED STMKTURES, SYSTEMS Afe i-a amt.2

,
Applicable

Safety Code or. Code Setamic Quality Reference

System ami C(mponent s Class 47s Standard s12) Class Category Assaranm Section Reumarks

$4spports (For cable trays or N/A AISC - II hte 27,8 | 68
casubc a t that de act contata ! 68

Class 1E wires or cables) | 68
; 66'

4aO/120V Bypass transforimers 1E IEE-32 3 - 1 Note 26,A 8.3.1 | 68

4AO/20s-120V teolatton IE IEE-32 ) - I Note 26, A 8.3.1 | 68 .

ttansfowners | 68

Pasornty Paneta N/A - - I hte 27A 8.3.1

,
Prof.ubricated Cables and 1E IEEE-323 - I Nate 26,A 8.3.1 * 68

|
' Connectors cassociated with 68

Safety Related equigment) | 68

GIEV Cable termanation and 1E IEEE-323 - N/A Note 32,A 8.3.1

t ransit toa jotata

Terminal blocks IE IEEE-323 - I Note 32,A 8.3.1 | 68

Condent Seats 1E IEEE-323 - 1 Note 26,A 8.3.1 | 68

h at shrinkable cable IE IEEE-323 - N/A Note 32, A 8.3.1

tasalataon sle=c=ws

M. mediation roa ttor tag system

ContaLament High Range Radiation IE IEEE-323 - I Note 27,A 12.3, 7.5 | 68

k nators | 68

Contaanment Air Monitors N/A Nfra Stds - I hte 27,A 11.5, 5.2.5 | 68

gancludang Particulate and | 68

Cas ChanneLap ! 68

Plant Vent S*sck skinators N/A Nfra Stds - NUNE- hte 27,C 11.S. 7.5 Note 56 * 68

eincludang Particulate and | 68

talane Samploras ; 68

, , g e_ , *. es (.~***
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TABLE 17A-1

(C1 met 153

Lg OF QUALIT' AS7JRED TTIONES, SYN Afm C0peONEffTS

,
Appiacable

Safety Cale or Combe Selssac Quality Reference

Sest eus asm) **<mponsent e Class g78 standard i12: Class Category Assurance Section Remarks

Main Steam Lare Monitors N/A Mf ra Stds - II hte 27,C 11.5, 7.5 Note 56 68

Magh Range Area Monitors N/A Mirs Stds - NOME hte 27,C 12.3, 7.5 Note 56 | 68

Ie.na Range Area Pk>attors N/A Mfra Stds - NOME Note 27,C 12.3, 7.5 Note 56 | 68

C<mponent conting Nater Monitors N/A Mfra Stds - II N3te 27,B 11.5, 9.2 | 68
Nante Gas Monator N/A Mfra Stds - II Note 27,5 11.5, 18.3 I 68

: 66

Liquad Naste Effluent Monitors N/A Mfra Stds - NONE Not e 2 7, 348,C 11.5, 7.5 | 68

: 66

Control Rexm Equagment Rack N/A Mfrs Stds - I Note 27,A 11.5 68,

eseammict ! 68

Control Ikum Equigment pack s tE) 1E IEEE-323 - I Note 27,A 11.5 | 68
Control R<am Vent ilation Monitors 1E IEEE-323 - I Note 27,A 11.5, 9.4 ; 68

39 . Fire Protectson System

Fire Sogpressaan Systems PSG 8 EPA - II/None Note 42,0 9.5 Note 58 | 55

Class 5 Paping and sugports feds NFPA - II/901E Note 44,8 3.6B 68

Portable Fire Eattnquashers N/A NFPA - II/M)me hte 42,D 9.5 Note 59 | 55

Fire Stcys and Seals N/A ASDI E119 NODE MONE hte 42,0 9.5.1.5 66

Fire Rated Coating Systems N/A ASDI E119 - II/m>ne Note 42,D 9.5 Mote 60 68*

RCP Imte 011 Co!! set ion Syst'.m 9.5.3.3.6 (1

HCP Coutaags IOGS Mirs Stds - II Note 32,8 * 68

Pip &ng and valves less ANSI B31.1 - II Note 44,8 Note 57 | 68
Tanks peas A3 E III 1 II Note 27,D | 68

Fire Detect son Systaus N/A NFPA-72D - II hte 42,0 9.5.1.4.2 113 | 41
Fire Dampers N/A Mfra Stds - II'mae . hte 42,0 9.5 Note 54

F i r e Immor s N/A Mirs Stds - 900NE Note 42,0 9.5 Note 50 ; SS

Fare Ratet Barrters N/A ASTM E119 - II/ mne hte 42,D 3.0, 9.5 Note 50 66.

.-. .- ,
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TAPIE f7A-1

ISheet 163

Il7r OF QUALI-'? 45. M. *:TleUCTURES, SYSTDtS AND use -revia

Applicable,

Safety Code or Code Set amic Quality Reference

System and Camponents Class ('l Standard (123 Class Category Assarance Section Damade -

40. Plant Cas System

as Nitrogna systes ; 42

paping and valves 2 AseE III 2 I Mote 26,A 3.98 | 68

Valves fees ANSI B31.1 - NOME Note ISB, C | 68

supports for Class 2 piping 2 ASE III 2 I seote 27, A 3.98 | 68

Class S piping and sipports fees ANSI B31.1 - II/N0ht Note 44,8 3.78 | 68

b) Hydrogen system

piping and valves 2 P*3eE III 2 I foote 26,A 3.95 * 68

supports for Class 2 paping 2 maeE III 2 I Note 2 7, A 3.78 64

Class 5 piping and supports fees AftSI B31.1 - II/N00E peote 44,5 3.68 | 68

41. Instrtmentation and Control

Electronac transmitters (pressare and RE IEEE-323 - .I flote 26, 3,A 7.0 | 68

daf ferent ial pressure 68

Electronec transmatters (flow) 13 IEEE-323 - I ,%te 26, 3,A 7.0 | 68
Pressere switches 1E IEEE-123 - I foote 26,A 7.0 peote 39 . | 68

Lowel Swatche. 2,3 ASIE !!! 2,3 I foote 26,A 7.0 Prassure integrity caly | 68

level 7ransmatters IE IEEE-323 - I Note 26,a 7.0 Functional Integraty only | 68

Thernovella 2,3 ASE III 2,3 I foote 28, A 3.2 Pressure Integrity only | 68
i

Resistance Temperature Detectors IE I EEE-32 3 - I loote 26,A 7.0 | 68

Source and Intermediate Range Neutron IE IEEE-32 3 - I foote 3,A 7.2 | 60
Power Range .eent ron (letectors RE IEEE-32 3 - I peote 3. A 7.2 * 68

Therunwell s linetsa pees ANSI B31.1 - - foote 348 | 6d

Nutron Flun Massators IE IEEE-32J - I Note 27 7.0 | 68

Flow element s egneese pass AscI B31.1 - - Note 348, 34N ! 60

p ..a. .- - e- a

b.. *
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CPSES/FSAM

TAB 1I 17A-1

(Sheet 37)

LIST O' QUALITY ASSUREC STRUC'1FRES, SYSTEpts Me Coper.m

.
Agplicable

Safety Code or Code Seamm te Quality peteresvw

.iystems and C(ang=> ment i class #73 Standard e123 Class Catogr>ry Assurance Section *- -- ks

Costaanment hydrogen analyzers 1E IEEE-??) - I Note 26,A 7.S ! 68
fSi*terential Pressure Switches IE IEEE-323 - I hte 26,A 7.0 1 68
htameters 3 A9EE III 3 I hte 26, 4, 7.0 Pressure Integrity only 1 68
Atameters 88ss Mf ra Stds - II Note 34N 13.3 | 68

Orifice Plates a rtow Neterthqs 2, 3 Nfra Stds - I Note 26,A 7.0 * 68

Chlorine detectors N/A Nfra Stds - I hte 26,A 9.4 68

(control room int het ; 68 '

i & C impulse tubing, fittings 2, 3 ASSE III 2, 3 I Note 32,A 7.0 Note 41 ; 68

and valves : 68
I 6 C impulse tubing, fittings, ?, 1 - - I pmde 32,A 7.0 teote 65 ! 68

eaIwes and suggorta ; 68

I & C supports for &apulse tubing, 18eS - - II Note 32,A 7.0 Note 51 68

fittings and valvom | 68
Instrument suggorts (seismic Category N/A - - I hte 32,A 7.0 Note 38 * 68

4

I instrumentap ; 68

Nuclear Amstrumm,nt tacks (CISp EE IEEE-323 - I Note 3, A 7.0 | 68 .
Fra ens instrumentation and control N/A IEEE-344 - I slote 4,A 7.0 * 68

r act s ( N",SS ) | 68
Rod control estuigment N/A - - 8001E hte 4 7.0 1 68
fbd position isdication contaisweet N/A - - DIGIIE Note 4 7.0 ! 68

cabinets | 68
I 6 C Power sugply severters ( DESS) 1E IEEE-32) - I Note 3,A 7.0 ; 68

So!6Gstate protect ton systems IE IEEE-323 - I Note 3, A 7.0 ; 68

cabinct ; 68

Contsol board deeuttaplemer N/A - - N00E hte 4 1.0

mt shut & men panet LE IIIE- 32 3 - I Note 26,A 7.0 | 68

p ,. . . , . , . - - " . *
a .
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TMBE 1 A-1

iFheet le

LIST OF QJAI.ITT ASSUFED STmR*IURE*i, MSTEMS 40 N l

. Applicable

Safety Code or Code seismic Quality lieference

S staus and Cgwww * C3 hs 6 7) Standard i12) Class Cat g ry Assurance Section Ilmar ksf

Shundrnen Transfer Panel 'E IEEE-32 3 - I Note 26,A 7.0 | 68

Process instrumentatiosa protection sks 1E IEEE-323 - I Note i, A 7.0 | 68
fleactor tr ip switchgear 1E IEE-32) - I Note 3.A 7.0 | 68
Protectawn relay rack (6.9-kw bus W/tJFI 1E IEEE-323 - I siete 26, A 7.0 | 68

Cable ternimation racks 1E IEEE-323 - I Note 26,A 7.0 * 68

tocal tastrusret racks N/A IEEE-344 - I hte 32,A 7.0 | 64
tocal arr. amont racks N/A - - I flote 32,A 7.0 Note 31 * 68

Cont rol neurse Benctateards, Ve tical 1E IEEE-323 - I kte 3, 26 7.0 | 68
Panels or Hot Shutdown P rol Mounted | 68

Etsspsment Classified 1E : 68
Cwt rol bom Ber chboard , Vertical fens Mf rs St ds - II Isote 50 7.0 | 68

Panels or Not Shutdown Pansa Stnunted 68

Equipment Classified as Non-!E I 68

Analog Instrumentation IE IEE-323 - I kte 26,A 7.0 | 68
Cabsnet s (Bf1F Safoty "holsted) : 68

Aust11ery Relay flacA (N;M ) IE IEEE-323 I Not e 3, A 7.0 | 68-

Upgrade Protection and IE IEEE-323 - I Not e 3, A 7.0 * 68

Surveillanta Cab * mt qNSSSI ! 68

42. Tornado versting Camponents 3.3.2

Da g ers M Nfra Stds - II Note 27,8 Note 24 | 68

Elowout Panels a.|ontrol 8toral Ices Nfra Stds - II Mote 27,8 hte 24 * 68

43. Cmpresnel Aa r Syntamma 9.J.1

Class 5 pap 6mg arm.t supports ledS AN31 831.1 - II/NDfE hte 44, 8 Is*

p m**,Y . * C'|r.
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TA8IE 17A-I

tSheet 39

LIST OF QUALIT' AS2iPED STirJCTtstES, S7ETDt3 APO CCPSM1NDCS

. AsplacaDie

Safety Code or Code Sensaic Qualit7 Deference
Syst e and s'ensponents Class s7e Staidar1 e!?) Class Category Assurana Seceton " - -As

44. Protect are Caatin9m 6.tB

Coatings inside the C4mtairument pers petyrE - -- None foote 33 | gg

Cost angs outside the Containment sees 900NE - - None Note 33 | $$

45. Potable and Sanitary stater Syste

Camestac water stu' age tank letS ASE III 3 II Note 27,8 9.2.4 | 68

46. Condansate System

Class 5 pipirwa and supports sees AMI B31.1 - II/pa]ME Note 44,8 10.4.7 * 68

47. Amalttary Steam System

Class 5 piping and supports sets ApeSI B31. 3 - 11/ICIE Note 44,9 10.4.13 | 68

44. Steam Generator atowdown 6

Cleang Systems

Steam Generator blowdown Heat Exchanger Ices ASE VIII - IEEEE his 348 80.4.8 | 68
C1 h Catson Deusametalizers sees ASE VIII - NOBE foote 348 10.4.8 | 68
Clowdowe Named Bed Deunineralizers gets ASE VIII - puAGE Note 148 10.4.8 68

Named F)ed Resia Trap 19t5 AfeSt 834.1 - pe0NE Note 34J PO.4.8 | 68

Catton Resta Trap 9etS Ases! B34.1 - seQIE Note 345 10.4.8 | 68

Eteam Generator Spent Hasta Sluice Pump fees Nfra Stds - tmME hte 348 10.4.8 | 68
Filter fees ANSI 838.1 - NOME Note 34B 10.4.0 | 68

Steam Generator Blowdown . pent Resan NNS A3eE VIII - NOME Note 348 10.4.8 | 68
Storage Tank | 6e

Vatoes IstS ANSI B3I.t - BK9eE Note 348, C 10.4.8 68

Class 5 papasu) and suppotts sees ANSI 933.1 - I]/100E Note 44,5 3.78 68

Steam generator btMswei f airer posS AftS t 83 8.1 feUNE tent e 148 10.4.8 68

i n ,7
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CFsr.SeF5AR

TA21E 17A-1'

(Sheet 40)

LIrr OF QtlALIN ASSUPED simiuni.S, STSTDES Ape CDprueEWrs

.
Applicable

Safety Code or Code Seanenc Quality Reference
syst ems and C mswments Class s76 Standard (12s Class Catacory Assurance Section P- -- ks

49, Pape %g: Restraints N/A Mfra Stds - I Note 26, 43.8 3.68 ; 64

*20. Meteorologscal Instrumentation

teeteorologacal Tower N/A Mfra Stds - MnNE Note C 2.3 | 68
Sensors N/A Mfra Stds - falBE leote C 2.3 | 68

i Signal Conditioners N /A Mfra Stds - 8s0E Note C 2.3 | 64
Power Supplies N/A Mfra Stds - peuME foote C 2.3 : 64
Data !aning and Camputational Devices N/A Mf r a St ds - psDIE flote C 2.3 | 68
fee-72 Report Processor N/A Nfra Stds - pe0NE Isote 26,C 11.5 * 64
St. Unaaterrupt abIe Prasar Supply aUPSI

; 66
and Dist r abat aan Srwen Systes

! 66
f.ir-conditioning seats, : 66
a. Roughing filter, fan, and di. rect- 3 Nfra Stds - I seote 26,A 9.4C.8 Note 21 * 68

ewpansace refs sgerant coils
; 68

b. Derrigarant pipang E tubes 3 ASTM 342 -
*

foote 26,A Fig. 9. 4-15 flote 21 68

AS1TE Bele geota 27, 50 ; 66

c. Mater Side 3 ASDE III 3 I flote 26,A Fig. 9.4-15 64
i Dwra and supports 3 Mfra Stds - I loote 26, 32,A Fag. 9.4-15 slote 21 * 66

Ductwork and supports 3 Mfra Stds - I soote 26, 32,A Fig. 9.4-15 Isote 21 : 68
Cooster Reture Fans 3 Nfra itds - I Isote 26 A Fig. 9.4-85 Mote 21 6d

I
|

|

|

|
i
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TA811 17A-1

Sheet 41p

LIST OF QUALIT' ASSUED N, ST_M AND COB @OdDrFS

W r es
.

3. Services prownded to sulport a safety or other necessary function:

Emergency power - automatic I:aadisqa.

b. Emergency power manual loading

c. Component cooling water

d. Service water

c. Steam

2. Portions of equapment contaantag component cooling or ser< ice water are Safety Class 3, Cole Class 3.

3. Meets Quainty Contro1 Syntam pequiraunents, Westinghouse QCS-3, whicta satisfies senpsirements of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendam 8, Osality Assurance

Crateria.

4. Meets Qua16ty Requirmennes for Manuf acture of Nuclear Plant Equismuset , teost amnfumane QCS-2, which satisfies requircuments of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendia

B.

5. Access for sampaction and test is required by Westinghouse; however, no formal quality program approval is required.

6. Meets the quality assurance program of one of the Westtaghouse NES manuf acturing divisions, and is in accordance wath 10 CFR Part 50, Appendan B.

7. Safety classes for fluid system ccaposents are defined by the engineering flow diagrams and ase in accordance with AftSI N18,2, Nuclear Safety

Cratetta for the Desagn of stas tomary Pressurized Water peactor Plants. Safety classes for electrical, instrimentation and control ets are

def aned by the anne-line diagrams, electrical waring diagrams, and instrumentataan and control diagrams. Safety classes for reactor containment 571069,

*pres,are boundary cramponents axe la accordance with AfCI N19.2.

I

e. Represents code class upgrading as permatted by paragraph NA-2154 of the ASPE Code, Sect 1on III, this component is upgraded from the maaimum !

reapsared Code Caass 2 to Code Class 1.
!

|

9 Parts ase mechanacally of safety class and must meert t he st ruct ur al antegrity rouguaraments of the specification and quality assurance reguarements ]

vt 10 CFB Part V), Aggevalan 5. j

:
!
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CPSES/FSAR

TABIZ 17A-1

iSheet 423

LIOf CF QUALITY ASSUREI' STRUCfUPES. STS*DtS AfdD CO@0NDrfS

10. Faaluse can cause no nuclear safety probles, although an econetc loss may result.

Es. Thas comuonent is Safety Class I under the definattors 2.2.3413, s h, or g at of AftSI Nie 2-197 3 and quataries for no special seammac design by
meeting the four follwtag conditions. Porttons of systems in which thas cmponent is located that perform the same safety function 11kewtse
qualAfy for no special estamic design.

Condations to be met for esemption are the folloutng:

a. Faalure would not directly cause a Condataan III of IV event ( as defined an AftSI N t9.2-197 3, Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of
Stat ionary Pressar12nd Water peactor Plants).

b. There is not safety function to mitigate nor could f aalure prevent natigation of the consegaences of a Condition III or IV event.

c. Failure during or followtag any Condition II event would result in commequences no more severe than allowed for a Condition III event.

d. Routine post seismic procochares would dimelone loss of the safety functica.

12. The alp 1& cable code or standard provided La the prLasry A3E mde or industry st-tard witich applies to the given component. Achtitional
amformation about the design requirements is provided an the referenced FSAR Sections.

A3tE: American Society of senchanical Engineers. III stands for Section III of the A3E So11er and Pressure vesset g B6PV) Code. VIII stands for
Section vi!I of the A3tE 86PV Code. Pressure vessels which are part of the RCP9 meet the requirements of 1971 verston, with application of all
Addenda through to and including the Sumer 1972 Addenda Pumps, valwee, and piping which are part of the ICPB most the requirements of the 1971
Verstius, with aspatcation of all Addenda through to and including the titater 1972 Addenda Later Code vershons may be used optionally.

13. Not Used | 57[D60
14. Nuot maintaan f uel array to prevent critica11ty under adverse conditions including occurrences of the SSE.

15. To be safety classified. failure of the tool must be daractly a nuelear safety problem. If a nuclear safety problam arises trous tool failures

c(sabaned wath a proce<haral f attere thereaf ter, t.he tool is flan-seeclear Safety.

16. Fatture ans a je asolable reacta Contaanment prevents substantial release to the environment of radaoective games fra damaged spent fuel.

-s e ry q
p er ~ 'A_. \e .,y$31 .- 3S w,.. w= a
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TABM 17A-1

(Sheet 49e

1.!Of OF QUALITY ASSLHED suom. . STSTDE Af0 COETNg

17 Meets.the quality assurance requaraments as set forth in Westanghouse Qualaty Procur m ent Specification QPS-105-1, Pev. O. wenich satisfies tie

gertament sminarements of 10CTR50, Appendim 8.

16. Any reactor vess el internal, the sangle f ailure of which could cause release of a mechanical piece t;aving potential for direct damage las to the

oessel claddtaq or flow blockage, shall be classified to a minimum of S$fety Class 2.

19. These items are not required as mechanical supports for CN]M housings, but are serpaired to ensure functioning of the control rew$s.

20. Failure could cause a 14CA, but less than a Condition III loss-of-coolant.

21. This equisquent is not cercially available as ASEE Code, Section III, Class 3.

22. This equignment is included in the scope of IEi.E 387.

23. Critical parts required to main' ain structural integrity during a seismic event are s@)ected to QA programs.

24. These devices will remain in place following a SSE.

25. Component supports are dest.;aned in accordance arith ASPEE SbPV Code, Smetion III, Class 3 but fabricated to AISC -1970.

26. Meets quality assurance requiremesets as set forth in the appt acable specification, which satisfy requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendia B. * 57[D6e

27. Meets pertinent portions of the quality assurance criterna set forth ta 10 CFR Part 50, Appendia B as defined by specification.

28. Procuremmat QA applied for non-safety considerat ions and may be discontinued af ter shipment f rom vendor or af ter testa 11ation.

M. Classaf aed reES on bests that flow restriction ta provided in the piptag.

Ks . Appines only to tut botting invoiced with coastdown function.

st. Pressure boundary parts for instruments ccminacted to AMS Class 2 and 3 systeens are procured to ASIEC Sectaan III Class 2 and 3 requirements.

Inst ruments and racks are not covered by ASDE Cair.

,,..,a . p.- -
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TABIE 1FA-1

4 5, hoot 44e

LIST OF QUALITY ASSURFD STRUCTt9ES. STFFDt3 AfD (t)peoser's

32. h ets guality assurance provisions of Brown & Roots * Quality Assursace program (see FSAR Sect aan 1L t.1.3). which satisfies requirements of to CFR
Part SO, Appendia S.

13. The rejetroments for coat tag systems enring all phases of installation as defined by C6H Spectrication 2323-45-31. The requirements of ANSI * SS

98101.2, ANSI M512, and the coating manuf acturers' recommendations will be used for guidance la the develosament of construction and maintenance |
procedures. These procedisres will establish the requirements necessary to ensure a good quality coattag system. ;

33. The quality seguirements of Branch Technical Position ETSB 11-1 are satisfied. Not e: this is not within the scope of FSAR Section 17.1. Note 34N

andicates NSSS ectr,e of supply; Note 348 indicates SOP acge of supply. Where note 34 is used for safety-related equipment | Safety Class 1, 2, or
3, or Seammic Category 13, the QA provistor.s of Agpendia 8 envelope and satisfy the requirements of ETSB 11-1. The scope of ESTB 11-1 is def tr.ed

by the engansering flow diagrams by *RIS6" boundary dearkation.

3% Alt'Ost tgacal report no. 132A gives a breakdown of system components and appl & cable design codes.

A Tim agp1& cable code for the Containment is the prgosed Standard Code for Concrete Reactor Vessets and Contalment ( April 1973) issued for trial
use and cumments. It was developed by the Joint ACI-ASPE Technical Cemittee on Concrete Pressero Campments for Nuclear Service (see Section
3.8.1.2.Ip.

17. Delet ed ! 41

3#3. This also agpties to pens anstrument s whsch are connected to papang or ducttng wtth seismic Caterpry I or II tubang and sugports. | 41

39. All pressere switches are dif ferential pressere switches with the low side open to atmosphere.

eJ. Deleted 41*

41. Impulse tubtog, valves, and fittinga are sugported as seismic Category I, but do not comply with ASPE III, subsection fir. H erefore, this ; 30

A:aw mater nal ws!! not have Thard Party inspection, Code Stasping, and Code Data reports as specif t. set in A9E subsection NA MOO and NA 8000. ; 66

sate f abricat ton and installat ton of thas AS#E material w611 be in accordance wath Mac agproved QA programm governang non-A.9fE work which meets the !M
s equ a s ement s of A(pend t n 8 to 10 CFR Par t 50 4 ASME III subsection MA 4000 emeladed). The leek testing of the instremient tubing betwoon the 50

instrument asolation valve and tane anstrimment wall be acrorp21shed by completion of normat instrunnet calabrat ton. I

i. * *
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TAB 12 3 74-1

aSheet 45

LIJT CF QUAL:Ty ASStrPID STpuCTt%IS STSTees APE) CtlepalEles

4? Tte eguat aty asaerance reguarsaments of Apposwlan A of t he eranch Technical Pr> sat aan APCSS 9.5-4 of Staridard Review Plan, Section 9.5.1, faevision 1,
are sat istle =9.

43. The quat ary assurance requireements of Oranch Tdnacal Pos:ttoes MES 3-1 and APChe J-t are matasfied.

44. Meets spsality assurance requirements as set forth in mechanical specitacation 232 3-fC-468, "Non-Nuetear Pipe Hanger and Steports* and smechanical
agssc a f icat inn 2323-86 -800, "Pipang Esectious".

Class S paping and its supposts are designated Seammac Catepry II or f5nne. Seismae Catograrf II is etaltzed for papan3 ancluded an AM Sectice : 68

III stress analyses, high energy lanes, and other special cases indicated by engaseering evaluation. Sessmac Category None as normally ut tlared |
for ? anch and esmier papan3, and 4 anch and under air f!!!ed colpent t e ing/pape, unless otherwase indicated by engtmeer ang evaluation. |

Seiemac Catorpty II papanq has Seismae category II supporta. Se1mmac Catapry None piping has Seiasac CatePry II segporta af engineering ; aan

evaluat ion ohn_nes t hat a se6amic f atture would afversely affect the safety function of nuclear safety related itemas. ;

44. esff trSFD
; 68

es. . Safet y funct aan is achaevel by reuneasing in place. Caponent saf ety funct aon is non-active.

47. Agplacahte ctmles and standards for concrete radaation shaelding are R ested in Section 3.8.4.2.
|

49. Portaons that f urnash sepport to CBEDas osely.

49. Strwtural sugport elemments such as strut channels and strut fitt angs, procured as rau matettal; qua14ty verified by samplang, test ing, and 68

eertafteataan. Condest purchased cuMBerCaa$$y Wa th Cert $f aCat AUn by Yendor and Deceapt Inspection. Conduit f attlags purchased camerCtally with !
certartentinent>y Ven43r anj/or Perenpt Inspection.

| 68

in. Purchasel as tvummercial grade math cent a f icat tor. by vemjor.

St. Thas aspl aes calf t o a ns t rument s connect ed t o Ca t a inment Hyds twJpst Purge Segply ducts.

|
*n pi1. * *

.y
... . *L' . = *

|
,
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*ABIE 17A-1

ASheet 46)

1.25T CF QtJALM A1''11 REC STPtK"UltES. STTTDG AND @f@0tIDrTS

: Q130. n
SL Nasonry walls have teen evalsated for metamic anterar-t sons g rammined noe-seissa:s. removed, or replaced with sensaically designed walls of other ! $9

mat er n al . ;

S t. This lost handling equigment satisfies NUKG-OSS4 single-f ailus e-proof reqstrauments. Sesamic Catogrwy I denotea the capability to reta:a control *%

of the laf ted load and to maintain structural integrity during and af ter a seismic event. 'the lomitng ccumbinations include OK and SSC with !
laf ted load oncept for the polar crane due to the low probability of SSr. wath lif ted load 41ess than 1 x 10-7 per yearl. The polar erses
criter ta ta discussed in FSAlt sortion 9.1. 4. 3.2.

Sa Fase damsess are functionally part of fire barriers but are shown on went 11ataan flow diagrams because they are physically located am ventilatiosa ! 41
duc t s and gw r ations. The safety class designat aan on vent Liat ton diagrams &ms not apply to the fire danpers. Fire dampers whsch are *

requised to seenain span af ter an SSE are destgriated sessunac Category II by the specificat ton and are qualif sed to reunaan opera.

' SS. The tank boundary extends to the first weld connecting the penetration nosztes to system piping outside the tank. The tank and associated papang ;h
anside the tank as not N-stamsmed. |

56. The asp 1& cation of IEEE-323 to applied to those cIhannels identifies am FSAR Section F.S . ! $7|D68

S7. 7tc Class S piping ar.d valves an these 2* and under seammic Category II lines are seismically analysed and are sugported by seimmic Category II : 46

supsw>rt s. Insta11st aan requissements are the same as other Class 5, :vetssic Category Il papes. ;

SS. Earledang exist ing buried yard paping. QA requirsements of Appendia A to FfP APCSS 9.S-1 of Standard Deview Plan Section 9.S.1 flevision 1 are to ;%

be sat sof ted for future activittee assocasted with tneriod yard piptag that supplies fire protection water to safety related buildings. |

S9. QA f ar water ent inguishers laetted to UL listing. ; $3

eo. Deteeed. |u

ei n . The < ontrol penet and assuciated electrical c<mporants of the turbane drawer are associated Class tE located in mild environment. I Si

e,2. Th es mig =ww st has twoo qualaf ted as se&sete category 1 by analysas. ; $$

* , .

e

.. __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ._. _ . _ _ _ - , _ __
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( S'aeet 4;)

63. Aggit acable where wall as supported by structural steel spacat ted setseically. ;p

**0. Applacation of sodafand CDC 4 ( leak-bef ore-break t reumaves the need for this insulation. The irsulation may be removed. 61

GS. Thas ass >laes only to inst ruments connected to HVAC Duct s. .g

n . * ? #
Aq *so-

6 ,

3 3
a.2 -. *
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TABIE 17A-1

s Slumet 49,

LIST OF QUIALITY A59PtEC ST3tDC"*JRE3, SY.W, M e (t)pposeDfr$

Operat tons Quality Assurance taotes:

A. An Operat sons QA Program will be impleanted which satisfies agplicable requirements cf Regulatcry Cuade 1.33, Dev. 2, "Quality Assurance Programs
pequirements goperattorsp.

C. s~rit acat parts required to estatain structural integrity during a seismic event are s@jected to an operattras QA Program ebach satisfies

agpticable requir ments of Sequlatory Gaids 1.33, Ser. 2.

C. Full QA requirements were not imposed for manufacture and/or instattation; however a QA program will be instituted during operation of equagement.,

D. An Operations QA Program will be implaumented wentch sattsfies applicable requirements of Agyendia A of the Branch Technical Position AFCSR 9.5-1 of ! S3
Standard Devisme Plan, Seiction 9.3.1, Rev. 1. *

}
.

O
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TABLE 17A-2

QUALITY ASSURANCE SUDMARY

CONSTRUCTION

SAFETY - SEISMIC ENGINEERIE, DESIGN, AND FABRICATION (NOTE 1) SAFETY AND OPERATIONS

CLASS CA)EGORY NSSS SCOPE BOP SCOPE RELATED QA APPLIED

3 4 5 6 34N 17 26 27 32 33 34B 42 44 49 50

1 ! X X X X X X YES YES

2 I X X X X X X YES YES

3 I X X X X X X X YES YES | 68
3 II/ NOME X X X X NO NOTE 2 | 68
IE ' ior N/A) X X X YES YES

N/A I X X X X X X X YES YES | 68
NN3 (or N/S) Il X X- X X X X X X NO NOTE 2

NNS (or N/A) NONE X X X X X X X X NO NOTE 3

NOTE 1: Numbers correspond to QA note in Table 17A-1.

NOTE 2: Construction and Operations QA are applied to the appropriate level defined by the QA notes.
NOTE 3: Construction and Operations QA are applied to the appropriate level on a case by case basis.

|

. . ;w - r.Snypp:"|5a u .s'

, . - . ,,. . - -. _ .
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0032.6 Describe the environmental qualification procedures and
'

the limits of qualification that each of the following
class 1E components located inside of the containment were
qualified to.

1) Splices.

(2) Terminal blocks.

(3) Termination cabinets, and
.

(4) Connectors.

P

R032.6 Westinghouse scope of supply does not include distinct and
separate splices, terminal blocks, connectors or

termination cabinets located inside containment. For

certain equipment, such as valve motor operators, terminal '

blocks (strips) are supplied as an integral part of the
equipment and are included in the equipment qualification
program. These programs are described in Revision 1 and
Supplement 1 to WCAP-8587. Table 3.11N-3 relates the
Westinghouse supplied equipment and its applicable
Equipment Qualification Data Package.,

,

B0P Scope of supply components will be qualified as
follows:

1. Class IE splices inside the containment are |68
environmentally qualified to meet the requirements of | |

IEEE 323-1974 and IEEE 383-1974. These splices are |
i

listed and their use justified in Appendix 8A, | ,

"Analysis to Justify Cable Splices in Raceway." |
.

.

<
.

.

, ['U,
~
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t

2. Class IE terminal blocks inside containment will be
:

required to meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974.
,

f~

3. There are no Class 1E termination cabinets inside the ;

containment.

1
.

4. Class lE cable connectors inside containment will be
required to meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974 and
IEEE 383-1974.

4

.

<

,

l

I

i

1

.

4 e

.f

,

;

,

1 b

(

l

.

!

i f
'

i
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Provide the details of your evaluation, the results and
conclusions, and a tabulation of the following
information:

(a) all conditions that render the diesel generator
incapable of responding to an automatic emergency
start signal for each operating mode as discussed
above; -

(b) the wording on the annunciator window in the
control room that is alarmed for each of the
conditions identified in (a);

(c) any other alann signals not included in (a) above
that also cause the same annunciator to alarm;

(d) any condition that renders the diesel generator
incapable of responding to an automatic emergency
start signal which is not alarmed in the control
room; and

(e) any proposed modifications resulting from this
evaluation.

R040.9 Each Diesel Generator (0-G) contains approximately 55
annunciator windows on the local control panel. Each

window identifies the origin of any malfunction in the
subject 0-G, and includes conditions that would render

; the D-G inoperable for auto start in an emergency.

The control room annunciators contains a total of three
(3) alams for both 0-G's: One alarm is to advise if
the control switch of either of the two 0-G's Remote-
Local Maintenance Switch is not in "auto," Two (2)
windows (one

'

'

,7,n......
. . .

,..
..

040-17
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per unit) alarm if any trouble develops. The trouble
alarm does not differentiate if the trouble renders the
0-G inoperative for auto start in emergency.

Additionally, the Diesel Generator Power Window on the j66

Safety System Inoperable Indication Panel (SSil-see |

Section 7.1.2.6) is activated by those conditions that i

render the 0-G inoperable for auto start during |

emergency conditions. The same 5511 window is also |

activated if the following conditions exist: |

1. Loss of Station Service Water
2. 6.9KV generator breaker control switch in lock-out

position
3. Any 0-G room cooler switch in the lock-off

position

Although none of the three conditions listed above are |20
electrically interlocked with the 0-G, it is recognized |

that they may render the 0-G inoperable imediately |

after a short period of operation, or are otherwise |

important enough to advise the operator of its |

existence. |

a. The condition that renders the 0-G incapable of
responding to an automatic emergency start signal
are:

| 1. 125V DC not available
2. Overspeed trip not reset

! 3. Differential lock-out relay not reset
4. Remote-Local-Maintenance (R-L-M) switch in

local o Nintenance mode
! 5. Starting air pressure low

6. Diesel generator breaker CR-HSP Selector I 68
Switch in HSP position |

*

|

|

'
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;

Q040.109 The response to Question Q040.53 is not complete.

a) Pravide out of tolerance values for voltages on
Safeguard buses,

b) Provide identification of relays used in the
coincidence logic scheme,

c) Provide time delays assumed in the SAR accident
analysis and describe how the tiue duration of
degraded voltage condition shall not result in
f ailure of safety systems or components,

d) Proviue copy of meter and test relay procedure
noteJ in your response which shows trip set points
and time values of these voltage relays. Also

state which breaker will be affected by each
relay.

|
R040.109 a) The preferred and alternate offsite power sources |68

tothesafety-relatedelectricalsystemshavebeen| ;

re-aligned to feed only safety-related 6900-V |
,

'

buses. This re-alignment has impro.ed the |

available voltages at the safety-related buses. |

The preliminary calculations hue indicated that |

minimum and maximum voltages at the s6fety-related |
buses will ensure adequate voltages at all safety- |
related equipment. A revised response to this |

question will be provided after finalization of |

voltage profile calculations. I

b) Relays used in the 2nd level undervoltage |12
coincidence logic are identified in Table 040.109- |
1 "2nd level Undervoltage Protective Relay |

Identification and Setting." | ,
.

$

040-145 [['
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0130.17 Identify any limitations in boundary conditions and the
>

t

basic assumptions applicable to the computer programs
identified in this section of the FSAR.

,

R130.17 The computer programs used to analyze the reactor |68
containment building are ANSYS (for the foundation mat

|
and large openings), and Shell-1 (for the containment

|
shell). These two programs are particularly suitable |
for the analysis needs of nuclear containment

|
structures. The ANSYS program is a general three- | ,

dimensional finite element computer program, capable of |
'

taking practically any type of loading conditions and |
boundary conditions. The Shell-1 program for shells of |
revelation is applicable only for axisymmetric j

structures such as containment shells. However, the | |
program has the capacity of taking non-symmetric loads
and boundary conditions through the technique of Fourier -

harmonic decomposition.

,

.

r
>
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Q130.25 In your answers to Q-130.5, Q130.16 and Q130.18, you
t

changed the load combinations for the Containment
Building to agree with the requirements of ACI 359 Code
(1973) with certain exceptions as identified in the
applicable sections of SRP 3.8.1. For the internal
structures and for other Category I structures, you,

stated compliance with the respective requirements
identified in SRP 3.8.3 and 3.8.4. In view of these

!

changes, identify in detail how these changes in the
design criteria have affected the final design of the
Containment and other structures, if any. Specifically,
state if they_have resulted in any changes in the
physical sizes of the structural components, rebar
placement, properties, design stress levels, etc...,

R130.25 The various Seismic Category I structures were designed | 68
toconformtotheloadingcombinationsandtheirrelated|
acceptance criteria which are specified by U.S. NRC |
Standard Review Plans 3.8.3 and 3.8.4. |

.

!

1
-

1
'

1

!
i

\ -

1
1

1
|

W

|
|
|
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Ql'').27 State the criteria used to account for accidental t

torsional effect of all Category I structures, including
the Containment building. It is our position that a
minimum of 5's accidental eccentricity should be

considered due to the fact that both construction
tolerances and the internal structures would introduce
some degree of eccentricity effect. This can be
accomplished by evaluating the structure censidering 5ts
of the largest base mat dimension as an accidental
eccentricity. That is the distance between the actual
modified by the 5's eccentricity.

Provide information to demonstrate the extent to which
the containment structure and the components located

within the structure are capable of withstanding the
largest load resulting from this criteria together with
other applicable loads. In addition, provide the same
information for all other Category I structures.

;

R130.27 The seismic analysis of all the seismic Category I
.

structures, including the Containment Building is based
on three dimensional modeling in which the actual center

of mass at each floor elevation has been determined
individually, and six degrees of freedom have been

considered at each mass point with the corresponding
t

stiffness properties obtained from a three dimensional
finite element representation. Therefore, the approach
used in the seismic analysis accounts for all, torsional
effects.

|

| in the design of the Seismic Category I strucutures, | 68
,

shears resulting from torsion were computed using the j
i

larger of either the actual computed eccentricity at |

each sotry elevation or 5's of the maximum building |
| dimension (normal to the direction of excitation). |

:

ADVANCE COPY
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THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY |68
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,

Q130.28 in your answers to Q130.5,16,18, and 25, you stated
how you considered tha design and acceptance criteria
identified in ACI-359 and SRP 3.8.1, 3.8.3 and 3.8.4 to

validate the actual structural design of the Category-I
structures of the Comanche Peak NPP. In your
conclusions, you stated that the actual design meets the
requirements of ACI-359 and SRP 3.8.1, 3.8.3, and 3.8.4.
Provide a detailed description of the specific
controlling sactions and components investigated in your
re-evaluation, including pertinent sketches and results.

R130.28 The design of Seismic Category I structures conformed to | 68
the loading combinations which are specified by U.S. |
NRC Standard Review Plans 3.8.1, 3.8.3 and 3.8.4. |

|68
b

k

.

:

\
-

-
;

(

.
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Q212.20- Regulatory Guide 1.45 states that all three methods used
in the detection of unidentified leakage should meet the
sensitivity and response time requirements of RG 1.45.
The containment air particulate monitors and radioactive
gas monitors are dependent on background radiation
levels for detection of a leak. The containment
background level is in turn dependent on coolant
activity and normal (expected) unidentified leakage.
Show how the radiation monitors satisfy the requirements
of RG 1.45 considering a range of containment activity
levels stemming from change in coolant activity and
normal unidentified leak rates.

R212.20 The sensitivity of the containment airborne particulate |68
and gas monitors for detection of I gpm primary coolant |

leakage is dependent on both the primary coolant |

activity level and the background radiation level in |

containment. |

Conservative analysis indicates that the maximum pre- |68
existing containment background levels that will not |

prevent reliable leak detection by the particulate |

monitor (without spurious alarms) will vary as the j!

square of the primary coolant activity for levels which |

are above concentrations corresponding to approximately |

0.84% failed fuel and will vary linearly to |

concentrations below that level. This relationship is j

derived from the general sensitivity equation in ANSI |

13.10 and the time constants specified for the monitor |
' used in this service. |

|

|
Analysis also shows that the maximum pre-existing | 68

l containment background levels for which reliable |

detection is possible will vary directly with the |

activity levels in the primary coolant until |

.

212-32
I
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concentrations corresponding to approximately 0.0046% |68
failed fuel. With primary coolant concentrations less j

than this value, the increase in detector count rate due |
to leakage will be partially masked by the statistical |

variation of the minimum detector background count rate, 1
rendering reliable detection of a 1 gpm leak uncertain. |

In conclusion, reliable leak detection is possible, |68
provided that the equilibrium activity of the |
containment atmosphere is below the level that would |

mask the change in activity corresponding to a Igpm leak |
in one hour. Given the above limitations, the intent |

of the leak detection requirements of Regulatory Guide |

1.45 is met in the following manner. The monitors are |
seismically qualified as required in Section C of |

Regulatory Guide 1.45. The minimum sensitivities of |

the containment air particulate and the radioactive gas |
monitors are 5 x 10-11 Ci/ml (reference nuclide Cs- |

137) and 1 x 10-6 Ci/ml(referencenuclideXe-133), |
respectively. These are the minimum detectable |

activities when situated in a 2.5 mR/hr, of 1 Mev gamma |
background field, which is the normal maximum |

anticipated at the location of the monitors. These |

sensitivities meet or exceed the sensitivities required |

of ther.e monitors by' Section B of Regulatory Guide |
1.45. |

.

"
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THIS PAGE HAS BEEN INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK. |68
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0421.18 Identify the organizational position with the authorit.y
and responsibility to approve changes to the plant Q. !

List and describe those provisions for controlling the
distribution of the plant 0-list, including signature
approval and revision numbers and/or dates. Describe
the involvement of QA and/or QC personnel in this area.

R421.18 The plant Q-List (Table 17A-1) identifies major safety- |68
related items within the scope of the nuclear quality |

assurance (QA) programs. This list is extended to |

include other items of the plant not classified as |66
safety-related but for which some degree of quality |

assurance was applied during design and construction. |

Changes to FSAR Table 17A-1 are reviewed by and accepted |
by the Director,0uality Assurance (or his designee). |

The FSAR amendment that promulgates the change is |66
approved and submitted by the Executive Vice President, |

Nuclear Engineering and Operations. |

|

|

!

l

.

i
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0423.12 We could not conclude from our review of the
preoperational test phase description and the test
sumaries provided in Table 14.2-2 that comprehensive
testing is scheduled for several systems and components.
Therefore, clarify or expand the description of the
preoperational test phase to address the following:

1. Station Service Water System Test - State your
plans to demonstrate proper operation of the
strainers.

.

2. Component Cooling Water System Test - State your
plans to demonstrate the system's capability to
supply adequate cooling water flows to the "non-
safety-related" loop loads.

.

3. Vents and Drains System Test - State your plans
to include testing which demonstrates the
operability of all vents and drains which can
affect the capability of any equipment
important to safety, even though those vents or
drains may not handle potentially radioactive
substances.

4. Fire Protection System Test - State your plans to
verify that installation of features designed to
contain fires (e.g., fire stops, fire doors,
penetration seals) has been completed as a
prerequisite to this test.

S. Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System Test -

State your plan to verify correct flows entering
and leaving the system for all modes of
operation. (e.g., flow to purification loop from
the refuel ng water storage tanks).

.

|
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6. Residual Heat Removal System Test - Expa'id the <

test summary to describe how each mode of system
operation will be demonstrated.

7. CVCS Chemical Control, Purification, and Hakeup
Subsystem Test - State your plans to demonstrate
boric acid bathing and transfer capabilities and
operation in the emergency borate mode. '

8. Safety Injection System Hydraulic Performance

Test - Describe the tests that will demonstrate
each mode of ECCS operation. If any mode of
operation will not be demonstrated by preoper-
ational testing, provide technical justification
for it omission. Also describe the testing that
will demonstrate proper sequencing and operation
vf components on automatic switchover from
injection to recirculation mode.

9. Safety Injection Accumulators Test - Modify the
test summary to clarify which valves are opened
in test method #3.

10. Gaseous Waste Processing System Test - State your
plans to demonstrate the capability of the
hydrogen recombiner.

11. Control Room Ventilation System Test; Auxiliary,
Fuel and Safeguards Building Ventilation Test;
Combustible Gas Control Systems Test - Revise

Section 14.2.7 to state that testing of
atmosphere cleanup system, air filtration and
absorption units to be consistent with FSAR

Appendix 1A (which refers to Regulatory Guide

h

423-21
'
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1.52, Rev. 1, 7-76). Modify each of the test
summaries to show that preoperational testing of
each ESF air flitration and absorption unit will
be perfomed in accordance with the regulatory
guide..

13. Diesel Generator Compartment Ventilation Systems
Test - The test method described by the test
sumary does not describe tests that will satisfy
the stated test objective. Expand the test
method to demonstrate the capability of the
ventilation systems to provide adequate
ventilation for the diesel generator
compartments.

14. Diesel Generator Test - Expand the text sumary
to show that your test conforms to regulatory
positions 2.a and 2.b of Regulatory Guide 1.108
(Rev. 1, 7-77) or provide technical justification
for all exceptions to these positions.

15. AC Power Distribution System Test - Expand the
test sumary to show that this test will include
normal power supply buses as well as ESF buse5

and vital buses. Also state your plans to
perform full load tests using all sources or

,

power supplies to each bus.

|68
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|

0423.19 Provide a description of th2 elGetrical lineup for Unit
:

No. 2 during preoperational tests that will be conducted !

to satisfy reguiatory positions in Regulatory Guide 1.41
for Unit No. 1. Provide a description of the lineup for *

both plants during similar preoperational testing on
Unit No. 2 subsequent to initial criticality of Unit No.
1. The descriptions should address both normal and i

emergency power distribution systems. Provide assurance

that crossties will not exist which could cause loss of
emergency bus power to one unit due to testing of the
other unit.

R423.19 For Unit No. 2 equipment required to be energized prior | 68
tocompletionofUnit1preoperationaltesting,theUnit|
No. 2 electrical lineup will be as follows: |

6.9kV Buses 2EA1 & 2EA2 preferred source -
Startup Transformer x5T1

6.9kV Buses 2EA1 & 2EA2 alternate source - | 68
*

Startup Transformer XST2 |68
6.9kV Buses 2A1, 2A2, 2A3, & 2A4 source - |68
Startup Transformer 2ST, or backfeed through |68
2MT1, 2MT2 and 2VT |

The electrical lineup for both enits during Unit No. 2
preoperational testing will be as follows:

1

4
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Unit N9. 1
6.9 kV Buses 1EA1 & 1EA2 preferred source -
Startup Transformer XST2

6.9 kV Buses 1EA1 & IEA2 alternate source - |68
Startup Transformer XSil

|

6.9kV Buses 1A1, 1A2, 1A3, & 1A4 sources - |68
Startup Transformer IST or Unit Aux.

|
Transformer 1UT

Unit No. 2

6.9 kV Buses 2EA1 & 2EA2 preferred source -
Startup Transformer XST1

6.9 kV Buses 2EA1 & 2EA2 alternate source - |68
Startup Transformer XST2

|
6.9 kV Buses 2A1, 2A2, 2A3, & 2A4 source - | 68
Startup Transformer 2ST | 68

For preoperational testing on Unit No. 2 Unit No. 1 6.9
kV Class 1E buses will be electrically lined up in the
designed plant operational mode with two offsite power
sources (preferred and alternate) and one onsite power

source (diesel) available to each Class 1E bus. Plant
electrical distribution circuits will be lined up in
only the designed operational modes which precludes not
only the loss of all sources to Unit No. 1 emergency
buses, but also eliminates the possibility of
distribution system crossties.

|

|
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0423.34 Your rGsponse to item 423.18 is not acceptable. On FSAR

page 8.2-6 you state that "in the event one startup
transformer (e.g., XST1, a preferred source) becomes
unavailable to its nonnally fed Class 1E buses, power is
made available from the other startup transformer (e.g.,
X5T2, an alternate source) by an automatic transfer

l'
(fast or slow transfer)." Our concern is that this
transfer might overload a startup transformer resulting
in a degraded voltage situation on the ESF buses and
failure of ESF equipment. (See Power Systems Branch

item 040.44). It is our position that you demonstrate
,

the capability of each startup transformer to carry the
maximum load that it is postulated to carry during any
mode of plant operation (including configurations where
other transformers have failed and loads are
automatically transferred to it). Provide a summary of
this test.

R423.34 Preferred and alternate power sources to the safety- |68
related electrical systems have been realigned to feed j

only safety-related buses. This re-alignment has |
,

eliminated the possibility of overloads on a startup |
transformer.

|
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THis FAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK | 68
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RESPONSE TO NRC ACTION PLAN

B. LOCATION |27
'

The onsite TSC at CPSES is in the observation area above the |27
controlroom,onelevation840'6"oftheControlBuilding(refer |,

to figure !!!.A.1.2-1). The TSC and control room are connected |
by a common stairwell, which can provide face-to-face |

interaction between control room personnel and the TSC Manager. |
TSC personnel will have access to information in the control

|

room that is not available through the TSC Data System. |

The stairwell between the TSC and control room is located |27
outside of the control room environment; therefore, provisions |
will be made for safe and timely movement of personnel under |
emergency conditions. These provisions will include |

considerations of effects of direct radiation and airborne |
radioactivity from inplace sources.

|

There will be no major security barriers between the TSC and |27
control room, other than access stations at each facility. |

C. STAFFING AND TRAINING |27

The staffing requir oents of the TSC are in accordance with | 36
Figure 1.4 of the CPSES/ Emergency Plan. Figure 1.4 staffing |
applies to all emergency action levels for which the TSC is

|
activated.

|.

.

Upon declaration of an Alert or higher classification of |68
Emergency, the TSC should be activated within sixty (60) |

minutes. Activation of the TSC will ensure only designated |
operating personnel are in the control room and that needed |49
technical support will be provided without obstructing plant |
manipulations or overcrowding the control room.

|

*
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RESPONSE TO NRC ACTION PLAN

27 | The data set available to the TSC Data System will be complete

| enough to permit accurate assessment of an accident without

| interference with the control room erergency operation.

68 | The data set available to the ERF Computer System includes the

| Type A, B, C and E Accident Monitoring variables (as described

| in FSAR Section 7.5) and the Type D Accident Monitoring

| variables which are also identified as Type D variables in
| | Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, Table 2.

42 | All sensor data and calculated variables used in the data set
| for SPDS, EOF, or for transmission to offsite locations will be

| available for display. The accuracy of the data displayed will
27 | be substantially the same as the accuracy of comparable data
36 | displayed in the control room. The time resolution of data

| acquisition will be sufficient to provide data without loss of
| information during transient conditions where that data is

| necessary for operator action. The time resolution of each
| sensor signal will respond on the potential transient behavior

| of the variable being measured.

27 | Disk and tape storNe and recall capability will be provided for
| the TSC data set. Two hours of pre-event and 12 hours of post

| event data will be recorded.

27 | The sample frequency will be consistent with the use of the

| data. Capacity to record two weeks of additional pos~t event

| data will be provided. Archival data storage will be provided
| automatically, and retrieval will be accomplished without

36 | interrupting the TSC data acquisition function. The ERF

| displays (3 of which will be provided in the CPSES TSC) if used-

| for data retrieval, will not be available for real time

| parameters, but can be returned to on line display service very
| quickly.
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